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May 20, 1998      Contact: Dave Robinson
        814-453-4955, Ext. 235

PAX CHRISTI USA CONDEMNS INDIAN TESTING AND 
HYPOCRISY OF OTHER NUCLEAR WEAPONS STATES

ERIE, PA. -  Adding Pax Christi USA's voice to the chorus of world condemnation about India's nuclear testing is 
critical, and equally critical is denouncing the hypocrisy of the other nuclear weapons states' reliance on nuclear 
deterrence, says one of the organization's leaders.
             "While we feel it's necessary for Pax Christi USA to publicly denounce India's decision to test nuclear weapons, 
we're also compelled to cry out against the hypocrisy and culpability of the other nuclear weapons states' continued 
reliance on nuclear deterrence," says Dave Robinson, program director at the Erie-Pa.-based headquarters of Pax Christi 
USA, the national Catholic peace orga
nization.
Quoting from a joint statement of Pax Christi International President Godfried Cardinal Danneels and World Council of 
Churches General Secretary Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, issued from Geneva just two weeks before the Indian tests, Pax 
Christi condemned the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and expressed "grave concern" over India's apparent embracing of 
"this morally corrupt" doctrine.
            "The choice", states Pax Christi USA, "is between a nuclear-weapons-free world for all, and a nuclear weapons 
free-for-all.  There is no secure middle ground."
            Contrary to the Clinton Administration's efforts to persuade Pakistan not to test nuclear weapons by offering to 
release the embargoed F-16 fighter aircraft the Pakistan government 
-more-
purchased from the United States in 1990, Pax Christi USA calls for a moratorium on conventional 
arms sales to the region as a way to head off a dangerous conventional arms race that could fuel the two countries' 
perceived need for nuclear weapons, says Robinson.
  "The delivery of the F-16's to Pakistan was stopped in an effort to stem the arms race that was building in the 
region," says Robinson, who just returned from Geneva where 186 nations met to prepare for the formal review of the 
nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty in 2000.  "To reverse this policy and deliver these very sophisticated aircraft as a way 
of 'rewarding' Pakistan for not testing nuclear w
eapons is irresponsible and short-sighted.  It is precisely the introduction of ever more sophisticated weapons into tense 
regions of the developing world that is fueling the nuclear ambitions of the countries involved."
The Pax Christi USA statement (following)  holds the nuclear weapons states, and particularly the United States, 
accountable for the lack of progress on disarmament:  "The nuclear weapons states that remain committed to the 
doctrine of nuclear deterrence continue to use their power and position to frustrate the will of the majority of nations 
seeking nuclear disarmament.  They must be held account
able for the proliferation of nuclear weapons," the statement reads.
The statement concludes with a call for the Clinton Administration to "halt its provocative and immensely expensive 
Stockpile Stewardship and Management plans (referring to the Department of Energy's $60-billion reinvestment in the 
United State's ability to design, develop and test nuclear weapons) and ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty in the 
spirit it was intended --  as a means of ending 
the nuclear arms race and opening the way for negotiations on a Nuclear Weapons Convention banning nuclear weapons 
completely."
-30-
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PAX CHRISTI USA STATEMENT ON INDIA'S NUCLEAR TESTS

 
Pax Christi USA expresses grave concern over India's decision to conduct five nuclear weapons tests during the week of 
May 11, 1998.  While we feel it is absolutely necessary to add Pax Christi USA's voice to the chorus of world 
condemnation directed toward India's decision to test, we are equally compelled to cry out against the hypocrisy and 
culpability of the other nuclear weapons states' conti
nued reliance on nuclear deterrence.  
Until the nuclear weapons states comply with their nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) obligation to "pursue 
negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to 
nuclear disarmament," Pax Christi USA will continue to cry out against the hypocritical efforts at enforcement of the 
nonproliferation goals of the treaty.  The choice i
s between a nuclear-weapons-free world for all, or a nuclear weapons free-for-all.  There is no secure middle ground.  
 In Geneva, just two weeks before India tested its nuclear weapons , Godfried Cardinal Danneels, President of Pax 
Christi International and the Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, General Secretary of the World Council of Churches, condemned 
the doctrine of nuclear deterrence before the assembled delegates preparing for the next review of the nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty. "As an instrument of deterrence, n
uclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes," the church leaders said. " Therefore, 
the doctrine of nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."
 The decision by India to join the club of nations committed to nuclear deterrence is a serious setback for the effort 
to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  Pax Christi USA calls upon the 

Indian government, and indeed, all the nuclear weapons states, to renounce their nuclear weapons programs, to sign and 
ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, and to follow the example of South Africa, the only nuclear-armed nation to 
renounce nuclear deterrence, dismantle its weapons and discontinue its program.
 The developments on the Indian sub-continent raise the very real specter of a nuclear arms race among India, 
Pakistan and China.  Such a development would not only be destabilizing and dangerous in the extreme, it would divert 
resources that are urgently needed by the suffering poor of those countries.  As was the case during the Cold War, a 
nuclear arms race is expensive and inevitably leads to 
a conventional arms race.  
Pax Christi USA calls upon all nations to immediately halt all weapons deliveries to the region and initiate negotiations 
leading to nuclear and conventional disarmament as an alternative to a costly arms race.
 The nuclear weapons states remain committed to the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and continue to use their power 
and position to frustrate the will of the majority of nations seeking nuclear disarmament. They must be held accountable 
for the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
 Pax Christi USA calls upon the Clinton Administration to halt its provocative and immensely expensive Stockpile 
Stewardship plans (the $60-billion Department of Energy plan to upgrade the United States' ability to design, build and 
test nuclear weapons) and ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty in the spirit it was intended -- as a means of ending 
the nuclear arms race and opening the way for 
negotiations on a Nuclear Weapons Convention banning nuclear weapons completely.
-30-
For more information or media interviews, call Dave Robinson at 814-453-4955, Ext. 235.
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        uuawo@aol.com, joannabaker@juno.com, Dringler@umc-gbcs.org,
        gpowers@nccbuscc.org, mupj@igc.apc.org, kathy@fcnl.org,
        wandwill@clark.net, ledwidge@psr.org, vision@igc.org,
        disarmament@igc.org, jsmith@clw.org, mupj@igc.org, paprog@igc.org,
        bmorse@igc.org, dculp@nrdc.org, dkimball@clw.org, btiller@psr.org,
        bridget@fcnl.org, cdavis@clw.org, 73744.3675@compuserve.com,
        tperry@ucsusa.org, tcollina@ucsusa.org, paexec@igc.org,
        tom.clements@wdc.greenpeace.org, ieer@ieer.org, anitas@ieer.org,
        panukes@igc.apc.org, cpaine@nrdc.org, syoung@basicint.org,
        billeisen@rocketmail.com, armsintern@ucsusa.org, ctbt@2020vision.org,
        panukes@igc.org
From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>
Subject: Religious Leaders CTBT Statement
Cc: bridget@clark.net, joe@clark.net

Dear Friends,

Thanks to everyone for all the help on gathering names for the "Statement
by American Religious Leaders:  Ratify the CTBT."  Today, we mailed the
statement to all those who signed and provided us with a mailing address.
The mailing included a cover note from Joe urging continued action to stop
nuclear testing and a fact sheet on public support for the CTBT since the
India testing.  We also placed copies in the mailboxes in the Methodist
Building, and it is posted on our website at
http://www.fcnl.org/pub/fcnl/ctbtrel.htm.

If you passed along names to me without mailing addresses, please send
copies out to those signers, along with our appreciation for their
signatures.  

I've pasted the statement with all signers into this message and sent the
formatted file as a wordperfect attachment.  I will try to bring copies to
upcoming meetings as well.  Please let me know if you do not receive a copy
or if I can help in any other way.

Again, many thanks to everyone for all the help and support!

in peace,
bridget

        A Statement by 
        American Religious Leaders:
        Ratify the CTBT
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May 1998

        As persons entrusted by our diverse religious communities with special
responsibilities to address the issues of justice and peace, we have joined
in this appeal for Senate action to approve the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) before the August recess.

        For more than forty years, the nuclear arms race dominated the Cold War
policies of the United States.  Within our faith communities, those
policies raised the profoundest questions about the sacredness of God's
creation, our moral responsibilities, and human destiny.  With the end of
the Cold War, the issues of the nuclear threat have changed, but the threat
remains and the profound moral questions persist.  The retention of
thousands of nuclear weapons, combined with the threats of proliferation
and terrorism, requires renewed attention to these issues.  At the moral
core of nuclear issues is the credibility of nuclear-weapon states in
seeking to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons by or to other
states or political groups.   

        We believe that ratification of the CTBT during 1998 is the most urgent
and timely action that could contribute significantly toward reducing the
nuclear danger.  We are reminded that ratification of the CTBT would help
fulfill U.S. commitments under the Limited Test Ban Treaty and the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, and is consistent with current U.S. law.  In
fact, the CTBT would make permanent internationally the current moratorium
on nuclear testing which the U.S. already observes.  The international
verification regime of this treaty provides a means to effectively monitor
such a permanent ban on testing and to restrict further proliferation of
nuclear weapons technology.   U.S. leadership on ratification of this
treaty is critical.     

        The United States Senate has within its powers the capacity to take
decisive action on some of the most fateful issues affecting the security
of our nation and the peace of our planet.  We urge the Senate to proceed
swiftly this session to devote the most serious consideration to the
honoring of our previous treaty commitments and to the merits of the CTBT.
We earnestly hope our senators will then decide it is time to consent to
the treaty's ratification. 

        We assure our senators of our determination to interpret this issue as a
vital matter of religious conscience for our communities -- and we pray for
their own good health and wisdom.

Yours faithfully, 

National:
 
Bishop McKinley Young
African Methodist Episcopal Church
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The Rev. Dr. Daniel E. Weiss
General Secretary
American Baptist Churches, USA

Dr. Richard L. Hamm
General Minister and President
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in the United States and Canada

Bishop Nathaniel Linsey, Senior Bishop
Christian Methodist Episcopal Church

The Rev. Dr. Joseph M. Mason
Interim Executive Director
Church of the Brethren, General Board

Frank T. Griswold
Presiding Bishop and Primate
The Episcopal Church

The Rev. H. George Anderson
Presiding Bishop
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Bruce Birchard
General Secretary
Friends General Conference (for ID purposes only)

Johan Maurer
General Secretary
Friends United Meeting

James P. Schrag
General Secretary
General Conference, Mennonite Church

George B. Stoltzfus
General Secretary
Mennonite Church

Gordon L. Sommers
President
Moravian Church, Northern Province

Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell
General Secretary
National Council of Churches

Dr. Willie T. Snead
Sr. President
National Missionary Baptist Convention of America

Metropolitan Theodosius (Lazor)
Primate
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Orthodox Church in America

Clifton Kirkpatrick 
Stated Clerk of the General Assembly
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

Rev. Tyrone S. Pitts
General Secretary
Progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc.

Dr. Bert Beach
General Conference of the Seventh Day Adventist Church

Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim
Eastern Archdiocese
Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch

Rabbi Eric Yoffie
President
Union of American Hebrew Congregations

Paul H. Sherry
President
United Church of Christ

Bishop William Boyd Grove
Ecumenical Officer
United Methodist Council of Bishops

John A. Buehrens 
President
Unitarian Universalist Association

Kara Newell
Executive Director
American Friends Service Committee

Rev. Ted Keating, SM
Director for Justice and Peace
Catholic Conference of Major Superiors of Men's Insitutes

General Board Members, Church of the Brethren:
Christopher Bowman, Chair
Ruth Davidson Clark
Phyllis M. Davis
Mary Jo Flory-Steury
Roger Forry     
Stafford C. Frederick
Wayne Judd
Edward L. Kerschensteiner
David R. Miller
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Donald L. Parker
Tracy W. Sadd
Martha Stover Barlow    

Heather Nolen
Coordinator
Church of the Brethren, Washington Office

Susan Shank Mix
President
Church Women United

Rev. Michael Dodd
Director
Columban Fathers' Justice and Peace Office

The Rt. Rev. Edmond L. Browning
Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church, Retired

Episcopal Peace Fellowship National Executive Council:
David O. Selzer, National Chair
Janet G. Chislom, Vice Chair
Mary H. Miller, Executive Secretary
Verna M. Fausey, Secretary
Christopher Pottle, Treasurer
William Stuart-Whistler, Nuclear Issues Group

Ms. Joyce M. Bowers
Mission History & Research
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Mark B. Brown
Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Ms. Joanne Chadwick
Commission for Women
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Ms. Robin Janac
Division for Congregational Ministries
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Ms. Gertrude E. Milliken
Women of the ELCA 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Mr. Robert E. Pope
Mission Investment Fund of the ELCA
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Russell O. Siler
Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs
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Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Leslie F. Weber, Jr
Division for Church in Society
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Ronald J. Sider
President
Evangelicals for Social Action

Joe Volk
Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation

J. Daryl Byler
Director
Washington Office
Mennonite Central Committee

Ronald J.R. Mathies
Executive Director
Mennonite Central Committee

Lynette Meck
Executive Director
Mennonite Central Committee, U.S.

Howard Hallman
Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Rev. Bill Moroney
Missionaries of Africa

Rev. Dr. Albert M. Pennybacker
Associate General Secretary for Public Policy
National Council of Churches

Kathy Thornton, RSM,
National Coordinator
NETWORK: A National Catholic Social Justice Lobby

John K. Stoner
Coordinator
New Call to Peacemaking

Rabbi Arthur Waskow
Director
The Shalom Center

Jim Wallis
Executive Director
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Sojourners

Charles McCollough
Office for Church in Society
United Church of Christ

Rev. Joel D. Baehr
Board of Trustees
Unitarian Universalist Association

Dr. Thomas White Wolf Fassett
General Secretary
General Board of Church and Society
United Methodist Church

Bradley H. Patterson, Jr. 
Board of Trustees
Unitarian Universalist Association

Joan Van Becelaere
President 
Covenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans

Regional (alphabetical by region):

Bishop Michael J. Kaniecki, SJ
Roman Catholic Diocese of Fairbanks, Alaska

Rev. Richard A. Heacock, Jr. 
President
Alaska Christian Conference

The Rt. Rev. Mark MacDonald
Episcopal Diocese of Alaska

Rev. Richard J. Olson
International Federation for Earth's Preservation
Homer, Alaska

Frank Chingliak
President of the Provincial Board
Moravian Church in Alaska

Bishop Donald Parsons
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Anchorage, Alaska

The Rev. Floyd M. Schoenhals
Bishop, Arkansas-Oklahoma Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Dr. F.  Gladwin Connell
Conference Council Director
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Little Rock Annual Conference

Sr. Joan Pytlik
Diocesan Social Action Director
Catholic Diocese of Little Rock, Arkansas

Chris Smith
District Executive
Church of the Brethren, Atlantic Northeast      

Jean G. Kapuscik
Unitarian Universalist Board of Trustees
Central Midwest District

Bishop Mary Ann Swenson
Denver Area of the United Methodist Church
(Colorado, Wyoming, Utah)

The Rev. George Paul Mocko
Bishop, Delaware-Maryland Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Ms. Theda Blackwelder
Lutheran Office on Public Policy
Wilmington, Deleware

The Rev. William B. Trexler
Bishop, Florida-Bahamas Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Kenneth R. Olsen
Bishop, Metropolitan Chicago Synod, Illinois
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Frederick Aigner
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois

The Rev. Daniel Schwick
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois

Bishop Woodie W. White
Indiana Area of the United Methodist Church

Herman  Kauffman
District Executive                              
Northern Indiana
Church of the Brethren

Bishop Fritz Mutti
United Methodist Church
Kansas Area

Dr. Joe M. Hendrixson
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Executive Director
Kansas Ecumenical Ministries

Timothy W. Ashton       
District Executive              
Massachusetts Bay District of Unitarian Universalist Churches   

James L. Kinsey
District Executive
Michigan
Church of the Brethren

The Rev. Mark S. Hanson
Bishop, Saint Paul Area Synod, Minnesota
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Arlen D. Hermodson
Bishop, Northwestern Minnesota Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Glenn Nycklemoe
Bishop, Southeastern Minnesota Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Bishop M.L. Meadors, Jr.
United Methodist Church
Jackson, Mississippi

Mississippi Religious Leaders Conference
Don Fortenberry, Executive Director
Bishop A.C. Marble, President, Board of Directors

The Rev. Richard N. Jessen
Bishop, Nebraska Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Rev. Christy Dowdy
Chairperson
Peace & Justice JSAT
Interchurch Ministries of Nebraska

The Rev. Robert L. Isaksen
Bishop, New England Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Rev. Francis Mazur (representing 19 faith groups)
Buffalo Area Metropolitan Ministries

Rev. Garrie Stevens
Conference Council Director
North Central New York Conference
United Methodist Church

The Rev. David W. Preisinger - Assistant to Bishop Lee M. Miller
Upstate New York Synod
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Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Sally Breen
Social Justice Chair 
Northeast District
Unitarian Universalist Association

Rev. Glenn H. Turner, District Minister
Northeast District
Unitarian Universalist Association
 
Rev. Calvin O. Dame
Northeast District Trustee
Unitarian Universalist Association

Connie R. Burkholder    
District Executive
Northern Plains
Church of the Brethren

The Rev. Dale R. Skogman
Bishop, Northern Great Lakes Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Collins Kilburn
Executive Director
North Carolina Council of Churches

Greg Coleridge
Director
Northeast Ohio 
American Friends Service Committee

Tom Zuercher 
District Executive                      
Church of the Brethren, Northern Ohio

Bishop Edward Paup
Portland Area of the United Methodist Church 
(Oregon)

Oregon-Idaho Conference, United Methodist Church:
Kathy Campbell-Burton, Peace with Justice Coordinator
Rev. Steve Sprecher
Rev. David Weekley, Chair of Church and Society

James H. Zeisloft
Executive Director
United Methodist Witness in Pennsylvania

Randall Yoder
District Executive
Church of the Brethren, Middle Pennsylvania
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Georgia R. Markey
District Executive
Church of the Brethren, Southern Pennsylvania

The Rev. Gregory R. Pile
Bishop, Allegheny Synod, Pennsylvania
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Paul E. Spring
Bishop, Northwestern Pennsylvania Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. David R. Strobel
Bishop, Northeastern Pennsylvania Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Bill Dalke
Conference Minister
Rocky Mountain Conference
United Church of Christ

Peace and Justice Task Force
Rev. Robert A. Kinsey, Chair
Rocky Mountain Conference
United Church of Christ

The Rev. Robert W. Mattheis
Bishop, Sierra Pacific Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Ronald B. Warren
Bishop, Southeastern Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Bishop Nathaniel Jarrett, JR.
Presiding Bishop
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church
Southwestern Delta Episcopal District

Bishop Kenneth Carder
Nashville Area of the United Methodist Church 
(Tennessee)

The Rev. James E. Bennett
Bishop, Southwestern Texas Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Paul J. Blom
Bishop, Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Bishop K. Woodrow Hearn 
United Methodist Church
Texas Annual Conference
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The Rev. Mark B. Herbener
Bishop, Northern Texas-Northern Louisiana Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Bishop Walter F. Sullivan
Catholic Diocese of Richmond, Virginia

The Rev. Richard F. Bansemer
Bishop, Virginia Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Robert M. Keller
Bishop, Eastern Washington-Idaho Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

John Boonstra 
Executive Minister
Washington Association of Churches

The Rev. David C. Wold
Bishop, Southwestern Washington Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

The Rev. Theodore F. Schneider
Bishop, Metropolitan Washington D.C. Synod
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Jay Rogers Fike
District Executive
Church of the Brethren, West Marva

The Rev. Robert D. Berg
Bishop, Northwest Synod of Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

Rev. Daniel E. Monson
Director
Wyoming Church Coalition

Local Leaders and Congregations
(alphabetical by state):

David K. Fison, Retired Pastor
United Methodist Church
Anchorage, Alaska

Rabbi Eugene Levy
Congregation Bnai Israel
Little Rock, Arkansas
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Edward G. Matthews
Senior Pastor
First United Methodist Church
Little Rock, Arkansas

Rev. Bryan G. Fulwider
St. Paul United Methodist Church
Little Rock, Arkansas

Rev. Dr. Carolyn Tyler
Interfaith Disaster Recovery (for ID purposes only)
Little Rock, Arkansas

Sister Maria Liebeck
Daughters of Charity
Little Rock, Arkansas

Rev. J. Edwin Bacon, Jr.
Rector
All Saints Episcopal Church
Pasadena, California 

Mary Ann Coyle, SL
President
Loretto Community
Englewood, Colorado

Rev. Jonathan W. Wymans
Pastor
First Congregational United Church of Christ
Pueblo, Colorado

Rev. Karen Sorenson
Pastor
Christ Congregational United Church of Christ
Pueblo, Colorado

Rabbi Abe Reich 
United Hebrew Center
Pueblo, Colorado

Bishop Charles A. Buswell
Catholi Bishop of Pueblo Diocese (retired)
Pueblo, Colorado

Rev. David Foncannon
Pastor
Pueblo Mennonite Church
Pueblo, Colorado

Rev. Patrick O'Hurley
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Westminister Presbyterian Church
Pueblo, Colorado

Rev. Roger L. Hupp
Center for Inner Peace
Pueblo, Colorado

Thomas McGuigan, Clerk
Georgia Lord, Assistant Clerk 
Atlanta Meeting, Religious Society of Friends
Atlanta, Georgia

Ms. Carol Q. Cosby
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
Indiana

Richard B. Gardner
Academic Dean
Bethany Theological Seminary 
Richmond, Indiana

The Rev. Carl A. Anderson
First Lutheran Church
Rock Island, Illinois

Loring R. Henderson
Clerk
Oread Friends Meeting (Quaker)
Kansas

Rev. Christopher Grundy 
United Church of Christ, Plymouth Congregational
Lawrence, Kansas

The Rev. Gerald D. Buss, Sr.
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Hiawatha, Kansas

The Rev. Bryan D. Jessup
The Unitarian Universalist Church
Sanford, Maine

Rev. Jean L. Wahlstrom
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church
Portland, Maine

The Rev. Katharine H. Winthrop
Unitarian Universalist Church
Portland, Maine

Rev. Charles Demere
Pax World Service (formerly)
St. Mary's County, Maryland
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Mr. Herbert Blinder
American Ethical Union
Bethesda, Maryland

The Rev. Mark A.G. Huffmen
St. Timothy Lutheran Church
Timonium, Maryland

James M. Bank
Minister
Unitarian Universalist Church of Silver Spring, Maryland

Rev. Dr. Thomas Mikelson
First Parish in Cambridge, Massachusetts

Rev. Kaaren Waack
Minister    
The First Unitarian Universalist Society of 
Rockport, Massachusetts  

Rev. Barbara Fuller
Christian Church
Ann Arbor, Michigan

The Rev. Paul D. Lutz
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Duluth, Minnesota

The Rev. Howard D. Wagner
St. Petri Lutheran Church
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Nielsville, Minnesota

Ms. Susan M. Peterson
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Rochert, Minnesota

Rev. Gloria Weber
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Editor, Interfaith Voices for Peace and Justice Directory
St. Louis, Missouri

Rev. Galen Wray
Centenary United Methodist Church
Beatrice, Nebraska
First Lutheran Church, Blair, Nebraska:
Ms. Patricia Bentsen
Mr. Jerome L. Christensen
Mr. Jon Hougen
Ms. Dania Hundtoft
Mr. Delvin D. Hutton
Ms. Trudy Hutton
Mr. Gerald Kobs
Ms. Donna Kobs
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Mr. Lloyd Neve
Ms. Muriel Neve
Mr. Laurids Pedersen
Ms. Betty Wolsmann

The Rev. Jennifer E. Dyer
St. John's Lutheran Church
Elma, New York

Mr. G. William Glidden
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Plattsburgh, New York

Henry Elkins
Clerk
Purchase Quarterly Meeting 
New York Yearly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends

Sally Miller
Clerk
Syracuse Monthly Meeting of Friends

Helen Stabler
Co-Clerk
Syracuse Monthly Meeting of Friends

Rev. James D. Matthews
Pastor
St. Lucy's Roman Catholic Church
Syracuse, New York

Rev. William L. Coop
Compassion and Advocacy Chair
Cayuga/Syracuse Presbytery, and
Pastor
South Presbyterian Church
Syracuse, New York

Rev. Harold Garman
Pastor
University United Methodist Church
Syracuse, New York

Byrdie Palmore
Member, Board of UUA Review
Secretary, Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Hillsborough, North Carolina

Erdman B. Palmore, PhD, HC
Co-Chair, Community Action Committee
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Hillsborough,
North Carolina
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Val Rosado
Member and Past Moderator of Coordinating Council
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Hillsborough,
North Carolina

Rev. Robert Murphy
Unitarian Universalists in East Carolina
Morehead City, North Carolina

Rev. Charles G. Kast
Unitarian Universalist 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Rev. Dr. Werner Lange
Pastor
Auburn Community Church, United Church of Christ
Chagrin Falls, Ohio

Dean Wolfe
Chair
Episcopal Peace Fellowship in Ohio

Rev. William L. Ripley
Jackson Lee United Methodist Church
Salem, Oregon

Jay Penniman
Clerk
Salem Friends Meeting
Salem, Oregon

Rev. Karen Slotta
Social Concerns Chair, Oregon-Idaho Conference and
Baker City Church
Baker City, Oregon

Pittsburgh Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
Liane Norman, Clerk

Arthur M. Crawford
Retired Minister
United Methodist Church
Meadville, Pennsylvania

Rev. Judy Welles
Unitarian Universalists of the Cumberland Valley
Carlisle, Pennsylvania

Rev. Jack Mraz
Ecumenical Administrator
Tennessee Association of Churches
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Marcus and Glenda Keyes
Co-Directors
Justice-Peace-Integrity of Creation
Catholic Diocese of Knoxville, Tennessee

Tandy Scheffler
Director of Religious Education
Oak Ridge Unitarian Universalist Church
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Donald P. Clark, Convener
Network for Environmental and Economic Responsibility
United Church of Christ
Pleasant Hill, Tennessee

Rev. Richard Lammers
Peace Committee
Pleasant Hill Community Church
Pleasant Hill, Tennessee

Dr. Bill Lindstrom
Cumberland Countians for Peace and Justice
Tennessee

Tennessee Valley Unitarian Universalist Church:
Reverend Lynn Thomas Strauss, Parish Minister
Sophronia Ward, President
Evelyn Carter, Director of Religious Education
William Dunklin, Music Director

Mary C. Nelson
Minister Emerita
Unitarian Universalist Church
Knoxville, Tennessee

Rev. Jane Dwinell
First Universalist Parish, UU
Derby Line, Vermont

The Rev. Frederick Schneider
Lutheran Church of Our Savior
Richmond, Virginia

Ms. Viola M. Van Gilder
Lutheran Peace Fellowship
Seattle, Washington

Robert E. Hughes
Board of Church and Society, Chair
United Methodist Church
Mercer Island, Washington

Sue Johnson
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
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Shelton, Washington

Attachment Converted: C:\INTERACT\data\download\finrelst.wpd
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: KARAKIA@aol.com, petweiss@igc.org, disarmament@igc.apc.org,
        peace-caucus@igc.apc.org, amherst@earthaction.org
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 17:19:19 EDT
From: LCNP <LCNP@aol.com>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Jun 1 Congressional briefing Nuclear Weapons Convention
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

Dear Friends in the U.S.,

Please contact your Representatives in the House to urge them and their staff
to attend the briefing on the nuclear weapons convention organized by
Congresswoman Lyn Woolsey.

Below is the invitation which is being circulated to House Representatives.

Peace
Alyn Ware
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------

Briefing on a Nuclear Weapons Convention
Monday June 1, 1998
441 Cannon 
2:30 - 4 pm 

Dear Colleague,

Congresswoman Lynn Woolsey invites you and your staff to a briefing on
proposed negotiations leading to the conclusion of a Nuclear Weapons
Convention and the Model Nuclear Weapons Convention on Monday June 1. At this
briefing we will discuss the progress and outlook of these efforts. In
addition we will discuss the Model Convention which was circulated by the
United Nations in 1997 as a work in progress setting forth the legal,
technical and political issues that should be considered to obtain an actual
nuclear weapons convention. Just as conventions exist for the abolition of
both chemical and biological weapons, the world needs a convention for the
abolition of nuclear weapons.

The fact that India and Pakistan have agreed to participate in negotiations
for a nuclear weapons convention should not be ignored. Undoubtedly the risk
of an arms race in Asia is extremely serious and could easily escalate into
another Cold War scenario. The United States can ill afford to allow India to
become a nuclear power and for Pakistan to match it stride for stride.

Guest speakers include:

Dr Theodore Taylor
Visiting Fellow Princeton University Center for Energy and Environmental
Studies
Former nuclear weapons designer at Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Merav Datan
Research Director for the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy
Drafting Coordinator for the Model Nuclear Weapons Convention

Jonathan Granoff
UN Rep. for the Lawyers Alliance for World Security
Vice President NGO Committee on Disarmament at the UN

I hope that you will be able to join us for this informative briefing. Staff
and interns are welcome. We will also be providing light refreshments.
Finally, you may be interested to know that I am introducing a resolution that
calls for negotiations leading to the conclusion of a nuclear weapons
convention and welcomes the Model Nuclear Weapons Convention as a discussion
document intended to further such negotiations. For more information please
contact Mark Dooley in Congresswoman Woolsey's office at 5-5161.

Sincerely,

Lynn Woolsey
Member of Congress
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Return-Path: <revweb@worldnet.att.net>
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 20:45:50 -0500
From: "Rev. Gloria Weber" <revweb@worldnet.att.net>
Reply-To: revweb@worldnet.att.net
Organization: Interfaith Voices
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Subject: An invitation to take part...
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id SAA23722

DATE:  May 21, 1998

TO:  Methodist United for Peace with Justice   Howard Hallman or other
staff

FR:  Interfaith Voices for Peace & Justice - A Directory of US/Canadian
Faith/interfaith groups working for peace/justice.             To be
published on paper & on the Web by the IFV staff: -
Bruce Schuman (UUA)-Webmaster;  Anne Simpson (SBC)-Production;  Gloria
Weber (ELCA)-Editor

RE:  Want to be included in the new Directory?

We’re writing to invite you to complete and return the enclosed forms,
assuming you are a faith or interfaith group that works for peace and
justice.  Your group will then be listed in the first directory of its
kind.

We believe that peace & justice groups will profit from knowing one
another.  News, views, plans, and ideas of thousands of activists across
the country can be shared.

Please complete your two-page entry and return it ASAP by e-mail, fax or
postage mail.  We’ll include your entry as you return it, unless we must
condense your mission statement.  So, please make your mission statement
as complete and concise as possible – 3 to 5 sentences.

You’ll be sent a proof copy of the directory, and later a final copy,
and we’ll also post the directory at www.origin.org/ifv.htm.  No
commitment is involved–just improved communication and cooperation.

The directory and web pages are free.  We’re volunteering our time as we
apply for grant funds…because future possibilities are exciting.  We
hope you agree!

Call or E-mail us with questions, concerns or suggestions.

Here's your entry form----

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
INTERFAITH VOICES for Peace and Justice
P. O. Box 270214, St. Louis, MO  63127
Toll Free (888) 454-8296, Fax (314) 892-1255
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revweb@worldnet.att.net, www.origin.org/ifv.htm

Please complete the following information and return by fax to
(314)892-1255. Call (888)454-8296 if you have any questions.

ORGANIZATION:______________________________________________

CONTACT:___________________________________________________

ADDRESS:___________________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP:____________________________________________

PHONE:_____________________________________________________

FAX:_______________________________________________________

E-MAIL:____________________________________________________

WEB PAGE:__________________________________________________

MEMBERSHIP:  Are you a membership organization? __Yes __No
# of Members__________ Membership Cost_______________

NEWSLETTER:  Do you have a newsletter? __Yes __No
Newsletter Name______________________________________________________

PUBLICATION:  Do you publish a magazine? __Yes __No
Publication Name_____________________________________________________
# of Subscribers__________ Subscription Cost_______________

MISSION:_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Does your Organization have local offices or chapters in the U.S. or
Canada? __Yes __No

If yes, please indicate how many and the locations:

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

MINISTRY:  CHOOSE YOUR ORGANIZATION'S FOCUS (Mark all that apply):
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__ CHILDREN/YOUTH/FAMILY: Aging, child and spousal abuse, family
planning, sexuality training, quality education (including special
needs)

__ COMMUNICATION:  Publications - Examples: National Catholic Reporter,
The Lutheran, Christian Ethics Today, Tikkun, etc.

__ CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: Prevention, system reform, community
violence, illegal drugs

__ DISCRIMINATION:  On basis of: race, religion, ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation

__ ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT: Clear air and water, nuclear energy, global
warming, endangered species.

__ ECONOMIC CONCERNS: Multi-national corporations, world bank, treaties,
adequate pay for workers, salary inequities, right of workers to
organize, military defense spending

__ ECUMENISM/INTERFAITH COOPERATION: Examples: World Council of
Churches, United Nations Assn. Of U.N., etc.

__ FOREIGN POLICY CONFLICT/NEEDS: Countries other than the United States
and Canada

__ GLOBAL PEACE/SECURITY: Nuclear arms and testing, chemical and
biological weapons, arms control, arms sales, landmines, overpopulation

__ HEALTH ISSUES: Universal health care, managed care, HIV/AIDS, organ
donation, bio-ethics, legal drugs

__ HUNGER/HUMAN NEEDS: Welfare reform, simple living, earned income tax
credit, needs of disabled, immigration, alcohol and drug treatment, etc.

__ LEADERSHIP TRAINING: Educating, training or organizing leaders for
peace and justice ministry; research and reporting leadership
information

__ LIFE AND DEATH ISSUES: Abortion, contraception, euthanasia, assisted
suicide, death penalty

__ PEACE AND NON-VIOLENCE: Gun control, peacetime military, military
budget, non-violence as way of life

__ RELIGION IN SOCIETY: Observing and reporting

__ RELIGIOUS AND CIVIL LIBERTY: Place of religion in public education,
separation of church and state, 501(c)3 taxation, First Amendment
studies

__ URBAN MINISTRY CONCERNS: Quality public education, affordable
housing, minimum wage, job training, day care, employment
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INTERFAITH VOICES includes a directory, news alerts, a newspaper, and
web communication.  We would like your thoughts and comments:

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Submitted by:__________________________________________________________

Fax information to (314) 892-1255

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A DIRECTORY AND A WEB HOMESITE FOR FAITH & INTERFAITH VOICES FOR PEACE &
JUSTICE TO PROVIDE PRINT & ELECTRONIC LINKS BETWEEN PEOPLE OF FAITH,
FAITH COMMUNITIES, & INTERFAITH GROUPS WHO SEEK TO LIVE THEIR FAITHS’
DIRECTIVE.

All of the world’s major faith groups have a common behavioral ethic.
The same directive guides our actions, individually and communally.

BAHA’I - “Desire not for anyone the things that ye would not desire for
yourselves.” Baha Ullah LXVI
BUDDHISM - “Hurt not others in ways that you yourself would find
hurtful.” Udana-Varga, 5:18
CHRISTIANITY - “All things whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye even so to them.” Matt 7:12
CONFUCIANISM - “Do not unto others what you would not have them do unto
you.” Analects 15:23
HINDUISM - “Never do to others what would pain thyself.” Panchatantra
III.104
ISLAM - “Do unto all men as you would they should do unto you, and
reject for others what you would reject for yourself.”
JAINISM - “In happiness & suffering, in joy & grief, we should regard
all creatures as we regard our own self.”
JUDAISM - “What is hateful to you, do not to your fellowmen.  That is
the entire law.” Talmud, Shabbat 314
NATIVE AMERICAN - “Respect for all life is the foundation.”  The Great
law of Peace
SIKHISM - “Treat others as thou wouldst be treated thyself.” Adi Granth
TAOISM - “Regard your neighbor’s gain as your own gain and your
neighbor’s loss as your own loss.
UNITARIAN - “We affirm the inherent worth and dignity of every person,
and the interdependent web of all existence.”
ZOROASTRIANISM - “That nature alone is good which refrains from doing
unto another whatsoever is not good for itself.”
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INTERFAITH VOICES HOLDS:
1.  We do not need to be of one faith or one religion.
2.  We do need to act on the behavioral ethic we all proclaim.
3.  We do need to encourage and promote one another’s efforts to
implement that common ethic.
4.  We need opportunity to share knowledge, learn from other’s
experiences, coordinate efforts and cultivate friendships.

To that end we offer - the first ever - at no fee
A.  Faith/Interfaith Directory of US/Canadian groups working for peace &
justice.
B.  Web site for sharing, announcing, asking, telling, learning &
chatting.  Open to staff and members of all faith/interfaith groups
working for peace & justice.

Who are we?
The I. F. V. Staff - Webmaster Bruce Schuman, Computer Whiz Anne
Simpson, and Editor Gloria Weber. (Unitarian, Baptist and Lutheran
respectively.) We are donating our time to offer this service at no
charge in ‘98.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PARTIAL LISTING OF GROUPS TO BE INCLUDED (May 12, 1998)

20/20 Vision, AAAS - Dialogue Between Science & Religion, Aboriginal
Rights Coaliton (ARC), Academy of Guru Granth Studies, Action Coalition
for Global Change, Action Linkage, Action Now!, Adventist Development &
Relief Agency, Affirmations: UMs for Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Concerns,
Africa Faith and Justice Network, African Methodist Episcopal Church,
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, AFSC Economic Justice Program,
AFSC Youth & Militarism Program, AHA - THE HUMANIST, AIDS National
Interfaith Network, Albert Schweitzer Institute for Humanities, Alliance
for Democracy - MA, Alliance for Democracy - MO, Alliance for Justice,
Alliance for Spiritual Community, Alliance for Tolerance & Freedom,
Alliance of Baptists, Inc., Alternative for Simple Living, Alwesasne
Notes, AMERICA/National Catholic Weekly, American Baptist
Churches-Welcome & Affirming Baptists, American Baptist
Churches/USA-Children, Youth & Families, American Baptist
Churches/USA-Ecology & Enviroonment, American Baptist
Churches/USA-Economic Concerns, American Baptist Churches/USA-Govt.
Relations, American Baptist Churches/USA-National Ministries, American
Baptist Churches/USA-Peace Concerns Program, American Baptist
Churches/USA-Racial Justice, American Friends Service Committee,
American Islamic College, American Jewish Committee, American Jewish
Congress, American Jewish World Service, American Muslim Council,
American Scientific Affiliation (ASA), American-Arab Anti-Discrimination
Comm., Americans for Religious Liberty, Americans United for Separation
of Church & State, Amnesty International, Amnesty Intl-InterReligious
Urgent Action Network-IRUAN, Andover-Newton Theological School, Anglican
Advance, Anglican CA Church/Ethics/Interfaith, Anglican Communion Office
at the UN, Anti-Defamation League, Anti-Racism/Clergy & Laity Concerned,
Asia Pacific Center for Justice & Peace, Assn for Development of
Religious Information Systems, Assn for Global New Thought, Assn for
Rights of Catholics in Church, Assn of Lutheran Older Adults,
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Association for Religion & Intellectual Life, Association of Christian
Churches, Association of Interfaith Ministers, Association of Physically
Challenged Ministers of UMC, Association of World Citizens, B'nai
B'rith, Baha'i - Office of Public Information, Baha'i Women's
Conference, Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, Baptist Peace
Fellowship of North America, Black Methodists for Church Renewal, Boston
Research Center, Boston University Dialogue for Religious Traditions,
Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual Organization, Brahmi Jain Society, Bread
for the World, Brethren Peace Fellowship, Bruderhof Community, Buddhist
Churches of America, Buddhist Council of the Midwest, Buddhist Peace
Fellowship, Buddhist Society for Compassionate Wisdom, Call to Action,
Call to Renewal, Campaign for America's Future, Campaign for Human
Development, USCC, Canada-Asia Working Group (CAWG), Canadian Catholic
Organization for Development & Peace, Canadian Catholic Organization for
Development & Peace (CCODP), Canadian Center for Ecumenism, Canadian
Churches Forum for Global Ministries, Canadian Conference of
Bishops-Social Action, Canadian Council of Christian Charities, Canadian
Council of Christians & Jews, Canadian Council of Churches, Canadian
Council on Refugees (CCR), Canadian Religious Conference of Ontario,
Canadian Religious Conference-National, Catholic Bishops -Concern for
the Environment, Catholic Central Union of America, Catholic Charities
USA, Catholic Network of Volunteer Service, Catholic Organizations for
Renewal (COR), Catholic Peace Fellowship, Catholic Worker, Catholics
Against Capital Punishment, Catholics for Contraception, Catholics for
Free Choice, Catholics Speak Out, Center for Action & Contemplation,
Center for Christian Ethics, Center for Defense Information, Center for
Global Community and World Law, Center for New Community, Center for Non
Violence, Center for Popular Economics, Center for Prevention of Sexual
& Domestic Violence, Center for Religion, Ethics, and Social Policy,
Center for Respect of Life & Environment, Center for Study of Religion &
Public Life, Center for Theology & Public Policy, Center of Concern,
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors, Cherish Life
Circle/Convent of Mercy, Chiapas Youth Media Project, Children's Action
and Welfare Priorities-UMC, Children's Defense Fund, Christ Church of
San Diego, CA Inc, Christian Century, Christian Children's Fund,
Christian Community Development Assn, Christian Peacemaker Teams,
Christian Science Comm/Publication, Christian Science Monitor, Christian
Social Action/UMC Magazine, Christian Socialist Movement, Christians for
Peace in El Salvardor (CROSPAZ), Church & School of Wicca, Church &
Society Magazine, Church & State - Monthly Magazine, Church Center for
United Nations, Church Council on Justice & Corrections (CCCJ), Church
Innovations, Church of All Worlds, Church of God Peace Fellowship,
Church of Jesus Christ/Latter-Day Saints, Church of Scientology, Church
of the Brethren, Church of the Divine Man, Church Women United - DC,
Church Women United - NY, Church World Service - Public Policy, Church
World Service-Global Education, Church World Service-NCCC, Churches for
Middle East Peace, Circle Sanctuary, CIS - Values & Vision, Citizen's
Budget AFSC, Citizens for Tax Justice, Citizens United for Alternatives
to the Death, Civil Rights and Criminal Justice Concerns-UMC, Clergy and
Laity Concerned, Coalition for Appalachian Ministry, Coalition for
International Criminal Court, Coalition on Environment of Jewish
Life-COEJL, Coalition to Preserve Religious Liberty, Coalition to Reduce
Nuclear Dangers, Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, Columban Fathers
Justice & Peace Office, Columbia University Press, Commission on
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Religion in Appalachia, Committee Against Registration & Draft, Common
Ground Network for Life and Choice, Common Ground, Inc., Common Spirit,
Commonwealth Coalition, Community Empowerment Ministry, Compost Patch
Ideas, Conflict Research Consultation, Congress of National Black
Churches, Conscience & Military Tax Campaign, Contra Mundum, Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship of Texas, Coordinating Center for Women in Church and
Society - UCC, CORLETTER - Monthly Newsletter, Council for a Livable
World Education Fund, Council for a Parliament of the World's Religions,
Council for American-Islamic Relations, Council of Bishops of UMC,
Council of Jewish Federations, Covenant of the Goddess, Criminal Justice
A F S C, CrossCurrents, Crossroads Ministry, Dignity USA, Diocese of the
Armenian Church of America, Disciples Advocacy Washington Network,
Disciples Justice Action Network, Disciples of Christ -Communication,
Disciples Peace Fellowship, Divine Science Federation International, E
Pluribus Unum Project, Earth Council, Earth Spirit Community, East Timor
Action Network, EcuLink Ecumenical Newsletter of NCC, Ecumenical
Coalition for Economic Justice, Ecumenical Coalition on Economic Justice
(ECRJ), Ecumenical Dev. Co-Operative Society, Ecumenical Peace Institute
- CALC, Ecumenical Program in Central America and the Caribbean,
Edmonton Interfaith Center, Education for Global Citizenship,
Educational Concerns - UCC, Eighth Day Center for Justice, ELCA-Division
for Church in Society, ELCA-Lutheran Hunger Program, ELCA-Lutheran
Office for Govt. Affairs, ELCA-Lutheran South Africa Network, Elders for
Justice - L SS, Emergency Coalition for US Financial Support,
Environmental Justice Concerns-UMC, Environmental Justice-National
Council of Churches, Environmental Justice-UCC, Episcopal Appalachia
Ministry, Episcopal Church/Peace & Justice, Episcopal Peace & Justice
Network for Global Concerns, Episcopal Peace Fellowship, Episcopal
Public Policy Network-DC, Episcopal Public Policy Network-NY, Episcopal
Responsible Investment Program, Equal Justice USA, Equal Partners in
Faith, Evangelical Environmental Network, Evangelical Fellowship of
Canada-Social Action Commission, Evangelical Lutheran Coalition for
Mission in Appalachia, Evangelicals for Middle East Understanding,
Evangelicals for Social Action, Exodus World Service, Facts for Action,
KC-FOR, Faith Advocacy Network World Vision, Faith and Politics
Institute, Families USA, Family Life/Human Sexuality Ministry-UCC,
Federated Orthodox Catholic Churches International, Federation of Jain
Associations of NA, Federation of Zoroastrian Associations of N A,
Fellowship for Readers Urmtia, Fellowship Magazine, Fellowship of Isis,
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Fellowship of Religious Humanists,
Fellowship of Southern Illinois Laity, Floresta - Healing the Land and
Its People, Florida Coalition for Peace & Justice,
Forum/Christian-Jewish Cooperation, Foundation for Interfaith Research &
Ministry, Franciscan Sisters of Mary, Freedom for Religions in Germany,
Friend's Journal, Friends Committee on National Legislation, Friends
Committee to Abolish the Death Penalty, Friends for a Non-Violent World
- FNVW, From Both Sides of the Ocean, Fung Loy Kok Taoist Temple,
FutureChurch, Gayatri Pariwar, General Conference Mennonite Church-Peace
& Justice Resources, Geo. Washington Law Center, Global Dialogue
Institute, Global Education Assoc-Religious Orders Partnership, Global
Exchange, Global Health Ministries, Global Network Against
Weapons/Nuclear Prol., Global Options, Global Response, Gobind Sadan,
USA, Graymoor Ecumenical & InterReligious Institute, Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese of America, Green Cross - A Christian Society, Green Fire
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Foundation, Green Nation, Greenpeace, Groundwork for a Just World, Guru
Gobind Singh Foundation, Guru Nanak (Sikh) Mission, Habitat for
Humanity, Hadassah - Women's Zionist Organization of America, HeadWaters
International Inc., Health Care Concerns-UMC, Heifer Project
International, Hinduism Today, HIV/AIDS & Gender minority Concerns-UCC,
Homelessness & Economic Justice Concerns-UCC, Horizon Interfaith
Council, Houston Peace News, Human Rights Campaign, Human Rights
Coalition at Loyola Marymount Univ., Hunger Concerns-US & Worldwide-UCC,
IHM New York Peace & Justice Group, Iliff School of Theology Justice &
Peace Studies, Illinois Conference of Churches, Imagine a World/Wanted
Children, Immigration and Refugee Concerns-UMC, In Defense of Animals,
In the Spirit of Jubilee, IN THESE TIMES, INFACT, Initiative for
Religion, Ethics & Human Rights/US Institute of Peace, Institute for
First Amendment Studies, Institute for Global Issues, Institute for
International Cooperation & Development, Institute for Peace & Justice,
Institute for Religion and Social Change, Institute for World
Spirituality, Institute of Islamic Information, Institute of Jainology,
Institute on Religion & Democracy, Institute on Religion and Public
Life, Inter Faith Network for the U.K., Inter-Church Action for
Development, Relief & Justice (ICA), Inter-Church Coalition on Africa
(ICCAF), Inter-Church Coalition on Human Rights in Latin America,
Inter-Church Committee for Refugees (ICCR), Interchurch Council of
Greater Cleveland, Intercommunity Center for Justice & Peace,
Interconnect, Interfaith Alliance, Interfaith Center for Corporate
Responsibility, Interfaith Center of New York, Interfaith Center to
Reverse the Arms Race, Interfaith Center-Presidio, Interfaith Coalition
for Free State Justice, Interfaith Coalition for Immigrant Rights,
Interfaith Coalition on Energy, Interfaith Community Ministry Network,
Interfaith Community Partnerships, Interfaith Conference of Washington
DC, Interfaith Council of Montreal, Interfaith Council of Washington
State, Interfaith Development Education Assn of Burlington, Interfaith
Dialogue Association, Interfaith Fellowship, Interfaith Health Program,
Interfaith Hunger Appeal, Interfaith Ministries, Interfaith Sexual
Trauma Institute, Interfaith Working Group, Interhemispheric Resource
Center, International Association for Religious Freedom-NY,
International Association for Religious Freedom-VA, International
Campaign to Ban Landmines, International Catholic Migration Committee,
International Committee for the Peace Council, International Institute -
Islamic Thought, International Interfaith Centre, International
InterReligious Initiative, International Jewish Affairs, International
Mahavir Jain Mission, International Rabbinical Committee, International
Service for Peace-SIPAZ, International Shinto Foundation, Inc.,
InterReligious Coalition on Smoking or Health, InterReligious Council of
Central NY, InterReligious Federation for World Peace, InterReligious
Foundation for Community Organization, InterReligious Health Care
Working Group, Interweave: UU for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender
Concerns, Islamic Information Office, Jain Association in North America,
Jain Society of Toronto, Jamyang Choling Institute, JERICHO, Jesuit
Centre/Social Faith & Justice, Jesuit Social Ministries, Jesuit
Volunteer Corps-NW, Jewish Action/Nuclear Responsibility, Jewish Council
for Public Affairs, Jewish Council for Public Affairs, Jewish Fund for
Justice, Jewish Labor Committee, Jewish National Fund, Jewish Peace
Fellowship, Jewish Peace Lobby, Jewish Vegetarians of North America,
Jewish Volunteer Corp, Jewish Women International, Jews for Racial &
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Economic Justice, Jobs with Justice, Jonah House, Journal of Women's
Ministries, Jubilee 2000/USA, Just Peace Institute/Friends Cong Church
UCC, Justice for Children, Justice for Women, NMU, Kairos 2000/USA,
Kashi Ashram, Kentucky Interreligious Taskforce on Central America
(KITCA), Koinonia Partners, Inc., Kurozumikyo Shinto, Lakota/Dakota
Sioux Nation, Latin America Working Group, Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, Liberation Ministries - UCC, LIBERTY Magazine - 7th Day
Adv., Loaves and Fishes, Loretto Community/Latin America-Caribbean
Committee, Loretto Earth Network, Loretto Women's Network, Lutheran
Human Relations Association, Lutheran Immigration & Refugee Service,
Lutheran Office for World Community (UN), Lutheran Peace Fellowship,
Lutheran Volunteer Corps, Lutherans Concerned in North America, M.K.
Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence, Mainstream Coalition, Mall Area
Religious Council, Maple Buddhist Society, MARK-UP - National Council of
Churches of Christ-USA, Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns: Peace,
Social Justice & Creation, Maryland Peace & Justice Conference, Maryland
United for Peace & Justice, Maryland United for Peace & Justice (MUPJ),
MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger, Mennonite Central Committee-Canada,
Mennonite Central Committee-Washington Office, Mennonite Church-Peace &
Justice Committee, Methodist Federation for Social Action -MFSA,
Methodist Peace Fellowship, Methodists United for Peace with Justice,
Metodistas Associados Representalando la Causa de Hispano-Americanos,
Metro Chicago InterReligious Initiative, Michigan Faith & Resistance
Peace Team, Millennium Institute, Minister of Divinity of Sikh Dharma,
Ministry of God's Creation - UMC, Ministry of God's Human Community-UMC,
Ministry of Money, Missouri Association for Social Welfare, Mobilization
for the Human Family, More Light Churches Network -PSUSA, Mother Jones,
Mother to Mother Ministry, Multi-Faith Leaders Fellowship, Muslim Peace
Fellowship, Muslim Public Affairs Council - DC Office, Mystic
Traders-Artist, Na'Amat USA, National Association Diocesan Ecumenical
Officers, National Association for Evangelicals-Public Policy, National
Black Sisters' Conference, National Campaign for a Peace Tax Fund,
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice, National Catholic
Reporter, National Coalition for the Homeless, National Coalition to
Abolish Death Penalty, National Conference for Community & Justice,
National Conference of Catholic Bishops, National Council of Catholic
Women, National Council of Churches of Christ in USA, National Council
of Churches of Christ in USA, National Council of Jewish Women, National
Episcopal AIDS Coalition, National Federation of Asian American United
Methodists, National Interfaith Committee for Worker Justice, National
Interfaith Hospitality Network, National InterReligious Bd/Conscientious
Objector, National InterReligious Task Force/Criminal Justice, National
Jewish Democratic Council, National Low Income Housing Coalition,
National Network on Cuba, National Religious Partnership for
Environment, National Sanctuary Defense Fund, National Spiritual
Assembly- US Baha'is, National Spiritualist Asociation of Churches,
National War Tax Resistance Coordinating Committee, Native American
International Caucus-UMC, NCC-Interfaith Relations, NCOORD Guatemala,
Neighbor to Neighbor, NETWORK:A National Catholic Justice Lobby, Nevada
Desert Experience, New Call to Peacemaking, New Mexico Conference of
Churches, New York Community of Churches, Inc., News/Views, NGO
Committee on Disarmament, NGO Committee on Disarmament, INC, NGO
Committee on Freedom of Religion & Belief, NonViolent Alternatives,
North American Academy of Ecumenists, North American Christian Peace
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Conference, North American Coalition for Christianity & Ecology, North
American Coalition for Religion & Ecology, North American Interfaith
Network (NAIN), Northeast Wisconsin Interfaith Alliance, Nuclear Age
Peace Foundation, NY Ave Presbyterian Church, Office on Global
Education-Church World Service-NCCC, OMB Watch, On Earth Peace Assembly,
Inc., Ontario Consult on Religious Tolerance, Ontario Multifaith Council
on Spiritual & Religious Care, Open & Affirming Ministries-Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ), Open & Affirming Program - UCC, Other
Sheep, Pacific Islander National Caucus-UMC, Pagan Awareness League,
Pagan Educational Network, Parliament of Souls, Partners for Tibet,
Passion, Pastors for Peace, Pathways to Peace, Pathways to Progress,
Mental Illness, Pax Christi - USA, Pax World Fund, Pax World Service,
Peace & Justice Center, Peace and Justice Center, Peace Brigades
International, Peace Brigades International, Peace Brigades USA, Peace
Education Programs, Peace Resource Center, Peace With Justice
Program-UMC, Texas Conference, Peace With Justice Week, Peace With
Justice Week Network, Peace with Justice-UMC, Peace/Justice Advocate
UMC, Peaceday Organization, PEACEWORK Magazine, Peaceworks, People for
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), People of Faith Network,
Perspectives, Physicians for a National Health Program, Pittsburgh
Regional Community Center for Justice & Peace, PLURA, Presbyterian
Church in Canada - Justice Ministries, Presbyterian Church
USA-Washington Office, Presbyterian Hunger Program, Presbyterian Peace
Fellowship, Presbyterian Peacemaking Program, Presbyterian UN Office,
Presbyterian Women, Presbyterian World Service and Development,
Presbyterians for Restoring Creation, Priests for Equality, Prisoner
Visitation & Support, ProChoice Resource Center, Progressive National
Baptist Convention, Project Censored at Sonoma St Univ, Project
Equality, Inc., Project Ploughshares, Promoting Enduring Peace, Inc,
Protestants for the Common Good, Public Issues in Education - NCC,
Quaker House, Quaker United Nations Office, Quixote Center, Racial and
Ethnic Conerns-UCC, Racial Justice Ministry - UCC, Rainbow Medicine
Society, Rainbow/Push Coalition, Ramakrisha-Vivekananda Center/NY,
Random Acts of Kindness Foundation, Reconciling Congregation
Program-UMC, Reform Judaism Magazine, Reformed Church of America,
Religion and Public Education Resource Center, Religion in American
Life, Inc, Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism, Religious
Coalition/ReproductivE Choice, Religious Leaders for Campaign Reform,
Religious Project Against the Death Penalty, Religious Working Group on
World Bank & IMF, Resource Center for Nonviolence, Responsible
Corrections 2000, Retreat Magazine/Brahma Kumaris, Riverside's/Global
Peace/Disarm. Prog, Rivier College Center for Peace & Social Justice,
Sacred Earth Society, Sakyadhita: International Assn of Buddhist Women,
Salt of the Earth, San Diegans for Peace in Mexico/Chiapas Schools
Construction Teams, Scarboro Missions/Interfaith Understanding, Scarboro
Missions/Justice & Peace Office, School of Metaphysics, School of the
America Watch, School Sisters of Notre Dame, Science & Religion Program,
Science of Mind, Science of Spirituality, Science Program-National
Religious Partnership, SCUPE - Sem Consortium/Urban Pastoral Education,
Seamless Garment Network, Inc., Search for Common Ground, Secretariat
for African American Catholics, Secretariat for Pro-Life Activities,
SeedHouse, Seeds Church Resources, Sequoia-News of Religion & Society,
SERRV International, Shalom Ministries - UMC, Shmate, Sikh Dharma
International, Sisters of Loretta, Sisters of Loretto Staff Office,
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Sisters of Mercy of the Americas, Sisters of St Joseph of Carondelet,
Social and Economic Justice Concerns-UMC, Social Justice/Dominicans,
Society for Humanistic Judaism, Sojourners, Soka Gakkai International,
Sorrento Centre, Soto Zen Education Center of NA, Southeran Christian
Leadership Conference, Southern Asian National Caucus-UMC, Sowers of
Justice, Spiritual Assembly/Baha'is CA, Spiritual Eldering Institute,
Stand for Children, Stony Point Center, Strategic Pastoral Action,
Supportive Congregations-Brethren-Mennonite, Task Force on Churches &
Corporate Responsibility (TCCR), Taskforce on Churches/Corporate
Responsibility, Temple of Understanding, Temple of Understanding (NY),
Ten Days for Global Justice, Texas Baptists Committed, Texas Faith
Network, Thanks-Giving Square, The American Baha'i Temple, The Campaign
for Equity-Restorative Justice, The Children's Partnership, The
Christophers, The Circle, The Communicator - UMC, The CONSORTIUM, The
EarthSpirit Community, The Engaged Zen Foundation, The Fig Tree/Spokane
Council of Ecumenical Ministry, The Human Quest, The Indianapolis Peace
& Justice Center, The Islamic Society of North America, THE LUTHERAN,
The National Baha'i Center, The New Seminary, The Other Economic Summit,
THE OTHER SIDE, The Peace Abbey, The River Fund - New York, The
Roundtable: Assn of Diocesan Social Action Directors, The Sacred Earth
Society, The Sierra Club, The Silent March, The Universal Third Order,
The Vatican II Center, The Washington Institute for Jewish Leadership &
Values, THE WITNESS - Anglican, The Women's Office, Sisters of Charity,
BVM, The Working Group for Religious Freedom in Ser, Theosophical
Society of America, Third Millenium Project, Third World Social Service,
Inc., Tibetan Buddhist Centre, Tikkun Magazine, Togmay Sanpo Meditation
Center, Training for Change, Tribune Media Service, Trlcycle, Truce
2000, TV-Free America, UCC Coalition-Gay/Lesbian Concerns, UCC Committee
for Racial Justice, UCC Council for American Indian Ministry, UCC
Network for Environmental & Economic Responsibility, UCC Office for
Church in Society-DC Office, UCC/Office for Church in Society, UMC
Congregational & Community Action Ministry, UMC General Board of Church
& Society, UMC General Board of Church & Society-UN Office, UMC Women's
Division-Children, Youth & Families, UMC Women's Division-Economic
Justice, UMC Women's Division-Environmental Justice, UMC Women's
Division-Global Concerns, UMC Women's Division-Justice Education, UMC
Women's Division-Public Policy, UMC Women's Division-Racial Justice,
Union of Concerned Scientists, Union/Orth. Jewish Congregations,
Unitarian Universalist Assn-Dept for Faith in Action, Unitarian
Universalist Sercice Committee-Lakota, Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee (UUSC), Unitarian Universalist Washington Office, United
Church of Canada, United Church of Canada, United Communities of Spirit,
United for a Fair Economy, United Lodge of Theosophists, United
Methodist Appalachian Development Committee, United Nations Assn of the
US - DC, United Nations Assn of the US - NY, United Nations
Ministry-UMC, United Religions Initiative, United
Synagogues/Conservative Judaism, Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan
Community Churches, Universal Health Care Action Network (UHCAN!), US
Cath Conf/Dept of Social Dev & World Peace, US Catholic Conference -
Office of Government Liaison, UU Buddhist Fellowship, UU Christian
Fellowship, UU Office of Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian and Transgender
Concerns, UU United Nations Office, UUA Dept for Faith in Action, UUA
Peace Fellowship, UUA Women's Federation, Virginia Interfaith Center for
Public Policy, Vision-TV, Voices for Justice, Voices for Survival,
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Voices in the Wilderness, Volunteers for Peace, WAND-Women's Action for
New Directions, War Resisters League, War Resisters Penalty Fund,
Washington Office on Africa - Africa Policy Information Center,
Washington Peace Center, We Are the Church Coalition, Witness for Peace,
Women & Spirituality, Women Concern's Report - MCC, Women for Church
Convergence, Women for International Peace & Arbitration, Women of the
ELCA-Peace with Justice, Women Strike for Peace, Women's Alliance for
Theology, Ethics and Ritual, Women's Alliance for Theology, Ethics and
Ritual, Women's International League for Peace & Freedom, Women's
Ordination Conference (WOC), WOMEN, INK, Womonspeak, Won Buddhism of
America, Woodstock Theological Center, World Conference for Religion &
Peace, World Congress of Faiths, World Council of Churches - US Office,
World Interfaith Education Assn, World Muslim Congress, World
Network/Religious Futurists, World Peace One, World Peace Prayer
Society, World Peacemakers Inc.,
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 14:26:00 +0200
From: Ak Malten <A.Malten@net.HCC.nl>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: (Draft)NWAD Network statement on Nuremberg Principles in
  relation to ALL aspects of nuclear weapons.
To: a-days@motherearth.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: amalten@pop4.inter.nl.net

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id FAB11708

Dear Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days and Abolition 2000 Friends,

What follows is a - draft - of the NWAD Network statement on 
Nuremberg Principles in relation to ALL aspects of nuclear 
weapons.

Please, send comments to me on this draft. Its length is now 
about 650 words and it is not to become much longer.

Peace,
or saved by
the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance,
Member of the legal workinggroup of the NWAD network.

---Draft - draft - draft--- 

Note: Sentences in which every word is beginning
with a capital should be printed in bold without the use
of those capitals in the beginning of each word.

What Makes The Threat Or Use Of Nuclear Weapons Illegal?

Nuclear weapons fail to discriminate between military and
civilian targets and personnel; fail to comply with the
principle of neutrality in time and place.

Because of this nature, nuclear weapons can not be used 
in such a way that would not violate international law.
The use of threat of use of nuclear weapons is therefor
clearly Illegal.

Ak Malten states on neutrality in time:
"I can not think of a war which goes on for 240,000 years.

But during an explosion of a nuclear bomb made with 
Plutonium 239 a Plutoniumdioxide is formed, which stays 
poisonous for the same 240,000 years.
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In reality it is impossible to escape from this number,
when using Plutonium 239 and therefor it is also impossible
to escape the violation of the principle of neutrality.

This makes that that same Plutonium bomb is ILLEGAL to be 
used in ALL circumstances under international law."

What Has This Illegality Of Nuclear Weapons To Do With 
The Nuremberg Principles?

Nuremberg Principle IV reads: "The fact that a person
acted pursuant to order of his government or of a superior
does not relieve him from responsibility under international
law, provided a moral choice was in fact possible to him."

Only one step further then this military person should go in 
refusing an order of his superior to prevent his government from 
committing an international crime under Nuremberg Principles, 
is the step of the civilian, who in his or her role of nuclear
resister, tries to do everything in his or her power to do 
exactly the same.

Then, What Are Those International Crimes Under Nuremberg 
Principles? What Crime Could This Nuclear Resister Trying To 
Prevent His Or Her Government From Committing?

Nuremberg Principle VI reads:

"The crimes hereinafter set out are punishable as crimes 
under international law:

     (a) Crimes against peace:

          (i) Planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a
          war of aggression or a war in violation of
          international treaties, agreements or assurances;
          (ii) Participation in a common plan or conspiracy for
          the accomplishment of any of the acts mentioned under
          (i).

     (b) War crimes:

     Violations of the laws or customs of war which include, but 
     are not limited to, murder, ill treatment or deportation to
     slave-labour or for any other purpose of civilian population 
     of, or in occupied territory, murder or ill-treatment of 
     prisoners of war, of persons on the seas, killing of hostages, 
     plunder of public or private property, wanton destruction of 
     cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not justified by 
     military necessity.

     (c) Crimes against humanity:

     Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other
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     inhumane acts done against any civilian population, or
     persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds, 
     when such acts are done or such persecutions are carried on 
     in execution of, or in connection with any crime against 
     peace or any war crime."

So, How Do Nuclear Weapons Relate To Nuremberg Principles?

"....., the threat to use nuclear weapons (i.e., nuclear 
deterrence/terrorism) constitutes ongoing international
criminal activity, namely: planning, preparation, conspiracy
and solicitation to commit crimes against peace, crimes against
humanity, war crimes, as well as grave breaches of the Four
Geneva Conventions of 1949, their Additional Protocol One of
1977, the Hague Regulations of 1907, and the International
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide of 1948, inter alia. These are the so-called inchoate 
crimes that under Nuremberg Principles constitute international
crimes in their own right. The conclusion is inexorable, 
therefor, that the possession, design, testing, development,
manufacture, deployment, and the threat to use nuclear weapons
together with all their essential accoutrements are criminal
under well-recognized principles of international law....."

[Quote from: Francis A. Boyle: "The Nuremberg Defence in Courts";
in "The Right To Refuse Military Orders"; pag. 83 - 84;
IPB, 1984; ISBN 951-9193-40-5; Edited By Merja Pentikäinen]

WE, CITIZENS OF THIS WORLD, SEE IT THEREFOR AS OUR DUTY 
ACCORDING TO THE NUREMBERG PRINCIPLES TO ACT, TO UPHOLD 
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND WILL TAKE RESPONSIBILITY TO INSPECT 
NUCLEAR SITES OF CRIME IN ORDER TO PREVENT THIS CRIME FROM
HAPPENING.

---end---

=============================================================
  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    
  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 
  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        
        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905
        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905
        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl

GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html

The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 
 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,
    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,
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  the NPT text (*new*) and the 1925 Gas Protocol (*new*),
          the Nuremberg Principles (*new*) and 
   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html
=============================================================
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Return-Path: <a2000@mail.silcom.com>
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 13:19:06 -0700 (PDT)
X-Sender: a2000@mail.silcom.com (Unverified)
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
From: Sue Broidy <a2000@mail.silcom.com>
Subject: Subscribing to Religious Working Group

To Howard Hallman,

Please let me know how I can subscribe to the Religious Working Group.

Many thanks

Sincerely,

Susan Broidy, Coordinator

*************************************************************
Abolition 2000- A Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons
c/o Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
1187 Coast Village Road, Box 123
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
phone: +1(805) 965-3443; fax: +1(805) 568-0466
e-mail: a2000@silcom.com   URL: http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 17:58:28 -0400
From: Kathy Crandalll <disarmament@igc.org>
Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Your Senators Are Coming  Home
To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

To: CTBT  Organizers
From: Disarmament Clearinghouse
Date:  May 22, 1998
Subject: Your Senators Are Coming Home

Many Senators will be coming home this week - track them down and
deliver a message for the Test Ban Treaty NOW!

*Don't forget to ask your Senator to Co-sponsor the Specter-Biden CTBT
Resolution - calling for hearings on the CTBT this year.*

* Participate in the National Day of Action *  on Thursday, May 28 -
Demonstrations Calling for a Test Ban Now at your Senators' Home Office
You can do this even if your Senator is not in town. They will know -
especially if you get press coverage.
 For more information, Contact:  Kathy at the Disarmament Clearinghouse
<disarmament@igc.org>

>From Marie  Rietman, 20/20 Vision CTBT  Coordinator  here is a list of
Senate Schedulers that you can call to find out where you can find your
Senator this week.

REACHING OUT TO YOUR SENATORS ON THE NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY

The most effective means of getting your message to your Senator is to
deliver it in person.  The May 22-June 1 Memorial Day recess provides an

excellent opportunity for that.   Many Senators make public appearances,

such as town hall meetings or cable TV and radio call-in shows where you

can raise the issue of the nuclear test ban treaty.  Campaign events
such
as coffees or other informal gatherings are also appropriate places to
discuss the issue.

Constituents can call those listed below who are responsible for
scheduling
Senators' in-state events to get this information.  Tell them you are a
constituent and you want to hear the Senator's views.  If asked what
your
interests are, be as broad as possible.  For the nuclear test ban
treaty,
you can say you are interested in international issues.  Following are
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key
Senators whose support we are seeking.  Offices listed are Senate
offices
unless otherwise noted.

ARIZONA
McCain Senate office: Ann Hamilton, Phoenix - 602/952-2410
McCain campaign: Philadelphia - 602/604-9898

COLORADO
Campbell Senate office: Ginnie Kontnik, Denver during April recess -
303/866-1900
Campbell campaign: Denver - 303/757-3811

Allard: Mike Ciletti, Englewood - 303/220-7414

DELAWARE
Roth: Susie Cohen, DC - 202/224-2441

IDAHO
Kempthorne: Julie Harwood, Boise - 208/334-1776

INDIANA
Lugar: Jeff Hillicker, DC - 202/224-4814
Coats: Rob Wynkoop, Indianapolis - 317/226-5555

IOWA
Grassley Senate office: Rebecca Shimkus, DC - 224-3744
Grassley campaign: Des Moines - 515/246-0775

KANSAS
Brownback Senate office: Denise Coatney, Topeka - 785/233-2503
Brownback campaign: Topeka - 785/357-0307

Roberts: Maggie Ward, DC - 202/224-4774

KENTUCKY
McConnell: Larry Cox, Louisville - 502/582-6304

MAINE
Snowe: Gail Kelly, Bangor - 207/945-0432
Collins: Kimberly Hamlin, DC office - 202/224-2523

MICHIGAN
Abraham: Jim Neill, DC - 202/224-4822

MISSISSIPPI
Lott: Hardy Lott, DC - 202/224-3135

MISSOURI
Bond Senate office: Melissa Johnson, Jefferson City - 573/634-2488
Bond campaign: St. Louis - 314/863-1998

NEBRASKA
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Hagel: Heidi Cashkey, Omaha - 402/758-8981

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Gregg: Sharon Clifford, DC - 202/224-3324

NEW MEXICO
Domenici: Lyndon Armstrong, DC - 202/224-6621

NEW YORK
D'Amato Senate office: Lecia Corbisiero, DC - 202/224-6542
D'Amato campaign: Mineola - 516/294-7180

OHIO
DeWine: Barbara Briggs, Xenia - 937/376-3080

OREGON
Smith: Kerry Tymchuk, Portland - 503/326-3386

PENNSYLVANIA
Specter Senate office: Pat Haag, DC has overall responsibility -
202/224-4254
Each regional office handles scheduling in that region
Specter campaign: Philadephia - 215/751-1998

Santorum: Nancy Garver, Pittsburgh - 412/562-0533

RHODE ISLAND
Chafee: Steve Hourahan, Providence - 401/528-5294

SOUTH CAROLINA
Thurmond: Holly Richardson, DC - 202/224-5972

TENNESSEE
Frist: Donna Randolph, Nashville - 615/352-9411
Thompson: Bobby Murphy, Nashville - 615/736-5129

UTAH
Hatch: Linda Gibbons, Salt Lake City - 801/524-4380
Bennett: Dixie Minson, Salt Lake City - 801/524-5933

VIRGINIA
Warner: Eileen Mandel, DC - 202/224-2023

WASHINGTON
Gorton: Joann Poysky, Belleview - 425/451-0103

WYOMING
Thomas: Kathy Wise, DC - 202/224-6441
Enzi: Jonathon Downing, DC - 202/224-3424

For more information, please contact:
Marie Rietmann, 20/20 Vision, 1828 Jefferson Place NW, Washington, DC
20036
Phone: 202/833-2020     Fax: 202/833-5307       Email:
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ctbt@2020vision.org

Marie Rietmann
CTBT Coordinator
20/20 Vision and 20/20 Vision Education Fund
'20 Minutes a Month to Help Save the Earth.'
1828 Jefferson Place, NW * Washington, D.C. 20036
202.833.2020 * fx 202.833.5307
http://www.2020vision.org

For WHAT YOU CAN DO for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW:
http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sun, 24 May 1998 11:10:53 EDT
From: LANLaction <LANLaction@AOL.COM>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB - NUKES ARE US
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, disarmament@igc.org, palist@igc.org

May 24
Dear Friends;
 Please read this important article and remember that the FINAL  U.S.
Department Of Energy public hearing on the nuclear weapons mission and
environmental impacts of Los Alamos National Lab is on JUNE 10th in Santa Fe,
N.M. at the Sweeney Convention Center.    Also, if you would like to volunteer
to get the word out about the Public Hearing, please call me at (505)
989-4812.
Peace, Disarmament and Solidarity,
Peggy Prince
Los Alamos Action Network

___________________

In the Jemez mountains to the west of "Santa Fe" is "Los Alamos",
birthplace of the bomb. When we watch the sun set, from finger plateaus
below an ancient caldera the glittering lights of our national lab beckon... 

*****

(Front Page, Albuquerque Journal, 5/23/98)

U.S FINGERPRINTS ON INDIA'S NUCLEAR WEAPONS

By IAN HOFFMAN
Journal Staff Writer

As President Clinton condemns India's nuclear tests and labors to dissuade
Pakistan from exploding its weapons, the United States faces a nagging
question: What role might U.S. industry and weapons scientists have played
in building the Indian and Pakistani bombs?

Consider this:

 Next to Russia and China, India sends more scientists to study in the
three U.S. nuclear weapons labs than any other "sensitive" country
suspected of  pursuing or refining nuclear arsenals. Los Alamos National
Laboratory ranked as the most desired destination: It hosted 407 visiting
Indian scientists from 1994 to 1996.

    IBM - supercomputer supplier to one U.S. nuclear weapons lab - has sold
a powerful supercomputer to a suspected Indian weapons facility under the
Clinton administration's relaxed export controls for high performance
computers. The Indian Institute of Science's IBM SP2 is thousands of times
more powerful than the computers used to design all of the warheads and
bombs in the U.S. nuclear arsenal.
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  Intelligence reports from the early 1980s warned that India was studying
inertial-confinement fusion - a laser-fusion field led by U.S. weapons
scientists - to aid in the design of thermonuclear weapons. In 1981, U.S.
government arms-control analysts cautioned the weapons labs that their open
inertial-confinement fusion research risked helping other nations design
the kinds of "boosted" fission weapons and thermonuclear weapons that India
successfully detonated last week in the Thar Desert.

 Indian scientists proudly insist they had little outside aid in developing
their nuclear arsenal, unlike the Soviet Union's theft of the Trinity bomb
design from Los Alamos or China's gift of a tested design to Pakistan in
the early 1980s.

 Yet experts in nonproliferation and disarmament fear U.S. nuclear-weapons
science - however inadvertently - drew India a roadmap to creating a
nuclear arsenal with a minimum of actual nuclear-explosive tests.

 U.S. weapons scientists also are publishing high-energy physics data and
computer codes that are highly useful in weapons design.

    India's learning curve suggests its scientists have not operated in a
vacuum: They went straight from a single fission, or A-bomb, test in 1974,
code-named "Smiling Buddha," to the claimed detonation of a thermonuclear
weapon last week. By contrast, Los Alamos scientists exploded 32 nuclear
devices before achieving a full thermonuclear explosion.

 "They didn't get all this by themselves. They've benefited from the
scientific community and from our own nuclear weapons laboratories," said
Christopher Paine, a senior weapons analyst at the Natural Resources
Defense Council in Washington, D.C.

 "Stockpile stewardship" - the U.S. government's $45 billion blueprint for
keeping its nuclear arsenal ready could, in Paine's opinion, be the
"greatest proliferation debacle" since President Eisenhower's Atoms for
Peace plan. India, Pakistan and more than 30 other countries gained nuclear
reactors - a crucial start-up tool for a nuclear arsenal - and were
schooled by U.S. scientists in nuclear physics, chemistry and metallurgy.

 American technicians not only taught Indian scientists how to harvest
plutonium from those reactors, but also designed and helped build India's
first plutonium-processing plant.

 "The history of nuclear proliferation is the history of the U.S. shooting
itself in the foot. It's like the cartoon character Pogo: 'We have met the
enemy, and he is us'," Paine said.

 It is no coincidence that Indian and U.S. nuclear weapons labs are
simultaneously shopping for computer power: Supercomputers are the new
nuclear test grounds now that the world frowns on nuclear explosions. In
essence, the right computer codes and physics data to confirm them could
pose as great a danger as, say, weapons-grade plutonium.

 Now, under the rubric of "technical deterrence," U.S. nuclear weapons
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scientists are going public with fusion experiments and design codes that
bear close similarity to data and design codes for nuclear weapons.

 India incidentally announced that its five nuclear blasts this month "are
expected to carry Indian scientists towards a sound computer simulation
capability."

 After a press inquiry last week, the labs' overseer, the U.S. Department
of Energy, instructed Los Alamos officials not to reveal information about
visiting Indian scientists and where they worked in the laboratory.

 But earlier, the lab said none of the 42 Indian nationals at LANL are
working on weapons research.

 The vast majority work in non-classified, basic research programs, leading
with theoretical biology, biology and geology. Two Indian graduate
researchers create computer models inside the lab's X Division, the part of
Los Alamos responsible for nuclear weapons design. But they have no
security clearances, and lab officials say all visiting foreign scientists
are physically fenced off from weapons-science areas at the lab.

 "What we do is treat everyone from a sensitive country as though they were
spying," lab director John Browne said recently.

 But he added: "It's a different world than it was in 1945, 1950.  The
techniques (of nuclear weapons design) are out there anyway."

 Still, nonproliferation experts say LANL's embrace of scientists from
countries wishing to develop nuclear weapons sounds risky.

 "I think it's unlikely American laboratories will knowingly have given
Indian scientists access to nuclear weapons secrets," said Tariq Rauf, a
nonproliferation expert at the Monterey Institute's Center for
Nonproliferation Studies.

 But, Rauf noted, "these scientists being in proximity to their American
peers can engage in conversations or perform computational modeling that
could elevate their expertise to take back to their mother country."

 Going to Los Alamos or Lawrence Livermore labs is hardly necessary; U.S.
weapons scientists are taking their research into the open.

 A Lawrence Livermore scientist, for example, openly compared nuclear test
data and laser-fusion measurements during a physics conference last
November in Pittsburgh.

 To recruit public universities to help in computer simulation, weapons
scientists have openly mapped out the network of physics experiments they
are weaving into weapons simulations.

 "That's a Manhattan Project in itself," said the Natural Resources Defense
Council's Paine. "But the component parts of the project and the way they
relate to each other are unclassified. They're pretending there aren't
people out there smart enough to integrate these parts."
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 The information flow from the U.S. nuclear weapons labs could accelerate.
Once able to prove American nuclear supremacy by "shaking the ground" with
nuclear explosions, U.S. weapons scientists plan to increase publication of
their laser-fusion and pulsed-power experiments - both key components of
weapons science - to deter potential nuclear aggressors.

 Los Alamos chief nuclear weaponeer, Steve Younger, has urged his
scientists to carry their unclassified research to peer reviewed journals
and scientific conferences.

 "Foreign scientists see us at conferences, see that we are doing work at
the leading edge," Younger wrote in the December 1996 edition of "Weapons
Insider," an internal lab newsletter. "Our presence in the scientific
community is not 'publish or perish' - it is the visible demonstration of
capability what might be termed scientific deterrence. It is part of our job."

 Such frank talk about sharing science closely related to weapons design
astounds disarmament and nonproliferation activists.

 "It's not just talking about it, they're doing it," said Greg Mello, head
of the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe.

 Said nonproliferation analyst Mike Veiluva, counsel for the Western States
Legal Foundation: "This is the real problem we're going to have in the 21st
century, not just with the U.S. labs but also the French labs and the
Russian labs."

                                # # # #
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 08:45:45 -0700
From: "Steven D. Staples" <sstaples@canadians.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: RE: Weapons Inspection at  NPT PrepComm Geneva 1998
To: "Abolition 2000 list (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>
X-Authenticated-Timestamp: 11:46:56(EDT) on May 22, 1998
X-BlackMail: ts28-10.vcr.istar.ca, ts28-10.vcr.istar.ca, sstaples@canadians.org, 204.191.154.25
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id IAA00980

Dear Ak,

Thank you for sharing the ideas on the inspections. Congratulations on all of the inspections that have occurred around 
the world. When I first organized the Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team and the action at the Bangor Trident 
submarine base in Washington in January, I had no idea it would catch on so quickly. We now refer to our team as the 
"Vancouver" Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team.

I would like to add a few ideas to your discussions in Geneva, and forward some suggestions to others who are planning 
their own Citizen's Weapons Inspection Team.

There were two factors which gave the Bangor inspection such resonance in the media (three days front page news) and 
in the public's imagination:

1. An elected official led the team (Libby Davies, M.P. for Vancouver - East), which was comprised of representatives 
from various sectors of civil society, and
2.  The action was an "international incident," with a team from another country demanding entry into another's military 
facility  - JUST LIKE IRAQ.

These two factors were very important to emphasis the THEATRE of the action. In order to best play on the public's 
awareness of the danger of "weapons of mass destruction" around the world, the action needs to as closely as possible 
mirror what they see and read in the media. The PUBLIC immediately makes the connection: "Is our country a rogue 
nation with nuclear weapons of mass destruction?". 

In fact, the message was so powerful that (for a few hours the previous day, at least) we gained an invitation from the 
Admiral to tour the facility - including a sub! 

The situation with India entering the nuclear arms race gives us even more ability to turn the public's consciousness 
toward the nuclear weapons of the nuclear weapons states (of course, we have to be sure to make people understand the 
solution is nuclear abolition, not rampant proliferation in order to guarantee egality).

End the Arms Race has prepared an elaborate inspection report, and there is a 6-minute video available documenting the 
inspection - including footage we shot of nuclear storage bunkers and Trident subs during our flyover of Bangor.

The video and report are available on-line:
Trident Inspection video: http://www.workingtv.com/real/realweapons.html
Trident Inspection report (with photos): http://www.peacewire.org 

Below are some ideas which we have been circulating to interested groups. 

Thanks for your good work, and good luck on your next inspection,

Steven Staples
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*********

If there are other groups who plan to conduct inspections, I can suggest a few things for their action which made ours so 
successful:

1. The presence of an elected official gives a great deal of credibility and authority to the team.

2. The team must be comprised of a broad section of people, including representatives from student, church, 
environmental, labour, academic, and other groups, in addition to peace activists. 

3. If possible, have people from another country participate on the team. This more closely patterns the Iraq situation, 
and has greater "resonance" in the public's mind. Also, a foreign member of a public office triggers a "diplomatic" 
response by the military authorities (I attribute the fact that our team had a Member of Parliament to the US Navy's 
initial invitation to a tour of the facility a
nd even a sub).

4. If the team is travelling to a site, be sure to include local people in the planning and membership of the team.

5. As a finale of the inspection, there should be a moment where, after considering evidence (open sources, testimony 
from local people, visual inspection by land - or air) that the team leader at the site publicly declares the team's 
conclusion on whether weapons of mass destruction are present at the site. 

For our team, we hung on the base's gate a very official looking sign, black letters on yellow backing professionally 
produced, which read "This Facility Contains Weapons of Mass Destruction" (http://www.peacewire.org/sign.gif). The 
media really focussed on this image and was used on the front cover of several newspapers and in TV reports.

6. Finally, I think that each team has to decide if their inspection should include civil disobedience. It seems that most 
actions have so far included arrests. 

Our did not for several reasons: 
(1) We were in a foreign country. 
(2) We didn't want the arrest to overshadow our message by having the media focus on arrests, rather than the Navy's 
denial of our entry. This denial is the strongest point in illustrating the West's hypocrisy in dealing with WMDs in the 
Third World.
(3) An arrest would not be in keeping with the pattern established by UNSCOM, thus detracting from the theatre of the 
action, and polluting the actions most powerful message of applying the demands made of Iraq to all states.

However, as a Canadian I recognize that we have certain abilities and connections with our parliamentarians that other 
activists (in the U.S., for example) may not enjoy, making the need for civil disobedience of greater necessity.

 
----------
From:  Ak Malten[SMTP:A.Malten@net.HCC.nl]
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Sent:  Wednesday, May 20, 1998 4:44 PM
To:  a-days@motherearth.org; abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject:  Minutes NWAD event at NPT PrepComm Geneva 1998

Dear Abolition 2000 and Nuclear Weapons Abolition 
Days Friends,

I hereby send you the minutes of the NWAD event
which took place at the NPT PrepComm 30 April 1998 
in Geneva.

We had a inspiring meeting round the theme
Citizens' Inspections with members of the
Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days Network and
with others who showed interest in the
subject. We shared reports of Citizens'
Inspections and what happened at the different
sites of crime.

There were reports from:
Jackie Cabasso about Citizens' Inspections
at the Nuclear Ignition Factory in the US.
Greg Mello about Citizens' Inspections at
Los Alamos National Lab in the US.
Pol D'Huyvetter about Citizens' Inspections
in Belgium at NATO HQ and Kleine Brogel 
airbase.
Xanthe Hall about Citizens' Inspections in 
Germany at Buechel airbase.
After a short emotional introduction, with
a personal story telling his motivation to
undertake this actions, Ak Malten talked 
about Actions in the Netherlands at Volkel
airbase.
John Burroughs talked about the International
Law aspects of Citizens' Inspections.
George Farebrother talked about the court
cases around Citizens' Inspections in the UK
which included some information about the 
actions them selves.

Although the Citizens' Inspections took place
in different countries and different types of
Nuclear Sites they all had many things in common.

We took notes on the most important aspects of the
Citizens' Inspections reports which can be used as 
a model of next Citizens'Inspections.

Goals (Why)
* Upholding International Law
* Verifying targets
* Verify posture of threat (are the bombs ready to go? )
* Raise consciousness about US Weapons of Mass Destruction -
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comparison to Iraq
* Image loss for the lab
* Deny the authority of the Nuclear Establishment; We are
the authority
* Get Media attention - reach World audience for Abolition 2000
* Point 11 of the Abolition 2000 Statement - NGO participation
* Resist Mainline interpretations
* Initiating a dialogue - enhancing public debate
* Making the Globe a single community

Laws (Which)
* Lawful excuse
* Reference to UNSCOM
* UN resolutions
* Opinion of the ICJ
* ICJ - the or use generally illegal - threat = use -
hair trigger alert = threat
* Humanitarian Law - Civilians as object of attack -
indiscriminate nature
* Nuremberg Principles indirect responsibility Citizens'
right to prevent + Law preparations of War Crimes
* Common conscience
* Moral authority
* Societal verification - monitoring elimination + working
towards it.
* Domestic Law; Environmental Law
* NPT - prevention of terrorism , prevention of disaster
* Freedom of information act
* NPT article VI - cessation of the arms race - Nuclear
disarmament obligation

Locations (Where)
* Nuclear Weapons related sites
* Local Nuclear basis
* Sites of War Crimes
* NATO Summit - NATO HQ
* Targets
* Nuclear Power Plans (Possibility)
* India, Pakistan, Iraq, Israel Suspected nuclear installations
(possibility)
* Los Alamos Lab
* Trident base at Bangor, USA
* Plutonium facility / Tritium facility
* Livermore Lab - Fault line
* Manufacturers
* Contractors
* University Campuses
* US Naval bases in other countries
* Kleine Brogel in Belgium
* Buechel in Germany
* EUCOM in Germany
* Volkel in the Netherlands
* Nuclear Command Base in France
* Third World?? - transfer of weapons to South
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Dates (When)
* NATO meeting in Brussels 27th-28th May, 11th-12th June 1998
* International Peace Camp Brussels 3rd-11th July 1998
* July 8 th (Anniversary of ICJ Opinion)
* August 6th + 9th (Hiroshima  + Nagasaki Days)
* September 30th Day of Solidarity with Vanunu
* October 1th 1946 Nuremberg - Sites of Crime Inspections 1998
* October 24th UN Disarmament Day
* NATO 50th birthday 1999
* Times of Crisis (Iraq)

Types of Inspection + Actions (What)
* Citizens' Summons
* Citizens' Inspections
* Citizens' Verification Teams
* Non-Violent Direct Actions
* Photogenic Action
* Request for entry or meeting
* Safety inspection
* Symbolic arrest situation
* Serve Notice of inspection (mirroring UNSCOM Language)
* Disclaimer (No intention to Spy or Steal)
* Pre Inspection - collecting evidence of involvement in
Weapons of Mass Destruction
* Documentary + Legal Evidence
* Soil samples + photographs
* Closure of site for War Crimes Inspections - repeated +
amplified announcement
* Entry into site through fence - different places simul-
taneously
* Trespass
* Closed site for War Crime Inspection
* Cutting the fence
* Identifying the Bunkers
* Not civil disobedience, but upholding the law
* Informing the personnel
* Health effect monitoring

Inspectors (Who)
* Scientists
* Religious Persons
* Artists
* Businessmen
* Nuclear Physicists
* Famous People
* Activist + Specialists
* Doctors / IPPNW
* Priests
* Lawyers
* International / European Delegation
* Church leaders
* Marshals ICJ
* Local People
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* Student Organisations
* Canberra Commission
* Mediators

LAW
* Nuclear Weapons All but illegal (ICJ)
* Incorporation
* Particular Nuclear Weapons System illegal
* Lawful excuse (Believe)
* Reasonable Force
* Official channels - Citizens' Summons

Ideas (Questions)
* Need expert help on Possession = Threat
* Missiles to Sunflowers - use the symbol - plant sunflowers
* think through goals of action
* How can groups in Non Nuclear Weapons countries NNWS- or 
without nuclear weapon facilities participate
* Establish links
* Solidarity messages
* Send result of inspections to NNWS
* Problem of concesing / change of dynamic
* State rights vs terrorist rights

---end---

For those of you who want more background information on the
legal aspects of the Citizens' Inspections, please check
the following webpage, URL:

or send me a request to send it by e-mail, if you have no
access to the World Wide Web (www).

Peace,
or saved by
the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance
Member of Legal Workinggroup of the NWAD Network
 
=============================================================
  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    
  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 
  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        
        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905
        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905
        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl
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GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html

The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 
 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,
    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,
  the NPT text (*new*) and the 1925 Gas Protocol (*new*),
          the Nuremberg Principles (*new*) and 
   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html
=============================================================

$*$*$*$*$ 1 LINE  REFORMATTED BY POPPER AT igc.apc.org $*$*$*$*$
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 14:44:05 +0200 (CEST)
From: "Pol D'Huyvetter" <pol@motherearth.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: FAX ALERT : NATO Foreign Ministers meeting
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc7.igc.org id FAA21039
X-Sender: pold@pop.xs4all.be

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id FAB21144

Fax your newsrelease to AP and Reuters (fax numbers and contacts enclosed) 
**************************************

Dear friends,

Following the disastrous NPT PrepCom in Geneva, and the five Indian nuclear
tests and the call for a matching nuclear test in Pakistan, ...  I believe
that the Abolition 2000-network should be present at the NATO Summit in
Luxembourg starting tomorrow.

We can !
--------

Send a short newsrelease to the newsdesks of Associated Press and Reuters in
Brussels who will be monitoring this NATO Foreign Ministers Summit.

I just called with the newsdesk of both wire-services, and they are happy to
receive your ideas and reactions about this NATO Ministerial meeting.

But please, I can not stress enough to keep your release very short!!

You can fax your release to :
°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Associated Press :      +32-2-285 01 55 Attn. Jeffrey Ulbrich

Reuters Newsdesk :      +32-2-230 55 73 Attn. Mr. Hamilton

I would be happy to receive a copy of your story, so to get an idea of the
response from our net to such an alert. 

Some interesting elements for your story might be :

1. the press-release of NATO on India's nuclear testing (attached!)

2. the legal obligation of each NATO member state to implement NPT's Art. 6

3. the statement of the NAM countries during the NPT PrepCom on NATO's
nuclear sharing 
   (brief summary attached)

You might check NATO's homepage for more info on the summit
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                WWW: http://www.nato.int/

I enclude a document of NATO's WWW on the meeting in Luxembourg. It gives an
idea of the agenda.

Wish this might help to get our story on the news-wires, and have another
voice talking about 'peace'.

Pol D'Huyvetter

Attached :      NAM statement brief on NATO nuclear sharing
                NATO on Indian nuclear tests
                NATO announcement Luxembourg meeting
                
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx
From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)
Subject: NPT Briefing 3
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

1998 NPT PrepCom   Briefing No 3         Non-Aligned Positions Set Out

Nuclear sharing
Under the section dealing with Article I of the NPT, in addition to
castigating nuclear assistance which may contribute to the proliferation of
nuclear weapons, the NAM for the first time unmistakably condemned the
stationing of nuclear weapons on the territory of allies, such as in NATO,
and called on the NWS to "refrain from, among themselves, with non-nuclear
weapons States and with States not party to the Treaty, nuclear sharing for
military purposes under any kind of security arrangements".  This challenge
was reinforced in the paragraph relating to Article II, which would require
the corollary commitment by non-NWS to refrain from participation in nuclear
sharing.  

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX

PRESS RELEASE (98)58                                    20 May 1998

STATEMENT BY THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL ON THE INDIAN NUCLEAR TESTS

The North Atlantic Council condemns the decision of the Indian Government
to conduct nuclear tests.  These nuclear tests increase regional
instability, risk stimulating a dangerous arms race and constitute a
serious threat to the global efforts toward nuclear non-proliferation and
disarmament.

The Alliance underlines that the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) are the cornerstones of the
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global nuclear non-proliferation regime and the essential foundations for
the pursuit of nuclear disarmament.

India's actions once again demonstrate the necessity of active efforts to
attain universal adherence to the global nuclear non-proliferation regime,
which is important to international security.

The North Atlantic Council calls upon India to confirm its intention to
cease nuclear testing and to renounce its nuclear weapons programme.  We
urge India and the other states in the region which have not yet done so to
adhere unconditionally to the NPT and the CTBT.  In this context, we also
urge India and other countries in the region to refrain from developing,
testing or deploying nuclear weapons and their delivery means.  We also
call upon India to follow up its recent statements and to engage actively
and without conditions in efforts to conclude a Fissile Material Cut-Off
Treaty.

We especially encourage Pakistan to adhere to international
non-proliferation norms and to exercise maximum restraint in the face of
this situation.

                NATO Information is available on Internet:
                                http://www.nato.int

                Further information can be requested by e-mail:
                        'NATODOC@HQ.NATO.INT'

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
 Foreign                         North Atlantic Council
 Ministers                  Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council
 Meeting                   NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council
                                 NATO/Ukraine Commission
 Luxembourg                   Luxembourg, 28 & 29 May 1998
 19 May 1998
                                   Media arrangements

              ------------------------------------------------------------
              A. Information
              ------------------------------------------------------------

              The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and NATO are organizing
              ministerial meetings of the North Atlantic Council (NAC),
              the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC), the
              NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council (PJC) and the
              NATO-Ukraine Commission (NUC). The meetings will take place
              on 28 and 29 May in Luxembourg at the "Centre de Conférences
              de Luxembourg-Kirchberg". The Media Centre is set up at the
              "Hall Victor Hugo" (Limpertsberg).

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
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°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
            JOIN THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS ABOLITION DAYS 1998
  'Citizens Inspections' and other actions to abolish nuclear weapons

 June 10-12 1998  Actions at the NATO-Ministers of Defense meeting in Brussels

 July  3-11 1998  International Peace Action Camp, Brussels (Belgium)
                  Including action at NATO HQ on July 8th.

 October  1 1998  Citizens Inspections and non-violent direct actions worldwide

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
 Additional actions:

 July 12- August 9 1998  Walk for Nuclear Disarmament from NATO/Brussels to

                         Faslane/Scotland (Trident nuclear submarine base)

 August 9-25             Trident Ploughshares 2000 Disarmament Camp, Faslane,
                         Scotland

    ***************************************************************
    *           For Mother Earth International office             *
    ***************************************************************
    *         Lange Steenstraat 16/D, 9000 Gent, Belgium          *
    *                Phone/fax +32-9-233 84 39                    *
    *                   Fax +32-9-233 73 02                       * 
    *         E-mail: international@motherearth.org               * 
    ***************************************************************
    *             WWW:http://www.motherearth.org                  *
    ***************************************************************
    *              Postal account : 000-1618561-19                *
    *************************************************************** 
    *  For Mother Earth is member of Abolition 2000 - a global    *
    *network to eliminate nuclear weapons, the International Peace*
    * Bureau (IPB) and World Information Service on Energy (WISE) * 
    ***************************************************************
    * For Mother Earth has offices in Belgium, Slovakia, Romania, *
    *    Sri Lanka and USA, aswell as active members/groups in    *
    *      Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Finland,    *
    *       Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom and Ukraine      *
    ***************************************************************
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To: relctbt
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Specter-Biden resolution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues:

The moment has arrived to move into focused action in support of Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty (CTBT).  It comes in the form of a "sense of the Senate" resolution developed by Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) 
with cosponsorship by Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE) and several other senators.   After 15 paragraphs of findings, the 
resolution's operative language is as follows:
"It is the sense of the Senate that the Foreign Relations Committee should hold a hearing or hearings on the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and that the full Senate should take up the Treaty for debate and a vote of ratification as 
expeditiously as possible."

Senator Specter may attach this resolution to the Defense Authorization Bill, or to some other measure, during the first 
week or two of June.  It is presumed that all 45 Democrats will favor the resolution.  Therefore, our challenge is to 
obtain the support of as many Republicans as possible.  Senator Jeffords (R-VT) has made a commitment to cosponsor.  
A dozen more Republicans would be a good showing.  If we could obtain 22 Republican cosponsors, the overall total 
would be 67.  Even though the resolution deals only with having committee hearings and a vote and is not a 
commitment to vote for the treaty, having enough senators to equal the number required for ratification would send a 
very strong message.

Would you, therefore, please send out an alert to your network to help build support for the Specter-Biden resolution 
(use both names)?  You can ask your constituents to contact their senators and request them, first, to cosponsor the 
Specter-Biden resolution in support of committee hearings on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and, second, to vote 
for the Specter-Biden resolution when it comes before the Senate.  Many senators will be in their home states until 
Monday, June 1.  Also, you yourself could directly contact Senate offices where you have a good relationship.

A list of suggested senators to contact, as developed by those working for the CTBT, is as follows:
Alaska: Murkowski, Stevens
Arizona: McCain
Colorado: Allard, Campbell
Delaware: Roth
Indiana: Coats, Lugar
Iowa: Grassley
Kansas: Brownback, Roberts
Kentucky: McConnell
Maine: Collins, Snowe
Michigan: Abraham
Missouri: Bond
Nebraska: Hagel
New Hampshire: Gregg
New Mexico: Domenici
New York: D'Amato
Ohio: DeWine
Oregon: Smith
Pennsylvania: Santorum
Rhode Island: Chafee
South Carolina: Thurmond
Tennessee: Frist, Thompson
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Utah: Bennett, Hatch
Virginia: Warner
Washington: Gorton 
Wyoming: Enzi, Thomas

Because there are good Methodist contacts in several other states, I intend to add the following to my own contact list:
Florida: Mack
Idaho: Kempthorne
Minnesota: Grams 

Thanks for your efforts.  If you have any questions, please give me a call.

Shalom,
Howard
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Return-Path: <ledwidge@psr.org>
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 21:36:59 -0400
From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>
To: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>
CC: ograbc@aol.com, washofc@aol.com, jmskipper@aol.com, epf@igc.org,
        crramey@igc.org, mark.brown@ecunet.org, mccwash@igc.org,
        mknolldc@igc.org, network@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org,
        barbara_green@pcusa.org, lwyolton@prodgy.com, rac@uahc.org,
        uuawo@aol.com, joannabaker@juno.com, Dringler@umc-gbcs.org,
        gpowers@nccbuscc.org, mupj@igc.apc.org, kathy@fcnl.org,
        wandwill@clark.net, vision@igc.org, disarmament@igc.org,
        jsmith@clw.org, mupj@igc.org, paprog@igc.org, bmorse@igc.org,
        dculp@nrdc.org, dkimball@clw.org, btiller@psr.org, cdavis@clw.org,
        73744.3675@compuserve.com, tperry@ucsusa.org, tcollina@ucsusa.org,
        paexec@igc.org, tom.clements@wdc.greenpeace.org, ieer@ieer.org,
        anitas@ieer.org, panukes@igc.apc.org, cpaine@nrdc.org,
        syoung@basicint.org, billeisen@rocketmail.com, armsintern@ucsusa.org,
        ctbt@2020vision.org, panukes@igc.org, bridget@clark.net, joe@clark.net
Subject: Re: Religious Leaders CTBT Statement
References: <3.0.3.32.19980521173219.00818b10@local.fcnl.org>

Bridget Moix (and Joe Volk, Kathy Guthrie, Howard Hallman, Daryl Byler):

Thank you very much your work on the "Statement by American Religious
Leaders:  Ratify the CTBT."  You took on this task at a busy time and,
despite that, produced a great statement with a substantial number of
signatures.  It is this kind of good work that will help us acheive an
end to nuclear testing and the abolition of nuclear weapons.  Many
thanks. 

Lisa Ledwidge
Physicians for Social Responsibility
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 10:32:04 -0400
From: Kathy Crandalll <disarmament@igc.org>
Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Letter to the editor
To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

To: CTBT-Organizers
From: Disarmament
Subject: sample letter to the editor

Here is another sample letter to the editor - This is from Marie
Reitman, 20/20 Vison's CTBT Coordinator.

Additional samples are available, contact Kathy at the  Disarmament
Clearinghouse <disarmament@igc.org> and check out the CTBT Action Web
Site:
http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm

SAMPLE LETTER TO THE EDITOR * NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY

Date

Newspaper address

To the editor:

India's recent nuclear weapons tests underscore the importance of U.S.
Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), a
treaty
that would ban all nuclear test explosions.  The CTBT is the most
effective
means available now to stem the spread of nuclear weapons, but the
Senate
has not yet acted on it.

In the wake of the Indian tests, we need the CTBT now more than ever.
U.S.
ratification would strengthen our position in convincing India and other

nations seeking to acquire nuclear weapons to ratify the treaty.  Now
that
the specter of a nuclear arms race on the Indian subcontinent has been
raised, our Senators must do everything in their power to get the treaty

ratified.  Two other nuclear weapons states, Great Britain and France,
ratified the treaty in April.  Our ratification would serve as a
catalyst
for other nations to follow our lead.  The U.S. must redouble its
efforts
to reduce nuclear dangers and the CTBT is the best place to start.
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CTBT ratification continues to be a top foreign policy goal of the
entire
U.S. Administration.  In his weekly radio address following India's
tests,
President Clinton said it's all the more important that the Senate act
quickly on the CTBT, this year.  The CTBT is supported by the former and

present Joint Chiefs of Staff chairmen and 73% of the American people
(according to a national poll taken a few days after India's tests).
However, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Jesse Helms (R-NC)
continues to stand in the way of Senate consideration.

Our Senator(s), _____, is (are) currently undecided about how to vote on

this issue.  It will take the support of 2/3 of the Senate (67 votes) to

ratify the CTBT.  That is why I believe that Senator(s) _____ should act

to
make sure the CTBT is ratified by the U.S. Senate this year and spare
the
world the further threats that nuclear weapons and testing pose.

Your name
Your address
Your day and evening phone numbers
(Most newspapers will not print letters without this information!)
________________________________________________________________________

Tips on writing letters to the editor:
        * Letters to the editor can be submitted by regular (postal)
mail,
fax, and often e-mail.
        * Be sure to include your return address and day and evening
phone
numbers so that the  newspaper can verify your letter.  The newspaper
will
not print your contact information.
        * Letters that are educational, personal, and refer to coverage
in
the paper are much more likely to be printed.  It is helpful if you can
relate your letter to a relevant event.
        * Your newspaper's editorial page will often include the
newspaper's policy on publishing letters  such as length requirements as

well as the mailing address, fax number and e-mail address where
available
for letters to the editor.  If you cannot find this information, 20/20
Vision has this  information for more than 400 newspapers - call us for
assistance at 202/833-2020.
        * Letters to the editor mentioning a Senator by name will
probably
be clipped by Senate staff and likely even gain the personal attention
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of
the Senator.

        Please send all printed Letters to the Editor to

20/20 Vision
1828 Jefferson Pl. NW
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone# (202) 833-2020    Fax# (202) 833-5307

Marie Rietmann
CTBT Coordinator
20/20 Vision and 20/20 Vision Education Fund
'20 Minutes a Month to Help Save the Earth.'
1828 Jefferson Place, NW * Washington, D.C. 20036
202.833.2020 * fx 202.833.5307
http://www.2020vision.org

For WHAT  YOU CAN DO for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW:
http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 12:09:28 -0400
From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>
Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility
To: bmusil@psr.org, ledwidge@psr.org, paexec@igc.org, paprog@igc.org,
        panukes@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net, vision@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,
        bridget@fcnl.org, kathy@fcnl.org, meldredge@igc.org, dkimball@clw.org,
        jsmith@clw.org, dculp@nrdc.org, disarmament@igc.org, mupj@igc.org,
        tcollina@ucsusa.org, tperry@ucsusa.org, stevenraikin@delphi.com,
        billnrns@aol.com, armsintern@ucsusa.org, ctbt@2020vision.org
Subject: CTBT grassroots meetings

Notes from the CTBT Grassroots meeting of 5-14-98

This meeeting came three days after India's initial round of tests.  We
had a lively meeting, with numerous tactics and strategies offered.  We
agreed that India's tests provide an altered context and new challenges
for our work, but not a new goal.  We agreed to a theme of "Now more
than ever we need the CTBT."

Decisions made:
   1. Immediate action --- get Democratic Senators to speak out in
support of CTBT.  Contact them at both their state and D.C. offices.
   2. Rallies and demonstrations at Senate offices in the states, with
May 28 as primary target date.  (If local folks can't do it that on that
date, other dates are fine, e.g. June 10.)  PSR, Peace Action and
Disarmament Clearinghouse will contact chapters and activists
immediately about putting something on; FCNL will contact religious
leaders about joining.  Bruce Hall is willing to do national
coordination, though we see this as relying almost entirely on local
efforts.  Tools that local groups may need: how to organize a
rally/demo, sample press release, sample handout, talking points and
rebuttals on CTBT.  We will encourage rallies at every Senate office,
with special interest in Republican offices.  The message is: "ratify
the CTBT, don't go back to the bad old days" (needs more sloganeering).
   3. Immediate action --- Lots of phone calls to Sen. Lott, saying
ratify the treaty.  Calls from all over the country are fine.  We can't
tie up his lines, but we can make a big impression.  This is especially
appropriate for activists in states where both Senators are strongly
committed to ratification (e.g. CA, MA, NJ, MD, IL, WI, SD).  We decided
against a single call-in day, because we want this to be ongoing.
   4. More leters to the editor and op-eds, emphasizing CTBT
ratification as the appropriate response to India's tests.
   5. Religious leaders letter on CTBT will be released May 18 or 19,
with accompanying press release about India's tests.
   6. Gordon Clark will talk to Working Assets.

Other ideas put forward but not picked up:
   1. Get the White House to focus more on CTBT ratification.
   2. Push the Administration to reaffirm the U.S. testing moratorium.
   3. More protests to India (and Pakistan, if necessary) embassies.
   4. Possible Helms focus.
   5. Make puppets for an arms race street theater.
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   6. Religious leaders in Mississippi could concentrate on Lott.

The next meeting of the CTBT grassroots group will be:
     Date:  Thursday, June 4th
     Time:  10:30 a.m.
     Place:  FCNL, corner of 2nd and C Streets N.E.

The decision-making for spending the $25,000 in new money for grassroots
efforts will proceed along a separate track.  That money is coming
through the Disarmament Clearinghouse, with five organizations charged
to make the decsions: Peace Action, PSR, WAND, 20/20 Vision and FCNL. 
Please contact any of those organizations if you have input to offer.

Looking forward to seeing you at the next meeting.  Shalom,
Bob Tiller
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Request for check
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Phil:

I need more stamps.  Please provide me a check payable to "Postmaster" for $64.  You may charge it to Ploughshares.

Thanks,
Howard
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 15:49:14 -0400
From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Subject: Specter-Biden CTBT Resolution
To: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

Monday, May 26

Sen. Specter did not introduce his CTBT resolution last week. However 
if he has a credible number of Republican cosponsors, he will 
introduce it after the Memorial Day recess.  Currently, Sen. Jeffords 
is the only Republican cosponsor.

The Senate convenes on Monday, June 1.  However, there are no votes 
until after 6 p.m., Tuesday, June 2.  Many Senators will be back home 
until then.

If it appears there is sufficient Republican support for the 
resolution, Specter may offer it as an amendment to the defense 
authorization bill.  That bill could be brought back to the Senate 
floor at the end of next week (week of June 1), but more likely will 
up the week of June 8.

Cosponsorship of the Specter-Biden resolution is our best opportunity 
to demonstrate support for the CTBT among Republican Senators.

I will keep you posted on additional Republican cosponsors as we get 
them.

Thanks!

David Culp
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Return-Path: <owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org>
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 10:14:19 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Cc: impress@slt.lk
Subject: pov-l: April/May Bulletin from Bethlehem
Sender: owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org

------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Bethlehem Peace to the City Campaign
April/May Bulletin

In the Region, April 1998:

April was a month of heated historical and contemporary debate in this
region. For Israel, April was filled with grand celebrations of the 50th
anniversary of the establishment of the modern nation-state; while in
Palestine these were contrasted by somber commemorations of
Al-Naqba, or "The Catastrophe" of 1948. For Palestinians, the founding
and expansion of Israel has meant the destruction of hundreds of
villages--from which hundreds of thousands of indigenous peoples
became permanent refugees--and cast a die for generations of further
violence and tension.

Deir Yassin Anniversary

On April 9th local Palestinians and international supporters
commemorated one of the most dramatic events from Al-Naqba: the
massacre at the Palestinian village of Deir Yassin. Organizers from the
group Deir Yassin Remembered held a day-long conference followed by
a memorial gathering at the site where Israeli patriots killed scores of
largely unarmed civilians.

     (Background to the Deir Yassin incident is necessary in
understanding its significance to
     Palestinian awareness. In April of 1948, as recorded by International
Red Cross and
     other witnesses, Menachem Begin's armed units and others from the
Irgun, Stern Gang
     and Lehi paramilitary groups attacked the 700 Deir Yassin villagers in
their homes, in
     spite of the fact that the inhabitants of the strategically-located
Palestinian village had
     already agreed to a non-aggression pact with the Jewish settlers.

     As many as 250 villagers were killed and 300 wounded. The Israelis
then took 25 of
     the villagers captive, and after parading them through cheering
crowds in Jerusalem,
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     executed them in a nearby quarry. Orphans of the massacre were
abandoned behind a
     wall in the Old City, to die-- although many of these were later
rescued by relief
     workers who defied efforts of the Hagannah and Jewish Agency to
deflect aid.

     Please visit the commemorative website at http://www.deiryassin.org
, also Ray
     Hanania's online book "Deir Yassin: Arab and Jewish Tragedy in
Palestine" at
     http://www.hanania.com, and see the Deir Yassin historical
commentary included
     below, by Jewish theologian Marc Ellis.)

Aggression in Hebron

Anniversary celebrations by the Israeli settler community in Hebron have
coincided with increased violence between settlers and the local
Palestinian community. On April 4th a group of settlers in three jeeps
surrounded farmer Ali Mohammed Ahmed Saad, beat him severely and
left him unconscious. Individuals passing by found Saad unconscious
and took him for hospital treatment, where he was found to have
suffered brain injuries. No arrests were made.

On April 19th, several armed Israeli settlers were involved in similar
contact with Bedouin shepherds in Yatta, near Hebron. A scuffle broke
out between one of the shepherds, Moussa Debabseh, and a settler,
Dov Driben. Both Driben and Debabseh were shot in the course of the
conflict, Driben fatally, but details of the incident remain unclear. The
settlers originally reported that the shepherds had attacked them from an
ambush, but further investigation showed that Driben had actually been
shot by one of the settlers' own weapons. Numerous interviews now
point to the likelihood that Driben, physically assaulting Debabseh, had
ordered his companions to shoot him; one of these settlers then
apparently shot Driben fatally before hitting Debabseh.

On April 12th over 10,000 militant pro-settlement Israelis descended on
Hebron for a controversial rally held in the face of a Palestinian
population of 120,000. Over 30 Jewish peace activists were arrested in
protests against the rally. The settlers' rally was also criticized for
receiving government funds, even though settlements are illegal under
international agreements signed by Israel. 

The Israeli military then announced in a statement on April 27th that, in
anticipation of their official celebrations, a full closure would be imposed
on the Occupied Territories during the week around Remembrance Day.
No Palestinian would be permitted to enter Israeli areas from the West
Bank or Gaza during this time. Previous closures have shown that travel
is prohibited for workers, commercial traffic, food and freight
and--contrary to official policy and the interim peace accords--to medical
emergencies.
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News from other peacemaking NGOs:

On April 5th, the US offices of the Christian Peacemaker Team (CPT)
serving in Hebron received a death threat from an unnamed caller
claiming to represent the Israeli Consulate. The caller stated that an
"Israeli intelligence team working in Chicago" was preparing to attack
staff from the CPT office. "In other words," the caller concluded, "They're
gonna kill you. . . action is gonna come next."

A spokesperson from the Israeli Consulate assured CPT Chicago that the
unnamed caller did not, in fact, represent the Consulate.

CPT has kept a team of nonviolent observer-activists in Hebron since
1995, and has been involved in advocacy work with Palestinian
landowners facing eviction by the Israeli military. As a strictly nonviolent
movement, CPT has also gained attention for passive-resistance direct
action in situations of potential violence and human rights violations in
Hebron-- most commonly involving attacks by Israeli settlers or soldiers
against Palestinian civilians.

On April 27th the Palestinian Center for Human Rights hosted a delegation
from Amnesty International on a regional tour to promote the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. The delegation included a number Amnesty
International's highest officials. Speakers discussed democratic civil
development in Palestine and its role in guaranteeing human rights, drew
attention to the performance of the Palestinian Legislative Council, and
encouraged a greater role for the Body in monitoring the Palestinian
Authority. Speakers also renewed the call on the international community
to oppose violations of Palestinian human rights in the Occupied
Territories.

Wi'am Center highlights:

The continued economic deprivation in the West Bank, caused by
ongoing Israeli military closures, has been visible in the Center's sulha
and conflict resolution caseload. Even as Wi'am's staff and volunteers
have been largely successful in leading or teaching mediation efforts, it
remains clear that without a dramatic reversal in regional policy the social
deterioration in the West Bank will continue.

The latest activity in Wi'am's Community Education Project was April's
Youth Civic Forum. Local youth gathered to discuss forms and methods
of democratic development, and how these concepts could be applied in
an emerging democratic and pluralistic Palestinian state. This month the
topic dealt specifically with Montesque's tripartite separation of powers--
executive, legislative and judicial-- and how checks and balances
between the powers could best serve citizens in a future Palestine. The
Youth Forum was, as usual, remarkably lucid and engaging and provided
a rare opportunity for Palestinian youth to handle important concepts
relevant to their potential roles in democratic and civil leadership.

Wi'am staff also hosted dialogues with a number of overseas
church-related investigative groups. Topics ranged in complexity,
including Christian-Muslim relations in Palestine, the philosophy and
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contradictions of what is being called "Christian" Zionism, and the role of
peacemakers in current events in Palestine.

In one exciting development, Wi'am Staff have begun discussions with
various international development consultants for a new Center project
aimed at meeting some of the region's economic needs. Wi'am is
extremely interested in establishing an independent, community-based
credit union or revolving-loan program for Palestinian businesses.

(Any expertise or advice for this kind of project from our support
community will be greatly appreciated! Feel free to contact us by e-mail,
fax or phone.)

   

Opinion and Information:

(The views given in this section do not necessarily reflect the views of
the Wi'am Center or its staff.) 

On the Fiftieth Anniversary of Deir Yassin: A Jewish Perspective on
Memory, Justice and Reconciliation

By Marc H. Ellis

[abridged with ". . ."]

Fifty years ago today, in the midst of Israel's struggle to be born as a
nation-state, a terrible event occurred. A village of some 700 Arabs,
named Deir Yassin, located on the outskirts of Jerusalem, was attacked
by the Hagannah, the official Jewish army, and Jewish irregulars,
bearing the names of the Irgun and Lehi.
While irregular, these organizations contributed much to the future state
of Israel. Among their leaders were two future prime ministers of Israel,
Menachem Begin and Yitzhak Shamir.  What happened at Deir Yassin is
well known, and though the numbers of dead are disputed (from
100-250 are claimed), the essential details are confirmed by Palestinian
and Jewish historians alike: a massacre of Arab non-combatants
occurred carried out by the Irgun and Lehi. This massacre resounded
throughout Palestine, and coupled with other massacres in other villages,
spread panic among the Palestinian Arabs leading to a widespread
exodus of Palestinian Arabs, numbering in the hundreds of thousands.

In a letter to David Ben-Gurion protesting the plans to resettle the village
after the war with Jewish citizens, Martin Buber, one of the most
prominent Jewish intellectual and religious figures of his time, along with
Ernst Simon, Werner Senator and Cecil Roth, wrote that the massacre at
Deir Yassin had become "infamous throughout the... whole world. In Deir
Yassin hundreds of innocent men, women and children were
massacred. Let the village of Deir Yassin remain uninhabited for the time
being, and let its desolation be a terrible and tragic symbol of war, and a
warning to our people that no practical military needs may ever justify
such acts of murder..."
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At this time of celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of Jewish statehood,
what are Jews to do with this event that signaled then and represents
now the catastrophe within Palestinian history? What are we to do with
Deir Yassin, the shadow-side of the formation of Israel? ...

Perhaps the burial of this tragedy in Jewish consciousness has a more
significant reason. In Israel and Palestine today, there is a fear of raising
this issue. The fear is that the Jewish history of dispossession, known
and mourned by all Jews, the dispossession of Palestinians, if analyzed
and affirmed, is all too familiar.

Could the recognition that the Palestinians have experienced a tragedy
not unlike tragedies in Jewish history - this time at our hands - call our
own commitment to Israel into question? Perhaps this is why Ben-Gurion
never responded to Buber's letter and why Jewish leadership, after
initially admitting the massacre at Deir Yassin and expressing regret,
have been silent over the last decades.
...

Instead of arguing over percentages of Israeli withdrawal from the
occupied West Bank, Buber had a vision of a united Palestine where
Jews and Arabs would live side by side, affirming their own particularity
and involved in a joint development of the Holy Land.

Could this be our vision today, a vision celebrating Jewish survival and
mourning the Palestinian catastrophe? The purpose of this vision is to
transform Jewish survival into a peaceful and just flourishing and
Palestinian defeat into a new freedom and prosperity. Jews and
Palestinians could thus claim and share their own homeland with each
other, becoming over time a shared homeland.

Forty years ago Buber concluded his reflections on Deir Yassin with
these words: "The time will come when it will be possible to conceive of
some act in Deir Yassin, an act which will symbolize our people's desire
for justice and brotherhood with the Arab people."

On the fiftieth anniversary of Deir Yassin, can we Jews recognize that
the only act that can symbolize that desire is a full recognition of the
equality of Palestinians as a people and a nation? Buber's vision is a
challenge. If not now, when? 
...

-- Marc H. Ellis is a Jewish theologian and author. He has been a Senior
Fellow at the Center for the Study of World Religions and a Visiting
Scholar at the Center for Middle Eastern Studies at Harvard University.

================ 
Wi'am Center 
P.O. Box 326 
Bethlehem
Tel./Fax: +972-2-647-0513
Email: alaslah@planet.edu 
Web: www.planet.edu/~alaslah  
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------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Rio de Janeiro Peace to the City Campaign
May 1998 Bulletin

Contents
1. CONFERENCE ON CIVILIAN AND PEACE SERVICES
2. VISIT TO NOVA IGUA€U---"Station of the Future"
3. CONSULTATION ON MICRODISARMAMENT

 
1. CONFERENCE ON CIVILIAN AND PEACE SERVICES

May was a hectic and busy month for Viva Rio with the hosting of two
international conferences: one on Civilian and Peace Services and the
other on "Micro-disarmament" a consultation studying ways to stem the
flow and traffick of small arms throughout the world.

The International Conference on Civilian and Peace Services hosted by
Viva Rio in Rio de Janeiro from May 7 -9 brought together a panel of
thirteen experts in the fields of civilian, volunteer and peace services
from the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, South Africa,
Mozambique and Brazil. 

The consulates of the United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany
were also represented locally at the conference. Staff from the
Programme to Overcome Violence, World Council of Churches were also
present.

Brazilian government representatives from the National Secretariat for
Human Rights at the Ministry of Justice, the Labour Ministry and the
Governor of the State of Rio de Janeiro, spoke at the opening session of
the conference indicating their willingness to see the Brazilian Civilian
Volunteer Service succeed and expand to other States in Brazil.
WCC/POV staff also spoke at the opening session.

The Brazilian Civilian Volunteer Service, providing underprivileged 18
year olds in over 100 communities in Rio de Janeiro State with the
opportunity to complete their elementary education and acquire basic
computer and business skills in exchange for 20 hours per month of
community work, was launched on April 18, 1998. The program is
supported by the Brazilian government and coordinated in Rio de Janeiro
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State by Viva Rio in partnership with local community organizations.

The International Conference on Civilian and Peace Services was
therefore an important occasion for Viva Rio to be able to benefit from a
wide range of experiences in these fields at a time when Brazil is
implementing its first far-reaching civilian volunteer program -as well as
to share the Brazilian experience and program structure with others
which could possibly adopt aspects of this initiative into other schemes
for volunteer work abroad.

Throughout the three working days of the conference, participants were
able to listen to and debate upon various presentations, highlighting the
wide range of civilian and volunteer services internationally, as well as
presenting concise case studies on several national experiences.

The participants also attended a one-day presentation on the Brazilian
Civilian Volunteer Service which included a field visit to two program
stations in Rio de Janeiro State so as to better assess the local impact of
the program and its repercussion on low-income communities. During the
field visits, participants were able to see and discuss the program with
youth and program monitors in classrooms or "Stations of the Future" in
two community centers. Animated discussions with the youth on their
motivations for joining the civilian volunteer service, their commitment to
community work, and how their participation so far in the program had
changed their views and prospects for the future brought the realities of
the civilian volunteer service to the forefront of the discussions.

It became very clear for all those present how creating a network of
community partnerships committed to offering a new opportunity for
underprivileged youth was truly making a difference. The young
volunteers, called "Agents of the Future" are effectively building their
future--step by step--with each lesson learned. Empowering them to
complete their education and providing basic job skills was seen as a
proven method for the creation of a new corps of responsible citizens.
By providing community work in underprivileged neighborhoods, the
youth are paying back in service the opportunity that is being given to
them to improve their chances for getting ahead in life. They are also
creating strong ties to their communities and are setting a n example for
many other youth to seek non-violent means of social participation.

What the participants of the conference were able to see for themselves
is that if you give young people a chance to change and improve their
lives, they will take it. The "Agents of the Future" are not just waiting for
the future to arrive. They are building a new life for themselves and for
their communities today.

The importance of providing education and strong community ties was
also seen as a big step contributing to peace building in strife-torn
neighborhoods by all participants at the conference. A shared concern
was to take steps and concrete actions to move forward together on the
inter-related issues of civilian services, volunteer networks, and peace
groups worldwide. The exchange of information and experiences
presented at the conference was the starting point for the creation of
new partnerships that seek to integrate these fields into the overall
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concept of effective peace building. 

Following the three days of discussions, the participants agreed to
explore and stimulate further exchanges among young volunteers
internationally, particularly by including youth participants in the Brazilian
Civilian Volunteer Service, the "Agents of the Future" as the first
recipients of new international volunteer schemes. Governments,
non-governmental organizations and church groups present at the
meeting were motivated to take part in these exchanges and to
encourage volunteer work in their own constituencies.

Viva Rio proposed coordinating an international internet web chat
throughout the month of November 1998 which would link volunteers
from around the world to youth in the Brazilian Civilian Volunteer Service
program stations equipped with internet facilities. This chat would be the
starting point for further exchanges among young volunteers. 

Emphasis on strengthening international exchanges on peace networks
and linking to existing peace groups worldwide were also encouraged
and approved by all participants. The conviction that civilian service is a
powerful element in social and civic awareness which can move ahead
into long-term peace building in many communities was constantly
present in the minds of the participants. 

The conference achieved many of its goals and created new and
hopefully far-reaching partnerships in the fields of volunteer, civilian and
peace services. Strong ties, new friendships and a shared commitment
to volunteer work as the corner-stone for community peace-building
were the immediate benefits of the meeting. Certainly more exchanges -
and challenges will come from this first meeting. So much more work still
needs to be done.
 

2. VISIT TO NOVA IGUA€U---"Station of the Future"
by Lucas Dowdney

During VIVA RIO's International Conference on Civilian Services (7th - 9th
May 1998) the international participants and Brazilian program hosts,
including representatives from government, VIVA RIO and journalists
from various T.V. stations and newspapers, visited Nova Igua‡u's
Esta‡ao Futuro, or "Station of the Future", to see the Brazilian Civilian
Volunteer Service in action.

All those that took part in this visit were extremely moved by the
volunteers, known as Agentes do Futuro (Agents of the Future), who
despite being from backgrounds of real poverty, displayed both
motivation to complete their basic education and a serious commitment
toward volunteer work in their community. The volunteers were
fascinated by the foreign visitors and insisted on an introduction from
each of them. Alyson Carpenter, who was representing the CITY YEAR
program from Boston, explained that the volunteers at CITY YEAR were
involved in very similar community work to these Brazilian volunteers.
The volunteers wanted to hear more and so Alyson agreed to return the
following week to tell them all about her program.
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As a young English volunteer at VIVA RIO I was asked to go along to
translate for Alyson when she returned to the school. Having been to the
first visit at Nova Igua‡u, I was happy to do so as I had also been very
impressed by these enthusiastic and animated students. 

Alyson started her talk by explaining the differences between these
Brazilian volunteers and their American counterparts.

CITY YEAR's volunteers are from diverse backgrounds; varying in
wealth, class and race. This caused some interest, as these Brazilian
volunteers all come from poor and disadvantaged families. "How can
they work together?", asked one volunteer, as for him the mixing of rich
and poor in this way was unheard of. "Well", replied Alyson, "there are
codes of conduct which the groups abide by. For example, nobody in the
group can talk twice until every one has spoken once. Another is that if a
heated discussion ensues, one volunteer raises their hand in silence and
waits for everyone else to do likewise. Immediately silence is restored
and the volunteers have to take their turn one by one to explain their
point." 

The Brazilian volunteers saw both of these as excellent ideas and
decided that they should be instituted in their classroom in order to give
the more timid volunteers a chance to speak. 

These young people had a real desire for every member of their group to
be seen as an equal partner. This impressed me greatly as from my
experience equality in Brazil only applies to those who can afford it.
When Alyson asked if any of them saw themselves as leaders, they
replied almost in unison, "No we're all equal". 

Furthermore, there was a degree of politicisation amongst them and a
genuine desire to take responsibility for their community which I have
rarely encountered from young people in Brazil. They were a far cry
from their middle class Brazilian counterparts whom I teach English to at
a private language college in Rio twice a week. These students have little
or no interest in politics or the social problems which face their country,
and seem uninterested to even discuss these problems let alone do
anything about them. 

When I suggested to the volunteers that maybe middle class Brazilians
should take part in the Civilian Volunteer Service, they told me, "The door
is open". I hope this becomes a reality as I feel an exchange between
classes in Brazil could make a fundamental difference to Brazil's future.
The middle classes and above need to experience the realities of poverty
and social inequality that exist in their country, as they are realities which
have been ignored for too long.

In the meantime, however, I believe these Agents of the Future provide
real hope for their communities, themselves and future generations in
Brazil. 

3. CONSULTATION ON MICRODISARMAMENT
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Another important meeting which took place this month in Rio de Janeiro
was the Consultation on Microdisarmament convened by the
Programme to Overcome Violence of the World Council of Churches, in
association with the London-based think tank Saferworld, and hosted
locally by Viva Rio from May 13 -15.

The meeting brought together experts including academics, peace and
security specialists, gun control activists, Brazilian government officials,
representatives from the police and military forces and religious leaders
from South, Central and North America, Africa, Australasia and Europe.
During three intense working days, these experts sought to formulate a
plan of action to address the problem on all levels of society:
international, regional, national and local. 

Noting the devastating consequences associated with the unregulated
and unrestrained proliferation of small arms, the group underscored the
need to develop coherent policies in the areas of improved regulation of
firearms, improved controls governing the production and transfer of
small arms, and measures for the removal and destruction of surplus
weapons particularly in post-conflict societies. 

The issue of microdisarmament has been attracting attention and
concern over the past decade, with the need to reduce and control the
proliferation of small arms being seen as one of the most pressing global
challenges. When speaking of microdisarmament, specialists include in
this category any small arms which can be physically transported by one
or two individuals. This means weapons ranging from the handgun to
semi-automatic rifles and machine guns, from hand grenades and
bazookas to the ubiquitous AK-47, commonly known as the
"Kalashnikov". 

With the end of the cold war and the gradual de-escalation in the heavy
arms industry, the focus of concern has now turned to the growing
number of small arms in the hands of civilian populations and military
groups which are the primary weapons used in ethnic and religious
conflicts, rising crime rates, drug trafficking and urban violence
worldwide.
 
Convening the Consultation on Microdisarmament in Rio de Janeiro
brought to the forefront the urgency of dealing with this issue in another
context: that of small arms proliferation directly linked to organized crime
and illicit trafficking in weapons and drugs.

During his presentation at the consultation, Viva Rio Executive Secretary,
Rubem Cesar Fernandes pointed out that in the city of Rio de Janeiro, the
rapid and unchecked spread of small arms are the main culprits in the
dramatic rise in homicide rates, one of the highest in the world with 79.3
homicides per 100,000 inhabitants --- an average of 7,000 to 8,000
homicides per year. 

"The upsurge in these rates begins in the mid-eighties, coinciding with
the growth of the illegal trade of drugs and arms in the city", Rubem
Cesar Fernandes told the participants. 
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The issues singled out for discussion concerning the situation in Rio de
Janeiro were:
- the great impact of the illegal trade of guns on the city 
-the combined problem of illegal drug dealing, the illegal arms trade and
the control of territory by teenagers and young adults in poor
neighborhoods
-the control over the possession of guns by civilians at large 
-the control over the use of guns by the police
 
The presence of representatives from the Brazilian Justice Ministry, the
Federal Police Force, the Presidential Office and the Foreign Affairs
Ministry at the consultation is a clear indication of the importance the
government is now giving to the problem of the spread of small arms.
One area where collaboration among all sectors of society is required if
any action taken to check this proliferation is to be truly successful. 

The Adjunct Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Brazil, Ambassador Adhemar Bahadian, addressed the consultation and
congratulated the World Council of Churches for taking the initiative to
convene the meeting. He welcomed and stressed the important role
churches, non-governmental organizations and civil society can play in
this area, and said he was eager to count on their support so that
concerted efforts could be taken swiftly.

In the case of a city like Rio de Janeiro, plagued by rising rates of urban
violence, there is indeed no time to lose. Recent studies show that new
routes for illicit arms trafficking closely linked to the illegal drug trade and
money laundering have discovered Rio de Janeiro as a prime destination.

The new threat is coming from the Russian Mafia through intricate routes
via the Amazon border with Colombia to the north and inland from
Paraguay to the south. New and lethal arsenals are rapidly reaching the
streets and shanty-towns of Rio de Janeiro. Experts estimate that up to
500 million small arms are available on the international market from this
source alone. Experts also indicate that the increase in supply will lower
the cost of these weapons--leading to an upsurge in the illegal
possession of small arms--and even more homicides.

Being able to listen to a presentation of the situation in Rio de Janeiro
along with other local, national and international studies of the deadly
consequences of the unchecked spread of small arms, allowed the
participants at the consultation to get a better grasp on the current
challenges--and to push for effective proposals and solutions to address
these challenges.

The group emphasized the need to highlight the role small arms play in
fueling conflict and insecurity, and proposed several avenues through
which churches, civil society, local, national and international bodies can
take action to reduce the availability of small arms.

(The official report on the microdisarmament consultation will be
prepared by the Programme to Overcome Violence, WCC.)
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Viva Rio
Ladeira da Gloria, 98 - Gloria 
CEP: 22211-120
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
+55-21-556-5004
+55-21-558-1381 (fax)
vivario@ax.apc.org
http://www.informe.simpleweb.com.br/vivario/rio

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 06:54:31 -0700 (PDT)
From: Diane Swords <sfcny@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Re: MAY 28 EVENTS
To: Kathy Crandalll <disarmament@igc.org>, ctbt-organize@igc.org
X-Sender: sfcny@pop.igc.org

One of the "Other Cities" under Albany NY and other cities is Syracuse NY. I
will let you know if there are others in Upstate NY

.At 08:51 PM 5/21/98 -0400, Kathy Crandalll wrote:
>TO: CTBT Organizers
>From: Disarmament
>Subject: MAY 28 EVENTS
>
>CTBT-Organizers:
>
>Don't miss out on the fun  - join the National Day of ACTION, May 28.
>Demonstrations and Events are being planned at Senators Offices  all
>around the country. JOIN US!
>
>Over a dozen events planned already are listed  below.
>
>If you're planning an event to add to the list, let us know -We'll
>include you in our national press work.
>
>FLYERS are available from
>PEACE ACTION  and PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBLITY.
>
>Sample Press Releases will be coming soon - and don't forget your
>Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW! BUTTONS  - More available from the
>DISARMAMENT CLEARINGHOUSE
>
>National Sponsoring Organizations include: Peace Action, PSR, Women's
>Action for New  Directions (WAND) , Disarmament Clearinghouse,  Friends
>Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) and 20/20 Vision
>
>For More Information/ Assistance:
>Disarmament Clearinghouse
>Kathy Crandall, Coordinator, (202) 898 0150 ext. 232,
>disarmament@igc.org
>
>Peace Action
>Bruce Hall, Organizer (202) 862 9740 ext. 3038
>
>PSR
>Lisa Ledwidge, Associate Director for Security Programs (202) 898 0150
>ext. 222
>    ledwidge@psr.org
>*******************************************************************
>May 28th National Day of Action Events
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>Not Another Arms Race/ Test Ban Treaty NOW!
>*****************************************************************************
>
>SAN FRANCISCO/ BAY AREA, CA
>Peace Action, Erica Harrold, 415-695-9077
>
>LOS ANGELES, CA
>PSR Jonathan Parfrey, 310-458-2694, psrsm@igc.org
>
>DENVER, CO
>Colorado Peace Action, Beryl Schwartz, 303-797-8739,
>berylls@earthlink.net
>(Sen. Campbell)
>
>CHICAGO, IL
>Illinois Peace Action, Kevin Martin, 312- 939-3316
>Sens Durbin & Moseley-Braun
>
>MAINE
>PSR / Peace Action, Wells Staley-Mays 207-772-0680 pam@nlis.net
>
>MICHIGAN
>Peace Action Michigan, Al Fishman, 313-861-6247 almarge@worldnet.att.net
>
>(Sens Abraham & Levin)
>
>MONTCLAIR & PRINCETON NEW JERSEY
>NJ Peace Action - Virginia Ahearn, 973-744-3263
>& Bob Moore,     609-924-3052
>(Sens Lautenberg & Torricelli)
>
>ALBANY, NY AND OTHER CITIES
>NY Peace Action, Diane Swords, 315-478-7442,  sfcny@igc.org
>(Sens D'Amato & Moynihan)
>
>NEW YORK, NEW YORK
>PSR Wendy Perron 212-870-2980 psrnyc@igc.org
>
>PORTLAND, OR
>Oregon PeaceWorks Michael Carrigan, 503-585-2767, opw@teleport.com
>(Sen. Wyden)
>
> PHILADELPHIA, PA
> Peace Action Phyllis Gilbert 215-386-4322
>(Sen. Santorum's Office)
>
>PITTSBURGH, PA
>PSR Dan and Anita Fine  412-339-2242  danfine@igc.org
>
>MILWAUKEE, WI
>WI- Milwaukee Peace Action, Tom Seery, 414-964-5158, pamilw@execpc.com
> (Sens Kohl & Feingold)
>:
> POSSIBLY HAVING EVENTS:
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>
>ATLANTA
>PSR, Ed Arnold
>404-371-1849
>eddarnold@aol.com
>
>
>
>TENNESSEE (MEMPHIS?)
> Mid-South Peace & Justice Center, Bill Akin, 901-452-6997,
>pax@magibox.net
>(Sen. Frist)
>
>
>
>
>
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 12:24:43 -0400
From: Kathy Crandalll <disarmament@igc.org>
Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Update on URGENT ACTIONS
To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

To: CTBT - Organizers
From: Disarmament
Subject: Update on URGENT ACTIONS

1) Specter - Biden Resolution:

The  resolution calling for hearings and consideration of the CTBT this
year was not brought up  for a vote before the recess. (The Senate is
back in Washington on June 1 with the first vote on June 2)

We urgently need more Republican Co-sponsors. Please continue to make
sure calls and faxes are going into your Senators' Washington Offices.

Tell your Senator:
"Please  co-sponsor the Specter- Biden CTBT resolution. Please urge the
Senate to consider and ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty this
year."

Capitol Switchboard: (202) 224 3121

If it appears there is sufficient Republican support for the resolution,
Specter may offer it as an amendment to the defense authorization bill.
That bill could be brought back to the Senate floor at the end of next
week (week of June 1), but more likely will
up the week of June 8.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON  THE RESOLUTION: Please contact the Disarmament
Clearinghouse <disarmament@igc.org>
*********************************************************************
NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION - MAY 28
At approximately 18 Senate Offices, activists will be calling for a
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW.  Stay tuned for the national press release
and press coverage. If you are participating, please make sure that we
know about your activities - so we can help with press coverage.
Contact:      Peace Action, Bruce Hall <panukes@igc.org>, 202 862 9740
ext.3038

                PSR,    Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>, 202 898 0150
ext. 222

 Disarmament Clearinghouse, Kathy Crandall <disarmament@igc.org>, 202
898 0150 ext. 232
 *********************************************************

3. Letters to the Editor - You're never going to have a better
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opportunity than right now to get letters to the editor on the CTBT
published. If you would like samples or assistance, pleace contact Kathy
at the Disarmament Clearinghouse.

*******************************************************************
Disarmament Clearinghouse
Kathy Crandall
1101 14th Street NW #700 Washington, DC 20005
TEL: 202 898  0150 ext. 232
FAX: 202 898 0172
<disarmament@igc.org>

For What You Can Do for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW:
http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm

<HTML>
To: CTBT - Organizers
<BR>From: Disarmament
<BR>Subject: Update on URGENT ACTIONS

<P>1) Specter - Biden Resolution:

<P>The&nbsp; resolution calling for hearings and consideration of the CTBT
this year was not brought up&nbsp; for a vote before the recess. (The Senate
is back in Washington on June 1 with the first vote on June 2)

<P>We urgently need more Republican Co-sponsors. Please continue to make
sure calls and faxes are going into your Senators' Washington Offices.

<P>Tell your Senator:
<BR>"Please&nbsp; co-sponsor the Specter- Biden CTBT resolution. Please
urge the Senate to consider and ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
this year."

<P>Capitol Switchboard: (202) 224 3121

<P>If it appears there is sufficient Republican support for the resolution,
Specter may offer it as an amendment to the defense authorization bill.&nbsp;
That bill could be brought back to the Senate floor at the end of next
week (week of June 1), but more likely will
<BR>up the week of June 8.

<P>FOR MORE INFORMATION ON&nbsp; THE RESOLUTION: Please contact the Disarmament
Clearinghouse &lt;disarmament@igc.org>
<BR>*********************************************************************
<BR>NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION - MAY 28
<BR>At approximately 18 Senate Offices, activists will be calling for a
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW.&nbsp; Stay tuned for the national press release
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and press coverage. If you are participating, <U>please make sure that
we know about your activities - so we can help with press coverage.</U>
<BR>Contact:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Peace Action, Bruce Hall &lt;panukes@igc.org>,
202 862 9740&nbsp; ext.3038

<P>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
PSR,&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Lisa Ledwidge &lt;ledwidge@psr.org>, 202 898 0150&nbsp;
ext. 222
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;Disarmament Clearinghouse, Kathy Crandall &lt;disarmament@igc.org>,
202 898 0150 ext. 232
<BR>&nbsp;*********************************************************

<P>3. Letters to the Editor - You're never going to have a better opportunity
than right now to get letters to the editor on the CTBT published. If you
would like samples or assistance, pleace contact Kathy at the Disarmament
Clearinghouse.

<P>*******************************************************************
<BR>Disarmament Clearinghouse
<BR>Kathy Crandall
<BR>1101 14th Street NW #700 Washington, DC 20005
<BR>TEL: 202 898&nbsp; 0150 ext. 232
<BR>FAX: 202 898 0172
<BR>&lt;disarmament@igc.org>

<P>For What You Can Do for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW: <A 
HREF="http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm">http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm</A>
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;</HTML>
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To: "Eric Smith" <concepts@wam.umd.edu>
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: guidelines
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Mr. Smith:

        Would you please send me guidelines for FREE THOUGHT CONCEPTIONS?  If you have any free copies, I 
would enjoy having one.  Thank you.

Sincerely,
Carlee L. Hallman
6508 Wilmett Rd.
Bethesda, MD  20817-2318
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 15:20:28 -0700 (PDT)
From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: India's nuclear tests
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igc3.igc.apc.org id PAA08569
X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id PAA00849

Dear Friends,
Here's an op-ed piece I am submitting.  Thought you might be interested.  Alice

The Story Behind the Story of India's Nuclear Tests
by Alice Slater

India's nuclear tests took place on the heels of a total deadlock in Geneva
in early May at the Non-Proliferation Treaty Preparatory Committee Meeting
(NPT), where the US blocked every proposal for meaningful steps for nuclear
disarmament. India has demonstrated that the US addiction to nuclear weapons
as a cornerstone of its military policy, coupled with its feeble efforts to
prevent nuclear proliferation, is an utterly failed policy. Pakistan is also
threatening to join the nuclear club and North Korea is now indicating that
it may break its promise to forego the nuclear weapons option.

The NPT met in Geneva from April 27th to May 8th to review progress on
promises given by the nuclear weapons states to eliminate nuclear weapons
and ended its meeting at mid-night on the last day in dismal disappointment
because the US vetoed every proposal to move forward on nuclear disarmament.
Immediately following the stalled talks, on May 11th, India decided to
openly join the nuclear club. The Indian government, announced on the day it
began this new series of nuclear tests that it "would like to reiterate its
support to efforts to realise the goal of a truly comprehensive
international arrangement which would prohibit underground nuclear testing
of all weapons as well as related experiments described as 'sub-critical' or
'hydronuclear'." India also affirmed its commitment "to a speedy process of
nuclear disarmament leading to total and global elimination of nuclear weapons"

Prior to the NPT meeting, in the Commission on Disarmament which meets
regularly in Geneva, the US also blocked a proposal supported by India to
establish an ad hoc committee on nuclear disarmament to establish a
time-bound framework for the elimination of nuclear weapons.

The conventional response of Congress and the media to India's unwelcome
entry into the nuclear club has been to urge ratification of the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).  But this avenue offers no hope for
successfully stemming the frightening spread of nuclear weapons. CTBT
ratification without further disarmament measures ignores the issues raised
by India when it announced its nuclear test on May 11th.

None of this should come as a surprise, despite the way the news has been
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reported. India's Ambassador Arundhati Ghose, at a UN General Assembly
Session after the CTBT negotiations in 1996 gave ample warning of India's
intentions when she stated that India would not be a party to the CTBT
because the treaty only prohibited "explosive" testing and that the nuclear
weapons states who "already completed their programmes of explosive
testing...are well placed to exploit the lessons learnt… through more
sophisticated and non-explosive technologies."

India, reacting to a so called US "sub-critical" nuclear test in July 1997,
stated that its opposition to the proposed CTBT "as not genuinely
comprehensive" was justified because the pact contained "loopholes exploited
by some countries to continue their testing activity using more
sophisticated and advanced techniques."  The July US "subcritical" test was
the first of a series of three separate detonations, with more to come, in
which plutonium is blown up with chemical explosives 1,000 feet below the
Nevada desert without causing a chain reaction --hence sub-critical. And in
March 1997, in Alaska, the US tested an earth penetrating weapon designed to
carry a nuclear warhead, now newly deployed in its nuclear arsenal. The US
tests are part of a thirteen year $60 billion "stockpile stewardship"
program which will enable our Dr. Strangeloves to design new nuclear bombs
in computer-simulated virtual reality.  This year, the Congress appropriated
$4.5 billion to pay for the bomb-designing program. 

The very possession of nuclear weapons by any state is an invitation to
other states to acquire them.  To deal with this new catastrophe, the US
must call India's bluff by canceling all its nuclear weapons research,
design, and testing programs and invite all nuclear weapons states to begin
immediate negotiations on an international treaty for the elimination of
nuclear weapons. 

Alice Slater
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)
15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010
212-726-9161 (tel)
212-726-9160 (fax)
aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 17:10:48 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Grassroots groups rally support for CTBT

May 27, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: Coalition grassroots groups rally support on CTBT: press release & wire
story

Peace Action, Physicians for Social Responsibility, WAND, 20/20 Vision,
Friends Committee on National Legislation and others have stepped up local
activity for a test ban by organizing a series of rallies for Senate action
on the CTBT.

The following "national" version of the press release sent out today (see
below) summarizes the effort. Locally-oriented releases also went out in 9
states. The effort is being backed up with media-relations/publicity support
funded by the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers.

Also attached below is a UPI story from today on the CTBT actions.

Please contact Bruce Hall at Peace Action (202-862-9740) or Lisa Ledwidge at
PSR (202-898-0150) for more information.

DK

************

"Activists to Demand Senate Ratification of Nuclear Test Ban Treaty:
Support for test ban grows since Indian tests"

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: May 27, 1998   CONTACTS: Adam Eidinger or
       Steve Rabinowitz  202-547-3577

WASHINGTON, DC – Activists from Peace Action, Physicians for Social
Responsibility and other peace and disarmament organizations will take
their campaign for Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) to U.S. Senate offices across the country on Thursday, May
28, 1998.  The test ban treaty, signed by over 140 nations since it was
first approved in September 1996, remains bogged down by a small group
of powerful Republican Senators.  At least 18 Senators’ state offices
will be marked for demonstrations, organized by a national coalition of
grassroots activists, to urge the Senators to show more leadership on
the issue.

The demonstrations come only weeks after India shocked the world by
conducting five nuclear tests and as Pakistan appears ready to respond
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with its own set of nuclear blasts. The protesters are raising alarm
bells about the potential for a new deadly nuclear arms race on the
Asian subcontinent and are urging swift action on the test ban to help
avert the brewing crisis.  Concerned citizens will rally outside the
offices of many Senators who support ratification, but who are perceived
to be not doing enough to speed up a Senate vote.  Some demonstrations
will also take place at the offices of Senators believed to be undecided
votes, while a handful of others who oppose the treaty will also be
targeted.

The recent nuclear tests in India have re-energized support for
ratification of the treaty among hundreds of national religious leaders,
peace organizations and other groups not typically involved in nuclear
issues.  They feel that U.S. ratification of the treaty would set an
example for previously undeclared nuclear states to follow.
Representatives from these groups will present a new poll taken of 1000
citizens across the country  that shows 73% of Americans support
ratification of the CTBT.

The CTBT was submitted to the U.S. Senate last year, but the Senate has
so far failed to act on the treaty.  Just last week, President Clinton
reiterated his call for Senate approval of the treaty “this year.”
Sixty-seven votes are needed for ratification, but Senator Jesse Helms
(R-NC), Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations, has refused to
schedule hearings and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS) has
refused thus far to schedule floor debate on the treaty this year.  In
an attempt to reverse these stalling tactics, Senators Arlen Spector
(R-PA) and Joseph Biden (D-DE) have introduced a resolution calling for
prompt hearings and a vote on the treaty “as expeditiously as possible.”

 “Nuclear disarmament activists have been pushing this treaty for over
40 years, but the whole thing might be slipping away if the U.S. doesn’t
ratify now,” said Gordon Clark, Executive Director of Peace Action, the
nation’s largest peace organization. He adds, “There is a real sense of
urgency as well as opportunity among the activist community, highlighted
by India’s nuclear tests, and now we are bringing that urgency directly
to the Senate.”

Demonstrations will take place Thursday at the following Senators’
offices: Boxer (D-CA), Feinstein (D-CA), Campbell (R-CO), Durbin
(D-IL), Moseley-Braun (D-IL), Snowe (R-ME), Collins (R-ME), Abraham
(R-MI), Levin (D-MI), Lautenberg (D-NJ), Torricelli (D-NJ), D’Amato
(R-NY), Moynihan (D-NY), Wyden (D-ORE), Santorum (R-PA), Kohl (D-WIS),
Feingold (D-WIS), and Frist (R-TN).

For detailed information about specific protests please contact Adam
Eidinger at 202-547-3577.

*****************

Upn  05/27 1301  Peace activists to demonstrate

   WASHINGTON, May 27 (UPI) -- From Oregon to Maine, hundreds of peace
activists from dozens of anti-war organizations plan to demonstrate in
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front of the offices of members of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in an attempt to force a debate on the Comprehensive Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty.

   Chairman Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., has refused to let the treaty come
before the committee for debate. Sens. Joseph Biden, D-Del., and Arlen
Specter, R-Pa., have co-sponsored a bipartisan resolution calling on
Helms to bring the treaty before the committee. Peace demonstrators will
call upon committee members today to support that resolution.

   "This is particularly important right now, in the wake of the Indian
nuclear tests and the threatened Pakistani nuclear tests," Washington-
based activist Adam Eidinger said. "If the U.S. drags its feet on this
treaty and refuses to even bring it up for a vote, much less ratify it,
what incentive do India and Pakistan have for signing it?"

   Eidinger and others claim that a majority of the Senate supports the
treaty "but most members are not showing any leadership."

   Physicians for Social Responsibility is among the groups organizing
the demonstration.

   "We have been concerned with efforts to ban nuclear testing for more
than 30 years, ever since we saw radioactive isotopes collecting in the
baby teeth of children," spokeswoman Lisa Ledwidge said. "It is very
important that this treaty at least go before the full Senate for a vote
because most Americans support it."
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
at Council for a Livable World Education Fund
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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To: <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Re: CTBT & Bishops
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

At 09:52 PM 5/27/98 -0400, you wrote:
>Dear Howard,
> 
> I tried to get this to you a week ago but it must not have gone through.
>
> We went Ann Mathews to the PWJ Coordinators' Retreat in DC.  I would like
>to have gone, but am pleased we have others who will take a turn.
>
> Head to Annual Conference, we would like a copy of the Council of Bishops'
>resolution on CTBT.  Back in January you told me you were meeting with them
>re: this.

Dear Carol:

As far as I know the Council of Bishops didn't adopt a fresh resolution on the CTBT. I wrote to Bishop Swenson, chair 
of their policy committee, tried unsuccessfully to reach her by phone a couple of times, but got no response.

Yesterday I mailed you an alert about a Specter-Biden resolution requesting hearings on the CTBT.  I'll attach it to this 
letter.  You can ask Senator Thompson and Senator Frist to support the resolution so that hearings can air all the pros 
and cons on the CTBT, even if they haven't decided how to vote on it.

Thanks for all you are doing,

Shalom,
Howard

###

May 26, 1998

Dear Peace with Justice Advocate:

When Congress returns from its Memorial Day recess on June 1, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) will 
receive attention in the form of a resolution offered by Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA), Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE), 
and others.  The operative language is as follows:
"It is the sense of the Senate that the Foreign Relations Committee should hold a hearing or hearings on the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and that the full Senate should take up the Treaty for debate and a vote of ratification as 
expeditiously as possible."

It is important to obtain as many cosponsors as possible for the Specter-Biden resolution and to press senators to vote 
for the resolution.  Along with other supporters of the CTBT we are focusing our attention on the following states and 
senators: Alaska: Murkowski, Stevens; Arizona: McCain; Colorado: Allard, Campbell; Delaware: Roth; Florida: Mack; 
Idaho: Kempthorne; Indiana: Coats, Lugar; Iowa: Grassley; Kansas: Brownback, Roberts; Kentucky: McConnell; 
Maine: Collins, Snowe; Michigan: Abraham; Minnesota: Grams; Missouri: Bond; Nebraska: Hagel; New Hampshire: 
Gregg; New Mexico: Domenici; New York: D'Amato; Ohio: DeWine; Oregon: Smith; Pennsylvania: Santorum; Rhode 
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Island: Chafee; South Carolina: Thurmond; Tennessee: Frist, Thompson; Utah: Bennett, Hatch; Virginia: Warner; 
Washington: Gorton; Wyoming: Enzi, Thomas. 

We ask you to join us by getting in touch with the senator(s) from your state and asking others in your network to do 
likewise.  Request your senator(s), first, to cosponsor the Specter-Biden resolution in support of committee hearings on 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and, second, to vote for the Specter-Biden resolution when it comes before the 
Senate.  

You can point out to them that a public opinion poll taken after the Indian nuclear tests revealed that 73 percent of the 
American people support ratification of the CTBT.  Even if your senator hasn't yet decide how to vote on ratification, at 
least he or she should support hearings so that all the issues surrounding the treaty can be consider in an open forum.

There are several days remaining in the Senate's Memorial Day recess, so perhaps you can catch your senator(s) within 
your state.  If not, please get your message to the in-state office or to Washington.   The Specter-Biden resolution may 
be attached to the defense authorization bill during the first or second week in June, so prompt contact is necessary.

 Shalom,

 Howard W. Hallman, Chair
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Return-Path: <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
Reply-To: <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
From: "James R. Green" <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
To: <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: CTBT & Bishops
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 21:52:41 -0400
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal

Dear Howard,
 
 I tried to get this to you a week ago but it must not have gone through.

 We went Ann Mathews to the PWJ Coordinators' Retreat in DC.  I would like
to have gone, but am pleased we have others who will take a turn.

 Head to Annual Conference, we would like a copy of the Council of Bishops'
resolution on CTBT.  Back in January you told me you were meeting with them
re: this.

 You should have received a copy of our PWJ newsletter with the Peace Leaf
insert.
 
 Sen. Fred Thompson's mailed (30 April) reply to my call pressing for
Senate hearings on CTBT indicated he was undecided.
  "As you may know, the CTBT is one of the most contentious and
long-standing items on the nuclear arms control agenda.  Despite widespread
recognition that preventing the use and proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction is positive, the question of putting an end to nuclear weapons
testing remains problematic.  As with all contentious issues, there are
compelling arguments on each side of the CTBT debate."
  He reiterates the pros/cons and then says...
  "...it is possible that the CTBT could be debated during this session of
Congress."

 Now India has brought a focus on the issue and Pakistan is ready to show
her "muscle".  Trent Lott syas the Senate won't bring hearings.  NPR did
raise the question of how a country can get back in the US' good graces
after this 1994 act's economic sanctions go into effect.

 Have you tried to get information to NPR?  Mike Shuster has done an
excellent 2-segment report on Indo-Pakistan nuke situation.  (I taped it if
you missed it last Sept.)  I have not heard anyone using the crisis to call
for Senate hearings.  I have called Frist and Thompson several times on it.

 I have sent you clippings from our Knoxville News Sentinel reporter on Oak
Ridge's involvement with the Department of Energy.  You might want to check
in with him.  That's Frank Munger at 73302.1254@CompuServe.Com.  His column
is availabe on the Web at www.knoxnews.com/features/

 Rev. Ralph Hutchison is the director of the Oak Ridge Environmental Peace
Alliance.  I sent you their newsletter.  Contact them at OREPA, 100 Tulsa
Rd., Suite 4A, Oak Ridge, TN 37830 or phone 423/483-8202 or e-mail
orep@igc.org.  They are attentive the the tritium production issue.
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 I sure hope this goes through.  I want to present your material to my
adult Sunday School class for an up-coming  write-your-Congress-members
series.

 Namaste.  Carol E. Green    423/982-0883
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 08:42:43 -0400
From: "Ross Wilcock" <rwilcock@execulink.com>
Importance: Normal
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Indian Prime Ministers Statement
To: "Abolition-Caucus@Igc. Org (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.org>
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Forwarded
Non-member submission from ["High Commission of India, Canberra"
<hicanb$cyberone.com.au@pop1.cyberone.com.au>]
Date:   Thu, 28 May 1998 12:41:12 +1000
To:     nonukes@foesyd.org.au, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
From:   "High Commission of India, Canberra"
<hicanb$cyberone.com.au@pop1.cyberone.com.au>
Subject:        Indian Prime Ministers Statement

Dear Sir,

I am appending below the statement made by the Indian Prime Minister in the
Parliament on 27.05.1998 on the nuclear tests.
Yours Sincerely
B. B. Tyagi
---------------

SUO MOTU STATEMENT BY PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA
SHRI ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE
IN PARLIAMENT
ON 27TH MAY, 1998

Sir,
I rise to inform the House of momentous developments that have taken place
while we were in recess.  On 11 May, India successfully carried out three
underground nuclear tests.  Two more underground tests on 13 May completed
the planned series of tests.  I would like this House to join me in paying
fulsome tribute to our scientists, engineers and defence personnel whose
singular achievements have given us a renewed sense of national pride and
self-confidence.  Sir, in addition to the statement I make, I have also
taken the opportunity to submit to the House a paper entitled "Evolution of
India's Nuclear Policy".
2.      In 1947, when India emerged as a free country to take its rightful place
in the comity of nations, the nuclear age had already dawned.  Our leaders
then took the crucial decision to opt for self-reliance, and freedom of
thought and action.  We rejected the Cold War paradigm and chose the more
difficult path of non-alignment. Our leaders also realised that a
nuclear-weapon-free-world would enhance not only India's security but also
the security of all nations.   That is why disarmament was and continues to
be a major plank in our foreign policy.
3.      During the 50's, India took the lead in calling for an end to all nuclear
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weapon testing.  Addressing the Lok Sabha on 2 April, 1954, Pt. Jawaharlal
Nehru, to whose memory we pay homage today, stated "nuclear, chemical and
biological energy and power should not be used to forge weapons of mass
destruction".  He called for negotiations for prohibition and elimination of
nuclear weapons and in the interim, a standstill agreement to halt nuclear
testing.  This call was not heeded.
4.      In 1965, along with a small group of non-aligned countries, India put
forward the idea of an international non-proliferation agreement under which
the nuclear weapon states would agree to give up their arsenals provided
other countries refrained from developing or acquiring such weapons.  This
balance of rights and obligations was not accepted.  In the 60's our
security concerns deepened.  The country sought security guarantees but the
countries we turned to were unable to extend to us the expected assurances.
As a result, we made it clear that we would not be able to sign the NPT.
5.      The Lok Sabha debated the issue on 5 April, 1968.  Prime Minister late
Smt. Indira Gandhi assured the House that "we shall be guided entirely by
our self-enlightenment and the considerations of national security".  This
was a turning point and this House strengthened the decision of the then
Government by reflecting a national consensus.
6.      Our decision not to sign the NPT was in keeping with our basic
objectives.  In 1974, we demonstrated our nuclear capability. Successive
Governments thereafter have taken all necessary steps in keeping with that
resolve and national will, to safeguard India's nuclear option.  This was
the primary reason behind the 1996 decision for not signing the CTBT, a
decision that also enjoyed consensus of this House.
7.      The decades of the 80's and 90's had meanwhile witnessed the gradual
deterioration of our security environment as a result of nuclear and missile
proliferation.  In our neighbourhood, nuclear weapons had increased and more
sophisticated delivery systems inducted.  In addition, India has also been
the victim of externally aided and abetted terrorism, militancy and
clandestine war.
8.      At a global level, we see no evidence on the part of the nuclear weapon
states to take decisive and irreversible steps in moving towards a
nuclear-weapon-free-world.  Instead, we have seen that the NPT has been
extended indefinitely and unconditionally, perpetuating the existence of
nuclear weapons in the hands of the five countries.
9.      Under such circumstances, the Government was faced with a difficult
decision. The touchstone that has guided us in making the correct choice
clear was national security. These tests are a continuation of the policies
set into motion that put this country on the path of self-reliance and
independence of thought and action.
10.     India is now a nuclear weapon state.  This is a reality that cannot be
denied.  It is not a conferment that we seek; nor is it a status for others
to grant.  It is an endowment to the nation by our scientists and engineers.
It is India's due, the right of one-sixth of human-kind. Our strengthened
capability adds to our sense of responsibility.  We do not intend to use
these weapons for aggression or for mounting threats against any country;
these are weapons of self-defence, to ensure that India is not subjected to
nuclear threats or coercion. We do not intend to engage in an arms race.
11.     We had taken a number of initiatives in the past. We regret that these
proposals did not receive a positive response from other nuclear weapon
states.  In fact, had their response been positive, we need not have gone in
for our current testing programme.  We have been and will continue to be in
the forefront of the calls for opening negotiations for a Nuclear Weapons
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Convention, so that this challenge can be dealt with in the same manner that
we have dealt with the scourge of two other weapons of mass destruction -
through the Biological Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons
Convention.
12.     Traditionally, India has been an outward looking country. Our strong
commitment to multilateralism is reflected in our active participation in
organisations like the United Nations. This engagement will continue. The
policies of economic liberalisation introduced in recent years have
increased our regional and global linkages and my Government intends to
deepen and strengthen these ties.
13.     Our nuclear policy has been marked by restraint and openness.  We have
not violated any international agreements either in 1974 or now, in 1998.
The restraint exercised for 24 years, after having demonstrated our
capability in 1974, is in itself a unique example.  Restraint, however, has
to arise from strength.  It cannot be based upon indecision or doubt. The
series of tests recently undertaken by India have led to the removal of
doubts.  The action involved was balanced in that it was the minimum
necessary to maintain what is an irreducible component of our national
security calculus.
14.     Subsequently, Government has already announced that India will now
observe a voluntary moratorium and refrain from conducting underground
nuclear test explosions.  We have also indicated willingness to move towards
a de-jure formalisation of this declaration.
15.     The House is no doubt aware of the different reactions that have
emanated from the people of India and from different parts of the world.
The overwhelming support of our citizens is our source of strength.  It
tells us not only that this decision was right but also that our country
wants a focussed leadership, which attends to their security needs.  This, I
pledge to do as a sacred duty.  We have also been greatly heartened by the
outpouring of support from Indians abroad.  They have, with one voice,
spoken in favour of our action.  To the people of India, and to Indians
abroad, I convey my profound gratitude.  We look to the people of India and
Indians abroad for support in the difficult period ahead.
16.     In this, the fiftieth year of our independence, we stand at a defining
moment in our history.  The rationale for the Government's decision is based
on the same policy tenets that have guided us for five decades.   These
policies have been sustained successfully because of an underlying national
consensus.  It is vital to maintain the consensus as we approach the next
millennium.  In my statement today and in the paper placed before the House,
I have elaborated on the rationale behind the Government's decision and
outlined our approach for the future.  The present decision and future
actions will continue to reflect a commitment to sensibilities and
obligations of an ancient civilisation, a sense of responsibility and
restraint, but a restraint born of the assurance of action, not of doubts or
apprehension. Avoiding triumphalism, let us work together towards our shared
objective in ensuring that as we move towards a new millenium, India will
take its rightful place in the international community.

**************

PAPER  LAID ON THE TABLE OF THE LOK SABHA
ON
EVOLUTION OF INDIA'S NUCLEAR POLICY
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1.      On 11 May, a statement was issued by Government announcing that India had
successfully carried out three underground nuclear tests at the Pokhran
range.  Two days later, after carrying out two more underground sub-kiloton
tests, the Government announced the completion of the planned series of
tests.  The three underground nuclear tests carried out at 1545 hours on 11
May were with three different devices - a fission device, a low-yield
sub-kiloton device and a thermonuclear device.  The two tests carried out at
1221 hours on 13 May were also low-yield devices in the sub-kiloton range.
The results from these tests have been in accordance with the expectations
of our scientists.
2.      In 1947, when India emerged as a free country to take its rightful place
in the comity of nations, the nuclear age had already dawned.  Our leaders
then took the crucial decision to opt for self-reliance, and freedom of
thought and action.  We rejected the Cold War paradigm whose shadows were
already appearing on the horizon and instead of aligning ourselves with
either bloc, chose the more difficult path of non-alignment.  This has
required the building up of national strength through our own resources, our
skills and creativity and the dedication of the people.  Among the earliest
initiatives taken by our first Prime Minister Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, was the
development of science and inculcation of the scientific spirit.  It is this
initiative that laid the foundation for the achievement of 11 and 13 May,
made possible by exemplary cooperation among the scientists from Department
of Atomic Energy and Defence Research & Development Organisation.
Disarmament was then and continues to be a major plank in our foreign policy
now.  It was, in essence, and remains still, the natural course for a
country that had waged a unique struggle for independence on the basis of
'ahimsa' and 'satyagraha'.
3.      Development of nuclear technology transformed the nature of global
security.  Our leaders reasoned that nuclear weapons were not weapons of
war, these were weapons of mass destruction.  A nuclear-weapon-free-world
would, therefore, enhance not only India's security but also the security of
all nations.   This is the principle plank of our nuclear policy. In the
absence of universal and non-discriminatory disarmament, we cannot accept a
regime that creates an arbitrary division between nuclear haves and
have-nots.  India believes that it is the sovereign right of every nation to
make a judgement regarding its supreme national interests and exercise its
sovereign choice.  We subscribe to the principle of equal and legitimate
security interests of nations and consider it a sovereign right.  At the
same time, our leaders recognised early that nuclear technology offers
tremendous potential for economic development, especially for developing
countries who are endeavouring to leap across the technology gaps created by
long years of colonial exploitation.  This thinking was reflected in the
enactment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1948, within a year of our
independence. All the numerous initiatives taken by us since, in the field
of nuclear disarmament have been in harmony and in continuation of those
early enunciations.
4.      In the 50's, nuclear weapons testing took place above ground and the
characteristic mushroom cloud became the visible symbol of the nuclear age.
India then took the lead in calling for an end to all nuclear weapon testing
as the first step for ending the nuclear arms race.  Addressing the Lok
Sabha on 2 April, 1954, shortly after a major hydrogen bomb test had been
conducted, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru stated that "nuclear, chemical and
biological energy and power should not be used to forge weapons of mass
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destruction".  He called for negotiations for prohibition and elimination of
nuclear weapons and in the interim, a standstill agreement to halt nuclear
testing.  The world had by then witnessed less than 65 tests.  Our call was
not heeded.  In 1963, an agreement was concluded to ban atmospheric testing
but by this time, countries had developed the technologies for conducting
underground nuclear tests and the nuclear arms race continued unabated.
More than three decades passed and after over 2000 tests had been conducted,
a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty was opened for signature in 1996, following
two and a half years of negotiations in which India had participated
actively.  In its final shape, this Treaty left much to be desired.  It was
neither comprehensive nor was it related to disarmament.
5.      In 1965, along with a small group of non-aligned countries, India had put
forward the idea of an international non-proliferation agreement under which
the nuclear weapon states would agree to give up their arsenals provided
other countries refrained from developing or acquiring such weapons.  This
balance of rights and obligations was absent when the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) emerged in 1968, almost 30 years ago.  In the
60's our security concerns deepened.  But such was our abhorrence of nuclear
weapons and such our desire to avoid acquiring them that we sought instead
security guarantees from major nuclear powers of the world. The countries we
turned to for support and understanding felt unable to extend to us the
assurances that we then sought.  That is when and why India made clear its
inability to sign the NPT.
6.      The Lok Sabha debated the NPT on 5 April, 1968.  The then Prime Minister,
late Smt. Indira Gandhi assured the House that "we shall be guided entirely
by our self-enlightenment and the considerations of national security".  She
highlighted the shortcomings of the NPT whilst reemphasising the country's
commitment to nuclear disarmament.  She warned the House and the country
"that not signing the Treaty may bring the nation many difficulties.  It may
mean the stoppage of aid and stoppage of help.  Since we are taking this
decision together, we must all be together in facing its consequences".
That was a turning point. This House then strengthened the decision of the
Government by reflecting a national consensus.
7.      Our decision not to sign the NPT was in keeping with the basic objective
of maintaining freedom of thought and action.  In 1974, we demonstrated our
nuclear capability. Successive Governments thereafter have continued to take
all necessary steps in keeping with that resolve and national will, to
safeguard India's nuclear option.  This was also the primary reason
underlying the 1996 decision in the country not subscribing to the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT); a decision that met the unanimous
approval of the House yet again.  Our perception then was that subscribing
to the CTBT would severely limit  India's nuclear potential at an
unacceptably low level. Our reservations deepened as the CTBT did not also
carry forward the nuclear disarmament process.  On both counts, therefore,
yet again our security concerns remained unaddressed.  The then Minister for
External Affairs, Shri I.K. Gujral had made clear the Government's reasoning
to this House during the discussions on this subject in 1996.
8. The decades of the 80's and 90's meanwhile witnessed the gradual
deterioration of our security environment as a result of nuclear and missile
proliferation.  In our neighbourhood, nuclear weapons increased and more
sophisticated delivery systems were inducted. Further, in our region there
has come into existence a pattern about clandestine acquisition of nuclear
materials, missiles and related technologies. India, in this period, became
the victim of externally aided and abetted terrorism, militancy and
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clandestine war through hired mercenaries.
9. The end of the Cold War marks a watershed in the history of the 20th
century.  While it has transformed the political landscape of Europe, it has
done little to address India's security concerns.  The relative order that
was arrived at in Europe was not replicated in other parts of the globe.
10. At the global level, there is no evidence yet on the part of the nuclear
weapon states to take decisive and irreversible steps in moving towards a
nuclear-weapon-free-world.  Instead, the NPT has been extended indefinitely
and unconditionally, perpetuating the existence of nuclear weapons in the
hands of the five countries who are also permanent members of the UN
Security Council. Some of these countries have doctrines that permit the
first use of nuclear weapons; these countries are also engaged in programmes
for modernisation of their nuclear arsenals.
11. Under such circumstances, India was left with little choice.  It had to
take necessary steps to ensure that the country's nuclear option, developed
and safeguarded over decades not be permitted to erode by a voluntary
self-imposed restraint.  Indeed, such an erosion would have had an
irremediably adverse impact on our security. The Government was thus faced
with a difficult decision. The only touchstone that guided it was national
security. Tests conducted on 11 and 13 May are a continuation of the
policies set into motion that put this country on the path of self-reliance
and independence of thought and action.  Nevertheless, there are certain
moments when the chosen path reaches a fork and a decision has to be made.
1968 was one such moment in our nuclear chapter as were 1974 and 1996.  At
each of these moments, we took the right decision guided by national
interest and supported by national consensus.  1998 was borne in the
crucible of earlier decisions and made possible only because those decisions
had been taken correctly in the past and in time.
12. At a time when developments in the area of advanced technologies are
taking place at a breathtaking pace, new parameters need to be identified,
tested and validated in order to ensure that skills remain contemporary and
succeeding generations of scientists and engineers are able to build on the
work done by their predecessors.  The limited series of five tests
undertaken by India was precisely such an exercise.  It has achieved its
stated objective.  The data provided by these tests is critical to validate
our capabilities in the design of nuclear weapons of different yields for
different applications and different delivery systems.  Further, these tests
have significantly enhanced the capabilities of our scientists and engineers
in computer simulation of new designs and enabled them to undertake
sub-critical experiments in future, if considered necessary.  In terms of
technical capability, our scientists and engineers have the requisite
resources to ensure a credible deterrent.
13. Our policies towards our neighbours and other countries too have not
changed; India remains fully committed to the promotion of peace with
stability, and resolution of all outstanding issues through bilateral
dialogue and negotiations.  These tests were not directed against any
country; these were intended to reassure the people of India about their
security and convey determination that this Government, like previous
Governments, has the capability and resolve to safeguard their national
security interests.  The Government will continue to remain engaged in
substantive dialogue with our neighbours to improve relations and to expand
the scope of our interactions in a mutually advantageous manner.  Confidence
building is a continuous process; we remain committed to it.  Consequent
upon the tests and arising from an insufficient appreciation of our security
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concerns, some countries have been persuaded to take steps that sadden us.
We value our bilateral relations.  We remain committed to dialogue and
reaffirm that preservation of India's security create no conflict of
interest with these countries.
14. India is a nuclear weapon state.  This is a reality that cannot be
denied.  It is a not a conferment that we seek; nor is it a status for
others to grant.  It is an endowment to the nation by our scientists and
engineers.  It is India's due,  the right of one-sixth of human-kind. Our
strengthened capability adds to our sense of responsibility; the
responsibility and obligation of power.  India, mindful of its international
obligations, shall not use these weapons to commit aggression or to mount
threats against any country; these are weapons of self-defence and to ensure
that in turn, India is also not subjected to nuclear threats or coercion.
In 1994, we had proposed that India and Pakistan jointly undertake not to be
the first to use their nuclear capability against each other.  The
Government on this occasion, reiterates its readiness to discuss a
"no-first-use" agreement with that country, as also with other countries
bilaterally, or in a collective forum.  India shall not engage in an arms
race. India shall also not subscribe or reinvent the doctrines of the Cold
War.  India remains committed to the basic tenet of our foreign policy - a
conviction that global elimination of nuclear weapons will enhance its
security as well as that of the rest of the world.  It will continue to urge
countries, particularly other nuclear weapon states to adopt measures that
would contribute meaningfully to such an objective.
15. A number of initiatives have been taken in the past. In 1978, India
proposed negotiations for an international convention that would prohibit
the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons.  This was followed by another
initiative in 1982 calling for a 'nuclear freeze' - a prohibition on
production of fissile materials for weapons, on production of nuclear
weapons and related delivery systems.  In 1988, we put forward an Action
Plan for phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a specified time
frame.  It is our regret that these proposals did not receive a positive
response from other nuclear weapon states. Had their response been positive,
India need not have gone for the current tests.  This is where our approach
to nuclear weapons is different from others.  This difference is the
cornerstone of our nuclear doctrine.  It is marked by restraint and striving
for the total elimination of all weapons of mass destruction.
16. We will continue to support such initiatives, taken individually or
collectively by the Non-Aligned Movement which has continued to attach the
highest priority to nuclear disarmament.  This was reaffirmed most recently,
last week, at the NAM Ministerial meeting held at Cartagena which has
"reiterated their call on the Conference on Disarmament to establish, as the
highest priority, an ad hoc committee to start in 1998 negotiations on a
phased programme for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons with a
specified framework of time, including a Nuclear Weapons Convention.  The
collective voice of 113 NAM countries reflects an approach to global nuclear
disarmament to which India has remained committed.    One of the NAM member
initiatives to which we attach great importance was the reference to the
International Court of Justice resulting in the unanimous declaration fom
the ICJ, as part of the Advisory Opinion handed down on 8 July, 1996, that
"there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control".  India was one of the
countries that appealed to the ICJ on this issue.  No other nuclear weapon
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state has supported this judgement; in fact, they have sought to decry its
value.  We have been and will continue to be in the forefront of the calls
for opening negotiations for a Nuclear Weapons Convention, so that this
challenge can be dealt with in the same manner that we have dealt with the
scourge of two other weapons of mass destruction - through the Biological
Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons Convention.  In keeping with our
commitment to comprehensive, universal and non-discriminatory approaches to
disarmament, India is an original State Party to both these Conventions.
Accordingly, India will shortly submit the plan of destruction of its
chemical weapons to the international authority - Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons.  We fulfil our obligations whenever we
undertake them.
17. Traditionally, India has been an outward looking country.  Our strong
commitment to multilateralism is reflected in our active participation in
organisations like the United Nations.  In recent years, in keeping with the
new challenges, we have actively promoted regional cooperation - in SAARC,
in the Indian Ocean Rim-Association for Regional Cooperation and as a member
of the ASEAN Regional Forum.  This engagement will also continue.  The
policies of economic liberalisation introduced in recent years have
increased our regional and global linkages and the Government shall deepen
and strengthen these ties.
18. Our nuclear policy has been marked by restraint and openness.  It has
not violated any international agreements either in 1974 or now, in 1998.
Our concerns have been made known to our interlocuters in recent years.  The
restraint exercised for 24 years, after having demonstrated our capability
in 1974, is in itself a unique example. Restraint, however, has to arise
from strength.  It cannot be based upon indecision or doubt.  Restraint is
valid only when doubts are removed.  The series of tests undertaken by India
have led to the removal of  doubts.  The action involved was balanced in
that it was the minimum necessary to maintain what is an irreducible
component of our national security calculus. This Government's decision has,
therefore, to be seen as part of a tradition of restraint that has
characterised our policy in the past 50 years.
19. Subsequent to the tests Government has already stated that India will
now observe a voluntary moratorium and refrain from conducting underground
nuclear test explosions. It has also indicated willingness to move towards a
de-jure formalisation of this declaration. The basic obligation of the CTBT
are thus met;  to refrain from undertaking nuclear test explosions. This
voluntary declaration is intended to convey to the international community
the seriousness of our intent for meaningful engagement.  Subsequent
decisions will be taken after assuring ourselves of the security needs of
the country.
20. India has also indicated readiness to participate in negotiations in the
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva on a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty.
The basic objective of this treaty is to prohibit future production of
fissile materials for use in nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices.
India's approach in these negotiations will be to ensure that this treaty
emerges as a universal and non-discriminatory treaty, backed by an effective
verification mechanism. When we embark on these negotiations, it shall be in
the full confidence of the adequacy and credibility of the nation's
weaponised nuclear deterrent.
21. India has maintained effective export controls on nuclear materials as
well as related technologies even though we are neither a party to the NPT
nor a member of the Nuclear Suppliers' Group.  Nonetheless, India is
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committed to non-proliferation and the maintaining of stringent export
controls to ensure that there is no leakage of our indigenously developed
know-how and technologies.  In fact, India's conduct in this regard has been
better than some countries party to the NPT.
22. India has in the past conveyed our concerns on the inadequacies of the
international nuclear non-proliferation regime.  It has explained that the
country was not in a position to join because the regime did not address our
country's security concerns.  These could have been addressed by moving
towards global nuclear disarmament, our preferred approach. As this did not
take place, India was obliged to stand aside from the emerging regime so
that its freedom of action was not constrained.  This is the precise path
that has continued to be followed unwaveringly for the last three decades.
That same constructive approach will underlie India's dialogue with
countries that need to be persuaded of our serious intent and willingness to
engage so that mutual concerns are satisfactorily addressed.  The challenge
to Indian statecraft is balancing and reconciling India's security
imperatives with valid international concerns in this regard.
23. The House is aware of the different reactions that have emanated from
the people of India and from different parts of the world.  The overwhelming
support of the citizens of India is a source of strength for the Government.
It not only tells that this decision was right but also that the country
wants a focussed leadership, which attends to national security needs.  This
the Government pledges to do as a sacred duty.  The Government have also
been greatly heartened by the outpouring of support from Indians abroad.
They have, with one voice, spoken in favour of the Government's action.  The
Government conveys its profound gratitude to the citizens of India and to
Indians abroad, and looks to them for support in the difficult period ahead.
24. In this, the fiftieth year of our independence, India stands at a
defining moment in our history.  The rationale for the Government's decision
is based on the same policy tenets that have guided the country for five
decades.   These policies were sustained successfully because of the
underlying national consensus.  The present decision and future actions will
continue to reflect a commitment to sensibilities and obligations of an
ancient civilisation, a sense of responsibility and restraint, but a
restraint born of the assurance of action, not of doubts or apprehension.
The Gita explains (Chap.VI-3) as none other can:
(Sanskrit Shloka which interprets as: Action is a process to reach a goal;
action may reflect tumult but when measured and focussed, will yield its
objective of stability and peace)

27.05.1998
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 09:47:18 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Pakistan conducts 5 tests

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: make that 5 tests

Attached is the latest AP article which reports that Pakistan has conducted
a total of 5 nuclear test explosions plus a Clinton reaction story.

DK

********************

MAY 28, 09:28 EDT

   Pakistan Explodes Nuclear Devices 

   By KATHY GANNON
   Associated Press Writer 

   ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) —
   Pakistan answered India's
   nuclear tests with five
   detonations of its own today
   and said it was capping a
   long-range missile with
   nuclear warheads, escalating
   the arms race between the
   rival nations. 

   ``Today, we have settled
   the score with India,''
   Pakistan Prime Minister
   Nawaz Sharif said. 

   In an nationwide address, Sharif chastised the
   international community for failing to sanction India,
   saying that Pakistan was left with no choice but to
   detonate its own nuclear devices. 

   ``India is an expansionist power,'' he said. ``The world
   should have sanctioned India fully ... but they didn't.'' 

                                 The action was sure to bring
                                 economic sanctions by the
                                 United States and other
                                 nations that had urged
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                                 restraint by Pakistan after
                                 India carried out its five
                                 tests two weeks ago. 

                                 The news set off street
                                 celebrations in Islamabad,
                                 with joyful Pakistanis
                                 shooting their guns into the
                                 air. In New Delhi, the capital
   of long-time rival India, parliament erupted into
   shouting, with opposition lawmakers leaping from their
   seats to blame the government for setting off a nuclear
   arms race on the subcontinent. 

   In announcing the explosions, Pakistan said it was giving
   nuclear muscle to the Ghauri missile, which it tested on
   April 6. The missile has a range of 900 miles, making it
   capable of striking most parts of India. 

   ``The long-range Ghauri missile is already being capped
   with the nuclear warheads to give a befitting reply to any
   misadventure by the enemy,'' an official statement said. 

   Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari
   Vajpayee said the report
   ``vindicated'' India's decision to test
   nuclear devices two weeks ago.
   Vajpayee had argued that India
   needed a nuclear deterrent because
   Pakistan had a secret weapons
   program. 

   In Washington, after a failed plea for
   restraint, President Clinton expressed
   disappointment about Pakistan's
   nuclear tests and concern over the
   prospect of escalating tensions in
   South Asia. Clinton's feelings were
   relayed by presidential spokesman
   Mike McCurry, who said sanctions
   against Pakistan could be announced
   as early as today. 

   The underground tests were detonated in the Chagai
   region of Pakistan's desolate southwestern Baluchistan
   province, barely 30 miles from the border with Iran and
   Afghanistan. 

   Pakistan had been under pressure from across the
   political spectrum to explode a nuclear device of its own
   since India carried out its five tests on May 11 and May
   13. 

   It wasn't immediately known what kind of devices
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   Pakistan tested, but a statement credited scientist Abdul
   Qadeer Khan, the architect of Pakistan's bomb. 

   Pakistan and India have fought three wars since 1947
   and came dangerously close to a fourth, possibly nuclear,
   confrontation in 1990 over the disputed state of Kashmir.
   The retaliatory testing by Pakistan seems to guarantee a
   nuclear arms race on the Asian subcontinent, considered
   one of the poorest regions in the world. 

   India has said it planned no more tests, so an immediate
   response in the form of more Indian explosions was
   unlikely. But both India and Pakistan could work in the
   long term to improve their missiles' ability to deliver
   nuclear weapons and perfect those weapons with
   computer modeling. 

   Earlier today, Pakistan had accused India of planning to
   attack its nuclear installations to prevent a test. India
   called the accusation false and ``vicious propaganda.'' 

   India's nuclear tests caught U.S. intelligence
   by surprise. Both Pakistan's Foreign Minister
   Gohar Ayub and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
   criticized the Western world's response to it
   as ``lackluster.'' 

   Since it detonated its nuclear devices, India
   has been slapped with economic sanctions,
   most recently this week when the World
   Bank indefinitely postponed a decision on
   whether to extend more than $800 million in
   loans to the poor country. 

   Pakistan, unlike India, is heavily dependent
   on international assistance and loans. Sanctions are
   bound to seriously hurt an economy already struggling to
   survive. Many economists fear that this country of 140
   million people may be forced to default on its $800
   million debt payment due at the end of June. 

   Pakistanis were both proud of their government's
   accomplishment and wary of the hardship that sanctions
   may bring. 

   ``I am very glad we have done it,'' said Raisuddin, 33, a
   butcher from the southern port city of Karachi. ``It was
   the right thing to do. If we hadn't then India would have
   invaded Pakistan.'' 

   But Mohammed Hayat Khan, a cook, said Pakistan could
   not afford the test. 

   ``We are a poor country. Now inflation will go up,'' he
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   said. ``We should have been more patient and it is the
   poor people who will suffer now ... It will not help us get
   enough to eat.'' 

   Khan, who is from Kashmir, also said India and
   Pakistan's conflict over the mountain state should be
   solved by talks. ``If we fight we will lose everything,'' he
   said. 

   Roughly 25 percent of Pakistan's $13 billion budget goes
   toward defense spending. India and Pakistan are among
   the world's leading purchasers of military equipment. 

   Pakistan has been living with U.S. sanctions since 1990
   when Washington cut all military and humanitarian aid to
   Pakistan because it believed Islamabad had a nuclear
   bomb. At the time Pakistan was one of the largest
   recipients of U.S. aid. 

**************

   MAY 28, 09:23 EDT

   Clinton Disappointed With Pakistan 

   By TERENCE HUNT
   AP White House Correspondent 

   WASHINGTON (AP) — After a failed
   plea for restraint, President Clinton
   today expressed disappointment
   about Pakistan's nuclear tests and
   concern about the prospect of
   escalating tensions in South Asia. 

   Clinton's feelings were relayed by
   presidential spokesman Mike McCurry,
   who said the United States has
   strong, independent confirmation that
   Pakistan had followed the lead of
   arch-rival India in conducting nuclear
   tests. 

   Clinton had made a last-minute plea
   to Pakistan's prime minister, Nawaz Sharif, Wednesday
   night. McCurry said it was a ``very intense,'' 25-minute
   call in which the president implored the prime minister
   not to conduct a test. 

   Asked if Clinton felt snubbed by Sharif after the tests,
   McCurry said, ``I think he well understands the difficulty
   of the situation the prime minister faced.'' 

   Nevertheless, the president pointed out to Sharif the
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   consequences of testing, and said Pakistan would reap
   benefits if it refrained. 

   ``The imposition of sanctions is a certainty under U.S.
   law,'' McCurry said. The United States cut off all
   nonhumanitarian aid to India after its tests and is trying
   to block all lending to India by the World Bank,
   International Monetary Fund and other international
   financial agencies. 

   McCurry said identical sanctions against Pakistan could
   be announced as early as today. 

   Sharif called the White House this morning, presumably
   to notify Clinton of his decision to test. By that time, the
   United States had independently confirmed what
   Pakistan had done. 

              Sharif did not initially reach Clinton. ``They
              may talk this morning but the president has
              made clear that the imposition of sanctions is
              a certainty under U.S. law and that the
              consequences that Pakistan will face will be
              real consequences because of the structure of
              our law and the requirements that are on us
              now in international financial institutions that
              we have to deal with,'' McCurry said. 

              Despite U.S. unhappiness with Pakistan's
              tests, McCurry said, Clinton ``has great
   respect for the prime minister even though the president
   is disappointed with the prime minister's decision.'' 

   U.S. intelligence officials said the tests were confirmed
   independently by seismic sensors and other methods. 

   A key final indicator that tests were imminent came from
   spy satellite images showing concrete-pouring equipment
   at a Pakistani nuclear test site, evidence that an
   explosive device was about to be sealed in a hole. 

   U.S. intelligence has been criticized for failing to provide
   advance warning of India's nuclear tests two weeks ago. 
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
at Council for a Livable World Education Fund
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <bridget@fcnl.org>
X-Sender: bridget@local.fcnl.org
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 10:49:22 -0400
To: mupj@igc.org
From: Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>
Subject: confirming fcnl sign-on

Hi Howard.

Just a note to confirm FCNL's signing on to the letter on the Specter-Biden
resolution.  Please sign us on as

Joe Volk 
Executive Secretary (if you need a title)
Friends Committee on National Legislation

Thanks so much for your work on this!  
bridget
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To: epf@igc.org, crramey@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org, gpowers@nccbuscc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Sign-on letter on Specter-Biden resolution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues:

Here is a sign-on letter, which will go to 35 senators, asking them to support the Specter-Biden resolution requesting 
hearings on the CTBT.  If you will sign, please get in touch with me.

Shalom,
Howard

###

 Sign-on letter from faith community to 35 senators 
 on Spector-Biden resolution, calling for hearings and senate action on CTBT

To be delivered to offices of the following senators on Tuesday, June 2:  Alaska: Murkowski, Stevens; Arizona: 
McCain; Colorado: Allard, Campbell; Delaware: Roth; Florida: Mack; Idaho: Kempthorne; Indiana: Coats, Lugar; 
Iowa: Grassley; Kansas: Brownback, Roberts; Kentucky: McConnell; Maine: Collins, Snowe; Michigan: Abraham; 
Missouri: Bond; Nebraska: Hagel; New Hampshire: Gregg; New Mexico: Domenici; New York: D'Amato; Ohio: 
DeWine; Oregon: Smith; Pennsylvania: Santorum; Rhode Island: Chafee; South Carolina: Thurmond; Tennessee: Frist, 
Thompson; Utah: Bennett, Hatch; Virginia: Warner; Washington: Gorton; Wyoming: Enzi, Thomas. 

Dear Senator __________:

We believe that it is time for the Senate to give careful consideration to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT.  
With that in mind we request you to become a sponsor of and vote for a resolution developed by Senator Arlen Specter 
and Senator Joseph Biden, indicating that "It is the sense of the Senate that the Foreign Relations Committee should 
hold a hearing or hearings on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and that the full Senate should take up the Treaty for 
debate and a vote on ratification as expeditiously as possible."

This treaty has support from an overwhelming majority of Americans.  Thus, a recent opinion poll conducted by the 
Mellman Group revealed that 73 percent of the respondents believe the U.S. Senate should approve a treaty that "would 
prohibit underground nuclear weapons explosions."  Only 16 percent do not feel such a treaty should be approved and 
11 percent don't know.  This survey occurred on May 15-17, 1998 after the Indian nuclear tests.  Significally among 
those who have heard about these tests, 78 percent approve of the treaty.

Even so, we realize that the Indian tests raise doubts in some minds about whether the U.S. Senate should ratify the 
CTBT.   The way to deal with these concerns is to subject the CTBT to fair and thorough public hearings, conducted by 
the Foreign Relations Committee and other Senate committees with an interest in the subject.  Experts with different 
viewpoints can offer their perspectives and provide information necessary for senators in coming to a decision on the 
CTBT.

Even if you haven't made up your own mind about the merits of the CTBT, we hope that you will support the Specter-
Biden resolution so that hearings will occur and a vote will be taken on the CTBT before this session of Congress 
adjourns.  We believe that the Senate owes it to the American people, of whom a three-fourths majority supports the 
treaty, to move ahead with careful consideration of the CTBT.

With best regards,
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To sign on, contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, at phone/fax: 301 896-0013 or e-mail: 
mupj@igc.org.  Deadline: 2:00 pm., Monday, June 1.
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 11:38:51 -0400
From: Kathy Crandalll <disarmament@igc.org>
Organization: Disarmament Clearinghouse
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Talking Points
To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

>From PEACE ACTION, here are some suggested talking points for those of
you  engaged in the National Day of Action. Although they were written
prior to Pakistan's tests - they will be useful to you today - as you
participate in demonstrations, or answer press calls.

Re: Talking Points in preparation for May 28th events

India's Nuclear Tests/CTBT Talking Points
Peace Action, 5/22/98

No New Nuclear Arms Race! Test Ban Now!

Primary Points

        1) The Indian (potential Pakistani) nuclear weapons tests are an
extremely dangerous development, and represent a potential new nuclear
arms race not only for the Asian sub-continent but for the entire world.

        Supporting points: The dangers of a new nuclear arms race in
Asia are self-evident. We know that Pakistan is already capable of
building nuclear bombs, and that India's other adversary, China, already
has 450 nuclear weapons.
        Other countries are also interested in nuclear weapons, and the
Indian tests will only
encourage them. Each new nuclear weapon brings us closer to a global
catastrophe, and as we enter the 21st century we should be getting rid
of the thousands of nuclear weapons which still exist, not having new
countries start making them.

        2) These recent tests show why now, more than ever, we need to
get the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty ratified in the U.S. Senate.

        Supporting points: The CTBT, which would effectively outlaw
nuclear explosions and which has been signed by 149 nations, has been
sitting in the Senate for 9 months now, blocked by ultra-conservative
Sen. Jesse Helms of North Carolina. (If you are asked how he has done
this, it is because he is chair of the Foreign Relations Committee which
must hold hearings on the treaty for it to come to a vote.)
        The United States cannot forever maintain a double-standard, or
"do as I say but not as I do" policy with regard to nuclear weapons. If
we want to keep other countries from testing nuclear weapons, we have to
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first ratify the treaty pledging that we will not test nuclear weapons.
It is critical for U.S. leadership in this area to get this treaty
ratified now.

Responses to Media Questions

Q:      Why is your group calling for the CTBT after India (Pakistan)
has (have) just
        conducted nuclear tests?

        Response: Precisely because India's nuclear tests highlight the
critical need for US
leadership on the test ban treaty.
       Background: As the case of India makes clear, nations rely on
nuclear testing to develop newer, more deadly nuclear weapons.  The test
ban treaty is still one of the best ways to curtail nuclear arms races.
        Unfortunately, the Republican-controlled Senate is using these
nuclear tests as their latest excuse to block progress on this important
arms control measure.  But the Republicans are thwarting the will of the
American people on this issue. The most recent poll after the Indian
tests shows an overwhelming 73% of the American people support the
treaty. Swift Senate action on the test ban treaty will also allow the
United States to turn its attention to bringing India and Pakistan on
board.

Q:      But don't the Indian tests prove that a treaty can't stop a
country from testing
        nukes?

        Response: The CTBT cannot absolutely prevent a nuclear test
anymore than a law against murder will prevent all murders, but it is
essential that a global norm against nuclear testing be established, and
that the U.S. takes leadership to establish this norm.
        Background: Just as U.S. ratification of the Chemical Weapons
Convention in 1997
prompted other nations to support the convention, it is highly likely
that U.S. ratification of the CTBT will have a ripple-effect around the
world, causing other nations to agree to the test ban.

Q:      But a test ban is not verifiable; the CIA's failure to detect
the test proved that.

        Response: That is absolutely not true. A test ban would be one
of the most verifiable of treaties.
        Background: The CTBT would put an unprecedented International
Monitoring System of over 300 monitoring stations in place to detect
would be cheaters. (These would include seismic stations, hydro-acoustic
monitors and satellites.) The treaty also provides for on-site
inspections in nations suspected of engaging in testing. The CTBT would
be the strongest measure in history to tightly restrict the ability of
any nation to conduct a nuclear test.
        In fact, the Indian tests WERE detected by seismic stations in
Great Britain and Pakistan, so we would have known about them even if
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they weren't announced. The fact that the CIA wasn't paying attention
and missed the tests is a political failure, not an intelligence one:
despite months of warnings from India's ruling party that they were
taking another look at the nuclear option, no one in the Congress or
Clinton Administration asked the CIA to make monitoring of India's test
site a priority.

Q:      Do you believe that Americans should be concerned/scared about
the Indian          nuclear weapons tests?

        Response: Absolutely, Americans should be extremely concerned
about these tests and about any new nations developing nuclear weapons.
        Background: In the short or even long run it's extremely
unlikely that Indian nukes could or would target the United States.
Their longest range missile has only a 1,250 mile range (the U.S. is
12,000 miles away), and they have no other means of delivery. In
addition India has never been considered a potential enemy.
        But what people should be concerned about is, as [I] said
before, that each new nuclear weapon on the planet brings us one bomb
closer to a global catastrophe, and other countries are now more
inclined to follow India's example and develop their own nuclear
arsenal. The more countries there are developing nuclear weapons, the
more nuclear materials and know-how will cross borders and get into the
hands of other nations and armed groups, even terrorists. IF we are to
prevent this disastrous scenario we must recommit to the process of
nuclear disarmament in earnest.

Q:      Since India (Pakistan) is (are) testing, doesn't the U.S. need
to resume its testing
        program to retain its deterrent capabilities?

        Response: Resuming U.S. nuclear testing would be a disastrous,
short-sighted response to this crisis.
        Background: The U.S. has already conducted more than 1,000
nuclear tests in Nevada and the Pacific -- far more than any other
nation. We already know our nuclear weapons work.  The real ticket to
enhancing US security in the long run is eliminating the threat of
nuclear weapons.  That is the issue that demands President Clinton's
personal attention. Besides, if we start testing again, than many
countries will want to do exactly what we're doing.

Q:      Since the U.S. hasn't conducted a traditional nuclear test for
several years (since
        1992), why are you calling for U.S. Senate and Presidential
action on the CTBT
        now? Shouldn't your focus be on stopping additional countries
from obtaining
        nuclear weapons?

        Response: Because disarmament and non-proliferation begin at
home.
        Background: Without a global ban on testing we have little if
any chance of preventing other countries from pursuing the nuclear
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option. In particular the U.S., which has conducted over 1,000 nuclear
tests and still holds on to 10,000 nuclear warheads, has little moral
authority to lecture other nations on their nuclear programs. If we
can't even ratify the treaty and declare our desire to end our own
nuclear testing, we are poorly positioned to press for a test ban and
for disarmament. How can the United States persuade other countries to
forgo The Bomb if we continue to legitimize nuclear weapons as a ticket
to superpower status?
        India's nuclear tests highlight the problem inherent in our "do
as I say, not as I do"
nuclear weapons policy. As the leader of the world's largest nuclear
power, President Clinton has the responsibility to exert sound moral
leadership on the test ban treaty and reducing nuclear weapons.
Moreover, the Clinton administration has to start backing up our
non-proliferation rhetoric by ending our massive nuclear weapons
research and development programs. This work provokes other nations and
signals that the US is not serious about nuclear non-proliferation and
disarmament.

Q:      What do you think of the idea, recently floated by Congress, of
giving Pakistan F-16   fighter planes as a way to persuade them not to
test in response to India? What
should the U.S. do to persuade Pakistan not to test, or to prevent other
countries
from doing this in the future?

        Response: Sanctions against India or Pakistan might actually
backfire as a way of
pressuring them to give up their nuclear programs; the surest way for us
to persuade other
countries not to pursue their nuclear ambitions is for the U.S. to take
the lead in nuclear
disarmament, starting with the ratification of the CTBT.
        Background: India calculated in the cost of the sanctions before
they made their decision, and have made it clear that punitive economic
measures will not sway them -- in fact they might backfire and cause
greater resistance from the Indian government and people, who see this
as a matter of national pride and defense. In addition, few other
countries besides Japan are joining the U.S. in the sanctions (perhaps
they realize the inherent U.S. hypocrisy) and even the loss of World
Bank loans will not be enough to change India's course.
        Pakistan, being an extraordinarily poor country, could literally
default on its international loans if it suffered the U.S. sanctions and
loss of international backing which would result from a nuclear test,
yet the Pakistani government is under enormous pressure to do it. (To
give a sense of perspective, this is equivalent to their Cuban Missile
crisis.)
        Delivering the F-16s to Pakistan would be a foolish and
counterproductive move, since these planes are exactly the devices that
Pakistan would use to deliver its nuclear weapons, and it would also be
equivalent to us taking sides in the conflict. We need to demilitarize
the region, not add new high-tech weapons to an already tense situation.

        Most importantly, both India and Pakistan are making their
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nuclear testing decisions
based on their own (perceived) security interests -- precisely the same
reason the U.S. uses for retaining our nuclear arsenal. Unless we get
rid of ours we have no moral authority whatsoever to persuade other
countries to abandon their programs.

Good quotes:

        "To manifest your greatness [by detonating nuclear weapons] at a
times when everybody else is trying to leave the nuclear age behind is
just wrong. It is just wrong." President Clinton, 5/13/98, reacting to
the Indian tests.

        "When we are talking about nuclear weapons we are talking about
life and death. We are talking about the force and the power that can
destroy civilization as we know it." Sen. Arlen Specter (R-PA), 5/14/98,
in floor speech demanding that the CTBT be brought up for immediate
hearings and a vote.

For More Information and Assitance today with your events contact:

Peace Action, Bruce Hall,  202 862 9740 ext. 3038
PSR, Lisa Ledwidge, 202 898 0150 ext. 222
Disarmament Clearinghouse, Kathy Crandall 202 898 0150 ext. 232

From:  Disarmament Clearinghouse
    1101 14th  Street NW #700 Washington DC 20005
    TEL: 202 898 0150 ext. 232
    FAX: 202 898 0172
    <disarmament@igc.org>

For What You Can Do for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty NOW:
http://www.psr.org/ctbtaction.htm
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Return-Path: <epf@igc.apc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 11:50:47 -0700 (PDT)
X-Sender: epf@pop.igc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
From: "Mary H. Miller" <epf@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Re: Sign-on letter on Specter-Biden resolution

At 08:22 AM 5/28/98 -0700, you wrote:
>Dear Colleagues:
>
>Here is a sign-on letter, which will go to 35 senators, asking them to
>support the Specter-Biden resolution requesting hearings on the CTBT.  If
>you will sign, please get in touch with me.
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
>
>###
>
> Sign-on letter from faith community to 35 senators 
> on Spector-Biden resolution, calling for hearings and senate action on
CTBT
>
>
Howard,
        Absolutely, yes, include me in, as

                        Mary H. Miller, Executive Secretary
                        Episcopal Peace Fellowship

BTW, some 125 letters are going out today to people I'm *sure* will write
letters re your earlier "swing" list on the Specter-Biden resolution.

Thanks as always for your labors.  Peace, Mary
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 14:55:02 -0400
From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>
Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: Embassy fax number
To: ctb-followers@igc.org, ctbt-organize@igc.org

The listed fax number for Pakistan's embassy in Washington D.C. is
202-387-0484.

Shalom,
Bob Tiller
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 20:10:32
From: National Peace Council <npc@gn.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Archbishop Tutu endorses A2000
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: npc@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)

Archbishop Tutu has signed the A2000 statement.  On 19 May 1998 he wrote to
the UK based Christian Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament:

I am most willing to endorse the Abolition 2000 statement...As you so
rightly suggest, in South Africa we overcame apartheird relatively
peacefully, this gives us confidence that all is required to establish a
nuclear free world is the will to make it happen.  We can do it, I believe
we are on the winning side.

God Bless you, Yours sincerely, The Most Revd D M Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus

Frances Connelly (Abolition 2000 UK)
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 16:24:09 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Pakistan P.M. Stmt., 5/28

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: text of Pakistani Prime Ministers remarks on nuclear tests -- FYI

Below is the text of the statment. The Indian government's official reply is
posted on the Coalition's web site "Special Section on Indian and Pakistani
Nuclear Tests." The URL is
<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctindia.htm>

DK

********

PAKISTANI PRIME MINISTER NAWAZ SHARIF
DELIVERS REMARKS ON NUCLEAR TESTS

MAY 28, 1998

SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  It is a historical day today in Pakistan.   
 Today, God has given us that determination and patience that today for   
the safety of our nation and country we have been able to decide for   
ourselves.  This was inevitable, this decision.

In 1974, when India made the first explosion and experiment, we could not   
and we were not aware of anything else but peace, a peaceful in the name   
of nuclear.  But this experiment by India exposed us to new experiments   
and new realities.  We ask for the world attention toward this.

But we got only one answer+that all this is basically because of Chinese   
tests.  But they knew all this was actually against Pakistan.

China, they knew, that as compared to India was many souls stronger in   
military arsenal and strength as compared to India.

We persistently pointed this out to the world, but the world opinion did   
not really go for it.  And this situation, it was very
natural for Pakistan to remain worried.  We tried our best to expose as   
much as possible the reality of this to the world.  I even asked for   
world interjection by China and Russia and America.
We were never trying to get into the nuclear race in the first place.  If   
we had wanted, we would have done it 15 or 20 years before.  But we were   
actually looking at the poverty of our nation, that we were already   
underdeveloped.  And this nation did not have the basic necessity and the   
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amenities of life.
It was our wish that basically our race should be for economic betterment   
and social betterment.
On one hand, we kept preparing to ward off India's bad intentions, and we   
kept on asking the world to prevent India against more (ph) designs.
But without any sin, we were punished in the name of+we never became   
impatient, and we kept on looking to work (ph) the world powers to   
fulfill their responsibilities.  And we were always hoping that all the   
movements against nuclear proliferation would help someday.
But what did we get in return?  We got explosions, nuclear explosions   
against Pakistan.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  And we got these+and we got this from India   
that within all these years usurp the power+the balance of power in this   
region.
In the event, as far as telling us that they would capture Hazak Tishmir   
(ph), such a nation doesn't deserve to have a nuclear weapon in its   
arsenal.  They even forgot how to talk to their neighbors, and forgot   
their manners+their neighborly manners.  They forgot the basic manners in   
culture, the diplomatic culture.
And the results are not aimed at even this+this time, but for our   
generations to come.
What should have happened is that India, as it has insulted the world   
opinion, and had rejected all world opinion, without any+any delay,   
before even a second, India should have been cordoned off.  In the   
Security Council, India should have deserved and they deserved and it   
should have been given a lot of (INAUDIBLE), but nothing of this sort was   
done.  India had nothing to+to feel sorry for.
Towards are friends and for our security, we accept and we know that our   
friends are disturbed about our security and are concerned, too.   
 Pakistan and China friendship has made it through all tests.  We are   
very proud of our neighbor China for all its help.
Similarly, Japan's stand on this issue is also understandable, and their   
concern is also very understandable to us.  But what Japan got in the   
past, the calamity, we want to save ourselves from that.  What happened   
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki would not have been+would not have seen the   
sphere (ph) in case Japan had a nuclear capability.
I spoke to Japan's head of state and very thankful for the response that   
I got.  What I understand.
I'm also very aware and thankful to President Clinton.  And I know that   
he understands our standpoint.  But India is transgressing all limits,   
and it was inevitable for us to bring out some reply.
What we do not understand is that India is now being asked to sign the   
CTBD after having done the explosion and not to pursue its goals nuclear   
goals in future, and if that happens India will be excused forever.
We were not in a hurry to respond.  But I am not representing a coward   
nation.  After all these explosions, the Indian leaders started off   
giving statements which were beyond our patience.  We could not really   
tolerate.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  The Pakistani nation is a self- respected   
nation with a lot of self-esteem and they're ready to die for their   
respect.
The Pakistani nation, if it would tolerate such kind of high- handedness,   
it would not have come into being in the first place.  When (ph) it's the   
(OFF-MIKE) and the enemy becomes belligerent, the Pakistani would stand   
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and rise to the occasion.
It's my good luck and fortune that my nation has a confidence in me.   
 It's their courage, it's their force which has permitted me to make this   
decision.
In the past few days, you have gone through a lot of pain.  Each and   
every moment what you have felt all these days has reached out to me and   
I have been totally in understanding with your feelings.
You have shown it to the world that none of you are ready to take accept   
anybody's high-handedness.  We have not really looked at all the gifts   
and the compensations that were being offered to us.  We have made a   
strong decision, a bold decision.
We have bypassed all kinds of ethnic (ph) and racial (ph) and other   
defenses, and made a national decision.  The difficult decision we have   
taken+our economic and social structure is going to change in the light   
of this decision.  And what has not been possible over the last 50 years   
will now be possible by the will of God.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  India has made the Prithvi missiles and   
Agni missiles, which you know, that once we made one sorry (ph)   
missile+what happened?
In the last few days, India has done the nuclear explosions.  Today, we   
have settled the score with India.  We have made five successful nuclear   
explosions.  I am thankful to God that he made us do all this+it was   
possible for us.
Whatever we did was done basically in the light of the decision of the   
nation.  Once you said that Nawaz Sharif go on, we are with you, I would   
think in my own heart and ask Allah+my people are asking me something.   
 What is that decision?  And I got the answer that this should be your   
decision+this should be your next step.
History has brought us to a strange juncture.  At this juncture, one way   
would go toward freedom, and the other toward the opposite way.  One way   
would go toward ease and comfort, and other way leads to revolution.
An effort (ph), one way is toward filling your belly and the other is the   
hard way.  When a nation's history changes, it is+the decisions   
are+decision come through the heart.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  Today, the flames of the nuclear fire are   
all over, and we are put under another test.  I am thankful to God that,   
today, we have taken the path shown by Allah, we have jumped into these   
flames without thinking through our minds and calculating but going into   
a decision made by our heart, the decision of courage.
God willing, there will be difficulties, but we will solve them.
And the world will see.
As far as sanctions are concerned, firstly, as far as sanctions are   
concerned, it would be very, very+it would not be really very just to put   
sanctions on us.  In case India would be punished directly, and we would   
not have really been pushed into this decision, but we were compelled to   
go into this decision for our own security and defense.
They should not believe in India that they would not be the first to   
actually choose the nuclear capability.  If they have done the explosion,   
they will actually use the big bomb.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR): But who will actually do this?  India was   
never attacked.   And who will attack India?  In 1965 and 1971, India   
actually attacked  Pakistan and said that it was basically Pakistan's   
intrusion and  push (ph) over into the war.
Even today in Aza (ph) Kashmir, India is basically putting the allegation   
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on Pakistan.  That's why it was basically impending for us to go into   
this decision.
Nevertheless, in case sanctions are brought, I would understand that+I   
would understand that this is God's will.  And perhaps this is our chance   
to go into self-dependence.
If there are sanctions on war materials and arsenals, we have become a   
nuclear power.  God willing, we will succeed in this+in this (OFF-MIKE)   
also.  Living nations always make out their circumstances toward the   
better.
We have all the capabilities.  Whenever this nation has had some aim or a   
moment to rise, all sacrifices offered freely by the nation.  In front of   
all difficulties, the sleeping talent of the nation always comes out,   
rises, and the nation picks up.
I feel all the more confident that this nation is going to come out of   
this test even better, a better form of the nation.
We will do what we could not do before.  My brothers and sisters, my   
friends and my nation, I am with you on this test.  I assure you that   
your government will+is+has decided to stop all unnecessary expenditures,   
all these big offices.  They're to basically serve you and will be   
dedicated for you.
All these big residences will be there at your service.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  Some places they'll be turned into schools.   
 Some places they'll be turned into hospitals.  Women (ph) universities   
will be opened.  And sometimes we'll sell these to actually ward off our   
debts.
I have decided to leave the palatial prime minister's house and the   
government has decided that we're going to follow a very simple way of   
life.
How is the prime minister house going to turn into a place for public   
utility?
That's your decision.
You'll be happy to know that the president is also totally congruent to   
my decision.  All ministers and federal ministers and advisers and all   
the chiefs of the services+the army, navy and air force+are with me and   
with you+with the nation in this work.
My dear brothers, no nation can rise without sacrificing.  No nation can   
actually stand on its feet or rise up to any occasion without sacrifice.
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  To make a good future, to construct a   
future, we will have to give up a lot of amenities today.  What I've been   
doing+we have actually been mortgaging our future in the name of our   
present.  I wish this day would have come earlier and we would have   
actually lived within our means.
Time has decided and done us a favor in actually putting us under debts   
and asking us to rise up to the occasion.  Let us get together for all   
sacrifices.  We have to revolutionize our lives, make changes.  We will   
face sanctions, difficult times will come.  Difficulties and hard times   
will increase, but you will have to be patient, courageous.
There is no way that we cannot succeed in this test and come out of it   
successful.  This is the time to test your talent and your capabilities.   
 Don't let this moment go away.  I would say we should put sanctions on   
ourselves.  We should only live within our own means.
It is God's great blessing that we have a lot of resources.  It is just   
that we have not been using them correctly.  We have been rather   
cruel+cruelly wasting our resources.  Now we cannot afford this anymore.   
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 We must, with a sense of sacrifice, actually use these resources for the   
national use and the national purpose.
If you steal (ph), all those people who have actually filled their   
pockets with the national resources and national money, will have to   
return it back.
(AUDIO GAP)
SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  Electricity and energy and (OFF- MIKE) are   
being misused.  This thing should stop now, immediately.  Smuggling   
should be stopped immediately because now each and every penny of the   
foreign exchange is just like oxygen to this nation.
The nation will not permit anybody to actually sell its breath like this.   
 The poor should now be spared.  The police and the citizens should now   
(OFF-MIKE) as friends, and there should be a law- and-order situation   
that should be exemplary.
All crimes, like theft and killings, will be stopped.  Any nation which   
is not organized cannot actually face their enemy.  Basically, the   
(OFF-MIKE), the leader of the nation, give three principle+three   
principles, and one of them was coherence and discipline.
They'll have to accept the discipline at all hours and all places.   
 Whether you are serving somewhere in an office or you're a shop keeper   
or you've got a field+you work as a farmer+you'll have to decide that   
you're only going to earn your bread honestly.
You've had a lot of holidays and vacations.  Now is the time to work.  I   
understand and I feel that very soon I'll be bringing up some proposals   
in front of you that will reschedule the annual holidays and vacations.
In the time of this test, people who are more fortunate and have the   
greater share of God's blessings must now understand their   
responsibility.  These people should contribute toward medical treatment   
and education of the poor.
These people, when they'll set an example, will cause a good influence   
upon the society as a whole.

SHARIF (THROUGH TRANSLATOR):  The luxury items which are imported and   
which are being smuggled into Pakistan we'll have to take+we'll have to   
boycott all of this.  The shopkeepers must refuse to keep such things   
that are smuggled.

I assure you that if you are compelled to even eat just one meal a day,   
me and my children, they will also eat just one meal a day.
   
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
at Council for a Livable World Education Fund
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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>From mknolldc  Thu May 28 15:24:41 1998
Return-Path: <mknolldc@igc.apc.org>
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 15:24:35 -0700 (PDT)
X-Sender: mknolldc@pop.igc.org
To: mupj@igc.org
From: "Marie A. Dennis" <mknolldc@igc.apc.org>
Subject: for Howard Hallman

Thank you.  I would like to sign the letter urging Senate hearings on the CTBT.

Marie Dennis, Director
Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns
Marie Dennis
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Return-Path: <ledwidge@psr.org>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 06:06:46 -0400
From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>
To: ledwidge@psr.org
Subject: Action Alert - Pakistan tests
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id PAA23984

May 28 1998

To: PSR supporters and friends
Fr: Lisa Ledwidge

Pakistan tested five nuclear devices this morning.  This new and
dangerous development intensifies the need for U.S. ratification of the
Comprehensive nuclear Test Ban Treaty and U.S. leadership on nuclear
disarmament.  Please help send these messages to the public and
decision-makers at this crucial time.  

Attached:
        * What you can do
        * PSR May 28 Press Release
        * 2 news clips
        * Talking points

************************************************************************

WHAT YOU CAN DO

1.  Contact your Senators.  Tell them you would like the Senate to
ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty this year. Urge them to
co-sponsor the Biden-Specter Resolution which calls for hearings on the
on the CTBT. Contact them through the Capitol Switchboard 202-224-3121,
or by using the Nuclear Test Ban Now Action site on PSR's webpage,
http:\\www.psr.org.

2.  Send a message to the Pakistani Embassy.  For a sample letter, see
PSR's webpage, http:\\www.psr.org.

3. Write a letter to the editor.  For more information, see PSR's
webpage, http:\\www.psr.org.

Stop all nuclear testing!
 No new nuclear arms race!
  Ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty!
   U.S. leadership on nuclear disarmament!

************************************************************************
PSR Press Release

Physicians for Social Responsibility Denounces Pakistan Nuclear Test 
and Urges Swift Ratification of Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
  
For immediate release   May 28, 1998                                 
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Contact: Robert W. Tiller 202-898-0150 X220 or Sharon Pickett
301-365-9307

Pakistan's decision to test nuclear weapons has taken the world another
giant step backwards in the quest to end the arms race. Physicians for
Social Responsibility (PSR) strongly denounces Pakistan's irresponsible
actions and calls for the immediate cessation of any further nuclear
testing.  

"The recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan escalate tensions
between two long-term adversaries and raise the very real possibility of
a nuclear confrontation in South Asia,"said Robert K. Musil, Ph.D.,
Executive Director of Physicians for Social Responsibility. "Pakistan
recently tested long-range missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads
to targets throughout India. The international community must be swift
and forceful in its condemnation of nuclear testing and do everything
possible to prevent Pakistan from deploying nuclear warheads on
missiles."

Nuclear testing by India and Pakistan not only undermines the 1968
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty now observed by 185 countries, but also
threatens the most important international agreement now before the
world community -- the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). According
to Physicians for Social Responsibility, the CTBT is a critical step in
ending the arms race and negotiating the abolition of all nuclear
weapons.

"The events of the past two weeks should provide a wake-up call to the
U.S. Senate to immediately ratify the CTBT and show leadership in
working toward the complete abolition of all nuclear weapons," said
Robert W. Tiller, PSR's Director of Security Programs. "It is foolish to
think that nuclear weapons make our lives safer. If the current nuclear
weapons states undertook a serious program of negotiating an end to all
nuclear weapons, then world opinion would force Pakistan and India to
follow suit."

The CTBT would help to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and curtail
the development of new types of weapons by both nuclear and non-nuclear
states. Despite widespread public support for the CTBT, Senator Jesse
Helms has blocked CTBT hearings in the Senate and appears determined to
prevent the U.S. from ratifying this treaty. Senator Helms and his
supporters may try to use recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan as
one more delaying tactic to stall action on CTBT. In a nationwide effort
to influence CTBT ratification, hundreds of peace activists from PSR and
other organizations are demonstrating today in front of the offices of
members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

- 30 -

Physicians for Social Responsibility is an organization of health care
professionals and others working to end nuclear testing and abolish
nuclear weapons. It is the U.S. affiliate ofInternational Physicians for
the Prevention of Nuclear War, recipient of the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize. 
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************************************************************************

MAY 28, 09:28 EDT

   Pakistan Explodes Nuclear Devices 

   By KATHY GANNON
   Associated Press Writer 

   ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) —
   Pakistan answered India's   nuclear tests with five   detonations of
its own today   and said it was capping a   long-range missile with  
nuclear warheads, escalating   the arms race between the
   rival nations. 

   ``Today, we have settled   the score with India,''   Pakistan Prime
Minister   Nawaz Sharif said. 

   In an nationwide address, Sharif chastised the   international
community for failing to sanction India,   saying that Pakistan was left
with no choice but to   detonate its own nuclear devices. 

   ``India is an expansionist power,'' he said. ``The world   should
have sanctioned India fully ... but they didn't.'' 

  The action was sure to bring  economic sanctions by the  United States
and other    nations that had urged    restraint by Pakistan after    
India carried out its five  tests two weeks ago. 

 The news set off street    celebrations in Islamabad,    with joyful
Pakistanis shooting their guns into the   air. In New Delhi, the
capital   of long-time rival India, parliament erupted into   shouting,
with opposition lawmakers leaping from their   seats to blame the
government for setting off a nuclear   arms race on the subcontinent. 

   In announcing the explosions, Pakistan said it was giving   nuclear
muscle to the Ghauri missile, which it tested on   April 6. The missile
has a range of 900 miles, making it   capable of striking most parts of
India. 

   ``The long-range Ghauri missile is already being capped   with the
nuclear warheads to give a befitting reply to any   misadventure by the
enemy,'' an official statement said. 

   Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari   Vajpayee said the report  
``vindicated'' India's decision to test   nuclear devices two weeks
ago.   Vajpayee had argued that India   needed a nuclear deterrent
because   Pakistan had a secret weapons   program. 

   In Washington, after a failed plea for   restraint, President Clinton
expressed   disappointment about Pakistan's   nuclear tests and concern
over the   prospect of escalating tensions in
   South Asia. Clinton's feelings were   relayed by presidential
spokesman   Mike McCurry, who said sanctions   against Pakistan could be
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announced   as early as today. 

   The underground tests were detonated in the Chagai   region of
Pakistan's desolate southwestern Baluchistan   province, barely 30 miles
from the border with Iran and
   Afghanistan. 

   Pakistan had been under pressure from across the   political spectrum
to explode a nuclear device of its own   since India carried out its
five tests on May 11 and May   13. 

   It wasn't immediately known what kind of devices   Pakistan tested,
but a statement credited scientist Abdul   Qadeer Khan, the architect of
Pakistan's bomb. 

   Pakistan and India have fought three wars since 1947   and came
dangerously close to a fourth, possibly nuclear,   confrontation in 1990
over the disputed state of Kashmir.   The retaliatory testing by
Pakistan seems to guarantee a   nuclear arms race on the Asian
subcontinent,considered
   one of the poorest regions in the world. 

   India has said it planned no more tests, so an immediate   response
in the form of more Indian explosions was   unlikely. But both India and
Pakistan could work in the   long term to improve their missiles'
ability to deliver   nuclear weapons and perfect those weapons with  
computer modeling. 

   Earlier today, Pakistan had accused India of planning to   attack its
nuclear installations to prevent a test. India   called the accusation
false and ``vicious propaganda.'' 

   India's nuclear tests caught U.S. intelligence   by surprise. Both
Pakistan's Foreign Minister
   Gohar Ayub and Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif   criticized the Western
world's response to it
   as ``lackluster.'' 

   Since it detonated its nuclear devices, India   has been slapped with
economic sanctions,
   most recently this week when the World   Bank indefinitely postponed
a decision on
   whether to extend more than $800 million in   loans to the poor
country. 

   Pakistan, unlike India, is heavily dependent   on international
assistance and loans. Sanctions are
   bound to seriously hurt an economy already struggling to   survive.
Many economists fear that this country of 140   million people may be
forced to default on its $800   million debt payment due at the end of
June. 

   Pakistanis were both proud of their government's   accomplishment and
wary of the hardship that sanctions   may bring. 
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   ``I am very glad we have done it,'' said Raisuddin, 33, a   butcher
from the southern port city of Karachi. ``It was   the right thing to
do. If we hadn't then India would have   invaded Pakistan.'' 

   But Mohammed Hayat Khan, a cook, said Pakistan could   not afford the
test. 

   ``We are a poor country. Now inflation will go up,'' he   said. ``We
should have been more patient and it is the   poor people who will
suffer now ... It will not help us get   enough to eat.'' 

   Khan, who is from Kashmir, also said India and   Pakistan's conflict
over the mountain state should be   solved by talks. ``If we fight we
will lose everything,'' he   said. 

   Roughly 25 percent of Pakistan's $13 billion budget goes   toward
defense spending. India and Pakistan are among   the world's leading
purchasers of military equipment. 

   Pakistan has been living with U.S. sanctions since 1990   when
Washington cut all military and humanitarian aid to   Pakistan because
it believed Islamabad had a nuclear   bomb. At the time Pakistan was one
of the largest   recipients of U.S. aid. 

************************************************************************
   MAY 28, 09:23 EDT

   Clinton Disappointed With Pakistan 

   By TERENCE HUNT
   AP White House Correspondent 

   WASHINGTON (AP) — After a failed   plea for restraint, President
Clinton   today expressed disappointment   about Pakistan's nuclear
tests and   concern about the prospect of
   escalating tensions in South Asia. 

   Clinton's feelings were relayed by   presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry,   who said the United States has   strong, independent
confirmation that   Pakistan had followed the lead of
   arch-rival India in conducting nuclear   tests. 

   Clinton had made a last-minute plea   to Pakistan's prime minister,
Nawaz Sharif, Wednesday   night. McCurry said it was a ``very intense,''
25-minute   call in which the president implored the prime minister  
not to conduct a test. 

   Asked if Clinton felt snubbed by Sharif after the tests,   McCurry
said, ``I think he well understands the difficulty   of the situation
the prime minister faced.'' 

   Nevertheless, the president pointed out to Sharif the   consequences
of testing, and said Pakistan would reap   benefits if it refrained. 
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   ``The imposition of sanctions is a certainty under U.S.   law,''
McCurry said. The United States cut off all   nonhumanitarian aid to
India after its tests and is trying   to block all lending to India by
the World Bank,   International Monetary Fund and other international  
financial agencies. 

   McCurry said identical sanctions against Pakistan could   be
announced as early as today. 

   Sharif called the White House this morning, presumably   to notify
Clinton of his decision to test. By that time, the   United States had
independently confirmed what   Pakistan had done. 

              Sharif did not initially reach Clinton.
``They              may talk this morning but the president
has              made clear that the imposition of sanctions
is              a certainty under U.S. law and that the             
consequences that Pakistan will face will be              real
consequences because of the structure of              our law and the
requirements that are on us now in international financial institutions
that    we have to deal with,'' McCurry said. 

Despite U.S. unhappiness with Pakistan's   tests, McCurry said, Clinton
``has great   respect for the prime minister even though the president  
is disappointed with the prime minister's decision.'' 

   U.S. intelligence officials said the tests were confirmed  
independently by seismic sensors and other methods. 

   A key final indicator that tests were imminent came from   spy
satellite images showing concrete-pouring equipment   at a Pakistani
nuclear test site, evidence that an   explosive device was about to be
sealed in a hole. 

   U.S. intelligence has been criticized for failing to provide  
advance warning of India's nuclear tests two weeks ago. 

************************************************************************
Talking Points
India's Nuclear Tests/CTBT
 
No New Nuclear Arms Race! Test Ban Now!
  
Primary Points
 
        1) The Indian (potential Pakistani) nuclear weapons tests are an
extremely dangerous development, and represent a potential new nuclear
arms race not only for the Asian sub-continent but for the entire world.
 
        Supporting points: The dangers of a new nuclear arms race in
Asia are self-evident. We know that Pakistan is already capable of
building nuclear bombs, and that India's other adversary, China, already
has 450 nuclear weapons.
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        Other countries are also interested in nuclear weapons, and the
Indian tests will only encourage them. Each new nuclear weapon brings us
closer to a global catastrophe, and as we enter the 21st century we
should be getting rid of the thousands of nuclear weapons which still
exist, not having new countries start making them.
 
        2) These recent tests show why now, more than ever, we need to
get the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty ratified in the U.S.
Senate.
 
        Supporting points: The CTBT, which would effectively outlaw
nuclear explosions and which has been signed by 149 nations, has been
sitting in the Senate for 9 months now, blocked by ultra-conservative
Sen. Jesse Helms of North Carolina. (If you are asked how he has done
this, it is because he is chair of the Foreign Relations Committee which
must hold hearings on the treaty for it to come to a vote.)
        The United States cannot forever maintain a double-standard, or
"do as I say but not as I do" policy with regard to nuclear weapons. If
we want to keep other countries from testing nuclear weapons, we have to
first ratify the treaty pledging that we will not test nuclear
weapons. It is critical for U.S. leadership in this area to get this
treaty ratified now.
 
Responses to Media Questions
 
Q:      Why is your group calling for the CTBT after India (Pakistan)
has (have) just         conducted nuclear tests?
 
        Response: Precisely because India's nuclear tests highlight the
critical need for US leadership on the test ban treaty. 
        Background: As the case of India makes clear, nations rely on
nuclear testing to develop newer, more deadly nuclear weapons.  The test
ban treaty is still one of the best ways to curtail nuclear arms races.
        Unfortunately, the Republican-controlled Senate is using these
nuclear tests as their latest excuse to block progress on this important
arms control measure.  But the Republicans are thwarting the will of the
American people on this issue. The most recent poll after the Indian
tests shows an overwhelming 73% of the American people support the
treaty. Swift Senate action on the test ban treaty will also allow the
United States to turn its attention to bringing India and Pakistan on
board.
 
 
Q:      But don't the Indian tests prove that a treaty can't stop a
country from testing         nukes?
 
        Response: The CTBT cannot absolutely prevent a nuclear test
anymore than a law against murder will prevent all murders, but it is
essential that a global norm against nuclear testing be established, and
that the U.S. takes leadership to establish this norm.
        Background: Just as U.S. ratification of the Chemical Weapons
Convention in 1997 prompted other nations to support the convention, it
is highly likely that U.S. ratification of the CTBT will have a
ripple-effect around the world, causing other nations to agree to the
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test ban.
 
Q:      But a test ban is not verifiable; the CIA's failure to detect
the test proved that.
 
        Response: That is absolutely not true. A test ban would be one
of the most verifiable of treaties.
        Background: The CTBT would put an unprecedented International
Monitoring System of over 300 monitoring stations in place to detect
would be cheaters. (These would include seismic stations, hydro-acoustic
monitors and satellites.) The treaty also provides for on-site
inspections in nations suspected of engaging in testing. The CTBT would
be the strongest measure in history to tightly restrict the ability of
any nation to conduct a nuclear test.
        In fact, the Indian tests WERE detected by seismic stations in
Great Britain and Pakistan, so we would have known about them even if
they weren't announced. The fact that the CIA wasn't paying attention
and missed the tests is a political failure, not an intelligence one:
despite months of warnings from India's ruling party that they were
taking another look at the nuclear option, no one in the Congress or
Clinton Administration asked the CIA to make monitoring of India's test
site a priority. 
 
Q:      Do you believe that Americans should be concerned/scared about
the Indian  nuclear weapons tests?
 
        Response: Absolutely, Americans should be extremely concerned
about these tests and about any new nations developing nuclear weapons.
        Background: In the short or even long run it's extremely
unlikely that Indian nukes could or would target the United States.
Their longest range missile has only a 1,250 mile range (the
U.S. is 12,000 miles away), and they have no other means of delivery. In
addition India has never been considered a potential enemy.
        But what people should be concerned about is, as [I] said
before, that each new nuclear weapon on the planet brings us one bomb
closer to a global catastrophe, and other countries are now more
inclined to follow India's example and develop their own nuclear
arsenal. The more countries there are developing nuclear weapons, the
more nuclear materials and know-how will cross borders and get into the
hands of other nations and armed groups, even terrorists. IF we
are to prevent this disastrous scenario we must recommit to the process
of nuclear disarmament in earnest.
 
Q:      Since India (Pakistan) is (are) testing, doesn't the U.S. need
to resume its testing program to retain its deterrent capabilities?
 
        Response: Resuming U.S. nuclear testing would be a disastrous,
short-sighted response to this crisis.        
        Background: The U.S. has already conducted more than 1,000
nuclear tests in Nevada and the Pacific -- far more than any other
nation. We already know our nuclear weapons work.  The real ticket to
enhancing US security in the long run is eliminating the threat of
nuclear weapons.  That is the issue that demands President Clinton's
personal attention. Besides, if we start testing again, than many
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countries will want to do exactly what we're doing.
 
Q:      Since the U.S. hasn't conducted a traditional nuclear test for
several years (since 1992), why are you calling for U.S. Senate and
Presidential action on the CTBT now? Shouldn't your focus be on stopping
additional countries from obtaining nuclear weapons?
 
        Response: Because disarmament and non-proliferation begin at
home.  
        Background: Without a global ban on testing we have little if
any chance of preventing other countries from pursuing the nuclear
option. In particular the U.S., which has conducted over 1,000 nuclear
tests and still holds on to 10,000 nuclear warheads, has little moral
authority to lecture other nations on their nuclear programs. If we
can't even ratify the treaty and declare our desire to end our own
nuclear testing, we are poorly positioned to press for a test ban and
for disarmament. How can the United States persuade other countries to
forgo The Bomb if we continue to legitimize nuclear weapons as a ticket
to superpower status?
        India's nuclear tests highlight the problem inherent in our "do
as I say, not as I do" nuclear weapons policy. As the leader of the
world's largest nuclear power, President Clinton has the responsibility
to exert sound moral leadership on the test ban treaty and reducing
nuclear weapons. Moreover, the Clinton administration has to start
backing up our non-proliferation rhetoric by ending our massive nuclear
weapons research and development programs. This work provokes other
nations and signals that the US is not serious about nuclear
non-proliferation and disarmament.

by Gordon Clark, Peace Action, 5/22/98

***************************************************

end
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Dear CTBT Organizers  (and other members of the "energized  U.S. arms
control community that has been somnolent in recent years"  - AP story
below), here are some early reports of our actions today. *Great Work
Everybody* and special thanks to
Bruce Hall at Peace Action and Lisa Ledwidge at PSR - Extraordinary
Organizers and to the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers that made it
possible for us to have professional media help.

Stay tuned for more reports and press coverage tomorrow, and don't
forget to send us
your press clippings and reports.
******************************************************************
>From Bruce
Hey Friends -

Well, Pakistan helped our little effort by announcing that they
conducted five nuclear tests this morning.

Early indications from Maine, Chicago, and Oregon are that our
demonstrations went well and received decent media coverage.
According to Wells they had 13 people, a baby, and two dogs.  As an
old friend of mine once said, "Woof for Peace!"
Apparently the folks in Maine managed to bring out all four
television stations and got good feedback from Senator Collins on
her test ban position.  Collins said she was in favor of bringing
the test ban onto the floor.

Michael Carrigan left a voice mail saying it went very well.  One
TV station and three radio stations in Portland, Oregon and a good
meeting with the staff of Gordon Smith's office.   3 tv stations in
Eugene and two radio interviews.

Kevin Martin indicates that they had a pretty good turnout and
decent media coverage in Chicago as well.

Here in DC we scrambled to put together a nuclear arms race between
the Indian and Pakistani Embassy today.  About 60 folks showed as
eight human-scale nuclear missiles made the five-block journey.
The eight missiles, made of cardboard and paper mache represent the
world's eight nuclear powers USA, Russia, UK, France, China,
Israel, India, Pakistan.  Press turnout was good for us as well.
Here's a list of the folks who showed up:

CNN
Reuters
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Tribune Broadcasting
ABC
Washington Times
AP
Agence France Presse
MSNBC
NY Times photo
Washington Post
Akahata
Cox Broadcasting
Washington Times Photo
AP TV

Great work everyone!

Let us know how you did and I'll put up another, more complete
report.
Bruce
***********************************************************************
FROM PSR Pittsburgh
Dear Lisa and Bruce: excellent experience here and thanks to your media
> work, at least 3 radio stations coverage (KDKA{CBS}, KQV and WDUQ
{public
> radio}) and interviews (Anita + Dan), focused on pressing Santorum for

> Hearings resolution support, urgent need for CTB ratification and
Specter
> excellent leadership + extra Pakistan wake-up.
> 17 CTB coalition people here met with Santorum aide, displayed
placards and
> distributed ~300 fliers in front of Santorum and Specter office
buildings,
> and met with Specter aide.
>
> Thanks again,
> Dan
>
> PSR-Pittsburgh
> -dedicated to the abolition of nuclear weapons

***********************************************************************
Associated Press

05/28 1618

US-Pakistan

By JOHN DIAMOND

WASHINGTON- The Clinton administration rushed to impose sanctions on
Pakistan for testing nuclear weapons Thursday as President Clinton
surveyed
the damage to his arms control efforts amid rising nuclear tension in
one of
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the world's most populous regions.

Hours after Pakistan announced that it had conducted five underground
nuclear tests in response to India's five tests two weeks ago, Clinton
said
at the White House that Pakistan, like India before it, will face
economic
sanctions.

"Two wrongs don't make a right," he said.

The sanctions order was imminent, said spokesman Mike McCurry.

With the administration having failed to persuade the two longtime
enemies
to refrain from testing, U.N. Ambassador Bill Richardson said, "We're
going
to be consulting in the days ahead on the appropriate response." But the

United States so far has failed to generate much European support for
punishing India and Pakistan.

Clinton acknowledged that without "determined efforts" a new arms race
in
Asia now appears possible, a defeat for U.S. foreign policy.

"I cannot believe we are about to start the 21st century by having the
Indian subcontinent repeat the worst mistakes of the 20th century when
we
know it is not necessary to peace, to security, to prosperity, to
national
greatness or personal fulfillment," Clinton said.

The nuclear tension in the region also threatens a cherished
administration
goal, ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, a pact that
cannot
take effect if India and Pakistan continue their refusal to sign. And
outside observers said the flurry of tests could lead Iran and Iraq to
press
ahead with their nuclear programs.

"Our nonproliferation policies are in tatters," said Rep. Doug Bereuter,

R-Neb., chairman of the House International Relations subcommittee on
Asia
and the Pacific. "We now need to re-engage more effectively with both
Pakistan and India to assist in defusing a very intense situation."

U.S. intelligence, harshly criticized for failing to warn of India's
tests,
was monitoring the ongoing border clashes between India and Pakistan in
the
disputed Kashmir region, focus of three wars between the two countries
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since
1947. U.S. spy satellites were also watching for signs that the two
countries may conduct more nuclear tests.

At the Pentagon, spokesman Kenneth Bacon said, "We do not see any
evidence
that they are moving toward a nuclear exchange."

The CIA was unable to confirm that Pakistan actually touched off five
nuclear devices because some may have gone off simultaneously. The
agency
told policy-makers that Pakistan might have claimed five tests simply to

match India's number. The weapons appear to have been nuclear fission
weapons, not the more powerful thermonuclear devices or "boosted"
weapons
that India claims to have tested.

Intelligence reports to the White House did confirm Pakistani claims
that it
could mount a nuclear warhead atop a medium-range Ghauri missile, which
has
a range of 900 miles and can reach most of India.

India is not as far along in developing a weapon that can be placed atop
a
missile, according to one U.S. official.

But if that hurdle can be surmounted, India has tested the Agni missile,

which has a range of up to 1,500 miles. India can also deliver nuclear
weapons from Jaguar and MiG-27 fighter jets, according to the Federation
of
American Scientists, an intelligence watchdog group. Pakistan has A-5,
Mirage and F-16 fighters that could be used to deliver a nuclear weapon.

Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., ranking member of the House International
Relations Committee, cautioned against overreaction.

"The situation is grave but it is not the end of the world. Armageddon
is
not here," Hamilton said.

Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., who opposes ratification of the test ban treaty,
said
the Indian and Pakistani tests show "that these kinds of treaties have
no
impact whatsoever. ... Does anybody believe that such a treaty would
prevent
Iran from moving forward?"

Paul L. Leventhal, president of the nongovernment Nuclear Control
Institute,
urged the administration to send the two countries uncensored films of
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the
devastation caused by U.S. nuclear strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki at
the
end of World War II. And he accused the Clinton administration of "a
colossal foreign policy failure."

*The nuclear tests appear to have energized a U.S. arms control
community
that has been somnolent in recent years. The group Peace Action staged
an
"Arms Race" on Washington's Embassy Row Thursday afternoon as
demonstrators
dressed up as nuclear weapons and ran between the Indian and Pakistani
embassies. *

Daryl Kimball of the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers said the tests
may
intensify Senate interest in ratifying the test ban treaty. Still he
conceded, "This is a severe blow to efforts to stop the proliferation of

nuclear weapons."
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Dear Friends,
The following article was written by Doug Roche for publication in his local
paper.  We wonder if it may be of interest to all of you?
Bev Delong
Lawyers for Social Responsibility (Canada)

>                                 By Douglas Roche
>
>         After the Western nations have vented their fury at India for
exploding
> five nuclear devices, what then?
>
>         Will economic sanctions imposed by a divided international
community
> significantly hurt India?  No.
>
>         Will India pull back from forcing itself into the elitist nuclear
club?  No.
>
>         Will the world become a more dangerous place as a result of the
> destabilized political situation in South Asia?  Yes.
>
>         I have been to India almost every year for the past ten years.  I
do not
> excuse India's actions.  At a Pugwash Conference in New Delhi in March, I
> pleaded with high-level Indian officials, including former Prime Minister
> I.K. Gujral, not to exercise India's nuclear option; rather, I argued,
> India should lead the world in a campaign to abolish all nuclear weapons.
> My Indian colleagues told me to make that speech to the United States.
>
>         So I emphasize that I am disappointed in India's action.  But
India is not
> the core of the problem.
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>
>         The problem is the determination of the five declared nuclear
weapons
> States-the U.S., Russia, Britain, France and China-to maintain their
> arsenals of nuclear weapons into the indefinite future.  These are the
same
> five nations that are the permanent members of the U.N. Security Council.
>
>         The public generally thinks the nuclear weapons problem evaporated
with
> the end of the Cold War.  It is true that reductions in U.S. and Russian
> stocks have taken place.  But there are still about 30,000 nuclear weapons
> in the world.  If the present agreements between Russia and the U.S. are
> fully implemented, there will still be 17,000 nuclear weapons in 2007.
The
> U.S. is currently conducting "sub-critical" nuclear tests which it claims
> are legal because their yield is below the limits imposed by the
> Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.  India sees this as duplicity and claims
the
> U.S.-and the other nuclear weapons States-are not serious in their
> commitment to the "ultimate" elimination of nuclear weapons.
>
>         By their own admission, the nuclear countries are maintaining
their
> nuclear weapons to maintain their power positions in world structures.
> India rejoins that if the major countries need nuclear weapons to hold
onto
> power, then India will also become nuclear.
>
>         India did not test this week because it fears Pakistan or is
having
> trouble with its other neighbour China.  India tested out of Indian pride.
> There is overwhelming public support for India to assert itself on the
> world stage.
>
>         With nearly one billion people, India will become the largest
nation on
> earth (overtaking China in about 20 years).  Its economy, despite deep
> political divisions, is roaring along at about 7 percent annual growth,
and
> its new foreign investment laws, particularly for the energy industry, are
> among the most attractive in the world.  Sanctions will make but a small
> dent in the Indian economy, which is largely domestically based.
>
>         Lost in the international ire directed at India is that country's
long
> record in working for nuclear disarmament, dating back to Prime Minister
> Nehru.  Following India's original nuclear detonation in 1974, successive
> governments advanced plans to eliminate all nuclear weapons.
>
>         In the early 1980s, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was the first to
join the
> Six-Nation Initiative aimed at getting the Soviets and the Americans back
> to the bargaining table at the height of the Cold War.  In 1988, her son,
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> Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi brought to the U.N. a three-phased plan for
> world elimination of nuclear weapons.  In 1996 India joined a group of 28
> nations which tabled in the Geneva-based Conference on Disarmament a
> Program of Action for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons by 2020.
> For the past two years, India has voted for a U.N. General Assembly
> resolution calling for multilateral negotiations "leading to the early
> conclusion of a nuclear weapons convention prohibiting the development,
> production, testing, deployment, stockpiling, transfer, threat or use of
> nuclear weapons and providing for their elimination."
>
>         The Indian record in working for nuclear disarmament is clear.
But
> India's efforts have been rebuffed by the Western nuclear powers, who keep
> voting down all resolutions calling for a time-bound program for
> elimination.  India has been scorned because it has consistently refused
to
> join the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), the largest arms control treaty
in
> the world, which is supposed to stop the spread of nuclear weapons.  India
> maintains that the NPT is discriminatory because it allows the nuclear
> weapons countries to retain their arsenals and ignore the requirement to
> negotiate elimination.
>
>         The NPT, which was indefinitely extended in 1995, will be reviewed
again
> in 2000.  Last Friday night in Geneva, I witnessed the breakdown of an
> international conference preparing for the 2000 Review.  The conference
> foundered because of the continued intransigence of the nuclear weapons
> States.
>
>         India, witnessing this disarray, has concluded that the nuclear
weapons
> States are not going to live up to their commitments to disarm.  So it is
> joining the club.  Pakistan will be next.
>
>         What about Canada?  Canada's hands are not clean because it
supplied the
> original materials that led to India's 1974 explosion.  And Canada
> continues to hide under the U.S. nuclear umbrella despite the end of the
> Cold War.  Canada has consistently voted against U.N. resolutions calling
> for comprehensive negotiations to eliminate nuclear weapons.
>
>         It is obvious Canada has to review its nuclear weapons policies.
A
> Parliamentary Committee has started this task.  An Angus Reid poll taken
in
> February showed that 93 percent of Canadians want Canada to play a leading
> role in the world effort to eliminate nuclear weapons.
>
>         India is narrowing Canada's choices.  Either Canada stays quiet
and
> watches nuclear weapons spread.  Or Canada joins a group of like-minded
> nations, determined to save the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and puts
pressure
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> on all the nuclear weapons States to make an unequivocal commitment to
> commence negotiations for the abolition of nuclear weapons.
>
>         The days of ambiguity for Canada are over.
>
>
> ______________________________
> Douglas Roche, former Canadian Ambassador for Disarmament, is author of
The
> Ultimate Evil:  The Fight to Ban Nuclear Weapons, and Chairman of Canadian
> Pugwash.
>
> Doug Roche
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Dear Alan,

Thank you for your perceptive assessment. However, you conclude that the US
is "the most likely leader towards sanity among the NWS".

I disagree, because of the lobbying power of the US nuclear priesthood in
the birthpace of the Bomb, plus the malign grip that Senator Helms
currently has on foreign policy

I continue to believe that Tony Blair is the NWS leader most worth focusing
on. He is the only one of the nuclear democracies who is securely in power
for the next ten years. His remarkable success with Ulster, giving him
unprecedented popularity ratings, will give him the confidence to take
other risks for peace. He has far more freedom to move than Clinton. His
party is historically anti-nuclear (albeit suppressed at the moment):
indeed, the Foreign and Defence Ministers were CND members at one time.

Now consider the following:

1) UK Trident is a growing embarrassment to the Navy, which is about to
have to replace its aircraft carriers (useful for peace support roles).
Trident is widely considered in the Navy as "Thatcher's macho mistake", "a
nuclear cuckoo in the Naval nest"; utterly useless (too powerful, illegal),
and pathetically dependent on US missiles and satellites for intelligence
and communications.

2) The UK nuclear arsenal is the smallest of the NWS, therefore easiest to
get rid of. Trident is now the only system, and only one submarine is on
patrol at high alert, with warheads de-targeted and no enemy.  Meanwhile,
Blair, MoD planners and submarine Commanding Officers aware that they are
being challenged that this flouts the Nuremberg Principles following the
ICJ Opinion. This is a new and very sensitive problem.

3) Blair also knows that UK public opinion is now clearly the strongest of
the nuclear democracies against nuclear weapons. In September last year,
59% (with 36% against) agreed that it would be best for Britain's security
if it did not have nuclear weapons. An overwhelming 87% want their
government to negotiate a Nuclear Weapons Convention. There was even a
majority (54% to 42%) for immediately standing down Trident patrols and
placing warheads in verifiable storage.
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However, there's more than votes and getting on the right side of the law
in this for Blair. A decision by the UK to be the first NWS to renounce the
Bomb, put warheads in store and call for multilateral negotiations to begin
on a NWC,  would:

* Dramatically transform the whole nuclear weapon debate (Jayantha
Dhanapala confirmed this at a meeting in Geneva recently). Exploiting the
special US/UK relationship - which is particularly close now - Blair could
help Clinton press for an immediate no-first-use pledge plus de-alerting by
NATO. This would ease Russian concerns about NATO expansion, and enable
Clinton to take the initiative in racing to secure START III with Yeltsin -
ignoring the Duma's block on START II - and make massive budget savings
(this may become urgent with Russia's threatened financial meltdown). The
NPT would be saved, pending negotiations for a NWC; India and Pakistan
would probably sign the CTBT, and they would be powerfully influenced to
drop their nuclear arms race - and be able to take part of the credit.
France would be outflanked and isolated in Europe, and would have to
reconsider its nuclear policy (Blair and Jospin get on well too); and real
pressure could then be applied to Israel.

* Give UK a key world role, just when its permanent seat in the UN Security
Council is under growing scrutiny.  It would also decouple possession of
nukes from P5 membership. Blair's name in history would be secured: he
would receive the world's acclamation and gratitude, and the UK's prestige
would soar.

* Save about £1,000 million annually in Trident running costs.

* Enable the nuclear weapon research and production facilities at
Aldermaston and Burghfield to switch to full-time, secure, prestigious work
helping to dismantle the US and Russian nuclear arsenals.

That's what I'm working on here! The UK government's strategic defence
review is due to be published in the next month: don't hold your breath,
but there may be openings...

Best wishes,
Rob Green
Chair, World Court Project UK

>-----Original Message-----
>From:   mailto:aphil@.web.net Alan F. Phillips
>Sent:   Thursday, May 28, 1998 1:26 PM
>To:     pgs-priv-l@netserver.web.net
>Subject:        Indian - Pakistan tests
>
>Comments on the international significance of the Indian nuclear bomb tests,
>May 1998
>1.      *Politically the tests were entirely justified.* The Nuclear Weapons
>States (NWS) and NATO have stated repeatedly that N-weapons are essential
>for their security.  Accepting those (incorrect) statements,  an obvious
>conclusion is that the weapons are essential to Indian security, neighbour
>to a nuclear-armed China and with Pakistan claiming (and then denying) that
>it has nuclear weapons.
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>2.      *The NWS and NATO are wrong about their security.* Nuclear
>deterrence is
>far too dangerous, because a single failure of deterrence between two
>heavily-armed nuclear states must result in destruction of both states,
>enormous radioactive contamination of whole continents, and probably the end
>of human civilization.  As stated authoritatively by the Canberra
>Commission, "The proposition that nuclear weapons can be retained in
>perpetuity and never used - accidentally or by decision - defies
>credibility."  My paper "20 Mishaps that might have started accidental war"
>shows how real the actual risk of inadvertent war was during the Cold War.
>A small risk continuing over a long period adds up to near certainty of
>disaster.
>3.      *The nuclear arms race between U.S.A. and USSR was the biggest
>mistake in
>human history.*
>First, and by far the most important:  it risked destruction of human
>civilization and possible extinction of the human race.  The risk is still
>present.
>Second, it was enormously expensive, taking resources away from many unmet
>human needs.
>Third, it has resulted in radioactive contamination which has rendered large
>areas of both countries uninhabitable for centuries, and has caused
>significant radioactive contamination worldwide.
>There are good reasons for India and Pakistan not to repeat that mistake.
>If they do, the likely result is destruction of those two nations and severe
>damage to their immediate neighbours, by a limited nuclear war at some time
>in the future.  As to the expense, these countries are far less able to
>tolerate it than was the United States.
>4.      *On sanctions:*
>India has not broken any undertaking of theirs nor any international law.
>They have not signed the NPT nor the CTBT, and have given logical reasons
>for not doing so.  I believe the UN has no legal reason to apply sanctions.
>If the western NWS and their allies apply sanctions, the non-NWS will
>consider, perhaps correctly, that the purpose is to maintain the military
>superiority of the present NWS by punishing and threatening to punish other
>nations that try to acquire nuclear weapons.
>5.      *A possible consequence* of a South Asian nuclear arms race is that a
>limited nuclear war there would so horrify the people of the world, by the
>destruction of an ancient civilization and its famous cities, and the
>terrible human suffering involved, that the NWS would be persuaded to give
>up their nuclear arsenals.  We do not wish for it to happen that way, but we
>see it as a possibility.
>6.      *A proper response* by the NWS and their allies is to admit their
>mistake, and to immediately renounce all dependence on nuclear weapons.
>They must then disable all the weapons promptly, and dismantle them
>permanently as soon as possible.
>
>Post Script, dated 28 May 1998, to my comments on Indian nuclear tests.
>The logic of the Pakistani nuclear tests today follows exactly that of USSR
>in following the U.S. and starting the first nuclear confrontation.  Neither
>threats nor promises by U.S.A. have stopped the silly sequence in South
>Asia, just as neither the warning by Einstein nor the Russell manifesto nor
>even the TTAPS paper on nuclear winter stopped the two nations that led the
>way down this dreadful path towards destruction.
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>Those who have contacts in the corridors of power in South Asia might draw
>the attention of the leaders to the facts stated in items 2, 3, and 5 above;
>and in the corridors of power in U.S.A., which is now the most likely leader
>towards sanity among the NWS, to items 2 and 6.
>Alan Phillips  <aphil@web.net>
>Physicians for Global Survival (Canada).
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------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

2. i Constitution Review Commission releases collection of research
papers - Samantha Magick

Volume 1 Fiji in Transition
Volume 2 Fiji and the World
Edited by Brij Lal and Tomasi Vakatora

The Fiji Constitution Commission was entrusted with the task of
reviewing the 1990 Constitution. In line with their terms of reference, the
full report, "The Fiji Islands: Towards a United Future", recommended
constitutional arrangements that might meet the present and future needs
of the people of Fiji. Commission members worked within a framework
providing racial harmony, national unity and economic and social
advancement of all communities, while bearing in mind internationally
recognised principles and standards of individual and group rights.

To achieve these aims, Sir Paul Reeves, Tomasi Vakatora and Doctor Brij
Lal conducted public hearings throughout Fiji; read hundreds of
submissions by individual Fiji people, organisations and bodies of various
kinds; held consultations in Fiji and overseas (in Australia, Mauritius,
Malaysia, South Africa, London, New York and Los Angeles); and
commissioned research papers from acknowledged experts in diverse
fields. The intention was to compile up to date information and opinions
about Fiji today, and considered assessment of experiences, principles
and provisions used in accommodating multi-ethnicity in the constitutions
of other multiracial policies in the world.

The FCRC report that emerged from these deliberations was commended
for close reading and discussion both within and outside the Parliament.
Of course opinion was not unanimous. Yet the Parliamentary Joint Select
Committee, reaching a rapid consensus, agreed on the form for a new
Constitution, for which they won parliamentary approval.

In view of the partial rejection of the FCRC's recommendations, some
asked the question 'was it a waste of time to collect and consider so
much information and opinion'? Far from it. As long as Fiji's people remain
committed participants in the national life, and issues such as individual
and group rights, constitutional design, minorities, electoral systems,
social and economic justice and government accountability remain issues
of public concern, the Constitution will continue to be under public
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scrutiny

For this reason, the Commissioners thought it beneficial to share as
widely as possible a selection of the commission research papers, so
the public may better understand some of the issues involved in the
constitutional decision making process, and how the Commission arrived
at its recommendations. In the closing years of the 20th century and well
beyond, the need for an informed, engaged and thoughtful citizenry has
never been greater. Papers presented in the volumes to stimulate thought
and discussion will continue to be relevant to the political life of Fiji for the
foreseeable future, and the Commission is confident that the long term
returns of such debate will be high.

Clearly no set of correct answers arises from the issues and problems
presented in the volumes. It is a strength of the books that they bring
together a range of ideas and solutions, they cast new light on topics
that have for too long been seen "through a glass darkly". 
The successful operation of a modern democracy is enriched by the
degree to which its constituents are aware, informed and committed.
These volumes are published in the belief that they will provide a basis
and framework from which constructive national dialogue will emerge.

3. Public Education Pamphlets on Constitutional Issues - CCF    

Providing "bite size" pieces of material has been one public education
strategy of the Citizens  Constitutional Forum over the past few years.
Beginning at the time leading up to and during the revision of the 1990
Constitution a series of brochures or pamphlets were produced and
circulated as widely as possible. 

Each pamphlet was printed on a different coloured A4 size paper folded
into three, and each pamphlet dealt with one issue of importance in the
constitutional debate discussion. The views of the major political parties
were included in sections which gave the areas of agreement and the
areas of disagreement. In total eight pamphlets were produced with
subjects ranging from Affirmative Action to Citizenship Rights.
        
The pamphlet on Affirmative Action described the way in which this is
meant to assist disadvantaged people in our society. In practice this has
meant the provision of scholarships, soft loans for businesses, housing,
and reserved jobs in the civil service for ethnic Fijians and Rotumans in
order to try to reverse the social and economic disadvantages of this
section of the Fiji community. 

The pamphlet raised questions about the effectiveness of the affirmative
action policies which have been around for over 20 years. It also sought
to broaden the understanding of what makes a person disadvantaged,
and questioned the effect of affirmative action for one section of the
community on those in other sections which are thereby excluded and
denied access to employment or education. Also raised was the
question of cost effectiveness and accountability of affirmative action
policies and the need for targets and time limits.
Another pamphlet, titled Honour and Dignity, sought to deal with the
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protection and promotion of indigenous Fijian interests since this was,
and still is, a complex problem. The 1990 Constitution reinforced political
dominance for Fijians, which in the ethnically divided society of Fiji
brought insecurity to about half the population. The pamphlet raised
questions about how best the interests, and the history and traditions of
the Fijians, as the first arrivals in the country, can be protected and how
constitutional provisions for such protection can be related to
internationally recognised standards of human rights.

The pamphlet dealing with Multi-Culturalism raised questions about using
race as opposed to culture to identify people. Even within ethnic Fijian
society there are cultural differences between people from different
parts of our island nation. The pamphlet sought to raise awareness of
the unique culture which has developed in Fiji which blends elements of
Fijian, Indian, Pacific Islander, Chinese, and European traditions. It raised
questions about tolerance, and the multi-lingual policy in schools, and
how respect for each other s cultures can promote compromise and
lessen suspicion and hatred.   

4. News Brief Compiled by Samantha Magick 

Politics
CCF makes call for community participation
A representative of the Citizen's Constitution Forum says democracies
often see people elect leaders and leave it at that. Clare Slatter says this
is why government's feel they can do whatever they like, because
people have entrusted them with that power. "This situation is also
encouraged by the idea that getting involved in challenging and raising
questions is not on. But what the government is doing is pitiful you know,
and political activity is coined exclusively to political parties, it's said it is
something trade unions should not be doing, or academics should be
doing and so forth." Slatter was speaking at a Fiji Council of Church's
consultation on the budget.

Vanua Tako Lavo to file a new submission to elections office
The Vanua Tako Lavo party says it will file a new submission to the
elections office. According to Party Leader, Iliesa Duvuloco, under the
current constitution, his party and the Nationalist Party cannot merge and
maintain their names. Duvuloco meets Nationalist Leader, Sakiasi
Butadroka to discuss the application this week.

Elections office makes ruling on 'Christian' party
The Elections Office says an application from new Christian political
party, the Veitokani Ni Lotu Vakarisito will again be put up for public
scrutiny. Supervisors of Elections, Walter Rigamoto says the application
will be gazetted for objections for the second time, this Friday. "They
have done what they needed to do and the application will be opened up
for objections." Last week, the Soqosoqo Ni Vakavulewa Ni Taukei Party
objected to the new party's symbol, a cross. The Supervisor of Elections
concluded that the Christian party must change its symbol. The party's
new symbol is a fish.

NFP dismayed with Chaudhry
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The National Federation Party is dismayed by Mahendra Chaudhry's
suggestion that the Government is being racist over the drought issue.
NFP parliamentarian Wadan Narsey says it is clear the drought is
affecting people of all races. Narsey is also disappointed Chaudhry has
accused the Government of not wanting to help the sugar industry. He
says cabinet has indicated there will be a big effort put into crop
rehabilitation. Narsey says Chaudhry's confrontational stance over the
drought is unlikely to help farmers in their time of distress.

Chaudhry stands by comments on race May14
National Farmers Union leader, Mahendra Chaudhry says anyone who
pretends there is no racial discrimination in Fiji is living in a fool's
paradise. Chaudhry has been blasted for asking if the lack of
government assistance to cane farmers affected by drought is racially
based. The NFU leader says Fiji practices institutionalised racial
discrimination and that it is present in the Public Service, education, Fiji
Military Forces and at the Fiji Development Bank. Chaudhry says as to the
Attorney General's threat to prosecute him over this weeks remarks,
"bullying tactics won't work with me". AG Ratu Etuate Tavai says
Chaudhry may be in breach of the public order act. Chaudhry asks
where was the Attorney General when nationalists were uttering racial
based sentiments during the Constitution review.

New Zealand donates funds for election education
The Prime Minister has accepted a $200,000 donation from the New
Zealand High Commissioner for publicity campaigns to promote the new
Constitution. High Commissioner Tia Barrett says it is vital that all the
people of Fiji participate in the democratic process, hence the donation
for public awareness efforts.

Rabuka marks coup anniversary May 14th
Prime Minister Sitiveni Rabuka was not willing to dwell on the past today,
the 11th anniversary of the military coups. He says the way is forward
and emphasised that the government had made significant achievements
since 1987. "What we have achieved since the coup is very
commendable. Our ability to hang together and stay together with our
racial differences, with our ethnic differences and so on, we have
managed to pull through the last eleven years together to come up with a
Constitution, to come up with arrangements for better cooperation of the
major ethnic groups in the governance of Fiji."
 The Prime Minister was today dressed in the same suit that he worn on
the day he conducted the first of the two military coups. He says he has
no regrets about his actions that year but is looking forward to working
with other ethnic groups in making democracy work in this country.

Parliament
Joint parliament select committee on Agricultural Landlord and Tenants
Act meets
Expiring land leases were up for discussion at a Parliamentary Select
Committee meeting today May 21st. Members of the select committee on
land were told what government is going to prepare for resettlement of
farmers. They also discussed what's happening with leases which have
expired, but have been given a grace period until September this year.
The committee will meet again next Friday to map out its timetable and
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agenda.

Parliamentary select committees see changes
Two parliamentary select committees saw changes in their membership
this week. National Federation Party MP, Doctor Wadan Narsey will
replace Opposition leader, Jai Ram Reddy in the Sugar Select Committee.
Government backbencher Ratu Ovini Bokini will replace Assistant Fijian
Affairs minister, Lagisoa Delana in the Agricultural Landlord and Tenants
select committee.
Dispute on racism continues 
Attorney-General Ratu Etuate Tavai says Labour parliamentarian
Mahendra Chaudhry is now dodging responsibility for his earlier
suggestions that there is racism in the government. Chaudhry asked if
drought stricken farmers were not being helped for racial reasons.
Yesterday he painted a broader picture, saying racism was
institutionalised in Fiji. Ratu Etuate believes Chaudhry has deliberately
turned the sugar industry dispute into a racial issue, and has been
consulting the Solicitor-General Nainendra Nand to see if the Labour
leader can be charged.

Economy and Industrial Affairs
Attorney General questions strike motive
The Attorney-General is questioning the motives of the Fiji Trades Union
Congress for its planned strike on the second of June. Ratu Etuate Tavai
says the tactics of the FTUC will in the end benefit the union leaders at
the expense of the average worker. Ratu Etuate accuses the FTUC of
groping around for issues to deal with, and insists the matters of wages
guidelines, redundancies and check-off have been dealt with already.

Unions and National Federation Party bicker over dispute
The Fiji Trades Union Congress says the National Federation Party's
suggestion that unions call off their protest threat, doesn't help resolve
the concerns of workers. The FTUC says there is an accord agreed to
on April 22 between workers and government, and the National
Federation Party would be better off convincing the government to
honour this. Yesterday the NFP said the unions should call off their strike
threat, that government should give the Labour, Finance and National
Planning ministers the mandate to negotiate on its behalf, and that
employers should return to the Tripartite forum. The protest is set for
June 2nd.

National strike seems certain to go ahead 
Unions stand defiant after the Director of Public Prosecutions referred a
file on last month's national protest to police for investigation. Fiji Trades
Union General Secretary Pratap Chand says workers had a legitimate
right to stage the protest. "This is their fundamental right and this is
enshrined in the Constitution that people have a right to freedom of
expression and this has been done peacefully. As far as we are
concerned we had a legitimate protest, we had huge support from
people and that's where the matter is and we are not going to be
intimidated by these tactics". Chand says they have not yet been
contacted by police conducting investigations into the dispute. The
Director of Public Prosecution Nazhat Shameem says the legality of the
protest last month was still being determined in collaboration with the
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police.

Sugar Industry
1997 Harvesting season 
The 1997 harvest was another disappointing season for the cane
growers both in terms of crop production and mill performance. An
estimated 4.3 million tonnes of cane was initially expected in the 1997
season. However due to Cyclone Gavin and a strike by mill workers,
there was a dramatic decline in cane and sugar production. 3,279,639
tonnes of cane was produced in 1997. This is 25% less than in 1996.
There was a slight improvement in sugar content of cane last season.

Sugar Commission wants strike threat lifted on June 2
The Chairman of the Sugar Commission says the Fiji Trades Union
Congress's decision to stage the national protest on 2nd June will
seriously affect the sugar industry. Gerald Barrack says thousands of
tonnes have already been devastated by the prolonged drought and the
industrial action will create more financial losses. Barrack says crushing
at the Penang Mill will commence on June 2nd and any delays will further
worsen the cane crop and cause shortages of sugar in the market. He
says the sugar industry should be revived rather than forced into further
losses.

Call for MPS to donate pay to drought victims
A National Federation Party parliamentarian has called for all members of
the house to contribute ten per cent of their salaries and allowances to
those hit by the drought. Dorsami Naidu plans to move this motion when
parliament sits next week. He hopes there will be enough good will to
help the cane growers, cane cutters, ordinary workers and members of
the business community who are suffering from the drought.

Drought relief preparations under way
The Disaster Management Committee or DISMAC has started meeting to
discuss counter-measures over the effects of the drought presently
gripping Fiji. Committee member and head of the Red Cross, John Scott
says he was informed that there was no immediate need to get drought
relief packs out because there is still alot of fruit, vegetables and root
crops sold in the markets around Fiji. Scott says a drought steering
committee has been established and is compiling a report on the drought
situation. It will be tabled in Cabinet next Tuesday. The committee meets
again on Thursday. Scott says there are strong indications the drought
will worsen in the next three months which is why they are planning
measures to counter the bad times.

A Plan with Vision...adapted from the Fiji Cane Grower
The Chairman of the Sugar Commission of Fiji says for Fiji sugar to
effectively compete in the world market, industry production, efficiency
and quality standards are important.
Gerald Barrack says its future depends on its ability to meet the
challenge of productivity in all facets of its operation. The need for a
cohesive and integrated effort has led to the production of the Sugar
Industry Strategic Plan. The plan envisages an industry that is
sustainable, cares for the environment, rewards excellence, caters for
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multicultural aspirations and aims to become world competitive. Its
designers believe the plan should increase production by 100,000 tonnes
of sugar a year using the existing land. The plan will be implemented over
three stages from this year to 2017. It was the outcome of a series of
meetings between industry leaders and stakeholders. About 200
growers were interviewed in the consultation process. Barrack says its
successful implementation needs the combined effort of the industry,
government and national leaders. "There will be a need for goodwill and
co-operation similar to that recently experienced in the review and
adaptation of a new Constitution."

Constitution
Call for both Fijian and Hindi languages to be taught in all schools
National Federation Party parliamentarian, Sayed Khaiyum says the
teaching of both Fiji's main languages in schools will help foster national
unity and harmony. Khaiyum says the NFP has more than once called on
the Government to make the teaching of Fijian and Hindi compulsory. He
makes the comments in response to Doctor Paul Geraghty's proposal that
not only Fijian language, but also Fijian culture be taught in schools.
Khaiyum says limiting this only to Fijian would not help Fiji's people move
forward.Parliament hears call for more resources
The Speaker of the House of Representatives says the setting up of
permanent sector standing committees of parliament will require more
resources and facilities. Doctor Apenisa Kuruisaqila says this is in line
with changes under the Constitution. "For some time now the cost of
funding of these committees has been a major concern to Parliament and
to the government. In some cases, Parliament had to seek additional
funds to support these committees because the approved budget
allocations have been exhausted. It is therefore our hope that having
these five permanent sector standing committees, Parliament will always
meet the financial support it deserve".

More funds needed for electoral awareness May 6th
The Elections Office says more money is needed for the Electoral Public
Awareness and Education Program. The comments follow a donation of
$33,000 from the British Embassy toward the program. Supervisor of
Elections, Walter Rigamoto says more funds are expected to be
forthcoming from other sources. He also hopes the Government will
provide more money. Meanwhile, Public Awareness Program
Coordinator, Suzie Naisara Grey says the Education Ministry has asked
for some electoral educational material. "They will revise the curriculum I
think it’s the social science area, where they will put in the new
electoral provisions for the school children."

Other News
Taveuni investigations continue
A team of 40 police officers is continuing investigations into the recent
spate of violence on Taveuni, which has resulted in the death of two
people. Assistant Commissioner of Police Operations, Qalo Bulatiko has
just returned from Taveuni and briefed Acting Commissioner of Police,
Paras Ram on the situation there. Police assure members of the public
that those responsible for the recent violence will be brought to justice. In
recent weeks, armed gangs have been held responsible for two
murders, the shooting of another man, the alleged rape of a Taveuni
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housewife and a number of violent brawls on the island. Two men have
been jailed for their part in the fights, and others charged with attempted
murder and rape. More arrests are expected.
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1. Battle of the Sirdars - reproduced from The Review magazine,
Shailendra Singh, April 1998.
This article looks at the inextricable link between the sugar industry and
politics, and the effect this is likely to have on the next general elections.

Smiling in the face of adversity is a well-known Mahendra Chaudhry trait.
The tough, straight-shooting Labour Party leader and trade unionists
dismisses setbacks with a confidence which is as unsettling for his
opponents as it is inspiring for his subordinates. Recent events have
been grim for his party, but Chaudhry has remained as rigid and defiant
as ever.

Although Labour won 13 seats in the 1992 general election compared to
arch-rival Jai Ram Reddy's National Federation Party's 14, it got thumped
in the 1994 snap elections, winning just seven seats compared to the
NFP's 20. Last month's Sugar Cane Growers Council election result
wasn't all that good for Labour either, even though the party-backed
National Farmers Union won 20 seats- three more than the
NFP-sponsored Fiji Cane Growers Association.

The NFU, of which Chaudhry is the general secretary, will once more
control the council since four of Agriculture Minister Militoni Lewanqila's
eight nominees to the 46-member council are NFU sympathisers. But this
will not detract from the fact the NFU no longer has the overwhelming
influence it once did in the cane belts. For someone whose power base
is in the West, Chaudhry has reason to be concerned, with a general
election looming. The NFU won just 12 of the 28 Western sectors. If not
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for the powerful showing in Labasa where it won all five sectors, it
could have lost control of the council.

The FCGA was formed in 1992 with the NFP's backing to counter the
perceived Labour influence through the NFU. In their first election battle in
1995, the NFU won 21 seats to the FCGA's 15. It got 50 per cent of the
votes, with 45 per cent going to the FCGA and independents picking up
the rest.

In last month's elections, the gap had narrowed to one per cent. The NFU
recorded 48 per cent and the FCGA 47 per cent.

Chaudhry has been at pains to make a distinction between the NFU and
Labour, saying politics was kept out of the NFU campaign. But Reddy
says this is delusive as Labour people are involved. He makes no secret
of the party's active support of the FCGA.

Although the country's 22,000 cane farmers have no clear mandate, it
makes for an interesting battle in the Indian communal seats in next
year's general election. The results, however, show that the NFP assault
on Chaudhry's last bastion, the cane belt, is gaining ground. The erosion
of support would be a personal affront for Chaudhry, who had acquired
almost demi-god status among cane farmers after successfully
organising several NFU harvest boycotts against then Prime Minister,
Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara's interim government. 

 The latest developments have also given rise to questions in some
quarters as to whether Chaudhry is at the nadir of his political career.
Given the progress made on the constitution and ALTA, his unrelenting
hardline and confrontational style is seen to be out of sync with the
general mood of the country. "Fiji has moved on since the 1987 coups
but Chaudhry is still in a commutative mood," observes one commentator.
Labour's call to boycott the elections in 1992 to protest against the
racially biased 1990 constitution struck a chord among Indo-Fijians then.
Even though Labour abandoned this stand when former coalition partner
the NFP decided to participate in the election and seek changes from
within Parliament, it still won 13 seats, just one less than the NFP. 

But in 1992 nobody could have foreseen the transformation that would
take place in Prime Minister Sitiveni Rabuka. The former military
strongman was still disliked by Indo-Fijians in the years after the coup as
he stoutly defended the 1990 Constitution and occasionally made
disparaging comments against Indo Fijians. Few Indo-Fijians believed the
coup leader would be persuaded by mere words to change the very
constitution he was instrumental in getting promulgated.

Others found the idea of negotiating with him offensive. This explains
why Chaudhry's boycott call was so popular. However, Rabuka's
moderate stand healed many wounds and few were left to question his
sincerity when he pushed through the changes to the 1990 Constitution
in the face of a backlash from extremist Fijian elements.

The warning signals of the changing moods were there for Chaudhry
when the Indo-Fijian electorate gave the NFP a clear mandate in the 1994
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elections. Promising to continue and intensify efforts to change the 1990
Constitution through dialogue and consensus, the NFP snatched three
Western and three Northern Labour seats apart from winning eight
Central Division seats. Chaudhry remains unperturbed, describing the
loss as a "temporary setback," although the constitutional breakthrough
that followed further elevated Reddy's status, him being the chief
architect of the NFP platform that had led to the gains.

Reddy and Rabuka shared the accolades for giving the nation a more
acceptable constitution. Opinion polls showed an increase in Rabuka's
approval ratings among Indo-Fijians. Reddy in turn was invited to speak
at the Great Council of Chiefs meeting, the first Indo-Fijian accorded the
honour. With a Joint Parliamentary Select Committee formed to look into
another political hot-potato, ALTA, Reddy's confidence among
canefarmers has also soared.

Labour was party to all the talks and the opportunities were always
present for Chaudhry to fall in line but he remained uncompromising to
the last, demanding an extra Indian seat in the new 71-member house,
and lodging a strong protest on the terms of reference for the JPSC on
ALTA. While people have become used to seeing Reddy and Chaudhry
at each other's throats, some questioned Chaudhry's motive in asking for
another Indian seat when Labour MP's Krishna Datt and Shiu Sharan
Sharma had agreed to the changes. It was interpreted by some as a
desperate Chaudhry attempt to upstage Reddy and take something back
to the electorate.University of the South Pacific academic Doctor Vijay
Naidu says the constant fights between Reddy and Chaudhry is an
ongoing struggle for leadership of Indians and cane farmers. Chaudhry,
he says, doesn't want to play second fiddle to anyone. It has also got to
do with Chaudhry's trade union background according to Naidu. "He is
more prone to having these situations of dispute and negotiating from
there. I don't think his characteristics are designed towards cooperation,"
Naidu says.

But Datt says Chaudhry's call was understandable because Labour
makes any measure of the constitution against its own submission which
has called for more open seats. "Against our submissions, it (the
constitution) does fall short, but under the circumstances what we have
achieved is quite a milestone," Datt admitted. He defended Chaudhry,
saying while some may find his style offensive, what he says is where
the focus should be. "I'm a moderate myself, and I think where things can
be done calmly, that's the way to do it, but there are other models of
leadership that are just as effective," Datt says.

The ever-widening rift between Chaudhry and Reddy, which first flared
over whether to contest the 1992 elections, deteriorated even further,
with Reddy saying Chaudhry could destroy the progress made so far
with his incessant demands. Reddy says people had underestimated the
danger to Fiji from extremists. "I have seen some very ugly elections. In
1982 we nearly had riots and in 1987 we were in the thick of it. I have a
very good idea of the dangers of extremism and Fiji can't afford that,"
Reddy says.

But Chaudhry always insisted he was fighting for what Indo-Fijians are
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rightly entitled to. "Our past leaders, including Reddy, have been buying
time, " he says about ALTA. "The solution has always been deferred.
We can no longer go on prolonging the agony." But in an era where the
NFP, the SVT and the GVP are moving towards a partnership to fight
next year's election, Chaudhry is seen to be out of alignment.

He has also lost much influence in the Fiji Trades Union Congress and
with it Labour's original base among urban workers. Some say Chaudhry
is singing his swan song but it is when the Labour leader is cornered
that his political enemies fear him most. When it comes to a fight for
survival, Chaudhry is at his awesome best. Even as he was being
shunted aside in the trade union movement, he was shoring up support
in the cane belts. "He is a very astute politician," says Naidu. "He is
forever identifying new possibilities and finding new ground."

Naidu is expecting a no-holds-barred election campaign with Chaudhry
and Reddy in the forefront. "They will be out to kill each other," he says.
Under the new 71 member house, there are 46 communal and 25 open
seats. The Boundaries Commission is still at work but the new
constitution stipulates that the bulk of the constituencies will be in highly
populated areas. Most seats will be in Viti Levu where 68 per cent of the
population live. Indo-Fijians have been given 19 communal seats. In
previous elections, communal seats have been hotly contested, and in
most cases won or lost marginally. Naidu says it is not beyond some
leaders and candidates to split voters along ethnic and religious lines
such as Hindu and Muslim.

The NFP, says Naidu, will highlight its success on the constitution. Its
policy will be largely based on cooperating across the ethnic divide.
"They've got a good leader and good candidates and they do stand a
good chance," says Naidu. But the new constitution, with 25 open seats
could have been tailor made for Labour. In a class divided society like Fiji,
Naidu says there is ready made material for Labour. "You hear all the
time how the rich are getting richer and the poor poorer."

Labour could easily strike a chord portraying itself as the poor man's
party. Another USP academic Subhas Appana agrees. He says the
purchasing power of the majority of Fiji's community has always been
very low, a situation which has been worsened by tariff increases and
devaluation. In the urban centres particularly, Appana says there is
political thinking among the electorate of a huge population of haves and
have nots.

"There is indeed this very visible wealth of some people with big cars,
nice houses, good jobs and affluent lifestyles while others live in dire
poverty. This is a source of much discontent and although there is a level
of thinking that a stable government equates to economic growth, jobs,
stability and so forth, poorer people will definitely get swayed by hardline
politicians bearing simple, direct messages."

Naidu says the marginal seats are always a big risk even for the sitting
candidates. "You are expected to be in your constituency when
someone gets married, or dies, or has a birthday. People can form a
grudge against you if you are absent." In the 1994 elections, political
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novice Hikmat Singh Verma representing Labour in the Suva/Nasinu seat
gave NFP's sitting candidate Sayed Khaiyum a jolt, losing by 106 votes.
"We had not expected people to swing around so quickly because I had
done a lot of work in Parliament," a surprised Khaiyum had said.

Indeed Khaiyum was one of the most active members in Parliament,
raising a number of key issues but Verma is a skilled Hindi orator. He
was also a regular at functions in the constituency, stamping himself as
a people's man. Khaiyum was lucky compared to another NFP
heavyweight, Balwant Singh Rakka who fell by 580 votes to a less
known Hardayal Singh of Labour in the Ba East/Tavua rural seat. In the
working class constituencies like that of Khaiyum and the Nasinu-Nausori
seat of sitting NFP MP Narendra Singh Arjun, the NFP could have a battle
on its hands to regain the seats. Another close one will be Harnam Singh
Golian's Nasinu East seat. Golian is not expected to stand in the next
election. Last time he won by 66 votes over Labour's Ram Chand.

In the marginal seats particularly, the NFP's partnership with a governing
party that has failed to deliver on bread and butter issues and has
become tainted by a myriad of financial scandals could prove to be a
liability rather than an asset for the NFP, Appana believes. "Labour would
come up with anti-rich, anti-government and anti-devaluation policies
which would appeal to the masses."

With a UNDP study showing over 30 per cent of the population live below
the poverty line, it will hit government hard on the 40 per cent increase in
water rates, food price increases and job redundancies. Says Naidu,
these are important on the ground real issues and will be good for
Labour.

Chaudhry will no doubt home in on this- he is at his awesome best when
criticising the government. Having been burnt for supporting Rabuka in
becoming Prime Minister following the 1992 election, Chaudhry is already
using the NFP-SVT relationship to attack Reddy, saying the NFP should
not be sitting on the opposition benches.

While some feel that an SVT-NFP-GEP Coalition with Government's
massive resources behind them would crush the opposition, Chaudhry is
supremely confident. When the suggestion was put to him, he said, "I
think you have misread the mood of the people." Naidu says the NFP's
best bet is insisting that moderation is the way to go and there is a future
ahead for people who work together rather than create difficulties. This
will appeal to the urban middle class voters and anyone who wants
security and stability."

Reddy's stark simple message has been that Fiji has to take up the
opportunity provided under the new constitution to move away from
racial and confrontational politics. He says for the first time in Fiji's
history, Indo-Fijians will be sitting in cabinet as equals with Fijian
counterparts. "The new constitution allows for power-sharing. Let's
make a real honest effort to work together. That's the only agenda that is
worth a grain of salt. Everything else takes you to a dead end," he
warns.
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While Labour's support may be eroding in the cane belts, it still has
substantial influence and is a force to be reckoned with, says Naidu.
Whatever the criticisms against him, many farmers are still grateful to
Chaudhry and he is their undisputed leader.

Ba farmer, Shiu Shankar, 73 has planted cane all his life and has come
across many leaders but he believes none were as effective a
Chaudhry. "I will never forget his role in removing the $18 penalty on
burnt cane from the Master Award. If not for that, we wouldn't be able to
put food on our table today," Shankar says.

There are many others like Shankar and Labour is likely to win seats in
areas the NFU did, Naidu says. "Chaudhry will fight very hard to retain
the base he has established there," he adds. While the JPSC is a
breakthrough, and boosted the FCGA in last month's elections, the ALTA
issue is yet to be resolved fully. Leases began expiring last year and the
peak will be reached in the year 2001. For the farmers, the ALTA issue
is a major worry and for some it takes precedence over the constitution.

"Farmers are saying what's the point of a new Constitution if we don't
have a roof over our heads," says Appana. He believes for the NFP to
emulate and improve upon the success of the FCGA, Reddy's strategy
will have to be explained. "Had farmers understood Reddy's strategy,
they would have backed the FCGA in bigger numbers. But it seems his
strategy is not understood, and it is just the end result that it is
understood," Appana says.

According to Naidu, Labour will ask farmers for the mandate to fight it out
for them and that will have appeal. But the NFP view that the
antagonising landowners will only worsen the situation and the matter
needs to be addressed calmly and respectfully with the Fijian mataqali
(land owning units) and chiefs is gaining support for now as reflected in
the growers' elections.

A majority of Indo-Fijians would like to see an end to the feuding between
Labour and NFP although the leaders of both parties have discounted
ever working together again. "I would be fooling the people if I answered
'yes' to that," said Reddy. He views Chaudhry as a dangerous extremist,
but says he was worked closely with Krishna Datt and Shiu Sharan
Sharma on the select committee. "My relationship with them is excellent".
In an interview last month, Reddy raised the possibility of Labour joining a
national front he envisages after the elections but when asked "even
with Chaudhry at the helm?" he dismissed it as an academic statement
since Chaudhry didn't appear interested.
Under the new constitution, Labour needs 10 per cent of votes to be
entitled to be part of cabinet. This is easily within reach. Some observers
have raised the possibility of a leadership change in the Labour party to
pave the way for reconciliation between the NFP and Labour,. It is easily
dismissible given Chaudhry's hold on the leadership, although he was
toppled from the helm of the FTUC with support from within his own
ranks who described him as being autocratic and politicising the trade
unions. But deputy Labour leader Datt says Chaudhry has the unanimous
support of the party. "There is no question about that," he says. On a
partnership with the NFP, Datt says there is a possibility but the issue will
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be taken to the electorate, as with the issue of Labour joining cabinet. 

Naidu for one won't be surprised if Labour and NFP come together again.
"These guys can be fighting one another and saying nasty things today,
but tomorrow it may be a different role. Such is the nature of politics," he
says. 

**The Sugar Cane Growers Council was eventually controlled by the Fiji
Cane Growers Association, with a number of defections by National
Farmers Union members.

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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Belfast Peace to the City Campaign
May 1998 Bulletin

1. UPDATE ON THE NORTHERN IRELAND POLITICAL SITUATION:

Political Update May 1998

        The Peace Agreement (variously called 'Belfast', 'Stormont', or
'Good Friday' depending on the political slant of the writer) crossed its
most important hurdle on 22 May when a substantial majority (71%)
voted to support  it in a referendum.  Referendums are notoriously poor
ways to make decisions in divided societies.  In fact, the referendum in
Bosnia was the trigger for the outbreak of the civil war. Nonetheless,
given that nothing could pass without at least some protestants voting
for it, it was one of the 'confidence-building measures' offered to
Unionists in 1994 when they were hesitating about the IRA ceasefire.  At
the same time, everybody understood that substantial numbers of both
Unionists and Nationalists had to approve the deal for it to stand any
chance of survival.

        From the outset, the most vocal opposition came from those
Unionists who had not participated in its creation.  The Democratic
Unionist Party(DUP), led by the veteran fundamentalist preacher the Rev.
Ian Paisley were joined by the United Kingdom Unionists (UKU) and
dissidents from the largest Unionist party the Ulster Unionist Party (UUP)
putting severe pressure on the leadership of David Trimble whose
support for the deal was pivotal to its success.  Their appeal was
emotional and confrontational, attacking the more morally ambiguous
parts of the Agreement which sought to deal with practical if complex
problems such as the release of paramilitary prisoners, the
decommissioning of weapons, the future of policing and the multi-party
executive which would allow the Sinn Fein leadership to sit in cabinet. 
As a result the constitutional core of the Agreement, which had taken
two long and laborious years to negotiate was virtually laid aside.

        Republican feelings about the Agreement were also clearly
ambiguous.  In the early weeks after the Agreement there was a strong
sense that the long-term goals of republicanism had effectively been
abandoned. Nonetheless, in a remarkable feat of party and vote
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management, the Sinn fein leadership established a united and fairly
stable front in favour by early May.  In opinion polls later in the campaign
Sinn Fein support for the deal was stronger than that in the traditionally
pro-Agreement parties like the Alliance Party or the Social Democratic
and Labour Party (SDLP) of John Hume.

        Nevertheless, the No campaign on the Unionist side was clearly
having an enormous effect on protestants.   The Sinn Fein conference to
discuss the Agreement was dominated by scenes of jubilation when
released prisoners involved in an early IRA attack in Balcombe Street in
London. Some days later a leading loyalist paramilitary appeared to
similar scenes at a loyalist conference.  By early May enthusiasm for the
Agreement had turned to serious doubts.

        Furthermore, the Yes campaign was fronted by people with a
difficult relationship to Unionism.  The UUP leadership itself was
incredibly quiet for much of the campaign.  Only in the last week did the'
Yes' campaign come to life at all. In the end the prime mover was not
David Trimble but the British Prime Minister Tony Blair who embarked on a
personal crusade to sell the deal.  Through a series of visits to Northern
Ireland he spoke to the police, issued a series of personal pledges about
the future of paramilitaries and the importance of decommissioning and
levered a set of photo-opportunities with leading figures such as Trimble
and Hume.  In the last week, the mobilisation of all of the print media and
a series of excellent visual images (including the arrival of Trimble and
Hume at a hastily arranged U2 concert in Belfast) combined with Blair's
determination and Trimble's reappearance to reinforce the importance of
Yes vote for Northern Ireland's political and economic future.  The major
concern about all this effort was that Blair has made pledges which he
cannot satisfactorily deliver.

        In the end, over 80% of the population turned out to vote.  The
resulting 71-29% victory combined with a massive vote in favour of
changing the Irish constitution in the Irish Republic meant that all of the
initiative had passed to those in favour of the Agreement.  Although the
protestant community remains deeply split (between 51 and 55% are
estimated to have voted in favour) and there are clear concerns on all
sides about the future, the result was nonetheless a staggering success
of the process. The rather passive atmosphere on the street after the
result represented the fact that this is a peace built primarily on external
changes and a deep exhaustion in Northern Ireland rather than an an
emergent non-sectarian party.  the historic nature of the victory should
not be underestimated however.

        In defeat, the No campaign turned its attention to the elections which
will now take place on 25 June.  They hope to win enough seats in the
Assembly to have a decisive impact on its behaviour.  It is not clear
whether they will use their votes to block the emergence of North-South
Ministerial bodies, an essential component of the Agreement.  If they do,
the viability of the constitutional elements of the Agreement will be
seriously threatened.   Nonetheless, in the context of such a decisive
referendum result, this will be difficult to sustain over the long term.

        Of course there are still many issues to be negotiated -
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decommissioning, prisoners, parades and policing to name but four of the
most controversial.  Nevertheless, the sense that a new era has
dawned is unmistakeable.  Even if the ride is bumpy over the next few
years, the problems of  May 1998 appear of a different nature to those
of less than five years ago.  The possibilities of real cross-community
partnership at a political level have never been closer in Northern Ireland.

Duncan Morrow 
School of History, Philosophy and Politics
University of Ulster
Jordanstown
Northern Ireland
BT37 0QB

Tel: +44 1232 366659
e-mail: dj.morrow@ulst.ac.uk

2. An Article on Peace-Building Efforts in Northern Ireland

Leading up to and following on from the political Agreement produced on
Good Friday by the multi-party talks at Stormont various groups have
been encouraging grass-roots discussion of the detail and implications of
this political agreement.  This article focuses on two such
efforts:INTER-CHURCH INITIATIVE IN LISBURN

A cross-community group of churches and church organisations in
Lisburn came together about a year ago to promote community relations
and community service in the town.  Known as the Lisburn Inter-Church
Project it received a grant of nearly œ90,000 from the European Union 
Peace and Reconciliation Fund.  This has been used to establish an
office and Inter-Church Centre, employ a full time Coordinator, Kerry
Nicholson, and develop specific programmes.

The emphasis is on encouraging and facilitating initiatives through the
individual participating congregations and groups.  Lay leaders from
various churches have been appointed as officers.  The clergy of the
participating churches are ex-officio members of the Board but 
non-voting. The Rev Dr Gordon Gray of First Lisburn Presbyterian
Church has said of this new initiative:  'This marks an important step
forward in inter-church co-operation in Lisburn.  In part it is a response
to the changing and pressing needs of our community!'

In the wake of the Good Friday Agreement the Lisburn Inter-Church
Project set up a series of three special evenings open to the public and
invited representatives of all of the parties involved in the multi-party
talks, as well as opponents of the Agreement, to  address the gathering
and respond to questions.  The organisers were pleasantly surprised
when eighty five people turned up for the first evening.  On the second
evening they were sent scurrying in all directions for extra chairs when
over 160 appeared. And the final evening came one day after Sinn Fein
voted to endorse the Agreement and included on that evening's panel
one of the Sinn Fein negotiating team. That evening was chaired by a
facilitator from Community Dialogue, an organisation set up specifically to
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encourage sharing about  the political future within and between
community groups and local associations here. The Lisburn sessions
were similar to many held in other communities across Northern Ireland in
recent weeks.   However, in few instances have the churches played
such a central role in arranging the dialogues.

 "WE'RE SAYING YES!"

During the first week in May advertisements appeared in newspapers in
Northern Ireland read primarily by those from a Protestant and Unionist
background  stating that it "would be a sin for Christians to vote Yes in
the forthcoming referendum on the Agreement.  The reason given for
;this opinion was that the Agreement was reached through an unethical
and immoral process and contains unethical, unscriptural and immoral
proposals, particularly the early release of prisoners.  No names were
attached to the statement.

It is true that the Agreement is presenting many Christians with difficult
decisions and that it contains details which pose ethical dilemmas for
those who have to vote on it.  However, the emotive claim that to vote
Yes would be a sin has deeply disturbed many clergy and church
leaders.    In part as a refutation on  that claim and as a way of
expressing their own convictions about the main values in the
Agreement over 250 Protestant clergy and significant lay leaders
attached their names to an ad in those same newspapers on May 12th
stating:
"We're Saying YES!
        We are Christians, committed to the authority of the Scriptures, who
acknowledge the Lordship of Christ over all aspects of life, past, present
and future.
        Whilst there are parts of the Agreement which area unclear or even
unsatisfactory we are of the opinion that the Agreement offers an
opportunity for a new beginning for our society and that it is clearly
worthy of the support of Christian people.
        Each of us will be voting Yes at the Referendum and we wish to
encourage others to do the same."

3. A Story of Peacemaking in Northern Ireland

SIGNS OF HOPE ALONG BELFAST'S SPRINGFIELD ROAD

Any mention of the Springfield Road in West Belfast is associated in most
people's minds with urban decay, massive social depravation, and
violent clashes between nationalist and unionist political factions. 
Immediately adjacent to stretches of it there is a high wall,
euphemistically referred to as 'the Peace Line', which separates Catholic
and Protestant districts. In a few places along this there are gates
allowing cars or pedestrians to pass from one side to the other. 
Whenever tension is low these remain open, but if the political
atmosphere deteriorates they can be and often are closed.

Also visible along the road are bricked-up houses vacated by former
occupants during 'The Troubles' and empty spaces where factories and
shops once provided employment.  And in the homes in the side streets
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on either side of the wall there are far too many stories of violent
bereavement, loss of work, despair about the future, and fear of and
resentment toward those on 'the other side'.

In this same setting Northern Ireland Christians from both Catholic and
Protestant traditions are living out their hope in Jesus Christ for a
renewed creation - including the Springfield Road!

Habitat for Humanity, Belfast, began building eight homes in Iris Close on
the Catholic side of the Springfield Road three years ago.  Bridle
Robinson, the owner of one of these recalled the final week of
construction. 'It was terrible here.  A lot of murders were going on.
People were afraid to leave their neighbourhoods.  But the people who
worked on the house - all different people from all different
neighbourhoods - went on working on the house and the talk among
them was all great.'  Another new homeowner in the Iris Close
development was elected as the street representative for the local
residents association and is now contributing to other self-help efforts to
improve the area.

Habitat for Humanity Belfast began work on another site this year, at
Glencairn on the Protestant side of 'the Peace Line'.  Once again
Catholics, including residents from Iris Close, and Protestants from
different areas are working side by side.

On Saturday 18th October 1997, Catholic homeowners and Protestant
future homeowners came together to organise the most significant event
in the work of Habitat for Humanity Belfast (HFHB) to date.  Anne
Courtney, a prospective homeowner in the Protestant Glencairn project
provided a superb 'house cake' to celebrate the dedication of the three
final houses and the completion of the 11 house project in the Catholic
Iris Close Estate.Meanwhile, three of the Iris Close homeowners,
Dominic, Kieran and Ted handed over the spades used to dig the
foundations of their houses to Anne and the other new homeowners in
the Protestant Glencairn Estate, in a symbol of genuine partnership.

With over 200 homeowners, volunteers (local and international) and staff
present, the day epitomised  HFHB's desire for co-operation and
friendship between the divided communities and has sown seeds of our
vision for reconciliation.

Fears were put aside that day, as the group walked and prayed together
from Iris Close across the Peace line to Glencairn, in a wonderful
expression of unity - the excitement was palpable.

Now, we look forward to starting the Glencairn house building project
where 16 houses will be built over the next 2-3 years.  In order to launch
the project, Blitz Build '98  is scheduled for the last two weeks in May. 
This will involve the construction of 4 houses in only 2 weeks.

For more information contact:  Judith Cunningham (01232) 243686

What is Habitat for Humanity Belfast?  Habitat for Humanity Belfast
(HFHB) is a cross-community, Christian self-build housing charity that
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builds simple, affordable homes in partnership with low-income families
and volunteers.  HFHB is not just about building houses;  it aims to
empower individuals, restore hope and rebuild communities - both
socially and economically - by building houses for ownership with people
in need.

HFHB was established in 1994 as a local branch of Habitat for Humanity
International  which has built 60,000 homes in more than 50 countries.

Habitat for Humanity Belfast seeks to be a catalyst for reconciliation of
our divided city by breaking down the walls of separation, restoring and
revitalising communities most at risk.  It does this through partnerships,
primarily with churches of all denominations.  As a result, the foundation
is being laid for future progress in cross-community development.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY BELFAST'S MISSION STATEMENT

To Demonstrate God's Love in Action

-       By facilitating self-help affordable housing in areas of urban
deprivation in partnership with people in need, giving dignity and hope
through home ownership.

-       By restoring, revitalising and reconciling local communities through
helping people help themselves.

-       By being a channel for the church and people of goodwill to stand
together to see the walls of separation some down.

NEED:

Social Context

Nearly 30 years of sectarian violence have caused major social and
housing problems:  Catholics and Protestants, at a grass-roots level, are
completely segregated into different communities.  Fifteen walls, 'pace
lines', separate the two communities.  These communities have been
vulnerable to violence both within and from outside because of their
single identities.  Where their single identities were once considered to
provide strength and security, it now leaves the communities vulnerable
to the threat of violence.  Endemic, long-term unemployment has created
a dependency culture and the loss of self-worth and self-esteem.  The
rate of unemployment is approximately 35 percent in the areas where
we work.  These factors have impacted not only the social environment
but also the physical.

 Housing context

Affordable housing is urgently needed; Government housing is subject to
rental increases leaving people dependent on housing benefits unable to
afford to go to work.  Many others either cannot get appropriate public
housing or are caught in the trap between public provision and the
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commercial housing market.

RESPONSE:

Affordable housing is a major key to breaking the cycles of dependency,
violence and segregation.  A Habitat for Humanity, self-build housing
project seeks to be a catalyst for change by helping people help
themselves within and between local communities.  A critical aspect of
our programme is the development of partnerships with an intentional
cross-community emphasis.

        Empowerment vs Dependency through affordable home ownership:
Habitat homeowners are required to give 400 hours of 'sweat equity'
labour and make nominal cash down payments for their houses.  Houses
are made affordable to low-income families as they are sold at no profit
and with interest-free mortgages.  Homeowners gain new skills and
grow in self-confidence with hope for the future by building their own
homes. Where low-income jobs are available, people can afford to go to
work and own Habitat houses, as repayments are less than public
housing rentals.

        Relationships vs Violence through building together:  Building
houses together builds new relationships and a renewed sense of
community. Violence causes barriers of fear and results in isolation.  The
shared experience of building your own home and helping build your
next door neighbour's home builds relationships of mutual support, help
and understanding.

        Integration vs Segregation through partnership:  Vital to HFHB's
mission is the concept of partnership joining people together regardless
of race, nationality, religion or socio-economic status.  Partnership is key
to regeneration and integration.  As a cross-community organisation, the
building of new relationships and partnerships across the divide
between homeowners, volunteers and donors helps to break down
sectarian barriers. Relationship are built on an individual one to one
basis, within the local community and across the wider community. 
These relationships are foundational to cross-community development.
  
4. News of Conferences, Events and Publications

CONFERENCES

BURYING THE PAST
Justice, Forgiveness and reconciliation in the politics of South Africa,
Guatemala, East Germany and Northern Ireland.  A three-day conference
at St Anthony's College, Oxford, 14-16 September 1998.  Supported by
the Faculty of Theology at Oxford University, the Catholic Institute for
International Relations (London), and the Life & Peace Institute (Uppsala).

Contributors Include:
Opening Address:  Garrett Fitzgerald is a former Taoiseach (Prime
Minister) of the Republic of Ireland.
Terence McGaughey lectures in the Department of Irish Studies at Trinity
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College, Dublin and is author of 'Redemption and Memory:  Church,
Politics and Prophetic Theology in Ireland' (Gill & MacMillan 1993).
Duncan Morrow lectures in the Department of Politics at the University of
Ulster.

For information contact the Conference Co-ordinator:
Dr Nigel Biggar
Oriel College
Oxford   OX1 4EW
Tel:  44(0)1865 276555    Fax:  44(0)1865 791823

TRANSFORMING CONFLICT TRAINING  by the Mediation Network for NI
Course dates for 1998 - 1999 are:

Course A - 1998:
7 & 8 October, 10am - 4pm;  4 & 5 November, 10am - 4pm;  2 & 3
December,
10am - 4pm.
Venue:  Ulster Peoples College, 30 Adelaide Park, Belfast BT9

Course B - 1999:
8 & 9 January, Fri 7.00pm - 9.30pm & Saturday 10.00am - 4.00pm;  5 & 6
February;  5 & 6 March (same times apply).
Venue:  Ulster Peoples College, 30 Adelaide Park, Belfast BT9
For further information contact: Peter O'Reilly
                                        The Mediation Network
                                        128a Great Victoria Street
                                        Belfast BT2 7BG
                                        phone: 01232-438614

THE 17TH INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (IPRA)
CONFERENCE

Theme:  'Meeting Human Needs in a Co-operative World'
When:  23-26 June 1998
Where:  University of Durban-Westville, Durban, South Africa
Keynote Address:  Conflict Challenges at the Close of the 20th Century

For more Information:
Hayden Allen
Hallen@accord.udw.ac.zaACCORD
http://www.accord.org.za
Tel:  +27 31 2629340
Fax:  2629346

ECPCR FOR BELFAST IN OCTOBER:  EMPOWERING LOCAL CAPACITIES
FOR PEACE

The fourth European Conference on Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution
(ECPCR) will take place in Belfast from 9-13 October with the major
themes of After the War - Building the Peace, Designing Strategic
Interventions, Transitional Partnerships and Identifying Strategic Players. 
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ECPCR is an association of European based individuals and
organisations active in the field of peacemaking, peacebuilding and the
prevention, resolution and transformation of destructive conflict.  Further
information and registration material soon from the conference
co-ordinators:  Project Planning International, Montalto Estate, Spa Road,
Ballynahinch, Co Down BT24 8PT.  Tel (01238) 561993.  Fax:  (01238)
565073.  E-mail 101455.1521@compuserve.com

INNATE CONFERENCE:  LEARNING TO RIDE A NONVIOLENT CYCLE

Saturday and Sunday 13th and 14th June 1998 at Corrymeela House,
Belfast. Starting 10.30am both days, finishing 5.30pm Saturday, not later
than 5.00pm on Sunday.

This workshop will start by exploring nonviolent responses to violent
situations that we may find ourselves in.  They will also look at cycles
and patterns of conflict and violence before moving on to methods and
approaches within nonviolence.  There will be time on Sunday to discuss
and reflect on how these - and other - approaches can be shared in
nonviolence training.  Anyone interested welcome. 
Fee:  œ5 waged;  œ3 unwaged/low waged.  Bring or buy your own lunch!

Organised by INNATE, 16 Ravensdene Park, Belfast BT6 0DA. 
Phone/fax:
(01232) 647106.  Bookings and enquiries to this address and number.
 
PAX CHRISTI INTERNATIONAL ROUTE 1998

Integrating the Past ..... Re-imagining the Future

IRELAND/NORTHERN IRELAND - 1-9 AUGUST 1998
 
Experience a country in a way you might not have imagined.  Deepen
your understanding of peace and conflict.  Travel and meet with others
to probe beneath the surface as part of a multi-national group. 
Appreciate the past as a part of the present on a week of dialogue and
discovery.

For further information contact:

International Route
c/o Richard SheehyHouse 27, Trinity College
Dublin 2
Ireland

Tel:  xx353/1/608.12.60
E-mail:   sheehyr@tcd.ie

PUBLICATIONS
 
COMMUNITY DIALOGUE
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Community Dialogue has produced a useful leaflet on discussing the
Good Friday Agreement, including a 2 x A5 page summary of the
Agreement itself: Community Dialogue Tel:  (01232) 329995;  373
Springfield Road, Belfast BT12 7DG;  Fax:  330482;  E-mail 
commdial@ibm.net           Web site: http://www.megabytes.org/dialogue/
 
'Mediation in Practice' edited by Grainne Kelly, A4, 88 pages.  This comes
out of INCORE's 'Art of Mediation' project and looks in detail at
parade-related mediation in Northern Ireland (with 6 local case studies)
as well as some international perspectives and concerns.  'Mediation in
Practice' is available from INCORE in printed format and also available  on
the INCORE web site at
www.incore.ulst.ac.uk/publication/research/aom.html 
INCORE, Aberfoyle House, Northland Road, Derry BT48 7JA.  Tel (01504)
375500, Fax 375510.  E-mail lyn@incore.ulst.ac.uk
  
************

Belfast Peace to the City Campaign Local Coordinator:

Doug Baker
Mediation Network
128A Great Victoria Street
Belfast BT2 7BG
Northern Ireland
Phone: +44-1232-438614
FAX: +44-1232-314430
Email: info@mediation-network.org.uk
http://www.mediation-network.org.uk/

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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Ten Talking Points on the Ballistic Missile Defense program

1. The multiple technologies of ballistic missile defense can not
provide a comprehensive  defense.  They are still in the raw, unproven
stage, and have failed numerous times in tests.  Although the concept of
an umbrella to deflect or destroy incoming missiles sounds attractive,
no evidence shows that it can actually work.

2. Even if the ballistic missile defense technologies were to work
extremely well, they would likely be only 90% effective at best.  That
would bring unimaginable catastrophe upon us if an adversary launched
300 or 400 warheads at the U.S., allowing 30 or 40 or more to strike our
nation.  If the system is able to protect only part of the United
States, what part would we choose — Washington, D.C., New York City,
missile silos in North Dakota?  A leaky umbrella is not protective of
everyone under it, and may protect almost no one.

3. Missile defense technologies would not be effective against cruise
missiles with nuclear warheads, which fly well below radar capability,
nor against terrorist nuclear weapons smuggled into the U.S. by boat or
truck.

4. Deployment of a missile defense system might lull the U.S. into a
false sense of security, as the Maginot Line did for France.  Or it
might even lead us back to the foolish concept of a winnable nuclear
war. 

5. In a nuclear world that is still firmly committed to the concept of
Mutual Assured Destruction, deployment of a missile defense system would
send a dangerous signal to other nations.  Potential adversaries would
be likely to see such deployment as a significant contribution to
increased offensive capability for U.S. nuclear forces, rather than
merely providing improved defense against incoming missiles, and thus
feel that the U.S. was preparing a nuclear attack.

6. Ballistic missile defense will do nothing to halt nuclear
proliferation, which is the greatest nuclear threat in the world today.

7. The U.S. does not currently face a threat from the ballistic missiles
of any nation.  If a nuclear attack occurs somewhere in the world, it
will be far away from the U.S.  The missiles in the Indian and Pakistani
arsenals that could carry nuclear weapons can not reach the U.S. 
Although Russia does have missiles capable of reaching the U.S., Russia
is now on very friendly terms with the U.S., just as Britain and France
— two other possessors of nuclear weapons — have been for decades. 
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Since the U.S. does not have an enemy threatening attack with nuclear
weapons, a ballistic missile defense system is unnecessary.

8. Deploying a ballistic missile defense will very likely abrogate the
ABM treaty of 1972, which the U.S. has signed and ratified.  This would
significantly harm U.S.-Russian relations and send a very bad signal to
other nations.

9. It is much better for us to strive for disarming nuclear weapons
before they are launched -- through de-alerting and through arms
reduction treaties -- than to strive for a system that attempts to
disable them after launch.

10. Based on the foregoing, we must conclude that the missile defense
program is a colossal waste of taxpayers money.  Total expenditures for
research and testing are in the range of 50 billion dollars, with no end
in sight and little achieved so far.  The costs of production and
deployment would be many times that figure, depending on the extent of
the system.

Conclusion --- A recent report by a panel of military experts about the
missile defense program was titled "Rush to Failure."  Amen.

Robert W. Tiller
May 28, 1998
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 22:55:52 +0100 (BST)
From: robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (Rob Green)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Clinton Quote
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ag098.du.pipex.com [193.130.246.98] claimed to be 
[193.130.245.99]
X-Sender: robwcpuk@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Abolitionists,

Hey, the most potentially useful quote I've yet seen from any P5 leader is
this, by Clinton:

"I cannot believe we are about to start the 21st century by having the
Indian sub-continent repeat the worst mistakes of the 20th century."

Surely he doesn't mean building and using nukes, then another balance of
terror and arms race?  Maybe we can exploit this - could it be an Abolition
2000 slogan?

Best wishes,
Rob Green
Chair, World Court Project UK
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Return-Path: <UUAWO@aol.com>
From: UUAWO@aol.com
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 18:54:48 EDT
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Sign-on Letter

Howard --

Please sign us on to the letter from the faith community to 35 senators on the
Specter-Biden resolution, calling for hearings and Senate action on CTBT.

Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations
(If you need to abbreviate, the following is OK:
Unitarian Universalist Assn. of Congregations

May we have a copy of the final letter with signatories please.
Thanks,
Theresa Kashin
on behalf of Meg Riley
UUA Washington Office
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Return-Path: <MARK_BROWN.parti@ecunet.org>
Sender: MARK_BROWN.parti@ecunet.org
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 19:26:10 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: AFRICA, CTBT, LANDMINES
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
From: MARK_BROWN.parti@ecunet.org (MARK BROWN)

To: mupj@igc.apc.org

                                
            Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs
                         Washington, DC
                                                
                       LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

                  (International Section Only)

               June 1998   -   Volume XI, Issue 3

INTERNATIONAL 
     Churches Call for Changes in Africa Legislation
     Senate Action Needed on Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
     U.S. Moves One Step Closer to Signing Treaty to Ban Landmines

Churches Call for Improvements in Africa Legislation

     On March 11, the House of Representatives adopted the "Africa Growth
and Opportunity Act" (HR 1432), a bill to stimulate economic development
and investment in sub- Saharan Africa.  Senator Richard Lugar (R-IN)
introduced a companion bill (S 778) in the Senate.  
     This spring, LOGA called on the Senate to make changes in provisions
that could jeopardize sustainable and equitable development in Africa.
LOGA urged Senators to amendS 778 so that it would:

     1. Offer more flexible and appropriate eligibility requirements that
would promote participatory governance and sustainable development. The
eligibility requirements should not constrain the sovereignty of African
nations by restricting their ability to regulate business and commerce for
the common good of their people. 

     2. Enhance benefits for Africa's poorest and most vulnerable people.
Although the legislation acknowledges the importance of continued
development assistance programs and the urgent need for substantial debt
relief, it does not appropriate additional funding for these programs.

     3. Include the provisions of the "Africa: Seeds of Hope Act of 1998,"
introduced in the House of Representatives as HR 3636 by Rep. Doug Bereuter
(R-NE) and Rep. Lee Hamilton (D-IN).  This legislation, the focus of Bread
for the World's "Africa: Seeds of Hope" campaign, seeks to promote policies
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that "address the needs of African women, small farmers, small
entrepreneurs, rural workers and communities; support participation in
decision making by affected people, and strengthen Africans' abilities to
plan, implement and 'own' programs."

     4. Promote respect for labor rights and the environment.  African
workers need to be assured that the bill will substantially increase
employment opportunities which provide a livable wage and humane working
conditions.  At the same time, labor rights and environmental protection
need to be held up as core policy values that will be applied consistently
in U.S.  relationships with Africa, as well as with the rest of the world.

Foreign Aid Appropriations

     LOGA also expressed concern to Members of the Senate and the House
about the long- term trend of cutting U.S. development and humanitarian
assistance to poor regions.  Two areas within the FY 1999 foreign
assistance appropriations bill continue to deserve priority attention.  

     1.  Debt relief for the poorest nations:  

     The development prospects for many of the world's poorest countries
are being mortgaged to their unpayable debt.  Debt payments to foreign
creditors are diverting scarce resources away from primary health, basic
education, roads, and other investments that lay the foundation for
sustainable economic growth and human development.  At the same time, debt
overhang is discouraging private investment.
     The U.S. has acted periodically to reduce the debt of developing
countries, and canceled nearly $10 billion in debts owed by Egypt, Poland,
and Jordan earlier in this decade.  However, recent efforts such as the
Heavily Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) initiative, adopted by the World Bank
and IMF in 1996, are providing too little debt relief, too slowly, to too
few indebted poor countries.
     Africa advocates encouraged legislators to double the Administration's
request of $35 million to cancel debts accumulated through foreign aid
loans.  This would raise the total for debt relief to $107 million and
thereby provide debt relief for more African countries.  Legislators were
also asked to approve the Administration's request of $155 million for the
African Development Fund, earmarking a significant portion for debt
forgiveness.  Finally, advocates urged the Congress to ask the
Administration to submit a plan by the end of this year for a comprehensive
solution to the debt crisis. 

     2.  People-centered development in Sub-Saharan Africa:  

     Africa's share of overall U.S. bilateral development and economic
assistance has decreased from 17.4% in FY 1994 to 13.4% in FY 1998.  LOGA
urged Congress to increase funding for the Africa Food Security Initiative
by at least $40 million by transferring economic assistance from other
regions, bringing the total of bilateral development assistance to Africa
to $770 million.
     While welcoming the proposal from Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu to
gradually phase out the $1.2 billion in economic assistance to Israel, LOGA
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urged legislators not to support Israel's proposal to partially shift the
resources toward military aid.  Rather, LOGA encouraged Congress to retain
the resources within the foreign assistance budget and to reallocate them,
in roughly equal proportion, to programs that support peaceful relations
and sustainable development for people within the Middle East and to
programs that support just and sustainable human development in regions of
the world with greater need, such as Africa.

ACTION NEEDED: Urge your Senators and Representatives to support debt
relief and people- centered development in Sub-Saharan Africa.

 ...see "For Peace in God's World"  (ELCA, 1995)

Mark Brown

Senate Action Needed on Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 

     Many thanks to those who signed and helped to promote the American
religious leaders' statement calling on the U.S. Senate to ratify the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)!  The statement (see April 1998
Legislative Update) was delivered to all Senate offices on May 18 and to
the national press corps the following day.  LOGA will continue to collect
signatures for future use of the statement.  
     The nuclear tests in India and Pakistan have raised the dangerous
possibility of a new nuclear weapons race starting in South Asia and
spreading worldwide.  Urgent action by governments, religious groups, and
citizens is needed in order to transform this new threat into a movement to
reduce the nuclear danger.  Sen. Joseph Biden, ranking Democrat on the
Foreign Relations Committee, said that the recent nuclear tests underscore
the need for the U.S. to ratify the CTBT.
     For more information about the CTBT, including the text of the treaty,
visit the Web site of the Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization: www.ctbto.org.
     ACTION  NEEDED:  Individual letters to the U.S. Senate on this issue
are very important.  Write your Senators today urging them to ratify the
CTBT and send a strong message to India and Pakistan to back away from
deployment of nuclear weapons.

 ...see "For Peace in God's World" (ELCA, 1995)

Mark Brown

U.S. Moves One Step Closer to Signing Treaty to Ban Landmines

     The White House announced in May that the U.S. would sign the Ottawa
Treaty to ban antipersonnel landmines (APLs) if suitable alternatives are
found.  The Pentagon has pledged to search aggressively for alternatives to
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APLs, including those in mixed anti-tank systems, in order to make it
possible for the U.S. to sign by 2006, the target date set by the
Administration.
     The costs of the announced policy are very high, however.  Insisting
on finding and fielding alternatives to antipersonnel landmines before
signing gives other hold-out states good political cover for doing the
same.  The eight year delay before signing takes the U.S. largely out of
the important work during the treaty's early years of bringing on
stragglers, monitoring compliance, and isolating and stigmatizing treaty
violators.  
     Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT), the Senate's leading advocate for a global
ban on APLs, and other ban advocates are concerned about the delay until
2006 and will continue to urge the Administration to sign sooner.  Sen.
Leahy said, "Although I have never accepted that linkage [that alternatives
must be found before the U.S. may sign the Ottawa treaty], I recognize that
it is as far as the Pentagon is willing to go...They have set a date of
2006.  I think we can get there sooner and I and others will be pushing
them to do so."
     According to Bobby Muller, President of the Vietnam Veterans of
America Foundation, no search for landmine alternatives is necessary:  "The
Pentagon's own studies show that antipersonnel landmines endanger American
soldiers, that they are marginal weapons of warfare, and that their use
actually undermines American military doctrine. ...Alternatives to
antipersonnel landmines already exist and are deployed as part of the U.S.
arsenal.  It is no longer necessary for the Pentagon to continue to
endanger American soldiers by using antipersonnel landmines."  
     In exchange for the White House commitment to sign the Ottawa Treaty,
Sen. Leahy agreed not to oppose a waiver of the one-year moratorium on U.S.
use of antipersonnel landmines that would begin in 1999.
     At this time, Senator Leahy is working to codify the Administration's
policy announcement in U.S. law, and to press the Pentagon to make good on
the promise to search for alternatives.  He will be offering an amendment
on the Defense Authorization bill, which could be taken up on the Senate
floor as early as mid-June.   The amendment would state that it is the
policy of the United States Government to sign the Ottawa Landmine
Convention as soon as practicable and would authorize $25 million for
developing or adapting capacities that would produce a comparable combat
capability to antipersonnel landmines compatible with the Ottawa Landmine
Convention.  The Leahy amendment would also require the Defense Department
to report on its progress in the development of alternatives.

ACTION NEEDED: Urge your Senators to support the Leahy Landmines Amendment
when he offers it on the Defense Authorization bill.  Please use the
following talking points:
     * This amendment codifies in law the President's recently announced
policy.  It will make it harder for future presidents to overturn President
Clinton's announced intention to sign the Ottawa Treaty.   
     * It helps promote a solution to the single impediment to the United
States' signing of the Ottawa Treaty by earmarking out of existing funds
$25 million for development of alternatives to landmines.  
     * The reporting requirement is a further means of encouraging the
Pentagon to respond on an urgent basis to the President's promise to
aggressively identify alternatives to antipersonnel landmines.
     * We strongly support the Leahy amendment because if enacted it would
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help make it possible for the U.S. to sign the Ottawa Landmine Treaty
earlier than the announced target date of 2006. 
     Please call upon your Representatives and Senators to contact the
White House and urge the President to sign the treaty without delay.  Also,
urge your Representatives and Senators to support authorization for $100
million for humanitarian demining for fiscal year 1999 and $15 million in
assistance for landmine survivors. 

 ...see "For Peace in God's World" and the 1997 Churchwide Assembly
resolution on Landmines

Mark Brown
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 16:45:46 -0700
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: The Challenge posed by India and Pakistan
To: abolition-2000@mail.agoranet.be, ABOLITION-EUROPE@vlberlin.comlink.de,
        abolition-caucus@igc.org, INESnet@fy.chalmers.se
X-Sender: napf@silcom.com

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id RAB18915

THE CHALLENGE POSED BY INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
by David Krieger*

"Today the flames of the nuclear fire are all over.  I am thankful to God... that we have jumped into these flames."
                        - Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif

"We’ve got to find a way out of this."
     - U.S. President Bill Clinton

 In a three week period, both India and Pakistan have conducted nuclear tests, thus becoming new members of the 
nuclear weapons club.  Their tests have brought forth broad, even jubilant, support among the Indian and Pakistani 
people.  Following the Pakistani tests, one Pakistani clerk effused, "Pakistan is now a superpower."  

 It is not surprising that India and Pakistan would view nuclear weapons as a path to international security and 
prestige.  The five original members of the nuclear weapons club -- the U.S., UK, France, Russia, and China -- have 
treated nuclear weapons this way for decades.  The problem is not that Indiia and Pakistan have conducted nuclear tests.  
It is that they, like the other members of the nuclear weapons club, have indicated by their tests that they now choose to 
rely upon nuclear weapons to maintain their national security.  

 The Indians and Pakistanis are doing no more -- in fact, much less -- than the United States and the former Soviet 
Union did throughout the Cold War.  The United States annd Russia, for largely inexplicable reasons, continue to this 
day to rely upon nuclear arsenals for deterrence.

 They claim, as do others in the nuclear club, that there has been no nuclear war because  of their nuclear weapons 
rather than in spite  of them.  If deterrence is a viable theory, however, there should be no problem with it being adopted 
by all states, including India and Pakistan.

 The truth is that deterrence is only a theory, and not one that is believed to work universally.  If deterrence were 
considered universally viable, nuclear weapons proliferation would be encouraged rather than opposed. 

 I doubt if anyone believes that the Indian subcontinent is safer now that  India and Pakistan have demonstrated 
their nuclear weapons capabilities.  It is generally recognized that the region has become far more dangerous with this 
new capacity for nuclear annihilation.

 Imagine, for example, that the Indians decided to respond to the Pakistani threat by a pre-emptive strike to destroy 
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems.  Should the Indians fail, the Pakistanis might respond with a 
nuclear attack.  Even the fear of such pre-emptive action by the Indians might lead the Pakistanis to themselves launch a 
pre-emptive strike against India.  There are many other possible scenarios that might lead to nuclear war.

 Just as the problem is not the nuclear tests, but what they demonstrate, the danger is not limited to South Asia.   By 
the Indian and Pakistani tests, we are reminded of the danger that exists from all nuclear weapons in the world -- those 
in the hands of all nuclear weapons states.  
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 There are not responsible and irresponsible nuclear weapons states.  All are irresponsible because they base their 
national security on threatening to murder millions of innocent people.

 As a worst case scenario, and one that has been long understood, a large-scale nuclear exchange between the 
United States and Russia could result in destroying the human species and most life on earth. Being willing to run this 
risk does not demonstrate a high level of responsibility -- quite the opposite.  

 The choice before us is whether to deal with India and Pakistan as an isolated regional problem, or whether to view 
their nuclear tests as a wake-up call to achieve a negotiated treaty to eliminate all nuclear weapons in the world.

 The first option is not viable.  India and Pakistan will not reverse their course unless the other nuclear weapons 
states clearly demonstrate their commitment to achieve a world free of nuclear weapons.

 I have long maintained that a world with a small number of nuclear "haves" and a much larger world of nuclear 
"have-nots’" is unstable and unrealistic.  This instability has begun to resolve itself by nuclear proliferation.  We will 
continue in this direction until the course is reversed by serious negotiations among the nuclear weapons states to 
eliminate all nuclear weapons in the world.

 The United States is capable of providing the leadership to attain a world free of nuclear weapons.  The U.S., 
however, has shown no inclination to assert this leadership.   In fact, U.S. policies under the current administration have 
all been directed toward maintaining the existing structure of nuclear "haves" and "have-nots".  This must change.  It is 
our best hope for preventing a major holocaust through nuclear weapons in the 21st century.

 One other possibility exists.  It is for other nations of the world, without the U.S. but including other nuclear 
weapons states, to move forward on a treaty banning nuclear weapons in the way that the treaty to ban landmines was 
created without U.S. participation.  Unless the U.S. steps forward as a leader on this issue, I would urge other nations to 
proceed without them.  

 At the edge of a new millennium, the nation state system is challenged on many fronts to solve global 
environmental and security problems.  The greatest of these challenges is posed by weapons of man’s own creation, the 
most dangerous of which are nuclear weapons capable of destroying humankind.  Will we meet this challenge?  Are 
there leaders among us capable of picking up where Gorbachev left off and leading the world to end the nuclear 
weapons era?

 Such leaders will have to pierce the illusions of security that have been created to manipulate the people, now 
including the people of India and Pakistan, to believe that nuclear weapons should be a source of national pride.  
Nuclear weapons are quite simply weapons of mass destruction, meaning mass murder, and should be viewed as a 
national disgrace.  But where are the leaders to say this?   

 As in all great issues of social change, the leadership for a nuclear weapons free world will most likely have to 
arise from the people. This is the challenge posed to the world by the two new members of the nuclear weapons club.

______________________________

*David Krieger is the President of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation.  He may be reached at 1187 Coast Village Road, 
Suite 123, Santa Barbara CA 93108, email wagingpeace@napf.org.

*********************************************************
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION
International contact for Abolition 2000
a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons
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**********************************************************
1187 Coast Village Road, Box 123
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794
Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
URL http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/
**********************************************************
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 23:50:49 -0400
From: "Ross Wilcock" <rwilcock@execulink.com>
Importance: Normal
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Lovely emblematic story from Israel
To: "Abolition-Caucus@Igc. Org (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.org>
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

FYI: If this can happen in Israel, this kind of thing can happen in other
places too.

From: Loren L. Johns[SMTP:johnsl@wcoil.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 1998 8:43 PM
To: satterwhitej@bluffton.edu; johnsl@bluffton.edu
Subject: Arab-Israeli Peace on a Small Scale

ArabicNews.Com
An Israeli and an Arab showing the way
Regional, People, 5/13/98
It was the first multiple kidneys transplant ever done in Israel. But that
was not the only important thing. The political implication of the surgery
was more important where an Arab and a Jew found a way to help each other
and give a lesson of co-existence between these two war-shattered nations.
Yousef Tzileg, a 64 year old Jew from West Jerusalem, had suffered of a
kidney malfunction. His wife, Vicky, would not donate her kidney for him
because it did not match his body.
And his Jewish doctors started looking for the matching kidney through a
list of potential donators. On the other side of the trench, Yousef Ammash,
the 53 year old Arab man from the village of Jisr Al
Zarqa south of Haifa, wanted to help his wife, Siham, whose kidney had
stopped functioning some time ago. Yet he too could not help her because his
kidney did not match hers.
However, doctors who checked the medical files of these four people found
out that Arab Yousef's kidney matches Jewish Yousef's while the kidney of
Vicky matched Siham's. Contacts were conducted with the two families and the
decision was reached:
swapping kidneys would not only save two lives but it would also open new
horizons for co-existence between Arabs and Jews.
The four people, the two Yousefs and their wives, were admitted on Monday
morning to Rabin's Medical Center, formerly Ichilov Hospital in Tel Aviv
where assassinated prime minister of Israel was hospitalized right after he
was shot to death by a lone assassin in November 1995. They underwent all
medical checks they needed for the transplant, which started on Tuesday
morning at around 08:00 and ended by 15:00 hrs. in the afternoon. "We waited
outside in the corridor along with relatives of the Jewish family.
It was very interesting for all of us to talk about this unique multiple
transplant," said Khalil, a relative of Yousef Ammash in a telephone
interview from the hospital. He said the whole affair seemed like a puzzle
but noted that no major political outcome should be expected.
"We have done what we thought was fit to save human lives. I personally did
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not think of the political implication of the surgery because what we cared
for was basically to save the life of Siham. Nothing more. Nothing Less."
Ammash has five children. They all went to the hospital to be close to their
parents. All five children wished the best of luck to all patients in the
hospital. "Foremost of all, we are all human beings and the most important
thing is that this surgery proves to be a success and that co-existence
survives between the two peoples," the elderly son told the Hebrew press on
Wednesday. A relative who spoke on the phone and presented himself as Ali
said the transplant is not likely to change their view of the political
process because they see intransigent Benyamin Netanyahu as being the sole
responsible for the collapse of the peace process. The timing of the
operations which falls as Palestinians mark the 50th anniversary of their
exodus and of the creation of Israel was merely coincidental to the Ammash
family.
"We never thought of this anniversary within the context of the surgery. For
us, every day can be a little Nakba (Tragedy) for us because of the
discrimination we face by the Israeli authorities against us," said Ali.
"This is a very special day not only from a medical point of view but also
because of the atmosphere of cooperation that existed between the two
families and through them between the two peoples. This is the best sample
that peace starts between peoples," said Youval, son of Yousef and Vicky.
The way he has seen the surgery differs a lot from that relatives of the
Arab Yousef saw. For many of them, the transplant would not change much of
the political situation. The family lives in Jisr Al Zarqa, a small Arab
village on the main Tel Aviv-Haifa road. Like most of the Arab residents of
Israel, they feel being discriminated against by the government. Their
second class citizens feeling has not changed over the past fifty years and
they think that friendly relations between Arabs and Jews never managed to
replace the official policy of the government.
Professor Zaki Shapira, director of transplant department, who supervised
the four operations, said kidney transplants are held at an average of 60
per year. The new thing in this case, he said, is in the multiple aspect of
the operation where four people were operated on at the same time. "The
enthusiasm is great when you see the two families helping each other.
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To: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Re: Sign-on letter to Senate
Cc: paprog@igc.or
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

At 03:37 PM 5/29/98 -0400, you wrote:
>CTBT SIGN-ON LETTER --- Drafted by Fran Teplitz and Bob Tiller
>
>Sign-ons to Bob Tiller --- deadline is 12:00 noon on Tuesday, June 2nd.
>Phone 898-0150 ext. 220, fax 898-0172, e-mail <btiller@psr.org>
>
Bob:

You can put me down as a signer: Howard W. Hallman, Chair, Methodists United for Peace with Justice.

You should be aware that I have the following letter out for sign-ons in the religious community, urging 35 senators to 
cosponsor the Specter-Biden resolution.  I intend to have it delivered Tuesday morning, June 2.  While these two letters 
overlap, I think it's a case of the more the merrier.

Shalom,
Howard

####

 Sign-on letter from faith community to 35 senators 
 on Spector-Biden resolution, calling for hearings and senate action on CTBT

To be delivered to offices of the following senators on Tuesday, June 2:  Alaska: Murkowski, Stevens; Arizona: 
McCain; Colorado: Allard, Campbell; Delaware: Roth; Florida: Mack; Idaho: Kempthorne; Indiana: Coats, Lugar; 
Iowa: Grassley; Kansas: Brownback, Roberts; Kentucky: McConnell; Maine: Collins, Snowe; Michigan: Abraham; 
Missouri: Bond; Nebraska: Hagel; New Hampshire: Gregg; New Mexico: Domenici; New York: D'Amato; Ohio: 
DeWine; Oregon: Smith; Pennsylvania: Santorum; Rhode Island: Chafee; South Carolina: Thurmond; Tennessee: Frist, 
Thompson; Utah: Bennett, Hatch; Virginia: Warner; Washington: Gorton; Wyoming: Enzi, Thomas. 

Dear Senator __________:

We believe that it is time for the Senate to give careful consideration to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT.  
With that in mind we request you to become a sponsor of and vote for a resolution developed by Senator Arlen Specter 
and Senator Joseph Biden, indicating that "It is the sense of the Senate that the Foreign Relations Committee should 
hold a hearing or hearings on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and that the full Senate should take up the Treaty for 
debate and a vote on ratification as expeditiously as possible."

This treaty has support from an overwhelming majority of Americans.  Thus, a recent opinion poll conducted by the 
Mellman Group revealed that 73 percent of the respondents believe the U.S. Senate should approve a treaty that "would 
prohibit underground nuclear weapons explosions."  Only 16 percent do not feel such a treaty should be approved and 
11 percent don't know.  This survey occurred on May 15-17, 1998 after the Indian nuclear tests.  Significally among 
those who have heard about these tests, 78 percent approve of the treaty.

Even so, we realize that the Indian tests raise doubts in some minds about whether the U.S. Senate should ratify the 
CTBT.   The way to deal with these concerns is to subject the CTBT to fair and thorough public hearings, conducted by 
the Foreign Relations Committee and other Senate committees with an interest in the subject.  Experts with different 
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viewpoints can offer their perspectives and provide information necessary for senators in coming to a decision on the 
CTBT.

Even if you haven't made up your own mind about the merits of the CTBT, we hope that you will support the Specter-
Biden resolution so that hearings will occur and a vote will be taken on the CTBT before this session of Congress 
adjourns.  We believe that the Senate owes it to the American people, of whom a three-fourths majority supports the 
treaty, to move ahead with careful consideration of the CTBT.

With best regards,

To sign on, contact Howard Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, at phone/fax: 301 896-0013 or e-mail: 
mupj@igc.org.  Deadline: 2:00 pm., Monday, June 1.
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To: UUAWO@aol.com, mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Re: Sign-on Letter
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

At 06:54 PM 5/29/98 EDT, UUAWO@aol.com wrote:
>Howard --
>
>Please sign us on to the letter from the faith community to 35 senators on the
>Specter-Biden resolution, calling for hearings and Senate action on CTBT.
>
>Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations
>(If you need to abbreviate, the following is OK:
>Unitarian Universalist Assn. of Congregations
>
>May we have a copy of the final letter with signatories please.
>Thanks,
>Theresa Kashin
>on behalf of Meg Riley
>UUA Washington Office

Theresa:

Thanks for signing-on.  Could we put someone's name and title with your organization?

Shalom,
Howard

>
>
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 15:37:26 -0400
From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>
Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility
To: adaction@ix.netcom.com, aimbasic@aol.com, dkimball@clw.org, jdi@clw.org,
        skerr@clw.org, pdd@clark.net, disarmament@igc.org, joe@fcnl.org,
        kathy@fcnl.org, mupj@igc.org, meldredge@igc.org, paprog@igc.org,
        dculp@nrdc.org, barbara_green@pcusa.org, vision@igc.org,
        tcollina@ucsusa.org, davidhart@igc.org, wandwill@clark.net,
        wfa@igc.org, ctbt@2020.org, armsintern@ucsusa.org,
        aimbasic@basicint.org, chellman@cdi.org, mccwash@igc.org,
        network@igc.org, "sionno@spusa.orgralph"@taxpayer.net, rac@uahc.org,
        lintnerj@ucc.org
Subject: Sign-on letter to Senate
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id MAA05878

CTBT SIGN-ON LETTER --- Drafted by Fran Teplitz and Bob Tiller

Sign-ons to Bob Tiller --- deadline is 12:00 noon on Tuesday, June 2nd.
Phone 898-0150 ext. 220, fax 898-0172, e-mail <btiller@psr.org>
 
June x, 1998
 
Dear Senator:
 
In the wake of the nuclear weapons tests conducted by Pakistan and
India, we write to emphasize the urgent need for swift Senate
ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).  We
believe that the recent nuclear tests highlight the need, now more than
ever, for strong U.S. leadership to solidify the global norm against all
nuclear testing. The best mechanism to achieve this goal is the CTBT,
which still awaits the scheduling of hearings and a floor vote.
 
The CTBT would ban nuclear test explosions, thereby tightly constraining
the ability of nations to develop nuclear weapons. The Treaty has been
signed by 149 nations and has been ratified by two of the declared
nuclear weapon states -- France and the United Kingdom.

As the world's leading military super-power, the United States should
provide leadership in both de-legitimizing nuclear testing and in
de-escalating the current crisis on the Asian subcontinent. Senate
ratification of the CTBT would be a positive sign that the U.S. is
headed away from nuclear weapons build-up, and would give our nation
greater authority and credibility in urging other nations to forego
nuclear weapons development.  The eyes of the world are on us, watching
our response to the recent tests.

India's and Pakistan's tests demonstrate that the United States and the
four other declared nuclear weapon states cannot maintain a
double-standard regarding nuclear weapons. U.S. non-proliferation goals
will only be successful if coupled with both CTBT ratification and
genuine steps toward fulfillment of the disarmament goals mandated in
the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.  Ratification of the CTBT will
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restrain the emergence of new arms races, both among the declared
nuclear weapon states and among those aspiring to possess nuclear
weapons.
 
We urge you to take these specific steps to support the CTBT and move it
to a vote:

        • Co-sponsor the Specter-Biden sense-of-the-Senate resolution, which
calls for scheduling of CTBT hearings and an expeditious floor vote.

 • Make clear public statements about the value of the CTBT and the
urgency of a Senate ratification vote.

The CTBT enjoys overwhelming public support, rising to 73% in a poll
following the Indian tests. Voters from coast to coast strongly support
the test ban.  Please join them.
 
Thank you for advancing U.S. leadership for a test ban to improve both
national and international security.  History and current events have
clearly shown that nuclear weapons do not make any nation safer or more
secure.

Sincerely,

Name
Organization
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Request for payment
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Phil:

In May I worked ten days on CTBT ratification at $200 day for a total of $2,000.  PLease pay for this amount out of the 
Ploughshares grant.

Thanks,
Howard
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: aphil@web.net, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, "Vic Sidel" <vsidel@igc.org>,
        "Ron McCoy" <mccoy@pc.jaring.my>,
        "Michael Christ" <MChrist809@aol.com>,
        Recipients of conference <ippnw.campaign@conf.igc.apc.org>,
        "Michael Rowson" <medact@gn.apc.org>
Date: Sat, 30 May 1998 13:23:34 -0700 (PDT)
From: "Victor W. Sidel" <vsidel@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Alan Phillips on India/Pakistan tests
To: <robwcpuk@gn.apc.org> "(Rob Green)"
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igce.igc.org id NAA19061
X-Sender: vsidel@pop.igc.org

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id NAA09893

Dear Rob:

May I agree with your view that the UK under Tony Blair may offer some hope
for a break with the P5 on abolition.  As a representative of IPPNW I was
invited to join a meeting with Steve Hill, First Secretary and arms control
specialist in the UK Mission to the UN.  The meeting had been arranged by
Alyn Ware and Tracy Moavero (please forgive the spelling, which may be
garbled) of PeaceAction and Roger Smith was the fourth member. I expected
the usual barely diplomatic reception of such groups by UN missions of the
P5.  I was pleasantly surprised.  We started out by complimenting Hill on
Blair's (and the UK's) success in Ulster and pointing out that it was a
victory for peace through listening to the views of the other side and
finding ways to break through the rhetoric.  Hill responded by listening
carefully to what we had to say, taking copious notes, and promising to
convey our views as NGOs to the Foreign Office.  As a trained Diplomat
(capital D), he gave nothing away, but we left feeling remarkably good about
this relatively young representative of Whitehall.  I will now write to him
conveying an edited version of your message to Alan.  You may wish, perhaps
together with MEDACT and others in the UK, to compliment the FCO on their
representative at the UN and follow up with your potent policy points.

Alyn Ware may wish to send you additional details, including Hill's careful
yet informative comments on the delayed report of the UK nuclear policy
review. Alyn was, as always, remarkably cogent in his arguments.

Warmly,
Vic

At 11:27 AM 5/29/98 +0100, Rob Green wrote:
>Dear Alan,
>
>Thank you for your perceptive assessment. However, you conclude that the US
>is "the most likely leader towards sanity among the NWS".
>
>I disagree, because of the lobbying power of the US nuclear priesthood in
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>the birthpace of the Bomb, plus the malign grip that Senator Helms
>currently has on foreign policy
>
>I continue to believe that Tony Blair is the NWS leader most worth focusing
>on. He is the only one of the nuclear democracies who is securely in power
>for the next ten years. His remarkable success with Ulster, giving him
>unprecedented popularity ratings, will give him the confidence to take
>other risks for peace. He has far more freedom to move than Clinton. His
>party is historically anti-nuclear (albeit suppressed at the moment):
>indeed, the Foreign and Defence Ministers were CND members at one time.
>
>Now consider the following:
>
>1) UK Trident is a growing embarrassment to the Navy, which is about to
>have to replace its aircraft carriers (useful for peace support roles).
>Trident is widely considered in the Navy as "Thatcher's macho mistake", "a
>nuclear cuckoo in the Naval nest"; utterly useless (too powerful, illegal),
>and pathetically dependent on US missiles and satellites for intelligence
>and communications.
>
>2) The UK nuclear arsenal is the smallest of the NWS, therefore easiest to
>get rid of. Trident is now the only system, and only one submarine is on
>patrol at high alert, with warheads de-targeted and no enemy.  Meanwhile,
>Blair, MoD planners and submarine Commanding Officers aware that they are
>being challenged that this flouts the Nuremberg Principles following the
>ICJ Opinion. This is a new and very sensitive problem.
>
>3) Blair also knows that UK public opinion is now clearly the strongest of
>the nuclear democracies against nuclear weapons. In September last year,
>59% (with 36% against) agreed that it would be best for Britain's security
>if it did not have nuclear weapons. An overwhelming 87% want their
>government to negotiate a Nuclear Weapons Convention. There was even a
>majority (54% to 42%) for immediately standing down Trident patrols and
>placing warheads in verifiable storage.
>
>However, there's more than votes and getting on the right side of the law
>in this for Blair. A decision by the UK to be the first NWS to renounce the
>Bomb, put warheads in store and call for multilateral negotiations to begin
>on a NWC,  would:
>
>* Dramatically transform the whole nuclear weapon debate (Jayantha
>Dhanapala confirmed this at a meeting in Geneva recently). Exploiting the
>special US/UK relationship - which is particularly close now - Blair could
>help Clinton press for an immediate no-first-use pledge plus de-alerting by
>NATO. This would ease Russian concerns about NATO expansion, and enable
>Clinton to take the initiative in racing to secure START III with Yeltsin -
>ignoring the Duma's block on START II - and make massive budget savings
>(this may become urgent with Russia's threatened financial meltdown). The
>NPT would be saved, pending negotiations for a NWC; India and Pakistan
>would probably sign the CTBT, and they would be powerfully influenced to
>drop their nuclear arms race - and be able to take part of the credit.
>France would be outflanked and isolated in Europe, and would have to
>reconsider its nuclear policy (Blair and Jospin get on well too); and real
>pressure could then be applied to Israel.
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>
>* Give UK a key world role, just when its permanent seat in the UN Security
>Council is under growing scrutiny.  It would also decouple possession of
>nukes from P5 membership. Blair's name in history would be secured: he
>would receive the world's acclamation and gratitude, and the UK's prestige
>would soar.
>
>* Save about £1,000 million annually in Trident running costs.
>
>* Enable the nuclear weapon research and production facilities at
>Aldermaston and Burghfield to switch to full-time, secure, prestigious work
>helping to dismantle the US and Russian nuclear arsenals.
>
>That's what I'm working on here! The UK government's strategic defence
>review is due to be published in the next month: don't hold your breath,
>but there may be openings...
>
>Best wishes,
>Rob Green
>Chair, World Court Project UK
>
>>-----Original Message-----
>>From:   mailto:aphil@.web.net Alan F. Phillips
>>Sent:   Thursday, May 28, 1998 1:26 PM
>>To:     pgs-priv-l@netserver.web.net
>>Subject:        Indian - Pakistan tests
>>
>>Comments on the international significance of the Indian nuclear bomb tests,
>>May 1998
>>1.      *Politically the tests were entirely justified.* The Nuclear Weapons
>>States (NWS) and NATO have stated repeatedly that N-weapons are essential
>>for their security.  Accepting those (incorrect) statements,  an obvious
>>conclusion is that the weapons are essential to Indian security, neighbour
>>to a nuclear-armed China and with Pakistan claiming (and then denying) that
>>it has nuclear weapons.
>>2.      *The NWS and NATO are wrong about their security.* Nuclear
>>deterrence is
>>far too dangerous, because a single failure of deterrence between two
>>heavily-armed nuclear states must result in destruction of both states,
>>enormous radioactive contamination of whole continents, and probably the end
>>of human civilization.  As stated authoritatively by the Canberra
>>Commission, "The proposition that nuclear weapons can be retained in
>>perpetuity and never used - accidentally or by decision - defies
>>credibility."  My paper "20 Mishaps that might have started accidental war"
>>shows how real the actual risk of inadvertent war was during the Cold War.
>>A small risk continuing over a long period adds up to near certainty of
>>disaster.
>>3.      *The nuclear arms race between U.S.A. and USSR was the biggest
>>mistake in
>>human history.*
>>First, and by far the most important:  it risked destruction of human
>>civilization and possible extinction of the human race.  The risk is still
>>present.
>>Second, it was enormously expensive, taking resources away from many unmet
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>>human needs.
>>Third, it has resulted in radioactive contamination which has rendered large
>>areas of both countries uninhabitable for centuries, and has caused
>>significant radioactive contamination worldwide.
>>There are good reasons for India and Pakistan not to repeat that mistake.
>>If they do, the likely result is destruction of those two nations and severe
>>damage to their immediate neighbours, by a limited nuclear war at some time
>>in the future.  As to the expense, these countries are far less able to
>>tolerate it than was the United States.
>>4.      *On sanctions:*
>>India has not broken any undertaking of theirs nor any international law.
>>They have not signed the NPT nor the CTBT, and have given logical reasons
>>for not doing so.  I believe the UN has no legal reason to apply sanctions.
>>If the western NWS and their allies apply sanctions, the non-NWS will
>>consider, perhaps correctly, that the purpose is to maintain the military
>>superiority of the present NWS by punishing and threatening to punish other
>>nations that try to acquire nuclear weapons.
>>5.      *A possible consequence* of a South Asian nuclear arms race is that a
>>limited nuclear war there would so horrify the people of the world, by the
>>destruction of an ancient civilization and its famous cities, and the
>>terrible human suffering involved, that the NWS would be persuaded to give
>>up their nuclear arsenals.  We do not wish for it to happen that way, but we
>>see it as a possibility.
>>6.      *A proper response* by the NWS and their allies is to admit their
>>mistake, and to immediately renounce all dependence on nuclear weapons.
>>They must then disable all the weapons promptly, and dismantle them
>>permanently as soon as possible.
>>
>>Post Script, dated 28 May 1998, to my comments on Indian nuclear tests.
>>The logic of the Pakistani nuclear tests today follows exactly that of USSR
>>in following the U.S. and starting the first nuclear confrontation.  Neither
>>threats nor promises by U.S.A. have stopped the silly sequence in South
>>Asia, just as neither the warning by Einstein nor the Russell manifesto nor
>>even the TTAPS paper on nuclear winter stopped the two nations that led the
>>way down this dreadful path towards destruction.
>>Those who have contacts in the corridors of power in South Asia might draw
>>the attention of the leaders to the facts stated in items 2, 3, and 5 above;
>>and in the corridors of power in U.S.A., which is now the most likely leader
>>towards sanity among the NWS, to items 2 and 6.
>>Alan Phillips  <aphil@web.net>
>>Physicians for Global Survival (Canada).
>
>
>
_____________________________________________________
Victor W. Sidel, MD                                   
Distinguished University Professor of Social Medicine 
Montefiore Medical Center                             
Albert Einstein College of Medicine                   
111 East 210th Street                                 
Bronx, New York  10467                                
Co-President, International Physicians                
    for the Prevention of Nuclear War                  
Tel: 718-920-6586                                     
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Fax: 718-654-7305                                    
Email: vsidel@igc.apc.org                            
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Sun, 31 May 1998 11:54:35 +0100 (BST)
From: robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (Rob Green)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Alan Phillips on India/Pakistan tests
To: Andrew Lichterman <alichterman@igc.apc.org>
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ag075.du.pipex.com [193.130.246.75] claimed to be 
[193.130.246.75]
X-Sender: robwcpuk@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Andy,

It was good to meet you in Geneva. I think the Blair government is in
urgent need of ideas about what to do about India & Pakistan - especially
when Blair knows that, as G8 Chair and EU President, he is in a position to
lead - quite apart from his unassailable domestic position. He - and more
importantly his briefers - will therefore be unusually receptive to advice,
from whatever quarter. That said, clearly the more impressive the writer,
the greater the weight given (Alan Cranston, Lee Butler, Jonathan Dean, Tom
Graham, Gene Carroll come to mind): but you'll know best.

My suggestion is two-fold:

1) Write to Blair, copy to Foreign Secretary Robin Cook, stroking his ego
about his dramatic breakthroughs in another hitherto intractable security
problem (Ulster), and boldly suggest that the moment has come for Britain
to regain its greatness by leading the world away from the nuclear abyss.
Challenge him to call, like Canadian Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy did
for landmines, for other leaders to join him in starting negotiations
leading to a Nuclear Weapons Convention.

Showing that we are aware of the enormity of this in comparison to
landmines, point out that a model Nuclear Weapons Convention is available
as a UN document, and that its complexity and the related security
implications mean that you understand that this will be a much longer and
more difficult process.  However, it is the commitment to start negotiating
which is the key to bringing India and Pakistan back from the brink.
Meanwhile, he could press for rapid movement on the interim measures I
suggested, eg NATO no first use, de-alerting etc.

2) The other angle is to write to him appealing to him to use the UK's
unique position with India and Pakistan, perhaps through the Commonwealth,
to press them to take their dispute over Kashmir to the International Court
of Justice as a classic contentious case. If they refuse, the UK should
propose a UN Security Council resolution under UN Charter Article 37.2
asking the ICJ for an urgent Advisory Opinion. (LAWYERS PLEASE CHECK?) For
once, the NATO NWS and Russia should agree; if China uses its veto, then
the world will ask why.

I welcome comments on these. Blair's address is: Rt Hon Tony Blair MP,
Prime Minister, 10 Downing Street, London SW1A 2AA, UK. Cook's is: Rt Hon
Robin Cook MP, Secretary of State for Foreign & Commonwealth Affairs,
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Foreign & Commonwealth Office, King Charles Street, London SW1A 2AH, UK.

Best wishes,
Rob Green

>I agree that the United States is an unlikely candidate to provide
>leadership on the road to nuclear abolition (since it currently is
>providing leadership principally on the path to the next generation of
>nuclear weapons research and production facilities).
>
>What would you suggest non-UK Abolition 2000 groups do to encourage
>Blair to take the initiative you suggest?
>
>It was good to meet you in Geneva.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Sun, 31 May 1998 13:12:08 +0100 (BST)
From: robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (Rob Green)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Deterrence won't work in sub-continent
To: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ao123.du.pipex.com [193.130.254.123] claimed to be 
[193.130.246.75]
X-Sender: robwcpuk@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Graham,

As convenor of the "Overcoming Nuclear Threats" WG,  I must take issue with
your implied acceptance that deterrence worked in the Cold War. Even if
true, it was deeply unstable, irresponsible, immoral and now implicitly
confirmed illegal from the ICJ's Opinion. In addition, the cost was
appalling, in financial, human and environmental terms.

However, my main reason for breaking out of my pro-nuclear brainwashing was
that I had discovered that deterrence is a myth.

First, let me quote from Michael MccGwire, ex-Royal Navy Captain and
intelligence expert and a leading authority on the Cold War, who was a
major briefer for the Canberra Commission. He told me he was offered
command of the first UK Polaris submarine in the early 1960s, but turned it
down because he didn't believe in deterrence! He's a strong supporter of
the WCP. This comes from Pugwash's latest book, "Nuclear Weapons: The Road
to Zero", edited by Joseph Rotblat: acknowledging that there is an urgent
need for "a major public re-education programme to make them aware of how
close we came to accidental or inadvertent war in the 1960-85 period and
how these dangers will increase exponentially in the multi-polar world that
lies ahead", MccGwire goes on: "They will also need to be disabused of the
idea that 'nuclear weapons kept the peace' and made to realize that the
great achievement of the last 50 years was to have AVOIDED war, despite the
corrosive effects of nuclear deterrence on all aspects of East-West
relations."

Now here comes General Lee Butler:

1) "(T)he theory of nuclear deterrence, the bedrock principle of US
national security during the Cold War, is costly, wrongheaded and
dangerous."

2) "(Deterrence) evolved from an increasingly convoluted morass of
unwarranted assumptions, unprovable assertions and logical contradictions.
By the end of the first decade of the Cold War, it had effectively served
to suspend rational thinking about the ultimate aim of national security:
to ensure the survival of the nation."

3) "Little wonder that deterrence was the first victim of real world
crises, leaving the antagonists to grope fearfully through a fog of mutual
misperception toward the brink of nuclear holocaust."
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4) "While we clung to the notion that nuclear war could be deterred, Soviet
leaders held fast the conviction that even a nuclear war must be won - and
took herculean measures toward that end."

5) "Deterrence was a dialogue of the blind with the deaf.  In the final
analysis, it was largely a bargain we in the West made with ourselves."

6) "Deterrence was flawed equally in that the consequences of its failure
were intolerable."

7) "Deterrence carried a demon seed, born of an irresolvable contradiction,
that spurred an insatiable arms race."  Which is what India and Pakistan
are discovering...

Best wishes,
Rob

>Please see below a "Letter to the Editor" piece that I recently sent to
>newspapers here in Australia.  It is submitted in the hope that others may
>be able to use / adapt it for similar letters to newspapers in your own
>country.
>
>Towards a nuclear-free millennium,
>Graham Daniell
>Perth, Western Australia
>gdaniell@wt.com.au
>----------------------------------------------------------------
>
>India's recent testing of five nuclear weapons and Pakistan's response are
>the harbingers of a new era of nuclear instability and danger.
>
>Before these events, we had all become a little complacent.  The cold war
>was over, and with it the doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD). That
>this policy deterred a nuclear war for many years is mainly due to the
>relatively stable governments of the USA and the USSR and the fact that they
>did not share a common border.  In fact it came closest to breaking down
>during the Cuban missile crisis was when the USSR attempted to place nuclear
>missiles in Cuba, only a few miles from the US mainland.
>
>With the lowering of nuclear weapons numbers by the big two and the progress
>towards a nuclear Test Ban Treaty, the world heaved a great sigh of relief.
>
>But now our complacency has been shaken, and with good reason.  India and
>Pakistan obviously see themselves as entering into a deterrent-like
>relationship with each other and with China.  But the conditions that
>enabled us to survive the cold war are not present in this case.  The close
>proximity of the three protagonists, sharing common borders as they do,
>means that the likelihood of armed skirmishes and possible escalation is
>high.
>
>The tumultuous political history of Pakistan  and the extreme nationalist
>fervor of the BJP government in India do not inspire confidence that cool
>headedness will always prevail in times of crisis.
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>
>In short we see the beginnings of  a new nuclear arms race on the Indian
>sub-continent, one that, if it continues, may prove disastrous.
>Furthermore, the entry of India and Pakistan into the "big boys" club, and
>the perceived status that accompanies it, will encourage others in the
>region to similarly invest in nuclear arms, "just in case".
>
>In this emerging world, the Howard Government's continued policy of mining
>and exporting uranium to supposedly "safe" countries is both reckless and
>dangerous.  After all, India's first bomb was made from technology and
>materials kindly donated by Canada on the understanding that it was only for
>electrical power generation.  In the same way that Canada's trust was
>betrayed, so we will one day find that once our uranium ends up in a bomb,
>there will be no way we can get it back except in the form of a mushroom cloud.
>
>Our exports of this deadly material can only add to the problem of potential
>nuclear weapons proliferation.  It is time for the Government to take this
>problem seriously, and start working towards a world-wide negotiated ban on
>nuclear weapons.
>
>Graham Daniell
>
>Graham Daniell
>Western Australia
>gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date:  Sun, 31 May 1998 11:08:19 -1000
From: Richard Salvador <salvador@hawaii.edu>
Reply-To: Richard Salvador <salvador@hawaii.edu>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Deterrence won't work in sub-continent
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: salvador@uhunix5

Dear Rob,

I want to congratulate you and express my deepest appreciation for your
eloquent defense of why deterrence does not work, but has only brought
untold pain and human suffering to many in the Pacific and elsewhere--
peoples that, as I mentioned in my NGO presentation to the 2nd NPT 
PrepComm, had to become sacrificial lambs to a military-imposed "peace"
during the cold war.  People can debate nowadays on whether or not, and to
what degree did it actually work if ever it did, but deterrence has come at
a great price to the world's indigenous peoples and communities who have
been forever harmed by uranium mining to nuclear weapons testing, all 
necessary prerequisites to amassing the weapons that justify a 
now-arguably obsolete theory of deterrence.  As always, the international
discussions about maintenance of global peace selectively attempt to make
irrelevant a whole portion of humanity which has, for the last 500 years,
been at the receiving end of these insane conversations about
maintaining/keeping the peace.  What kind of moral basis justify the logic
of these conversations?  Whether or not deterrence persists into the
next century as a military option, it is appalling that peoples continue
to assert the (im)moral nature of elitist conversations about the security
of the world that relegates a whole portion of its inhabitants as
expendable peoples or as nuisance to the games the big western powers
play. The persistence of such a bad idea will compel non-western nations
(now India and Pakistan) to buy into it.  The theory of deterrence needs
to be de-legitimized, simply because it did not work and will not work.

Richard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Sun, 31 May 1998 19:10:53 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Op-Ed by Mian & von Hippel -- FYI

May 31, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: Mian and von Hippel in W. Post, 5/30

In case you missed it, here's a piece that ran in the Washington Post over
the weekend -- one of the best op-eds on the India-Pakistan nuclear crisis
so far.

DK

***************

"The Alternative to Nuclear Tests"

By Zia Mian and Frank von Hippel

Washington Post, Sunday, May 31, 1998; Page C07 

India's and Pakistan's nuclear tests are a challenge that can be met in either
of two ways. One would be to simply recreate the nuclear status quo with
two more nuclear-weapons states and accept the enormous dangers for
the people of India and Pakistan and the rest of the world. The alternative
would be to take international steps to devalue nuclear-weapons'
possession by moving the nuclear goal posts toward disarmament. 

The history of the past 50 years teaches that nuclear weapons are unusable
for rational military purposes and that their existence makes ordinary
human miscalculation or madness potentially catastrophic. Yet the
nuclear-weapon states act as if they are giants in a world of pygmies --
creating indignation in many countries and a temptation for nationalistic
parties such as India's newly governing Bharatiya Janata Party.

The demands being made by the international community are that India and
Pakistan not test again and sign the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. It
appears that India may be willing to do so. Brajesh Mishra, principal
secretary to India's prime minister, has announced a testing moratorium,
adding that "we would like to convert the moratorium into a formal
obligation." And Indian weapons scientists claim they can maintain and
further develop their nuclear-weapons expertise in the same fashion as the
United States, with sub-critical tests and computer simulations. Pakistan's
leaders may not feel themselves to be in the same position -- especially if
they believe India's claim that it can now produce thermonuclear weapons
of unlimited power. 
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Indian officials have also indicated that New Delhi will drop its opposition
to international negotiations to ban production of highly enriched uranium
and plutonium for weapons, the Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty. India's
position now appears to be that, if it can keep what it has and produce
more during the negotiations, it is willing to negotiate. Once again,
however, Pakistan, which has a much smaller stockpile, is much less
positive. On May 19, Munir Akram, the Pakistani ambassador to the
Conference on Disarmament, declared that, in Pakistan's view, the fissile
material treaty is "an entirely irrelevant goal at this moment."

In short, India is behaving like a state that has successfully broken into the
nuclear club, and Pakistan, after hesitating over the likely ruinous price of
membership, has decided that it must join as well. Israel slipped in long
ago, thanks to the United States being willing to cast a blind eye in its
direction. Other states such as Iran and Iraq -- and then perhaps South
Korea, Taiwan and Japan -- wait in the wings. 

To break this dynamic the United States, Russia and the other charter
members of the club must make it more credible that they really intend to
put the club out of business. The first step would be to end the
civilization-endangering practice of keeping nuclear missiles on hair-trigger
alert -- a posture that India and Pakistan are threatening to imitate.

The United States should also immediately ratify the test ban treay and
thereby encourage Russia and China to ratify (Britain and France already
have). Bringing the treaty into force is a key first test of the world's
willingness to walk away from nuclear weapons. The United States, Russia
and China should underline the irreversibility of their commitment by
shutting down their nuclear test sites. (France already has, and Britain,
which has no test site of its own, used that of the United States.) The
United States should also cut back drastically its lavish "Stockpile
Stewardship Program," which has inspired fears both at home and abroad
 that the United States intends to continue the nuclear arms race alone. 

The United States, Russia, Britain and France should also act on their
commitment at the April 1996 Moscow Nuclear Safety and Security
Summit to place excess fissile materials under international safeguards as
soon as possible. Russia and the United States could start by immediately
committing to reduce their stockpiles of unsafeguarded fissile materials to
the levels required to maintain only the 2,000 to 2,500 strategic warheads
that have been agreed to for START III. This would capture nonstrategic
and nondeployed warheads as well, achieving a more than 90 percent
reduction from peak Cold War levels. They should also announce that they
intend to reduce further, on a bilateral basis and rapidly, to 1,000
warheads each and to organize multilateral negotiations on much deeper
cuts to levels that would provide a staging ground for negotiations on
abolition. 

Only by making clear that the nuclear game will end soon can we reduce
the incentive to begin playing.

# # #
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Zia Mian is a Pakistani physicist and a research associate at Princeton
University. Frank von Hippel is a professor of public and international
affairs at Princeton. 
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Kingston Officially Joins the Campaign

In March, Salpy Eskidjian, WCC coordinator for the Programme to
Overcome Violence, visited Kingston for the last research and
development visit to the cities officially joining the Peace to the City
Campaign. Salpy met with local peace and justice organisations,
community members, church leaders, and ecumenical representatives
to share the Campaign more fully, identify the local coordinator, help 
expand the Campaign locally, and set up networking links. The visit was
coordinated by Althea Spencer-Miller, Senior Programme Officer of the
Caribbean Conference of Churches, Northwestern Sub-Region.
        As a result of this research and development visit, the local
Peace to the City Campaign in Kingston will be coordinated by Ms.
Angela Stultz-Crawlle of the S-Corner Clinic and Development
Organisation. S-Corner and many other organisations will share their
initiatives in dealing with the high levels of violence in the communities
and building alternatives to violent resolutions of disputes.
        The following is taken from an article by Imani Tafari-Ama and
outlines some of the issues and initiatives involved. The full article can
be found in the latest edition of Echoes (see page 12).
                                        
CONTENTS
        Kingston Officially Joins - Page 1
        Stories from the Cities - Page 2
        Bethlehem Joins the Campaign - Page 6
        Peace Building  Around the World - Page 7
        1998 Events - Page 10
        "Peace to the City" Resources - Page 12The social geography of
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Kingston, the capital city of Jamaica, clearly differentiates between the
rich and the poor; an acute sense of this divide stalks the areas
designated "garrisons" for historical and political reasons.  Garrison
communities in Jamaica are housing enclaves which were constructed
to capture voter support of the urban poor under the political
administrations of the two major players, the People's National Party
(PNP) and the Jamaica Labour Party (JLP).  Nowadays, the people who
inhabit these areas do not have any great sense of internal social
cohesion nor are they, in the classical definition of the term, defending
themselves from external attack. 
        A garrison is currently characterised by internal internecine
conflicts. There are about 12 garrisons clustered in the city of Kingston.
The low level of education prevents citizens in these communities in this
cycle of poverty and violence from recognising their victim status and the
macro-economic situation that reinforces their position at the lower rungs
of the societal ladder.
        Peace, defined as the absence of gun slayings, is therefore such
a rare and expensive commodity in this environment, that any initiative in
the direction of this goal is viewed with skepticism and mistrust. One
area to have pioneered a sustained peace term is the Waltham Park
community of Bennetland. 
        The community has been plagued with intense and prolonged
gang rivalry which has been devastatingly destructive in its per capita
effects. The cycle of killings has claimed numerous lives, especially of 
young men, and cramped the style of the residents who have been
restricted from crossing the invisible boundaries of crew turf.  The fear
of gang shootouts or more deliberate executions has, for the past 20
years or so, held the community in a vice grip of high-powered tension.
        The S-Corner Clinic and Grassroots college which serves this
community of some six thousand residents through health and education
programmes, is the non-governmental organisation which facilitated the
creation of a social atmosphere of mediation and conflict resolution that
resulted in a peace truce being observed since April of 1997. 

        Institutional leaders involved in formalising the peace truce
initiative included representatives from the mainstreet Catholic St. Peter
Claver and the locally led revival churches;  the respected school
headmistress; the clinic director and two members of the community
council, a long standing local development institution.
        It has required immense efforts on the part of all the stakeholders,
to sustain the process of meeting with individuals and facilitating the
coming together of  groups to discuss the reasons for war and to arrive
at a convergence zone where strategies to maintain the peace process
could be developed. Nevertheless, proposals for maintaining the process
have been documented and have provided a set of guidelines for conflict
resolution which are binding on all brokers in the process.

Some results of the peace treaty:

  Some gangs have come together and volunteered to clear an open lot,
while S-Corner were present as a precaution and provided the
necessary human and material resources. 
  The first of a series of  workshops for lane leaders and other
community capacity builders was held to enable activists for change to
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brainstorm problems and solutions.
  The project personnel have been liaising with external contractors to
employ gang members so they are able to earn money, thereby reducing
the push factors which result in criminal behaviours.  

This picture of success is not without its flaws; trust is understandably
hard to build and the peace participants have inevitably encountered
obstacles. This has not been the only attempt to bring peace in the area;
however to date, it has been the most organised and methodical and has
given people the hope that it can last. 

Kingston Local Coordinator:

Ms. Angela Stultz-Crawlle
S-Corner Clinic and Community Development 
18 St. Joseph Road
Kingston 13
Jamaica
West Indies
Tel./Fax: 1-876-923-0672

 Stories from the Cities: Issues and Responses to Violence
Belfast, N. Ireland

About three years ago the congregations of Harmony Hill Presbyterian
Church and St Coleman's Roman Catholic Church, both located in Lambeg
on the outskirts of Belfast, began to meet together for worship during the
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity and for some joint social activities
through which friendship between their members might begin to grow.
Although a few people had misgivings about such activities, most
members expressed no opposition and gradually more and more
members from the two churches had at least some degree of contact
with each other.  
        Last Autumn, some of those who had taken part in these
developments felt more was required. To worship together and to
socialise was relatively easy. The real challenge they felt would be to
open up discussion between members of the two churches on some of
the contentious political issues dividing their society. They approached
the Mediation Network for Northern Ireland, and asked for help in setting
up such a process.
        After two meetings with a small group from both churches to
explore their hopes for such a process plans were made for a day
away together. Sixty adults from the two congregations agreed to take
part, and the organising group hired a bus so that the participants could
all travel together to the retreat centre being used. 
        By the time they arrived an atmosphere of warmth had already
been created. Initial ice-breakers and a sculpting exercise were used to
make participants aware of some of the diversity of experience and
opinion in the group. Then most of the day was spent in small groups.
Participants where invited first to share two or three of the key
experiences which had shaped their own personal experience of the
conflict over the past 27 years. Next, they were asked to speak about
the peace they hoped for out of the current process - and the peace
they feared. Having once got the groups going the most difficult task for
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the organisers was to get them stopped. 
         Some outcomes of the day were:
        - a deeper understanding for participants about what had shaped
their own and others experiences,
        - new perspectives about what was actually at stake and/or
possible in the current peace process, 
        - a list of additional questions the group now wanted to explore
with each other, and
        - a shared sense that it was safe to discuss sensitive or
contentious issues with each other.
        One definition which the Mediation Network often uses for
mediation is simply "helping people to have awkward conversations with
each other."  
        With proper attention given to the process and atmosphere in
which those conversations take place, our experience is that
participants rarely find them anything like as awkward as they expected.
 (March Bulletin)

Belfast Local Coordinator:
        Rev. Doug Baker
        Mediation Network
        128A Great Victoria Street
        Belfast BT2 7BG
        Northern Ireland
        Phone: +44-1232-438614
        FAX: +44-1232-314430
        Email: info@mediation-network.org.uk
        http://www.mediation-network.org.uk/

Boston, USA

The National Ten Point Leadership Foundation (NTLF) is the national
extension of the work of the Boston Ten Point Coalition. The work of the
Coalition started in May 1992, when a gang invaded a church during a
funeral in Boston, shooting up the sanctuary, and nearly stabbing a
teenager to death. A group of ministers decided to tackle head-on the
mushrooming problem of youth violence in the city, and started walking
the streets of the most dangerous sections of Boston, reaching out to
youth where they were. 
        The Ten Point Plan is not a result of the deliberations of ministers
on how to address the problem. It is a result of conversations pursued
with drug dealers, gang bangers, prostitutes, addicts, etc., who were
asked: How do you see the church best responding to your needs, to
get you out of the morass that you find yourself in?  

A 10 Point Plan to Mobilise the Churches
                       
1. Establish 4-5 church cluster-collaborations which sponsor
"Adopt-A-Gang" programs to organise and evangelize youth in gangs,
inner-city churches would serve as drop-in centers providing sanctuary
for troubled youth. 2. Commission missionaries to serve as advocates
and ombudsmen for black and Latino juveniles in the courts. Such
missionaries would work closely with probation officers, law
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enforcement officials, and youth streetworkers to assist at-risk youth
and their families. They would also convene summit meetings between
school superintendents, principals of public middle and high schools, and
black and Latino pastors to develop partnerships that will focus on the
youth most at-risk. We propose to do pastoral work with the most violent
and troubled young people and their families. In our judgement this is a
rational alternative to ill-conceived proposals to substitute incarceration
for education. 
3. Commission youth evangelists to do street-level one-on-one
evangelism with youth involved in drug trafficking. These evangelists
would also work to prepare these youth for participation in the economic
life of the nation. Such work might include preparation for college, the
development of legal revenue- generating enterprises, and acquisition of
trade skills and union membership. 
4. Establish accountable, community-based economic development
projects that go beyond "market and state" visions of revenue
generation. Such an economic development initiative will include
community and trusts, microenterprise projects, worker cooperatives,
and democratically run community development corporations. 
5. Establish links between suburban and downtown churches and
front-line ministries to provide spiritual, human resource, and material
support. 
6. Initiate and support neighborhood crime-watch programs within local
church neighborhoods. If, for example, 200 churches covered the four
corners surrounding their sites, 800 blocks would be safer. 
7. Establish working relationships between local churches and
community-based health centers to provide pastoral counseling for
families during times of crisis. We also propose the initiation of drug
abuse prevention programs and abstinence-oriented educational
programs focusing on the prevention of AIDS and sexually transmitted
diseases. 
8. Convene a working summit meeting for Christian black and Latino men
and women in order to discuss the development of Christian
brotherhoods and sisterhoods that would provide rational alternatives to
violent gang life. Such groups would also be charged with fostering
responsibility to family and protecting houses of worship. 
9. Establish rape crisis drop-in centers and services for battered women
in churches. Counseling programs must be established for abusive men,
particularly teenagers and young adults. 
10. Develop an aggressive black and Latino curriculum, with an additional
focus on the struggles of women and poor people. Such a curriculum
could be taught in churches as a means of helping our youth understand
that the God of history has been and remains active in the lives of all
people. 

Boston Local Coordinator:
        Rev. Jeffrey Brown
        National Ten Point Leadership Found ation
        Ella J. Baker House
        411 Washington Street
        Boston, MA 02124 USA
        Phone: +1-617-282-6704
        FAX: +1-617-354-2269 
        Email: RevJLamont@aol.com
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        Web: http://www.yesamerica.org/ntlf.html

Colombo, Sri Lanka

A new initiative undertaken by the National Peace Council (NPC) and FES
was to take local elected Sinhalese Politicians from the Matara District in
the extreme South of the country, to the Tamil-majority Batticaloa district
in the east.
        The local level Sinhalese politicians who went to Batticaloa
belonged to both the ruling People's Alliance and the main opposition
party, the United National Party. This was in accordance with the NPC
policy of conducting its work with politicians on a strictly bipartisan
basis. They had earlier undergone several sensitisation workshops on
the ethnic conflict with the NPC and had participated in the 1700 strong
National Peace Delegates Convention held in January 1998 which
passed a resolution calling for an immediate end to the war and for
negotiations between the government and LTTE.
        The Sinhalese politicians had a "baptism of fire" in regard to the
thinking in Tamil-Majority areas which are in the war zone, when an
appeal from a Sinhala politicians that "we should live in peace" was
angrily rebutted by a young Tamil women who retorted with the demand
"first give us our rights, and then we will talk about peace". This led the
Sinhalese delegation to conclude that their main role was not to talk, but
to listen. If they listened, and felt they understood, only then would they
make their own observations.
        A workshop was one of the activities in the programme. While
also acting as a forum for the sharing of difficulties faced by the local
level elected politicians in exercising powers that are supposed to be
vested in them by the central government, it mainly dealt with ways in
which local communities can work towards realising the goal of a
negotiated peace. Frustrations that emerged about 'endless talk at the
top' led to identifying the need to build understanding and consensus at a
community level while reinforcing the need for political leadership. As
one Tamil politician summed it up "the PA and UNP should sit together
under the Gandhi statue in Batticaloa, say we are willing to talk this thing
through and invite the LTTE to join. If national leaders cannot do this, can
local level representatives animate this as a beginning?" A Sinhala
politician drew strength from his own experience of conflict resolution
training by the NPC and said that "we who constitute this delegation - PA
and UNP - were like snake and mongoose a few months ago. Today we
have traveled to the war zone together and are in dialogue with you. It is
a process that can easily be extended to the LTTE as well".
 On the way back to Matara, the Sinhalese politicians discussed
the three days they had spent in the east. They agreed that what the
NPC had put across at the earlier sensitisation workshops had turned out
to be the reality. They also felt encouraged that through dialogue a mutual
change in positions had been possible. They hoped that what they had
shown was possible at the "Micro-level" might also be possible at the
"Macro-level" between the government and LTTE.
(April Bulletin)

Colombo Local Coordinator:
 Ms. Priyanka Mendis
 22A Holy Emmanuel Church Rd.
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 Idama, Maratuwa
 Sri Lanka
 FAX: +94-1-649-027
 Email: impress@slt.lk
 http://www.peace-srilanka.org/city.htm

Durban, South Africa

The Independent Projects Trust (IPT) is one of the NGOs involved in the
Peace to the City Campaign in Durban. It is a non-governmental
organisation which has as its focus training, research and facilitation,
particularly  to 22 schools in the region and selected stations of the
South African Police Services.
 As well as providing training with these two groups IPT conducts
action research to influence policy at provincial and national level.
Needs-based assessments, surveys, and focus groups helps to design
training material so that it is learner specific and therefore has the
maximum impact on the recipients. They also conduct long-term research
into causes, and solutions to, violence which is intended for academic
publications and is based on social science methods.
 A question  IPT is often asked is, "Why the focus on schools and
police?"  Since 1994 a large portion of the national discourse has been
around the grave situation facing South Africa in terms of crime, and its
negative impact on the future of the country. The SAPS are untrained
and under-resourced.  Their transformation from apartheid s "force" to a
people s service must be one of the most significant of recent changes
but unless they have good conflict management skills, display empathy,
have good listening skills and begin to develop a broader understanding
of their  clients  the public - this service will be stillborn. 
 IPT begins by working at management level in a police station and
then with all personnel, following the needs assessment procedures.
Conflict management skills are taught, often with a focus on empathetic
victim support. This is a time consuming process and can involve
members of the local community police forum as well. 
 Why schools?  The school system is also undergoing a massive
transformation and the new system provides a golden opportunity for
better interpersonal skills and the development of critical and lateral
thinking skills. The schools are also struggling to overcome the legacy of
apartheid and transform themselves into democratic institutions. During
this time of transformation in schools the training of new skills is vital and
conflict management skills can be customised to provide training which is
relevant and practical.
 Globally and nationally the link between youth and crime is
evident, and the poor relationship between youth and police exacerbates
this problem.  So the IPT strategy is to work in schools in an area, then
also work with the police in the same area and through the training of
similar skills and techniques, provide both groups with a common
language. (April Bulletin)

Durban Local Coordinator:
 Mr. Mike Vorster
 Diakonia Council of Churches
 P.O. Box 61341
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 Bishopsgate 4008
 South Africa
 Phone: +27-31-305-6001
 FAX: +27-31-305-2486
 Email: peacecit@pop.onwe.co.za
 http://www.durbanpeace.org.zaRio de Janeiro, Brazil

 The implementation of the first Brazilian Civilian Volunteer Service
in the State of Rio de Janeiro is an ambitious program involving nearly
15,000 youth and 600 community organisations.  The immediate goal of
the programme is to provide underprivileged youth with a new
opportunity to complete their basic education and acquire technical skills
in exchange for community work. 
 Beyond this initial dimension, the programme aims to create a
volunteer corps of youth invested with a two-fold mission:

 -a mission of community service in benefit of the most
underprivileged areas of the State where these youth live.
 -a personal mission of service through the active participation in
community campaigns, thereby becoming aware and responsible
citizens.

 The project, already underway, was initiated on April 18, 1998 
with 3,100 18-year-old boys and girls. The activities of the program
include training and community action.  The training is comprised  of (i)
remedial courses to complete the primary educational level  implementing
the Telecurso 2000 teaching methodology; (ii) computer training with
access to the  internet; (iii) human rights; and (iv) projects for job
creation and small-business management. The community action work
includes five hours of voluntary work per week and participation in
public awareness campaigns (safe driving, public clean-up campaigns,
blood donations, prevention of natural disasters etc).
 The youth are placed in program training stations called "Stations
of the Future". These Stations are located within social organisations
(neighborhood associations, churches, trade unions, businesses, etc).
The stations are distributed among the low-income neighborhoods in
municipalities within the State of Rio de Janeiro, meeting the requirements
of supply and demand. Each station is directed by three professionals:
Consultant for Community Action, Training Monitor, and Computer Training
Monitor.  Viva Rio coordinates, trains and supervises  the stations and
their personnel.
 The Civilian Volunteer Service is a program of the Federal
Government, coordinated by the National Secretariat for Human Rights of
the Ministry of Justice, and executed by Viva Rio in partnership with local
community organisations.

 
Rio de Janeiro Local Coordinator:
 Dr. Rubem C‚sar Fernandes
 Viva Rio
 Ladeira da Gloria, 98 - Gloria
 CEP: 22211-120
 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
 Phone: +55-21-556-5923
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 FAX: +55-21-558-1381
 Email: vivario@ax.apc.org
 Web: http://informe.simplenet.com/vivario/
 index1.htm

Suva, Fiji

A handbook of learning exercises for use in multi-cultural Fiji is one of the
main achievements of the People for Intercultural Awareness (PIA). The
handbook was launched by the Permanent Secretary for Education in
July, 1996 and has been described in his ministry as a "very useful tool
for helping pupils develop social and intercultural skills".
 The handbook includes exercises which allow students to
explore why people of different cultures do things differently, and how
this can enhance cooperation, rather than divide Fiji's peoples. Each
exercise takes about 40 minutes, and progresses from encouraging
students to be positive about their own and others' cultures, to
understanding discrimination by experiencing it. It also includes rules of
good behaviour in different cultures.
 PIA says it tries to encourage us to take responsibility for
improving situations rather than blaming others for what is wrong. It also
aims to counteract prejudicial attitudes which communities give their
children while they are still open and idealistic.
 The author is Father Frank Hoare, a Columban priest from Ireland
who came to Fiji in 1973. Father Hoare has visited schools around the
country, including Sigatoka, Ba, Nadi, Vatukoula and Tavua promoting the
handbook to secondary school teachers. It has been promoted and sold
by other PIA members in Vanua Levu, Suva, Lautoka and Navua.
 PIA is an independent voluntary organisation dedicated to
improving community relations in Fiji. It believes the promotion of tolerance
and mutual understanding within the national community as essential for
peace and prosperity in the future.

Suva Local Coordinator:
 Ms. Amelia Rokotuivuna
 Pacific Regional YWCA
 24 Disraeli Road
 P.O. Box 3940
 Samabula, Fiji
 Phone: +679-301-352 or 304-961
 FAX: +679-301-222
 Email: pac-ywca@sopacsun.sopac.org.fj
 Web: http://www.sopac.org.fj/others/pac-ywca/
 suva-peace.htm

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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To: to"Douglas Roche" <djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Religious mobilization for nuclear abolitiono
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Doug:

It was good to spend time with you in Geneva and to work out ideas for future strategy for nuclear abolition.  Of course, 
just as I returned home from my two weeks in Geneva, India exploded its nuclear weapons test.  Dangerous and morally 
wrong, the Indian and subsequent Pakistan tests deserve condemnation.  At the same time they expose the frailty of the 
nuclear non-proliferation regime.   For the nuclear abolition movement this is both a challenge and an opportunity to 
make significant progress. 

I believe that the response of the world religious community should be to put out a unified call to all states possessing 
nuclear weapons and all their allies to unconditionally renounce nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting and to 
embark upon a course leading to total abolition.  This call would be backed by coordinated mobilization of the religious 
sector in various countries.  My ideas are elaborated below.  I would be interested in your reaction to my suggestions.

We talked about my making contact with top leadership in the Holy See.  Would it be appropriate to send this piece?  If 
so, to whom?  What would be my most effective appeal.  You may respond e-mail or call me at 301 896-0013.  Thanks 
for your guidance.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
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· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
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As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".
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5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 

May 29, 1998
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To: dce@wcc-coe.org, sal@wcc-coe.org, ses@wcc-coe.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Religous mobilization for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Friends at World Council of Churches:

Just as I returned home from my two weeks in Geneva, India exploded its nuclear weapons test.  Dangerous and morally 
wrong, the Indian and subsequent Pakistan tests deserve condemnation.  At the same time they expose the frailty of the 
nuclear non-proliferation.   For the nuclear abolition movement this is both a challenge and an opportunity to make 
significant progress. 

I believe that the response of the world religious community should be to put out a unified call to all states possessing 
nuclear weapons and all their allies to unconditionally renounce nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting and to 
embark upon a course leading to total abolition.  This call would be backed by coordinated mobilization of the religious 
sector in various countries.  My ideas are elaborated below.  I would be interested in your reaction to my suggestions, 
particularly as they relate to the World Council of Churches and your extensive network.

In my most ambitious moments I would like to see Pope John Paul II, Dr. Konrad Raiser, one or more top Muslim 
leaders, and other world religious leaders together or in parallel put out a call for unconditional renunciation of nuclear 
weapons.  Can you offer me a suggestion of whom I might contact in the Holy See and in the Muslim world, 
particularly persons who would be sympathetic to an interfaith initiative?

I realize that you're all busy with other endeavors, but I would greatly appreciate your assistance in taking advantage of 
the challenge and opportunity to push for nuclear abolition.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
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China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
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control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
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to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 

May 29, 1998
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Mon, 1 Jun 1998 17:28:49 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Lott on CTBT, 5/29

June 1, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

RE: Trent Lott on CTBT, 5/29 -- FYI

The following is an unhelpful statement from Senator Lott on the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty that was prompted by the recent series of
Indian and Pakistani tests.

While Lott's statement certainly represents another boulder in the path to
Senate approval of the CTBT, Senator Lott  risks becoming more irrelevant to
the nuclear proliferation issue because he  fails to understand the
fundamental dynamics of the nuclear arms race in South Asia. His views are
clearly out of step with many of those within his own party and the vast
majority of Americans who believe that the Senate should approve the Test
Ban Treaty.

The statement also underscores the fact that the Indian and Pakistani tests
are leading many Senators to form new opinions on nuclear proliferation
problems and solutions, including the CTBT. Whatever the latest political
prognosis for bringing the CTBT might be, this is the time to make our case
about how to stop nuclear testing and reduce other nuclear dangers.

DK

*********************

TRENT LOTT
U.S. SENATOR FOR MISSISSIPPI, SENATE MAJORITY LEADER

For Immediate Release Friday May 29, 1998 

Contact: Kirsten Shaw (202) 224-5358

Nuclear arms race in Asia makes test ban treaty irrelevant, Lott says

WASHINGTON -- Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi today called
U.S. action on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty irrelevant, given the
acceleration of the
nuclear arms race in Asia.  Lott said American policy should focus instead
on sanctions,
reappraisal of export and arms controls, and an effective missile defense
program.  His statement follows:
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"It is a great disappointment to see Pakistan respond in kind to India's
irresponsible decision to test nuclear weapons, and I support the decision
to implement sanctions required under U.S. law. A nuclear arms race is now
underway in Asia.  Americans should understand that this dangerous turn of
events is not limited to Pakistan and India.  China conducted a series of
nuclear tests from 1994 to 1996.  China is engaged in robust modernization
of its nuclear forces -- modernization that may have been aided by President
Clinton's decision to ease export controls and by American companies'
violation of U.S. laws on technology transfer.

"The nuclear spiral in Asia demonstrates the irrelevance of U.S. action on
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).  The CTBT will not enter into
force unless 44
countries -- including India and Pakistan -- ratify it.  That is not likely.
Instead, it now
appears likely that the Administration's push for the CTBT actually
accelerated the greatest
proliferation disaster in decades: two new nuclear powers emerging in the
last few weeks.

"American policy should shift from a misguided focus on an unverifiable and
ineffective treaty that precludes maintaining the safety and reliability of
the U.S. nuclear
deterrent to a sustained effort to build international support for
de-escalating the nuclear arms race in Asia.  This should include
multilateral sanctions and a complete reappraisal of U.S. export control,
counter-proliferation and arms control policies.  It must also reflect an
understanding that offensive steps -- including missile and nuclear testing
-- will proliferate until missile defense programs are in place.  Only
effective missile defenses, not unenforceable arms control treaties, will
break the offensive arms race in Asia and provide incentives to address
security concerns without a nuclear response."

-30-
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>
Date: Mon, 1 Jun 1998 20:13:25 -0400
From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Subject: Nuclear Calendar
Content-Description: MS-DOS text file
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="calendar.txt"
To: "undisclosed-recipients:;"

                        NUCLEAR CALENDAR
                          June 1, 1998

Revised the first Monday of each month (and more frequently when
warranted) by David Culp, Plutonium Challenge, (202) 289-2388,
dculp@nrdc.org.

Changes from last month are marked with an asterisk (*).

May 11-June 26   Conference on Disarmament, second session,
                 Geneva
May 23-May 31    Senate Memorial Day recess
May 23-June 2    House of Representatives Memorial Day recess
June 1           10th anniversary of the Intermediate-Range
                 Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, which eliminated
                 all U.S. and Soviet intermediate- and shorter-
                 range missiles, entering into force at Moscow
*Week of June 1  Senate floor action resumes on the defense
  or June 8      authorization bill, S. 1812
*June 2          Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy
                 and Water Development, markup of energy and
                 water development appropriations bill, 2:30 p.m.,
                 SD-192 Dirksen
*June 2          Senate floor vote to limit debate on the
                 Nuclear Waste Policy Act, H.R. 1270, after
                 6 p.m.
*June 2          Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board,
                 meeting on DOE's implementation of Board
                 Recommendation 94-1, "Improved Schedule for
                 Remediation," Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
                 Board, 9 a.m., Suite 300, 625 Indiana Avenue,
                 N.W.
*June 2          Conference on Disarmament, emergency meeting on the
                 Indian-Pakistani situation, Geneva
*June 3          House International Relations Committee,
                 hearing on how sanctions can affect U.S. policy
                 interests, 10 a.m., 2172 Rayburn (May be
                 rescheduled because of the Goldwater funeral.)
*June 3          House Select Committee on Intelligence, hearing
                 on Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests, 10 a.m.,
                 H-405 Capitol (closed) (May be rescheduled
                 because of the Goldwater funeral.)
*June 3          House Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense,
                 markup of defense appropriations bill, 10 a.m.,
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                 H-140 Capitol (May be rescheduled because of
                 the Goldwater funeral.)
*June 4          P-5 foreign ministers meeting on the Indian-
                 Pakistani situation, Geneva
*June 4          House floor action on the budget resolution,
                 H.Con.Res. ____
*June 4          Senate Appropriations Committee, markup of the
                 energy and water development appropriations
                 bill, 10:30 a.m. or 2 p.m.
*June 8          International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
                 Board of Governors meeting, Vienna, Austria
*Week of June 8  House-Senate conference committee on the budget
                 resolution begins (estimate)
June 8-11        Defense Special Weapons Agency, 7th Annual
                 International Conference on Controlling Arms,
                 Philadelphia
                 <http://www.dswa.mil/dswaconf/control.htm>
*June 8-11       South Korean President Kim Dae-jung visits
                 Washington
*Week of June 8  House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and
  or June 15     Water Development, markup of energy and water
                 development appropriations bill
*June 9          DOE Albuquerque Operations Offices, Los Alamos
                 National Laboratory draft site-wide EIS public
                 hearing, Los Alamos Area Office Conference
                 Room, Los Alamos, N.M.
*June 10         Senate floor vote on the Nuclear Waste Policy
                 Act, H.R. 1270 (tentative)
*June 10         DOE Environmental Management Advisory Board
                 meeting, 8:30 a.m., 1E-245 Forrestal Building
June 10          35th anniversary of President Kennedy's nuclear
                 testing speech at American University
*June 10         DOE Albuquerque Operations Offices, Los Alamos
                 National Laboratory draft site-wide EIS public
                 hearing, Sweeney Center, Santa Fe, N.M.
June 10-12       First International Conference on Addressing
                 Environmental Consequences of War: Legal,
                 Scientific and Economic Perspectives, hosted by
                 the Environmental Law Institute and the
                 Smithsonian Institution, S. Dillon Ripley
                 Center, Washington <http://www.eli.org/ecw/>
*June 11         Interagency Steering Committee on Radiation
                 Standards meeting, 9:30 a.m., Auditorium,
                 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 11555 Rockville
                 Pike, Rockville, Md.
*June 12         G-8 foreign ministers meeting on the Indian-
                 Pakistani situation, London
*June 12-13      NATO defense ministers meeting, Brussels,
                 Belgium
*Week of June 15 House-Senate conference committee begins on the
                 defense authorization bill, H.R. 3616 and
                 S. 1812 (closed) (estimate)
June 15-July 17  U.N. diplomatic conference to establish an
                 International Criminal Court, Rome
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*June 17-19      French Prime Minister Lionel Jospin visits
                 Washington and New York. Meets with President
                 Clinton on June 18.
*June 19         U.S. District Court for the District of
                 Columbia, summary judgment hearing in NRDC
                 et al. v. Pe¤a, concerning DOE's stockpile
                 stewardship and management PEIS, 10 a.m.,
                 Courtroom 6, Federal District Court Building,
                 355 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
*June 19         DOE WIPP (N.M.), target date for opening the
                 facility
June 20          35th anniversary of the signing of the "hot
                 line" agreement between the United States and
                 the Soviet Union at Geneva
*June 24         DOE Albuquerque Operations Offices, Los Alamos
                 National Laboratory draft site-wide EIS public
                 hearing, New Mexico Community College, Espaola,
                 N.M.
*June 25-July 3  President Clinton visits China
June 26          Conference on Disarmament, second session ends,
                 Geneva
June 26-July 13  House of Representatives July 4th recess
June 27-July 5   Senate July 4th recess
*June 30         Energy Secretary Federico Pe¤a leaves office
*June 30         DOE Richland Operations Office, report to
                 Congress on the privatization contract for the
                 Tank Waste Remediation System, Hanford Site
                 (Wash.)
*June 30-July 3  International Atomic Energy Agency, Conference
                 on the Radiological Situation at the Atolls of
                 Mururoa and Fangataufa, Vienna, Austria
                 <http://www.iaea.or.at/worldatom/thisweek/previ
                 ew/1998meet/ cn74-2.html>
*June            House Transportation and Infrastructure
                 Committee, markup of Superfund reauthorization
                 bill, H.R. 2727 (Boehlert bill) (tentative)
*June            Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on
                 International Security, Proliferation and
                 Federal Services, hearing on DOE nuclear
                 weapons production sites (tentative)
*June            Senate floor action on the nomination of Mary
                 Anne Sullivan to be DOE General Counsel
*June            President Clinton nominates a new Secretary of
                 Energy
*June            DOE report to Congress on interagency,
                 nonproliferation review of tritium production
                 in commercial reactors (Conference Report on
                 the Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
                 1998, H.R. 1119, House Report 105-340, p. 911)
June             DOE Environmental Management Office, final
                 national 2006 cleanup plan (probably will be
                 delayed)
*June            DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility
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                 supplemental EIS notice of intent
*June            DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor
                 for tritium draft EIS
*June            DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,
                 surplus plutonium disposition draft EIS
                 (Includes the preferred site for the Pit
                 Disassembly and Conversion Facility and the MOX
                 Fuel Fabrication Facility.)
June             DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)
                 advanced mixed waste treatment project draft
                 EIS
*June            DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site
                 (Wash.) draft remedial action EIS and land use
                 plan
*June            DOE Environmental Management Office, Rocky
                 Flats (Colo.) plutonium residues final EIS
*June            United Kingdom Ministry of Defense, completion
                 of Strategic Defense Review
*June or July    Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee,
                 confirmation hearing on the yet-to-be-named
                 Energy Secretary
*June or July    Russian Duma, possible ratification of START II
July 1           30th anniversary of the signing of the Non-
                 Proliferation Treaty at Washington, Moscow and
                 London
*July 10         Russian Duma summer recess begins
July 16          53rd anniversary of the first nuclear test,
                 "Trinity," at Alamogordo, N.M.
*Between July 20 Gore-Kiriyenko Commission meeting, Moscow
  and July 30
*July 22         Japanese Prime Minister Ryutarp Hashimoto
                 visits Washington
July 25          Senate Select Intelligence Committee, hearing
                 on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (closed)
                 (tentative)
July 27-Sept. 9  Conference on Disarmament, third session,
                 Geneva
*July 31         DOE Richland Operations Office, privatization
                 contract awarded for the Tank Waste Remediation
                 System, Hanford Site (Wash.)
*July            DOE Environmental Management Office, receipt of
                 the first shipment of foreign research reactor
                 spent nuclear fuel at the Concord Naval Weapons
                 Station (northeast of San Francisco), to be
                 shipped to INEEL (Idaho)
*July            DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah
                 River Site (S.C.) spent nuclear fuel management
                 draft EIS
*July            DOE Arms Control and Nonproliferation Office,
                 draft study on the nonproliferation impact of
                 reprocessing research reactor fuel at the
                 Savannah River Site (S.C.)
*July            DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,
                 public hearings on the surplus plutonium
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                 disposition draft EIS (Includes the preferred
                 site for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion
                 Facility and the MOX Fuel Fabrication
                 Facility), Amarillo, Texas; Idaho Falls, Idaho;
                 North Augusta, S.C.; Portland, Ore.; and
                 Richland, Wash. (tentative)
*July            DOE Defense Programs Office, public meetings on
                 the commercial reactor for tritium draft EIS
July             DOE Savannah River Operations Office,
                 accelerator for the production of tritium at
                 the Savannah River Site (S.C.) final EIS
*July            DOE Environmental Management Office, Rocky
                 Flats (Colo.) plutonium residues EIS record of
                 decision
*July            DOE Environmental Management Office, records of
                 decision from the waste management PEIS on the
                 treatment sites and storage sites for hazardous
                 waste
*July            President Clinton visits Russia (tentative, if
                 the Russian Duma ratifies START II)
*July or August  Defense Department, release of organization
                 plan for the new Defense Threat Reduction
                 Agency (estimate)
*July or Sept.   Senate floor action possible on the
                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
August 1         Senate summer recess begins
August 1         DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
                 report to Congress on continuing or modifying
                 the Price-Anderson Act (42 U.S.C. 2210(p)(1))
August 5         35th anniversary of the signing of the Limited
                 Test Ban Treaty by the United States, Soviet
                 Union and United Kingdom at Moscow
August 6         Hiroshima Day
August 8         House of Representatives summer recess begins
August 9         Nagasaki Day
*August 14       DOE Chicago Operations Office and Fissile
                 Materials Disposition Office, proposals due for
                 MOX disposition of plutonium
                 <http://www.ch.doe.gov/business/mox/mox.htm>
August 17-21     Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization,
                 Sixth PrepCom meeting, Vienna, Austria
*Aug. 29-Sept. 3 Non-Aligned Movement summit meeting, Durban,
                 South Africa
August 30        35th anniversary of the "hot line" between
                 Washington and Moscow going into operation
August 31        Senate returns from summer recess
*August          DOE Nevada Test Site, subcritical test
                 "Bagpipe"
August           DOE Fissile Materials Office, shipment of MOX
                 nuclear fuel from the Los Alamos National
                 Laboratory (N.M.) to the Chalk River Nuclear
                 Laboratory (northwest of Ottawa) for the
                 "Parallax Project" test burn, using U.S. and
                 Russian plutonium (estimate)
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*August          Institute of Medicine, review and
                 recommendations of the National Cancer
                 Institute's studies on radioactive fallout from
                 nuclear testing (tentative)
August           DOE Savannah River Site (S.C.), accelerator for
                 the production of tritium EIS record of
                 decision
September 1      DOE Nonproliferation and National Security
                 Office, report to Congress on safeguards and
                 security at U.S. nuclear weapons facilities
                 (Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
                 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3162)
September 5-7    Senate Labor Day recess
September 9      House of Representatives returns from summer
                 recess
September 9      Conference on Disarmament, third session ends,
                 Geneva
September 15     U.N. General Assembly, 53rd session convenes,
                 New York
September 21     Congressional Rosh Hashanah recess
September 21     U.N. General Assembly, general debate begins
                 and President Clinton addresses the General
                 Assembly, New York
*September 21    Russian Duma returns from summer recess
September 24     Second anniversary of the signing of the
                 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty at New York
September 24     35th anniversary of the U.S. Senate approval of
                 ratification of the Limited Test Ban Treaty
September 27     German Federal Assembly (Bundestag) elections
September 29-30  Congressional Yom Kippur recess
September 30     DOE Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
                 Office, report to the President and Congress on
                 a viability assessment of the Yucca Mountain
                 nuclear waste repository (42 U.S.C. 10134 note)
                 [Energy Secretary Federico Pe¤a has announced
                 the decision will be delayed until December.]
September        DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility draft
                 supplemental EIS
*September       Chinese Chairman Jiang Zemin visits Moscow
October 1        Federal budget year begins
*October 1       Defense Department, Defense Threat Reduction
                 Agency created
October 7        15th anniversary of the DOE Office of Civilian
                 Radioactive Waste Management
October 9        Congressional adjournment target date
October 9        Nobel Peace Prize announced, Oslo, Norway
                 (estimate)
*October 15      DOE Environmental Management Office, report to
                 Congress on land use plans for Hanford Site
                 (Wash.), INEEL (Idaho), Rocky Flats (Colo.),
                 and Savannah River Site (S.C.) (42 U.S.C. 7274k
                 note, amended by Defense Authorization Act for
                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3141;
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                 extended by DOE)
October 15       U.S. District Court for the District of
                 Colombia, trial begins on contempt charges in
                 NRDC et al. v. Pe¤a, concerning DOE's waste
                 management PEIS, 10 a.m., Courtroom 6, Federal
                 District Court Building,
                 355 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Week of October 24    NGO Committee on Disarmament, Disarmament
                 Week symposium, United Nations, New York
October 26       15th anniversary of the termination of the
                 Clinch River Breeder Reactor (Tenn.) by
                 Congress
*October         DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Sandia
                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide draft EIS
October          DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)
                 advanced mixed waste treatment project final
                 EIS
*Fall            DOE Nevada Test Site, subcritical test
                 "Cimmaron" (estimate)
*Fall            Carnegie Endowment, Nonproliferation
                 Conference, Washington
November 3       U.S. congressional elections
November 9-13    Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization,
                 Seventh PrepCom meeting, Vienna, Austria
*November 30     DOE Chicago Operations Office and Fissile
                 Materials Disposition Office, contract awarded
                 for MOX disposition of plutonium
                 <http://www.ch.doe.gov/business/mox/mox.htm>
*November        DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Los Alamos
                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide final EIS
November         DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor
                 for tritium final EIS
November         DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho),
                 advanced mixed waste treatment project EIS
                 record of decision
*November        President Clinton visits Bangladesh, India and
                 Pakistan (tentative)
December 7       Fifth anniversary of former Energy Secretary
                 Hazel O'Leary announcing her "Openness
                 Initiative" and releasing previously classified
                 records on human radiation experiments
December 10      Nobel Peace Prize awarded, Oslo, Norway
December 31      DOE Defense Programs Office, report to Congress
                 on the technology to be used for tritium
                 production (Defense Authorization Act for
                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3135(a))
*December        DOE Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
                 Office, report to the President and Congress on
                 a viability assessment of the Yucca Mountain
                 nuclear waste repository [See also September 30
                 above.]
*December        DOE Chicago Operations Office and Fissile
                 Materials Disposition Office, contract award
                 for design of the Pit Disassembly and
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                 Conversion Facility at either Hanford Site
                 (Wash.), Idaho National Environmental
                 Engineering Laboratory, Pantex Plant (Texas),
                 or Savannah River Site (S.C.) (estimate)
December         DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility final
                 supplemental EIS
December         DOE Richland Operations Office, Hanford Site
                 (Wash.) solid (radioactive and hazardous) waste
                 program draft EIS
December         Energy Secretary decision of whether to use the
                 Fast Flux Test Facility at the Hanford Site
                 (Wash.) for tritium production
December         DOE Defense Programs Office, commercial reactor
                 for tritium EIS record of decision
*December        DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Los Alamos
                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide EIS record
                 of decision
*December        DOE Environmental Management Office, record of
                 decision from the waste management PEIS on
                 storage sites for the high-level nuclear waste
                 now at Hanford Site (Wash.), INEEL (Idaho),
                 Savannah River Site (S.C.) and West Valley
                 Demonstration Project (N.Y.); and on treatment
                 sites and disposal sites for low-level
                 radioactive waste and low-level mixed
                 radioactive waste at numerous sites
December         NATO foreign ministers meeting
December         NATO defense ministers meeting, Brussels,
                 Belgium
*December        Russian President Boris Yeltsin visits India

                              1999

January 5        Congress convenes (estimate)
*January         DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,
                 surplus plutonium disposition final EIS
*January         DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah
                 River Site (S.C.) spent nuclear fuel management
                 final EIS
*January         DOE Arms Control and Nonproliferation Office,
                 final study on the nonproliferation impact of
                 reprocessing research reactor fuel at the
                 Savannah River Site (S.C.)
January          DOE Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
                 (Calif.), National Ignition Facility
                 supplemental EIS record of decision
*Winter          DOE Nevada Test Site, subcritical test
                 "Accordion" (estimate)
February 1       President Clinton submits the annual federal
                 budget to Congress
February         DOE Idaho Operations Office, INEEL (Idaho)
                 high-level waste and facilities disposition
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                 draft EIS
*February        DOE Fissile Materials Disposition Office,
                 surplus plutonium disposition EIS record of
                 decision
*February        DOE Savannah River Operations Office, Savannah
                 River Site (S.C.) spent nuclear fuel management
                 EIS record of decision
March 3          DOE Environmental Management Office, third
                 Baseline Environmental Management Report (BEMR)
                 submittal to Congress
                 (42 U.S.C. 7274k(d)(1)(B), amended by Defense
                 Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1998,
                 Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3160)
March 15         Commission on Maintaining U.S. Nuclear Weapons
                 Expertise, report to Congress (42 U.S.C. 2121
                 note, amended by Defense Authorization Act for
                 Fiscal Year 1998, Pub.L. 105-85, sec. 3163(b))
March 24         Deadline for ratification of the Comprehensive
                 Test Ban Treaty by 44 specific countries to
                 allow the treaty to enter into force at the
                 earliest possible date
March 28         20th anniversary of the Three Mile Island
                 nuclear accident, near Harrisburg, Pa.
*March           DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Sandia
                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide final EIS
April 12-23      Third PrepCom for the 2000 Non-Proliferation
                 Treaty Review Conference, United Nations,
                 New York
April 22         Earth Day
*April 24-25     NATO 50th anniversary summit, Washington
April 26         Chernobyl Commemoration Day
*April           DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, Sandia
                 National Laboratory (N.M.) site-wide EIS record
                 of decision
April or May     U.N. Disarmament Commission annual meeting, New
                 York (Dates will be set in December 1998.
                 Agenda items will be 1) nuclear-weapon-free
                 zones and 2) conventional arms control.)
*Spring          Tennessee Valley Authority, experimental
                 tritium-producing rods at the Watts Bar Nuclear
                 Plant (Tenn.) removed and shipped to a DOE
                 laboratory for tests
May 11           First anniversary of the recent Indian nuclear
                 tests
May 11-16        Hague Appeal for Peace 1999 Conference, The
                 Hague, Netherlands <http://www.haguepeace.org>
May 18           25th anniversary of the first Indian nuclear
                 test at Pokaran, India

Copyright (c) 1998 by Plutonium Challenge. Permission (and
encouragement) is given to citizens groups to reproduce this
calendar. Proper credit is appreciated.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 02 Jun 1998 10:53:36 +0200
From: Ak Malten <A.Malten@net.HCC.nl>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: NWAD Network statement on Nuremberg Principles in relation to
  ALL aspects of nuclear weapons.
To: a-days@motherearth.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: amalten@pop4.inter.nl.net

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id CAB08800

Dear Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days and Abolition 2000 Friends,

What follows is a NWAD Network statement on Nuremberg 
Principles in relation to ALL aspects of nuclear weapons.

I think it could be useful in the defence of anti-nuclear
activist in court. Especially if the connection with the Four
Geneva Conventions of 1949, their Additional Protocol One 
of 1977, the Hague Convention of 1907, and the international
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide of 1948 and the ICJ Advisory Opinion of July 1996 
is made.

Peace,
or saved by
the pigeon,

Ak Malten,

Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance,
Member of the International Coordination Team and member of 
the Legal workinggroup of the Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days
(NWAD) Network
---
Note: Sentences in which every word is beginning
with a capital should be printed in bold without the use
of those capitals in the beginning of each word.

---statement follows---
NWAD Network Statement on Nuremberg Principles in Relation 
to ALL Aspects of Nuclear Weapons.

What Makes The Threat Or Use Of Nuclear Weapons Illegal?

Nuclear weapons fail to discriminate between military and 
civilian targets and personnel and fail to comply with the 
principle of neutrality in time and place.

Because of their very nature, nuclear weapons cannot be used 
without violating international law. The use or use of nuclear 
weapons is therefore clearly illegal.
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Ak Malten states on neutrality in time: 
"I cannot think of a war which goes on for 240,000 years.

But during the explosion of a nuclear bomb made with 
Plutonium 239 Plutonium dioxide is formed, which remains 
poisonous for 240,000 years.

In reality it is impossible to escape from this fact when 
using Plutonium 239, and therefore it is also impossible 
to escape the violation of the principle of neutrality.

This means that it is illegal to use Plutonium bombs  
in ALL circumstances under international law." 

What Has This Illegality of Nuclear Weapons To Do With 
The Nuremberg Principles?

Nuremberg Principle IV reads: 
"The fact that a person acted pursuant to an order of his 
Government or of a superior does not relieve him from 
responsibility under international law, provided a moral 
choice was in fact possible to him."

Any military person should go on refusing an order of his 
superior to prevent his government from committing an 
international crime under Nuremberg Principles.   
The civilian, who in his or her role of nuclear resister, 
tries to do everything in his or her power to do exactly
the same is only going one step further.

What, Then Are Those international Crimes Under Nuremberg 
Principles? What Crime Could This Nuclear Resister Be Trying 
To Prevent His Or Her Government From Committing?

Nuremberg Principle VI reads:
"The crimes hereinafter set out are punishable as crimes under 
international law:
(a) Crimes against peace:
(i) Planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of 
aggression or a war in violation of international treaties, 
agreements or assurances;
(ii) Participation in a common plan or conspiracy for the 
accomplishment of any of the acts mentioned under (i).
(b) War crimes:
Violations of the laws or customs of war which include, but 
are not limited to, murder, ill-treatment or deportation to 
slave-labour or for any other purpose of civilian population 
of, or in occupied territory, murder or ill-treatment of 
prisoners of war, of persons on the seas, killing of hostages, 
plunder of public or private property, wanton destruction of 
cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not justified
by military necessity.
(c) Crimes against humanity:
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Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other 
inhumane acts done against any civilian population, or 
persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds, when 
such acts are done or such persecutions are carried on in 
execution of, or in connection with any crime against
peace or any war crime."

So, How Do Nuclear Weapons Relate To The Nuremberg Principles?

"....., the threat to use nuclear weapons (i.e., nuclear
deterrence/terrorism) constitutes ongoing international 
criminal activity, namely: planning, preparation, conspiracy 
and solicitation to commit crimes against peace, crimes against 
humanity, war crimes, as well as grave breaches of the Four 
Geneva Conventions of 1949, their Additional Protocol One 
of 1977, the Hague Regulations of 1907, and the international
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of 
Genocide of 1948, inter alia. These are the so-called inchoate 
crimes that under Nuremberg Principles constitute international 
crimes in their own right. The conclusion is inexorable, 
therefore, that the possession, design, testing, development, 
manufacture, deployment, and the threat to use nuclear weapons 
together with all their essential accoutrements are criminal 
under well-recognized principles of international law....."

[Quote from: Francis A. Boyle: "The Nuremberg Defence in 
Courts"; in "The Right To Refuse Military Orders" ; 
page. 83 - 84; IPB, 1984; ISBN 951-9193-40-5 ; Edited By 
Merja Pentikäinen

WE, CITIZENS OF THIS WORLD, SEE IT THEREFORE AS OUR DUTY 
ACCORDING TO THE NUREMBERG PRINCIPLES TO ACT, TO UPHOLD 
INTERNATIONAL LAW, AND WILL TAKE RESPONSIBILITY BY INSPECTING 
NUCLEAR SITES OF CRIME IN ORDER TO PREVENT THIS CRIME FROM 
HAPPENING.

---end---
°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
       JOIN THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS ABOLITION DAYS 1998

'Citizens Inspections' and other actions to abolish nuclear 
weapons:

June 10-12 1998  Actions at the NATO-Ministers of Defence 
                 meeting in Brussels (Belgium)

July  3-11 1998  International Peace Action Camp, Brussels 
                 Including action at NATO HQ on July 8th

October  1 1998  Citizens Inspections and non-violent direct 
                 actions worldwide

°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
Additional actions:
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July 12-         The Walk for Nuclear Disarmament from 
August 9 1998    NATO/Brussels (NATO HQ) to Faslane/Scotland 
                 (Trident nuclear submarine base)

August 9-25      Trident Ploughshares 2000 Disarmament Camp, 
                 Faslane, Scotland

=============================================================
  The Global Anti-Nuclear Alliance (GANA) -- is a member of    
  The Abolition 2000 Network, A Global Network to Eliminate 
  Nuclear Weapons

Address: c/o Ak Malten        
        Irisstraat 134          Tel:+31.70.3608905
        2565TP The Hague        Fax:+31.70.3608905
        The Netherlands         E-Mail: A.Malten@net.HCC.nl

GANA's website:  

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/welcome.html

The ICJ Advisory Opinion on Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 
 **including ALL the Separate Opinions of ALL the Judges**,
    the Canberra Report, the CTBT Text and Protocol,
         the NPT text and the 1925 Gas Protocol,
              the Nuremberg Principles and 
   the MODEL Nuclear Weapons Convention can be found at: 

       http://www.inter.nl.net/hcc/A.Malten/docs.html
=============================================================
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 10:13:51 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: news: nations meet in Geneva on S. Asia

June 2, 1998

TO: Coalition members
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: international conferences to address S. Asia crisis

As has been reported by the news media over the weekend, special meetings of
key goverment representatives have been convened to address the S. Asian
nuclear/security crisis:

Today (June 2) there special session of the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva.

On June 12 there is a meeting of the G-8 Foreign Ministers.

Attached below is a copy of the early wire stories from Geneva.

DK

***********

6/02/98 0843

FOCUS-OVER 40 STATES URGE HALT TO N-TESTS IN ASIA 

By Stephanie Nebehay 
GENEVA - Over 40 member states of the Conference on Disarmament (CD),
including the five major nuclear powers, on Tuesday called on India and
Pakistan to cease nuclear testing and renounce their atomic weapons programmes. 

Australia and New Zealand tabled the text, which condemned "all nuclear
testing," and also urged India and Pakistan to join two major global arms
control pacts immediately. 

The five major nuclear powers -- Britain, China, France, Russia and the
United States -- formally supported the statement at the United
Nations-backed forum. 

Germany, Japan and Italy as well as major non-aligned states including
Brazil, Mexico and South Africa also endorsed the text at the 61-member body. 

"It is important that such a large number of countries have endorsed the
text. We commend this," U.S. disarmament ambassador Robert Grey told Reuters. 
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Another diplomat said: "It was a last minute piece of work. The Chinese
hadn't made up their minds. 

"Their main concern was Pakistan being treated equally with India. They
think India is the prime suspect and Pakistan was pushed into it. But the
Chinese managed to get over their concern in the interest of joining in," he
added. 

The ambassadors of Pakistan and India -- who were spotted talking together
ahead of and after the morning session -- are due to address the Geneva
talks which resume about 1315 GMT. 

"What we do not accept is to be equated with India because clearly there are
strong differences between our reaction and India's actions," Pakistan's
envoy Munir Akram told reporters. 

"We are not culpable," he said. "The world can't treat Pakistan and India in
the same way. It is India who has instigated the crisis." 

Akram called for the international community to deal with the security
situation in South Asia comprehensively, including the imbalance in
conventional arms and the dispute over Kashmir. 

Separately, a U.N. spokeswoman said foreign ministers from the five
permanent members of the U.N. Security Council -- Britain, China, France,
Russia and the United States -- would meet in Geneva on Thursday afternoon
to discuss the crisis. 

Pakistan has said it carried out six nuclear tests last week in response to
five by its neighbour and arch-rival India. The two countries have fought
three wars since 1947. 

New Zealand ambassador Clive Pearson read out the statement, endorsed by a
total of 46 CD member and observer states. 

"They are alarmed and deeply concerned at nuclear testing by India and
Pakistan. They condemn all nuclear testing and consider such acts to be
contrary to the international consensus which bans the testing of nuclear
weapons and other explosive devices," read the one-page statement. 

"It is now crucial that India and Pakistan announce immediately a cessation
to all further testing of these weapons, renounce their nuclear weapons
programmes and sign and ratify, unconditionally, the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty," it added. 

"We also call on India and Pakistan to accede, without delay, to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, to join all states in ensuring the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and to engage in negotiations to
conclude a ban on the production of fissile material," it added. 

***********

Reuters  06/01/98 
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U.S. NOT TO URGE OTHERS TO IMPOSE SANCTIONS IN GENEVA 

WASHINGTON- Foreign ministers from nuclear states will try to reduce tension
between India and Pakistan at a meeting in Geneva this week and the United
States will not press for sanctions, a U.S. official said on Monday. 

State Department spokesman James Rubin told a briefing that the purpose of
the meeting Thursday would be to work out a concerted strategy to stop the
nuclear arms race between the two states, which both tested nuclear devices
last month. 

It will be attended by the foreign ministers of the United States, Russia,
China, France and Britain -- the five permanent members of the U.N. Security
Council. 

"This ... is not an attempt to gather support from China, France and Russia
and the United Kingdom for the draconian sanctions the United States has
imposed," Rubin said. 

After the Indian tests in May, the U.S. government brought in the economic
sanctions required by law against countries that ignore U.S.
non-proliferation policy. 

It waved the threat of sanctions again in a vain attempt to dissuade
Pakistan from retaliating with its own tests. "They obviously didn't work,"
Rubin said. 

"The immediate focus of the (Geneva) meeting will be to consider ways to
reduce tensions between India and Pakistan and to try to avoid the kind of
provocative steps that have been taken in recent days and weeks," the
spokesman added. 

"The meetings will also examine ways ... (to) bring greater stability and
security to South Asia, including steps that can be taken to encourage
dialogue and reconciliation between India and Pakistan," he said. 

"We want to discuss ways to prompt the countries in the region to avoid
further provocative steps -- including additional missile and nuclear tests,
inflammatory rhetoric, and additional military activity of a more
conventional type," the spokesman added. 

But the five countries will not invite representatives of India and Pakistan
to the meeting, he said. 

In the long term the United States wants a solution to the problem of
Kashmir, the divided mountain territory that has been the major cause of
tension, he said. 

Kashmir, coupled with the possession of nuclear weapons, "raise the
frightening prospect of conflict that would be of a different character,"
Rubin said, in an oblique reference to fears of nuclear war in the Indian
subcontinent. 
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"The combination of the political tensions, including over Kashmir, with the
nuclear testing that has occurred is a volatile combination, and ... it's
time to get on with resolving this problem," he added. 

Veteran Pakistani Senator Akram Zaki, in Washington to spell out Islamabad's
position, said international diplomatic action like the Geneva meeting was
essential to settle disputes between the two arch-enemies, who have fought
three wars. 

"Don't leave us to talk to each other. Help us to talk to each other as we
don't trust each other," said Zaki, a close associate of Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif and a former ambassador to China. 

He said Pakistan wanted the international community to address the issue of
proliferation in a way that did not discriminate against Pakistan and, more
importantly, tackle the underlying problems between the countries, including
Kashmir.

 Zaki, starting a visit of three to four days in Washington, was due to meet
assistant secretary of state Karl Inderfurth on Monday afternoon and meet
members of Congress later in the week. He was here to explain, not
negotiate, he said. 

Two similar delegations were traveling in Europe to spell out Pakistan's
position, he said.   [1810

Reuters
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 09:30:36 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Drell op-ed reply to Lott in NYT

June 2, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball

RE: Must Read E-mail: Sidney Drell Op-Ed in 6/2 NYT 

The following op-ed provides us with an excellent rebuttal to Senator Lott's
statement from Friday the 29th on the CTBT (see earlier e-mail).

Whether you are ready or not, the debate about how to stop nuclear testing
and whether the Senate should ratify the CTBT is on.

For the latest on the CTBT and the crisis in South Asia, see the Coalition's
CTBT site:

http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.html

DK

***************
                                                                   
"Reasons to Ratify, Not to Stall"

By SIDNEY D. DRELL
The New York Times Op-Ed Page - June 2, 1998

STANFORD, Calif. -- The nuclear tests by India and Pakistan have led some in
the United States Senate to seek further delay on the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty, which has already been awaiting ratification for more than a year
and a half. Senator Trent Lott of Mississippi, the majority leader, said on
Friday that "the nuclear spiral in Asia demonstrates the irrelevance of U.S.
action" on the treaty, calling the pact "unverifiable and ineffectual." 

To the contrary, the treaty's international monitoring system, when used in
combination with our own intelligence resources, provides the means to
verify the test ban effectively. Moreover, a quick vote in the Senate
approving the treaty is an essential response to the South Asian nuclear
gambit. 

While it is true that American intelligence failed to provide imminent
warning of India's first three nuclear tests on May 11, we were well aware
that the technical preparations had been made for testing. Furthermore, the
global network of seismic sensors that will form the core of the treaty's
verification system did detect, locate and identify the main nuclear blast
that day. 
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It is evident that the system also proved effective in detecting Pakistan's
tests, both on Thursday and on Saturday. And the treaty calls for the
monitoring system to be beefed up. Also, the treaty would allow us to
request a short-notice, on-site inspection if we had any evidence suggesting
that a nuclear weapons test might have occurred. 

India has claimed that its last two announced tests, on May 13, had very low
yields, in the subkiloton range. Whether or not we succeed in corroborating
possible tests of such relatively small magnitude, we need to remember that
very low yield tests are of questionable value in designing new nuclear
weapons or confirming that a new design will work as intended. Any failure
by the monitors to detect such tests is not the proper benchmark for
determining the system's -- or the treaty's -- effectiveness. 

I know from my own work for the Director of Central Intelligence, George
Tenet, that the existing monitoring system did the job last summer,
detecting a "seismic event" off Novaya Zemlya in Russia and eventually
helping to determine that it was not from a nuclear test. Our intelligence
services are rightly assigned the task of monitoring for nuclear explosions,
with or without the treaty. But with the treaty, additional sensors would be
deployed in a global network that would complement our own intelligence.
Some of these additional sensors would be "aimed" at the subcontinent. And
with the treaty, we could request on-site inspection of suspicious activities. 

The test ban treaty -- which has already been signed by 149 nations and
ratified by our nuclear allies, Britain and France -- provides the legal
framework for a long-term solution to the problem of nuclear testing in
India and Pakistan. The best way for these two nations to begin addressing
the international condemnation and sanctions that have resulted from their
tests is for them to sign the treaty, without condition. Senate ratification
would strengthen our hand in pushing India and Pakistan toward a responsible
course, and it would help dissuade other states from going down the
dangerous road of developing nuclear weapons. 

Senator Lott also expressed concern that the treaty "will not enter  into
force unless 44 countries, including India and Pakistan, ratify it."
Precisely for this reason, Article 14 of the treaty calls for a review
conference in September 1999 to look for ways to put the treaty into effect
if it has not been approved by all 44 nuclear-capable nations (i.e., those
with nuclear weapons or with nuclear reactors for research or power). 

Only those nations that have ratified will have a seat at that conference.
Thus the United States must ratify the treaty this year if we are to be a
leader, as we must be, in an effort to put the treaty into force. 

Previous Senates have shown that they can act quickly and courageously on
such matters. When President John F. Kennedy submitted the Limited Test Ban
Treaty to the Senate in 1963, the Foreign Relations Committee held its first
hearing four days later, and the treaty was approved by the full Senate in
less than two months. 

Yet in the wake of the Indian and Pakistani tests, it would appear that the
Senate will not act even to bring the treaty to a vote. Inaction will not
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help to deter further nuclear tests or reduce nuclear dangers. Rather than
pointing to India's and Pakistan's tests as an excuse for inaction, the
Senate should be approving the treaty without delay. 

Four decades ago President Dwight D. Eisenhower said that not achieving a
nuclear test ban "would have to be classed as the greatest disappointment of
any administration -- of any decade -- of any time and of any party." It
would be tragic if once more we fail to seize this opportunity.

# # #

Sidney D. Drell, a physics professor at Stanford University, has advised the
United States Government on national security since 1960. 
 
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 09:24:37 -0400
From: "Ross Wilcock" <rwilcock@execulink.com>
Importance: Normal
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: protest actions by Abolition 2000 Belgium 
To: "Abolition-Caucus@Igc. Org (E-mail)" <abolition-caucus@igc.org>
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
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Non-member submission from ["Forum voor Vredesaktie (WRI-section)"
<forum@vredesaktie.ngonet.be>]
-----Original Message-----
From: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org [mailto:owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org]
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 1998 3:03 AM
Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 08:16:38 +0200
Message-Id: <1.5.4.16.19980602082929.24c718ea@ppp-gw>
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, a-days@motherearth.org,
 warresisters@gn.apc.org, peacenews@gn.apc.org
From: "Forum voor Vredesaktie (WRI-section)" <forum@vredesaktie.ngonet.be>
Subject: protest actions by Abolition 2000 Belgium

Dear friends,

Today, representatives from Abolition 2000 Belgium, to which over 50
organisations from diverent Belgian social movements (peace-,
environmental-, third world-, human rights-, workers-, etc.- movement)are
affiliated, organised a peace vigil before the Pakistani embassy in
Brussels.  A delegation of the demonstrators aksed for a meeting with the
ambassador.  The delegation was compiled by Hugo Van Dienderen (member of
the Belgian federal parliament, Green Party), Jan Vande Putte (Greenpeace
Belgium) and Eloi Glorieux (Belgian War Resisters' International section).
Together with 2 TV crews and two press photographers we were invited in in
the embassy.
As Abolition 2000, we urged the Pakistani government:
* not to pursue the dead end road of the nuclear arms race;
* to stop all nuclear test explosions at once;
* to abolish its nuclear weapons program;
* to join the CTBT and the NPT;
* to initiate a worldwide conference that should lead, within a set
timeframe, to a Global Nuclear Weapons Convention, banning all nuclear
weapons;
* to use the nations resources for the investment in a peaceful and
sustainable development of te region.

We also offered a copy of the "Model Nuclear Weapons Convention" of IALANA
to the ambassador.
After the embassy vigil, another delegation of Abolition 2000 Belgium,
composed by Cecile Silis (Member of the regional Flemish Parliament, Green
Party), Georges Spriet (Vrede), Pol D'Huyvetter (For Mother Earth), Jan
Vande Putte (Greenpeace Belgium) and Eloi Glorieux (Belgian War Resisters'
Int. section) went to the cabinet of Belgian prime minister Dehaene. We were
received by the prime minister's diplomatic advisor mr. Frank Geerkens. We
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expressed our concern about the contribution of the Belgian nuclear
establishment in the Pakistani bomb (Kahn, the father of the Pakistany bomb,
studied nuclear sciences at a Belgian universityu and worked at the Belgian
Nuclear Research Centre in Mol). We also stressed the responsibility of a
Belgium in halting the nuclear arms race. We emphasised that Belgium should
take a possitive initiative, as it did when it called for a conference
banning landmines. We asked the prime minister's advisor to urge  the prime
minister to take the following initiatives:
* the nuclear weapons stored at the NATO air base of Kleine Brogel (about 10
US B61 free fall bombs) should leave immediately;
* Belgium should stop its participation in offensive nuclear NATO
strategies;
* Belgium should initiate a global conference on a comprehensive treaty
banning all nuclear weapons.

Both events were covered by the press, TV as well as news papers.
Hope this is useful to some of you.
cheers,

Eloi Glorieux
Forum voor Vredesactie (Belgian WRI section
Van Elewijckstraat 35,
1050 Brussels.
e-mail: forum@vredesaktie.ngonet.be
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To: crramey@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Abolition-religious list serve
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Clayton and Dave:

Last summer I set up abolition-religious as a list serve for the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition.  At the 
time Clayton was skeptical that we had that much business to transact in that manner, but David Gracie and I thought it 
was worth a try.  Clayton has proved correct.  

I've lost track of how many subscribers we have, may 20 to 30.  My guess is only ten or so are from religious 
organizations, the others being miscellaneous individuals.  I've used the list-serve on occasion to send out information 
and ask for responses, mainly in connection with the NPT PrepCom statement and presenter.  Not many responded.  I 
can't recall anybody else sending a message to the list.

I see no need to keep the list-serve in operation as it now functions (or doesn't).  However, I believe that could make a 
fresh start and make the list into an effective tool for communication and mobilization of the world religious community 
for nuclear abolition.   For instance, in a separate message I am offering some ideas about how the religious community 
might approach the nuclear weapon states and press for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.

Through the NPT PrepCom, I have made contact with a number of religious organizations around the world, such as 
national councils of churches and denominational representatives.  Many more could be added.  There are about 20 U.S. 
religious organizations in our CTBT network which would have an abolition interest, and that number could double.  
Probably some in the networks of the International FOR and Pax Christi International could become engaged.

If we pursued this approach, the list should be open mainly to religious organizations so that we can have strategic 
discussion.  Technically this would make it a "closed list" with organizations asking to subscribe rather than our current 
approach where we have only an e-mail address that comes through major domo without knowing who it is.

I would like your ideas on this matter.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: crramey@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Religious mobilization for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Clayton and Dave:

After the Indian and Pakistani tests and the futility of the NPT PrepCom session, I believe we need to step up our efforts 
to get the nuclear weapon states and their allies to take more seriously the need for nuclear abolition.  With that in mind 
I have developed some ideas about broader mobilization of the world religious community, as offered below.  It 
includes a call for renunciation, unconditional no use, and total abolition.  I would like your comments.

I'm putting this out for discussion as extensively as I can.  At the NPT PrepCom I developed some excellent contacts 
and leads for various regions, include one in Cairo who may help us reach into the Muslim world.  Please feel to 
circulate it as widely as choose.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
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· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
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modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.
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APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 

May 29, 1998
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 04:05:37 -0400
From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: great letter to editor on human costs of testing
To: ctbt-organize@igc.org

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/WPlate/1998-06/01/006l-060198-idx.html
South Asian Nukes: Testing the Planet 
Monday, June 1, 1998; Page A16 

I would like to applaud The Post's continuing coverage of the nuclear 
tests that India and Pakistan conducted recently. This news story 
demands great attention here in the United States and abroad. Nuclear 
testing is a danger to world peace and affects us all, wherever we may 
reside on the globe. 

However, in addition to world consequences, nuclear testing affects 
individuals -- children, mothers, fathers, families. The Post's coverage 
omitted commentary on the human element of testing. 

Earlier this month, I was north of India in Kazakhstan, home of some 490 
nuclear tests conducted by the Soviets over a 40-year period, until 
1989. More than 19 million hectares of land were destroyed, and more 
than 75 percent of the inhabitants in the areas where the tests were 
conducted suffered radiation exposure. Few measures were taken to 
protect them from harm. More recently, China's last nuclear test in 1996 
was conducted near the border of Kazakhstan, reigniting fears from years 
past. 

But these facts don't shock me so much as the words of the people I met 
in Semipalatinsk, one of the former nuclear test areas in the 
northeastern part of the country. Almost a decade after the end of 
testing in Kazakhstan, people still are surviving the consequences and 
living in fear of radiation. Radiation is a difficult topic to avoid -- 
it is part of their daily existence. 

When I was there, I was told by a physician to drink vodka, because, he 
claimed, it helps ward off the radioactive elements. I was told by 
another physician, as we were driving through the epicenter of the 
nuclear test site, that several men were killed recently when they tried 
to dig for copper scraps to sell because they dug too deep, releasing 
radioactive gases. Upon my group's arrival in one town in the heart of 
the testing area, the head physician there said, "You are courageous to 
come here." 

Regardless of the truth of the vodka remedy, the story of the men dying 
from radioactive elements expelled from the earth or the notion that we 
were courageous, the reality that I saw was people living in fear. 

In testing these nuclear devices, India and Pakistan can be added to the 
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list of countries that have guaranteed fear for their populations and 
the people of neighboring countries. India and Pakistan may not be 
signatories of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, but this testing is a 
violation of human rights and a violation of our earth. 

And whose choice was it? The people have no choice when governments 
decide to test nuclear weapons. And ultimately, our earth has no choice. 

The United States and the global community must ensure the right to live 
free from nuclear testing, without exception. With every test that is 
conducted, we further disrupt the delicate ecosystem that sustains us. 
Testing is a road to ultimate self-destruction and one that none of us 
can afford to take. 

NICOLE CHEETHAM 
Washington 
(c) Copyright 1998 The Washington Post Company 

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 02 Jun 1998 15:04:47 -0700
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Revised article
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: napf@silcom.com

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id QAB15243

Here is a revised copy of my article.

THE CHALLENGE POSED BY INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
by David Krieger*

"Today the flames of the nuclear fire are all over.  I am thankful to God...that we have jumped into these flames."
                        - Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif

"I cannot believe that we are about to start the 21st century by having the Indian subcontinent repeat the mistakes of the 
20th century, when we know it is not necessary to peace, to security, to prosperity, to national greatness, or to personal 
fulfilment."
                                        - U.S. President Bill Clinton

        In a three week period, both India and Pakistan have conducted nuclear tests, thus becoming new members of the 
nuclear weapons club.  Their tests have brought forth broad, even jubilant, support among the Indian and Pakistani 
people.  Following the Pakistani tests, one Pakistani clerk effused, "Pakistan is now a superpower."  

        It is not surprising that India and Pakistan would view nuclear weapons as a path to international security and 
prestige.  The five original members of the nuclear weapons club -- the U.S., UK, France, Russia, and China -- have 
treated their possession of nuclear weapons this way for decades.  

        The major problem is not that India and Pakistan have conducted nuclear tests.  It is that they, like the other 
members of the nuclear weapons club, have indicated by their tests that they now choose to rely upon nuclear weapons 
to maintain their national security.  

        The Indians and Pakistanis are doing no more -- in fact, much less -- than the United States and the former Soviet 
Union did throughout the Cold War in relying upon their  nuclear arsenals for deterrence.  The policy of nuclear 
deterrence -- despite the end of the Cold War and ostensibly friendly relations -- continues to be the official policy of the 
U.S. and Russia, as it is of the other nations in the nuclear weapons club.

        The nuclear weapons states claim that there has been no nuclear war because  of their nuclear weapons rather than 
in spite  of them.  If deterrence is a viable theory, however, there should be no problem with it being adopted by all 
states, including India and Pakistan.

        The truth is that deterrence is only a theory, and not one that is believed to work universally.  If deterrence were in 
fact considered reliable, nuclear weapons proliferation should in theory be encouraged rather than opposed. 

        I doubt if anyone believes that the Indian subcontinent is safer now that India and Pakistan have demonstrated their 
nuclear weapons capabilities.  It is generally and rightly recognized that the region has become far more dangerous with 
this new capacity for nuclear annihilation.
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        Imagine, for example, that the Indians decided to respond to the Pakistani threat by a pre-emptive first-strike to 
destroy Pakistan’s nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems.  Should the Indians fail, the Pakistanis might respond 
with a nuclear attack.  Even the fear of such pre-emptive action by the Indians might lead the Pakistanis to themselves 
launch a pre-emptive first-strike against India.  There are many other possible scenarios that might lead to nuclear war.

 Just as the problem is not the nuclear weapons tests, but the policies that they represent, the danger is not limited to 
South Asia.   By the Indian and Pakistani tests, we are reminded of the danger that exists from all nuclear weapons in 
the world -- those in the hands of all nuclear weapons states.  We are also reminded that nuclear weapons proliferation 
remains a seriouus threat to regional and global stability.

 There are not responsible and irresponsible nuclear weapons states.  All are irresponsible because they base their 
national security on weapons which have the capacity to murder millions of innocent people.

 As a worst case scenario, and one that has been long understood, a large-scale nuclear exchange between the 
United States and Russia could result in ending human civilization, such as it is, and destroying the human species and 
most life on earth. Being willing to run this risk does not demonstrate a high level of responsibility -- quite the opposite.   

 The choice before us is whether to deal with India and Pakistan as an isolated regional problem, or whether to view 
their nuclear tests as a wake-up call to commence international negotiations to achieve a treaty to eliminate all nuclear 
weapons in the world.

 The first option is not viable.  India and Pakistan will not reverse their course unless the other nuclear weapons 
states clearly demonstrate their commitment to achieving a world free of nuclear weapons.  Following its tests, India 
issued a statement appealing for such a commitment in the form of a Nuclear Weapons Convention:  "India calls on all 
nuclear weapons states and indeed the international community to join with it in opening early negotiations for a 
Nuclear Weapons Convention so that these weapons can be dealt with in a global, nondiscriminatory framework as 
other weapons of mass destruction have been, through the Biological Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons 
Convention."

 I have long maintained that a world with a small number of nuclear "haves" and a much larger number of nuclear 
"have-nots" is unstable and unrealistic.  This instability has begun to manifest itself in a detrimental way through 
nuclear proliferation.  We will continue in this direction unless the course is reversed by serious negotiations among the 
nuclear weapons states to eliminate all nuclear weapons in the world.

 The United States is capable of providing the leadership to attain a world free of nuclear weapons.  The U.S., 
however, has shown no inclination to assert this leadership.   In fact, U.S. policies under the current administration have 
all been directed toward maintaining the existing structure of nuclear "haves" and "have-nots".  This must change.  It is 
our best hope for preventing a nuclear holocaust in the 21st century.

 One other possibility exists.  It is for other nations of the world, without the U.S. but including other nuclear 
weapons states, to move forward on a treaty banning nuclear weapons in the way that the treaty to ban landmines was 
created without U.S. participation.  Unless the U.S. steps forward as a leader on this issue, I would hope that other 
nations will proceed without us.  

 At the edge of a new millennium, the nation state system is challenged on many fronts to solve global 
environmental and security problems.  The greatest of these challenges is posed by weapons of man’s own creation, the 
most dangerous of which are nuclear weapons capable of destroying humankind.  Will we meet this challenge?  Are 
there leaders among us capable of picking up where Gorbachev left off that can lead the world to end the nuclear 
weapons era?
          
 Such leaders will have to pierce the illusions of security that have been created to manipulate the people, now 
including the people of India and Pakistan, into believing that nuclear weapons should be a source of national pride.  
Nuclear weapons are quite simply weapons of mass destruction, meaning mass murder, and should be viewed as a 
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national disgrace.  But where are the leaders to say this?   

 As in all great issues of social change, the leadership for a nuclear weapons free world will have to arise from the 
people.  This grassroots leadership is already emerging from Abolition 2000, a global network working to eliminate 
nuclear weapons, which is now composed of nearly 1100 citizen action groups from around the world.  

 The challenge posed to the world by the two new members of the nuclear weapons club is nothing less than 
creating a world free of nuclear weapons.  It is a challenge of finding new means of achieving security and settling our 
differences without resorting to weapons of mass destruction.

______________________________

 *David Krieger is president of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation.  He may be reached at 1187 Coast Village 
Road, Suite 123, Santa Barbara CA 93108, email: wagingpeace@napf.org.

*********************************************************
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION
International contact for Abolition 2000
a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons
**********************************************************
1187 Coast Village Road, Box 123
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794
Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
URL http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/
**********************************************************
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 3 Jun 1998 09:13:51 +0100 (BST)
From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: INDIA-PAK GENEVA RESPONSE
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host am247.du.pipex.com [193.130.252.247] claimed to be Acronym
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)

Acronym Update on CD response to Indian and Pakistani Tests
Rebecca Johnson, Geneva, June 3, 1998

Following India's 5 tests on 11 and 13 May, some delegations tried to
convene a Special Session of the Conference on Disarmament (CD), but India
blocked.  Therefore the scheduled CD  plenary on 14 May heard 43 statements
from CD delegations and observers.  The overwhelming majority expressed deep
concern and alarm, condemned India for defying the international norms
against testing and nuclear proliferation, and called on India to accede to
the comprehensive test ban treaty (CTBT) without delay.  Many also urged
Pakistan to exercise restraint and not to retaliate with tests of its own.
Most of the statements read into the record or reiterated statements made by
Foreign Ministries in response to the tests.  

Following Pakistan's tests on 28 and 30 May, a Special Session was convened
on 2 June, which heard at least 45 statements.  Pakistan, which did not
block, said that it welcomed a Special Session "devoted to the crisis in
South Asia" as it had been trying for years to draw attention to the
"dangers of conflict -- including the nuclear threat -- emanating from India".  

Almost all the statements referred to countries' deep concern and dismay
regarding the nuclear testing conducted by both Pakistan and India.  While
many expressed disappointment in Pakistan for ignoring their urgings and
appeals not to conduct nuclear tests of its own, several also acknowledged
that the provocation had been India's, although they considered that it
would have been in Pakistan's better security interests not to have
retaliated in kind.  Many spoke of the dangers of a spiralling nuclear arms
race in South Asia and of further regional and global destabilisation of
peace, security and non-proliferation.

An initiative from New Zealand, supported by Australia, resulted in 47
States signing on to a joint statement, which is reproduced in full, below. 

Ian Soutar of the UK also announced that there will be a meeting of the
Foreign Ministers of the Permanent Five members of the UN Security Council
(P-5) in Geneva on Thursday 4 June to discuss the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons and the situation in South Asia.  It will be attended by
Jianxuan Tang (China); Hubert Vedrine (France); Evgeny Primakov (Russia);
Robin Cook (UK); and Madeleine Albright (USA).  Having hotfooted it to
Geneva from London at the last minute on Monday to attend this Special
Session of the CD, I shall stay on and try to report on the P-5 meeting (if
anything constructive emerges).

Many of the statements to the CD today made the connection between nuclear
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disarmament, non-proliferation and preventing a nuclear arms race in South
Asia.  Most statements called on India and Pakistan to sign and ratify the
CTBT and to adhere to the NPT and to join in getting negotiations on a
fissile materials production ban (usually referred to as FMCT) in the CD on
the basis of the 1995 Shannon report.  Many warned against accepting de
facto or de jure the addition of more nuclear weapon states.  

Several countries, including Chile, South Africa, Brazil and Mexico, said
they had supported the New Zealand statement but with the understanding that
in their view it did not go far enough on nuclear disarmament.  They called
for the CD to convene an ad hoc committee on nuclear disarmament.  South
Africa reiterated its proposal for a deliberative committee, while others
referred to negotiations on a phased programme with a specified framework of
time, as agreed at the recent meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement Ministers
in Cartagena (May 18-20).  

Japan spoke for many when Akira Hayashi said that this challenge was the
greatest since the nuclear non-proliferation regime was instituted almost 30
years ago. Noting that there were nearly 187 NPT Parties [counting Brazil],
Japan said that it was imperative for them to unite, and warned that the
nuclear weapon states bore special responsibilities "and they should neither
be complacent nor take the NPT for granted".  This was taken to be a
scarcely veiled criticism of their actions at the recently deadlocked Second
PrepCom of the NPT in Geneva.  China said it supported the New Zealand
statement, but with some reservations.  Li Changhe then seemed to endorse a
much stronger push for both non-proliferation and for the 'complete and
thorough prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons'.

A few countries, including Egypt and Iran, said that they had not joined the
New Zealand statement, despite agreeing with much of it, because it did not
explicitly call for negotiations on nuclear weapons elimination.  Iran
ominously warned that "in the absence of an all-encompassing  programme  of
comprehensive nuclear disarmament the status and future (continuity) of the
NPT will face great uncertainty."  Egypt, Iran, Algeria and Syria emphasised
that the concern about South Asia should extend also to the Middle East,
referring specifically to Israel's nuclear weapons programme and calling for
full universality of the NPT.

NOTE:  By Friday 5 June, the Acronym Institute aims to place a special
feature on our website covering, excerpting or summarising the major
statements issued by foreign ministries and leaders regarding the Indian and
Pakistani tests over the past 3 weeks.  The special feature will also
include the full text of the statements made by both India and Pakistan in
the CD on 14 May and on 2 June.  

Below: 
i)  statement by New Zealand and 46 others to CD
ii) text of UN Security Council Resolution proposed by Japan and Sweden

=====================
Statement read by Ambassador Clive Pearson, New Zealand, to the CD Special
Session 2 June 1998.

"I am taking the floor at this Special Session to read into the record a
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statement from the following Member States and Observers of the Conference
on Disarmament:

Australia, New Zealand, United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Finland,
Austria, Canada, Ukraine, Greece, Slovakia, Sweden, Hungary, Norway,
Belarus, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Philippines, Denmark, Italy, Romania,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Kazakhstan, Japan, Malta, Bulgaria, Lithuania,
Mongolia, Russian Federation,  Republic of Korea, France, China, Turkey,
Spain, Chile, South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Ireland, Venezuela,
Portugal, Slovenia, Ecuador and Belgium
[altogether 47]

Mr President, they are alarmed and deeply concerned at nuclear testing by
India and Pakistan.  

They condemn all nuclear testing and consider such acts to be contrary to
the international consensus which bans the testing of nuclear weapons and
other explosive devices.

The tests undertaken by India and Pakistan's decision to respond with its
own tests blatantly undermine the international regime of non-proliferation
of nuclear weapons.  The actions of India and Pakistan threaten and
undermine the process of disarmament and the goal of eliminating nuclear
weapons altogether.

The testing of nuclear weapons by India and Pakistan is totally
irreconcilable with claims by both countries that they are committed to
nuclear disarmament.

International security will not be enhanced by provocative and dangerous
acts.  Nor will regional or global security be improved or maintained by
indulging in competitive manoeuvres to further develop nuclear capability
and delivery systems.  The approach that India and Pakistan seem determined
to pursue belongs to a bye-gone age.

Peace in the Asia region is a global concern.  Tensions will only be
resolved permanently through constructive dialogue and negotiation.  

It is now crucial that India and Pakistan announce immediately a cessation
to all further testing of these weapons, renounce their nuclear weapons
programmes and sign and ratify, unconditionally, the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty.  This is a matter of urgency and essential for generating the
confidence necessary for security differences to be resolved through
dialogue and negotiation.

We also call on India and Pakistan to accede, without delay, to the
Non-Proliferation treaty, to join all States in ensuring the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and to engage in negotiations to
conclude a ban on the production of fissile material.  These are further
essential steps that should be taken in the process of working collectively
and constructively towards the elimination of nuclear weapons.

This is a moment for all countries to exercise calm and maximum restraint.
We call on India and Pakistan to abandon immediately the course of action
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they are pursuing and to settle their security concerns and differences
through political engagement.  Such an approach will have the full support
of the international community which is striving towards nuclear disarmament."

=============================
DRAFT   UN Security Council resolution proposed by Japan and Sweden

The Security Council,

Reaffirming the statements made by its President of 14 May 1998
(S/PRST/1998/12) and of 29 May 1998 (S/PRST/1998/17),

Reiterating the statement by its President of 31 January 1992 (S/23500),
which stated inter alia, that the proliferation of all weapons of mass
destruction constitutes a threat to international peace and security,

Gravely concerned at the challenge that the nuclear tests in India and
Pakistan constitute to international efforts aimed at strengthening the
global regime of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,

Deeply concerned at the risk of a nuclear arms race in South Asia,

Reaffirming the crucial importance of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) for
global efforts towards nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament,

Endorsing the Principles and Objectives for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament adopted by the 1995 Review and Extension Conference of the
Parties to the NPT,

Affirming the need to continue to move with determination towards the full
realization and effective implementation of the provisions of the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,

Mindful of its responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and
security,

1.  Strongly deplores the nuclear tests conducted by India on 11 and 13 May
1998 and by Pakistan on 28 and 30 May 1998;

2.  Demands that India and Pakistan refrain from further nuclear tests and
in this context further calls upon all States not to carry out any nuclear
test in accordance with provisions of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty; 

3.  Urges India and Pakistan to exercise maximum restraint in order to
prevent an aggravation of the situation;

4.  Calls upon India and Pakistan immediately to commit themselves not to
assemble or deploy nuclear devices, and to cease development of ballistic
missiles capable of delivering nuclear warheads as well as to exert
stringent controls over the export of controlled nuclear and missile
materials, equipment and technology;

5.  Encourages all States to cease to supply India and Pakistan with
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equipment, materiel and related technology, which could be used to develop
their nuclear weapons capacity;

6.  Expresses its grave concern at the negative effect of the nuclear tests,
conducted by India and Pakistan, on peace and stability in South Asia and
beyond;

7.  Reaffirms its full commitment to and the crucial importance of the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty as the cornerstone of the international regime on
the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and as the essential foundation for
the pursuit of nuclear disarmament;

8.  Expresses its firm conviction that the international regime on
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons should be safeguarded and consolidated;

9.  Recognises that the tests conducted by India and Pakistan seriously
erode and constitute a threat to the international regime on the
non-proliferation of nuclear weapons;

10.  Urges India and Pakistan, and all other States that have not yet done
so, to become Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons and the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty without delay and
without conditions and to enter into negotiations on a treaty banning the
production of fissile materials for nuclear weapons;

11.  Requests the Secretary-General to report urgently to the Security
Council on the steps taken by India and Pakistan to implement the present
resolution;

12.  Expresses its readiness to consider further measures if it deems that
India and Pakistan have not taken sufficient steps to implement the present
resolution;

13.  Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.

=============================

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857
fax                (0) 171 503 9153
website http://www.gn.apc.org/acronym
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To: tcollina@ucsusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Fwd: Congress' Agenda: CTBT question
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Tom:

Teresa Kashin of the Unitarian Universalist Association forwarded me a query on the CTBT from one of their members 
because it was too technical for her.  It's too technical for me, too.  Would you please respond to Don Johnson?  Send a 
copy to me and Teresa also.  Thanks.

Howard

>Return-Path: <UUAWO@aol.com>
>From: UUAWO@aol.com
>Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 16:28:57 EDT
>To: mupj@igc.apc.org
>Subject: Fwd: Congress' Agenda: CTBT question
>
>Content-ID: <0_896819337@inet_out.mail.aol.com.1>
>Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
>I've alerted Mr Johnson that he will be hearing from you via email.
>Thanks, Mr Hallman. With Larry out of the country, I push the issue as I am
>able based on faxes from you and FCNL. But when a question comes my way, I'm
>at a loss. Thanks for helping.
>Theresa
>Content-ID: <0_896819337@inet_out.mail.aol.com.2>
>Content-type: message/rfc822
>Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit
>Content-disposition: inline
>
>From: Drdonj5219@aol.com
>Return-path: <Drdonj5219@aol.com>
>To: UUAWO@aol.com
>Subject: Re: Congress' Agenda: CTBT question
>Date: Tue, 2 Jun 1998 15:38:04 EDT
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit
>
>I have a question regarding India and Pakistan's recent nuclear tests and the
>verification provisions of the CTBT.  According to the Science News (current
>edition), of the five alleged Indian nuclear tests, only one was verified by
>seismographic data.  Helms and other opponents to the CTBT are planning to use
>this as evidence that it is not currently possible to verify all nuclear
>tests, and use it as more ammunition against the CTBT vote.  What do we know
>about this and what arguments can we use to counter the claim that we can't
>adequately monitor nuclear tests and therefore shouldn't ratify the treaty?
>
>Thanks for your advice.  I plan to write Judd Gregg and Charles Bass as
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>well...
>
>Don Johnson, Concord UU Social Action Committee
>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 3 Jun 1998 02:51:47 -0500 (CDT)
From: smirnowb@ix.netcom.com (Robert Smirnow)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: ISRAEL'S BOMBS HAVE NEIGHBORS ANGRY & ENVIOUS
To: news@ens-news.com

     Friends & Opponents of Nuclear Power/Nuclear Weapons,
                                                           The 
following appeared in Monday June 1st's N.Y. Times on page A7. 
Datelined Cairo and penned by Douglas Jehl, it reads as follows:

   "The onset of a nuclear arms race in Soth Asia has rekindled a sense 
of deep frustration among Arabs over their own countries' impotence in 
the face of Israel's nuclear arsenal.
   Like their counterparts around the globe, Arab leaders have strongly 
condemned the tit-for-tat tests that have established India and 
Pakistan as undisputed nuclear powers. But they have insisted too that 
attention be focused on what they see as the danger of Israel's nuclear 
might.
   Israel has never acknoweldged that it has nuclear weapons , but 
experts estimate that it has an arsenal that could number as many as 
200 such devices. That is a source of considerable bitterness within 
the Arab world, in part because no Arab world, in part because no Arab 
country has acquired nuclear capacity, but also because the West has 
seemed to acquiesce in the imbalance by omitting Israel from its calls 
for a halt to the spread of weapons of mass destruction.
   In anofficial statement on Saturday, the United Arab Emirates 
complained that the international communitty had "encouraged the 
nuclear arms race" because it had "exempted Israel and left it outside 
the range of international inspection of its nuclear facilities."
   Like India and Pakistan, Israel has not signed the treaty to halt 
the spread of nuclear weapons. Egypt attempted in 1996 to persuade the 
United States to put pressure on Israel to do so, but made no headway. 
Israel, however, has, however, signed the Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty.
   After Pakistan followed India last week in staging nuclear tests, 
the Egyptian Foreign Minister, Amr Moussa, renewed a cal to designate 
the Middle East a nuclear free zone- a step that would require Israel 
to destroy or surrender its nuclear arsenal.
   That demand has since been echoed by other Arab  leaders, including 
Rafiq al-Hariri, the Lebanese Prime Minister, who warned on Saturday 
that the developments in South Asia might soon induce other countries 
to "proceed to similar tests."
   "We must remember here that Israel has a considerable nuclear 
arsenal," Mr. Hariri said in Beirut.
   Arab leaders have watched in frustration for years as Isreal's 
acquisition of nuclear weapons has gone unpunished, even as the United 
States has imposed harsh sanctions on Libya, Iraq, and Iran for their 
own efforts to acquire weapons of mass destruction.
   With the United States leading efforts to penalize India and 
Pakistan for going ahead with nuclear tests, the Arab leaders may see 
this as a time when their calls for evenhandedness might be better 
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received.
   While it did not mention Israel by name, the official Yemeni 
newspaper Al Thawra clearly had that country in mind when it complained 
in an editorial todaythat world powers were "beinglax in one area and 
taking a tough stand in another, ignoring one position and 
concentrating on another."
   More broadly, however, the sentiments voiced by Arabs in response to 
the tests in South Asia have reflected more than a hint of dispair. 
Iraq, the Arab country that came closest to acquiring nuclear weapons, 
has twice been thwarted, first by Israel with the 1981 bombing attack 
on a nuclear reactor, and then by American lead attacks and United 
Nations inspections during after the Persian Gulf War.
   Now the nuclear tests in South Asia have elevated India and Pakistan 
 to a nuclear rank that no Arab country appears likely to attain. 
Furthermore, the longstanding deadlock deadlock in talks between the 
Israelis and Palestinians is leaving Arabs increasingly pessimistic 
about the prospect that a broader peace accord might be reached unless 
the Arabs prove willing to accept strict Israeli terms.
   Since India conducted nuclear tests earlier in the month, the Arab 
press has been filled with unconfirmed reports suggesting that Isreal 
had assisted in Indian nuclear research. And while some Arab 
commentators have expressed pride in the fact that Pakistan, a fellow 
Muslim country, has emerged as a nuclear power, even these comments 
have been tinged with envy.
   In an editorial last week, Al Quds al-Arabi, a London based daily, 
said that both Pakistan and India should be credit for breaking the 
Western nuclear monopoly  and that the Arabs should do likewise if they 
wanted to stop being kicked around by Israel.But the newspaper's 
editor, Abdelbari Atwan, wrote that recent history suggested that such 
a prospect was extremely unlikely.
   Pakistan, which has an elected Government, and which "believes in 
political pluralism and freedom of opinion, succeeded in producing the 
first Islamic nuclear bomb," Mr. Atwan wrote, "whereas all our Arab 
regimes combined, including those ruled by military commanders, have 
failed to produce a single tank between them."

    NUCLEAR POWER POWERS NUCLEAR WEAPONS,
                                         Bill Smirnow

    PS   Ike's posting of June 2 in the New York Times, page F3 of the 
Scienc Section has an article Ike posted in condensed form by Mathew 
Wald entitled "Finding a Formula to Light the World but Guard the 
Bomb." The second sentence of the eigth paragraph in the first column 
has a statement that UNDERCUTS MUCH OF  THE TITLE OF THE ARTICLE. 
Robert H. Williams a physicist at Princeton University's Center for 
Energy and Environmental Studies states,"THAT EVEN IF PLUTONIUM 
PRODUCTION IS CUT BY 80%, A LARGE NUCLEAR REACTOR WOULD STILL PRODUCE 
ENOUGH OF IT [PLUTONIUM] EACH YEAR FOR SEVERAL BOMBS." My emphasis. 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 09:01:49 -0400
From: peace through reason <prop1@prop1.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: US Rep Lynn Woolsey's forum on Nuclear Weapons Convention and
  HR-827
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, nukenet@envirolink.org
X-Sender: prop1@prop1.org

It was good to see the turnout at US Rep. Lynn Woolsey's June 1, 1998 forum introducing her resolution calling for a 
convention to ban nuclear weapons.  I videotaped the session, am sending a copy to Jonathan Granoff in New York.

Immediately afterward I sent a fax and email to the bosses of the 32 aides who showed up for the forum.  After asking 
them to support Rep. Woolsey's resolution, I wrote:

I hope you will also consider co-sponsoring Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton's bill, HR-827, the "Nuclear 
Disarmament and Economic Conversion Act," which she has introduced three times, but which has been stuck in the 
"National Security" and "International Relations" Committees in the House for the past four years.  This strikes us a 
undemocratic.

HR-827 is an excellent complement to the resolution:  It asks that the U.S. government promise that we will get rid of 
all our nuclear weapons if everyone else does … and earmarks the billions of dollars thus saved each year for converting 
the nuclear weapons industries and cleaning up the environmental devastation.

We speak to many, many people about these issues in our work.  With India and Pakistan testing, people are very 
concerned. Perhaps even your colleagues?  Certainly your constituents!

We hope you will sign on to Ms. Woolsey's resolution, co-sponsor Ms. Norton's bill, and encourage the National 
Security and International Relations committees, where it has been languishing for four years, that it is time to bring the 
idea to the floor for discussion and vote. 

Your help in encouraging the Congressional leaders to pay attention to BOTH legislative efforts will be greatly 
appreciated.

R.S.V.P.?

Ellen Thomas

P.S. Here are the fax and email addresses of the Representatives I wrote:

Rep. Sanford Bishop c/o Roxanne Burnham - 202-225-2203 
Rep. Robert Borski c/o Steve Weiss - 202-225-4628 
Rep. Tom Davis c/o Susan Williams - 202-225-3071 
 <tomdavis@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Sam Fass c/o Sandy Hentges - 202-225-6791 
Rep. Samuel Gejdenson c/o Ross Feldman - 202-225-4977 
 <bozrah@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Tony Hall c/o Amanda Alien - 202-225-9272 
Rep. Zoe Lofgren c/o Elizabeth Denton - 202-225-4160 225-3336 
 <zoegram@hr.house.gov>
Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton - 202-225-3002
Del. Eni Faleomavaenga c/o Enere Levi Rep. Samuel - 202-225-8757 
<faleomavaenga@mail.house.gov>
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Rep. Jon Fox c/o David Lintgen - 202-225-3155 
 <jonfox@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Patrick Kennedy c/o Carol Axten - 202-225-3290 
Rep. Jim McGovern c/o Heather Downey - 202-225-5759 
Rep. Cynthia McKinney c/o Ada Loo - 202-226-0691 
Rep. David Minge c/o Becky McAninda - 202-226-0836 
 <dminge@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Joe Moakley c/o Andrew Kenneally - 202-225-3984 
 <jmoakley@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Richard Neal c/o Manel Lopes - 202-225-8112 
Rep. John Olver c/o Bob Lettenoy - 202-226-1224 
Rep. Donald Payne c/o Petra Walton, Charisse Glassman - 202-
Rep. Frank Pallone c/o Toniann Alfien - 202-225-9665 
Rep. John Porter c/o Allie Galassie - 202-225-0837 
Rep. Bobby Rush c/o Carol Richardson - 202-226-0333 <brush@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Chris Shays c/o Danielle Rosengarten 202-225-9629 
 <cshays@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Linda Smith c/o Kim Adams - 202-225-3478 
 <asklinda@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Louise Slaughter c/o Mike Christakis - 202-225-7822 
Rep. Pete Stark c/o Hillary Parker, Nathan Zegura - 202-226-3805 
 <petemail@hr.house.gov>
Rep. Underwood c/o Nicholas Minella - 202-226-0341 

__________________________________

PROPOSITION ONE COMMITTEE
PO Box 27217, Washington DC 20038
202-462-0757 | fax 202-462-0757
prop1@prop1.org | http://prop1.org
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Wed, 3 Jun 1998 13:07:05 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: strong stmt. from Clinton/Albright on CTBT; UCS letter

June 3, 1998

TO:      Coalition members and friends
FR:      Daryl Kimball, Director

RE:     1) strong push for CTBT from Clinton Albright; 
           2) UCS ltr. from military leaders and weapon designers on CTBT
ratification

Good news ....

1) This morning, President Clinton and Secretary of State Albright each made
important statements at the White House on the South Asia crisis and the
need for the test ban prior to Albright's departure to Geneva for meetings
with other foreign ministers.

The following is an excerpt from Clinton's statement. For the full text see:

<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/clinton0603.htm>

"The present situation in South Asia makes it all the more important that
the Senate debate and vote on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty without
delay. The CTBT will strengthen our ability to deter, to detect, and to
deter testing. If we are calling on other nations to act responsibly,
America must set the example.

India and Pakistan are great nations with boundless potential, but
developing weapons of mass destruction is self-defeating, wasteful, and
dangerous. It will make their people poorer and less secure. The
international community must now come together to move them through a
diverse course and to avoid a dangerous arms race in Asia."

2) Another boost to the CTBT campaign comes from the Union of Concerned
Scientists who today released a letter signed by prestigious nuclear weapons
experts that calls on the Senate to swiftly ratify the CTBT. Their press
release is below. For the text of the letter see:

<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ucs.ltr.htm>

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  Contact:    Tom Collina or Rich Hayes
Wednesday, June 3, 1998             (202) 332-0900

Military, Intelligence, and Scientific Leaders Call for Action
on Test Ban Treaty, Counter Majority Leader Lott
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"The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests are a wake-up call for those who 
question the importance of the CTBT to US security."

    In the wake of the recent Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests, prestigious
nuclear weapons experts yesterday sent a joint letter to the US Senate calling
for swift ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Signed by leaders
of the military, intelligence, and scientific communities, the letter
underscores how current efforts to maintain the US nuclear arsenal are
effective, why the test ban treaty is verifiable, and how the treaty can ease
tensions in South Asia.

    The letter also responds to recent criticisms of the treaty from Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS). Lott has called the test ban "unverifiable
and ineffective" and suggests that it is "irrelevant" to the current crisis in
South Asia. These experts disagree. They write that nuclear testing is not
needed to maintain the US arsenal and that the treaty will improve the US
ability to detect nuclear explosions. Moreover, they write, "The US must take
the lead in locking in the test ban regime before other nations follow India and
Pakistan's path.. In the interest of US national security, the Senate must
consent to ratification of the CTBT without delay." 
    
Signers of particular note include: Admiral William Crowe, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff under Presidents Reagan and Bush; Admiral Stansfield Turner,
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency under President Carter; Dr. Hans
Bethe, Nobel laureate and head of the theoretical division of the Manhattan
Project; and Dr. Henry Kendall, Nobel laureate, Chairman of the Union of
Concerned Scientists, and Professor of Physics at MIT. 

If you would like to arrange an interview with any of the signers, please
contact Tom Collina or Rich Hayes at 202-332-0900.

___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <ledwidge@psr.org>
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 17:06:55 -0400
From: Lisa Ledwidge <ledwidge@psr.org>
To: ledwidge@psr.org
CC: btiller@psr.org
Subject: Letter to the U.S. Senate from 20 national organizations - Ratify the CTBT
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id OAA18394

Forwarded message:

You might be interested in this sign-on letter, which was organized by
PSR and Peace Action.  We dropped it to the offices of all Senators
today.

Shalom,
Bob T.
----------------------

June 3, 1998
 
Dear Senator:
 
In the wake of the nuclear weapons tests conducted by Pakistan and
India, we write to emphasize the urgent need for swift Senate
ratification of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).  We
believe that the recent nuclear tests highlight the need, now more than
ever, for strong U.S. leadership to solidify the global norm against all
nuclear testing. The best mechanism to achieve this goal is the CTBT,
which still awaits the scheduling of hearings and a floor vote.
 
The CTBT would ban nuclear test explosions, thereby tightly constraining
the ability of nations to develop nuclear weapons. The Treaty has been
signed by 149 nations and has been ratified by two of the declared
nuclear weapon states -- France and the United Kingdom.

As the world's leading military super-power, the United States should
provide leadership in both de-legitimizing nuclear testing and in
de-escalating the current crisis on the Asian subcontinent. Senate
ratification of the CTBT would be a positive sign that the U.S. is
headed away from nuclear weapons build-up, and would give our nation
greater authority and credibility in urging other nations to forego
nuclear weapons development.  The eyes of the world are on the Senate,
watching your response to the recent tests.
 
India's and Pakistan's tests demonstrate that the United States and the
four other declared nuclear weapon states cannot maintain a
double-standard regarding nuclear weapons. U.S. non-proliferation goals
will only be successful if coupled with both CTBT ratification and
genuine steps toward fulfillment of the disarmament goals mandated in
the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.  Ratification of the CTBT will
restrain the emergence of new arms races both among the declared nuclear
weapon states and among those aspiring to possess nuclear weapons.
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We urge you to take these specific steps to support the CTBT and move it
to a vote:

• Co-sponsor the Specter-Biden sense-of-the-Senate resolution, which
calls for scheduling of CTBT hearings and an expeditious floor vote.

• Make clear public statements about the value of the CTBT and the
urgency of a Senate ratification vote.

The CTBT enjoys overwhelming public support, rising to 73% in a poll
following the Indian tests. Voters from coast to coast strongly support
the test ban.  Please join them.
 
Thank you for advancing U.S. leadership for a test ban to improve both
national and international security.  History and current events have
clearly shown that nuclear weapons do not make any nation safer or more
secure.

Sincerely,

Susan Gordon, Director
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability

James Matlack, Director
American Friends Service Committee — Washington Office

Amy Isaacs, Executive Director
Americans for Democratic Action

John Isaacs, President
Council for a Livable World

Scott Nathanson, Acting Director
Demilitarization for Democracy

Joe Volk, Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers)

Tom Clements, Senior Campaigner
Greenpeace

Daryl Byler, Director
Mennonite Central Committee — Washington Office

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Gordon S. Clark, Executive Director
Peace Action

David Culp, Director
Plutonium Challenge

Robert W. Tiller, Director of Security Programs
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Physicians for Social Responsibility

Steven G. Raikin, President
Public Education Center

Michael Krepon, President
The Henry L. Stimson Center

Robin Caiola, Executive Director
20/20 Vision

Tom Z. Collina, Director, Arms Control and International Security
Program
Union of Concerned Scientists

Charles McCollough, Staff Associate
United Church of Christ — Office for Church in Society

Paul Walker, Ph.D., President
Veterans for Peace

Susan Shaer, Executive Director
Women's Action for New Directions

Marilyn Clement, Executive Director
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

Edith Villastrigo
Women Strike for Peace

Tim Barner, Executive Director
World Federalist Association

-------
Please address replies to:
   Robert W. Tiller
   Physicians for Social Responsibility
   1101 14th Street N.W.
   Washington, D.C. 20005
   Phone 202-898-0150
   Fax 202-898-0172
   E-mail <btiller@psr.org>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 16:24:52 +1000
From: Zohl de Ishtar <pacific@rainbow.net.au>
Organization: Women for a Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific, Australia. International Peace Bureau, Oceania Rep 
(Female).
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: US Spy Base in Australia renewed
To: katie@chch.planet.co.nz, guardian@peg.apc.org, C.Euler@lmu.ac.uk,
        abolition-caucus@igc.org

LEASE FOR THE US SPY BASE IN CENTRAL AUSTRALIA HAS BEEN RENEWED.

The conservative Australian government has just announced that it has
renewed the lease for the United States Command, Control, Coordination
and Intelligence Centre at Alice Springs in the Central Desert. 

The extended lease, which was renewed without parliamentry discussion,
gives the US the legal right to maintain its "intelligence" base until
the year 2008. 

This is the second time that the lease has been renewed. The Australian
Government has stated that the extension indicates the "stong alliance
relationship" between Australia and the US.

Pine Gap is one of the US's most significant weapons control bases in
the world and is linked to Menwithhill in England. It is placed on alert
during military crisis, such as the "Gulf Wars".

The base is on the land of the Western Arrernte people, just north of 
Uluru/Ayres Rock.

Zohl de Ishtar.
Women for a Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific, Australia
International Peace Bureau, Oceania Representative (Female)
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 4 Jun 1998 09:22:52 +0100 (BST)
From: Janet Bloomfield <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: greetings from the all india catholic union (fwd)
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
cc: abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de, org@gn.apc.org

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Tue, 02 Jun 1998 20:51:45 +0530
From: John Dayal <"johndial@ndb.vsnl.net.in,john"@unv.ernet.in>
Reply-To: johndial@del2.vsnl.net.in, john@unv.ernet.in
To: jbloomfield@gn.apc.org
Subject: greetings from the all india catholic union

india has gone nuclear
and with it, we hope  we will soon have a strong anti nuclear weapon
mass movement in our country, and in neighboring pakistan
the all india catholic union is active in the anti nuke campaign
we want to help other groups consolidate into a strong india-pakistan
south asia anti nuclear movement and people's campaign

i am a professional journalist, editor of a national newspaper, and
honorary editor of a catholic laity monthly English magazine
i need information, articles, help in working towards our goal

looking forward to your response
regards
john
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Return-Path: <ses@wcc-coe.org>
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 09:00:33 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Subject: Religous mobilization for nuclear abolition -Reply -Forwarded

Howard, here's Dwain's June 4 message. Hope you receive the two
attachments OK.

Sara

Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 12:55:21 +0200
From: Dwain EPPS <dce@wcc-coe.org>
To: mupj@igc.apc.org,sal@wcc-coe.org, ses@wcc-coe.org
Subject: Religous mobilization for nuclear abolition -Reply

Dear Howard,

Thanks so much for your excellent reflections and ideas for expanding
the movement to abolish nuclear weapons at a most critical periodl

We have built this into our program for the coming year, and hope that
we can encourage the Central Committee to adopt an agressive stance. 
Of course, the Assembly in Harare will offer opportunities here as well.

As you can imagine, right now we simply cannot devote intensive
attention to the question, but will be coming back to it in the early Fall in
the lead-up to the Assembly.

For the moment, I wanted to share with you, in case you had not seen
them, the letters we addressed to the governments of India and Pakistan.

More at a future stage.

Best,

Dwain

Attachment Converted: C:\INTERACT\data\download\PAKIST1.NUC

Attachment Converted: C:\INTERACT\data\download\98-161.ENG
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To: dave@paxchristiusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Cardinal Danneels remarks at PrepCom reception
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Dave:

I'm getting caught up on miscellaneous matters.  I believe that I never sent you a copy of Cardinal Danneels remarks at 
the PrepCom, which I received from Paul Landau.  Here they are.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Ref.: SD.12.E.98
 

Your Excellencies, 
dear delegates,
dear colleagues,
dear friends,

I am glad to be here with you tonight, the evening before the important Second Session of the Preparatory Committee 
for the Non-Proliferation Review Conference in 2000. I am also very grateful for the welcoming remarks of Rev Dr 
Konrad Raiser and for the encouraging words he spoke to all of you. I fully support Dr Raiser's concerns and his appeal 
for a successful Preparatory Committee meeting.

Since the end of the Cold War, through Papal statements, through addresses of the Holy See at the United Nations and 
through national Bishops' Conferences, the Catholic Church has pleaded that the dangers which nuclear weapons pose 
for all humanity be abolished. The Church's teaching about the need for nuclear disarmament began in the 1960s but has 
become ever more urgent and insistent since the Cold War ended. Many Christian organisations, such as Pax Christi, 
together with many other NGOs dealing with security and disarmament issues have been active in educating public 
opinion and in advocacy towards political leaders to create awareness about the dangers of weapons of mass destruction 
among the peoples. I recall here the efforts of the Catholic Bishops of the United States, notably with their remarkable 
pastoral letter entitled "Challenge of Peace, God's Promise and Our Response" of 1983 which was then followed by new 
reflections of US bishops on the occasion of the 10th Anniversary (in 1993). Bishop Thomas Gumbleton is leading a 
new re-evaluation of the US Bishops' position on deterrence. Year after year, our USA section of Pax Christi, as well as 
other national sections of Pax Christi, have focused their energy on a matter of grave moral concern: the continued 
possession, development and plans for the use of nuclear weapons. 

In October 1997, Archbishop Renato Martino, the Holy See's Permanent Observer at the UN, spoke on "General and 
Complete Disarmament".  He stated that  "weapons of mass destruction are still produced in great quantity. Nuclear 
Weapons, aptly described as "the ultimate evil" are still possessed by the most powerful States which refuse to let them 
go". "If biological weapons, chemical weapons, and now land-mines can be done away with, so too can nuclear 
weapons. ... Let not the immensity of this task dissuade us from the efforts needed to free humanity from such a 
scourge. . . . since nuclear weapons can destroy all life on the planet, they imperil all that humanity has ever stood for, 
and indeed humanity itself. During the acrimonious years of the Cold War with the emphasis on the military doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence as a constant justification for the nuclear arms build up, the international community felt powerless to 
stop the relentless build-up of nuclear weapons. But now, in the post-Cold War era characterised by the new 
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partnerships, the international community cannot shield itself from the assault on life itself that nuclear weapons 
represent".

Pax Christi International is not a single issue movement. Our organisation is ambitious in proclaiming the need to move 
from "a culture of war" to "a culture of peace". Every day conflict and violence still produce victims. Genocide, the 
slaughter of innocents, and attacks on vulnerable populations continue to scar the landscape. Here, I just want to 
mention at least one serious problem: the arms trade, particularly of conventional weapons, which only adds to the 
bloodshed in many warring countries. Many people are killed by short-range small weapons. The tragedy of this trend is 
that more human beings, including children, are forced to wage war. Most developing countries where conflict 
situations exist, are abundantly supplied with such weapons. For this reason, after the successful international campaign 
against anti-personnel weapons, Pax Christi International fully participates in the International Campaign on Preventing 
the Proliferation and Unlawful Use of Small Arms and Light Weapons.

The World Council of Churches and Pax Christi International has produced a joint statement entitled "Act Now For 
Nuclear Abolition" addressed to the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory Committee.  We call upon the 
members of the NPT Preparatory Committee to make the 1998 session a notable landmark in the journey toward the 
abolition of all nuclear weapons. A step by step approach would be the best strategy. The ultimate aim must be nuclear 
abolition.

Pax Christi International is convinced that there is a gathering momentum of world opinion in support of the complete 
elimination of nuclear weapons. Also, over one hundred world leaders, including numerous heads of state, have said in a 
recent statement, "the world is not condemned to live forever with threats of nuclear deterrence. Such threats are 
intolerable and such a peace unworthy. The sheer destructiveness of nuclear weapons invokes a moral imperative for 
their elimination. That is our mandate. Let us begin." 

I wish all the delegates of the Preparatory Committee, as well as the NGO Committee dealing with this issue, all the best 
in their important work. May God bless all our work and efforts.

Thank you for your attention.

+ Cardinal Godfried Danneels
International President

Geneva, April 27, 1998
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Return-Path: <owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org>
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 16:09:44 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Cc: impress@slt.lk
Subject: pov-l: Bulletin from Boston, USA, Peace to the City Campaign
Sender: owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org

------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Boston Peace to the City Campaign
March/April Bulletin

For the past three months, the Boston Ten Point Coalition has been
engaged in a new effort, trying to stem the  influence of a new gang
structure among our young people.  On March 27th, a story appeared in
the Boston Globe explaining the new effort, which involves a
cooperative effort  between the clergy, law enforcement, the court
system, city and community agencies.  Here is an except of the text:

City Mobilizes to Stem Gang's Lure
By Charles A. Radin and Daniel Vasquez, Boston Globe Staff

Billy Stewart, chief probation officer at Dorchester  District Court, is 
standing in the library of The Grover Cleveland Middle School in Fields
Corner, rocking  and rolling.  "Don't front me, I won't front you,"  Stewart
says, telling 31 fifth and sixth graders in their own street language that
this is no time for bravado. "What we are going to say to you today, this
is not a threat.  This is part of your education."

The kids, selected for known or suspected association with the Crips
and the Bloods, the infamous gangs from Los Angeles, shift uneasily in
their too-small chairs. Stewart is in their face. At their back stands a
gang of ministers from black churches, uniformed police officers, "suits"
from the departments of youth services and probation. The heavies have
come to the Grover to warn the youngsters that a massive
law-enforcement assault is being mounted against the gangs and to
offer them help staying out of the crossfire.

"We're starting to hear things we don't like. We're starting to hear Crips.
We're starting to hear Bloods," Stewart says. "Believe me! Believe me!
BELIEVE ME!" His voice starts at drill sergeant volume and rises to a
shout. "This is not going to happen."

The surprise summons to the library was the first fruit of an effort quietly
and intensively planned over the last three weeks to destroy the
notorious West Coast gangs' foothold in the city and to counter a 
resurgence of interest in local gangs.

Leaders of the Boston Ten Point Coalition, the Archdiocese of Boston,
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the School Department, the gang squad, and numerous other police units
are participating in the drive to intervene in the lives of youth who are not
yet confirmed gang members, but who are believed to be on the road to
membership in the Crips or the Bloods. The Thomas A. Edison and William
Howard Taft middle schools in Brighton also have been visited by the
police ministerial alliance, and visits to Dorchester, Brighton, and East
Boston high schools are planned.

"Lately, as seems to be happening everywhere, there is an increase in
gang activity [in the neighborhood] around the school," says Grover
Cleveland principal Jose Dart.  "We are taking preventive steps, rather
than waiting for things to happen."

That attitude is in sharp contrast to Boston's response to the rise of
gangs in the late 1980s, when a prolonged period of official deniaI
contributed to an explosion of murder and violence which took years to
suppress. This time denial has been short-lived, and the response
includes sympathy for would-be gang members and constructive
approaches to their families, as well as a tough line toward committed
gang members.

In recent weeks, 18 gang-involved high school youths have been pulled
in and imprisoned for parole violations in an effort to send out the
coalition's message of zero tolerance for renewed gang activity.

Over the same period police developed a list of more than 200 at-risk
youths who were not yet deeply involved. Last night, teams of ministers
and law-enforcement officers began visiting their homes, talking with
them and their parents in an effort to steer them from gang involvement.
The message is similar to what the kids heard in the Grover Cleveland
library and at the Taft Middle School.

There street worker Hewitt Joiner said to one boy with a man-sized body
- a candidate for "gang enforcer" - to avoid the lure of the streets.  "I can
see that you are down.  I can see that you have mad heart The question
is, what are you going to do with it?  Don't let it lead to gangs. That will
lead you nowhere."

We love you, we care about you...otherwise  we wouldn't be here,"
says the Rev. Prince Woodbury, associate pastor of Grace Church of All
Nations, who takes the floor from Stewart.  A giant of a man, he has a
voice and manner as gentle as Stewart's are tough. The children squirm
even more, expressions of cockiness, worry, embarrassment, and
amusement  playing across their faces. Then its back to the tough stuff.
"You have been identified as gang members or wannabees," gang
squad officer Mark Buchanan tells the youngsters. "Something goes
down, you are who they're gonna sweat..." "As God is my witness,
Boston is not going back to where it was. If we have to put you UNDER
the jail, so be it."

Six months ago, Boston was basking in the national spotlight as a result
of its anti-gang and community policing efforts. The city, which had
reeled in horror at the slaughter of children in its streets in the early
1990s, had not recorded a juvenile homicide in two years.
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There were straws in the wind:  LA gangs were known to be expanding
their influence eastward, making major inroads in the Midwest, the
central South, New York. A Boston police report obtained by the Globe
last spring attributed half the violent incidents in the schools the previous
year to youth claiming Crip or Blood colors. MBTA and school officials
were seeing disturbing signs in new graffiti, hand signs, and taste in
bandanas.

But most veterans of the battle to suppress the local gangs a few years
earlier did not take these indicators very seriously. The nascent Crips
and Bloods were dismissed as play-actors, without organization or
leadership.

"We laid back a little, thinking we had broken up all the gangs," says
Milton L. Button, supervisor of field services for the state probation
department. "Until they killed that kid Eric Paulding, who was shot in
December, I think a lot of people felt the gang problem had been solved.
While people were enjoying the success, the Crips and Bloods and
others were organizing."

If the Paulding slaying was a wake-up call, the murder of Juan Perello
Corporan in mid-February, and a brutal early March attack in Brighton, in
which Crips allegedly assaulted a Blood with a hammer and a machete,
triggered action.
 On Feb.17, Teny Gross, a city of Boston street worker assigned to the
Ella J. Baker settlement house, and Lieutenant Mike Hennessy. a veteran
officer of the school police force, met during a memorial walk for
Corporan on Bowdoin street in Dorchester. The men knew each other
well, and had been discussing the rise in interest in Bloods and Crips for
a year.

"I was seeing more fights," Gross says. "We talked about understaffing,
about having trouble getting people to notice."

The street worker contacted people the two men knew through
Operation Cease Fire, an alliance of government agencies and
nongovernmental organizations forged in the earlier period of street
violence. And he arranged for Hennessy and Boston Police Lieutenant
Gary French, head of the city's gang squad to meet with leaders of the
Ten Point Coalition on the issue of Crips and Bloods.

The assault in Brighton occurred March 4. By the time of the Ten Point
meeting March 11 and a special ceasefire meeting the following day,  the
question was not whether to act, but how fast. "That case sort of kicked
us off." French says. "lt made us say, hey, the ante has been upped, we
gotta do something.'

The response was far greater, and faster, than he had expected.  At the
request of the Rev. Jeffrey L. Brown, pastor of Union Baptist Church in
Cambridge and a leader of the coalition, Cardinal Bernard F. Law called a
meeting at his residence on March 14, to broaden religious-community
involvement in the issues. Mayor Thomas M. Menino followed suit on the
afternoon of St. Patrick's Day to draw schools chief Thomas W. Payzant
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and key principals and headmasters into the mix.

"Because of partnerships, because of community policing, we have the
network, the resources to deal with these issues," Menino says. "Are
these Crips and Bloods gang members  organized? Copycats?  Do they
have mentors?  We don't know yet, but we have acted to get out in front
of it."

Founded during the 1970s, the Crips and the Bloods are street rivals
from South Central Los Angeles who have evolved into violent
opponents. Fueled by drugs and guns, The Crips, who wear blue, were
founded first, and the red-clad Bloods soon followed; chapters for both
groups mushroomed. Police say Crips and Bloods are a substantial part
of' the 150,000 gang members in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, and
chapters have spread to cities nationwide, including Chicago, New York,
and Little Rock, Arkansas.

Those who join the Crips or the Bloods say these groups, which call
themselves "nations", offer more than the local gangs which preceded
them. Their relatively long history has been recorded in books, movies
and television;  their colors are recognized by other gang affiliates in the
same way, they say that ordinary city residents recognize McDonald's
golden arches or Boston Celtic green.

Crips and Blood recruitment in Boston was first noticed in 1995 -  not
coincidentally, the year a determined effort to smash the strongest, most
violent local gangs scored a series of major victories. The humbling of
the local powers, according to some law enforcement and school
sources, created an opening for gangs from outside the area.In October
of that year, several young Bloods ran up to Hennessy of the school
police. "I remember turning around and seeing about 20 Crips, all dressed
in blue, chasing the Bloods", Hennessy said. "That's when I knew we
had something here."

"They want to belong to something different than their brothers' gangs.
Something bigger and badder." said Boston gang unit officer David
Singletary, one of the leaders in the initiative  against the LA gangs.

Police say Boston and other East Coast street gangs have no formal links
to Los Angeles,  although they do wear the same street colors and
uniforms:  Baggy clothes, old-style Nike tennis shoes, Adidas jackets,
and a single bandana.

Unlike LA, where most Crips and Bloods keep to separate camps, in
Boston the gangs often intermingle. Unlike California gangs, they are not
bound to specific neighborhoods.

Gang-unit officer Kenneth Israel says the loose lines are evidence of
disorganization and poor imitation. But he also acknowledges the loose
structures are harder for police to track. "Before, if you wanted to find a
Castlegate member, you would just go to Castlegate Street.  But these
kids are different. They're not just from one place."

Another difference between Boston and other cities is that the new
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groupings of Crips and Bloods here can include white, black, Hispanic
and Asian youths. In Los Angeles, most of the members are black.

"They are dealing with the issues of race and ethnicity, but for a
negative purpose," says the Ten Point Coalition's Brown.

The multicultural character of the local Crips and Bloods and their relative
freedom from geographic boundaries, were among Brown's reasons for
seeking the help of the Archdiocese of Boston, which has influence in
outlying cities, and in relatively new immigrant groups, such as the
Vietnamese, which include many Catholics whose children were at risk.
 
Outside the Ella J. Baker House, patrol cars flash through the Four
Corners section of Dorchester, sirens wailing. Across Washington
Street in Corbet Park, freshly painted graffiti on the basketball court
announce the presence of Crips in the neighborhood.

Inside, Woodbury and Brown are talking to the volunteers who began
visiting the families of at-risk youth last night. The meeting is short and to
the point. Woodbury runs through the recommended operating
procedure: Brown sums up. "We have our act together," he says. "Now
is the time to move, to show what the people of God can do.''  Finally he
tells them to remind the kids they visit: "If there's peace. there's going to
be jobs. No peace, no jobs. That's essential."

The message plays both ways. Brown stresses afterward: "Without
jobs, there's no peace. We have to get the message to businesses and
the rest of society.  We have to own up to the responsibilities and bring 
resources to these kids, or else this thing is going to blow up in our
faces."

Local Peace to the City Campaign Coordinator:
Rev. Jeffrey Brown
National Ten Point Leadership Foundation
Ella J. Baker House
411 Washington Street
Boston, MA 02124
USA
Phone: +1-617-282-6704
FAX: +1-617-354-2269
http://www.yesamerica.org/ntlf.html

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Thu, 4 Jun 1998 14:46:16 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: Coalition rebuttal to Lott on CTBT

June 4, 1998

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Director

RE: Coalition rebuttal to Senator Lott's statement on CTBT

The debate on the test ban treaty in the U.S. Senate is heating up.

The following "issue brief" addresses each of the issues raised by Senator
Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS) in his statement from May 29 on the CTBT
and incorporates the very important statements from President Clinton and
the useful points made by Sidney Drell in his June 2 New York Times op-ed.

DK
DK

*****************

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS ISSUE  BRIEF

VOL. 2, NO. 14,  June 4, 1998

"Senate Inaction on Test Ban Undercuts Effort to Address South Asia Crisis:
Clinton & Albright Reiterate Call for  Senate Approval of the Test Ban Treaty "

IN THE WAKE of India and Pakistan's initial round of nuclear tests, Majority
Leader Trent Lott (R-MS) and Foreign Relations Committee Chair Jesse Helms
(R-NC) claim that a ban on nuclear testing is "irrelevant" and that the
Senate should not even debate the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Such an approach reflects a fundamental lack of understanding of the
dynamics of the South Asian crisis and it flies in the face of common sense,
the will of the American people, and the advice of America's allies around
the world. Worse yet, this do-nothing approach delays implementation of the
long-term solution to the problem of nuclear testing by India and Pakistan
-- the CTBT -- and it undercuts immediate efforts to reign-in the nuclear
capabilities of each nation.

The Indian and Pakistani tests demand that American diplomacy and policy
must focus on reducing tensions in the region and heading-off a dangerous
arms race that could lead to a regional nuclear war and the pursuit of
nuclear weapons by more nations. As numerous Senators, world leaders, and
military and defense experts have argued, the CTBT is a vital part of this
effort, which must also involve: an end to Indian and Pakistani production
of fissile material for weapons; an agreement not to deploy nuclear
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missiles; and a resumption of talks on the key issue underlying the conflict
between the two nations -- the Jammu and Kashmir.

Rationale for Test Ban Is Greater, Support is Stronger:

If the United States seeks to stop further nuclear blasts in India and
Pakistan, the United States Senate must demonstrate leadership and approve
the CTBT, which has been awaiting Senate action since September 23, 1997.
President Clinton and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright made this point
loudly and clearly on June 3, as Secretary Albright prepared to leave for
Geneva to confer with P-5 foreign ministers about the South Asia nuclear
crisis. President Clinton said: "The present situation in South Asia makes
it all the more important that the Senate debate and vote on the
Comprehensive Test Ban without delay. The CTBT will strengthen our ability
to detect and to deter testing. If we are calling on other nations to act
responsibly, America must set the example." 

Secretary Albright reinforced this view: "If we want India and Pakistan to
stop testing and keep others from starting, [Senate ratification of the
CTBT] is the most basic, minimal, obvious step we can take on this critical
issue at this perilous time. American leadership should be unambiguous,
decisive and clear." 

Reports of the death of the CTBT in the Senate are greatly exaggerated. Last
month, Senators Arlen Specter (R-PA) and Joseph Biden (D-DE) drafted and
circulated a resolution calling for a Senate Foreign Relations Committee
hearing and a floor vote on the CTBT "as expeditiously as possible." More
than 30 Senators have co-sponsored the resolution so far.

In addition, an overwhelming majority of  the American public continues to
believe that the Senate should approve the CTBT. A nationwide poll conducted
less than a week after India's nuclear blasts shows 73% support Senate
ratification, only 16% disapprove, and 11% don't know (The Mellman Group,
May 15-17, 1998). Those who have heard of recent events in India (63% of
respondents) support Senate approval of the test ban treaty by even larger
numbers (78% approve of the treaty and 15% disapprove). These results are
consistent with 10 other polls conducted since 1957, when President
Eisenhower first sought a CTBT.

A Do-Nothing Approach to the Crisis is Irresponsible and Dangerous:

Senators Lott and Helms dismiss the CTBT as a key component of the strategy
to curb the Indian- Pakistani arms race, but they fail to offer meaningful
alternatives. In a May 29 press statement, Senator Lott suggests that
"American policy should shift [to] multilateral sanctions and a reappraisal
of U.S. export control, proliferation and arms control policies" as a
consequence of the "nuclear spiral in Asia."

Sanctions imposed by President Clinton and other governments do help send
the message to India, Pakistan and others that nuclear testing is contrary
to the will of the international community. But sanctions are only useful if
they are combined with efforts to encourage the offending states to abandon
the policies and behaviors that triggered sanctions and prod them to adopt
new policies that contribute to international stability and security.
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Sanctions and "policy reappraisals" alone will do nothing to reverse the
dangerous course of events in South Asia.

Lott also suggests that U.S. policy should shift from pressing for
implementation of the CTBT -- the very treaty that would prohibit the tests
that set-off the recent crisis -- to the construction of  "effective missile
defenses." Not only are such ballistic missile defenses not cost-effective,
but to date there is no evidence that such systems can effectively work. An
independent team of missile defense experts appointed by the Pentagon
recently issued a study in February that is highly critical of the U.S.
missile defense programs, calling it a "rush to failure." 

While missile defenses may have a role in protecting forward-deployed U.S.
military personnel from very limited attack, ballistic missile defenses have
no practical bearing on the immediate nuclear arms crisis that exists today
in South Asia. The first and most effective line of defense for the United
States or other nations threatened by possible nuclear missile attack is to
prevent the emergence of such threats and reduce and eliminate the weapons
that pose the threat.

Prescription for South Asian Nuclear Fever -- The Nuclear Test Ban:
What can help reign-in the Indian and Pakistani nuclear arms race is the
CTBT. Although India and Pakistan have already conducted nuclear test
explosions, it is incorrect and naive to think that additional explosions by
New Delhi or Islamabad would be of no significance. Further tests by India
and/or Pakistan would allow further refinement of nuclear warhead designs,
including miniaturization and reliability improvements, which would further
escalate tensions and increasing the risk of a nuclear conflict. 

Rebutting Senator Lott's claim that the CTBT is "unverifiable and
ineffectual," veteran national security and nuclear weapons specialist
Sidney Drell argues in his June 2 New York Times op-ed, "Reasons to Ratify,
Not To Stall":  "...the treaty's international monitoring system, when used
in combination with our own intelligence resources, provides the means to
verify the test ban effectively."

Dr. Drell goes on to add that: "The test ban treaty -- which has been signed
by 149 nations and ratified by our nuclear allies Britain and France --
provides the legal framework for a long-term solution to the problem of
nuclear testing in India and Pakistan. The best way for those nations to
begin addressing the international condemnation and sanctions that have
resulted from their tests is for them to sign the treaty, without condition.
Senate ratification would strengthen our hand in pushing India and Pakistan
toward a responsible course, and it would help dissuade other states from
going down the dangerous road of developing nuclear weapons."

Don't Let India and Pakistan Remain Outside the Non-Proliferation Regime:

Senator Lott also seems to misunderstand basic political dynamics of the
crisis in South Asia when he makes the claim that "the Administration's push
for the CTBT" led to the nuclear tests. His assertion is false.

Since the 1960s, India has pursued and preserved its "nuclear option" and
now, with the ascendancy of the Bharatiya Janata Party, which has long
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advocated that India "induct" nuclear weapons into its military arsenal,
that "option" has been exercised and demonstrated. The reality is that India
has so far refused to sign the CTBT because it wants to retain the nuclear
option not because the U.S. pressed for a test ban. As Senator Joseph Biden
(D-DE), ranking Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has put
it: "... India and Pakistan refused to sign that treaty precisely because
they did not want to sign it and then violate it. International norms do
matter. That's why we should consider the treaty as soon as possible.'' 

India and Pakistan have been outside the global nuclear non-proliferation
and non-testing regime for decades. Now that India has launched a new and
more dangerous phase of nuclear brinksmanship in the region, it is
imperative that the U.S. uses every tool available to prevent further
proliferation. To back off our own commitment to global adherence to the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty would only give aid and comfort to
nuclear adventurism in South Asia.

A Test of Leadership at a Pivotal Moment in History:

Make no mistake -- other potential proliferators are watching how we respond
to Indian and Pakistani nuclear testing. The United States and the
international community must take a strong stand against the Indian
explosions. An important part of this response must be swift ratification by
all nations of the CTBT. Anything less would send the contradictory message
of condemning the tests, while failing to push ahead with the treaty that
would universally prohibit those tests.

As Dr. Drell argues in his, June 2 column, "Inaction will not help to deter
further nuclear tests or reduce nuclear dangers. Rather than pointing to
India's and Pakistan's tests as an excuse for inaction, the Senate should be
approving the treaty without delay."

# # # 

For more information, contact Daryl Kimball, Executive Director or visit the
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers' CTBT web site
http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm> The Coalition is a
non-partisan alliance of 17 of the nation's leading arms control and
non-proliferation organizations working for a practical, step-by-step
program to reduce nuclear dangers.*The views and analysis expressed in this
paper do not necessarily reflect those of every member of the Coalition.
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>
Date: Thu, 4 Jun 1998 19:53:11 -0400
From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Subject: Specter-Biden CTBT Resolution - Update
To: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

SPECTER-BIDEN CTBT RESOLUTION - UPDATE
Thursday, June 4, 1998

Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) had been circulating a draft
sense-of-the-Senate resolution with Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.)
calling for the Foreign Relations Committee to hold hearings on the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and for the full Senate to
debate and vote on the treaty as soon as possible. Sen. Specter had
considered offering the resolution as an amendment to the defense
authorization bill, which may be on the Senate floor next week (week
of June 8). 

However, last Monday Sen. Specter had double bypass surgery and will
not return to the Senate until the week of June 15th or later. Floor
action on the defense authorization bill is like to have been
completed before he returns. 

However, Sen. Specter may offer the resolution as an amendment to one
of several appropriation bills that will be on the Senate floor in
late June or early July. We are unlikely to have much notice, if any,
before the actual vote.

This week Sen. Judd Greg (R-N.H.) added his name to the resolution,
becoming the third Republican after Specter and Jim Jeffords (R-Vt.). 

Many grassroots activists are using the resolution as an opportunity
to contact their Senators, especially Republican Senators. Those
contacts plus the publicity surrounding the Indian and Pakistani
nuclear tests are clearly having an impact.

WHAT TO DO:  Encourage Republican Senators to cosponsor the Specter-
Biden resolution.  

David Culp
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: wilpf-news@igc.apc.org
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 01:54:36 +0200
From: wilpf@iprolink.ch (wilpf)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: News from Geneva
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: wilpf@pop.iprolink.ch

Dear folks,

Tonight the Foreign Ministers of the P5 met in Geneva.  Four of them gave
press conferences after a general statement was read by the current P5
President, China.  (they rotate monthly)

I listened to the Chinese Foreign Minister and Madelaine Albright giving
their blah blah. (via headphones in another part of the building because
the restrictions are strictly enforced regarding NGOs not being at Press
events)

Im sure Rebecca will weave together analysis and quotes from the Communique
released by the P5, but I thought I would give you the fruit of my fast
hand writing as soon as possible.  Understand that this fast hand writing
is pretty illegible in places and may be fuzzy, but the gist and key words
are there.

love flick

Chinese Foreign Minister Mr. Tang Jianxuan said:

Recently India carried out 5 nuclear tests....  Subsequently, Pakistan in
response,carried out several nuclear tests.  This has ushered in the
spectacle of an nuclear arms race, endangering peace and security.  Today
four ministers of the 5 permament members of the security council had a
meeting and exchanged views on the situation in Southern Asia and adopted a
joint communique.  Because this is my first such meeting I do not know, but
many distinguished ministers have expressed the view that to them this
meeting is a remarkable one.  The five ministers condemn the tests, express
deep concern regarding the tense situation in Asia as a result and desire
to cooperate closely together to improve the tension in the region, beef up
the nuclear proliferation regime and promote the peaceful resolution of
disputes.  This meeting makes the beginning of an important stage.  The
five will continue to follow events with close attention regarding the
above goals.  This conference today is only acts as a good beginning of a
process to safeguard peace and security and stabality in th world.  To
defend the Non-Proliferation regime is the common rsponsibility of the
international community. All the people of the world are served by this.  A
solid foundation has been laid.

Press Conference with Mr. Tang Jianxuan
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The meeting found common ground and all are aware that as the permament
members of the security council we have significant responsibility in
holding up world peace and security.  Efforts should be made as soon as
possible regarding the nuclear arms race that has been triggered by India.
We all stand for effective efforts in order to safeguard the
non-proliferation regime under the NPT and CTBT.  All expressed hope that
all the issues of South Asia, including Kashmir will be resolved gradually
through peaceful means.  All hope to see lasting peace and security in
South Asia. There is significant common ground in the join communique.

Question : You said this was a small first step - why did the reps of the
P5 not take advantage of this opportunity for a big step?

Answer:  (indicated that the journalist had a strong Bejing accent and
because he did not, she had misunderstood)  These are all relative terms.We
should make big steps as much as we can, when it is necessary, small steps
create the conditions for big strides.

Question:  Article 6 of the Joint Communique says that the P5 remain
determined to fulfill commitments under Article 6 of the NPT - why are the
P5 not engaging in negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament on the
complete abolition of nuclear weapons?  (Felicity and Edith sqeal and
gesture athletically)  And secondly, this meeting is on India and Pakistan.
India has indicated concern about China's nuclear arsenal.  Could China
ease these fears by for example in your own nuclear weapons policy?

Answer :  On the nuclear tests by India, there are some in India, including
key political figures who claim that an important reason for the tests is
because China constituted an immediate and direct threat.  However, in our
view, the claims are an attempt to cover up and do not hold water, and are
an attempt to pour the dirty water on China. Many in the Congress part of
India do not even agree with this.  China has made its own statments on
this matter and has expressed and opinion on this.  (told him to go and
read the record of statements made basically)  Since the first day that
China conducted tests in the '60's, we announced our fundamental position
to achieve complete destruction of all nuclear weapons, and we have held
this position consistently over the years and will in the future.  China is
the only one that has a No First Use policy and will not use or threaten to
use nuclear weapons against non nuclear weapons states or in NWFZ.  China
has acceded to the NPT and contributed an important role in the CTBT
negotiations and the final conclusion of the treaty.  China was one of the
first to sign the CTBT.  Now we have acceded to the NPT and signed the
CTBT, we will shoulder our responsibilities and strictly observe all
related treaty obligations.  China always honours its words.

You are saying, you don't take action first and then you condemn india in
this regard.Discussions in our conference today reflect that all 5 came
with serious and pragmatic attitueds.  China's position is a very clear cut
one.  Because after the end of the cold war, what India did ran counter to
the trend of the times and against the will of the people.  It is the
common will of the people to achieve a ban and a consolidated NPT to oppose
the further proliferation of nuclear weapons.  India's nuclear tests have
led to the nuclear testing of Pakistan - a nuclear arms race, an
unfortunate development no one hopes to see in South Asia.  The document
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adopted by the meeting strongly condemns actions in this regard, it
embodies the trend of the time in the world and the common and strong will
of the people

Question: What will the future actions be if India and Pakistan test or
won't sign onto the CTBT immediately and unconditionally?

Answer :  I stressed in my opening remarks that we are at the beginning of
a new process and I believe it is a very good one.  It is not possible to
change the status quo with the adoption of one document.  What is needed is
an entire process.  The P5 represent the common will of the internatioanl
community and the people of the world.

Question : On the sensitive issue of Kashmir, paragraph 5 of the Communique
does not contain language that the expert group provided early calling for
the stopping of provocative actions.  What led to this watering down?
Would China have like to see that language remain?

Answer : Experts met all day yesterday. Every diplomatic document needs
consultations and negotiations to seek common ground.  In my diplomatic
carreer I have had similar experiences in this regard.  In private, areas
are agreed upon, but proposals for changes in wording and even punctuations
marks do happen.  In discussions, this has been made clear, there doesn't
appear any great differences of opinion.  Naturally different parties have
their respective views of the text when it comes to emphasis

Question : What role with P5 play in mediation?

The 2 parties are directed to take the appropriate means - there should be
dialogue to seek a gradual solution to the matter.  In China we have a
saying, It is up to the one who tied the knot to untie it.  As a close
neighbour to India, Pakisan in Southern Asia, China has stressed the
question of Kashmir and called upon the 2 parties to exercise restraint,
reach peace, security and development by handling the matter with prudence,
dialogue, consultation and seek a peaceful solution.

MADELAINE ALBRIGHT said:

We met to forge a unified strategy to the crisis and because the P5 have
obligations to respond to threat to international peace and security.  As
NPT nuclear weapon states we have a responsibilty tothe non-proliferation
regime.  We can't meet this alone and we will be inviting other states to
join us, Japan and Germany who have wisely chosen to not take the nuclear
option.  The P5 have definate responsibilities, not just priviledges to
tell India and Pakistan to Stop, Listen and Think.  Don't rush to embrace
what we are racing to leave behind.  The risk cannot be justified.

The P5 met to diminish the risk of escalation and add steps to avert an
arms race. We call on India and Pakistan to sign the CTBT, to refrain from
deploying missiles, to stop the production of fissile material, to not
export technology and to resume dialogue over Kashmir.

We are prepared to help with the maintenenace of peace and will each do our
best to deter the transfer of arms to the region.  We want to share our
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experience and capability to monitor and to avoid miscalulation and to
reduce tension.

The US will insist that no nation that disregards international norms will
become a member of the security council.  We all have our distinct
relationahip with India and Pakistan and we will all make our own efforts.

No nation should take commercial opportunty of sanctions ...

We will not ammend the NPT - we will send the message that nations cannot
test their way into the nuclear club. (note: she definately said the words
nuclear club) We call on India and Pakistan to freeze their capability, to
not deploy.  We do not want to isolate, outcast or make a pariah of these
states, we must engage and respect their legitimate security needs.

Question:  The Communique raises many questions, like what if they ignore
by testing and deplying? On Kashmire, is it enough for bilateral talks?
Why arn't the P5 offering mediation?

Answer:  Well Carol, we all want to deter India and Pakistan from testing,
and we might not have expected widespread condemnation of what they've
done.  But in the past weks, whether we've been at NATO, European Atlantic
Paries Committee or at the OAS, there is general agreement on the
condemnation, over 80 countries have said in very direct terms, with very
clear views.  We have set forth a unified message about what were calling
on them to do.  We want to see how the message is received. Out message is
strong, loud and clear that they better Stop, Look and Listen.  If they
ignore us there are other ways the international can deal  with them.

There is no question of Kasmir has really been a very serious long running
problem.  The first time I came into this building I was 10 with my father
who was the Czech representative to deal with Kashmir.  He is dead and Im
old and its still going on.  But this flashpoint is serious.  It is very
important for India and Pakistan to deal with the problems together - the
best way is between them.  The inernational Community in an organised form,
might have suggestions to make.

Question : You mentioned bringing other countries, which ones?

Answer : The G8 have their meeting on 12th of June, and Robin Cook will be
looking into that.  The meeting will be at a ministerial level.  There are
a seris of different meetings and there will be expansion of the group that
want to make a part of a strong statment to stop deployment etc.

Question:  India is observing a moratorium on testing, wants to join the
CTBT, and will agree to a no first use policy. Why is this not reflected in
the Communque

ANswer :  The main point of this was to make our message strong as the P5.
While we have heard about ideas, we need to solidify and codify them.
There is a sense that we need to know more on India's bona fidas of follow
through.  We are deeply troubled at the steps india took, they willfully
tested, and cant immediately be expected to believe that they are doing the
right thing.
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Question:  Why not take this opportuniy to be giving them a reason to not test?

Answer : the best reason they could possibly have is that it is not in
their national interest to test.  If they havent discovered this, they will
soon. India wants to show power, to earn respect, to gain security. India
have lost respect. The tradiations of Gandha, nonviolence, Nerhu who had
moral authority, this good name has been lost.  People of India are less
securie because Pakistan immediately tested, they losts respect, power and
prestigue and their people are poorer. Nobody gains from an increase in a
nuclear arms race.  The worst thing to do would be to reward India and
Pakistan, they do not deserve to be rewarded.  Need to understand that it
is in their national interests and they have jeapordised that.

Question : You talk about sharing capabilities and expertise.  Do you mean
intelligence sharing as part of confidence building?

Answer : On that Bob, a variety of confidence building measures could be
used, like advances on an improved hotline, risk reduction concepts like
equipment to detect troop deployments and threatening postures, an open
skies regime, in order to monitor the military movements in key areas.

Question : [journalist compared this briefing to the one of afew months ago
on Iraq - asked Albright to compare these meetings]

Answer: I am struck by the unanimity of views on developing this tough
message.  The experts worked hard on the drafting, there was a cooperative
spirit and a general agreement on the subject, some nuances as you can well
expect.  P5 are glad that we had this meeting, worked carefully with China
and the others, there is a general sense the the P5 have a responsibility
and not just priviledges.

Question : When India and Pakistan decided not to join the NPT and not to
sign the CTBT, your diplomat Ledogar and the other P5 diplomats had no
concern that India and pakistan would ever test because so many states had
signed.  Istn' it high time for high level multilateral negotiations on
disarmament?

Answer : I do not believe that having so many signatures to the CTB and the
NPT is a mistake.  Establishing these regimes is important and its hard to
guard against wilfull readiness to defy the international community.  What
needs to happen is as many positive moves on arms control with our
groupings, US and Russia in START ngotiations, a ratification process, we
have a responsibilty to reduce the level of weapons.  That is the goal
sought in a variety of fora, the CD is one, one that we use and we belie
has an important role.  [talked about importance of working towards the
FMCT]

Question : This agreement represented a united front.  There is a lack of
tough language, asking India and Pakistan to discuss or consdier.  How is
this a political trigger to bring them back from nuclear mayhem?

Answer : This *is* strong language.  Clear that the 5 have clear goals, a
unified voice, clearly ther is more to be done.  This is not a one shot
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process, not something were planning to do only today.  We are at the
beginning of a process.  This meeting is about showing Pakistan and India
the error of their ways, that they are not pariahs, but we have solidified
our message thath tye have earnt nothing, zero, ziltch.  The international
community acrosthe board, say that their people are less secure and poorer.
The intenrational community has respects in their role and ability to
live, even with difficulties, side by side.

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
International Secretariat
1, rue de Varembe
C.P. 28
1211 Geneva 20
Tel: +41 22 733 61 75
Fax: +41 22 740 10 63
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-2000@agoranet.be, ABOLITION-EUROPE@vlberlin.comlink.de
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 10:02:13 +0200 (CEST)
From: "Pol D'Huyvetter" <pol@motherearth.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Invite MEP -> 'Citizens Inspection' NATO - July 8
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Attached :   * sample letter to Members of European Parliament for Citizens
Inspection
             * summary of events since the World Court advisory opinion
             * MEP's contacted so far

Dear friends,

We hope that the nuclear tests in India and Pakistan, and especially NATO's
hypocritical reaction, will encourage you to join us for the 'Citizens
Inspection' of NATO HQ in Brussels next Wednesday July 8th 1998. The
inspection will mark the second anniversary of the historic ICJ advisory
opinion, and the first anniversary of the delivery of the Citizens Summons. 

Please let us know if you can join us. Preparation for the international
peace camp and the 'Citizens Inspection' of NATO HQ are now well underway. 

           -> Members of European Parliament join inspection of NATO HQ <-

And we also hope to have a strong delegation of Members of the European
Parliament. We started contacting some of them this morning. And here you
might be able to help, especially if you live on the European continent
which is still infested with nuclear warheads from four declared NWS ... and
has Brussels to host not only the EU headquarters but also NATO.

Please contact Members of the European Parliament which you know are in
favour of nuclear abolition, and invite them to join the 'Inspection Team'.
Please find attached the letter that we have used to invite some of them.
You should be able to use it. Let us know if you contacted people.

                               -> NATO DEFENCE SUMMIT <-

And next Wednesday at least three Belgian Parliamentarians will present the
'WANTED FOR NUCLEAR WARCRIMES' poster with pictures of NATO Ministers of
Defence to the press in the Belgian Parliament. It will be on our hompage
soon (http://www.motherearth.org). We are also planning actions for the NATO
Defence Ministers Summit in Brussels for next Thursday and Friday, June
111-12. June 12 will mark the 30th anniversary of the adoption of the NPT by
the United Nations. Stay tuned for reports.

Looking forward to hear from you.

Pol D'Huyvetter

Attached : letter for MEP and briefing
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

SAMPLE LETTER

                Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days-network
a working group of Abolition 2000, the global network to eliminate nuclear
weapons

Concerns :  Invitation for News Conference and 'Citizens Inspection Team' at
NATO
  Wednesday July 8th 1998 in Brussels

Dear Mr. Peter Crampton,
Member of the European Parliament,

We understand that you are a strong advocate of complete nuclear
disarmament. With this letter we have the honour to invite you to join an
international newsconference and a 'Citizens Inspection' at NATO HQ in
Brussels next Wednesday July 8 1998 in the morning.

The purpose? 

to give a clear signal to denounce the hypocrisy of NATO's reaction
following the nuclear tests of India and Pakistan (http://www.nato.int). How
can NATO deny a nuclear deterrent to other countries, if they say they need
it for their own security?

to highlight the second anniversary of the historic advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice regarding the (il)legal status of nuclear
weapons.  This advisory opinion was welcomed by a resolution of the European
Parliament on March 13 1998. The EP called on its member states to start
negotiations for a Convention banning nuclear weapons. This resolution
-together with many UN General Assembly disarmament resolutions- has been
ignored by NATO member states in recent votes in the UNGA, within
the Geneva based Conference for Disarmament and during the latest NPT PrepCom.

to ask once again for the list of NATO's nuclear targets and to denounce the
lack of transparency in this political & military alliance. Officials
refused to give such a list to a "Citizens' Inspection Team" which entered
NATO HQ on August 6th 1997.

We hope you will join us on July 8th. A delegation of international peace
activists is already planning the inspection. But together we can make our
call for nuclear disarmament a lot stronger.

And finally we also wish to sollicit your financial support for this
campaign. As billions of dollars continue to be spent for nuclear weapons
systems ... our campaign depends completely on volunteers and generous
donations from people like yourself. The previous days have sometimes been
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very discouraging ... as we were not able to photocopy extra flyers or pay
our phone-bill. Yes, this campaign is entirely grass-roots. Any support is
urgently needed and will be appreciated.

Don't hesitate to contact us if you need more information or have any
suggestions to offer for the upcoming events.

Yours sincerely,

Pol D'Huyvetter
Coordinating Team 'Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days'-network

Attached : 
a brief outline of our legal campaign following the advisory opinion of the
World Court
________________________________
Lange Steenstraat 16/d, 9000 Gent, Belgium 
Phone/fax +32-9-233 84 39 Fax +32-9-233 73 02 
E-mail: international@motherearth.org WWW : http://www.motherearth.org
ASLK 001-2055174-14 Triodos 523-0800554-88 Post 000-1618561-19

page 2-
Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days-network
a working group of Abolition 2000, the global network to eliminate nuclear
weapons

        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
        Some hotpoints following the historic decision of the World Court.
        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

* July 8 1996 : The international Court of Justice (ICJ) publishes its
advisory opinion on the (il)legality of 'the threat or use of nuclear
weapons'and the 'legal obligation' to move to general and complete nuclear
disarmament. 

* August 7, 1996 : the Group of 21 submit to the Conference of Disarmament
in Geneva a proposal for a programme of action for the elimination of
nuclear weapons. Note that  India and Pakistan are members of the G21.

* December 8 1996 : Judge Wolf in Stuttgart aquits seven peace activists who
were arrested for civil resistence at EUCOM, a NATO base in Germany. The
judge agreed with the defendants claim that the deployment of nuclear
weapons in Europe are in violation of the ICJ opinion. Also in Belgium,
England, France, Scotland and the USA, activists start to use the ICJ
opinion in court to defend their actions of civil disobedience against
nuclear weapons.

* December 10 1996 : an overwhelming majority in the UNGA (U.N. General
Assembly) welcomes the advisory opinion of the ICJ and calls for the start
of multilateral negotiations for a Convention banning nuclear weapons (NWC).
Most NATO states vote against this resolution which was introduced by Malaysia.

* March 13 1997 : the European Parliament adopts a resolution welcoming the
ICJ opinion, and calls upon its member states to start negotiations for a NWC. 
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* July 8 1997 : On the first anniversary of the ICJ opinion an international
delegation of the 'Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days' (NWAD) network delivers a
notarized 'Citizens Summons' to the NATO leaders meeting in Madrid. They
summon NATO leaders to comply with their legal obligation. 

* August 6 1997 : the main gate of NATO Headquarters in Brussels is closed
for a 'war crimes inspection'. Four citizens enter the HQ and ask to see the
list of targets of NATO's nuclear force. This is refused by Mr. Merril, the
principal director of the private office of NATO's Secretary General Javier
Solana. 

* August 9 1997 : Citizens Inspect nuclear weapon related sites in Belgium
(Kleine Brogel B61-11 weapon depot), England (Menwith Hill, Aldermaston
laboratory), France (Cherbourg submarine yard), Germany (Buechel B61-11
depot), Netherlands (Volkel B61-11 depot), Scotland (Faslane Trident base)
and USA (Los Alamos laboratory, ELF, Valley Forge, Livermore,  ....).

* October 27 1997 : NATO Secretary Solana notes in a letter to our network
that NATO was
considering the ICJ opinion very seriously, but had not yet come to a clear
decision on the impact of the court's ruling.

* December 9 1997 : the UNGA adopts a new resolution invoking the ICJ
opinion. Once again an overwhelming majority calls for multilateral
negotiations banning nuclear weapons to start in 1998. And once again NATO
members vote against this disarmament resolution. 

* January 18 1998 - Citizens Inspect ELF (USA). A report of the inspection
was filed  with the ICJ in the Hague. The ICJ replied that they only accept
reports from countries.

* February 1998 : Washington and London threaten [with] a new Gulf War if
Saddam Hussain doesn't allow UN inspectors free access to his palaces in
Iraq. Saddam is suspected of using  these places for the hiding and
production of weapons of mass destruction. The crisis comes to an end when
UN Secretary General Kofi Annan resolves the crisis over these controversial
inspections.

*The USA sends out strong signals that nuclear weapons could be used against
Iraq in certain circumstances, none of which would comply with international
law as confirmed by the ICJ Opinion.

* February 26 1998 : a Citizens' Weapons Inspection Team has concluded that
nuclear weapons of mass destruction are being stockpiled and deployed at the
U.S. Trident submarine base at Bangor, Washington State.  The inspectors
condemn strongly the double standards used by the nuclear weapon states.
Soon more citizens are inspired to uphold international law, and Citizen
Verifications are carried out at the US embassy in Aotorea/New Zealand, the
nuclear weapon laboratory in Aldermaston (UK),
Davis Monthan Air Force Base, Livermore and Los Alamos labs, and at Bath
Iron Works (USA). 

* March 18 : Belgian Members of Parliament Hugo Van Dienderen and Ludo
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Sannen atempt to
inspect the Belgian NATO base at Kleine Brogel 'on suspicion of the presence
of US B61 nuclear weapons of mass destruction'. Access is refused. The
inspection was inspired by the presence of Canadian MP Libby Davies on
February 26 in Bangor.

* April 4 1998 : a first Citizen's Verification Team attempts inspection at
the no longer secret Egozi nuclear missile base in Israel. One member of the
team measures radiation levels between 1700 - 7,000 on a Geiger counter near
the site and informs military personnel of their obligations under
international law

* May 1998 : India and Pakistan test nuclear weapons. This new arms race
gives a new impetus to the urgency for a ban on all nuclear weapons

And what is planned by our network :

* June 11-12 1998 : a non-violent action and survey is planned at NATO
headquarters in Brussels during the next meeting of NATO Ministers of
Defence. Contact us as soon as possible if you can participate.
Alternatively you might like to send us a message of support.

* July 3-11 1998 : please join us at the international peace camp near NATO
HQ in Brussels. A non-violent action is planned for the second anniversary
of the ICJ opinion.
Members of the European Parliament are invited to join for the
newsconferecne and the Inspection.

* October 1 1998 : Citizens are called to uphold the Nuremberg Principles by
organising an inspection at nuclear sites where governments prepare crimes
against humanity.

Contact :

The Nuclear Weapons Abolition Days Network is coordinated in Gent, Belgium,
by staff of the For Mother Earth international office. The campaign is ran
completely by volunteers.

Lange Steenstraat 16/d, 9000 Gent, Belgium 
Phone/fax +32-9-233 84 39 Fax +32-9-233 73 02 
E-mail: international@motherearth.org WWW : http://www.motherearth.org
ASLK 001-2055174-14 Triodos 523-0800554-88 Post 000-1618561-19

end

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
MEP list, with thanks to Martin Butcher (CESD)

Prefix in Brussels     +32-2-284
          Strasbourg   +33-3-8817

                         Phone   Fax
Peter Crampton   UK      5215    9215    SD (CND)
David Morris     UK      5405    9405    SD (CND)
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Ian White        UK      5295    9295    SD (CND)
Magda Aelvoet    B       5143    9143    Chair Green Group
Paul Lannoye     B       5695    9695    Green
Ken Coates       UK      5297    9297    expelled Labour - now Communist Party
Stan Newens      UK      5437    9437    SD (CND)
Patricia Mckenna Ei      5140    9140    Green
Olivier Dupuis   I       5198    9198    Rad. Party
Winnie Ewing     UK      5594    9594    Scot. Nat. (Trident)
Per Gahrton      Sw      5273    9273    Green
Maj Britt Theorin S      5661    9661    SD - IPB President
Heidi Hantala    Fi      5446    9446    Green
Elizabeth Schroedter D   5234    9234    Green 
Hugh Kerr        UK      5480    9480    SD (CND)

end
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To: "Kathy Crandall" <disarmament@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Addition for ctbt-organize
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Kathy:

Gary Payton, director of the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program at headquarters in Louisville, wants to keep up with 
CTBT happenings.  Therefore, would you please add him to the ctbt-organize list, using both his office and home e-mail 
addresses: GaryP@ctr.pcusa.org and gdpayton@aol.com.

Walter Owensby will pick up part of what Barbara Green has been doing on the CTBT, so you might add his address, 
too: Walter_Owensby@PCUSA.org {that's what is on his card).

Thanks, 
Howard
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To: "Gordon Hallman" <gordonb@flash.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Hallman Reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Gordon:

Both my daughters have decided to attend the reunion.  That means for the Saturday evening dinner there will be five 
us: Carlee and me, Beth Johnson, Joy Hallman and her son Matthew.

Carlee and I are arriving on Friday morning and the others on Friday evening.  We're looking forward to seeing all of 
you.

Howard
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 12:36:12 +0100 (BST)
From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: P-5 Geneva mtg
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host an091.du.pipex.com [193.130.253.91] claimed to be Acronym
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id EAA29087
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id FAB20629

ACRONYM EMAIL   5 June 1998
P-5 FOREIGN MINISTERS MEETING IN GENEVA

This acro special report comprises:
Commentary on interviews and texts;
excerpts from press statements by Cook and Tang;
verbatim P-5 communique
verbatim Albright statement

The Foreign Ministers of the Permanent Five members of the UN Security
Council met in Geneva on 4 June to discuss the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons in South Asia. The meeting was attended by Jianxuan Tang (China);
Hubert Vedrine (France); Evgeny Primakov (Russia); Robin Cook (UK); and
Madeleine Albright (USA), and their large entourages of advisers, press
etc., including Berdennikov, Sha, Soutar, Bourgois, John Holum etc. The
Chair of the P-5, Tang Jianxuan of China, said that the purpose of the
meeting was to "channel our joint efforts to arrest the nuclear arms race in
South Asia and restore the peace and stability in this region." 

Prior to the meeting Robin Cook told reporters that "the bottom line from
this meeting must be a clear message to both India and Pakistan to stop
testing and to start talking."  He called the situation "very grave indeed"
and said that he hoped that the meeting would send "a clear message [to]
both India and Pakistan and also to the rest of the world that we want to
see the non-proliferation regime strengthened, not weakened, and it would be
much more in the interests of these two countries to strengthen their
security through improving confidence between them than by carrying on
testing nuclear weapons."  He went on "We fully understand India's
aspirations in the international community.  I think it is going about it in
entirely the wrong way.  If India wishes to be respected in the
international community to achieve status at the United Nations, then the
best way to do it is to sign up to the international nuclear arms control
regimes.  The world community is unlikely to reward a country that breaks
all those rules."

The BBC asked: "Most ordinary people see this as a case of double standards.
The five who originally developed nuclear weapons have not yet given them up
but say that others can't develop them and can't weaponise and... that their
security does not depend on that."

Cook's reply: "I would robustly resist any allegation that India is
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justified in carrying out nuclear tests because of any conduct on the part
of Britain" and went on to refer to the UK abiding by the moratorium on
nuclear tests and ratifying the CTBT, but then said "we ourselves are
looking at what practical but ambitious steps can be taken towards nuclear
disarmament..."  I find it curious that when people ask the P-5 about their
own weapons policies and practices they reply as if the questioner is trying
to justify India and Pakistan's nuclear tests. To say that the NWS' failure
to make more significant progress on nuclear disarmament and their cavalier
attitude to their own obligations under the NPT have contributed to creating
the conditions for the nuclear crisis in South Asia is not at all the same
thing as justifying the tests.  Unfortunately a few NGOs and rather too many
politicians seem incapable of recognising the distinction.  Convenient not
to deal with the (much more common) phenomenon of those who consistently
condemn nuclear tests (whoever conducts them) and also oppose the nuclear
weapons of the NWS!

Opportunities for asking further questions were extremely limited and
frustrating, so beyond some tantalising hints regarding possible P-5
initiatives, I have nothing more on these 'practical and ambitious steps'.  

Particularly noticeable was Cook's use of the term 'nuclear arms control
regimes', as well as the standard 'non-proliferation regime', which is the
one used in the communiqué.  If India is called to join the
non-proliferation regime it begs the question: as what?  In definitional
terms India cannot be a nuclear weapon state under the NPT.  Most
importantly, treating them as one would be unacceptable to the vast majority
of NNWS Parties to the NPT.  (Incidentally, Pakistani diplomats repeatedly
emphasise that they do not seek NWS status.)  Despite the flood of
rhetorical calls, no-one really imagines that India would now join the NPT
as a NNWS.  Calling on them to join the nuclear arms control regimes may be
a way to acknowledge that they have capabilities and possible weapons that
need to be controlled while avoiding the definitional and political
minefield of nuclear weapon states 'status'.  It will be interesting to see
if this term begins to be used more widely.  Various terms also being heard
are 'self-declared NWS'; statutory NWS for the P-5 and 'possessor NWS' for
India, Israel, Pakistan.  Any others out there?

The communique was essentially concluded on Thursday in experts meetings in
Geneva.  The foreign ministers made only slight changes, weakening language
in a couple of places, including over Kashmir, but not altering the tone
substantially.  The main gist and purpose were to show P-5 unity in
condemning India and Pakistan for testing and to stop them escalating.  In a
nutshell: freeze and talk.  

The accent was heavily on what India and Pakistan 'should' do: not weaponise
or deploy nuclear weapons, cease testing, not test delivery vehicles, halt
provocative statements, refrain from military movements that might be
misinterpreted, not export equipment materials or technology to anyone else,
and of course sign up to the CTBT, NPT and join negotiations on a fissban.
Some attention on the regional question, including explicit mention of
Kashmir, though this was the subject of some argument in the meetings.  The
P-5 offered to assist in facilitating talks and confidence building between
India and Pakistan, but did not talk specifically of mediation, which India
rejects.  They sidestepped press questions about whether the UN Security
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Council would 'force' mediation, or whether they supported Japan's offer of
mediation.  The P-5 agreed that 'quick action' was needed, but didn't say
what (apart from mentioning the G-8 meeting next week at the press
conferences). 

In fact the whole communique was full of general exhortations and very short
on concrete measures or ideas.  The obvious biggest omission was on nuclear
disarmament.  There was one sentence in paragraph 6 on commitment to Article
VI of the NPT.  No indication that any of the P-5 recognise the link between
nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation in real or treaty terms or
acknowledge the part played in Indian security thinking and justifications
by their own failure to make more effective progress on delegitimising and
getting rid of nuclear arms.  My attempts to raise a question at the press
conferences on this point (and ask about possible further P-5 meetings at
ambassadorial level in Geneva since paragraph 7 referred to 'setting in
motion a process' were frustrated by my apparent invisibility to the press
minders, despite questions being taken from journalists on all sides of me
(at Albright's press conference the news management was obvious, with rather
sycophantic questions mainly from journos she knew by name from the DC press
corps who had swooshed in in force, knew little, wanted some good lines
about how bad India and Pakistan were and how the US was taking the lead in
sanctions...)   Hey ho!

Albright put out a short statement of her own (reproduced in full below)
which emphasised sanctions and contained a very pointed criticism, assumed
to be against France and some other Europeans, for taking commercial
advantage of sanctions imposed by the US.  She and Cook both underlined that
India would not be considered for the UN Security Council if it disregarded
international non-proliferation norms.
Interestingly, where the other foreign ministers emphasised that their role
in the meeting was as the permanent members of the UN Security Council,
Albright added and highlighted their nuclear weapon status thus:  "As the
NPT nuclear weapons states we have a responsibility to protect the
non-proliferation regime."  However, her statement contained a few
interesting quotes about leaving behind nuclear weapons and nothing worth
the risk that could be quoted back relevantly at the NWS.

Excerpt from statement from Tang Jianxuan, Foreign Minister of China, on
behalf of P-5 at the joint press conference to present the communique:

"India recently carried out five nuclear tests in succession.  Subsequently
Pakistan in response to the Indian nuclear tests also carried out several
nuclear tests.  The South Asian region was thus ushered in [sic] the spectre
of a nuclear arms race, bringing grave consequences to world peace and
security and to peace and security in the region.  As permanent members of
the Security Council, the five countries, China, France, Russia, the United
Kingdom and the United States, bear special responsibility towards
safeguarding international peace and security.  Today the foreign ministers
of our five countries held a meeting and exchanged views on the nuclear
tests of India and Pakistan and on the situation in the South Asian region...

The five foreign members, in view of the nuclear testing of India and
Pakistan, expressed deep concern over the present situation in the South
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Asian region and the desire to cooperate closely in order to prevent an arms
race in the South Asian region, beef up the international non-proliferation
regime and promote the peaceful settlement of the dispute between India and
Pakistan.

This meeting of the P5 foreign ministers marked the beginning of an
important stage..."

Text of the Joint Communique:

1.  Bearing in mind the responsibility of their countries for the
maintenance of international peace and security, the Foreign Ministers of
China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States met in
Geneva on June 4, 1998 to coordinate their response to the grave situation
created by the nuclear tests carried out in May 1998 by India and then by
Pakistan.  The Ministers condemned these tests, expressed their deep concern
about the danger to peace and stability in the region, and pledged to
cooperate closely in urgent efforts to prevent a nuclear and missile arms
race in the Subcontinent, to bolster the non-proliferation regime, and to
encourage reconciliation and peaceful resolution of differences between
India and Pakistan.

2.  The Ministers agreed that quick action is needed to arrest the further
escalation of regional tensions stimulated by the recent nuclear tests.
India and Pakistan should therefore stop all further such tests.  They
should refrain from the weaponisation or deployment of nuclear weapons, from
the testing or deployment of missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons,
and from any further production of fissile material for nuclear weapons.
They should also halt provocative statements, refrain from any military
movements that could be construed as threatening, and increase transparency
in their actions.  Direct communications between the parties could help to
build confidence.  

3.  To reinforce security and stability in the region and more widely, the
Five strongly believe that India and Pakistan should adhere to the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty immediately and unconditionally, thereby
facilitating its early entry into force.  The Five also call upon India and
Pakistan to participate, in a positive spirit and on the basis of the agreed
mandate, in negotiations with other states in the Conference on Disarmament
for a Fissile Material Cut-off Convention with a view to reaching early
agreement.  The Five will seek firm commitments by India and Pakistan not to
weaponize or deploy nuclear weapons or missiles.  India and Pakistan should
also confirm their policies not to export equipment, materials or technology
that could contribute to weapons of mass destruction or missiles capable of
delivering them, and should undertake appropriate commitments in that regard.

4.  The Ministers agreed that the international non-proliferation regime
must remain strong and effective despite the recent nuclear tests in South
Asia.  Their goal continued to be adherence by all countries, including
India and Pakistan, to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as it
stands, without any modification.  This Treaty is the cornerstone of the
non-proliferation regime and the essential foundation for the pursuit of
nuclear disarmament.  Notwithstanding the recent nuclear tests, India and
Pakistan do not have the status of nuclear weapons states in accordance with
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the NPT.  

5  The Ministers concluded that efforts to resolve disputes between India
and Pakistan must be pursued with determination.  The Ministers affirm their
readiness to assist India and Pakistan, in a manner acceptable to both
sides, in promoting reconciliation and cooperation.  The Ministers pledged
that they will actively encourage India and Pakistan to find mutually
acceptable solutions, through direct dialogue, that address the root causes
of the tension, including Kashmir, and to try to build confidence rather
than seek confrontation.  In that connection, the Ministers urged both
parties to avoid threatening military movements, cross-border violations, or
other provocative acts.

6.  The Ministers also considered what actions the Five could take,
individually or collectively, to foster peace and security in South Asia.
They will encourage India and Pakistan to adopt practical measures to
prevent an arms race.  They confirmed their respective policies to prevent
the export of equipment, materials or technology that could in any way
assist programmes in India or Pakistan for nuclear weapons or for ballistic
missiles capable of delivering such weapons.  They also undertook to do all
they could to facilitate a reduction of tensions between those states and to
provide assistance, at the request of both parties, in the development and
implementation of confidence- and security building measures.  They remain
determined to fulfill their commitments relating to nuclear disarmament
under Article VI of the NPT.

7.  The Ministers viewed their meeting in Geneva as setting in motion a
process aimed at strengthening peace and stability in South Asia, at
encouraging restraint by India and Pakistan, at promoting the resolution of
outstanding differences, and at bolstering the international
non-proliferation regime.  They will remain fully engaged in pursuing these
goals, and will work actively to build broad support in the international
community for the objectives agreed today.

communique text ends

Statement by Secretary of State Madeleine K Albright at the meeting of P-5
foreign ministers on South Asia.

"Good evening and thank you for coming out at this late hour.  We have just
completed an extraordinary meeting to forge a unified strategy toward the
crisis in South Asia.

We met in this group today because as the permanent members of the Security
Council we have an obligation to respond to what is clearly a threat to
international peace and security.  And as the NPT nuclear weapons states, we
have a responsibility to protect the non-proliferation regime.

But this is not a challenge the nuclear powers can or will meet alone.  In
the coming weeks, we will be engaging with a broader group of
non-proliferation leaders, including Japan and Germany and nations that have
wisely forsworn the nuclear option.  We are defending our principles here,
not our privileges.
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The whole world is asking India and Pakistan to stop, listen and think.
Don't rush to embrace what the rest of the planet is leaving behind.  Don't
assume you are the only countries on earth that are immune to
miscalculation.  There is no point worth making, no message worth sending,
no interest worth securing that can possibly justify the risk.

Our first purpose today was to send a coordinated message to India and
Pakistan about what we, as outside powers, believe they must do to diminish
the immediate risk of escalation.

We have also called on India and Pakistan to take additional steps to avert
an arms race and ease the tensions between them.  They should sign the CTBT,
refrain from deploying missiles, stop production of fissile material,
formalise their pledge not to export dangerous weapons and technologies, and
resume dialogue, including over Kashmir.

The second part of our message today is that we are prepared to help India
and Pakistan maintain peace if they are prepared to do the right thing.  

We will each do our part to prevent destabilising transfers of arms to South
Asia.  The United States is willing to share our expertise and our
capability to help India and Pakistan monitory military activities and avoid
miscalculations.  We are all ready to assist them in settling differences
and reducing tensions.

At the same time, a number of nations, including the United States, will
maintain sanctions against India and Pakistan until this situation is
resolved.  The United States will also insist that no nation that disregards
international norms become a permanent member of the UN Security Council.

We each have a distinctive relationship with India and Pakistan; we will
each try to influence them in our own ways.  What is vital is that no nation
should look upon sanctions as a commercial opportunity.  If some of us are
willing to take the heat, others should not be rushing to take the contracts.

Finally we affirmed our resolve today to shore up the global
non-proliferation regime.  We will not amend the NPT to accommodate India
and Pakistan for that would send a message that every nation is free to test
its way into the nuclear club.

Clearly these nations have had a nuclear capability and they will have one
for the foreseeable future.  What we are insisting is that they freeze that
capability and that they not deploy nuclear weapons or missiles.

There are many things we want India and Pakistan to do.  But we do not want
to isolate these countries or make outcasts or pariahs of them.  We must
engage them.

We must persuade and convince them that what the international community
wants them to do, they should do, consistent with their legitimate security
needs.

Let me close by saying that this is not a one shot event [curious
metaphor!].  This group will remain seized with this issue.  We will work
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together on next steps.

We have no illusions that we will succeed overnight.  But a process has
begun and we are determined to see it through.

ends

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857
fax                (0) 171 503 9153
website http://www.gn.apc.org/acronym
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Return-Path: <owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org>
Content-Description: "cc:Mail Note Part"
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 98 13:51:51 -0500
From: armsintern@ucsusa.org
Sender: owner-ctbt-organize@igc.org
Subject: UCS Letter to Senators
To: <ctbt-organize@igc.org>

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  Contact:    Tom Collina or Rich Hayes
Wednesday, June 3, 1998             (202) 332-0900
CTBT organizers-

Union of Concerend Scientists assembled a sign-on letter of scientists and arms
experts communicating the need for CTBT ratification this year.
The NYT mentioned the letter in the June 3 edition.

THE PRESS RELEASE

Military, Intelligence, and Scientific Leaders Call for Action
on Test Ban Treaty, Counter Majority Leader Lott

"The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests are a wake-up call for those who 
question the importance of the CTBT to US security."

    In the wake of the recent Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests, prestigious
nuclear weapons experts yesterday sent a joint letter to the US Senate calling
for swift ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Signed by leaders
of the military, intelligence, and scientific communities, the letter
underscores how current efforts to maintain the US nuclear arsenal are
effective, why the test ban treaty is verifiable, and how the treaty can ease
tensions in South Asia.

    The letter also responds to recent criticisms of the treaty from Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS). Lott has called the test ban "unverifiable
and ineffective" and suggests that it is "irrelevant" to the current crisis in
South Asia. These experts disagree. They write that nuclear testing is not
needed to maintain the US arsenal and that the treaty will improve the US
ability to detect nuclear explosions. Moreover, they write, "The US must take
the lead in locking in the test ban regime before other nations follow India and
Pakistan's path.. In the interest of US national security, the Senate must
consent to ratification of the CTBT without delay." 
    
Signers of particular note include: Admiral William Crowe, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff under Presidents Reagan and Bush; Admiral Stansfield Turner,
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency under President Carter; Dr. Hans
Bethe, Nobel laureate and head of the theoretical division of the Manhattan
Project; and Dr. Henry Kendall, Nobel laureate, Chairman of the Union of
Concerned Scientists, and Professor of Physics at MIT. 

If you would like to arrange an interview with any of the signers, please
contact Tom Collina or Rich Hayes at 202-332-0900.
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THE LETTER

June 2, 1998

The Honorable Trent Lott
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-2403

Dear Senator Lott:

As people with a long involvement with nuclear weapons and their implications
for national security, we urge you to actively support rapid ratification of the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).  The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests
strengthen the case for decisive Senate action.  This important Treaty, signed
by the five "original" nuclear weapon states and 144 other nations, prohibits
nuclear explosive testing for all time and thus is a central part of
international efforts to stop the spread of nuclear weapons.  Nuclear
proliferation is one of the greatest threats to American security today;
ratification will strongly reinforce our efforts to manage this problem and thus
enhance the national security interests of the United States.

Now more than ever, it is crucial for the United States to send the clearest
possible message that nuclear testing is not legitimate and will not be
tolerated by the international community.  This message is relevant not only to
South Asia but to any nation that may consider following India and Pakistan's
example.  Moreover, the CTBT would help defuse tensions in South Asia by
limiting weapons development and the emerging regional nuclear arms race. 

For its part, the United States does not need nuclear explosive testing to
maintain its nuclear deterrent.  The Department of Energy's Science Based
Stockpile Stewardship Program will sustain high confidence in our nuclear
weapons stockpile over the long term.  The capabilities of our existing nuclear
weapons more than meet all military requirements, and there is no justification
for postponing CTBT ratification until every element of the Stewardship Program
is in place.  A 1995 report by the JASON group of nuclear weapons experts, some
of whom are among the signers below, concludes that the U.S. nuclear arsenal can
be maintained under a CTBT of unlimited duration that includes a standard
supreme national interest clause, as this Treaty does.

The Treaty augments our capability to detect nuclear explosions of military
significance because it establishes an international monitoring system and
allows for challenge on-site inspections to clarify ambiguous events.  Although
US intelligence did not predict the Indian nuclear tests, the CTBT monitoring
system is charged to detect militarily significant nuclear explosions after the
fact, not before.  India's first test series was clearly detected by the
provisional CTBT monitoring system, as were Pakistan's.  India's second series
of tests was reported to be very small and was below the monitoring threshold. 
Such tests, which are not significant in terms of U.S. national security, cannot
be monitored with high confidence.  The Indian and Pakistani tests support the
conclusion that no would-be violator could be confident that a nuclear explosion
of sufficient yield to threaten US security would escape detection.

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests are a wake-up call for those who question
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the importance of the CTBT to US security.  The US must take the lead in locking
in the test ban regime before other nations follow India and Pakistan's path. 
But without the advice and consent of the Senate, the Treaty cannot go into
force and the benefits of the verification system cannot be fully achieved.  In
the interest of US national security, the Senate must consent to ratification of
the CTBT without delay. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Hans Bethe
Nobel Laureate; Emeritus Professor of Physics, Cornell University; head of the
Manhattan Project's theoretical division

Adm. William Crowe
US Navy, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Dr. Freeman Dyson
Emeritus Professor of Physics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton

Dr. Richard Garwin
Senior Fellow for Science and Technology, Council on Foreign Relations; IBM
Fellow Emeritus; consultant to the Sandia National Laboratory, former consultant
to Los Alamos National Laboratory

Dr. Henry Kendall
Nobel Laureate; Professor of Physics, MIT; Chairman of the Board, Union of
Concerned Scientists

Dr. Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky
Director Emeritus, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University;
Recipient of National Medal of Science and Lawrence and Fermi Awards of the
Department of Energy

Dr. Jeremiah D. Sullivan
Professor of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Adm. Stansfield Turner
US Navy, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency

Dr. Herbert F. York 
Emeritus Professor of Physics, University of California, San Diego; founding
director of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; former Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, Department of Defense
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Return-Path: <owner-sunflower-napf@lists.xmission.com>
X-Sender: napf@silcom.com
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 1998 15:57:55 -0700
To: sunflower-napf@lists.xmission.com
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Subject: (sunflower-napf) The Sunflower, No. 13, June 1998
Sender: owner-sunflower-napf@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: sunflower-napf@lists.xmission.com

=============================================
T H E    S U N F L O W E R
=============================================
ISSUE NO. 13,  June 1998
N U C L E A R    A G E    P E A C E    F O U N D A T I O N
=============================================
The Sunflower is a free monthly electronic newsletter providing educational information on nuclear weapons abolition and 
other issues relating to peace in the Nuclear Age. 

=============================================
I N    T H I S    I S S U E
=============================================
# NEWS 
    *NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION
           India and Pakistan Join the Nuclear Club
           India Pushes for Nuclear Weapons Convention (NWC)
           The Best Possible Outcome
           Perspectives
    *OTHER NEWS
           First U.S. Permanent Nuclear Waste Storage Site Approved
           Mobile Chernobyl Bill Stalls in U.S. Senate
# ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE 
# DATES TO REMEMBER 
# EVENTS 
# RESOURCES & DOCUMENTS 

============================================= 
N U C L E A R   P R O L I F E R A T I O N 
============================================= 
INDIA AND PAKISTAN JOIN THE NUCLEAR CLUB
---------------------------------------------
    The big news in May was that two additional states, India and Pakistan, announced their entry into the nuclear weapons 
club.  India made its announcement with five underground nuclear tests (three on May 11th and two on May 13th), and 
Pakistan made its announcement with six underground nuclear tests (five on May 28th and one on May 30th).  The other 
members of the nuclear weapons club--the U.S., UK, France, Russia and China--were not  happy about having their club 
expanded.  They had grown accustomed to being the only "legitimate" nuclear weapons states.  Their hypocrisy reached 
new heights at the Preparatory Committee Meeting for the year 2000 Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference where 
they blocked every effort to even discuss their obligation to achieve nuclear disarmament.  Only three days after this 
Preparatory Committee Meeting ended in failure on May 8th, India conducted its first test.
    The testing by India and Pakistan brought forth many interesting stories, for example, that the Indian tests caught the 
CIA by surprise.  Anyone could read in the public media in India and throughout the world that the new Indian 
government was planning to test.  Another interesting story is that the Indians had announced for years, and reiterated after 
their nuclear tests, that they support negotiations among all nuclear weapons states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals.  
What India has objected to is the discriminatory framework of nuclear "haves" and "have-nots," which it likens to "nuclear 
apartheid."
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    Yes, there is a serious danger that India and Pakistan could stumble into a nuclear conflagration.  Actually, this danger 
existed even prior to their nuclear testing, as both countries have long been believed to have nuclear weapons capabilities.  
There is also a danger that any of the other nuclear weapons states could stumble into a nuclear conflagration.  No nuclear 
weapons state is immune to this possibility.

INDIA PUSHES FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS CONVENTION
---------------------------------------------
    In a statement released on May 31, India invited the world community, and in particular the seven nuclear weapons 
states, to engage in negotiations on a global treaty limiting nuclear arsenals.  Indian officials indicated that the process 
could also include Israel.  Nuclear weapons should "be dealt with in a global, nondiscriminatory framework as other 
weapons of mass destruction have been, through the Biological Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons 
Convention," the statement read.  India's statement is in line with its long-standing policy to work toward nuclear 
abolition.  For many years, however, India's appeal to work toward a Nuclear Weapons Convention was rejected by the 
then five nuclear weapons states.  Now that India and Pakistan have joined the club of declared nuclear weapons states, it 
can be hoped for that the other nuclear weapons states will join in negotiating a global agreement on eliminating nuclear 
arms.  Negotiations would not just defuse the regional arms race on the Indian sub-continent, but more importantly could 
defuse the global nuclear predicament.  The choice is between global proliferation of nuclear weapons and global nuclear 
disarmament. (NYT 980601)

THE BEST POSSIBLE OUTCOME
---------------------------------------------
    The nuclear testing by India and Pakistan is a wake-up call, a splash of cold water on the long stagnant theory of nuclear 
deterrence.  The best possible outcome resulting from the testing by India and Pakistan would be for all nuclear weapons 
states, including Israel, to now begin serious negotiations to eliminate all nuclear weapons in the world.  This has been the 
goal of Abolition 2000, a global network of some 1100 citizens action organizations on six continents, since its inception 
in April 1995.  Would it not be a spectacular human achievement to enter the 21st century with a treaty in place for the 
phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a time-bound framework?  If you would like to support this goal, write to 
the leaders of all nuclear weapons states and your own leaders urging immediate action to realize this goal.  
** Addresses: http://www.wagingpeace.org/nuclear_weapons_states.html
--> For more information on Abolition 2000, write to the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation at wagingpeace@napf.org or go 
to: http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/

PERSPECTIVES
---------------------------------------------
"At a global level, we see no evidence on the part of the nuclear weapons states to take decisive and irreversible steps in 
moving towards a nuclear-weapons-free-world.  Instead, we have seen that the NPT has been extended indefinitely and 
unconditionally, perpetuating the existence of nuclear weapons in the hands of the five countries."  
-Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee addressing the Indian Parliament on May 27, 1998

"You have given me a sword.  This sword will never do anything wrong." 
-Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee

"Jingoism and warmongering by a nation of India's size is an extremely dangerous thing; you can create an atmosphere of 
war without intending to."
- Former Indian Prime Minister I. K. Gujral

"India exploded nuclear devices, and today we pay them back.  We would rather be beheaded than tolerate this insult."         
- Pakistan's Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif

"Today the flames of the nuclear fire are all over.  I am thankful to God ... that we have jumped into these flames."        
- Pakistan's Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif

"We have nuclear weapons, we are a nuclear power." 
- Pakistan's Foreign Minister Gohar Ayub Khan
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"Now the Muslim world can be proud of us.  Pakistan is now a superpower."
- Mohammed Rasheed, 38 year old clerk

"If the prime minister decides to go ahead we will go ahead.  We are following his instructions, we are government 
servants.  We obey his orders." 
- Abdul Qadeer Khan, father of Pakistan's nuclear bomb

"There is always a danger that things will get out of control."  
- Retired Pakistani General Nishat Ahmed

"If it's a regional matter, the region we have to consider is the whole world." 
- Jonathan Schell

"I cannot believe that we are about to start the 21st century by having the Indian sub-continent repeat the mistakes of the 
20th century, when we know it is not necessary to peace, to security, to prosperity, to national greatness, or to personal 
fulfillment."  
- U.S. President Bill Clinton

"We've got to find a way out of this."  
- U.S. President Bill Clinton

"Today we witnessed a grave threat to peace and stability in certain regions of the world following the nuclear tests in 
India.  This pushed the Pakistanis, under Pakistani political pressure, to proceed to similar test.  We must remember here 
that Israel has a considerable nuclear arsenal.  We cannot exclude the possibility that other countries of the region may 
proceed to similar tests.  World peace and security are in danger."     
-Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik al-Hariri

"The choice between a nuclear free world and a nuclear free for all is stark and one that the world is faced with now." 
- Janet Bloomfield

"Canada, working with other like-minded states, can be in the forefront of ensuring that a nuclear power and a great power 
are not regarded as the same thing." 
- Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy

=============================================  
O T H E R   N E W S 
=============================================  
First U.S. Permanent Nuclear Waste Storage Site Approved
---------------------------------------------
    On May 13, the Clinton Administration approved the first permanent storage site for nuclear waste.  The site, located 
near Carlsbad in southeastern New Mexico, has been under consideration since 1974.  Most of the waste is the byproduct 
of the Cold War weapons building program, and until now has been sitting in storage drums above ground at 23 temporary 
storage sites.  Known as the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the storage facility will be located 2,150 feet below the 
surface in salt deposits.  It will have room to store 176,000 cubic meters of waste-approximately 850,000 55-gallon drums 
according to officials.  Since 1980, the federal government has spent $2 billion preparing this site, and annual operating 
cost is expected to be $185 million. Critics are concerned with the amount of radioactive waste WIPP will store, the lack 
of a leak-proof containment system, the unstable and brine-infested geology of the site, the potential for plutonium to leak 
into a nearby river, and the threat of airborne radioactivity. Don Hancock, director of the Southwest Research and 
Information Center in Albuquerque, said, "WIPP has always been politically driven, not scientifically driven." (LAT 
980514)
See also: http://www.emagazine.com/january-february_1998/0198curr_wipp.html

Mobile Chernobyl Bill Stalls in U.S. Senate
---------------------------------------------
    On June 2, the U.S. Senate decided not to take up the Mobile Chernobyl Bill.  Senate Energy Committee Chairman 
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Frank Murkowski (R-AK) reported that he would not bring the bill back during this congressional session.  House Speaker 
Newt Gingrich said in a press statement that they "do not expect to schedule any floor action this year."  The legislation 
would have mandated transportation of nuclear waste across 43 states through densely populated areas, only to be stored in 
an "interim" nuclear storage facility in Nevada. (PCNR 980602)

===========================================
A C T I O N S    Y O U    C A N    T A K E 
===========================================
1) ==> URGE YOUR REPRESENTATIVES TO SUPPORT NEGOTIATIONS FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
CONVENTION. Ask your representatives to support Congresswoman Lynn Woolsey's resolution calling for a Nuclear 
Weapons Convention.  Also, ask them to co-sponsor Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton's bill, HR-827, the "Nuclear 
Disarmament and Economic Conversion Act."
** Resolution: http://www.wagingpeace.org/res_MNWC_woolsey.html

A complete list of all Congressional phone and fax numbers and e-mail addresses can be found at: 
Senate: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/sen97.txt 
House: http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/Documents.center/congress/hou97.txt 

2) ==> WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER
Express the urgency of nuclear weapons abolition now that the recent tests have brought this issue back to the forefront of 
people's attention.

3) ==> JOIN OUR ACTION ALERT NETWORK: ACT NOW! 
To subscribe to "ACT NOW!" send a message leaving the Subject line empty 
To:majordomo@lists.xmission.com 
Subject: 
subscribe act-now-napf your-email@here 

4) ==> SIGN THE ABOLITION 2000 INTERNATIONAL PETITION 
http://www.wagingpeace.org/intlpetition.html 

5) ==> F O R W A R D    T H I S    N E W S L E T T E R    T O    A    F R I E N D 

============================================= 
D A T E S    T O    R E M E M B E R 
============================================= 
June 4, 1989    Chinese People's Liberation Army crushes student demonstration for democracy at Tiananmen Square. 
June 6, 1981    Israel bombs Iraq's Osirak nuclear reactor to prevent Iraq from developing nuclear weapons. 
June 10, 1963   President Kennedy declares a unilateral moratorium on atmospheric nuclear testing.
June 12, 1964   Nelson Mandela is sentenced to life imprisonment after conviction for "sabotaging" South African 
Government.
June 16, 1992   Presidents Bush and Yeltsin reach arms accord to limit deployed strategic nuclear warheads on each side 
to 3000-3500 by the year 2003 (later changed to the end of 2007).
June 17, 1967   China conducts its first thermonuclear weapons test.
June 19, 1953   Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, first sentenced as atomic spies in 1951, are executed by the U.S.

=============================================  
E V E N T S 
============================================= 
July 5-8
Annual Peace Retreat in Santa Barbara, CA.  Sponsored by the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation and La Casa de Maria.  
This year's retreat, "Disarming Our Heart, Disarming Our World," is led by Bishop Thomas Gumbleton.  For further 
information, contact the Foundation at wagingpeace@napf.org

July 23-24 
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International Network of Engineers and Scientists for Global Responsibility (INES) workshop on "New Security Concerns 
and Approaches" in Boston, MA. 
For information contact Reiner Braun at: R.Braun@lilly.ping.de 

July 24-26 
INES Executive Council meeting, Boston, MA. 
For information contact Reiner Braun at: R.Braun@lilly.ping.de 

July 27-28 
INES Seminar on Sustainability, Boston, MA. 
For information contact Reiner Braun at: R.Braun@lilly.ping.de 

August 15 to 21
Vermont Walk for Nuclear Abolition.  From Montpelier, VT to Springfield, VT
For further information contact: afscvt@together.net or efarns@together.net

For a current list of more events, please visit our web at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/events_current.html 

============================================= 
R E S O U R C E S    &    D O C U M E N T S 
============================================= 

BOOKS, REPORTS, STUDIES
---------------------------------------------
*** Disarmed and Dangerous: The Radical Lives of Daniel and Philip Berrigan. By Murray Polner, (Boulder: Westview, 
1998).  Copies can be obtained from the following email address: 

*** End Run: The U.S. Government's Plan for Designing Nuclear Weapons and Simulating Nuclear Explosions under the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. By Christopher E. Paine and Matthew G. McKinzie. August 1997. (Print version: $5.00 
at NRDC http://www.nrdc.org/) 
Also available at: http://www.nrdc.org/nrdcpro/endrun/erinx.html

*** A Faustian Bargain: Why 'Stockpile Stewardship' is Fundamentally Incompatible with the Process of Nuclear 
Disarmament. By Andrew Lichterman and Jacqueline Cabasso, April 1998
Western States Legal Foundation, 1440 Broadway, Suite 500, Oakland, CA 94612
Phone: +1 (510) 839-5877; Fax: +1 (510) 839-5397; e-mail: wslf@igc.org

*** "Stockpile Stewardship" of Nuclear Weapons: The Deal to Subsidize Nuclear Weapons. (Facing Reality, No. 8) 
published under the auspices of the Project for Participatory Democracy, an initiative of the Tides Center.  (Printer 
version: $2.00: contact Richard Boone, 1226 1/2 State St., Suite 5, Santa Barbara, CA 93101; phone: 805-962-1707.

*** Explosive Alliances: Nuclear Weapons Simulation Research at American Universities. By Matthew G. McKinzie, 
Thomas B. Cochran and Christopher E. Paine. January 1998. (Print version: $10.00 at NRDC http://www.nrdc.org/) 
Also available at: http://www.nrdc.org/nrdcpro/expl/eainx.html

*** Nuclear Futures: Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and US Nuclear Strategy By BASIC, Research Report 
98.2, March 1998 
Also available at: http://www.basicint.org/nfuture2.htm

FREE OF CHARGE 
---------------------------------------------
*** "India's Nuclear Testing is a Wake-Up Call to the World." By David Krieger. 
Can also be found at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/pr98_in_napf.html 

*** "The Challenge Posed by India and Pakistan." By David Krieger. 
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Can also be found at: http://www.wagingpeace.org/pr98_pak_napf.html 

*** "Time to Move from Arms Control to Abolition." By Alice Slater.
Contact the Foundation for a copy of this article.

*** "Pakistan's Nuclear Bomb." By Brigadier Vijai Nair. 
Contact the Foundation for a copy of this article. 

*** India's Press Release Regarding its Nuclear Testing
Can also be found at http:///www.wagingpeace.org/pr98_in_in.html

*** Live interview with David Krieger on: "US Trying to De-Escalate Nuclear Tensions." Don Rush investigates the 
options for US policy in Asia: is there anything the US should - or can do - to de-escalate nuclear tensions between India 
and Pakistan. 
RealAudio file at: http://www.webactive.com/webactive/audio/pacifica/pac980603d.ram

=============================================
-->PLEASE SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS 
-->mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org 

============================================= 
E D I T O R S 
============================================= 
David Krieger, J.D., Ph.D., Christoph Hanterman, Ph.D. 
Lori Beckwith, Susan Broidy

============================================= 
S P O N S O R 
============================================= 
List service is being sponsored by XMission, 51 East 400 South Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
voice: 801/539-0852 fax:801/539-0853 URL: http://www.xmission.com 

To subscribe, please send an e-mail, leaving the Subject line empty,
To:Majordomo@lists.xmission.com
Subject:
subscribe sunflower-napf youremail@here

*********************************************************
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION
International contact for Abolition 2000
a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons
**********************************************************
1187 Coast Village Road, Box 123
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794
Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
URL http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/
**********************************************************

-  To unsubscribe to sunflower-napf, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"  with "unsubscribe sunflower-napf" in 
the body of the message.  For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send  "help" to the same address.  
Do not use quotes in your message.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: rdtandempn+@igc.org
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 19:55:10 -0700 (PDT)
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: INTERNATIONAL/NEWS/Significant proposal from Japan
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: wslf@pop.igc.org

Greetings, abolitionists and the abolition-inclined,

        I found the following article in one of Ike's daily messages, and 
thought it was significantly important enough to pull it out and re-post.  
Apparently Japan is considering getting together with other nuclear-capable 
nonnuclear countries to put pressure ALL of the nuclear weapon states to 
move toward disarmament.  This seems like an extremely positive development. 
Thanks to Ike and apologies if you have already seen this. -- Jackie Cabasso

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/headlines/upi/story.html?s=n/upi/98/06/05/interna
tional_news/japannucl_1.html

Friday June 5 2:32 AM EDT 

Japan moots non-nuclear powers talks

TOKYO, June 5 (UPI) - Japan's foreign minister says Tokyo is considering 
proposing a meeting among non-nuclear countries that could potentially 
develop nuclear arms in a bid to pressure nuclear states toward disarmament.

Keizo Obuchi (``kay-zoh oh-boo-chee'') said if major non-nuclear countries 
supporting the abolishment of nuclear weapons could unite, it could pressure 
the five declared nuclear powers as well as India and Pakistan toward 
nuclear disarmament.

The five declared nuclear powers are Britain, China, France, Russia and the 
United States -- the five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council 
that were the victorious allies after World War II. 

Speaking at a news conference today, Obuchi said, ``I think countries that 
can develop (nuclear weapons) but do not do so by their policies have 
certain powers.'' 

Obuchi mentioned such countries as Brazil, Canada, Germany and South Africa 
as candidates for attending the possible gathering. 

The Japanese foreign minister made the remarks after the foreign ministers 
of the five nuclear powers held an emergency meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, 
today on nuclear issues arising from India's and Pakistan's nuclear tests 
last month. 

Obuchi said the present nuclear non-proliferation system assumes only the 
five major nuclear powers are allowed to possess nuclear weapons. 
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But Obuchi said, ``Unless the five themselves also make efforts (for nuclear 
disarmament), other countries could never be satisfied.'' 

As the only country to suffer atomic bomb attacks, Japan is fervently 
opposed to the use of nuclear energy for militaristic purposes. 

Copyright 1998 by United Press International. 
Copyright (c): 1994-98 Yahoo! and UPI. 
   ********************************************
       WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION
           1440 Broadway, Suite 500
             Oakland, CA USA 94612
              Tel: (510)839-5877
              Fax: (510)839-5397
               wslf@igc.apc.org
   ********** Part of ABOLITION 2000 **********
   Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sat, 6 Jun 1998 09:43:34 +0100 (BST)
From: Janet Bloomfield <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Opinion Poll in Germany (fwd)
To: abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org,
        org@gn.apc.org

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 01:00:00 +0000
From: IPPNW <IPPNW@vlberlin.comlink.de>
Cc: ippnw-deutschland@vlberlin.comlink.de
Subject: Opinion Poll in Germany

DEUTSCHE SEKTION DER INTERNATIONALEN AERZTE FUER DIE VERHUETUNG DES ATOMKRIEGES
                   AERZTE IN SOZIALER VERANTWORTUNG
   International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)

   Koertestrasse 10,                          Tel: +49 (0)30 693 0244
   D-10967 Berlin 61,                         Fax: +49 (0)30 693 8166

   IPPNW@VLBerlin.comlink.de                IPPNW@OLN.comlink.apc.org
                           http://www.ippnw.de
  ____________________________________________________________________

                                                               04.06.98

Here are the results of a German opinion poll, commissioned by IPPNW  
Germany, on the subject of nuclear weapons:

1. The nuclear weapon states, in order to create a nuclear weapon free  
world, should start getting rid of their own nuclear weapons as  
quickly as possible.

Yes 87%
No   9%

2. Nuclear weapons are basically contrary to international law and  
should neither be produced nor stockpiled.

Yes 93%
No   4%

3. The German government should see to it that the nuclear weapons  
that are based on German soil are immediately eliminated.

Yes 87%
No   7%

1,005 people were asked the questions on June 2nd 1998. There was not  
much difference between the answers of people of different age groups,  
regions or political backgrounds. A slight increase in the "yes"  
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replies could be found in former East Germany, and among social  
democrats and greens as well as those over 60 years of age.

Xanthe Hall
(Co-Director)
______________________________________________________________________

                IPPNW is a member of Abolition 2000
          - a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons -
______________________________________________________________________
## CrossPoint v3.11 R ##
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 20:34:13 -0700
From: Vijai K Nair <magoo@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in>
Organization: Forum For Strategic & Security Studies
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: STATEMENTS BY INDIAN PM
To: aslater@igc.apc.org

Dear Alice,

When the Indian Parliament convened on 27 May 1998, Shri Atal Behari 
Vajpayee, Prime Minister of the Indian Union made a suo-moto statement about 
India's nuclear tests. He also place before Parliament a paper on the 
evolution of India's Nuclear Policy. All emphasis are mine.

I am forwarding both as promised.

Fondest regards

Vijai
*****************************************************************************
SUO MOTU STATEMENT BY PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA, SHRI ATAL BIHARI VAJPAYEE, IN 
PARLIAMENT - ON 27TH MAY, 1998

Sir,

I rise to inform the House of momentous developments that have taken place 
while we were in recess. On 11 May, India successfully carried out three 
underground nuclear tests. Two more underground tests on 13 May completed the 
planned series of tests. I would like this House to join me in paying fulsome 
tribute to our scientists, engineers and defence personnel whose singular 
achievements have given us a renewed sense of national pride and 
self-confidence. Sir, in addition to the statement I make, I have also taken 
the opportunity to submit to the House a paper entitled "Evolution of India's 
Nuclear Policy".

2. In 1947, when India emerged as a free country to take its rightful place 
in the comity of nations, the nuclear age had already dawned. Our leaders 
then took the crucial decision to opt for self-reliance, and freedom of 
thought and action. We rejected the Cold War paradigm and chose the more 
difficult path of non-alignment. OUR LEADERS ALSO REALISED THAT A 
NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE-WORLD WOULD ENHANCE NOT ONLY INDIA'S SECURITY BUT ALSO 
THE SECURITY OF ALL NATIONS. THAT IS WHY DISARMAMENT WAS AND CONTINUES TO BE 
A MAJOR PLANK IN OUR FOREIGN POLICY. 

3. DURING THE 50'S, INDIA TOOK THE LEAD IN CALLING FOR AN END TO ALL NUCLEAR 
WEAPON TESTING. Addressing the Lok Sabha on 2 April 1954, Pt. Jawaharlal 
Nehru, to whose memory we pay homage today, stated "nuclear, chemical and 
biological energy and power should not be used to forge weapons of mass 
destruction". He called for negotiations for prohibition and elimination of 
nuclear weapons and in the interim, a standstill agreement to halt nuclear 
testing. THIS CALL WAS NOT HEEDED.
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4. IN 1965, ALONG WITH A SMALL GROUP OF NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES, INDIA PUT 
FORWARD THE IDEA OF AN INTERNATIONAL NON-PROLIFERATION AGREEMENT UNDER WHICH 
THE NUCLEAR WEAPON STATES WOULD AGREE TO GIVE UP THEIR ARSENALS PROVIDED 
OTHER COUNTRIES REFRAINED FROM DEVELOPING OR ACQUIRING SUCH WEAPONS. THIS 
BALANCE OF RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS WAS NOT ACCEPTED. In the 60's our security 
concerns deepened. The country sought security guarantees but the countries 
we turned to were unable to extend to us the expected assurances. AS A 
RESULT, WE MADE IT CLEAR THAT WE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO SIGN THE NPT.

5. The Lok Sabha debated the issue on 5 April 1968. Prime Minister late Smt. 
Indira Gandhi assured the House that "we shall be guided entirely by our 
self-enlightenment and the considerations of national security". This was a 
turning point and this House strengthened the decision of the then Government 
by reflecting a national consensus.

6. Our decision not to sign the NPT was in keeping with our basic objectives. 
In 1974, we demonstrated our nuclear capability. SUCCESSIVE GOVERNMENTS 
THEREAFTER HAVE TAKEN ALL NECESSARY STEPS IN KEEPING WITH THAT RESOLVE AND 
NATIONAL WILL, TO SAFEGUARD INDIA'S NUCLEAR OPTION. THIS WAS THE PRIMARY 
REASON BEHIND THE 1996 DECISION FOR NOT SIGNING THE CTBT, A DECISION THAT 
ALSO ENJOYED CONSENSUS OF THIS HOUSE.

7. The decades of the 80's and 90's had meanwhile witnessed the gradual 
deterioration of our security environment as a result of nuclear and missile 
proliferation. In our neighbourhood, nuclear weapons had increased and more 
sophisticated delivery systems inducted. In addition, INDIA HAS ALSO BEEN THE 
VICTIM OF EXTERNALLY AIDED AND ABETTED TERRORISM, MILITANCY AND CLANDESTINE 
WAR.

8. AT A GLOBAL LEVEL, WE SEE NO EVIDENCE ON THE PART OF THE NUCLEAR WEAPON 
STATES TO TAKE DECISIVE AND IRREVERSIBLE STEPS IN MOVING TOWARDS A 
NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE-WORLD. INSTEAD, WE HAVE SEEN THAT THE NPT HAS BEEN 
EXTENDED INDEFINITELY AND UNCONDITIONALLY, PERPETUATING THE EXISTENCE OF 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS IN THE HANDS OF THE FIVE COUNTRIES.

9. Under such circumstances, the Government was faced with a difficult 
decision. The touchstone that has guided us in making the correct choice 
clear was national security. These tests are a continuation of the policies 
set into motion that put this country on the path of self-reliance and 
independence of thought and action.

10. INDIA IS NOW A NUCLEAR WEAPON STATE. THIS IS A REALITY THAT CANNOT BE 
DENIED. IT IS NOT A CONFERMENT THAT WE SEEK; NOR IS IT A STATUS FOR OTHERS TO 
GRANT. It is an endowment to the nation by our scientists and engineers. It 
is India's due, the right of one-sixth of humankind. Our strengthened 
capability adds to our sense of responsibility. We do not intend to use these 
weapons for aggression or for mounting threats against any country; these are 
weapons of self-defence, to ensure that India is not subjected to nuclear 
threats or coercion. We do not intend to engage in an arms race.

11. We had taken a number of initiatives in the past. We regret that these 
proposals did not receive a positive response from other nuclear weapon 
states. In fact, had their response been positive, we need not have gone in 
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for our current testing programme. WE HAVE BEEN AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE IN 
THE FOREFRONT OF THE CALLS FOR OPENING NEGOTIATIONS FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
CONVENTION, so that this challenge can be dealt with in the same manner that 
we have dealt with the scourge of two other weapons of mass destruction - 
through the Biological Weapons Convention and the Chemical Weapons 
Convention.

12. Traditionally, India has been an outward looking country. Our strong 
commitment to multilateralism is reflected in our active participation in 
organisations like the United Nations. This engagement will continue. The 
policies of economic liberalisation introduced in recent years have increased 
our regional and global linkages and my Government intends to deepen and 
strengthen these ties.

13. Our nuclear policy has been marked by restraint and openness. WE HAVE NOT 
VIOLATED ANY INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS EITHER IN 1974 OR NOW, IN 1998. The 
restraint exercised for 24 years, after having demonstrated our capability in 
1974, is in itself a unique example. Restraint, however, has to arise from 
strength. It cannot be based upon indecision or doubt. The series of tests 
recently undertaken by India have led to the removal of doubts. The action 
involved was balanced in that it was the minimum necessary to maintain what 
is an irreducible component of our national security calculus.

14. Subsequently, GOVERNMENT HAS ALREADY ANNOUNCED THAT INDIA WILL NOW 
OBSERVE A VOLUNTARY MORATORIUM AND REFRAIN FROM CONDUCTING UNDERGROUND 
NUCLEAR TEST EXPLOSIONS. WE HAVE ALSO INDICATED WILLINGNESS TO MOVE TOWARDS A 
DE-JURE FORMALISATION OF THIS DECLARATION. 

15. The House is no doubt aware of the different reactions that have emanated 
from the people of India and from different parts of the world. The 
overwhelming support of our citizens is our source of strength. It tells us 
not only that this decision was right but also that our country wants a 
focussed leadership, which attends to their security needs. This, I pledge to 
do as a sacred duty. We have also been greatly heartened by the outpouring of 
support from Indians abroad. They have, with one voice, spoken in favour of 
our action. To the people of India, and to Indians abroad, I convey my 
profound gratitude. We look to the people of India and Indians abroad for 
support in the difficult period ahead.

16. In this, the fiftieth year of our independence, we stand at a defining 
moment in our history. The rationale for the Government's decision is based 
on the same policy tenets that have guided us for five decades. These 
policies have been sustained successfully because of an underlying national 
consensus. It is vital to maintain the consensus as we approach the next 
millennium. In my statement today and in the paper placed before the House, I 
have elaborated on the rationale behind the Government's decision and 
outlined our approach for the future. The present decision and future actions 
will continue to reflect a commitment to sensibilities and obligations of an 
ancient civilisation, a sense of responsibility and restraint, but a 
restraint born of the assurance of action, not of doubts or apprehension. 
Avoiding triumphalism, let us work together towards our shared objective in 
ensuring that as we move towards a new millennium, India will take its 
rightful place in the international community.
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*****************************************************************************
PAPER LAID ON THE TABLE OF THE LOK SABHA ON EVOLUTION OF INDIA'S NUCLEAR 
POLICY

1. On 11 May, a statement was issued by Government announcing that India had 
successfully carried out three underground nuclear tests at the Pokharan 
range. Two days later, after carrying out two more underground sub-kiloton 
tests, the Government announced the completion of the planned series of 
tests. The three underground nuclear tests carried out at 1545 hours on 11 
May were with three different devices - a fission device, a low-yield 
sub-kiloton device and a thermonuclear device. The two tests carried out at 
1221 hours on 13 May were also low-yield devices in the sub-kiloton range. 
The results from these tests have been in accordance with the expectations of 
our scientists.

2. In 1947, when India emerged as a free country to take its rightful place 
in the comity of nations, the nuclear age had already dawned. Our leaders 
then took the crucial decision to opt for self-reliance, and freedom of 
thought and action. We rejected the Cold War paradigm whose shadows were 
already appearing on the horizon and instead of aligning ourselves with 
either bloc, chose the more difficult path of non-alignment. This has 
required the building up of national strength through our own resources, our 
skills and creativity and the dedication of the people. Among the earliest 
initiatives taken by our first Prime Minister Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru, was the 
development of science and inculcation of the scientific spirit. It is this 
initiative that laid the foundation for the achievement of 11 and 13 May, 
made possible by exemplary Cupertino among the scientists from Department of 
Atomic Energy and Defence Research & Development Organisation. Disarmament 
was then and continues to be a major plank in our foreign policy now. It was, 
in essence, and remains still, the natural course for a country that had 
waged a unique struggle for independence on the basis of 'ahimsa' and 
'satyagraha'.

3. Development of nuclear technology transformed the nature of global 
security. Our leaders reasoned that nuclear weapons were not weapons of war, 
these were weapons of mass destruction. A nuclear-weapon-free-world would, 
therefore, enhance not only India's security but also the security of all 
nations. This is the principle plank of our nuclear policy. In the absence of 
universal and non-discriminatory disarmament, we cannot accept a regime that 
creates an arbitrary division between nuclear haves and have-nots. India 
believes that it is the sovereign right of every nation to make a judgement 
regarding its supreme national interests and exercise its sovereign choice. 
We subscribe to the principle of equal and legitimate security interests of 
nations and consider it a sovereign right. At the same time, our leaders 
recognised early that nuclear technology offers tremendous potential for 
economic development, especially for developing countries who are 
endeavouring to leap across the technology gaps created by long years of 
colonial exploitation. This thinking was reflected in the enactment of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1948, within a year of our independence. All the 
numerous initiatives taken by us since, in the field of nuclear disarmament 
have been in harmony and in continuation of those early enunciations.

4. In the 50's, nuclear weapons testing took place above ground and the 
characteristic mushroom cloud became the visible symbol of the nuclear age. 
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India then took the lead in calling for an end to all nuclear weapon testing 
as the first step for ending the nuclear arms race. Addressing the Lok Sabha 
on 2 April, 1954, shortly after a major hydrogen bomb test had been 
conducted, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru stated that "nuclear, chemical and biological 
energy and power should not be used to forge weapons of mass destruction". He 
called for negotiations for prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons 
and in the interim, a standstill agreement to halt nuclear testing. The world 
had by then witnessed less than 65 tests. Our call was not heeded. In 1963, 
an agreement was concluded to ban atmospheric testing but by this time, 
countries had developed the technologies for conducting underground nuclear 
tests and the nuclear arms race continued unabated. More than three decades 
passed and after over 2000 tests had been conducted, a Comprehensive Test Ban 
Treaty was opened for signature in 1996, following two and a half years of 
negotiations in which India had participated actively. In its final shape, 
this Treaty left much to be desired. It was neither comprehensive nor was it 
related to disarmament. 

5. In 1965, along with a small group of non-aligned countries, India had put 
forward the idea of an international non-proliferation agreement under which 
the nuclear weapon states would agree to give up their arsenals provided 
other countries refrained from developing or acquiring such weapons. This 
balance of rights and obligations was absent when the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) emerged in 1968, almost 30 years ago. In the 
60's our security concerns deepened. But such was our abhorrence of nuclear 
weapons and such our desire to avoid acquiring them that we sought instead 
security guarantees from major nuclear powers of the world. The countries we 
turned to for support and understanding felt unable to extend to us the 
assurances that we then sought. That is when and why India made clear its 
inability to sign the NPT.

6. The Lok Sabha debated the NPT on 5 April, 1968. The then Prime Minister, 
late Smt. Indira Gandhi assured the House that "we shall be guided entirely 
by our self-enlightenment and the considerations of national security". She 
highlighted the shortcomings of the NPT whilst re-emphasising the country's 
commitment to nuclear disarmament. She warned the House and the country "that 
not signing the Treaty may bring the nation many difficulties. It may mean 
the stoppage of aid and stoppage of help. Since we are taking this decision 
together, we must all be together in facing its consequences". That was a 
turning point. This House then strengthened the decision of the Government by 
reflecting a national consensus.

7. Our decision not to sign the NPT was in keeping with the basic objective 
of maintaining freedom of thought and action. In 1974, we demonstrated our 
nuclear capability. Successive Governments thereafter have continued to take 
all necessary steps in keeping with that resolve and national will, to 
safeguard India's nuclear option. This was also the primary reason underlying 
the 1996 decision in the country not subscribing to the Comprehensive Test 
Ban Treaty (CTBT); a decision that met the unanimous approval of the House 
yet again. Our perception then was that subscribing to the CTBT would 
severely limit India's nuclear potential at an unacceptably low level. Our 
reservations deepened, as the CTBT did not also carry forward the nuclear 
disarmament process. On both counts, therefore, yet again our security 
concerns remained un-addressed. The then Minister for External Affairs, Shri 
I.K. Gujral had made clear the Government's reasoning to this House during 
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the discussions on this subject in 1996.

8. The decades of the 80's and 90's meanwhile witnessed the gradual 
deterioration of our security environment as a result of nuclear and missile 
proliferation. In our neighbourhood, nuclear weapons increased and more 
sophisticated delivery systems were inducted. Further, in our region there 
has come into existence a pattern about clandestine acquisition of nuclear 
materials, missiles and related technologies. India, in this period, became 
the victim of externally aided and abetted terrorism, militancy and 
clandestine war through hired mercenaries.

9. The end of the Cold War marks a watershed in the history of the 20th 
century. While it has transformed the political landscape of Europe, it has 
done little to address India's security concerns. The relative order that was 
arrived at in Europe was not replicated in other parts of the globe.

10. At the global level, there is no evidence yet on the part of the nuclear 
weapon states to take decisive and irreversible steps in moving towards a 
nuclear-weapon-free-world. Instead, the NPT has been extended indefinitely 
and unconditionally, perpetuating the existence of nuclear weapons in the 
hands of the five countries who are also permanent members of the UN Security 
Council. Some of these countries have doctrines that permit the first use of 
nuclear weapons; these countries are also engaged in programmes for 
modernisation of their nuclear arsenals.

11. Under such circumstances, India was left with little choice. It had to 
take necessary steps to ensure that the country's nuclear option, developed 
and safeguarded over decades not be permitted to erode by a voluntary 
self-imposed restraint. Indeed, such an erosion would have had an 
irremediably adverse impact on our security. The Government was thus faced 
with a difficult decision. The only touchstone that guided it was national 
security. Tests conducted on 11 and 13 May are a continuation of the policies 
set into motion that put this country on the path of self-reliance and 
independence of thought and action. Nevertheless, there are certain moments 
when the chosen path reaches a fork and a decision has to be made. 1968 was 
one such moment in our nuclear chapter as were 1974 and 1996. At each of 
these moments, we took the right decision guided by national interest and 
supported by national consensus. 1998 was borne in the crucible of earlier 
decisions and made possible only because those decisions had been taken 
correctly in the past and in time. 

12. At a time when developments in the area of advanced technologies are 
taking place at a breathtaking pace, new parameters need to be identified, 
tested and validated in order to ensure that skills remain contemporary and 
succeeding generations of scientists and engineers are able to build on the 
work done by their predecessors. The limited series of five tests undertaken 
by India was precisely such an exercise. It has achieved its stated 
objective. The data provided by these tests is critical to validate our 
capabilities in the design of nuclear weapons of different yields for 
different applications and different delivery systems. Further, these tests 
have significantly enhanced the capabilities of our scientists and engineers 
in computer simulation of new designs and enabled them to undertake 
sub-critical experiments in future, if considered necessary. In terms of 
technical capability, our scientists and engineers have the requisite 
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resources to ensure a credible deterrent. 

13. Our policies towards our neighbours and other countries too have not 
changed; India remains fully committed to the promotion of peace with 
stability, and resolution of all outstanding issues through bilateral 
dialogue and negotiations. These tests were not directed against any country; 
these were intended to reassure the people of India about their security and 
convey determination that this Government, like previous Governments, has the 
capability and resolve to safeguard their national security interests. The 
Government will continue to remain engaged in substantive dialogue with our 
neighbours to improve relations and to expand the scope of our interactions 
in a mutually advantageous manner. Confidence building is a continuous 
process; we remain committed to it. Consequent upon the tests and arising 
from an insufficient appreciation of our security concerns, some countries 
have been persuaded to take steps that sadden us. We value our bilateral 
relations. We remain committed to dialogue and reaffirm that preservation of 
India's security create no conflict of interest with these countries.

14. India is a nuclear weapon state. This is a reality that cannot be denied. 
It is a not a conferment that we seek; nor is it a status for others to 
grant. It is an endowment to the nation by our scientists and engineers. It 
is India's due, the right of one-sixth of human-kind. Our strengthened 
capability adds to our sense of responsibility; the responsibility and 
obligation of power. India, mindful of its international obligations, shall 
not use these weapons to commit aggression or to mount threats against any 
country; these are weapons of self-defence and to ensure that in turn, India 
is also not subjected to nuclear threats or coercion. In 1994, we had 
proposed that India and Pakistan jointly undertake not to be the first to use 
their nuclear capability against each other. The Government on this occasion, 
reiterates its readiness to discuss a "no-first-use" agreement with that 
country, as also with other countries bilaterally, or in a collective forum. 
India shall not engage in an arms race. India shall also not subscribe or 
reinvent the doctrines of the Cold War. India remains committed to the basic 
tenet of our foreign policy - a conviction that global elimination of nuclear 
weapons will enhance its security as well as that of the rest of the world. 
It will continue to urge countries, particularly other nuclear weapon states 
to adopt measures that would contribute meaningfully to such an objective.

15. A number of initiatives have been taken in the past. In 1978, India 
proposed negotiations for an international convention that would prohibit the 
use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. This was followed by another 
initiative in 1982 calling for a 'nuclear freeze' - a prohibition on 
production of fissile materials for weapons, on production of nuclear weapons 
and related delivery systems. In 1988, we put forward an Action Plan for 
phased elimination of all nuclear weapons within a specified time frame. It 
is our regret that these proposals did not receive a positive response from 
other nuclear weapon states. Had their response been positive, India need not 
have gone for the current tests. This is where our approach to nuclear 
weapons is different from others. This difference is the cornerstone of our 
nuclear doctrine. It is marked by restraint and striving for the total 
elimination of all weapons of mass destruction.

16. We will continue to support such initiatives, taken individually or 
collectively by the Non-Aligned Movement which has continued to attach the 
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highest priority to nuclear disarmament. This was reaffirmed most recently, 
last week, at the NAM Ministerial meeting held at Cartagena which has 
"reiterated their call on the Conference on Disarmament to establish, as the 
highest priority, an ad hoc committee to start in 1998 negotiations on a 
phased programme for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons with a 
specified framework of time, including a Nuclear Weapons Convention. The 
collective voice of 113 NAM countries reflects an approach to global nuclear 
disarmament to which India has remained committed. One of the NAM member 
initiatives to which we attach great importance was the reference to the 
International Court of Justice resulting in the unanimous declaration from 
the ICJ, as part of the Advisory Opinion handed down on 8 July, 1996, that 
"there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion 
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict 
and effective international control". India was one of the countries that 
appealed to the ICJ on this issue. No other nuclear weapon state has 
supported this judgement; in fact, they have sought to decry its value. We 
have been and will continue to be in the forefront of the calls for opening 
negotiations for a Nuclear Weapons Convention, so that this challenge can be 
dealt with in the same manner that we have dealt with the scourge of two 
other weapons of mass destruction - through the Biological Weapons Convention 
and the Chemical Weapons Convention. In keeping with our commitment to 
comprehensive, universal and non-discriminatory approaches to
disarmament, India is an Original State Party to both these Conventions. 
Accordingly, India will shortly submit the plan of destruction of its 
chemical weapons to the international authority - Organisation for the 
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. We fulfil our obligations whenever we 
undertake them.

17. Traditionally, India has been an outward looking country. Our strong 
commitment to multilateralism is reflected in our active participation in 
organisations like the United Nations. In recent years, in keeping with the 
new challenges, we have actively promoted regional Cupertino - in SAARC, in 
the Indian Ocean Rim-Association for Regional Cupertino and as a member of 
the ASEAN Regional Forum. This engagement will also continue. The policies of 
economic liberalisation introduced in recent years have increased our 
regional and global linkages and the Government shall deepen and strengthen 
these ties. 

18. Our nuclear policy has been marked by restraint and openness. It has not 
violated any international agreements either in 1974 or now, in 1998. Our 
concerns have been made known to our interlocutors in recent years. The 
restraint exercised for 24 years, after having demonstrated our capability in 
1974, is in itself a unique example. Restraint, however, has to arise from 
strength. It cannot be based upon indecision or doubt. Restraint is valid 
only when doubts are removed. The series of tests undertaken by India have 
led to the removal of doubts. The action involved was balanced in that it was 
the minimum necessary to maintain what is an irreducible component of our 
national security calculus. This Government's decision has, therefore, to be 
seen as part of a tradition of restraint that has characterised our policy in 
the past 50 years.

19. Subsequent to the tests Government has already stated that India will now 
observe a voluntary moratorium and refrain from conducting underground 
nuclear test explosions. It has also indicated willingness to move towards a 
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de-jure formalisation of this declaration. The basic obligation of the CTBT 
are thus met; to refrain from undertaking nuclear test explosions. This 
voluntary declaration is intended to convey to the international community 
the seriousness of our intent for meaningful engagement. Subsequent decisions 
will be taken after assuring ourselves of the security needs of the country.
 
20. India has also indicated readiness to participate in negotiations in the 
Conference on Disarmament in Geneva on a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty. The 
basic objective of this treaty is to prohibit future production of fissile 
materials for use in nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices. India's 
approach in these negotiations will be to ensure that this treaty emerges as 
a universal and non-discriminatory treaty, backed by an effective 
verification mechanism. When we embark on these negotiations, it shall be in 
the full confidence of the adequacy and credibility of the nation's 
weaponised nuclear deterrent. 

21. India has maintained effective export controls on nuclear materials as 
well as related technologies even though we are neither a party to the NPT 
nor a member of the Nuclear Suppliers' Group. Nonetheless, India is committed 
to non-proliferation and the maintaining of stringent export controls to 
ensure that there is no leakage of our indigenously developed know-how and 
technologies. In fact, India's conduct in this regard has been better than 
some countries party to the NPT.

22. India has in the past conveyed our concerns on the inadequacies of the 
international nuclear non-proliferation regime. It has explained that the 
country was not in a position to join because the regime did not address our 
country's security concerns. These could have been addressed by moving 
towards global nuclear disarmament, our preferred approach. As this did not 
take place, India was obliged to stand aside from the emerging regime so that 
its freedom of action was not constrained. This is the precise path that has 
continued to be followed unwaveringly for the last three decades. That same 
constructive approach will underlie India's dialogue with countries that need 
to be persuaded of our serious intent and willingness to engage so that 
mutual concerns are satisfactorily addressed. The challenge to Indian 
statecraft is balancing and reconciling India's security imperatives with 
valid international concerns in this regard.

23. The House is aware of the different reactions that have emanated from the 
people of India and from different parts of the world. The overwhelming 
support of the citizens of India is a source of strength for the Government. 
It not only tells that this decision was right but also that the country 
wants a focussed leadership, which attends to national security needs. This 
the Government pledges to do as a sacred duty. The Government have also been 
greatly heartened by the outpouring of support from Indians abroad.
They have, with one voice, spoken in favour of the Government's action. The 
Government conveys its profound gratitude to the citizens of India and to 
Indians abroad, and looks to them for support in the difficult period ahead.
 
24. In this, the fiftieth year of our independence, India stands at a 
defining moment in our history. The rationale for the Government's decision 
is based on the same policy tenets that have guided the country for five 
decades. These policies were sustained successfully because of the underlying 
national consensus. The present decision and future actions will continue to 
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reflect a commitment to sensibilities and obligations of an ancient 
civilisation, a sense of responsibility and restraint, but a restraint born 
of the assurance of action, not of doubts or apprehension. The Gita explains 
(Chap.VI-3) as none other can: (Sanskrit Shloka which interprets as: Action 
is a process to reach a goal; action may reflect tumult but when measured and 
focussed, will yield its objective of stability and peace) 

27.05.1998
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sun, 7 Jun 1998 18:57:26 +1000
From: Friends of the Earth - Sydney <foesydney@peg.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: FINAL RELEASE OF MONSTER SIGN-ON LETTER TO INDIAN AND PAKISTAN
 PRIME MINISTERS
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, nukenet@envirolink.org,
        A-Days@motherearth.org
X-Sender: foesydney@pop.peg.apc.org (Unverified)

John Hallam
Friends of the Earth Sydney,
Suite 15,
1st Floor, 104 Bathurst Street,
Sydney, NSW, 2000.

Fax(61)(2)9283-2005 ph(61)(2)9283-2006.

nonukes@foesyd.org.au    http://www.peg.apc.org/~foesydney/

NOTE NEW E-MAIL ADDRESS, nonukes@foesyd.org.au

THE FOLLOWING HAVE NOW BEEN GIVEN THEIR FINAL RELEASE.

THE ACCOMPANYING PRESS RELEASE, LETTER TO ALEXANDER DOWNER (AUSTRALIA'S
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS) AND LETTERS TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA
(CC'D TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN) AND TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF
PAKISTAN (CC'D TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA), HAVE NOW BEEN SENT TO ALL
AUSTRALIAN MEDIA, REPRESENTATIVES OF OVERSEAS MEDIA IN AUSTRALIA, INDIAN
MEDIA (BY E-MAIL) INDIAN PARLIAMENTARIANS (BY E-MAIL) AUSTRALIAN
PERLIAMENTARIANS (BY E-MAIL) AND UN MISSIONS (BY E-MAIL).

IF YOU HAVE ALREADY SEEN THE LETTER MANY TIMES, SORRY - IT MADE NO SENSE TO
PUT ONLY THE PRESS RELEAEE AND THE LETTER TO DOWNER, SINCE THESE REFERRED
TO THE BIG SIGN - ON LETTER.

IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT FOR ALL OF THIS, PLEASE JUST PRESS
YOUR DELETE BUTTON AND DON'T WRITE A COMPLAINT.

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH PRESS RELEASE 8/6/98
WORLD GREEN GROUPS WRITE TO INDIAN AND PAKISTAN PRIME MINISTERS

Friends of the Earth today released a letter signed by a global coalition
of environment and disarmament groups, calling on the Indian and Pakistani
governments to proceed no further down the path of nuclear weapons, but to
'use India's considerable moral and political influence to rid the world of
nuclear weapons'.

The letter was faxed last week to all three fax numbers of the Indian Prime
Minister, to the Pakistani Prime Minister and President, and to Indian
Journalist Praful Bidwai, as well as being sent by e-mail to Indian MPs,
Indian media, and Indian NGO's. It has also been e-mailed to the entire UN
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and the Australian Parliament.

It has been signed by 30 Australian groups and individuals including the
whole of the Greens and the Democrats, as well as environment and peace
groups. It has been signed by 68 overseas groups, including Friends of the
Earth International and 12 national Friends of the Earth groups ranging
from FOE Sweden and FOE Japan to FOE Lithuania and Latvia, and FOE
Togoland. Other international signatories include 5 Russian groups, 6 Dutch
groups, 18 US groups, 4 Japanese groups, and 5 Canadian groups. The groups
involved range from International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear
War, the World Court Project, and the Japan Congress Against A and H-Bombs,
to For Mother Earth International, For Mother Earth Romania, the Lithuanian
Green Movement, Grandmothers for Peace International, the United Church of
Christ Rocky Mountain Conference, and the Western New York Peace Centre.

According to letter coordinator John Hallam of Friends of the Earth Sydney,
"The message these groups want to convey is the same simple one we would
all like to convey to these two countries: Nuclear weapons and war talk
solves nothing. It is part of the problem - indeed it is THE problem - and
testing weapons by any nation whether it is Pakistan, India, or the US or
France - makes global incineration more likely, and makes the abolition of
nuclear weapons more difficult. It is as important however, for the
established nuclear powers to get rid of their arsenals as it is for the
nuclear genie to be put back into the bottle in India and Pakistan, and if
progress is not made in this direction, we will have more and more weapons
states, and a more and more dangerous world."

CONTACT:  John Hallam, Friends of the Earth Sydney,
(02)9283-2006, h(02)9810-2598. ah (02)9351-7320.

TO: ALEXANDER DOWNER,
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
CC
LAURIE BRERETON
SENATOR LYN ALLISON
SENATOR DEE MARGETTS

RE: NUCLEAR TESTING.

Dear Alexander Downer,
I am writing to you as the onetime organiser of the Bastille Day Rally in
which 30,000 people rallied in Sydney to protest French nuclear testing,
and as the coordinator of the letter to the Prime Minister of India and the
Prime Minister of Pakistan.

I write because there is a danger that, India and Pakistan having tested,
and a global chorus of condemnation having very properly arisen, that the
real nature of the problem and its urgency will recede as other issues take
the headlines.

Your government has taken a number of measures in response to these nuclear
tests. I think that it goes without saying that we  support all of these
measures.
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However, there are a number of matters of which we would like to take the
liberty to remind you.

1)The US has conducted something in excess of 1000 tests, including a
recent series of 'subcritical' tests.  Indian internal memos that I have
seen, prior to the election of the much more nationalistic BJP government,
already suggested that a US subcritical test series would be a 'tripwire'
for an Indian test. The Russians have conducted in excess of 700 tests, the
French in excess of 250 tests, and the Chinese and British in excess of 43
tests each .

These must be compared with a total of 11 tests between both Pakistan and
India.

Note that this does not in any way lessen the enormity of what India and
Pakistan have done, nor the extreme dangerousness of the situation in the
Indian subcontinent, given the extremes of ultranationalist passions on
both sides. However, it does suggest that it is absolutely necessary to
persuade the 'established' nuclear powers to give ground and to take real
concrete steps to diminish and eliminate their own nuclear arsenals, as
indeed, the International Court of Justice unanimously agreed that they
should enter into negotiations to achieve.

The recent performance of the established nuclear powers at the last NPT
negotiations suggests that we do have a problem in that area.  Australia
does have a considerable international reputation as an 'honest broker'
especially with the US and the British. It should use that reputation and
whatever influence it has,  to persuade the US, Britain, and Russia to take
a less rigidly protective stance over their nuclear arsenals and to fulfil
their obligations under the advisory opinion of the ICJ, and their clear
commitments at the 1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference.

It is especially important in this context, that the US be persuaded to
ratify the CTBT, and that the US congress be persuaded that it is in the
long- term interests of the US to do so. Currently, there have been
statements by at least some in the majority party of the US congress, that
not only ought the CTBT not to be signed, but indeed, that the US actually
ought to recommence full- scale explosive testing.

This would be a catastrophe of much greater import than Indian and
Pakistani tests, worrying though those are, as it would end the momentum
that has existed to date for the complete elimination of nuclear weapons.
Ultimately, it raises the old and terrifying spectre of planetary
annihilation. Australia should spare no effort to ensure that the US does
not, in response to Indian and Pakistani testing, go down such a path.

2)Australia continues to export uranium, and continues to take steps that
would increase our involvement in the nuclear fuel cycle as a whole.

The nuclear fuel cycle has been subject to criticism for at least 20 years,
as tending to increase the risks of proliferation.

In 1976, the Ranger Uranium Inquiry, a Royal Commission established by the
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Australian Government,  wrote that:
"The nuclear Power industry is unintentionally contributing to an increased
risk of nuclear war. This is the most serious hazard associated with the
industry."

I appreciate that your government takes a different view of the rights and
wrongs of mining and exporting uranium than FOE. That after all is why we
are supporting the current blockade of the Jabiluka uranium mine.

However, I would urge you to re-examine the wisdom of exporting uranium in
the light of the clear connection that has been seen to exist between civil
and military nuclear technology ever since the commencement of the nuclear
age.

I hope and trust that these thoughts are useful and lead us closer to a
world that will not be threatened by nuclear annihilation.

John Hallam
Nuclear Campaigner
FOE Sydney.

THE FOLLOWING TWO LETTERS, ONE ADRESSED TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA AND
COPIED TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN, THE OTHER ADRESSED TO THE PRIME
MNISTER OF PAKISTAN AND COPIED TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA WERE FAXED IN
FINAL HARD COPY ON MONDAY, TO ALL THREE INDIAN PRIME MINISTERIAL FAX
NUMBERS AND TO PRAFUL BIDWAI, AND TO ALL PAKISTANI PRIME MINISTERIAL FAX
NUMBERS AND THE PAKISTANI PRESIDENT.

PRELIMINARY COPIES HAD BEEN SENT TO BOTH PARTIES FROM THE FOE SYDNEY FAX
MACHINE TWO DAYS PRIOR TO THE PAKISTANI TEST.

IN ADDITION, ALL LETTERS HAVE NOW BEEN FAXED TO THE AUSTRALIAN MINISTER FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS ALEXANDER DOWNER, THE PAKISTANI AND INDIAN HIGH COMMISSIONS
IN CANBERRA, AND SENT BY E-MAIL TO INDIAN NGOS, PAKISTANI NGOS, INDIAN
PARLIAMENTARIANS, INDIAN MEDIA, AND THE WHOLE AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT AS WELL
AS ALL UN MISSIONS.

TO:
THE PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN
CC
PAKISTANI HIGH COMMISSION, CANBERRA
PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA

FROM:
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIAN ANTI-BASES CAMPAIGN COALITION
PEOPLE FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION OF WAR
GREEN ACTION JAPAN
WORLD COURT PROJECT UK
GREEN PARTY OF SWEDEN

Dear Prime Minister,
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I am writing to express our extreme distress at your explosion of 5 nuclear
weapons or devices late yesterday, following the same action by India on
May11th.

The above organisations believe that nuclear testing is utterly wrong and
that no justification either of national security nor any other
consideration can ever justify the testing, possession, or use of nuclear
weapons no matter what the circumstances, and no matter who else may or may
not have them.

The 1000 or so nuclear tests conducted by the US, the 700 conducted by the
USSR, the more than 250 conducted by the French, and the 45 conducted by
China and the UK, all provide the potential for an exchange that should it
occur, would lead to the deaths of up to a quarter of the earths population
within a relatively short period. More serious nuclear exchange scenarios
would lead to massive climate change and the possible extinction of all
human life.

When India tested, we wrote in similar terms to the Indian government,
pointing out that nuclear arms do not bring security to their possessor.
Rather, they will destabilise the entire Indian subcontinent, leading to
hair-trigger responses based on possible first- strike scenarios.  The
Indian nuclear capability in no way enhances their security, and your own
nuclear capability will in no way enhance the security of Pakistan.

Rather, it will lead to a costly and resource -draining arms race which
will take resources from the mouths of the very poorest people and which
will encourage those in the US and Russia who oppose the very concept of
nuclear disarmament to prevent the ratification of the CTBT, and to reverse
the movement that has been taking place toward a nuclear weapons- free
world.

Both Pakistan and India have a responsibility both for the effects of their
actions on their own people and for the effects of those actions on the
world as a whole. The effects of a nuclear arms- race on the subcontinent
will be impoverishing for the peoples concerned and destabilising for the
entire planet.

We urge you with all our hearts, before it is too late,  to step back from
the brink, to pursue this path no further, and to focus on building mutual
trust between your two nations.

The alternative is quite simply too terrible to contemplate.

John Hallam, Friends of the Earth Sydney 61-2-9283-2006
Hannah Middleton, SABAC, 61-2-9212-6855
Natasha Verco, People for Nuclear Disarmament 61-2-9319-4296
Greg Barber, M.A.P.W.,  61-3-9486-6078

Aileen Smith, Green Action,  Kyoto Japan, amsmith@gol.com
Commander Rob Green, Chair, World Court Project UK robwcpuk@gn.apc.org
Ursula Mueller, International  Secy, Green Party Sweden, 46-8-208050
ursula@mp.se
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TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA
cc:
PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN

FROM:
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIAN CONSERVATION FOUNDATION
SYDNEY ANTI-BASES CAMPAIGN COALITION
CICD, MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIAN PEACE COMMITTEE
PEOPLE FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT PERTH, W.A.
PEOPLE FOR NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT SYDNEY
JABILUKA ACTION GROUP OF W.A.
WOMENS INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM AUSTRALIA
WOMEN FOR A NUCLEAR - FREE AND INDEPENDENT PACIFIC
PAX CHRISTI NEW SOUTH WALES
PAX CHRISTI QUEENSLAND
UNITING CHURCH SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND JUSTICE
SENATOR DEE MARGETTS
SENATOR BOB BROWN
THE HON. PAUL ZAMMITT, M.P.,
THE HON. MARTIN FERGUSON, M.P.,
THE HON. DAYRL MELHAM, M.P.,
SENATOR MEG LEES,
SENATOR NATSAHA STOTT- DESPOJA
SENATOR LYN ALLISON
SENATOR ANDREW BARTLETT
SENATOR VICKY BOURNE
SENATOR ANDREW MURRAY
SENATOR JOHN WOODLEY
IAN COHEN, M.L.C.,
DR MEREDITH BURGMANN, M.L.C.,
THE HON. CARMEL TEBBUTT M.L.C.,
THE HON. JANELLE SAFFIN, M.L.C.,
THE HONOURABLE PETER PRIMROSE, M.L.C.,

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH INTERNATIONAL
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH ITALY
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH -NETHERLANDS
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH FINLAND
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH NEW ZEALAND
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH LITHUANIA
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH LATVIA
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH CANADA
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH TOGO
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH CZECH REPUBLIC (HNUTI DUHA)
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH SLOVAKIA
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH SWEDEN
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH JAPAN

FOR MOTHER EARTH INTERNATIONAL (BELG)
LPSG NETWORK EUROPE (BELG)
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FOR MOTHER EARTH ROMANIA (ROM)
SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL UNION (RUS)
ECODEFENSE (RUS)
ECODEFENSE SEIMENS BOYCOTT CAMPAIGN (RUS)
WISE- KALININGRAD (RUS)
SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL ANTINUCLEAR CAMPAIGN (RUS)
SOCIETY FOR THREATENED PEOPLES (G)
INTERNATIONAL PHYSICIANS FOR THE PREVENTION OF NUCLEAR WAR, GERMANY
DIRENATIONAL INSTITUTE (NETH)
EUROPEAN YOUTH FOREST ACTION (NETH)
HET HAAGS VREDES PLATFORM (NETH)
GLOBAL ANTINUCLEAR ALLIANCE (NETH)
SOCIALIST PARTY OF ROTTERDAM (K.J.F.B.  RADEMAKERS) (NETH)
WORLD INFORMATION SERVICE ON ENERGY AMSTERDAM
CENTRE FOR INDUSTRIAL AND LABOUR STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF NATAL, S.A.
LITHUANIAN GREEN MOVEMENT
ZA ZEMIATA, BULGARIA
GLOBAL RESOURCE ACTION CENTRE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (US)
MOUVEMENT DE LA PAIX (FR)
SWEDISH ANTINUCLEAR MOVEMENT (MILJOPARTIET)
MEDICINE AND GLOBAL SURVIVAL(US)
MOHAWK NATION OFFICE- KAHNAWAKE BRANCH (US)
COALITION FOR PEACE ACTION (US)
COALITION FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE (US)
NUCLEAR INFORMATION AND RESOURCE SERVICE (US)
THE NUCLEAR RESISTER (US)
PEACE ACTION INTERNATIONAL (US)
PEACE ACTION USA
PEACE ACTION MAINE (US)
PEACE ACTION MILWAUKEE (US)
PROPOSITION 1 COMMITTEE (US)
INTERNATIONAL PEACE BUREAU (US)
GRANDMOTHERS FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL (US)
WESTERN NEW YORK PEACE CENTRE
PEACE AND JUSTICE TASK FORCE (US)
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONFERENCE (US)
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE (US)
WOMENS INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM, NEW YORK
GREEN ACTION KYOTO (JAP)
NO NUKES ASIA FORUM (JAP)
MAGPIE COUNTRY NUKES HEADLINER JAPAN
JAPAN CONGRESS AGAINST A AND H BOMBS (GENSUIKIN)
DISARMAMENT AND SECURITY CENTRE CHRISTCHURCH (NZ)
WOMENS INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM NZ
ROB GREEN, WORLD COURT PROJECT(UK, NZ)
CAMPAIGN FOR ACCOUNTABILITY OF AMERICAN BASES (UK)
LEONARD PELTIER SUPPORT GROUP LIVERPOOL (UK)
GLOBAL COMPLIANCE RESEARCH PROJECT, CANADA
NUCLEAR AWARENESS PROJECT, CANADA.
CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR PHASEOUT, CANADA
CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW ASSOCIATION
CANADIAN COALITION FOR NUCLEAR RESPONSIBILITY
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TO:
THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA
PARLIAMENT HOUSE, NEW DELHI.
91-11-301-6857, 91-11-301-9817,  91-11-301-7290

MINISTER OF DEFENCE 91-11-301-5403.

PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN,
92-51-920-1968, 92-51-921-1018.

INDIAN MPS WITH E-MAIL.

Dear Prime Minister,
We are  writing to express to you our shock and anguish at what India has
done at 10.14 universal time May11th by detonating three nuclear devices,
followed by another two, and to implore you to go no further down this
dangerous path: a path that is dangerous not merely for India, not merely
for Pakistan, but for all humanity.

Nuclear Disarmament NGOs world-wide have always appreciated India's
leadership in the global movement to get rid of nuclear weapons. We
therefore look at the events of May11th with the most extreme anguish.

The past 50 years have amply demonstrated that nuclear weapons are a
security problem, not a solution.  Furthermore, the theory of deterrence is
an irresponsible, immoral, and illegal illusion that  has come under
increasing criticism from many military establishments, as well as from the
ICJ decision of July 1996.

In its decision, the ICJ stated on July 1996, that:
"a threat or use of nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the
rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, and in particular
the principles and rules of humanitarian law" and underpinning NPT Article
VI:
"There exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control."

We recognise India's right to defend itself,  but would put to you most
strongly the argument that acquiring nuclear weapons actually undermines
India's security.

The production and deployment of nuclear weapons will be prohibitively
expensive, as well as damaging to India's development.

It is universally recognised that the widespread use of nuclear weapons has
the capacity to make the entire planet  uninhabitable, and to wipe out not
only human civilisation, but most forms of life.  It is therefore felt by
the peoples of the entire world that nuclear weapons must be eliminated.
Even in the US and the UK, there are now solid majorities of public opinion
against nuclear weapons, and an overwhelming 87% want their governments to
negotiate an enforceable global treaty to prohibit and eliminate nuclear
weapons, like the widely acclaimed one for chemical weapons.
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The Indian Government  has stated on several occasions that it chose not to
support the CTBT, not because it opposed the elimination of nuclear
weapons, (an aspiration shared by all except, perhaps, the minority of
pro-nuclear fundamentalists) - but because it quite rightly  saw that the
CTBT was inadequate, in that it failed to contain a timebound framework for
a nuclear weapons convention,  and even more because the 'entry into force'
provisions of the CTBT  are of such a nature that it might never in fact,
enter into force.

India is perfectly correct in saying that the five declared nuclear weapon-
states are hypocritical in pursuing nuclear weapons development themselves,
preparing or conducting 'subcritical' tests  while asking others (i.e.
India) to restrain themselves. While subcritical tests may not violate the
'letter' of the CTBT, they are antithetical to its spirit and undermine the
prospects for its entry-into-force.

 However, the wrongs committed by others are bad enough.  To compound those
errors by testing nuclear devices is to make the situation far worse, and
to play into the hands of the nuclear hawks. Nuclear testing is wrong
whoever does it. It is wrong when it is done by the US, China, Russia, the
UK, or France. It is wrong also when India does it.

The detonations of May11th have global repercussions. They ensure that your
immediate neighbour Pakistan, will wish to follow suit.  They also  could
give comfort to those on the right of US politics  who wish for an excuse
for that country to recommence its own full- fledged nuclear testing
programme, and make ratification of the CTBT by that country all the more
difficult.

They place in peril the tentative and fragile and all too easily reversible
moves made thus far to rid the world of these weapons of universal
annihilation.

Finally, India's move to become an official nuclear weapons state is
utterly contrary to the noble teachings of the Father of the Nation,
Mahatma Gandhi, who would never have countenanced the use or possession of
such devices no matter how many other nations had them.

The undersigned organisations most earnestly beg that you will proceed no
further down this diabolical road, but will from this point on, use India's
considerable moral and political influence to rid the world of nuclear
weapons.

Yours Sincerely,
John Hallam,  FOE Sydney Nuclear Campaigner,
PH 61-2-9283-2006 nonukes@foesyd.org
(LETTER COORDINATOR)

AUSTRALIAN SIGNATURES
Dave Sweeney, Australian Conservation Foundation, 61-3-9416-1166
Dr Hannah Middleton, Sydney Anti-Bases Campaign Coalition, 61-2-9212-6855
Pauline Mitchell, C.I.C.D., 61-3-9663-3677
Angela Drury, Joan Carey, People for Nuclear Disarmament NSW, 61-2-319-4296.
Babs Fuller Quinn, Australian Peace Committee, 61-2-9267-6741
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Cathy Picone/Nikki Mortimer, Womens International League for Peace and
Freedom Australia
Denis Doherty, Pax Christi, NSW, 61-2-9517-9425
Dr Pancras Jordan, Pax Christi Queensland 61-7-3398-2977
Dr Robert Stringer, Uniting Church Social Responsibility and Justice, 9287-0900
Senator Dee Margetts, 08-9470-2688, 61-26-277-3599
Senator Bob Brown, 03-6234-1633, 026-277-3170
The Hon. Paul Zamitt MP, 61-2-9745-4433
The Hon. Martin Ferguson, Member for Batman, (Vic) 61-3-9482-4644 fax9489-0984
The Hon. Daryl Melham, Member for Banks (NSW) 61-2-9774-5461, 61-2-6277-2054.
Senator Meg Lees, 61-8-8295-8911
Senator Natasha Stott-Despoja, 61-8-8232-7595, 61-26-277-3645
Senator Lyn Allison,  61-3-9416-1880,   61-26-277-3076
Senator Andrew Bartlett,
Senator Vicky Bourne,   61-2-9247-3377     61-26-277-3820
Senator Andrew Murray,  61-8-9481-1455
Senator John Woodley  61-7-3862-9255
Ian Cohen, MLC,  61-2-9230-2603
Dr Meredith Burgmann, MLC,   61-2-9230-2439
The Hon Carmel Tebbutt MLC,  61-2-9230-2327
The Hon Ian Mc Donald, MLC,  61-2-9230-2404
The Hon Janelle Saffin MLC,  61-2-9230-2487
The Hon Peter Primrose MLC, 61-2-9230-2487

INTERNATIONAL SIGNATURES - FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Kevin Dunion, Chairperson  Friends of the Earth International ,
kdunion@gn.apc.org
Laura Radconcini, Friends of the Earth Italy, 39-6-686-8289/687-5308
foeitaly@gn.apc.org
Irene Bloemink, Friends of the Earth Netherlands,
irene.bloemink@milieu.xs4all.nl
Beatrice  Olivastri, Friends of the Earth Canada, bea@intranet.ca
Kaija Helle, Friends of the Earth Finland,  (Turku) 350-2-231-0321
maanyst@kaapeli.fi
Girts Strazdins, Vice President, Friends of the Earth Latvia, vak@latnet.lv
John Whyte, Friends of the Earth New Zealand, 64-9-303-4319
Mensah Todzro Friends of the Earth Togoland, metodzro@syfed.tg.refer.org
Linas Vainius, Friends of the Earth Lithuania, 3-70-207-250
linas.atgaja@kaunas.omnitel.net
Jan Beranek, Friends of the Earth Czech Republic, (Hnuti Duha)
Jan_Beranek@ecn.cz
Yuri Onodera, Friends of the Earth Japan, 81-3-3951-1081 foe-j@vcom.or.jp

INTERNATIONAL SIGNATURES - OTHER GROUPS
Pol D' Huyvetter, For Mother Earth International, 32-9-233-8439
pol@motherearth.org (Ghent, Belg)
Elsie Herten, Coordinator, LPSG network, Europe, 32-2-241-8322
Birgitta Moller, Swedish Antinuclear Movement mp@hbg.swipnet.se
Aungiira Aurel Duta, For Mother Earth Romania, 40-1-683-1169
Vladimir Sliviak, Social- Ecological Union, Russia, ecodefense@glasnet.ru (Rus)
Alexandra Koroleva, Ecodefense Environmental Education Campaign (Rus)
Galina Ragouzhina, Coordinator, WISE Kaliningrad, 7-0112-437-286.
ecodefense@glasnet.ru (Rus)
Pavel Malyshev, Ecodefense Seimens Boycott Campaign (Rus)
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Alisa Nikoulina, Social- Ecological Union Antinuclear Campaign (Rus)
Dr Theodor Rathgeber, Society for Threatened Peoples, indigine@gfbv.de
(Germany)
Lars Pohlmeier, Xanthe Hall, IPPNW Germany, (Berlin)49-0-30-693-0244
Fiona Dore, Direnational Institute, Amsterdam (Neth)
Pim, European Youth Forest Action (EYFA) Amsterdam eyfa@antenna.nl (Neth)
Gerard Van Alkemade, Secy, Het Haags Vredes Platform, (Neth)
AK Malten, Global Antinuclear Alliance, 31-70-360-8905 A.malten@net.HCC.nl
(Neth)
K.F.B. Rademakers, Chairman, Socialist Fraction of Rotterdam (Neth)
World Information Service on Energy International, Amsterdam,
31-20-612-6368. wiseamster@antenna.nl
Alfred Mafuleka, Centre of Industrial and Labour Studies, Durban, S.A.,
27-031-260-2113 (South Africa)
Linas Vainius, Lithuanian Green Movement (Lith)
Ralitsa Panayotova, Za Zemiata Bulgaria 00359-2-658-216  ftearth@bulnet.bg,
zemiata@netbg.com
Mouvement de La Paix 33-1-4011-5787  ddurand@mail.asi.fr  (Fr)
Alice Slater, Global Resource Action Centre for the Environment
(GRACE)1-212-726-9161 (US)
John Loretz, Editor, Medicine and Global Survival, jloretz@tiac.net
Mohawk Nation Office, Kahnawake Branch, mnation@cyberglobe.net
Robert Moore, Executive Director,  Coalition for peace And Justice,
1-609-924-5022.
Gordon S Clark, Director, Peace Action USA, paprog@igc.apc.org
Michelle Marriotte, Nuclear Information and Resource Service,
nirsnet@igc.apc.org(Wash - US)
Felice and Jack Cohen - Joppa,  The Nuclear Resister, 520-323-8697 (US)
Cora Weiss, Peace Action International, International Peace Bureau,
1-121-697-8945 (US: UN Plaza, NY)
Norman Cohen, Director, Coalition for Peace and Justice 1-609-886-7988
norco@bellatlantic.net (US)
Wells R. Staley- Mays, Peace Action Maine, (207)772-0680, pam@nlis.net (US)
Thomas Seery,  Ray Cary, Peace Action Milwaukee (US) pamilw@execpc.com
Ellen Thomas, Proposition-1 Committee,  202-462- 0757 prop1@prop1.org (US)
Barbara Weidner, Grandmothers for Peace International wiednerb@aol.com (US)
James Mang, Western New York Peace Centre, Buffalo, NY, peacemagna@aol.com (US)
Rev. Robert.A.Kinsey, United Church of Christ Rocky Mountain Conference
bkinsey@peacemission.org (US)
Christopher Ney, War Resisters League NY, 212-228-0450 wrl@igc.apc.org (US)
Tina Bell, Womens International League for Peace and Freedom NY,
tinabell@walrus.com (US)
Aileen Smith, Green Action Kyoto, amsmith@gol.com (JAP)
Ueno Satosi, No Nukes Asia Forum Japan, 81-6-712-9955 nnaf@jca.ax.apc.org (JAP)
Komei Hosokawa, Magpie Country Nukes headliner, 81-952-28-8709 (Jap)
Shigetoshi Iwamatsu,  Japan Congress Against A and H- Bombs, 81-3-3222-1091
gensuikin@igc.apc.org (JAP)
Kate Dewes, Disarmament and Security Centre, Christchurch NZ,
katie@Chch.planet.net
Commander Robert Green , World Court Project, 44-0-1323-844-269.
robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (UK/NZ)
Leonard Peltier  Support Group Liverpool, UK
Campaign for the Accountability of US Bases, Yorkshire, UK
Rev. Brian Birch, Toronto Action for Social Change,  birch@web.net (CAN)
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Gordon Edwards, Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility ,
514-489-5118 ccnr@web.net
Dave Martin, Nuclear Awareness Project, Durham, Canada,
905-852-0371(0871)nucaware@web.net (CAN)
Kathleen Cooper, Canadian Environmental Law Association, (CELA)
416-960-2284 cela@web.net (CAN)
Malla Kantola, Committee of 100, Peace station, Helsinki, Finland
358-9-141-336 mkantola@kaapeli.fi (FIN)
Laura Lodenius, Peace Union of Finland, 358-9-142-915 laural@kaapeli.fi

John Hallam
Friends of the Earth Sydney,
Suite 15,
1st Floor, 104 Bathurst Street,
Sydney, NSW, 2000.

Fax(61)(2)9283-2005 ph(61)(2)9283-2006.

nonukes@foesyd.org.au    http://www.peg.apc.org/~foesydney/

NOTE NEW E-MAIL ADDRESS, nonukes@foesyd.org.au
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To: "Kathy Crandall" <disarmament@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Contacts in Kansas and Tennessee
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Kathy:

For the grassroots organizers, here are some contacts in Kansas and Tennessee

Kansas
Rev. Joe Hendrixson, executive director, Kansas Ecumenical Ministries, 5833 SW 29th Street, Topeka, KS 66614-2499.  
ph: 785 272-9531;  fax: 785 272-9533 
Rev. Duane Harms, peace with justice coordinator, Kansas West United Methodist Conference, 2221 Bramblewood, 
#201, Wichita, KS 57226-1051.  (h) 316 682-0061; (w) 316 435-6925
Evelyn Maddox, chair, social issues committee, Kansas East United Methodist Conference, 8805 West 102nd Street, 
Apt. 1, Overland Park, KS 66212
Candice Lautt, Peace and Social Justice Center of South Central Kansas, 1407 N.Topeka, Wichita, KS.   ph: 316 263-
5886
Bill Beachy, Topeka Center for Peace and Justice, 1248 SW Buchanan,Topeka, KS 66604.  
ph/fax. 785-232-4388   topekacpj@aol.com
Alllen and Louise Hanson, Lawarence Council for Peace and Justice.  785-864-4103
John Exdell, Manhattan Alliance for Peace and Justice.  785 539-6076  peacecenter@igc.org

Tennessee
Rev. Jack Mraz, ecumenical administrator, Tennessee Association of Churches.  
ph: 615 792-4631
Ms. Pat Slaymaker (handles interreligious concerns for Tennessee Association of Churches).
ph: 931 364-2926
Carol Green, peace with justice coordinator, Holston United Methodist Conference, 411 Belle Meade Drive, Maryville, 
TN 37801.  (h) 423-3383-0882
Ray Conatser, peace with justice coordinator, Tennessee United Methodist Conference, 405 Coventry Drive, Nashville, 
TN 337211  (h) 615 781-8471
Rev. Jerome Scales, peace with justice coordinator, Memphis United Methodist Conference, 2450 Frayser Blvd, 
Memphis, TN 38127  ph: 901 356-1651

Shalom,
Howard
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To: "Marie Rietmann" <ctbt@2020vision.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Contacts in Indiana, Kansas, and Tennessee
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Marie:

Here are some possible contacts for your conference calls, if it's not too late.

Indiana
Rev. John E. Gaus, peace with justice coordinator, South Indiana United Methodist Conference, 2638 Dekist Street, 
Bloomington, IN 47408-4219. (h) 812 333-2638; (w) 317 638-0796
Diane Quance, peace with justice coordinator, North Indiana United Methodist Conference, 1734 Hudson Street, 
Warsaw, IN 46580. (h) 219 267-8077; (w) 219 267-8815 

Kansas
Rev. Joe Hendrixson, executive director, Kansas Ecumenical Ministries, 5833 SW 29th Street, Topeka, KS 66614-2499.  
ph: 785 272-9531;  fax: 785 272-9533 
Rev. Duane Harms, peace with justice coordinator, Kansas West United Methodist Conference, 2221 Bramblewood, 
#201, Wichita, KS 57226-1051.  (h) 316 682-0061; (w) 316 435-6925
Candice Lautt, Peace and Social Justice Center of South Central Kansas, Wichita, KS.
ph: 316 263-5886

Tennessee
Rev. Jack Mraz, ecumenical administrator, Tennessee Association of Churches.  
ph: 615 792-4631
Carol Green, peace with justice coordinator, Holston United Methodist Conference, 411 Belle Meade Drive, Maryville, 
TN 37801.  (h) 423-3383-0882
Ray Conatser, peace with justice coordinator, Tennessee United Methodist Conference, 405 Coventry Drive, Nashville, 
TN 337211  (h) 615 781-8471

Shalom,
Howard
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To: relctbt
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: CTBT meeting on Wednesday, June 10
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues:

The next meeting of religious organizations working together for CTBT ratification will take place from 1:00 to 2:30 
p.m., Wednesday, June 10 at the FCNL conference room, 245 Second Street, NE, Washington, DC.

We will give particular attention of how we can gain cosponsors of the Specter-Biden resolution urging hearings on the 
CTBT and floor action. We will also discuss how we can influence the Senate majority leader.

As background, I am attaching a memo from David Culp on the status of the Specter-Biden resolution.

Shalom,
Howard

###

SPECTER-BIDEN CTBT RESOLUTION - UPDATE
Thursday, June 4, 1998

Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) had been circulating a draft
sense-of-the-Senate resolution with Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.)
calling for the Foreign Relations Committee to hold hearings on the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and for the full Senate to
debate and vote on the treaty as soon as possible. Sen. Specter had
considered offering the resolution as an amendment to the defense
authorization bill, which may be on the Senate floor next week (week
of June 8). 

However, last Monday Sen. Specter had double bypass surgery and will
not return to the Senate until the week of June 15th or later. Floor
action on the defense authorization bill is like to have been
completed before he returns. 

However, Sen. Specter may offer the resolution as an amendment to one
of several appropriation bills that will be on the Senate floor in
late June or early July. We are unlikely to have much notice, if any,
before the actual vote.

This week Sen. Judd Greg (R-N.H.) added his name to the resolution,
becoming the third Republican after Specter and Jim Jeffords (R-Vt.). 

Many grassroots activists are using the resolution as an opportunity
to contact their Senators, especially Republican Senators. Those
contacts plus the publicity surrounding the Indian and Pakistani
nuclear tests are clearly having an impact.

WHAT TO DO:  Encourage Republican Senators to cosponsor the Specter-
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Biden resolution.  

David Culp
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To: ctbt
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Meeting of religious organizations on the CTBT
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues:

The next meeting of religious organizations working for CTBT ratification will take place from 1:00 to 2:30 p.m., 
Wednesday, June 10 at the FCNL Conference Room, 245 2nd Street, NE.  We welcome your participation to help 
provide guidance on next steps in teh CTBT ratification campaign.

Shalom,
Howard 
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Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>
Date: Mon, 8 Jun 1998 09:25:57 -0400
From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
Subject: Sen. Helms on CTBT
Content-Description: MS-DOS text file
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="helms.txt"
To: "undisclosed-recipients:;"

Helms still balking as Clinton pushes test-ban treaty 

The senator stands firm on keeping the Senate from considering a
treaty the president wants ratified. 

By JAMES ROSEN, Washington Correspondent 

WASHINGTON, June 4 (AP)-- Sen. Jesse Helms is not about to let a few
nuclear blasts in India and Pakistan rattle his resolve to keep the
Senate from considering an international treaty aimed at preventing
such test explosions. 

President Clinton and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said
Wednesday that the rival countries' recent nuclear tests make Senate
ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty imperative. 

"If we're calling on other nations to act responsibly, America must
set the example," Clinton said in a Rose Garden ceremony. 

Helms insists, however, that Clinton is the one who is being stubborn.
The president demands that senators take up the test-ban treaty before
he sends them several other key accords. 

In an attempt to force Clinton's hand, Helms, chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, has refused to hold hearings on the
treaty since Clinton submitted it in September. 

In an interview this week, Helms said: "I'm not opposed to any treaty,
I'm certainly not opposed to considering them, but it is hard to deal
with somebody who says, 'This is my way, that's the only way and
nothing else is going to matter.' Well, something else does matter.
This is supposed to be a tripartite form of government, but he
[Clinton] wants to make it a kingdom." 

The president signed the test-ban accord at the United Nations in
1996, making the United States the first of 149 signatory nations.
Only 13 countries have ratified it, including two nuclear powers and
major U.S. allies, France and Britain. The treaty cannot take effect
until 44 countries have ratified it. 

The other nuclear powers, Russia and China, have signed the accord but
not ratified it. 

Helms, a North Carolina Republican, said India and Pakistan, which
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have fought three wars in a half century, are longtime enemies that
pay little attention to what the U.S. Senate does. 

That claim is disputed by nine prominent physicists and former senior
U.S. intelligence and military officials. In a letter Tuesday to
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, they him to support ratification of
the test-ban treaty. 

"Now more than ever, it is crucial for the United States to send the
clearest possible message that nuclear testing is not legitimate and
will not be tolerated by the international community," they wrote.
"This message is relevant not only to South Asia but to any nation
that may consider following India and Pakistan's example." 

Among those signing the letter were Adm. William Crowe, former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Adm. Stansfield Turner,
former CIA director. 

In Raleigh, anti-nuclear activists have held vigils and run newspaper
ads imploring Helms to stop blocking the test-ban treaty. 

"Senator Helms is wrong on this," said the Rev. W.W. Finlator, retired
pastor of Pullen Memorial Baptist Church. "It's an abdication of moral
leadership. We are now in a position to take leadership in banning
these bombs, but we've got to realize that missions begin at home." 

But last week Lott branded the test-ban treaty "unverifiable and
ineffective." He said that "the nuclear spiral in Asia demonstrates
the irrelevance of U.S. action on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty." 

Behind the immediate fight over the test-ban treaty is a more complex
struggle between Clinton and Republican congressional leaders over the
future of U.S. arms-control policy in the post-Cold War world.

                                      
Helms seeks to force Clinton's hand by blocking treaty action. 

Last year Helms unsuccessfully opposed Senate ratification of a
chemical weapons agreement. 

This year he and other Senate Republicans want Clinton to submit
changes to the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty he negotiated last year
with Russian President Boris Yeltsin. They also want him to send them
an international pact to fight global warming, which he says is not
ready. 

Clinton has indicated that he considers the ABM changes minor and
thinks they can be made in a "memo of understanding" between him and
Yeltsin, without requiring Senate ratification. The Republicans, who
control Congress, think such a maneuver would bypass the Senate's
constitutional duty to give "advice and consent" on U.S. agreements
with other governments. 
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The Republicans also want a crack at the ABM treaty so they can remove
limits on U.S. development of a missile defense system -- a more
modest version of the "Star Wars" space-based shield pushed by
President Reagan in the 1980s. 

In a letter to Clinton on Jan. 21, Helms said he would not hold
hearings on the test-ban treaty until the Senate had a chance to
consider the ABM and global-warming pacts. 

"Mr. President," he wrote, "I feel obliged to make clear to you my
concern that your administration has been unwisely and unnecessarily
engaged in delay in submitting these treaties to the Senate for its
advice and consent. 

"Despite your commitment, made nearly eight months ago, to submit the
amendments to the ABM Treaty to the Senate, we have yet to see them." 

In his response to Helms on Feb. 10, Clinton noted that he had called
for Senate approval of the test-ban treaty in his State of the Union
address. 

"With regard to India and Pakistan, I think it is important that when
I travel to the subcontinent later this year, I do so with U.S.
ratification in hand," Clinton wrote. 

Clinton explained the delay in submitting the global-warming accord,
but he ignored Helms' objections about the ABM treaty, declining to
even mention it. 

Helms is especially miffed because when the Senate ratified changes to
another Soviet-era arms treaty last year -- on conventional forces in
Europe -- it included Helms' amendment requiring Senate approval of
the changes to the ABM treaty. 

Helms says Clinton's real problem is not with Congress, but with the
allegations of sexual misconduct that dog the president. "His personal
conduct has got him in a fix that he cannot possibly concentrate on
the duties of the president," Helms said. "I think the country's in
bad shape because we've got a president who really doesn't have time
to be a competent leader of the armed forces or the foreign policy of
this country." 

News researcher Becky Dillner contributed to this report. 
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Receiving contribution via bank wire
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Phil:

The National Christian Council in Japan is contributing $500 to the cost of our Geneva reception.  Can you advise me 
how they can send it to us, such as bank wire?  Presumably for that they will need to know our bank account number 
and the wire number of the bank.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: hipkins
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: A couple of items
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Char and Jim:

How ya doin'?  Because of the Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons tests, it's been a busy four weeks since I returned 
from Geneva.  Now I'm playing catch-up.

When I saw Linda Sabin at Robin Ringler's meeting toward the end of March, she noted that she had made a 
contribution to MUPJ a year ago and never received any mailing from us.  That's my error.  Will you please put her on 
the PeaceLeaf mailing list and send her a set of issues for the past year?  Her address is 3591 Roselawn Drive, 
Beavercreek, OH 45430.  For reference her phone is 937 426-9316.

Char, I recall that you were going to do minutes for our February board meeting.  Do you have anything?

What about the next issue of PeaceLeaf?  What are your plans?  Should I write an article about the Indian and Pakistani 
tests?  My point of view is that they were wrong and should be condemned but that the U.S. and other nuclear weapons 
states have an obligation to get on with the task of nuclear abolition.  I would probably work in something about the 
failure of the NPT Preparatory Committee to do anything positive because the U.S. won't allow it.

Why don't you give me a call some time, and we can talk it over.

Shalom,
Howard
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Return-Path: <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 8 Jun 1998 10:51:59 -0400
From: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
Subject: Receiving contribution via bank wire
Sender: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Content-Disposition: inline

Howard,

I'll look into the matter immediately.

My letter is on the way to you advising that I deposited $1000 from Pax
Christi USA into our general fund today (where the other deposits related
to the reception were placed.  

You'll hear from me ag ain soon.

Phil
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Return-Path: <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
Date: Mon, 8 Jun 1998 13:56:30 -0400
From: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@COMPUSERVE.COM>
Subject: Receiving contribution via bank wire
Sender: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@COMPUSERVE.COM>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Content-Disposition: inline

Howard,

I'm advised that the National Christian Council of Japan can wire us money
using the following information:

Bank Name:  NationsBank

Account Name:  Methodists United for Peace with Justice - General Fund

Account Number:  2908093

Route and transfer number:  054001204

These things should enable them to put $500 into our general fund.

Phil
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 17:54:00
From: National Peace Council <npc@gn.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Informal A2000 meeting at Geneva report
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: npc@pop.gn.apc.org (Unverified)

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id KAB28173

Here are the notes which Michael Simmons made at the “informal” Abolition
2000 meeting.  They are followed by 3 further documents which some of you
will have already seen:  Successes of the A2000 Network, Karina Wood’s
Goals and Strategies, and Rob Green’s Better Lawful Alternativies to
Trident.  Apologies for not sending this out sooner.  Frances Connelly,
Abolition 2000 UK

Abolition 2000 Strategy, Goals and Tactics Session
Geneva, Switzerland Tuesday, 5 May, 1998

This meeting took place after the “official” weekend Abolition 2000 meeting
as it was not possible to finish discussing everything at that meeting.
So, this second meeting was informal, with some people absent as they had
already left Geneva.

Present:  Michel Fernex, IPPNW, Felicity Hill, WILPF, Pamela Ranson, WEDO,
US, Ben Craymer, Appel 100, France, Kawasaki A-kira, Peace Depot, Japan,
Ted Taylor, Princeton University, US Susan Campbell, Philadelphia Yearly
Meeting, Religious Society of Friends, US, Howard Hallman, Methodists
United for Peace with Justice, US, Bonnie Mascolo UNA Colorado Division,
US, Rob Green, World Court Project, UK and IPB, Alice Slater, Global
Resource Action Centre for the Environment (US), Dave Knight, (part of
meeting), Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (UK), Pamale Meideill, Atomic
Mirror US/The Netherlands, Hiro Umebayashi, Pacific Campaign for
Disarmament and Security, Arthur Muhl, IPPNW Switzerland, Greg Wello, Los
Alamos Study Group, US, Paul Saoke IPPNW Kenya, Michael Simmons, American
Friends Service Committee, Frances Connelly Abolition 2000 UK, Karina Wood,
Peace Action, US, Ak Machen, Global Anti Nuclear Alliance, The Netherlands,
John Burroughs, Western States Legal Foundation (US), Roger Smith Non
Governmental Liaison Committee, US.
Richard Salvador, Belau.

The following reflects the discussion of the listed Abolition 2000 members
and related individuals.  I will present the various ideas that were
recommended and attempt to present the general reaction of the people
present.  None of the ideas below should be interpreted as conclusive.
Instead, they reflect some of the possible activity of the Abolition 2000
network during the next 12 to 18 months.  The order of the issues presented
is arbitrary and does not imply priorities.

Convention:  There was general agreement that a Convention against Nuclear
Weapons should be a center piece of A2000.
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Dealerting:  Many felt that developing a program around dealerting  would
be important work for A2000 during the next period.  
However, caution was expressed that, while dealerting may be a good short
term strategy, it should not be confused with abolition.  Some expressed
concerned that it reflected acceptance to the nuclear reality.  Rob Green,
wrote a brief paper (attached) that attempts to address this issue.  His
points include:  follow through on the implications of the World Court
Advisory Opinion; latest nuclear threats; rebutting deterrence doctrine;
and measures promoting real stability, e.g., no first use, security
assurances, de-alerting, separating warheads from delivery systems.  

No First Use:  Some felt that this was a good issue to educate people about
nuclear policy because it put pressure on the U.S. as well as Germany and
Japan who couch their resistance under the U.S. nuclear umbrella.  Others
cautioned that no first use could concede the continual existence of
nuclear weapons.

Working Groups:  There was general agreement that functioning working
groups should stay in existence and appropriate new groups should be
started.  It was suggested that working groups establish a 
procedure for reporting to the larger body via the list serve during the
year.  This reporting could go beyond A2000 members and include policy
makers and grassroots constituencies.  There were various working groups
proposed and affirmed. 

Hague Appeal:  Karina Wood presented a paper (see attached) that included
the suggestion that A2000 hold a meeting at the Hague Appeal for Peace, May
1999.  Various views were expressed regarding this proposal, though it was
received favorably without formal agreement.  The group was reminded of an
A2000 commitment to alternate annual meetings in the North and South.  One
response to this concern was that the Appeal was committed to have equal
representation from the South.

Broadening A2000:  There was discussion of broadening the network to
include trade union, more religious participation and political parties.
It was also felt that A2000 should begin to concentrate on engaging
students in the work.  There was general agreement to focus on developing a
more grassroots constituency and the establishment of a grassroots working
group.

Intersessional Sessions:  There were strong views regarding this issue.
Some felt that it would provide a forum on the NPT between UN sessions
while others felt that it would subvert the Convention Process.  One member
cautioned that some countries, particularly in the Non aligned movement
would not be able to afford to attend intersessional sessions.

Other information:  a)  a meeting is planned for A2000 members in Kenya,
February 1999, b) initiative focusing on the sunflower symbol, c) campus
speaking tours, d) sustainable energy working group  e) development of an
A2000 timeline, f) support for organizing around the projected documentary
being developed within the Middle Powers Initiative g) Karina Wood will be
working on the  Hague Appeal for Peace, h) Fourth Freedom will produce a
packet on dealerting.
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The group suggested the following issues that the Coordinating Committee
should address:

1. Work toward developing contacts in every country and building a regional
structure.
2. Try to ensure that the Working Groups were working and that they
reported periodically on the list server.  If a group ceases to function
the Co-ordinating Committee should at least make this known to the Network
as a whole.   
3. Develop timeline on web site
4. Explore joining Fourth Freedom Tour

Annual Meeting:  Myrla, Felicity Hill and Jackie Cabasso volunteered to be
on the annual meeting working group.

Michael Simmons
5 May, 1998

SUCCESSES OF THE NETWORK
As listed by the participants in the “Annual Abolition 2000 Review and
Extension Conference” 2 May 1998 in Geneva

- Common vision statement that has set out a widely agreed benchmark for
nuclear disarmament
- Our presence at the 1998 NPT PrepCom and contribution to excellent oral
presentations
- Improved relations with government UN delegations, especially in the
Non-Aligned- Movement
- The sunflower symbol!
- We have  created and international community of friends
- We gave grown to 1,000 signatory groups in a relatively short time
- A petition with 13 million signatures
- International Institute for Strategic Studies, a prestigious British
think tank says abolition is now in “the mainstream  of defense debate”, we
have placed abolition on the international agenda
- Outreach to other organizations
- A network of organizations, not a network of organizations
- A market place of ideas and experience
- Allows for feedback into and from local campaigns
- The Abolition Caucus list server
- The consolidation of a central contact point and signatory list
- Mobilisation of expertise and knowledge, as well as public opinion
- Polls show that  87% of US, 87% of UK and 93% of Canadian public opinion
support a treaty
- Country contacts have formed Abolition 2000 networks/mailing trees,
especially in Europe
- Has strengthened opposition to NATO expansion
- A source of mutual inspiration
- Region sharing of information and views
- The Tahiti meeting was a significant step forward in strengthening
South/North relations and solidarity
- The Moorea Declaration
- Assisting in ending French nuclear testing and closing their Pacific test
site, and two plants containing highly enriched uranium
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- French defense Minister acknowledged contamination of lands around the
Pacific test sites
- Our information presented to twelve Heads of State in the Pacific region
- Cost-effective; we have proved how much can be done with very little money
- Remember that the network’s successes are the successes of the PEOPLE
directly involved

GOALS AND STRATEGIES FOR THE  COMING 12 MONTHS
Proposed by Karen Wood, 5 May 1998

In the eight years since the end of the Cold War, the abolition of nuclear
weapons has moved from an idealistic dream to a practical possibility.
However, the disarmament process has stalled.:
* Negotiations are occurring at the Conference on Disarmament (CD)
* the NPT process is not moving forward
* START II is lying unratified in the Duma and the US refuses to begin
START III talks until START II is ratified.  
* Meanwhile nuclear weapon states are developing and deploying new weapons,
NATO is expanding, the US Senate seeks to dismantle the ABM treaty and
establish Star Wars in the US and over NATO member states in Europe.

We have to kick start the disarmament process.  This is our mandate for the
coming year 

The working groups of Abolition 2000 should continue to set goals and
strategy for their specific areas and communicate them to the network via
email and the coordinating committee

In addition I propose that there are several major goals that we should all
work on for the coming year, and integrate into our programme of actions;

We should set ourselves achievable goals to realise by the April 1999
PrepCom and the Hague Appeal for Peace in May 1999.
*Establishment of an intersessional working group, to meet during the year
between Prep Coms to discuss aspects of  nuclear disarmament with the
intention of establishing a negotiating mandate for the CD.  (See LCNP
paper Making It Happen).  NGOs in every non-NWS should put pressure on
their governments to support the establishment of this working group: the
LCNP  should draft a letter that NGOs can deliver to their policy makers.  

* Getting each non-NWS to make a unilateral declaration that its security
is incompatible with and will not be compromised by the non no first use
policies of the US, Russia and NATO.  (See Arjun, Masa and Oliver’s paper,
Some Short Term Steps.)  NGOs need to pressure their governments to make
this declaration; particular focus on Germany and Japan.  These
declarations will be presented at the 1999 PrepCom and celebrated at The
Hague Conference.

*  Getting the NWS to dealert their nuclear arsenals.  Dealarting would be
a huge breakthrough for the disarmament process, it would represent a
massive practical and psychological shift towards abolition.  The
television documentary highlighting the existing nuclear dangers in the
Russian and US arsenals, prompted by Alan Cranston and General Butler
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should be pitched to TV stations in your country for viewing to the widest
possible audience.  We should organise discussion forums on the dangers of
accidental and intentional launch and the urgent need for dealerting, to be
broadcast immediately following the documentary.  The film may be read for
broadcast as early as September 1998, but maybe not until Jan 1999.  In any
case, we should start planning the discussion forums now: select speakers,
talk to TV stations and media experts, plan what questions should be raised
and where the forum should tale place.  (Your capital city?  A site which
has special significance for nuclear weapons/disarmament.)  A group of
people should form to to create a packet of information that can be
distributed to viewers who can dial a number advertised in the TV broadcast.  

I also propose that Abolition 2000 hold a meeting at the Hague Appeal for
Peace 1999.  Our needs to grow if we are to achieve our goal, and it is
projected that 10,000 activists from all over the world will attend.  We
can meet and strategise with environmentalists, human rights activists and
other peace campaigners.  We will be able to project our profile to the
world media and advertise our aims to the the global community.

DETERRING WAR RESPONSIBLY: 
BETTER, LAWFUL ALTERNATIVES TO TRIDENT

By Commander Robert Green, Royal Navy (Retired)

The Problem of Trident and Nuremberg

On 1 October 1997, I sent an Open Letter on “Trident and Nuremberg”  to the
Prime Minister, First Sea Lord, and other key players involved in planning
and executing deployment of Britain’s Trident submarine force, including
each Trident Commanding Officer.  In it I warned that they are flouting the
Nuremberg Principles in light of the 8 July 1996 Advisory Opinion by the
International Court of Justice on the legal status of the threat or use of
nuclear weapons.

The Court confirmed that any threat, let alone use, of nuclear weapons
should comply with international humanitarian law.  The very nature of the
Trident weapon system, comprising 16 ballistic missiles each equipped with
up to six 100 kiloton thermonuclear warheads (100 kilotons is 8 times the
yield of the Hiroshima bomb), means that there is no scenario where the use
of even one missile could be lawful.  If that is so, then any threat to use
it is illegal too, because the Court added that threat and use are
indivisible.  This places the lawfulness of deterrence doctrine in grave
doubt - hence my warning that the Court implicitly outlawed Trident patrols.

It is not surprising that the Government’s legal advisers recommend
“business as usual”, given the gigantic resources - financial, material,
human and psychological - invested in Britain’s Bomb.  The same happened
with slavery - until public opinion was mobilised in support of  the
self-evident legal case against it.  Indeed, there are close parallels
between the campaigns to abolish slavery and nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Deterrence: A Dangerous Illusion

At present all strategic nuclear forces are “de-targeted” to locations in
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the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans.  Despite the physical ability to re-target
within a minute, this would be a major decision with huge implications in
terms of posture.  De-targeting shows that all five nuclear weapon states
accept that maintaining nuclear forces on hair-trigger alert involves a
high risk of inadvertent implementation of nuclear deterrence doctrine in
terms of Mutual Assured Destruction.

When President Clinton was first considering de-targeting, he misunderstood
it to mean de-alerting, yet accepted the latter. More recently, at the
signing of the NATO/Russia Founding Act, Yeltsin made a similar error.
What this indicates is that there may be widespread support now for
standing down Cold War- style deterrence doctrine in favour of
“existential” deterrence, which relies simply on possession of a nuclear
arsenal and the capability to deliver it.

There are growing doubts about the utility of nuclear deterrence against a
“rogue” regime or terrorist group armed with nuclear, biological, or
chemical weapons.  In a speech on 16 November 1993 entitled “UK Defence
Strategy: A Continuing Role for Nuclear Weapons?”, the then British
Secretary of State for Defence, Malcolm Rifkind, said: “   (I)t is
difficult to see deterrence operating securely against proliferators.”

One has only to think of a scenario where the 1991 IRA mortar bomb attack
from a van in London against the British Cabinet had involved instead a
threat to use even a crude nuclear device, to realise that a threat of
nuclear retaliation is utterly incredible.  Yet a greater threat to the
government of a nuclear weapons state could barely be imagined.

It is widely acknowledged that the USA’s dominance in modern conventional
weaponry means that is has no need of nuclear weapons in order to deter any
adversary.  Conversely, NATO expansion and the recent collapse in Russian
conventional capability is driving Russia back to reliance upon first use
of nuclear weapons.

Some say that, without nuclear deterrence, disastrous wars between the
major powers are likely to occur again.  Others argue that modern
industrial states, increasingly dependent on multinational conglomerates
and the globalisation of trade and sensitive to public opinion, are
increasingly constrained from going to war with each other.

Even if the second argument is not accepted, there is a fundamental logical
and moral objection to relying on nuclear deterrence.  If deterrence with
conventional weapons failed, the damage would be confined to the
belligerent states - and the environmental damage would usually be
reparable.  What is at stake from deterrence failing between nuclear
weapons states is the devastation and poisoning of not just the belligerent
powers, but potentially of all forms of life on the planet.

On 4 December 1996 in Washington, General Lee Butler USAF (Ret), Commander
in Chief Strategic Command 1992-1994 in charge of all US strategic nuclear
forces, explained why he had “made the long and arduous journey from
staunch advocate of nuclear deterrence to public proponent of nuclear
abolition.”  He warned: “Options are being lost as urgent questions are
unasked, or unanswered; as outmoded routines perpetuate Cold War patterns
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and thinking; and as a new generation of nuclear actors and aspirants lurch
backwards towards a chilling world where the principal antagonists could
find no better solution to their entangled security fears than Mutual
Assured Destruction.”

Better, Lawful Alternatives to Nuclear Deterrence

The way for the Government to comply with the law is to stand down Trident
patrols, remove the warheads from the missiles, and place them in
verifiable storage pending their negotiated elimination.  This would
effectively replace Cold War-style nuclear deterrence with the concept of
“existential deterrence”.  However, reliance on nuclear weapons must be
replaced with a new approach to thinking about security.

Nuclear weapons ultimately undermine security - both those who possess them
and those they are meant to deter.  Indeed, they are a security problem,
not a solution. This is because they provoke the very threat they are
deployed against: namely the spread of nuclear weapons to megalomaniac
leaders or terrorists - who are least likely to be deterred. In a Gallup
opinion poll in  September 1997, a large majority, (59% against 36%)of the
British people showed that they understood this, agreeing that would be
best for Britain’s security if it did not have nuclear weapons.  Moreover,
a clear majority, (54% against 42%) would support immediate steps to place
Trident nuclear weapons in storage.  

The only practical solution to the nuclear weapon nightmare is to treat
them like chemical and biological weapons, only worse in many respects -
which effectively they are.  Far from despairing “that they cannot be
disinvented”, the international community has agreed an enforceable
treatkoo in the Naval nest”, threatening its future as a balanced, useful
force.  If need be, the submarines’ missiles could be re-equipped with
conventional warheads, which would provide far more effective deterrence
against potential proliferators of weapons of mass destruction.

6) Enable Aldermaston and Burghfield to switch to full-time, secure,
prestigious work helping to dismantle the US and Russian nuclear arsenals.
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To: "Kenichi Otsu" <ncc-j@jca.ax.apc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Routing for contribution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Mr. Otsu:

We greatly appreciate the offer of the National Christian Council in Japan to contribute USD 500 for the cost of the 
reception for delegates to NPT Preparatory Committee.  The reception was very successful, for it gave Dr. Konrad 
Raiser and Cardinal Danneels an opportunity to lay out a moral position for action.  It also gave representatives of non-
governmental organizations an opportunity to mingle with delegates on the opening day of the two-week session.  
Unfortunately the session itself had limited results because the nuclear weapon states do not want to have multi-lateral 
discussions of nuclear disarmament.  However, perhaps the subsequent Indian and Pakistan nuclear weapons tests will 
serve as a wake-up call for more decisive action.  We ourselves have some ideas, which I'll share with you soon.

As to your sending the contribution, our treasurer advises me that you can wire us money using the following 
information:

Bank Name:  NationsBank

Account Name:  Methodists United for Peace with Justice - General Fund

Account Number:  2908093

Route and transfer number:  054001204

If this doesn't work out, please get in touch with me again.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman
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To: clayton
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: PrepCom reception expenses
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Clayton:

We planned the reception for NPT PrepCom delegates on faith that we would be able to raise the funds to pay for it.  
Having the reception at Palais des Nations enabled us to draw delegates fairly easy, but we had to pay a fairly high 
price, approximately $3,500 in U.S. dollars.  To facilitate payment I charged it to my personal VISA.  The bill is soon 
coming do.

We have received the following contributions: $1,000 from Pax Christi USA and $500 each from the United Methodist 
General Board of Church and Society, the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program, the Episcopal Office for Peace and 
Justice, and the National Christian Council in Japan.   This totals $3,000, leaving a balance of $500 to raise.

Would the FOR be able to contribute half of that amount, that is, $250?  I am asking AFSC for a similar contribution.  If 
so, you can make the check payable to Methodists United for Peace with Justice and send it to the address listed below.

If you have any questions, please all me.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: MSimmons@afsc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: NPT PrepCom reception expenses
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Michael:

I was glad to make your acquaintance in Geneva at the NPT Preparatory Committee.  Although the nuclear weapon 
states blocked any significant results, the two weeks were invaluable for the A-2000 movement.  The subsequent Indian 
and Pakistani nuclear weapons tests vividly laid out the challenge that remains before us.

The Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition organized the reception on the opening night in order to get a 
moral perspective before the delegates and to provide NGO representatives an opportunity to mingle with delegates on 
the opening day.  It was a successful event on both counts.

We planned the reception on faith that we would be able to raise the funds to pay for it.  Having the reception at Palais 
des Nations enabled us to draw delegates fairly easy, but we had to pay a fairly high price, approximately $3,500 in U.S. 
dollars.  To facilitate payment I charged it to my personal VISA.  The bill is soon coming do.

We have received the following contributions: $1,000 from Pax Christi USA and $500 each from the United Methodist 
General Board of Church and Society, the Presbyterian Peacemaking Program, the Episcopal Office for Peace and 
Justice, and the National Christian Council in Japan.   This totals $3,000, leaving a balance of $500 to raise.

Would the AFSC be able to contribute half of that amount, that is, $250?  I am asking the FOR for a similar 
contribution.  During the last days before David Gracie retired, he told me that some kind of contribution might be 
possible from the Peace Education Fund, but he didn't have time to pursue.  If that is a possibility now, we would greatly 
appeciate this small contribution.  If you are able to do so, the check can be made payable to Methodists United for 
Peace with Justice and sent to the address listed below.

If you have any questions, please all me.

Shalom,
Howard

The religiou  
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 15:56:58 -0400
From: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Informal A2000 meeting; Comments on de-alerting
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: lforrow@pop.igc.org

I fully agree that de-alerting must NOT be confused with
abolition.  In our NEJM article on accidental nuclear war
we called for de-alerting as an "urgent interim measure"
toward the only permanent solution -- abolition -- and 
explicitly mentioned Abolition 2000 with a reference to

www.napf.org for more information.

Nonetheless, I think that de-alerting is an important interim
step to emphasize for at least three reasons:

1. Continued hair-trigger alert poses a clear and present 
danger to every US city TODAY, and to the extent that
US complacency about nuclear weapons is a barrier to
Abolition 2000 a focus on de-alerting can help.

2. General Butler told us that he considered de-alerting
to be "Abolition Lite" -- if a military commander cannot
rapidly use a weapon then s/he begins to make
plans to accomplish military objectives _without_ that
weapon.  Over time, de-alerting can lead to decreased
military resistance to abolition.

3. It should be much easier to build broad support for
de-alerting than for many other steps in Abolition 2000.  
Frankly, it's not clear to me why anyone should/would
_oppose_ de-alerting.  And once we have gotten those
who are not (yet) our allies to join us on this step I believe
they will be more willing to discuss next steps.

Having said all of that, we must keep in mind the real danger
of all short-term goals: victory in the Limited Test Ban Treaty
was possibly the most damaging event in the overall history
of the anti-nuclear movement -- banning nuclear test explosions in 
the atmosphere was a great thing, but did nothing to slow the
nuclear arms race itself.

Lachlan Forrow, MD
President, The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
Dedicated to supporting Reverence for Life in Action

"Example is not the main thing in influencing others;
it is the only thing."
                                      --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Content-Disposition: inline
Date: Mon, 8 Jun 1998 18:40:12 -0400
From: Dietrich Fischer <102464.1110@compuserve.com>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: "pit-stuffing"
To: abolition-caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.org>

Dear Abolitionists,

     You may be interested in the following information about
"pit-stuffing" that I would like to forward to you.  Until now
it has been widely believed that safely disabling nuclear
weapons is a lengthy and costly process that would take years
until the huge current arsenals can be rendered harmless.   
Pit-stuffing shows that if there is political will, there is a
quick technical solution.

     Any thoughts and comments are appreciated.
Thank you, Dietrich Fischer (102464.1110@compuserve.com)

Subject: NWFW by 2000: "pit-stuffing" technology available to
      disable thousands of nuclear weapons in just a few weeks.
Date: 27-May-98 at 14:38   
From: glodem@wizvax.net (Marvin Clark)

GLOBAL DEMILITARIZATION                            May 27, 1998

For those favoring Nuclear Weapons Abolition, if you are
interested in spending a few minutes to urge political leaders
of the nuclear weapons nations, by Email, to disable all the
nuclear weapons in the world by the year 2000, please continue
below the ******'s.

*************************************************************

If you want to DELETE your address from this mailing list,
please send the following Email:
-------------------------------------------------------------

To: glodem@wizvax.net  [Please execute your "REPLY" command so
we will get your exact address which is on our mailing list]

Subject: delete

Message: [Please list all your other Email addresses and we
will put them on our "permanent delete list" also.]

To change your address: Send message to 'delete' old address
and 'add' new one.

************************************************************
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Monthly reminder: please copy, paste and mail the following or
similar Email, post or FAX messages to the President of the USA
each month, with a copy to Benyamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister
of Israel, who is the only other Head of State &/or Prime
Minister of a nuclear weapons nation with an Email address. 
Please advise us if there are others with Email.

If you are an officer of a peace, environmental or religious
organization, in your next correspondence with your members,
please urge them to also send these messages each month by
Email, post card, letter, Fax or phone. 

=============================================================

To:  president@whitehouse.gov
Subject: "pit-stuffing" technology available to disable
     thousands of nuclear weapons in just a few weeks.
     Cc: Benyamin Netanyahu <likud1@likud.org.il>

Dear Mr. President,

The following quotes are taken from an article by Matthew Bunn,
Assistant Director of the Science, Technology and Public Policy
Program in the Belfar Center for Science and International
Affairs at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of
Government, published in the Journal of Federation of American
Scientists, Vol.51, No. 2, March/April 1998.  Also on Web site:
www.fas.org/whatnew.html

"Technology exists which makes it possible to disable thousands
of nuclear warheads, rapidly, permanently, and verifiably --
and to verify their dismantlement with a minimum of cost and
intrusion".

This technology, called "pit-stuffing", was originally
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory.  A tangled
wire is stuffed in a tiny tube in a critical part of the
explosive to permanently disable the nuclear weapon so it will
not explode.  Dismantling the warhead could be done on whatever
schedule was convenient, in complete privacy.  Pit-stuffing
would not require moving the warhead in question but could be
done at its location.

"The only way to get the weapon to work again is to dismantle
it, remove the pit, cut the pit open and take the wire out,
remanufacture the pit, and reassemble the weapon - a long and
costly process.  [...it appears highly implausible that
(nuclear weapons nations) would go to the enormous trouble of
manufacturing thousands of hollow plutonium spheres.]"

"In the past, the rate at which the costly and time-consuming
process of dismantling nuclear weapons could be accomplished
posed a physical limit on how rapidly nuclear arms could be
reduced.  Pit-stuffing overcomes that problem; in principle, it
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would be possible to disable thousands of nuclear weapons in
just a few weeks. The physical act of stuffing the pit takes
only one or two minutes for one person, using a small device
developed for the "safing" mission at Los Alamos - though
disabling "live" warheads would take somewhat longer, because
of the necessary safety procedures involved in doing anything
at all to a nuclear weapon".

"This approach would also make it possible to verify warhead
dismantlement with minimal cost and intrusiveness.  Since this
disablement can be accomplished very rapidly, each inspection
visit could witness the disablement of hundreds of warheads, so
only a few inspection trips would be required".

"Pit-stuffing has the potential to be a remarkable new tool in
the arms control toolbox, enabling fast dramatic reductions in
nuclear arms - and verification that those arms have really
been dismantled. This approach could make a huge contribution
to the goal of ensuring the "transparency" and
"irreversibility" of nuclear arms reductions, repeatedly agreed
to by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin. This technology can offer
policy-makers new options - and deprive them of excuses for not
pursuing deep, transparent, and irreversible reductions in
nuclear arms".

Richard L. Garwin, the Senior Fellow for Science and Technology
at the Council on Foreign Relations, who is a talented and
experienced assessor of nuclear weapons technology states, "I
do think that this ["pit-stuffing"] is a good idea and that it
should be discussed with urgency on a technical basis so that
it could be available as a valuable tool for quick reduction in
the nuclear threat".

Mr. President, we urge you to meet soon with the Heads of State
of the nuclear weapons nations and take a strong leadership
role to get an agreement to disable all the nuclear weapons in
the world before your term of office is completed.

Sincerely yours,
[Your name, post address & country]
=============================================================

More about the Federation of American Scientists' actions on
this "pit-stuffing" disabling process:

"The editor of the Journal of the Federation of American
Scientists intends to follow up this Public Interest Report by
urging the Department of Energy and the Russian MINATOM to give
priority to talks on pit-stuffing either between their nuclear
weapon laboratories on the two sides or through
non-proliferation offices.

But interested official entities may have either less
motivation or less agility than one might wish. Accordingly,
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FAS is planning to give special attention to pit-stuffing in
its up-coming U.S.-Russian workshops on warhead-dismantlement.
Recently funded by the W. Alton Jones Foundation, these talks
are being organized by FAS Fund Chairman Frank von Hippel as
part of FAS's decade-long dialogue with Russian scientists on
warhead dismantlement.

The March/April FAS Public Interest Report was delayed to
confirm declassification of the lead article by Matthew Bunn on
the application of pit-stuffing to arms control.  But this
requirement only confirms the importance of this article. And
the two FAS-commissioned articles, by Bunn and Garwin, have
already fully stirred Government thinking on the desirability
of U.S.-Russian discussions of pit-stuffing".

Please do send a copy of the above message to the President to
let him know we all want him to take his presidential actions
soon.

Please also post this message broadly because many peace
activists are convinced that, from a technological standpoint,
it will take years to disable all the nuclear weapons in the
world.

Best wishes,

Sue & Marvin Clark
Co-directors
Global Demilitarization
42 Maple Ave.
Troy, NY, 12180 USA
phone: +1-518-274-0784
Email:  glodem@wizvax.net

Administrative Board Members

Oscar Arias, Nobel Peace Laureate, honorary member
Mary Evelyn Jegen, SND, Pax Christi International
Dietrich Fischer, Author, Professor, Pace University
Bill Price, Director, World Peacemakers
Bill Hartung, Author
Organizations are for identification only
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 11:42:39 +0800 (WST)
From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@sage.wt.com.au>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Informal A2000 meeting; Comments on de-alerting
To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
cc: abolition-caucus@igc.org

I agree with the sentiments Lachlan has presented here.  There are 
dangers in allowing small steps toward Abolition to be used by others as 
an excuse for not proceeding further toward disarmament.

But on the other hand there are dangers in NOT allowing the nuclear 
powers to make small steps on the way toward disarmament.  If we insist 
on total disarmament and nothing less, as a single step, we will NEVER 
achieve it.   The nuclear powers would feel too vulnerable relinquishing 
their weapons overnight - they would inevitably suspect that the other 
side had "hidden" a few weapons (as indeed they keep accusing Iraq of 
hiding weapons).  

The nuclear arms regime tok years to build up, and it is not going to go 
away overnight.  We must be realistic, and propose steps that will build 
confidence while gradually allowing the players to step back from the brink.

What we are asking by the year 2000 is that the nuclear (and all) states
committ to the process, NOT that they give away their weapons overnight. 

Regards,
Graham Daniell
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

On Mon, 8 Jun 1998, Lachlan Forrow wrote:

> I fully agree that de-alerting must NOT be confused with
> abolition.  In our NEJM article on accidental nuclear war
> we called for de-alerting as an "urgent interim measure"
> toward the only permanent solution -- abolition -- and 
> explicitly mentioned Abolition 2000 with a reference to
> 
> www.napf.org for more information.
> 
> Nonetheless, I think that de-alerting is an important interim
> step to emphasize for at least three reasons:
> 
> 1. Continued hair-trigger alert poses a clear and present 
> danger to every US city TODAY, and to the extent that
> US complacency about nuclear weapons is a barrier to
> Abolition 2000 a focus on de-alerting can help.
> 
> 2. General Butler told us that he considered de-alerting
> to be "Abolition Lite" -- if a military commander cannot
> rapidly use a weapon then s/he begins to make
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> plans to accomplish military objectives _without_ that
> weapon.  Over time, de-alerting can lead to decreased
> military resistance to abolition.
> 
> 3. It should be much easier to build broad support for
> de-alerting than for many other steps in Abolition 2000.  
> Frankly, it's not clear to me why anyone should/would
> _oppose_ de-alerting.  And once we have gotten those
> who are not (yet) our allies to join us on this step I believe
> they will be more willing to discuss next steps.
> 
> Having said all of that, we must keep in mind the real danger
> of all short-term goals: victory in the Limited Test Ban Treaty
> was possibly the most damaging event in the overall history
> of the anti-nuclear movement -- banning nuclear test explosions in 
> the atmosphere was a great thing, but did nothing to slow the
> nuclear arms race itself.
> 
> 
> Lachlan Forrow, MD
> President, The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
> Dedicated to supporting Reverence for Life in Action
> 
> "Example is not the main thing in influencing others;
> it is the only thing."
>                                       --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
> 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 09 Jun 1998 18:56:00 +0900
From: Hiro Umebayashi <CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: RE: Obuchi's proposal/Japan
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

Dear friends,

Many readers seem to be interested in Foreign Minister Obuchi's 
proposal (see
below). So am I. This is a very brief response from Japan.

After the Indian and Pakistani nuclear experiments, Japanese 
government's behavior
looks in two ways. In the UN Security Council, to which Japan is a 
member now, it
behaved in a well-balanced manner "as usual" to make a resolution. 
Nothing was
new. But The tone of Obuchi's proposal is somewhat different.

I am not optimistic regarding the possible change of nuclear policy of 
the LDP
Government; which sticks to the idea to defend Japan by the nuclear 
umbrella
of the United States. But I welcome the Obuchi's proposal, because it 
may provide
an opportunity for other governments to stand strongly and the 
conference may be a
venue of birth of new initiatives toward nuclear disarmament. The 
conference will
also be an invaluable opportunity for NGOs to exercise their pressure.

My sense is that since it is time everyone should not act "as usual" 
for nuclear
disarmament, I am inclined not to criticize our government "as usual."

Sincerely,

Hiro
*****************************************************************
Hiro Umebayashi
International Coordinator, PCDS/Executive Director, Peace Depot
3-3-1 Minowa-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 223-0051 Japan
tel: 81-45-563-5101, fax: 81-45-563-9907,  e-mail: 
CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp
****************************************************************** 

http://dailynews.yahoo.com/headlines/upi/story.html?s=n/upi/98/06/05/i
nterna
tional_news/japannucl_1.html

Friday June 5 2:32 AM EDT 
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Japan moots non-nuclear powers talks

TOKYO, June 5 (UPI) -- Japan's foreign minister says Tokyo is 
considering 
proposing a meeting among non-nuclear countries that could potentially 
develop nuclear arms in a bid to pressure nuclear states toward 
disarmament.

Keizo Obuchi (``kay-zoh oh-boo-chee'') said if major non-nuclear 
countries 
supporting the abolishment of nuclear weapons could unite, it could 
pressure 
the five declared nuclear powers as well as India and Pakistan toward 
nuclear disarmament.

The five declared nuclear powers are Britain, China, France, Russia 
and the 
United States -- the five permanent members of the U.N. Security 
Council 
that were the victorious allies after World War II. 

Speaking at a news conference today, Obuchi said, ``I think countries 
that 
can develop (nuclear weapons) but do not do so by their policies have 
certain powers.'' 

Obuchi mentioned such countries as Brazil, Canada, Germany and South 
Africa 
as candidates for attending the possible gathering. 

The Japanese foreign minister made the remarks after the foreign 
ministers 
of the five nuclear powers held an emergency meeting in Geneva, 
Switzerland, 
today on nuclear issues arising from India's and Pakistan's nuclear 
tests 
last month. 

Obuchi said the present nuclear non-proliferation system assumes only 
the 
five major nuclear powers are allowed to possess nuclear weapons. 

But Obuchi said, ``Unless the five themselves also make efforts (for 
nuclear 
disarmament), other countries could never be satisfied.'' 

As the only country to suffer atomic bomb attacks, Japan is fervently 
opposed to the use of nuclear energy for militaristic purposes. 
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         Joint Declaration by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of:

    Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa
                                 and Sweden

   1. We, the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Brazil, Egypt, Ireland,
   Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden have considered
   the continued threat to humanity represented by the perspective of the
   indefinite possession of nuclear weapons by the nuclear-weapon states,
   as well as by those three nuclear-weapons-capable states that have not
   acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and the attendant possibility
   of use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. The seriousness of this
   predicament has been further underscored by the recent nuclear tests
   conducted by India and Pakistan.

   2. We fully share the conclusion expressed by the commissioners of the
   Canberra Commission in their Statement that "the proposition that
   nuclear weapons can be retained in perpetuity and never used -
   accidentally or by decision - defies credibility. The only complete
   defence is the elimination of nuclear weapons and assurance that they
   will never be produced again."

   3. We recall that the General Assembly of the United Nations already
   in January 1946 - in its very first resolution - unanimously called
   for a commission to make proposals for "the elimination from national
   armaments of atomic weapons and all other major weapons adaptable to
   mass destruction." While we can rejoice at the achievement of the
   international community in concluding total and global prohibitions on
   chemical and biological weapons by the Conventions of 1972 and 1993,
   we equally deplore the fact that the countless resolutions and
   initiatives which have been guided by similar objectives in respect of
   nuclear weapons in the past half century remain unfulfilled.

   4. We can no longer remain complacent at the reluctance of the
   nuclear-weapon states and the three nuclear-weapons-capable states to
   take that fundamental and requisite step, namely a clear commitment to
   the speedy, final and total elimination of their nuclear weapons and
   nuclear weapons capability and we urge them to take that step now.

   5. The vast majority of the membership of the United Nations has
   entered into legally-binding commitments not to receive, manufacture
   or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive
   devices. These undertakings have been made in the context of the
   corresponding legally binding commitments by the nuclear-weapon states
   to the pursuit of nuclear disarmament. We are deeply concerned at the
   persistant reluctance of the nuclear-weapon states to approach their
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   Treaty obligations as an urgent commitment to the total elimination of
   their nuclear weapons.

   6. In this connection we recall the unanimous conclusion of the
   International Court of Justice in its 1996 Advisory Opinion that there
   exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion
   negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under
   strict and effective international control.

   7. The international community must not enter the third millennium
   with the prospect that the maintenance of these weapons will be
   considered legitimate for the indefinite future, when the present
   juncture provides a unique opportunity to eradicate and prohibit them
   for all time. We therefore call on the governments of each of the
   nuclear-weapon states and the three nuclear-weapons-capable states to
   commit themselves unequivocally to the elimination of their respective
   nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons capability and to agree to start
   work immediately on the practical steps and negotiations required for
   its achievement.

   8. We agree that the measures resulting from such undertakings leading
   to the total elimination of nuclear weapons will begin with those
   states that have the largest arsenals. But we also stress the
   importance that they be joined in a seamless process by those with
   lesser arsenals at the appropriate juncture. The nuclear-weapon states
   should immediately begin to consider steps to be taken to this effect.

   9. In this connection we welcome both the achievements to date and the
   future promise of the START process as an appropriate bilateral, and
   subsequently plurilateral mechanism including all the nuclear-weapon
   states, for the practical dismantlement and destruction of nuclear
   armaments undertaken in pursuit of the elimination of nuclear weapons.

   10. The actual elimination of nuclear arsenals, and the development of
   requisite verification regimes, will of necessity require time. But
   there are a number of practical steps that the nuclear-weapon states
   can, and should, take immediately. We call on them to abandon present
   hair-trigger postures by proceeding to de-alerting and de-activating
   their weapons. They should also remove non-strategic nuclear weapons
   from deployed sites. Such measures will create beneficial conditions
   for continued disarmament efforts and help prevent inadvertent,
   accidental or unauthorized launches.

   11. In order for the nuclear disarmament process to proceed, the three
   nuclear-weapons-capable states must clearly and urgently reverse the
   pursuit of their respective nuclear weapons development or deployment
   and refrain from any actions which could undermine the efforts of the
   international community towards nuclear disarmament. We call upon
   them, and all other states that have not yet done so, to adhere to the
   Non-Proliferation Treaty and take the necessary measures which flow
   from adherence to this instrument. We likewise call upon them to sign
   and ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty without delay and
   without conditions.
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   12. An international ban on the production of fissile material for
   nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices (Cut-off) would
   further underpin the process towards the total elimination of nuclear
   weapons. As agreed in 1995 by the States Parties to the NPT,
   negotiations on such a convention should commence immediately.

   13. Disarmament measures alone will not bring about a world free from
   nuclear weapons. Effective international cooperation to prevent the
   proliferation of these weapons is vital and must be enhanced through,
   inter alia, the extension of controls over all fissile material and
   other relevant components of nuclear weapons. The emergence of any new
   nuclear-weapon state, as well as any non-state entity in a position to
   produce or otherwise acquire such weapons, seriously jeopardises the
   process of eliminating nuclear weapons.

   14. Other measures must also be taken pending the total elimination of
   nuclear arsenals. Legally binding instruments should be developed with
   respect to a joint no-first-use undertaking between the nuclear-weapon
   states and as regards non-use or threat of use of nuclear weapons
   against non-nuclear-weapon states, so called negative security
   assurances.

   15. The conclusion of the Treaties of Tlatelolco, Rarotonga, Bangkok
   and Pelindaba, establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones as well as the
   Antarctic Treaty have steadily excluded nuclear weapons from entire
   regions of the world. The further pursuit, extension and establishment
   of such zones, especially in regions of tension, such as the Middle
   East and South Asia, represents a significant contribution to the goal
   of a nuclear-weapon-free world.

   16. These measures all constitute essential elements which can and
   should be pursued in parallel: by the nuclear-weapon states among
   themselves; and by the nuclear-weapon states together with the
   non-nuclear-weapon states, thus providing a road map towards a
   nuclear-weapon-free world.

   17. The maintenance of a world free of nuclear weapons will require
   the underpinnings of a universal and multilaterally negotiated legally
   binding instrument or a framework encompassing a mutually reinforcing
   set of instruments.

   18. We, on our part, will spare no efforts to pursue the objectives
   outlined above. We are jointly resolved to achieve the goal of a world
   free from nuclear weapons. We firmly hold that the determined and
   rapid preparation for the post-nuclear era must start now.
.
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Dear Abolitionists,

The following statement was made by Mr David Andrews TD, Ireland's Foreign
Minister, when he launched in Dublin this morning the Joint Ministerial
Declaration "A Nuclear Weapons-Free World: The Need For A New Agenda".
Bearing in mind that Rebecca Johnson confirms that Ireland was the
initiator of what Mr Andrews dubbed the NEW AGENDA COALITION, she agrees
that this is almost more important than the Declaration, because it shows
that the political will is there to make the pace for abolition.
Apparently, he added in discussion afterwards that it is intended to
present this initiative in September as a UN General Assembly resolution.

Incidentally, when I briefed David Andrews on the World Court Project in
1993 (he was then Defence Minister), he was very supportive and, as a
lawyer, was prepared to sign the MacBride Lawyers' Appeal against nuclear
weapons, as his father had been close friends with Sean MacBride!

For good measure, I've just heard that John Gormley, a Green Party TD (MP)
has called for Ireland to be made a nuclear free zone!! I'm sending him a
copy of New Zealand's Nuclear Free Act.

Onwards & upwards,
Rob Green
Chair, World Court Project UK

* * *

"I indicated to the Dail and Seanad recently that I had been considering an
initiative in respect of nuclear disarmament, and I have asked you here
today to share with you the fruits of these efforts.

I have been working for some months with my colleagues from New Zealand,
Sweden and South Africa on ways and means to re-kindle the will of the
international community for nuclear disarmament.  These efforts have now
led to the formation of a new coalition of like-minded countries, including
in particular those countries with which we have for many years worked
together in the field of nuclear disarmament: Brazil, Mexico, Egypt and
more recently Slovenia, a grouping which I shall henceforth describe as the
New Agenda Coalition. [He then departed from his text to congratulate South
Africa and President Mandela for being the only country in the world to
have produced and then dismantled nuclear weapons.]

The collapse of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War provided
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opportunities for the final thrust leading to the elimination of nuclear
weapons.  These opportunities have sadly been squandered in the decade
since then by the international community.

The nuclear weapon states have found new justifications where none exist
for the indefinite retention of their nuclear weapons.

States such as Ireland - eager to grasp the opportunity offered by the end
of the Cold War - have proposed ambitious programmes for the achievement of
a world without nuclear weapons.  Given the complacency of the nuclear
weapon states and their lack of urgency, the results have been meagre and
disappointing.

It was in this pitiable and worrying environment that my colleagues and I
decided that a new initiative had to be taken now if the prospect of the
retention of nuclear weapons was not to continue for the indefinite future.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty process was launched by Frank Aiken in 1958,
and Ireland has traditionally maintained a close involvement in nuclear
disarmament.  We therefore feel a particular concern at moments such as
this, when the NPT is under threat.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty is the foundation on which the prevention of
the spread of nuclear weapons rests.  But more particularly, it is a
charter for the elimination of nuclear weapons.

The nuclear weapon states are required to eliminate their nuclear arsenals
under the Non-Proliferation Treaty.  Their failure to fulfil their legally
binding obligations under the Treaty is not the result of any inadequacy in
the Treaty itself.  It is the result of the lack of political will.

Today's initiative is about securing that political will and putting in
motion the actions that will necessarily follow, so that in a few short
years we will have consigned nuclear weapons to history both to protect our
future and that of our children in a nuclear weapons-free world.

The recent developments in India and Pakistan have not been the motive for
the launching of this initiative.  The work of my colleagues and myself
predates them.  However coincidental these developments may be, they can be
seen now as justifying, indeed validating the necessity of this
Declaration.  The existence of three nuclear weapon-capable states - India,
Pakistan and Israel - in regions of the world where some of the worst long
term tension exists, are a demonstaration, if any were needed, of the high
cost of inaction on the part of the international community.

The development of nuclear weapons in the Middle East and South Asia
repeats all over again the folly which was used to justify their
development by the five nuclear weapon states during the Cold War.

The nuclear weapon states have let slip the opportunities for the
elimination of their own nuclear arsenals.  We now face further
proliferation.  The only valid response to this situation or any situation
involving the retention of nuclear weapons is to eliminate them for all
time.
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There is only one logical step for mankind now.  That is to see to the
abolition of these weapons once and for all.  In the first instance we
require a renewed commitment.  The nuclear weapon states already entered
into commitments as Parties to the NPT.  But, however much they reduce
their nuclear arsenals, they persist in developing, modernizing and
deploying nuclear weapons.  These actions circumvent the hard choice
needed, if we are to achieve a world free of nuclear weapons.  We must now
break through this obduracy and secure a firm political commitment on the
part of the nuclear weapon states and nuclear weapons-capable states to
proceed with the rapid elimination of nuclear weapons.  Nothing less than a
straight and unambiguous political commitment will do.

Once we have secured that commitment, we will look at nuclear disarmament
in a totally new way.  Let me explain.  In the case of other weapons of
mass destruction such as chemical and biological weapons, genuine
commitment was followed by serious negotiation premised on that commitment.
Nuclear force reductions will take on a very different complexion if they
are scrutinized from the perspective of a commitment to eliminate them
totally.

At the same time, we can use existing bilateral and multilateral mechanisms
or invent new ones, as required, so that we can achieve rapid negotiating
results.  The Conference on Disarmament was created in 1961 as a
centrepiece in the nuclear disarmament machinery.  The refusal of the
nuclear weapon states even to discuss the prospects of nuclear disarmament
at the Conference on Disarmament, would of necessity have to change.

Our final goal must be to abolish nuclear weapons and to prohibit their
development, production, stockpiling, transfer and use, just as we have
done in the case of chemical and biological weapons.  We have criminalized
any activities associated with chemical weapons.  We must now reach a stage
where any activity relating to the development, production and  use of
nuclear weapons will likewise be prohibited.

Let me close by reiterating a statement of the obvious: nuclear weapons if
they are retained will be used - whether by accident or design.  While we
have no doubt about human ingenuity we must equally have no doubt about its
frailty.  With the development and use of nuclear weapons humanity has gone
one step too far. Nagasaki and Hiroshima are enduring and terrible
witnesses to this.  We must pull back from the brink; or the price may be
humanity itself.

My colleagues the Foreign Ministers of Brazil, Egypt, Mexico, New Zealand,
Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden today in their respective capitals join
with me in launching this Declaration entitled: "Towards A Nuclear Free
World: The Need For A New Agenda."  I am particularly pleased to greet here
today among us the representatives of those countries accredited to Ireland
and I know that some of them have gone to the trouble of travelling from
London for the occasion."

ENDS
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Kate, 
Thanks for putting the news of this up so quickly.

Quick note of clarification: Although because of the time difference the
news was first broken by New Zealand, I think we should all know (and
acknowledge) that the original initiative was Ireland's.  

The Irish foreign ministry started working on getting a politically and
geographically representative group of states together as a 'New Agenda
Coalition' before the NPT PrepCom.  Because of the delicacy of the
negotiations and the importance that certain of the NWS not get wind of it
in time to put pressure on the governments concerned it had to be kept very
secret.  (It was one reason why Ireland kept very quiet at the PrepCom, when
I was assuring Doug, Rob and others that it wasn't because they had reneged
on nuclear disarmament, but I was not at liberty to reveal anything else,
because it would have been terrible if the P-5 had moved to head it off)  

The Indian-Pakistan tests and the abysmally complacent response of the P-5
give an added sense of urgency, and may have affected the timing, to bring
it forward.  Their likely next step is for those eight countries to put a
similar resolution down at the UN First Committee and 1998 General Assembly,
and see how many want to join up to the 'new agenda'. 

New Zealand, for its part, did a good job of getting 47 countries to sign on
to its statement condemning the nuclear tests at the CD, but I hope you
don't mind the Irish having credit for this one!

This was done at the highest level.  Congratulations are due to all eight
foreign ministers for getting it together.  I think this is a very important
initiative, and we NGOs should support and use it as widely as we can, and
make it GROW.

I'm currently trying to get accreditation to cover the G-8 meeting in
London, to which, I gather other governments including South Africa, Brazil,
Argentina... will also be invited to attend.

But great news, and thanks for putting the text up so promptly, Kate,
love, Rebecca xx

>Dear Friends,
>
>It gives me great pleasure to present this exciting initiative by
>BRAZIL,EGYPT,IRELAND, MEXICO, NEW ZEALAND, SLOVENIA, SOUTH AFRICA AND
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>SWEDEN. It begins with New Zealand's announcement of it. I urge you all to
>take the time to read their joint communique which is attached.  For those
>who can't access attachments, I will make a separate posting of the text file.
>
>With very warm wishes from the wintry south,
>
>Kate
>Attachment Converted: c:\mail\8nation.1
>
>

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857
fax                (0) 171 503 9153
website http://www.gn.apc.org/acronym
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Thanks very much to Francis Connelly & Michael Simmons for taking and typing
up the minutes from the informal Abolition 2000 mtg in Geneva.

A few errors appear in my "goals and strategies" paper (mostly typos) --
I've made corrections below in CAPS and numbered the goals & accompanying
strategies.

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests have created a new urgency for our
work, and greatly increased government and public interest in nuclear
weapons and disarmament. These goals and strategies were devised before the
tests. I would offer that they are more relevent and necessary than before,
but that we now should not wait for the documentary film on nuclear dangers
to be ready (see point 3) -- we must set up discussion forums, speaking
tours, media campaigns, petition drives, legislative drives _now_ around the
call for governments to commence immediate negotiations on a Nuclear Weapons
Convention. I'll post an action plan on this very soon.

>>GOALS AND STRATEGIES FOR THE COMING 12 MONTHS
>>Proposed by KARINA Wood, 5 May 1998
>>
>>In the eight years since the end of the Cold War, the abolition of nuclear
>>weapons has moved from an idealistic dream to a practical possibility.

>>However, the disarmament process has stalled:
>>* Negotiations are NOT occurring IN the Conference on Disarmament (CD)
>>* the NPT process is not moving forward
>>* START II is lying unratified in the Duma and the US refuses to begin
>>START III talks until START II is ratified.  
>>* Meanwhile nuclear weapon states are developing and deploying new weapons,
>>NATO is expanding, the US Senate seeks to dismantle the ABM treaty and
>>establish Star Wars in the US and over NATO member states in Europe.
>>
>>We have to kick start the disarmament process.  This is our mandate for the
>>coming year 
>>
>>The working groups of Abolition 2000 should continue to set goals and
>>strategy for their specific areas and communicate them to the network via
>>email and the coordinating committee
>>
>>In addition I propose that there are several major goals that we should all
>>work on for the coming year, and integrate into our programme of actions;
>>
>>We should set ourselves achievable goals to realise by the April 1999
>>PrepCom and the Hague Appeal for Peace in May 1999.
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1. Establishment of an intersessional working group, to meet during the year
>>between Prep Coms to discuss aspects of  nuclear disarmament with the
>>intention of establishing a negotiating mandate for the CD.  (See LCNP
>>paper Making It Happen).  NGOs in every non-NWS should put pressure on
>>their governments to support the establishment of this working group: the
>>LCNP  should draft a letter that NGOs can deliver to their policy makers.  
>>
2. Getting each non-NWS to make a unilateral declaration that its security
>>is incompatible with and will not be compromised by the FIRST USE
>>policies of the US, Russia and NATO.  (See Arjun, Masa and Oliver's paper,
>>Some Short Term Steps.)  NGOs need to pressure their governments to make
>>this declaration; particular focus on Germany and Japan.  These
>>declarations will be presented at the 1999 PrepCom and celebrated at The
>>Hague Conference.
>>
3. Getting the NWS to dealert their nuclear arsenals.  Dealarting would be
>>a huge breakthrough for the disarmament process, it would represent a
>>massive practical and psychological shift towards abolition.  The
>>television documentary highlighting the existing nuclear dangers in the
>>Russian and US arsenals, prompted by Alan Cranston and General Butler
>>should be pitched to TV stations in your country for viewing to the widest
>>possible audience.  We should organise discussion forums on the dangers of
>>accidental and intentional launch and the urgent need for dealerting, to be
>>broadcast immediately following the documentary.  The film may be READY for
>>broadcast as early as September 1998, but maybe not until Jan 1999.  In any
>>case, we should start planning the discussion forums now: select speakers,
>>talk to TV stations and media experts, plan what questions should be raised
>>and where the forum should TAKE place.  (Your capital city?  A site which
>>has special significance for nuclear weapons/disarmament.)  A group of
>>people should form to create a packet of information that can be
>>distributed to viewers who can dial a number advertised in the TV
broadcast. [I VOLUNTEERED THAT THE FOURTH FREEDOM FORUM WOULD TAKE THE LEAD
ON THIS] 
>>
4. I also propose that Abolition 2000 hold a meeting at the Hague Appeal for
>>Peace 1999.  Our NETWORK needs to grow if we are to achieve our goal, and
it is projected that 10,000 activists from all over the world will attend
THE HAGUE APPEAL FOR PEACE SUMMIT.  We can meet and strategise with
environmentalists, human rights activists and other peace campaigners.  We
will be able to project our profile to the world media and advertise our
aims to the the global community.
Karina Wood
U.S. Outreach Coordinator, 
Hague Appeal for Peace 
43 Nisbet St, 3rd Fl.
Providence, RI 02906
Tel: 401 751-8172
Fax: 401 751-1476
Email: kwood@igc.apc.org
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June 9

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball
RE: pressure building for action on CTBT in Senate

For your information, the following is the text of a  press release issued
today, June 9, 1998 by the Offices of Carl Levin and Jeff Bingaman.

More details when they are available.

DK

***********

     SENS. LEVIN AND BINGAMAN CALL FOR  HEARINGS ON THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST
BAN TREATY
     Urge Armed Services Chairman Thurmond To Show Leadership In the Wake 
     of India and Pakistan Testing of Nuclear Weapons 
     
     Washington--Sens. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) and Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) in a 
     letter to the Chairman of the Senate Armed Service Committee Strom 
     Thurmond (R-SC) urged him, in the wake of India and Pakistan holding 
     nuclear tests, hold hearings over the national security implications 
     of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CBTB).
     
        "The events in India and Pakistan remind us that we continue to 
     live in a dangerous world," Levin said. "The Comprehensive Test Ban 
     Treaty would help make it safer, but only if the Senate approves and 
     the United States ratifies the Treaty. Before that can happen, the 
     Senate must assume its constitutional responsibilities and begin the 
     process of holding hearings on the Treaty as soon as possible." 
     
        "The era of nuclear testing is clearly not over. It is even more 
     important today than it was yesterday to send a strong message to 
     world leaders about the importance the United States Senate places on 
     the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. A Committee hearing is central to 
     getting the message across," Bingaman said.
     
        The long-term ramifications of the success or failure of the CTBT 
     are of keen importance to the Armed Services Committee. Controlling 
     the spread of nuclear materials and nuclear weapons has long been a 
     priority of the committee. The CTBT is a key component in the effort 
     to reduce the threat posed by nuclear weapons and to improve U.S. 
     national security. As such, it is both important and appropriate that 
     the Armed Services Committee should hold hearings on the national 
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     security implications of the Treaty as soon as possible and prepare a 
     report setting forth its views. Levin is the Ranking Minority Member 
     of the Senate Committee on Armed Services and Bingaman is the Ranking 
     Minority Member of the Subcommittee on Strategic Forces.
     -30-
     

________________________________________
Erik Floden
Council for a Livable World
110 Maryland Ave. NE #409
Washington, DC 20002
p:(202) 543-4100 f:(202)543-6297
efloden@clw.org

___________________________________________________

John Isaacs
President
Council for a Livable World 
110 Maryland Avenue, NE  Suite 409
Washington, DC  20002

V: (202) 543-4100
F: (202) 543-6297
___________________________________________________

___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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I finally have a paper copy of the text of the eight nation declaration,
and would just note that Jan Lonn's text omits the title of the
document, which I think is important.

The title is: 

Towards a Nuclear-Weapons-Free World: The Need for a New Agenda

Thanks

Stephen Young
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Dear Friends,

Thanks to Rebecca for clarifying Ireland's wonderful leadership role in
this initiative. I only included NZ's announcement because it showed
clearly that this was in the pipeline before the recent nuclear tests.
Apologies to those who could not open the attachment. I did send it
separately as a text file but it has still not appeared. Thanks to others
for reposting.

Yes, let's send off many thank you letters to the Foreign Ministers and
their Ministries: Here is ours for starters:
  Hon Don McKinnon, Parliament Buildings, Wellington, Aotearoa/New Zealand
  Fax 64 4 471 9997  
email for his secretary is: michele.law@mx.parliament.govt.nz ( please only
use this for this particular thankyou initiative!)

Alan Cook and Christine Bogle, International Security and Arms Control
Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Stafford House, The
Terrace, Wellington.  Fax: 64 4 494 8520.

We look forward to receiving the details for the Irish government and
ministry.

With best wishes,

Kate
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 08:43:35 +1200
From: Kate Dewes <katie@chch.planet.org.nz>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Fax number correction for NZ Minister!!
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: kate@mail.chch.planet.org.nz

Dear Friends,
Please correct the fax number for Minister of Foreign Affairs, Don McKinnon.
It should read: 64 4 471 1444.
Thanks, Kate
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To: mupj
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Interfaith mobilization for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: d.atwood@mbox.unicc.org, Suspeace@aol.com, MSimmon@afsc.org, tbtaylor@princton.edu, 
mkamiya@wcrp.org, JGG786@aol.com, "Zohl de Istar" <pacific@rainbow.net.au>, eeregehr@watservl.uwaterloo.ca 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Friends:

There is an urgent need for a breakthrough in the quest to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  This is evident, first, in the 
Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests, and, second, in the continuing refusal of the established nuclear weapons 
states to commit themselves to complete nuclear disarmament.

I believe that the world religious community should mobilize and insist that all nations renounce nuclear weapons, both 
for deterrence and for war-fighting, and then proceed expeditiously to their total elimination.  My ideas are presented in 
the attached statement.

I would like very much to receive your reaction to my proposal and to have your ideas on how we can work together 
and what we should advocate.

Shalom,
Howard 

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
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strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
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cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.
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APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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To: "Bahig Nassar" <aruna@intouch.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Interfaith mobilization for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Bahig:

It was a pleasure to be with you in Geneva during the meeting of the NPT Preparatory Committee.  Although the 
PrepCom was blocked from significant action by the nuclear weapon states, we in the NGO community gained a lot by 
spending two weeks together.  The subsequent nuclear weapon tests by India and Pakistan make it even more important 
for us to press on for nuclear abolition.

As part of this broad effort, there is a need to mobilize the global religious community on an interfaith basis.   In the 
attachment I offer some ideas on how this might be done.  I would be interested in your comments on my proposals.  
And I would like to receive any suggestions you may offer.  In particular I would like your assistance in making contact 
with Moslem leaders in the Middle East and elsewhere.  

I recall your advocacy of a weapons of mass destruction free zone for the Middle East.   I would be interested in 
receiving more information about this proposal and what is going on to bring it about.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
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(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.
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We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
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invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 

May 29, 1998
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 21:12:35 +0100 (BST)
From: robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (Rob Green)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: New Agenda Coalition Declaration: Irish Glossary
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ah197.du.pipex.com [193.130.247.197] claimed to be 
[193.130.252.226]
X-Sender: robwcpuk@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Abolitionists,

When the Irish Foreign Minister launched the New Agenda Coalition's
Declaration this morning in Dublin, his officials included the following
Glossary.

Best wishes,
Rob Green
Chair, World Court Project UK
* * *

Joint Ministerial Declaration:

TOWARDS A NUCLEAR WEAPONS-FREE WORLD: THE NEED FOR A NEW AGENDA

Glossary

The numbering of the paragraphs in this Glossary corresponds to the
relevant paragraphs in the Declaration.

1. The nuclear weapon states also known as the P5 are Britain, China,
France, the Russian Federation and the US.  Nuclear weapons-capable states
are: India, Pakistan and Israel.  They are not declared nuclear weapon
states.

2. The Canberra Commission was an initiative of the Australian government
and reported in 1996.  The conclusions of the Report are considered a
moderate and authoritative presentation of the case for nuclear disarmament
in the post Cold War era.  There are many parallels between its approach
and that of the present Declaration.

3.(a) The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) entered into force in 1993
[this is wrong: it was opened for signature in 1993, and entered into force
last April - I've pointed this out to contacts in Dublin.] It represents a
model for nuclear disarmament.  The CWC is a total ban on development,
production, stockpiling, transfer and use of CW and includes a
comprehensive verification mechanism to oversee its implementation by
States Parties.

  (b)  The Biological Weapons Convention (BTWC) which was concluded in 1972
bans biological weapons but lacks a verification mechanism.  Currently
negotiations are taking place in Geneva to develop this Treaty in depth.
Ireland is an original State Party to both the CWC and the BTWC.
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4.  The nuclear weapon states interpret their obligations under Article VI
of the NPT as requiring nuclear disarmament in the context of general and
complete disarmament.  The non-nuclear states reject this.  The language of
the Treaty supports this interpretation. However, in view of the nuclear
weapon states' interpretation, there is required - in addition to what is
contained in the Treaty but without amending the Treaty - a statement of
political commitment to eliminate nuclear weapons, as such a political
commitment would require a novel approach to nuclear force reductions -
each step being premised on elimination.

5.  The adherence to the NPT and the halt of nuclear weapons development by
the vast majority of states represented a restraint which was premised on
rapid nuclear disarmament.  The nuclear weapon states are clearly in
default in the performance of their obligations to eliminate their nuclear
arsenals.

6. The ICJ agreed that the nuclear weapon states were obliged to pursue
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament.  This obligation is not
couched in terms of general and complete disarmament as the nuclear weapons
states have attempted to interpret Article VI of the NPT, and it is
therfore a landmark statement.

7.  Nuclear weapons like other weapons of mass destruction such as chemical
and biological weapons will have to be prohibited in due course.  The ICJ
Opinion has undermined the arguments for the retention of nuclear weapons.
The possibility of the use of nuclear weapons consistent with humanitarian
law, the laws of neutrality etc, are presented in the Opinion as unreal and
implausible.  However, to adopt an approach that foresees the rapid
abolition of these weapons will require a political decision, on the basis
of which a legal framework giving effect to that inevitable conclusion can
be begun.

8.  The United States and the Russian Federation have by far the largest
arsenals and they must therefore begin the process of force reductions
premised on their rapid elimination.  However, Britain, France and China
will have to be integrated into this process at the appropriate time as
once the US and RF reduce their nuclear forces to a certain point, the
security of all the nuclear weapon states becomes interlinked in a more
fundamental way.  The most unstable period in nuclear disarmament will
occur when nuclear arsenals are a minimum.  It is therefore necessary to
integrate the smaller nuclear states and the nuclear capable states into
that process from the start.  Appropriate arrangements relating to India,
Pakistan and Israel will also have to be included in this process.

9.  The Declaration does not follow recent approaches to nuclear
disarmament which call for a programme with fixed time-frames for the
complete dismantlement of existing nuclear weapons negotiated
multilaterally.  Instead, the Declaration proposes the use of existing
bilateral machinery and its development to take account of the need to
incorporate the other nuclear weapon states at an appropriate stage in the
process.

10.  The nuclear weapon states themselves have been considering what
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measures should be taken to stabilize existing nuclear weapon deployments.
The most urgently needed of such measures are called for in the
Declaration.

11.  This paragraph is addressed expressly at the nuclear weapons-capable
states, India, Pakistan and Israel to secure their renunciation of nuclear
weapons.  It includes a call to join the NPT - clearly with non-nuclear
weapon status - as South Africa and the Ukraine have done in the wake of
democratization and to take the necessary measures, such as submitting to
full-scope safeguards and dismantling their nuclear weapons capability.
They are also called upon to sign and ratify the CTBT without conditions.
Israel has signed but not ratifed the CTBT.

12. The control of fissile material has always been central to the process
of nuclear disarmament.  In a nuclear weapons-free world, all fissile
material will be controlled by the IAEA as is now the case with the fissile
material in Ireland and other non-nuclear weapons states.  The negotiation
of a cut-off of the production of fissile material is an obvious first
step.

13.  This paragraph develops paragraph 12 and emphasizes that the
verification regime which will be required to secure the world free from
nuclear weapons will require controls on all fissile material and controls
over all other relevant components of nuclear weapons and weapons systems.
The emergence of any new nuclear weapons-capable states (or the acquisition
of a nuclear device by terrorists) during this process clearly jeopardizes
the pursuit of nuclear disarmament, leaving as it does a state or entity
with a capacity to threaten at the same time as that capacity is being
relinquished by the existing nuclear weapon states.

14. Negative security assurances or guarantees by the nuclear weapon states
that they will not attack any non-nuclear weapon state, are considered
important as interim measures which should be in place during the process
of nuclear disarmament. There are currently different approaches by the
nuclear weapon states in this regard and indications from some that they
are moving away from earlier more comprehensive assurances in this regard.

15. The conclusion of nuclear weapon-free zones is considered to be an
important contributory step in preventing proliferation at regional level.
The two areas of tension where there are no such zones are the Middle East
and South Asia.  Nuclear weapon-free zones are an incremental means of
preventing nuclear armaments' development and deployment.

16.  The multilateral negotiating structures required to elaborate the
treaty or treaties that will make up the regime to prohibit and destroy
nuclear weapons for all time, is not outlined here in detail.  However,
there is clearly a role for multilateral diplomacy in nuclear disarmament.
The final abolition and prohibition of nuclear weapons will require a
non-discriminatory Convention prohibiting these weapons, and this will have
to be negotiated by sovereign states in equality and in a multilateral
environment.

17.  While the Declaration does not define the types of treaty or
conventions required, it is clear that there will be a legal instrument or
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set of instruments to prohibit these weapons.  Many proposals have been put
forward, including the possibility of amending the NPT or adding protocols,
or even the elaboration of a single nuclear weapons convention.

18. This Declaration represents a call for the launching of a reinvigorated
process. It acknowledges the efforts that have been made but it also
recognizes that these have been inadequate and that the international
community needs to proceed with a novel commitment to nuclear disarmament.
This initiative will be followed up at the General Assembly of the United
Nations later this year.

ENDS
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75 U.S. CATHOLIC BISHOPS CONDEMN POLICY OF NUCLEAR DETERRENCE
        Erie, PA -- Nuclear deterrence as a national policy must be condemned as morally abhorrent because it's the excuse 
and justification for the continued possession and further development of nuclear weapons, say 73 U.S. Catholic bishops 
in a report issued today by Pax Christi USA, the national Catholic peace and justice organization.
        The report, "The Morality of Nuclear Deterrence: An Evaluation by Pax Christi Bishops in the United States," 
critiques current U.S. nuclear weapons policy in light of the Catholic Church's 1983 pastoral statement, "The Challenge 
of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response," which allowed for the morality of nuclear deterrence on the condition that 
it only be an interim measure tied to progressive di
sarmament.  Further Catholic Church teaching has since called for a concrete policy of nuclear elimination.
        "With the recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan, we feel our statement is both timely and prophetic," says 
Walter F. Sullivan, Bishop of Richmond, Va. and president of Pax Christi USA.  "We hope it will help generate further 
discussions both within the Catholic community and in the policy-making circles of our government."
        The report recognizes the dramatic changes that have occurred since the end of the Cold War and offers a warning.  
"Because of the horrendous results if these weapons were to be used, and what we see as a greater liklihood of their use, 
we feel it is imperative to raise a clear, unambiguous voice in opposition to the continued reliance on nuclear 
deterrence," the report states.
        Coming in the wake of the recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan, the report calls for the United States and the 
other nuclear weapons states to enter into a process that will lead to a Nuclear Weapons Convention that would ban 
nuclear weapons the way that the Chemical and Biological Weapons Conventions have banned those weapons.
        "What the Indian and Pakistani tests make clear is that the discriminatory nature of current nonproliferation efforts 
will not free the world of the threat posed by these weapons," says Bishop Thomas Gumbleton, Auxiliary Bishop of 
Detroit, Mich., and a leading expert on nuclear deterrence in the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.  "The choice 
today is clear.  Either all nations must give up
 the right to possess these weapons or all nations will claim that right.  The events in India and Pakistan must be 
recognized as a sign of what is inevitable.  We must act now to avoid a future where the nuclear threat becomes the 
currency of international security."
        Citing the $60 billion Department of Energy program known as Stockpile Stewardship and Management, as well as 
current administration policies, the bishops conclude that the United States plans to rely on nuclear weapons 
indefinitely.
        "Such an investment in a program to upgrade the ability to design, develop, test, and maintain nuclear weapons 
signals quite clearly that the United States (and the other nuclear weapons states that are similarly developing these new 
design and testing capabilities) shows no intention of moving forward with 'progressive disarmament' and certainly no 
commitment to eliminating these weapons entirel
y," state the bishops.
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For media interviews, call Dave Robinson, program director, Pax Christi USA, at 814-453-4955, Ext. 235.

The Morality of Nuclear Deterrence

An Evaluation by Pax Christi Bishops in the United States

Issued on the 15th Anniversary of Challenge of Peace, God's Promise and Our Response
June 1998

June 1998

Dear Sisters and Brothers,

        We, the undersigned Catholic bishops of the United States and members of Pax Christi USA, write to you on a 
matter of grave moral concern: the continued possession, development and plans for the use of nuclear weapons by our 
country.  For the past fifteen years, and particularly in the context of the Cold War, we, the Catholic bishops of the 
United States, have reluctantly acknowledged the possib
ility that nuclear weapons could have some moral legitimacy, but only if the goal was nuclear disarmament.  It is our 
present, prayerful judgment that this legitimacy is now lacking.

        In 1983 the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, in our Pastoral Letter The Challenge of Peace: God's 
Promise and Our Response, grappled with the unique moral challenge posed by nuclear weapons.  Fifteen years ago we 
stated that, because of the massive and indiscriminate destruction that nuclear weapons would inflict, their use would 
not be morally justified.i  We spoke in harmony with the co
nscience of the world in that judgment.  We reaffirm that judgment now.  Nuclear weapons must never be used, no 
matter what the provocation, no matter what the military objective.

Deterrence
        Fifteen years ago we concurred with Pope John Paul II in acknowledging that, given the context of that time, 
possession of these weapons as a deterrent against the use of nuclear weapons by others could be morally acceptable, 
but acceptable only as an interim measure and only if deterrence were combined with clear steps toward progressive 
disarmament.

        Ours was a strictly conditioned moral acceptance of nuclear deterrence.  It depended on three criteria: 

                a) a reliance on deterrent strategies must be an interim policy only.  As we stated                     then, "We 
cannot consider it adequate as a long-term basis for peace;"ii

                b) the purpose of maintaining nuclear weapons in the interim was only "to prevent                       the use of 
nuclear weapons by others;"iii and
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                c) a reliance on deterrence must be used "not as an end in itself but as a step on the          way toward a 
progressive disarmament."iv

        In our 10th Anniversary Statement, The Harvest of Justice is Sown in Peace, we further specified that "progressive 
disarmament" must mean a commitment to the elimination of nuclear weapons, not simply as an ideal, but as a concrete 
policy goal.v

A New Moment

        In 1998 the global context is significantly different from what it was a few years ago.  Throughout the Cold War 
the nuclear arsenal was developed and maintained as the ultimate defense in an ideological conflict that pitted what 
were considered two historical forces against each other -- capitalism in the West and communism in the East.  The 
magnitude of that conflict was defined by the mutual e
xclusivity of each other's ideology.  Nuclear weapons and the policy of Mutually Assured Destruction were accepted as 
the inescapable context of that particular struggle.  Today the Soviet Union no longer exists.  The United States is now 
aiding its democratic successor, the Russian Federation, in dismantling the very nuclear weapons that a short time ago 
were poised to destroy us.  Yet, the Cold 
War weapons amassed throughout that struggle have survived the struggle itself and are today in search of new 
justifications and new missions to fulfill.

         But, with the end of the Cold War came new hope.  World opinion has coalesced around the concrete effort to 
outlaw nuclear weapons, as it has with biological and chemical weapons and most recently with anti-personnel 
landmines.  As examples of this opinion we note the dramatic public statement of December 1996 in which 61 retired 
Generals and Admirals, many of whom held the highest level positio
ns in the nuclear establishment of this country, said that these weapons are unnecessary, destabilizing and must be 
outlawed.vi  We also note the historic International Court of Justice opinion of July 1996 that, "The threat or use of 
nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules of international law applicable to armed conflict, and in 
particular the principles and rules of humanitaria
n law."  The Court went on to say, "There exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion 
negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and effective international control."vii

        Additionally, the Holy See has become more explicit in its condemnation of nuclear weapons and has urged their 
abolition.  We recognize this new moment and are in accord with the Holy See, which has stated, "If biological 
weapons, chemical weapons and now landmines can be done away with, so too can nuclear weapons.  No weapon so 
threatens the longed-for peace of the 21st century as the nuclear [w
eapon].  Let not the immensity of this task dissuade us from the efforts needed to free humanity from such a 
scourge."viii

        Unfortunately the monumental political changes that have occurred in the wake of the Cold War have not been 
accompanied by similar far reaching changes in the military planning for development and deployment of nuclear 
weapons.  It is absolutely clear to us that the present US policy does not include a decisive commitment to progressive 
nuclear disarmament.  Rather, nuclear weapons policy has bee
n expanded in the post-Cold War period to include new missions well beyond their previous role as a deterrent to 
nuclear attack.  The United States today maintains a commitment to use nuclear weapons first, including pre-emptive 
nuclear attacks on nations that do not possess nuclear weapons.  "Flexible targeting strategies" are aimed at Third World 
nations, and a new commitment exists to use nucle
ar weapons either preemptively or in response to chemical and biological weapons or other threats to US national 
interests.ix  This expanded role of the US nuclear deterrent is unacceptable.  

A New Arms Race

        In order to maintain the necessary credibility required by a continued reliance on nuclear deterrence, the United 
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States is today embarking on an expansion of its nuclear weapons complex.  The Department of Energy, in conjunction 
with the Department of Defense, has developed the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program, a vast and multi-
faceted effort at modernizing the nuclear weapons comple
x to provide for the continued research, development and testing of nuclear weapons well into the next century.  The 
program will eventually lead to creating computer-simulated nuclear weapons tests that will allow the United States to 
continue to test nuclear weapons in the event that the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, (which will ban full-scale 
underground nuclear testing) enters into force.x  T
he cost of this Stockpile Stewardship program is currently estimated at $60 billion over the next dozen years.  Such an 
investment in a program to upgrade the ability to design, develop, test and maintain nuclear weapons signals quite 
clearly that the United States, (as well as the other nuclear weapons states that are similarly developing these new 
testing and design capabilities) shows no intent

        Instead of progressive nuclear disarmament, we are witnessing the institutionalization of nuclear deterrence.  The 
recent Presidential Decision Directive on nuclear weapons policy, partially made known to the public in December 
1997, makes this point clear.  The Directive indicates that the United States will continue to rely on nuclear weapons as 
the cornerstone of the nation's strategic defense
, that the role of these weapons has been increased to include deterring Third World non-nuclear weapons states and 
deterring chemical and biological weapons, as well as other undefined vital US interests abroad.xii  Does not this policy, 
coupled with the huge investments under the Stockpile Stewardship Program, represent a renewed commitment to 
nuclear deterrence that will affect generations to c
ome?  The Department of Energy's own timetable for the Stockpile Stewardship Program indicates that the United 
States will continue to develop, test and rely upon a nuclear deterrent through the year 2065.xiii  This is clearly not the 
interim policy to which we grudgingly gave our moral approval in 1983.  Rather, it is the manifestation of the very 
reliance on nuclear nproliferation Treaty.  In Ha
nequivocally reject proposals to use nuclear weapons to deter non-nuclear threats, and should reinforce the fragile 
barrier against the use of these weapons."xv  Nuclear deterrence policy, as developed over the past decade, stands in 
clear contradiction to these goals.

Inherent Dangers

        The policy of nuclear deterrence has always included the intention to use the weapons if deterrence should fail.  
Since the end of the Cold War this deterrent has been expanded to include any number of potential aggressors, 
proliferators and so-called "rogue nations."  The inherent instability in a world unconstrained by the great-power 
standoff present throughout the Cold War leads us to conclud
e that the danger of deterrence failing has been increased.  That danger can become manifest if but one so-called "rogue 
state" calls the deterrent bluff.  In such a case the requirements of deterrence policy would be the actual use of nuclear 
weapons.  This must not be allowed.  Because of the horrendous results if these weapons should be used, and what we 
see as a greater likelihood of their use
, we now feel it is imperative to raise a clear, unambiguous voice in opposition to the continued reliance on nuclear 
deterrence.

Moral Conclusions

        Sadly, it is clear to us that our strict conditions for the moral acceptance of nuclear deterrence are not being met.  
Specifically,

                a) the policy of nuclear deterrence is being institutionalized.  It is no longer                        considered an 
interim policy but rather has become the very "long-term basis for                        peace" that we rejected in 1983.

                b) the role of nuclear deterrence has been expanded in the post Cold War era well               beyond the narrow 
role of deterring the use of nuclear weapons by others.  The                  role to be played now by nuclear weapons 
includes a whole range of                              contingencies on a global scale including countering biological and 
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chemical                    weapons and the protection of vital national interests abroad.

                c) although the United States and the republics that made up the former Soviet                  Union have in recent 
years eliminated some of their huge, superfluous stockpiles                        of nuclear weapons, our country, at least, has 
no intention, or policy position of                      eliminating these weapons entirely.  Rather, the US intends to retain its 
nuclear                       deterrent into the indefinite future.  

Gospel Call of Love

        As bishops of the Church in the United States, it is incumbent on us to speak directly to the policies and actions of 
our nation.  We speak now out of love not only for those who would suffer and die as victims of nuclear violence, but 
also for those who would bear the terrible responsibility of unleashing these horrendous weapons.  We speak out of love 
for those suffering because of the medical 
effects in communities where these weapons are produced and are being tested.  We speak out of love for those deprived 
of the barest necessities because of the huge amount of available resources committed to the continued development and 
ongoing maintenance of nuclear weapons.  We recall the words of another Vatican message to the United Nations, that 
these weapons, "by their cost alone, kill the 
poor by causing them to starve."xvi  We speak out of love for both victims and the executioners, believing that "the 
whole law is fulfilled in one statement, namely, 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself'" (Gal. 5-14).

        It is out of this love that we raise up our voices with those around the world in calling for an end to the reliance on 
nuclear deterrence and instead call upon the United States and the other nuclear weapons states to enter into a process 
leading to the complete elimination of these morally offensive weapons.  Indeed, in taking this position we are 
answering the call of Pope John Paul II, whose
 Permanent Representative to the United Nations stated in October 1997: 

 "The work that this committee (1st Committee of the United Nations) has done in calling for negotiations leading 
to a nuclear weapons convention must be increased.  Those nuclear weapons states resisting such negotiations must be 
challenged, for in clinging to their outmoded rationales for nuclear deterrence they are denying the most ardent 
aspirations of humanity as well as the opinion of the hi
ghest legal authority in the world.  The gravest consequences for humankind lie ahead if the world is to be ruled by the 
militarism represented by nuclear weapons rather than the humanitarian law espoused by the International Court of 
Justice.  
 "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek for the 21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They 
deserve condemnation.  The preservation of the Nonproliferation Treaty demands an unequivocal commitment to their 
abolition.
 "This is a moral challenge, a legal challenge and a political challenge.  That multi-based challenge must be met by 
the application of our humanity."xvii

 We recognize the opposition that our message will meet.  We are painfully aware that many of our policymakers 
sincerely believe that possessing nuclear weapons is vital for our national security.  We are convinced though, that it is 
not.  Instead, they make the world a more dangerous place.  They provide a rationale for other nations to build a nuclear 
arsenal, thereby increasing the possibility 
that they will be used by someone.

 Not only are they not vital for national security, but we believe they actually contribute to national insecurity.  No 
nation can be truly secure until the community of nations is secure.  We are mindful of Pope John Paul II's warning that 
"violence of whatever form cannot decide conflicts between individuals or between nations, because violence generates 
more violence."xviii

 On this, the 15th anniversary of The Challenge of Peace the time has come for concrete action for nuclear 
disarmament.  On the eve of the Third Millennium may our world rid itself of these terrible weapons of mass destruction 
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and the constant threat they pose.  We cannot delay any longer.  Nuclear deterrence as a national policy must be 
condemned as morally abhorrent because it is the excuse and 
justification for the continued possession and further development of these horrendous weapons.  We urge all to join in 
taking up the challenge to begin the effort to eliminate nuclear weapons now, rather than relying on them indefinitely.

 May the grace and peace of the risen Jesus Christ be with us all.

Anthony S. Apuron, OFM, Cap.
Archbishop of Agana, Guam

Victor Balke
Bishop of Crookston, MN

William D. Borders
Archbishop of Baltimore, MD (ret.)

Joseph M. Breitenbeck
Bishop of Grand Rapids, MI (ret.)
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Bishop of Pueblo, CO (ret.)
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Bishop of Rochester, NY
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Bishop of Baker, OR
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Bishop of Brooklyn, NY
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Nicholas D'Antonio, OFM
Bishop of New Orleans, LA (ret.)

Joseph P. Delaney
Bishop of Fort Worth, TX

Norbert L. Dorsey, C.P
Bishop of Orlando, FL
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John J. Fitzpatrick
Bishop of Brownsville, TX (ret.)

Patrick F. Flores
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June 9, 1998

For Immediate Release

It’s not too late Canada,

Join the New Agenda Coalition!

Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden

End the Arms Race, one of Canada’s largest independent peace and disarmament organizations, is calling on the 
Canadian government to join the newest international peace coalition.

Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden have formed the New Agenda 
Coalition calling for the abolition of nuclear weapons.

"The race to nuclear disarmament is on," said Peter Coombes, President of End the Arms Race. "It’s a race between 
abolition or the eventual use of nuclear weapons against civilians. I just hope that abolition comes first, and that Canada 
joins the right side."

"Canada must take an immediate leadership role and join this highly prestigious and innovative coalition of nation 
states. We cannot afford to sit back and wait until the US, Russia or one of the other nuclear states drops a nuclear bomb 
on innocent children."

The New Agenda Coalition’s June 9, 1998 Declaration states that "rapid preparation for the post-nuclear era must start 
now," because, as their declaration makes abundantly clear, our world is a lot more insecure with nuclear weapons. 

The recent nuclear weapons tests by India and Pakistan and the continuing dependence of the US, Russia, France, 
Britain and China on tens of thousands of these weapons of mass destruction underscore the serious threat the world 
faces.

The declaration also states that immediate steps must be taken by the five nuclear weapon states including abandoning 
present hair-trigger postures by de-alerting and de-activating their weapons. The nuclear weapon states should also 
remove non-strategic nuclear weapons from deployed sites.

—30—

For copies of the New Agenda Coalition Declaration and Glossary contact Jillian Skeet at EAR (604) 687-3223.

End the Arms Race
info@peacewire.com
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<P>End the Arms Race, one of Canada&rsquo;s largest independent peace and 
disarmament organizations, is calling on the Canadian government to join the 
newest international peace coalition.</P>
<P>Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and 
Sweden have formed the New Agenda Coalition calling for the abolition of nuclear 
weapons.</P>
<P>&quot;The race to nuclear disarmament is on,&quot; said Peter Coombes, 
President of End the Arms Race. &quot;It&rsquo;s a race between abolition or the 
eventual use of nuclear weapons against civilians. I just hope that abolition 
comes first, and that Canada joins the right side.&quot;</P>
<P>&quot;Canada must take an immediate leadership role and join this highly 
prestigious and innovative coalition of nation states. We cannot afford to sit 
back and wait until the US, Russia or one of the other nuclear states drops a 
nuclear bomb on innocent children.&quot;</P>
<P>The New Agenda Coalition&rsquo;s June 9, 1998 Declaration states that 
&quot;rapid preparation for the post-nuclear era must start now,&quot; because, 
as their declaration makes abundantly clear, our world is a lot more insecure 
with nuclear weapons. </P>
<P>The recent nuclear weapons tests by India and Pakistan and the continuing 
dependence of the US, Russia, France, Britain and China on tens of thousands of 
these weapons of mass destruction underscore the serious threat the world 
faces.</P>
<P>The declaration also states that immediate steps must be taken by the five 
nuclear weapon states including abandoning present hair-trigger postures by 
de-alerting and de-activating their weapons. The nuclear weapon states should 
also remove non-strategic nuclear weapons from deployed sites.</P>
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Jillian Skeet at EAR (604) 687-3223<FONT color=#000000 size=2>.</FONT></P>
<P>End the Arms Race<BR><A 
href="mailto:info@peacewire.com">info@peacewire.com</A><BR><A 
href="http://www.peacewire.org">www.peacewire.org</A></P>
<P><FONT color=#000000 size=2>ph 604.687.3223<BR></FONT><FONT size=2>fax 
604.687.3277<BR>825 Granville Street, Suite 405<BR>Vancouver BC V6Z 
1K9<BR>Canada</FONT></P>
<P>&nbsp;</P></DIV></BODY></HTML>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 11:01:19 +0100 (BST)
From: Janet Bloomfield <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: NON-WEAPONS STATES CAN BE IN DRIVER'S SEAT  (fwd)
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de,
        org@gn.apc.org

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Date: Sun, 7 Jun 1998 20:41:41 -0500 (CDT)
From: Robert Smirnow <smirnowb@ix.netcom.com>
To: globenet@afn.org
Subject: NON-WEAPONS STATES CAN BE IN DRIVER'S SEAT 

    Friends & Opponents of Nuclear Weapons/Nuclear Power,
                                                         The following 
letter that appears in the May June 1998 "Bulletin of the Atomic 
Scientists"[www.bullatomsci.org] on pages 67-68 can change the course 
of the hypocritical stance taken by:

 1. USA
 2.Russia
 3.U.K.
 4.China
 5.France

     BRINGING THE NPT BACK INTO PLAY

        The present impasse and bleak future for disarmament led by 
Frank Blackaby ["Time foe a Peasant's Revolt," November/December 1997] 
to call for a mass withdrawl to call for a mass withdrawl by by 
non-nuclear weapons states from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treart 
[NPT] "unless the nuclear weapons states agree in some forum to start 
genuine negotiations designed to to ultimately rid the world of nuclear 
weapons."
   Blackaby's despair is widely shared. The non-weapons states' lack of 
leverage is no secret. What little power they hadcame from the 
possibility of witholding their votes for the treaty's extension. With 
the Teview and Extension Conference of 1995, however, came indefinite 
extension. Their leverage was lost.
   But there is no need yet for civil disobedience in the world of 
nuclear weapons; THE LAW IS STILL FIRMLY ON THE SIDE OF THE NON-WEAPON 
STATES.[All EMPHASIS IS MINE]As the World Court pointed out, it is the 
weapons states who have to fulfill their NPT Article VI obligations. 
THE NON-WEAPON STATES CAN STILL CALL THE WEAPONS STATES TO COURT TO 
DEMAND THEIR LAWFUL RIGHT TO A NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE WORLD.
   Article VIII stipulates that any party can submit an amendment to 
the treaty. If one third of the parties [about 60 states] indicate 
their support, the treaty's depository governments must convene a 
conference to consider an amendment. This procedure can be used to 
create a forum for, and initiate negotiations  towards nuclear 
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disarmament. All it would take is an amendment written to fulfill the 
committment to disarm [Article VI]. The conference called to discuss 
the amendment would become, in fact, a negotiating forum with a mandate 
to abolish nuclear weapons.Every signatory to the NPT would be obliged 
to attend.
   Calling such a conference to amend the NPT has several advantages. 
FIRST, IT RETURNS SOME  POWER TO THE NON-WEAPONS STATES AND ALLOWS THEM 
TO EXERT LEVERAGE ON THE NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT PROCESS.
   SECOND, EVEN IF, AS WAS THE CASE WITH THE EXTENSION CONFERENCE IN 
1995, THE WEAPONS STATESUCCEED IN PREVENTING THE AMENDMENT FROM BEING 
PASSED, THE MECHANISM CAN BE USED OVER AND OVER AGAIN. WITHDRAWING FROM 
THE NPT WOULD BE A ONE TIME GESTURE.
   The precise form of the amendment is not important is not important 
as long as it is acceptable to one-third of the NPT's members. ONE 
POSSIBLE AMENDMENT, BASED ON ARTICLE I OF THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS 
CONVENTION, COULD SIMPLY ADD A NEW ARTICLE ARTICLE TO THE NPT, 
SOMETHING ALONG THE LINES OF:
   "Each State party to the Treaty undertakes never in   any 
circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile,or otherwise acquire or 
retain: nuclear weapons or fissile materials, whatever their origins or 
method of production, that can be used for producing nuclear weapons or 
materials for hostile purposes or in armed conflict."
   Since any amendment has to be approved by all of the weapons states, 
it is not possible to actually amend the treaty without their support. 
Judging from the discussion at the 1995 review conference and the 
arguements outlined by Blackaby, they are certain to oppose an 
amendment. They might try to prevent an amendment conference from 
happening bvy offering to adopt some measures loke no-first use, 
dealerting, or sequestration. But these concessions would buy the 
weapons states only a little time. Amendment conferences could be 
called repeatedly. Each time, the weapons states would be required to 
attend and talk about disarmament, and offer some proof of the steps 
they had actually taken.
   The bottom line is that if the non-weapons states are determined and 
united they can force the issue. They can demand that the weapons 
states agree to cooperate or be seen clearly as having no intention of 
standing by their Article VI committment.Adopting the latter position  
would be a straightforward violation of the treaty, with the weapons 
states as law-breakers. With even the depository governments of the 
treaty admitting that they are unwilling to live by its dictates , the 
NPT WOULD CEASE TO HAVE ANY MORAL STANDING. HAVING DESTROYED THE 
LEGITIMACY OF THE NPT, THE WEAPONS STATES WOULD HAVE TO ACCEPT 
RESPONSIBILITY IF THE THE NON-NUCLEAR WEAPONS STATES THREATENED TO 
WITHDRAW FROM THE TREATY.
   There is even room in this scheme for India, although it is not a 
party to the treaty. As proof of its commitment to the elimination of 
nuclear weapons, India could declare that it would sign the NPT and 
participate in an amendment conference. It could also help initiate the 
amendment process the amendment process in the U.N. General Assembly. 
India could propose a resolution callling on all NPT parties to consult 
among themselves as to the most appropriate method of using Article 
VIII to convert the treaty into a nuclear disarmament agreement. 
Alternatively, it could introduce a resolution calling on NPT 
signatories to take practical steps leading to the convening of an 
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amendment conference at the earliest possible date. Similar resolutions 
were introduced in the General Assembly  as part of an effort to use 
the amendment clause of the Partial Test Ban Treaty to create a 
comprehensive test ban treaty.

    [Signed]
    Zia Mian
    Sustainable Development
    Policy Institute
    Islamabad, Pakistan

    PS Re the last paragraph, Pakistan can too-better yet, both India, 
Pakistan, and Israel should lead such an action.
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To: dave@paxchristiusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Konrad Raiser's welcoming remarks
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Dave:

Here is the welcoming statement that Dr. Konrad Raiser gave at the NPT PrepCom reception.

As I said on the phone, your Pax Christi bishops' statement is a great job.  It should be very useful, and we hope 
influential.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Reception in Honor of the Chairman and Delegates attending
the NPT Preparatory Committee 
27 April 1998
Palais des Nations, Geneva

WELCOMING REMARKS

Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser
General Secretary
World Council of Churches

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Delegates, Friends,

Thank you all for accepting Cardinal Danneels's and my invitation to join us in this informal gathering at the beginning 
of your work here in Geneva.  It gives us the welcome opportunity to greet you, and to assure you that we shall be 
accompanying you with our hopes and prayers during these days.

It would be unfair to burden you with long speeches on the eve of your meeting where you will certainly get your full!  
We shall not do this tonight.  Nevertheless, Cardinal Daneels and I do wish to convey to you the importance we attach 
to what you are called to do here.

We all remember the decades of the 1970s and 1980s when world public opinion followed your debates with a sense of 
great urgency.  Millions of people were in the streets of major capitals around the world pressing for an immediate 
reversal of the nuclear arms race.  Now you meet without such immediate pressure from world public opinion.  Indeed 
the world press has paid quite little attention to the fact that you are gathered here.

We should not, however, allow ourselves to be complaisant.  What you are called to do here is of central importance to 
the peoples of the world.  Your task remains as difficult as ever, and it must be undertaken with wisdom, courage, and a 
sense of great urgency.

By the grace of God, the nuclear arms race has been reversed, and for the first time since Hiroshima, nuclear weapons 
and delivery systems are being destroyed.  But the nuclear threat remains.  The rhythm of nuclear disarmament has 
slowed to a snail's pace.  While testing has also been halted, nuclear arms research and development continues. And 
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although the major nuclear weapons powers have stepped back cautiously from their absolute reliance on doctrines of 
nuclear deterrence, nuclear weapons remain the pillar of global defense strategies.  
As the Psalmist put it, we live still "in the valley of the shadow of death."  We in the World Council of Churches firmly 
believe that this is not what God intended for humanity.  God wills  Peace with Justice, and the integrity of all Creation.

 Since it was formed fifty years ago, the World Council of Churches has called repeatedly and insistently for the total 
elimination of atomic and nuclear weapons.  The Protestant, Anglican and Orthodox from around the world who are 
joined in this Council and the Roman Catholic Church, with which we have close relations, are firmly united on this 
point. Together, we have always made this appeal in a spirit of humility, confessing to God our own complicity, and our 
own failure to trust more in our Creator than in arms.  Yet we know that true security is never to be found in arms of any 
sort, and certainly not in these most terrible weapons ever devised by human beings.  Nuclear weapons are sinful, and 
their production, possession and deployment, and the very threat of their use in an extreme case constitute crimes 
against God and humanity. 

Friends, 

Now is the time.  The task before you is weighty indeed.  And though you meet now without the glare of publicity 
which accompanied you in the past, you may be assured that people of faith around the world are following with care 
and great anticipation your work in these days.

The burden, as ever, is on the nuclear weapons states themselves.  We are grateful for the steps they have taken to 
reduce the threat of nuclear war.  We hope that they will join a consensus of commencing work on the total abolition of 
nuclear arms. But the responsibility is not theirs alone.  If they do not move ahead, then other nations must take the lead, 
for now is the time.

For my part, I wish to assure you of our confidence in your ability to reach achieve significant agreements in this sense, 
to work in the spirit of compromise and mutual respect, and with bold resolve.  Our prayers are with you.  May God 
inspire your thoughts, your deliberations and your spirit of determination to do what will be pleasing in God's sight.
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To: "Sarah Speicher" <ses@wcc-coe.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Lost message
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Sarah:

On or about June 4 Dwain Epps replied briefly to my ideas on "Moblizing the Religious Community for Nuclear 
Abolition."  I seem to have neither saved nor printed his message.  Would it be possible to have it sent again?

Thanks,
Howard
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Return-Path: <m.ingelstam@ekuc.se>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 14:48:45 +0200
Subject: mobilising Religious Community
From: m.ingelstam@ekuc.se (Margareta Ingelstam)
Priority: normal
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igc7.igc.org id FAA15823

To Howard W. Hallman

Dear friend,

We would very much like to encourage your endeavours for  abolition of
nuclear arms and the idea to mobilise all the religious communities. May
God bless it and make it develop into a beautiful ecumenical adventure!

This is a quick and brief  first reaction with a few comments.

1
We believe that  parts of your excellent proposal could be integrated into
the  “Call for Renunciation and abolition of Nuclear Weapons“.  

2
A short paper with the background and the present situation is probably
also needed and your text can of course be used here as well. We have just
a few suggestions:

First paragraph: Put the “refusal of established nuclear weapon states“
first, and after that “with the spread of nuclear arms…“

Under Signs of Failure:  Put the information about “the continued official
commitment to nuclear deterrence…“ first - then information about the
Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons.

3
Regarding “Nuclear Abolition Covenants“
The Christian Council of Sweden has recently signed the Hague Appeal.  600
international organisations have done so as well.  One claim is: Abolish
nuclear weapons, landmines and all other weapons incompatible with
humanitarian law.  Some co-strategising could be explored.

4
Regarding the Call
In the Hague-appeal is an approach which could also be used in the Call
from religious communities. It says: “Specifically, let us find the moral,
spiritual and political will to do what our leaders know must be done but
cannot bring themselves to do“.

We wish you God’s blessing in all your important endeavours!
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PAX ET BONUM!

Margareta Ingelstam
Programme Secretary
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 08:32:52 -0400
From: Phyllis Turner Jepson <paxwpb@gate.net>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: 75 Pax Christi USA Bishops Condemn Nuclear Deterrence
To: dpatwood@igc.apc.org, connelljc4@aol.com, tomcordaro@juno.com,
        eirik@igc.org, kmcelaney@holycross.edu, gea475@igc.apc.org,
        ejcenta@aol.com, 4thr@gate.net, delrauth@aol.com, toniepax@aol.com,
        avonwellsheim@rscj.org, PHBRLA@aol.com, BMC9566@mailer.fsu.edu,
        EFNEFjohn@aol.com, MHovey@mailbox.iona.edu, TK1010@worldnet.att.net,
        pops2_5@azstarnet.com, mbsull@aol.com, Mcnassar@aol.com,
        PCPS@MSMARY.EDU, pagnucco@MSMARY.EDU, ulan@capecod.net, JZoko@aol.com,
        kmcelaney@holycross.edu, dpatwood@igc.apc.org, metanoia@juno.com,
        gvanderh@asgard.cbu.edu, toniepax@aol.com, dorney@juno.com,
        TORPHILA@aol.com, peg@aug.com, Taflo08@aol.com,
        arichter@com1.med.usf.edu, paxwbscr@aol.com, PaxJoliet@aol.com,
        mwaren@stu.edu, tsullivan@igc.apc.org, Jagdes@igc.apc.org,
        twebb@woodsidepriory.com, cricchio@juno.com, jjspeer@flash.net,
        jmlees@capecod.net, eirik@igc.apc.org, nypaxchristi@igc.apc.org,
        eolof001@gold.tc.umn.edu, Fdworak@aol.com, BGD@INPRO.net,
        shalom@internetmci.com, jmacfad@aol.com, Crayton@mizar.usc.edu,
        Hallmjc@flash.net, delrauth@aol.com, eirik@igc.apc.org,
        nypaxchristi@igc.apc.org, tkranock@skadden.com,
        kmcelaney@holycross.edu, baobab@grove.ufl.edu, afs@grove.ufl.edu,
        idahom@aug.com, abolition-caucus@igc.org, afscinfo@afsc.org,
        landmines@nccbuscc.org, cco@igc.apc.org,
        cdfsabbaths@childrensdefense.org, grassroots5@juno.com,
        mknolldc@igc.apc.org, etanfield@igc.apc.org, epica@igc.apc.org,
        epf@igc.apc.org, faheyjj@igc.apc.org, jgreene@flcath.org,
        fornatl@igc.apc.org, globalresponse@igc.apc.org, lummox@best.com,
        meganmck@juno.com, network@igc.apc.org, nisbco@igc.apc.org,
        office@pci.ngonet.be, rrandall@compuserve.com, sojourn@ari.net,
        gvanderh@asgard.cbu.edu, mcwaren@juno.com, mwaren@stu.edu,
        JZoko@aol.com

<---- Begin Forwarded Message ---->
Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 22:35:27 -0400
From: Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>
Subject: 75 Pax Christi USA Bishops Condemn Nuclear Deterrence
To: "'abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org'" <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>

Pax Christi USA
The national Catholic peace movement
532 W. 8th St.
Erie, PA 16502
814-453-4955    IMMEDIATE RELEASE
                June 10, 1998
Contact: Dave Robinson
        814-453-4955 Ext. 235
dave@paxchristiusa.org

75 U.S. CATHOLIC BISHOPS CONDEMN POLICY OF NUCLEAR DETERRENCE
        Erie, PA -- Nuclear deterrence as a national policy must be 
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condemned as morally abhorrent because it's the excuse and justification 
for the continued possession and further development of nuclear weapons, 
say 73 U.S. Catholic bishops in a report issued today by Pax Christi USA, 
the national Catholic peace and justice organization.
        The report, "The Morality of Nuclear Deterrence: An Evaluation by 
Pax Christi Bishops in the United States," critiques current U.S. nuclear 
weapons policy in light of the Catholic Church's 1983 pastoral statement, 
"The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response," which allowed 
for the morality of nuclear deterrence on the condition that it only be 
an interim measure tied to progressive disarmament.  Further Catholic 
Church teaching has since called for a concrete policy of nuclear 
elimination.
        "With the recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan, we feel our 
statement is both timely and prophetic," says Walter F. Sullivan, Bishop 
of Richmond, Va. and president of Pax Christi USA.  "We hope it will help 
generate further discussions both within the Catholic community and in 
the policy-making circles of our government."
        The report recognizes the dramatic changes that have occurred 
since the end of the Cold War and offers a warning.  "Because of the 
horrendous results if these weapons were to be used, and what we see as a 
greater liklihood of their use, we feel it is imperative to raise a 
clear, unambiguous voice in opposition to the continued reliance on 
nuclear deterrence," the report states.
        Coming in the wake of the recent nuclear tests by India and 
Pakistan, the report calls for the United States and the other nuclear 
weapons states to enter into a process that will lead to a Nuclear 
Weapons Convention that would ban nuclear weapons the way that the 
Chemical and Biological Weapons Conventions have banned those weapons.
        "What the Indian and Pakistani tests make clear is that the 
discriminatory nature of current nonproliferation efforts will not free 
the world of the threat posed by these weapons," says Bishop Thomas 
Gumbleton, Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit, Mich., and a leading expert on 
nuclear deterrence in the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.  "The 
choice today is clear.  Either all nations must give up the right to 
possess these weapons or all nations will claim that right.  The events 
in India and Pakistan must be recognized as a sign of what is inevitable. 
 We must act now to avoid a future where the nuclear threat becomes the 
currency of international security."
        Citing the $60 billion Department of Energy program known as 
Stockpile Stewardship and Management, as well as current administration 
policies, the bishops conclude that the United States plans to rely on 
nuclear weapons indefinitely.
        "Such an investment in a program to upgrade the ability to 
design, develop, test, and maintain nuclear weapons signals quite clearly 
that the United States (and the other nuclear weapons states that are 
similarly developing these new design and testing capabilities) shows no 
intention of moving forward with 'progressive disarmament' and certainly 
no commitment to eliminating these weapons entirely," state the bishops.
-30-
For media interviews, call Dave Robinson, program director, Pax Christi 
USA, at 814-453-4955, Ext. 235.
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The Morality of Nuclear Deterrence

An Evaluation by Pax Christi Bishops in the United States

Issued on the 15th Anniversary of Challenge of Peace, God's Promise and 
Our Response
June 1998

June 1998

Dear Sisters and Brothers,

        We, the undersigned Catholic bishops of the United States and 
members of Pax Christi USA, write to you on a matter of grave moral 
concern: the continued possession, development and plans for the use of 
nuclear weapons by our country.  For the past fifteen years, and 
particularly in the context of the Cold War, we, the Catholic bishops of 
the United States, have reluctantly acknowledged the possibility that 
nuclear weapons could have some moral legitimacy, but only if the goal 
was nuclear disarmament.  It is our present, prayerful judgment that this 
legitimacy is now lacking.

        In 1983 the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, in our 
Pastoral Letter The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response, 
grappled with the unique moral challenge posed by nuclear weapons.  
Fifteen years ago we stated that, because of the massive and 
indiscriminate destruction that nuclear weapons would inflict, their use 
would not be morally justified.i  We spoke in harmony with the conscience 
of the world in that judgment.  We reaffirm that judgment now.  Nuclear 
weapons must never be used, no matter what the provocation, no matter 
what the military objective.

Deterrence
        Fifteen years ago we concurred with Pope John Paul II in 
acknowledging that, given the context of that time, possession of these 
weapons as a deterrent against the use of nuclear weapons by others could 
be morally acceptable, but acceptable only as an interim measure and only 
if deterrence were combined with clear steps toward progressive 
disarmament.

        Ours was a strictly conditioned moral acceptance of nuclear 
deterrence.  It depended on three criteria: 
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                a) a reliance on deterrent strategies must be an interim 
policy only.  As we stated                      then, "We cannot consider 
it adequate as a long-term basis for peace;"ii

                b) the purpose of maintaining nuclear weapons in the 
interim was only "to prevent                    the use of nuclear 
weapons by others;"iii and

                c) a reliance on deterrence must be used "not as an end 
in itself but as a step on the          way toward a progressive 
disarmament."iv

        In our 10th Anniversary Statement, The Harvest of Justice is Sown 
in Peace, we further specified that "progressive disarmament" must mean a 
commitment to the elimination of nuclear weapons, not simply as an ideal, 
but as a concrete policy goal.v

A New Moment

        In 1998 the global context is significantly different from what 
it was a few years ago.  Throughout the Cold War the nuclear arsenal was 
developed and maintained as the ultimate defense in an ideological 
conflict that pitted what were considered two historical forces against 
each other -- capitalism in the West and communism in the East.  The 
magnitude of that conflict was defined by the mutual exclusivity of each 
other's ideology.  Nuclear weapons and the policy of Mutually Assured 
Destruction were accepted as the inescapable context of that particular 
struggle.  Today the Soviet Union no longer exists.  The United States is 
now aiding its democratic successor, the Russian Federation, in 
dismantling the very nuclear weapons that a short time ago were poised to 
destroy us.  Yet, the Cold War weapons amassed throughout that struggle 
have survived the struggle itself and are today in search of new 
justifications and new missions to fulfill.

         But, with the end of the Cold War came new hope.  World opinion 
has coalesced around the concrete effort to outlaw nuclear weapons, as it 
has with biological and chemical weapons and most recently with 
anti-personnel landmines.  As examples of this opinion we note the 
dramatic public statement of December 1996 in which 61 retired Generals 
and Admirals, many of whom held the highest level positions in the 
nuclear establishment of this country, said that these weapons are 
unnecessary, destabilizing and must be outlawed.vi  We also note the 
historic International Court of Justice opinion of July 1996 that, "The 
threat or use of nuclear weapons would generally be contrary to the rules 
of international law applicable to armed conflict, and in particular the 
principles and rules of humanitarian law."  The Court went on to say, 
"There exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a 
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects 
under strict an!
d effective international control."vii

        Additionally, the Holy See has become more explicit in its 
condemnation of nuclear weapons and has urged their abolition.  We 
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recognize this new moment and are in accord with the Holy See, which has 
stated, "If biological weapons, chemical weapons and now landmines can be 
done away with, so too can nuclear weapons.  No weapon so threatens the 
longed-for peace of the 21st century as the nuclear [weapon].  Let not 
the immensity of this task dissuade us from the efforts needed to free 
humanity from such a scourge."viii

        Unfortunately the monumental political changes that have occurred 
in the wake of the Cold War have not been accompanied by similar far 
reaching changes in the military planning for development and deployment 
of nuclear weapons.  It is absolutely clear to us that the present US 
policy does not include a decisive commitment to progressive nuclear 
disarmament.  Rather, nuclear weapons policy has been expanded in the 
post-Cold War period to include new missions well beyond their previous 
role as a deterrent to nuclear attack.  The United States today maintains 
a commitment to use nuclear weapons first, including pre-emptive nuclear 
attacks on nations that do not possess nuclear weapons.  "Flexible 
targeting strategies" are aimed at Third World nations, and a new 
commitment exists to use nuclear weapons either preemptively or in 
response to chemical and biological weapons or other threats to US 
national interests.ix  This expanded role of the US nuclear deterrent is 
unacceptable. !
 

A New Arms Race

        In order to maintain the necessary credibility required by a 
continued reliance on nuclear deterrence, the United States is today 
embarking on an expansion of its nuclear weapons complex.  The Department 
of Energy, in conjunction with the Department of Defense, has developed 
the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program, a vast and 
multi-faceted effort at modernizing the nuclear weapons complex to 
provide for the continued research, development and testing of nuclear 
weapons well into the next century.  The program will eventually lead to 
creating computer-simulated nuclear weapons tests that will allow the 
United States to continue to test nuclear weapons in the event that the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, (which will ban full-scale underground 
nuclear testing) enters into force.x  The cost of this Stockpile 
Stewardship program is currently estimated at $60 billion over the next 
dozen years.  Such an investment in a program to upgrade the ability to 
design, develop, test!
 and maintain nuclear weapons signals quite clearly that the United 
States, (as well as the other nuclear weapons states that are similarly 
developing these new testing and design capabilities) shows no intention 
of moving forward with "progressive disarmament" and certainly no 
commitment to eliminating these weapons entirely.xi

        Instead of progressive nuclear disarmament, we are witnessing the 
institutionalization of nuclear deterrence.  The recent Presidential 
Decision Directive on nuclear weapons policy, partially made known to the 
public in December 1997, makes this point clear.  The Directive indicates 
that the United States will continue to rely on nuclear weapons as the 
cornerstone of the nation's strategic defense, that the role of these 
weapons has been increased to include deterring Third World non-nuclear 
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weapons states and deterring chemical and biological weapons, as well as 
other undefined vital US interests abroad.xii  Does not this policy, 
coupled with the huge investments under the Stockpile Stewardship 
Program, represent a renewed commitment to nuclear deterrence that will 
affect generations to come?  The Department of Energy's own timetable for 
the Stockpile Stewardship Program indicates that the United States will 
continue to develop, test and rely upon a nuclear deterrent through !
the year 2065.xiii  This is clearly not the interim policy to which we 
grudgingly gave our moral approval in 1983.  Rather, it is the 
manifestation of the very reliance on nuclear nproliferation Treaty.  In 
Harvest of Justice is Sown in Peace we addressed the growing concerns 
that nuclear weapons might be used against other than nuclear threats: 
"The United States should commit itself never to use nuclear weapons 
first, should unequivocally reject proposals to use nuclear weapons to 
deter non-nuclear threats, and should reinforce the fragile barrier 
against the use of these weapons."xv  Nuclear deterrence policy, as 
developed over the past decade, stands in clear contradiction to these 
goals.

Inherent Dangers

        The policy of nuclear deterrence has always included the 
intention to use the weapons if deterrence should fail.  Since the end of 
the Cold War this deterrent has been expanded to include any number of 
potential aggressors, proliferators and so-called "rogue nations."  The 
inherent instability in a world unconstrained by the great-power standoff 
present throughout the Cold War leads us to conclude that the danger of 
deterrence failing has been increased.  That danger can become manifest 
if but one so-called "rogue state" calls the deterrent bluff.  In such a 
case the requirements of deterrence policy would be the actual use of 
nuclear weapons.  This must not be allowed.  Because of the horrendous 
results if these weapons should be used, and what we see as a greater 
likelihood of their use, we now feel it is imperative to raise a clear, 
unambiguous voice in opposition to the continued reliance on nuclear 
deterrence.

Moral Conclusions

 Sadly, it is clear to us that our strict conditions for the moral 
acceptance of nuclear deterrence are not being met.  Specifically,

  a) the policy of nuclear deterrence is being 
institutionalized.  It is no longer    considered an 
interim policy but rather has become the very "long-term basis for  
  peace" that we rejected in 1983.

  b) the role of nuclear deterrence has been expanded in 
the post Cold War era well   beyond the narrow role of 
deterring the use of nuclear weapons by others.  The    
role to be played now by nuclear weapons includes a whole range of  
   contingencies on a global scale including 
countering biological and chemical    weapons and the 
protection of vital national interests abroad.
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  c) although the United States and the republics that made 
up the former Soviet    Union have in recent years 
eliminated some of their huge, superfluous stockpiles    
of nuclear weapons, our country, at least, has no intention, or policy 
position of    eliminating these weapons entirely.  
Rather, the US intends to retain its nuclear    deterrent 
into the indefinite future.  

Gospel Call of Love

 As bishops of the Church in the United States, it is incumbent on 
us to speak directly to the policies and actions of our nation.  We speak 
now out of love not only for those who would suffer and die as victims of 
nuclear violence, but also for those who would bear the terrible 
responsibility of unleashing these horrendous weapons.  We speak out of 
love for those suffering because of the medical effects in communities 
where these weapons are produced and are being tested.  We speak out of 
love for those deprived of the barest necessities because of the huge 
amount of available resources committed to the continued development and 
ongoing maintenance of nuclear weapons.  We recall the words of another 
Vatican message to the United Nations, that these weapons, "by their cost 
alone, kill the poor by causing them to starve."xvi  We speak out of love 
for both victims and the executioners, believing that "the whole law is 
fulfilled in one statement, namely, 'You shall love your neig!
hbor as yourself'" (Gal. 5-14).

 It is out of this love that we raise up our voices with those 
around the world in calling for an end to the reliance on nuclear 
deterrence and instead call upon the United States and the other nuclear 
weapons states to enter into a process leading to the complete 
elimination of these morally offensive weapons.  Indeed, in taking this 
position we are answering the call of Pope John Paul II, whose Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations stated in October 1997: 

 "The work that this committee (1st Committee of the United 
Nations) has done in calling for negotiations leading to a nuclear 
weapons convention must be increased.  Those nuclear weapons states 
resisting such negotiations must be challenged, for in clinging to their 
outmoded rationales for nuclear deterrence they are denying the most 
ardent aspirations of humanity as well as the opinion of the highest 
legal authority in the world.  The gravest consequences for humankind lie 
ahead if the world is to be ruled by the militarism represented by 
nuclear weapons rather than the humanitarian law espoused by the 
International Court of Justice.  
 "Nuclear weapons are incompatible with the peace we seek for the 
21st century.  They cannot be justified.  They deserve condemnation.  The 
preservation of the Nonproliferation Treaty demands an unequivocal 
commitment to their abolition.
 "This is a moral challenge, a legal challenge and a political 
challenge.  That multi-based challenge must be met by the application of 
our humanity."xvii
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 We recognize the opposition that our message will meet.  We are 
painfully aware that many of our policymakers sincerely believe that 
possessing nuclear weapons is vital for our national security.  We are 
convinced though, that it is not.  Instead, they make the world a more 
dangerous place.  They provide a rationale for other nations to build a 
nuclear arsenal, thereby increasing the possibility that they will be 
used by someone.

 Not only are they not vital for national security, but we believe 
they actually contribute to national insecurity.  No nation can be truly 
secure until the community of nations is secure.  We are mindful of Pope 
John Paul II's warning that "violence of whatever form cannot decide 
conflicts between individuals or between nations, because violence 
generates more violence."xviii

 On this, the 15th anniversary of The Challenge of Peace the time 
has come for concrete action for nuclear disarmament.  On the eve of the 
Third Millennium may our world rid itself of these terrible weapons of 
mass destruction and the constant threat they pose.  We cannot delay any 
longer.  Nuclear deterrence as a national policy must be condemned as 
morally abhorrent because it is the excuse and justification for the 
continued possession and further development of these horrendous weapons. 
 We urge all to join in taking up the challenge to begin the effort to 
eliminate nuclear weapons now, rather than relying on them indefinitely.

 May the grace and peace of the risen Jesus Christ be with us all.

Anthony S. Apuron, OFM, Cap.
Archbishop of Agana, Guam

Victor Balke
Bishop of Crookston, MN

William D. Borders
Archbishop of Baltimore, MD (ret.)

Joseph M. Breitenbeck
Bishop of Grand Rapids, MI (ret.)

Charles A. Buswell
Bishop of Pueblo, CO (ret.)

Matthew H. Clark
Bishop of Rochester, NY

Thomas J. Connolly
Bishop of Baker, OR

Patrick R. Cooney
Bishop of Gaylord, MI

Thomas V. Daily
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Bishop of Brooklyn, NY

James J. Daly
Auxiliary Bishop of Rockville Centre, NY (ret.)

Nicholas D'Antonio, OFM
Bishop of New Orleans, LA (ret.)

Joseph P. Delaney
Bishop of Fort Worth, TX

Norbert L. Dorsey, C.P
Bishop of Orlando, FL

Joseph A. Ferrario
Bishop of Honolulu, HI (ret.)

John J. Fitzpatrick
Bishop of Brownsville, TX (ret.)

Patrick F. Flores
Archbishop of San Antonio, TX

Joseph A. Fiorenza
Bishop of Galveston-Houston, TX

Raphael M. Fliss
Bishop of Superior, WI

Marion F. Forst
Bishop of Dodge City, KS (ret.)

Benedict C. Franzetta
Auxiliary Bishop of Youngstown, OH (ret.)

Raymond E. Goedert
Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago, IL

John R. Gorman
Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago, IL

F. Joseph Gossman
Bishop of Raleigh, NC

Thomas J. Gumbleton
Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit, MI

Richard C. Hanifen
Bishop of Colorado Springs, CO

Edward D. Head
Bishop of Buffalo, NY  (ret.)

Joseph L. Howze
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Bishop of Biloxi, MS

Howard J. Hubbard
Bishop of Albany, NY

William A. Hughes
Bishop of Covington, KY (ret.)

Raymond G. Hunthausen 
Archbishop of Seattle, WA (ret.)

Joseph L. Imesch
Bishop of Joliet, IL

Michael J. Kaniecki, S.J.
Bishop of Fairbanks, AK

Raymond A. Lucker
Bishop of New Ulm, MN

Dominic A. Marconi
Auxiliary Bishop of Newark, NJ

Joseph F. Maguire
Bishop of Springfield, MA (ret.)

Leroy T. Matthiesen
Bishop of Amarillo, TX (ret.)

Edward A. McCarthy
Archbishop of Miami, FL (ret.)

John E. McCarthy
Bishop of Austin, TX

Lawrence J. McNamara 
Bishop of Grand Island, NE

John J. McRaith 
Bishop of Owensboro, KY

Dale J. Melczek 
Bishop of Gary, IN

Donald W. Montrose
Bishop of Stockton, CA

Robert M. Moskal
Bishop of St. Josaphat in Parma, OH

Michael J. Murphy
Bishop of Erie, PA (ret.)

P. Francis Murphy
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Auxiliary Bishop of Baltimore, MD

William C. Newman
Auxiliary Bishop of Baltimore, MD

James D. Niedergeses
Bishop of Nashville, TN (ret.)

Edward. J. O'Donnell
Bishop of Lafayette, LA

Albert H. Ottenweller
Bishop of Steubenville, OH (ret.)

Donald E. Pelotte, S.S.S.
Bishop of Gallup, NM

A. Edward Pevec
Auxiliary Bishop of Cleveland, OH

Michael D. Pfeifer, O.M.I.
Bishop of San Angelo, TX

Kenneth J. Povish
Bishop of Lansing, MI (ret.)

Francis A. Quinn
Bishop of Sacramento, CA (ret.)

John R. Roach
Archbishop of St. Paul /Minneapolis, MN (ret.)

Frank J. Rodimer
Bishop of Paterson, NJ

Peter A. Rosazza
Auxiliary Bishop of Hartford, CT

Joseph M. Sartoris
Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles, CA

Walter J. Schoenherr
Auxiliary Bishop of Detroit, MI (ret.)

Roger L. Schwietz, OMI
Bishop of Duluth, MN

Daniel E. Sheehan
Archbishop of Omaha, NE (ret.)

Richard J. Sklba
Auxiliary Bishop of Milwaukee, WI

John J. Snyder
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Bishop of St. Augustine, FL

George H. Speltz
Bishop of St. Cloud, MN (ret.)

Kenneth D.  Steiner
Auxiliary Bishop of Portland, OR

Joseph M. Sullivan
Auxiliary Bishop of Brooklyn, NY

Walter F. Sullivan
Bishop of Richmond, VA

Arthur N. Tafoya
Bishop of Pueblo, CO

Elliot G. Thomas
Bishop of St. Thomas, VI

David B. Thompson
Bishop of Charleston, SC

Kenneth E. Untener
Bishop of Saginaw, MI

Loras J. Watters
Bishop of Winona, CA (ret.)

Emil A. Wcela
Auxiliary Bishop of Rockville Centre, NY

1 The Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and Our Response, NCCB, 1983, No. 
150.
1 Ibid., Challenge of Peace, No. 186
1 Ibid., Challenge of Peace, No. 185 & 188 (1)
1 John Paul II, "Message to the United Nations Special Session On 
Disarmament, 1982," #8
1 The Harvest of Justice is Sown in Peace, NCCB, 1993, p. 13.
1 New York Times, December 6, 1996, Statement on Nuclear Weapons by 61 
International Generals and Admirals.
1 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice on the 
(Il)legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, July 8, 1996.
1 Archbishop Renato Martino, United Nations Permanent Observer of the 
Holy See, Statement to the United Nations' 1st Committee, Oct. 15, 1997.
1 British American Security Information Council, Nuclear Futures: 
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and US Nuclear Strategy, 
March 1, 1998. p.10
1 President William J. Clinton, Letter of Transmittal of the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to the United States Senate, Sept. 22, 
1997.
1 Western States Legal Foundation, A Faustian Bargain: Why "Stockpile 
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Stewardship" is Incompatible with the Process of Nuclear Disarmament, 
March 1998.
1 Reported in the Washington Post, December 7, 1997, p. 1.
1 Information shared by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory(LLNL) 
Senior NIF Scientist, William J. Hogan with Pax Christi USA Delegation to 
LLNL, October 7, 1997.
1 British American Security Information Council, Nuclear Futures: 
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and US Nuclear Strategy, 
March 1, 1998. p.9.
1 The Harvest of Justice is Sown in Peace, NCCB, 1993, p. 13.
1 Giovanni Cheli, Permanent Representative for the Holy See Observer 
Mission to the United Nations, United Nations 1st Special Session on 
Disarmament, 1976.
1 Archbishop Renato Martino, United Nations Permanent Observer of the 
Holy See, Statement to the United Nations' 1st Committee, Oct. 15, 1997.
1 Pope John Paul II, Address to Pax Christi International, May 29, 1995.

<----  End Forwarded Message  ---->

+   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +
Phyllis Turner Jepson
Pax Christi USA Local/Regional Coordinator
Phone/Fax: 561/842-7701
E-mail: paxwpb@gate.net
+   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +   +
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 08:44:39 -0700 (PDT)
From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: NAC Foreign Ministers fax numbers and ICC letter
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

Dear Friends,
Please contact the eight foreign ministers of the New Agenda Coalition for a
nuclear weapons-free world(fax numbers below) and let them know of your
support for their efforts.  Also you may be interested in the latest
shenanigans of the nuclear weapons states in trying to prevent the inclusion
of the use of nuclear weapons as a war crime (although they don't object to
biological and chemical weapons being so defined) in a drafting effort to
establish an International Criminal Court. (See Alyn Ware's letter below).
Regards, Alice

>Return-Path: <LCNP@aol.com>
>From: LCNP@aol.com
>Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 19:59:43 EDT
>To: kwood@igc.apc.org
>Cc: LCNP@aol.com, katie@Chch.plaNet.org.NZ, robwcpuk@gn.apc.org,
>        org@gn.apc.org, djroche@maildrop.srv.ualberta.ca, JGG786@aol.com,
>        wagingpeace@napf.org, aslater@igc.apc.org, mccoy@pc.jaring.my,
>        MChrist809@aol.com, mailbox@ipb.org, jsimons@hasimons.com,
>        katie@Chch.plaNet.org.NZ, forum@worldforum.org,
>        kalinowski@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de, lars.g.lindskog@slmk.alinks.se,
>        nei.til.atomvapen@online.no, petweiss@igc.apc.org, ParlGlobal@aol.com,
>        prior@wnmeds.ac.nz, prior@netlink.co.nz, warehams@ozemail.com.au,
>        peace@fps.ak.planet.co.nz
>Subject: NAC Foreign Ministers fax numbers and ICC letter
>
>Dear Karina,
>
>The fax numbers for the foreign ministers of the New Agenda Coalition (NAC)
>are:
>
>Brazil: Luiz Felipe Lampreia 55 61 226 1762
>Egypt: Amr Mohammad Moussa (don't yet have)
>Ireland: David Andrews 353 1 478 1484
>Mexico: Rosario Green 525 782 4109
>Aotearoa-New Zealand: Don McKinnon 64 4 472 9596
>Slovenia: Boris Friec 386 61 178 2341
>Sweden: Lane Hjelm-Wallen 46 8 723 1176
>South Africa: Alfred Nzo  27 12 323 8246
>
>I can fax street addresses if you require them.
>
>Below is a sample letter linking the NAC statement to the attempt by the
>nuclear weapon states to legitimize their possession of nuclear weapons
>through exclusion from the Statute of the International Criminal Court.
>
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>Peace 
>Alyn
>
>June 9, 1998
>
>Mr David Andrews
>Minister of Foreign Affairs
>80 St Stephen=s Green
>Dublin, Ireland.
>
>Fax: 478 1484
>
>Dear Mr Andrews,
>
>We wish to commend you on the most significant initiative announced today in a
>joint declaration with the foreign ministers of Brazil, Egypt, Mexico, New
>Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and Sweden on the need for a new agenda
>towards a nuclear weapon free world.
>
>We share your concern about "the persistant reluctance of the nuclear weapon
>states to approach their treaty obligations as an urgent commitment to the
>total elimination of nuclear weapons."
>
>We would like to draw your attention to the fact that the nuclear weapon
>states are again attempting to legitimize their continuing possession of
>nuclear weapons in the  establishment of the International Criminal Court. 
>
>>From June 15 - July 17 this year, a diplomatic meeting in Rome will be putting
>the finishing touches on the statute for the International Criminal Court
>(ICC). The nuclear weapon states are calling for the Statute to include as war
>crimes the use of expanding bullets, chemical weapons and biological weapons,
>but to exclude the use of nuclear weapons.
>
>The Peace Caucus for the International Criminal Court, comprising over 20 non-
>governmental organizations, believes that the proposed ICC will assist in the
>development of peace and justice by providing a non-violent means to redress
>criminal atrocities and deter heinous crimes. However, for such a court to be
>effective it must be based on equitable laws. If not, it will become the
>object of scorn and disrespect.
>
>Proposals in Article 5 Section B (o) of the draft Statute deal with the
>inclusion of specific weapons systems in the Court=s jurisdiction. The first
>two options would bring a narrow list of weapons systems under the Court=s
>jurisdiction, including  chemical weapons, biological weapons and expanding
>bullets, while excluding other equally destructive weapons such as landmines,
>nuclear weapons and blinding laser weapons.
>
> The adoption of either of these very discriminatory options would undermine
>the moral legitimacy of the law and compliance with the ICC Statute. It would,
>for example, mandate court action if some-one killed one person with a
>poisoned arrow or expanding bullet, but would not mandate such action if some-
>one  incinerated 100,000 civilians with a nuclear weapon.
>
>We call for your support for either of the other two options (Option 3 or
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>Option 4), which are less partial and more consistent with international
>customary and conventional law. Please find attached a position paper of the
>Peace Caucus on this.
>
>Yours sincerely,
>
>
>Alyn Ware
>Executive Director
>
>
>
Alice Slater
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)
15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010
212-726-9161 (tel)
212-726-9160 (fax)
aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 08:42:57 -0700 (PDT)
From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: USA/Clinton's response to Congressional letter
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

Dear Friends,
Below is a letter which was just posted that President Clinton wrote to
Congresswoman Woolsey's in response to her letter signed by a number of
other Congresspeople in support of CTB ratification and opposing the
Stockpile Stewardship program.  Regards, Alice

>>March 9, 1998
>
>Dear Lynn:
>
>Thank you for your letter regarding ratification of the Comprehensive Test
>Ban Treaty (CTBT) and the Department of Energy's  (DOE) Stockpile
>Stewardship Program.
>
>I could not agree with you more that there remains a continuing American and
>global interest in a deliberate process to further reduce nuclear dangers.
>The CTBT is a cornerstone of this effort.  That is why; in my State of the
>Union address, I asked the Senate to give its advice and consent to the CTBT
>this year.  I appreciate your support for early Senate approval of the Treaty.
>
>Last month, I was briefed on the DOE's Stockpile Stewardship Program at Los
>Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).  I am pleased to advise you that all
>three of the Directors of our nuclear labs - John Browne (LANL), Bruce
>Tarter (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), and Paul Robinson (Sandia
>National Laboratories) - confirmed to me their confidence in the Stockpile
>Stewardship Program and its ability to maintain America's nuclear deterrent
>without nuclear testing.
>
>The CTBT enjoys the support of four former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of
>Staff, as well as the current Chairman, the Joint Chiefs, and the Commander
>of the US Strategic Command.  The support of our nation's current and former
>military leaders for the CTBT is directly tied to the six CTBT Safeguards I
>announced on August 11, 1995.  Four of these Safeguards are directly related
>to the DOE Stockpile Stewardship Program, underscoring the importance of
>this program to our nation's national security, arms control, and
>nonproliferation policies.  
>
>I want to assure you that the Stockpile Stewardship Program is being
>implemented in keeping with both the letter and spirit of the CTBT.  With
>respect to costs, the projected fiscal year 1999-2003 program expenditures
>for Stockpile Stewardship are approximately $4.5 billion per year - or about
>two cents out of every dollar this nation spends on defense.  This compares
>to an average annual cost between 1950 and 1991 for DOE nuclear weapons and
>programs of $6.1 billion.
>
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>Thank you for providing me with you views on this important issue.
>
>Sincerely,
>
>Bill
>
>     
Alice Slater
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)
15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010
212-726-9161 (tel)
212-726-9160 (fax)
aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 11:41:40 -0400
From: "NGO Comm. on Disarmament" <disarmtimes@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Int'l/Indian Amb. to Sec. Council
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: disarmtimes@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

Dear abolitionists,
In my opinion this letter from Ambassador Sharma of India deserves
to be closely studied and widely cited.
Peacefully,
Roger Smith

***
U.N. Document S/1998/464

LETTER DATED 4 JUNE 1998 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTANTIVE OF INDIA TO THE
UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

1. We came to know from the statement made to the press by your predecessor
as President of the Security Council, the Permanent Representative of Kenya,
on Saturday, 30 May, that the Council was considering a draft resolution on
a matter that directly concerns India. We have subsequently seen drafts of
the resolution, which have been discussed by the Council more than once
since then.

2. Under Article 31 of the Charter, "any Member of the United Nations which
is not a member of the Security Council may participate, without vote, in
the discussion of any question brought before the Security Council whenever
the latter considers that the interests of that Member are specially
affected". We deeply regret that the Council has disregarded this Charter
provision by not giving India an opportunity to participate in the
discussions on this draft. The general membership of the United Nations will
note this as one more instance of the Council acting in a manner that is
neither open nor transparent, a problem that has been repeatedly highlighted
in the discussions in the Open-ended Working Group of the General Assembly
on Security Council reform.

3. The proposed draft resolution raises a host of questions including the
following:

(a) Can the Security Council continue to ignore the overwhelming demand for
elimination of nuclear weapons, which has been repeatedly endorsed by the
General Assembly? Will the Council henceforth engage itself in matters
relating to nuclear disarmament?

(b) If indeed the Charter of the United Nations envisaged any role for the
Security Council on non-proliferation issues, which is doubtful, why has it
not acted on the proliferation of tens of thousands of nuclear weapons since
the United Nations was established? Is the Security Council's concern on
matters of proliferation limited to horizontal proliferation alone? Is the
continued retention of nuclear weapons by the nuclear-weapon States not
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considered a proliferation risk that threatens international peace and security?

(c) If nuclear tests are a threat to "non-proliferation and disarmament", or
if the imputation is that tests raise tensions, why did the Council not take
cognizance of the over 2,000 tests carried out over the last 50 years,
including as recently as 1996?

(d) Can the Council call upon a country not to assemble or develop nuclear
devices, when this process continues in other countries, without the Council
taking any notice?

(e) Can the Council call upon a country not to develop ballistic missiles,
when it has made no such call to others, including to those who have several
thousand of these weapons in their arsenals, and continue to produce and
develop them? It should be noted that the United Nations has not even
considered the negotiation of a treaty to ban the development or production
of ballistic missiles.

(f) On what basis is the Council limiting its concern on nuclear weapons to
an arbitrarily defined geographical subregion, when nuclear weapons by
definition have a global reach and impact, and when the security concerns of
at least one of the countries it addresses extends well beyond that
subregion? Non-proliferation is a global issue and cannot be segmented
according to political preferences.

(g) The Council's call to engage in a dialogue is unnecessary, when
initiatives have been taken both bilaterally and regionally to strengthen
cooperation and build relations between the States of the region.

(h) The Security Council acts on behalf of the full membership of the United
Nations. Neither of the treaties mentioned in the draft resolution - the
Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty -
enjoy universal adherence among the United Nations membership. Since several
Member States of the United Nations are not States Parties to these
treaties, on whose behalf does the Security Council "reaffirm" its
commitment to these treaties?

(i) Can the Security Council urge any Member State of the United Nations to
become a Party to any treaty "without delay and without conditions"? This is
tantamount to coercion and a clear violation of the fundamental principle
that a State must freely consent to be bound by a treaty, a right protected
by the Law of Treaties.

(j) Can the Security Council specify that a Member State must contribute
"without conditions" in multilateral negotiations in any forum, when no such
conditions are imposed on other States? These are sovereign decisions taken
by Member States, not matters in which the Council has any role.

(k) On what basis can the Secretary-General report to the Council on the
steps taken by the countries addressed by this resolution, when most of its
provisions are ultra vires or at variance with international law and
infringe on the sovereign prerogatives of Member States?

(l) On what basis is the Council reserving its readiness to consider further
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action, contingent on the implementation of this resolution, when no Charter
provision or treaty obligation has been breached by those to whom it is
addressed?

4. The tests conducted by India were not directed against any country.
Neither has India broken any treaty obligation by conducting these tests.
They were carried out as a defensive measure to protect India in a global
environment where nuclear disarmament was making no headway, and against
grave and growing challenges to its security from nuclear weapons in the
lands and seas bordering India. The right to take measures in self-defence
is an inherent right of Member States under Charter.

5. In view of the importance of the subject, may I request that this letter
be circulated as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed) Kamalesh SHARMA, Permanent Representative of India

* * * * * * *
Roger Smith
Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament
777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.687.5340  fax 1.212.687.1643
disarmtimes@igc.apc.org    http://www.peacenet.org/disarm/
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Return-Path: <70761.2655@compuserve.com>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 17:45:15 -0400
From: James Hipkins <70761.2655@compuserve.com>
Subject: Minutes of Feb. Bd. Meeting
Sender: James Hipkins <70761.2655@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Content-Disposition: inline

Howard,,

Attached are minutes of last meeting.  I think it would be excellent if you
would write an article on India and Parkistan.  Richard Deats got me the
material by Tolstoy on Pacifism which I thought I might use.
Anything we could do to mount pressure in U.S. on nuclear issues seems most
relevant.  I will call you next week.  When do you think we should send the
next issue?  We are leaving tomorrow for a family reunion in Fredricksburg,
VA and will be home Sunday evening.

Jim and Char

Howard could not make the attachment. Will send them to you by mail.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 14:50:18 -0700 (PDT)
From: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: An Indian statement
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: aslater@pop.igc.org

>Return-Path: <hisham@ieer.org>
>Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 14:06:14 -0700 (PDT)
>X-Sender: hisham@pop.igc.org
>To: rdtandempn+@igc.org
>From: Hisham Zerriffi <hisham@ieer.org>
>Subject: An Indian statement
>
>>Return-Path: <ieer@ieer.org>
>>Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 15:35:54 -0600 (MDT)
>>X-Sender: port@email.bigsky.net
>>To: arjun@igc.apc.org
>>From: Ushma D Upadhyay <udu1@columbia.edu> (by way of Pat Ortmeyer / IEER
><ieer@ieer.org>)
>>
>>
>>Dear Friends:
>>
>>Please read and respond. Also, we urge you to forward this message to your
>>collegues, press and to elected representatives. 
>>Thank you.
>>
>>Jayesh Shah 
>>
>>For Non-violent Camapign Against Nuclear Tests and Nuclear
>>Weaponisation, co-ordinated by hundreds of organisations. 
>>
>>The Humanist Movement
>>11 Yogniti, 18 S V Road, Santacruz West, Mumbai 400054 INDIA 
>>Tel: 6106197, Email: ffh@bitsmart.com
>>
>>
>>May 98
>>HUMANIST POSITION ON NUCLEAR TESTING IN INDIA
>>
>>1) The Indian government is run by a political party that does not
>>represent the whole of the Indian population. This is seen by the
>>percentage of registered voters who voted for such party, as compared to
>>the whole population. Nobody other than a few opportunist politicians see
>>gain in nuclearisation.  Even those who voted for that party do not
>>necessarily agree with BJP's stand on nuclear weapons and their use. Also,
>>by opposing a particular policy of a particular party in power, one is not
>>anti-national.  People of India cannot fall prey to the frenzy of
>>pseudo-nationalism that is being whipped up by the government and the
>>pro-nuclear lobby.  There was no transparency in this government decision,
>>and much less will be in those other decisions that may follow, and that
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>>may cost India a nuclear war. 
>>
>>2) India now faces a very high cost of loss of political credibility. 
>>Increased international pressures and the withholding of investment and
>>technology could jeopardise India's role in the global economic
>>marketplace.
>>
>>3) Many non-nuclear countries with a long commitment to disarmament such
>>as New Zealand, Japan and Sweden and members of the Non-Aligned movement
>>have also been active to express their strong condemnation of India's
>>nuclear tests.  Besides, India has betrayed the trust and expectations of
>>people all over the world of playing a leading role in disturbing a
>>peaceful, nuclear weapons free international relations. India has also
>>forfeited the opportunity and historical responsibility to lead the march
>>towards a more humane, peaceful world. 
>>
>>4) The nuclear non-proliferation regime is certainly discriminatory and
>>has not been successful in halting either vertical or horizontal
>>proliferation, but this is not in itself a justification for proceeding
>>with the nuclear weapons option. Countries that have been sympathetic to
>>India's valid concerns about the nature of the non-proliferation regime
>>will not be prepared to brook this as an excuse for resuming testing.
>>
>>5) Everywhere in the world the conscientious people must try to restrain
>>nuclear weapon nations.  The powerholders in India also should be actively
>>opposed, who pursue hawkish policies while paying lip service to Peace
>>Disarmament and a Nuclear Weapons free world.  It is the people's power
>>which can counter any attempts for destructive nuclear power and weapons. 
>>
>>6) By adopting the policy of the "big stick," Indian government falls in
>>line with the law of the jungle pursued so far by superpowers. Now
>>superpowers may be seen as justified in applying the same policy on India
>>if she threatens so-called "strategic interests."
>>
>>7) The Pokhran Fallout!  The tests have unnecessarily put the country into
>>an arms race with heavy future costs. Now in the new budget of 1998-99
>>defence allocation has gone up (by 14 per cent to Rs 41,200 crores). Can
>>anybody protest it? To bridge the consequent increase in deficit, taxes
>>have gone up. Should anybody complain? All this, will result in all round
>>increase in prices, the people of the country should sportingly swallow it
>>up. 
>>
>>8) There are two Indias. One can make much of the world's software, build
>>computers, attend universities. The other can barely feed itself or send
>>it's children to school. Rich India is having a nuclear bomb party and the
>>poor will get the hangover. 
>>
>>9) Now our country is a proud nuclear power while, more than ever, its
>>babies will die of illnesses brought about by malnutrition, illiteracy
>>that will make people easier prey of fundamentalism, the quality of life
>>will keep on deteriorating making casualties due to pollution, lack of
>>drinkable water, public health services and work hazards. And all this
>>will not be brought about by karma or natural disasters, but will be the
>>outcome of greedy politicians in power. 
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>>
>>10) The nuclear tests are being linked to national pride and glory??? The
>>real glory would have been the availability of clean drinking water,
>>housing, employment, minimum health services and education opportunities.
>>Has the government sought a convenient way out for diverting attention
>>from basic issues by projecting an issue which has nothing to do with the
>>basic problems of this country? 
>>
>>11) The risk of accident or accidental use of nuclear weapons,
>>particularly in times of tension, is ever present. The nuclear weapons
>>infrastructure also imposes large financial costs on society, along with
>>an environmental legacy for future generations. These costs detract from
>>spendings that are critically needed in other sectors. 
>>
>>12) The voice of the vast majority Indian people, peace-loving as they
>>are, is threatened, muzzled and unheard due to this kind of blatant show
>>of nuclear power. Political power is used as a poor substitute of brain
>>power, of the power of satya. 
>>
>>13) There were instances in Mumbai and Bangalore where volunteers of
>>non-violent groups were attacked while making a non-violent protest
>>against India's nuclear test.  Have we become so intolerant? Those who
>>protested against nuclear test were condemned as anti-national. Who is
>>anti-national, in reality? Anti-national are those who use jingoistic and
>>chauvinistic rhetoric for short-lived political gains. Anti-national are
>>those who threaten the country with nuclear destruction. Anti-national are
>>those who provide opportunity so that others "justify" their nuclear
>>capability. Anti-national are those who divert huge economic resources
>>-which ought to be used for improving health, education and quality of
>>life- into the armament race. Anti-national are those who, in the name of
>>patriotism, muffle the voices of democratic dissent throwing around
>>political power. 
>>
>>14) India may have legitimate security concerns. However, the real
>>question is whether these nuclear tests, and an open acknowledgment of
>>nuclear capability, enhance any country's security.  It is important that
>>we be clear: the tests are about operationalising India's nuclear option,
>>about removing the ambiguity of India's nuclear capability.  The issue at
>>stake is not simply about the tests done now, but about whether ultimately
>>deploying nuclear weapons will contribute to India's security. There are
>>compelling reasons to believe that the tests will in fact undermine her
>>security. Firstly, if the tests are designed to deter India's neighbours
>>from aggression, history shows that deterrence itself is a flawed concept.
>>During the Cold War, rather than "keeping the peace", nuclear deterrence
>>between the US and Soviet Union, resulted in spiraling nuclear arsenals,
>>proxy conventional wars, crippling financial burdens, and a legacy of
>>environmental contamination.  The possession of nuclear weapons by one
>>party did not stop the Argentinean invasion of the Falklands or the Iraqi
>>invasion of Kuwait.  Nuclear deterrence is logically absurd, as well as
>>morally bankrupt. It is absurd, because on the one hand, it does not work
>>if a state does not believe that a country would ever dare use its nuclear
>>capability. On the other hand, there is no "safe" way to "use" nuclear
>>weapons without causing enormous damage to your own country and its
>>citizens. It is morally bankrupt because it is based on the threat of
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>>annihilation of hundreds of thousands, or perhaps millions, of innocent
>>people. 
>>
>>15) The nuclear tests have "justified" Pakistan's nuclear capability, so
>>far suspected but not proven or justified. This further justifies whatever
>>military support they may get in terms of conventional weapons and other
>>tactical things like satellite surveillance, intelligence reports, etc. 
>>
>>16) The military concern and priority is to make the country safer. Well
>>then, after the nuclear tests India is no safer than before, rather the
>>opposite. 
>>
>>17) Those who control international finance capital, those whose aim is to
>>keep developing countries under their thumb, are happy with a renewed
>>conflict between India and Pakistan. After all, it is the time-tested
>>policy of divide and rule. Nothing had so far worked better for their
>>interests than governments overexpending in weaponry, having to borrow
>>capital on harsh terms to support their military adventures. Nothing works
>>better for them than countries weakened by endless wars. Now the
>>superpowers have justification to flaunt their "moral superiority" in
>>diplomatic circles, chastising India for her reluctance in signing the
>>Non-Proliferation Treaty while swinging the nuclear sword.  They all laugh
>>at the so-called "national pride" and secretly wish for more foolishness.
>>And BJP's policy had served them all this on a silver tray. This is
>>"anti-national". 
>>
>>18) The kind of nationalistic jingoism that is being fomented by the
>>powerholders, the nuclear protagonists and the media is also dangerous as
>>it precludes any balanced and rational analysis of the situation. 
>>
>>19) India is at a crossroads. She has a brief opportunity to choose the
>>moral high ground and show the kind of international leadership that South
>>Africa did, by openly acknowledging her nuclear capability and renouncing
>>it.  A country that has the strength to take this stance is confident of
>>its own power and clear about the genuine security needs it has. These
>>needs can better be addressed by confidence building measures with its
>>neighbours, transparency agreements, and commitments from all the nuclear
>>weapon states to "no first use" policies and timetables for the
>>elimination of their nuclear weapons. This is by no means an easy route,
>>but it is an honourable one for a country with a proud history of
>>disarmament initiatives and India could only win friends by choosing it.
>>Indeed, such a step could re-invigorate attempts to achieve a universal
>>and equitable non-proliferation system and heighten the concept of a
>>collective universal norm against nuclear weapons.  The alternative is
>>that India contributes, directly or indirectly, to the arms race and a
>>global stockpile of thousands of nuclear weapons that could already
>>destroy our planet many times over.  India can choose to be part of the
>>problem, or part of the solution to the nuclear threat. We can only hope
>>that the BJP Government quickly decides to act for its own and the
>>planet's best interests. 
>>
>>20) The country of Gandhi, has lost the potential to spearhead the
>>non-violence movement all across the globe!!
>>
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>>A call to individuals and groups:  Please get in touch with us for
>>organising joint campaigns, mobilisations, debates, public meetings, group
>>meetings, common publications etc against nuclear tests and nuclear
>>weaponisation by all countries. We propose the campaign within India and
>>globally.
>>
>>
>>The Humanist Movement
>>11 Yogniti, 18 S V Road, Santacruz West, Mumbai 400054 INDIA 
>>Tel: 6106197, Email: ffh@bitsmart.com
>>
>>
>>
>
>
Alice Slater
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)
15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010
212-726-9161 (tel)
212-726-9160 (fax)
aslater@igc.apc.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 18:31:03 -0700 (PDT)
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: India, Pakistan and the CTBT
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org, tomatompn+@igc.org
X-Sender: wslf@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

Following is an excellent editorial by former California Senator Alan 
Cranston, who now serves as Chair of the State of the World Forum.  Enjoy!

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, TUESDAY JUNE 9, 1998

OPEN FORUM

U.S. MUST RETHINK ITS NUCLEAR POLICY
BY ALAN CRANSTON

India's and Pakistan's nuclear test reveal the impotence of current policies 
intended to prevent proliferation.  Moralizing appeals, threats of sanctions 
and offers of military and economic aid for not testing have done nothing to 
contain the crisis.

Broader efforts by the Clinton administration also failed to prevent it, 
including supporting the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty(CTBT), the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty(NPT), and twice declaring national emergencies to 
deal with proliferation. 
Since all this failed to head off a new arms race, our priorities need 
shifting.  U.S. policy currently ranks nuclear threats in the following 
rough order:

*First, rogue governments may acquire weapons of mass destruction.  To 
prevent that, the United States prepared to go to war to enforce the weapons 
inspection regime in Iraq. 
*Second, terrorist and criminal syndicates may acquire nuclear weapons.  A 
recent sting operation in Florida revealed attempts by organized crime to 
trade heroine and cocaine for nuclear weapons, and Russia's General 
Alexander Lebed says criminals already trade drugs for Russian conventional 
weapons.

*Third, inadequate command and control of the former Soviet nuclear arsenal 
may allow theft of illegal sale of nuclear weapons, or an accidental nuclear 
attack on the United States. 
Compared with these nightmare scenarios, the more mundane prospect of 
respected, stable democracies like India and Pakistan reigniting nuclear 
proliferation had to figure fairly low in the list.  Yet it happened.

The fact that we failed to see it coming indicates a blind spot in our 
policy outlook.  It goes beyond the remarkable failure of U.S. intelligence 
to anticipate India's test.  India also warned us for decades that the 
monopoly of five nuclear power--which just happen to be the five permanent 
members of the U.S. Security Council--would not be tolerated forever by the 
rest of the world. 
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Far from working toward disarmament the United States reiterated last year 
that it will "continue to rely on nuclear arms as a cornerstone of its 
national security for the indefinite future."  We are even exploring new 
generations of nukes using high-tech subcritical tests and computer 
simulations of advanced weapons prototypes.

Technically, these nonexplosive tests might not violate the letter of the 
CTBT.  But they certainly violated the spirit moving toward disarmament and 
undermine other nations' incentive to refrain from developing their own 
arsenals.

India also denounced U.S. subcritical testing, called the current global 
regime on nuclear arms control "discriminatory" and protested the failure of 
the nuclear states to honor the NPT commitment.

More nations may well abandon the current international arms control regime 
if the United States keeps stonewalling the many calls for progress toward 
nuclear abolition.  To prevent more countries from breaking ranks, we should 
make taking serious steps toward worldwide disarmament a top policy 
priority.  Nothing less will shore up the struggle to prevent other nations 
from following India and Pakistan down the nuclear path.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alan Cranston, who represented California in the U.S. Senate from 1969 to 
1993, serving on the Intelligence and Foreign Relations Committees, chairs 
the State of the World Forum.
   ********************************************
       WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION
           1440 Broadway, Suite 500
             Oakland, CA USA 94612
              Tel: (510)839-5877
              Fax: (510)839-5397
               wslf@igc.apc.org
   ********** Part of ABOLITION 2000 **********
   Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 
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Return-Path: <owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org>
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 11:06:36 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Cc: impress@slt.lk
Subject: pov-l: June Bulletin from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sender: owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org

------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Rio de Janeiro Peace to the City Campaign 
June 1998 Monthly Bulletin

IN THIS ISSUE:

Traffic-stoppers: The Civilian Volunteer Service launches its first
state-wide campaign on safe driving
Famine relief: Viva Rio coordinates food donations to drought-stricken
Northeastern Brazil
Environment Week: Ecological Parade along Copacabana Beach and
tree-planting in the Santa Marta shanty-town
***************************************************************

1) TRAFFIC STOPPERS : The Civilian Volunteer Service launches its first
state-wide campaign on safe driving

Dressed with t-shirts boasting the logo of the Brazilian Civilian Volunteer
Service* and carrying banners and sign posts, the 3,120 youth enrolled
in the programme took to the streets of Rio de Janeiro State on May 22 in
their first joint community action. Positioned at major intersections in 32
cities throughout the State, the young volunteers, or "Agents of the
Future" as they are called, took part in their united campaign aimed at
raising awareness among drivers and pedestrians about the importance
of respecting the new national transit code. 

As vehicles waited at the red-light signal and stop signs, the youth
distributed the new transit code, briefly explaining the main points of the
law and informing drivers and pedestrians about the need to respect
each other s rights. The message behind the campaign was clear and
straightforward: it is impossible to be a responsible citizen without also
driving safely and in accordance with the law.

This message is not as obvious as it may appear. In Brazil, statistics from
the National Department for Transit at the Justice Ministry indicate that in
1995, over 400,000 people were either seriously injured or killed in road
accidents. Rio de Janeiro State has one of the highest death tolls due to
road accidents nationwide. Each year over 38,000 people will lose their
lives or suffer serious injury in road accidents often resulting from
reckless driving. The majority of these victims are in the 18-34 age group
-- a young, active population which is being decimated at an alarming
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rate.

"Agent of the Future" Flavia Prosto is enthusiastic and hopeful about the
new awareness the campaign is creating on a daily basis for people in
Rio de Janeiro. "This campaign will help to prevent accidents, because
people will learn how to use their seat belts and stop at the red light
signal, this is something which many people still fail to do." says Flavia. "I
am also going to distribute the new code to all my friends and family, so
that they can also become aware of the law." Flavia knows the
importance of safe driving: her father was seriously injured in a car
accident two years ago because he was not wearing a seat belt.

Walter Pereira da Costa, a retired policeman who worked as a volunteer
for Viva Rio helping to coordinate the safe driving campaign, was just as
enthusiastic as the youth he monitored. In fact, it was the high spirits and
team work of the "Agents of the Future" which made the campaign a
success and spread what da Costa calls "contagious happiness" to the
Viva Rio staff as well as to the drivers and pedestrians on the street.
"Their commitment to make people aware was impressive," says da
Costa. "They know that what they are doing is extremely important. They
know that they are helping to save lives-- in addition to motivating
citizens to become more respectful of their rights and responsibilities."

The 104 community organizations currently participating in the Civilian
Volunteer Service in the State of Rio de Janeiro enlist the youth
volunteers in local community work as part of the overall project.
According to the specific needs of the various communities, the "Agents
of the Future" have already performed tasks ranging from environmental
clean-up activities, re-constructing derelict school buildings, and
participating in health campaigns including the distribution of brochures
on disease prevention and administering free vaccinations. 

The 9-month pilot phase of the Civilian Volunteer Service will include two
more joint state-wide campaigns involving all the "Agents of the Future"
in civic activities. On the agenda is a peaceful demonstration focusing on
human rights on the occasion of Brazil s September 7th Independence
Day commemorations, and a wide-spread Christmas season food
donation and distribution campaign in support of needy families
throughout the State.

*The Civilian Volunteer Service is a Brazilian government programme
coordinated by Viva Rio in Rio de Janeiro State in partnership with
community organizations. The programme provides a new opportunity for
underprivileged youth to complete their primary education in exchange
for community work and civic participation. 

2) Famine Relief : Viva Rio coordinates food donations to
drought-stricken Northeastern Brazil

Since 1994, a year following its creation, Viva Rio has participated in
food donation campaigns during the Christmas season for needy families
in Rio de Janeiro, considering that solidarity is an essential component of
civic participation. This year Viva Rio expanded its solidarity network to
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help address an urgent and alarming plight: in 11 drought-stricken States
in Northeastern Brazil, 10 million people find themselves in a high-risk
situation resulting from hunger and malnutrition.

Official government statistics from the Northeastern Superintendent s
Office (SUDENE) indicate this represents approximately 2 million families
throughout the arid rural regions. The situation is likely to worsen due to
the devastating effects of the prolonged drought on crop harvests,
compounded this year by the El Nino weather phenomenon which has
adversely affected the habitually scarce rain fall averages for the
season.

On May 26, Viva Rio coordinated its first food donation campaign
specifically for the Northeast, helping to distribute 6 tons of
non-perishable foodstuffs donated by the Sola S.A. firm from Rio de
Janeiro. A truck containing the donations left from Viva Rio headquarters
to embark upon a long 3-day journey to the Northeast, stopping along the
way at several community organizations in partnership with Viva Rio.
The donations will be distributed in several centers throughout 4 of the
drought-stricken States. 

3) Environment Week: Ecological Parade along Copacabana Beach and
Tree planting in the Santa Marta shanty-town

ECOLOGICAL PARADE IN COPACABANA....For the third year in a row,
the Institute for Religious Studies (ISER) coordinated the "Ecological
Parade" on Copacabana Beach during the International Environment
Week (May 31 - June 6) with the support of Viva Rio. The parade, which
kicked off the weekly commemorations on environmental themes, was
organized with the support of the Municipal Secretariat for the
Environment and Education and brought together over 2,500
schoolchildren and teachers from both the private and public educational
sectors. 

Two months prior to the parade, the schoolchildren received special
classes and training on environmental protection and themes related to
nature and Brazil s tropical rainforests. Pedagogical tools and training
materials prepared by ISER researchers on a wide range of nature
topics were distributed throughout all the schools in the Rio de Janeiro
municipal area. Teacher training courses were also provided to pass on
theoretical and practical environmental know-how.

Each class participating in the commemorations devised costumes using
only recycled materials representing a forest theme and paraded with
carnival samba music along the beachfront. Distributing brochures and
leaflets to raise awareness on the urgent need to protect the fragile
environment, the young students were also joined by several
non-governmental organizations working in the educational and
environmental sectors which were able to make their work known to a
wider public. Artists, acrobats, musicians and dancers also took part in
the festivities, enlarging the scope of the parade to the artistic
community. Samba music schools working with young children and
adolescents participated for the first time in the parade, animating the
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festivities with their lively themes.

One of the private educational schools participating in the parade works
specifically with children affected by the Down s Syndrome and other
schools with physically disabled students also took part in the events.
This wide participation demonstrates that anyone and everyone can help
to improve the environment. Taking care of nature and the natural habitat
is a joint task which can and should involve everyone in the city. The
yearly parade has become such a success, winning the support of so
many sectors of society in Rio de Janeiro that it will now figure as a
permanent event on the Municipal calendar.

...AND TREE-PLANTING IN SANTA MARTA

In another activity within the framework of the International Environment
Week, 20 adolescents participating in Viva Rio s Neighborhood
Gardeners programme planted 100 seedlings of rare tropical trees which
are threatened with extinction in an especially preserved area created in
the Santa Marta shanty-town where the youth live. The adolescents are
already expert gardeners, having completed a one-year course with
Viva Rio tending to small community gardens in the bustling Botafogo
neighborhood at the foot of the hillsides surrounding the shanty-town.
The Environment Week special tree-planting event provided the youth
with the occasion to tend to their own personal gardens in benefit of
their community. 

This initiative has now received support from the Municipal Parks and
Gardens Authority and the youth will be provided with 100 new
seedlings each month to re-forest Santa Marta. The tree planting will be
specifically directed to regions in the shanty-town which have suffered
severe erosion provoking landslides, particularly during heavy rains. The
re-forestation work will therefore help the community by embellishing the
landscape as well as by reinforcing the soil to prevent further natural
disasters. 
The Neighborhood Gardener s Programme is currently being expanded to
two other neighborhoods in central Rio de Janeiro: Gamboa and Santo
Cristo. Ten adolescents will be enrolled in the programme initially and the
programme is expected to further extend its activities to the Tijuca,
Ipanema and Leblon neighborhoods in the near future.

Viva Rio
Ladeira da Gloria, 98 - Gloria 
CEP: 22211-120
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
+55-21-556-5004
+55-21-558-1381 (fax)
vivario@ax.apc.org
http://www.informe.simpleweb.com.br/vivario/rio

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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To: djroche@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: World Council of Churches and nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Doug:

I receive the following reply from Dwain Epps, top staff of the World Council of Churches on international issues, 
regarding my ideas for mobilizing the world religious community for nuclear aboltion.

"Thanks so much for your excellent reflections and ideas for expanding
the movement to abolish nuclear weapons at a most critical periodl

"We have built this into our program for the coming year, and hope that
we can encourage the Central Committee to adopt an agressive stance. 
Of course, the Assembly in Harare will offer opportunities here as well.

"As you can imagine, right now we simply cannot devote intensive
attention to the question, but will be coming back to it in the early Fall in
the lead-up to the Assembly."

(The Assembly meets in Harare, Zimbabwe in December.)

You can share this message with Archbishop Martino when you meet with him and can assure him that the World 
Council of Churches is prepared to work with other world religious bodies in a major push for nuclear abolition.

Shalom,
Howard
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: fnb-l@tao.ca, hpn@aspin.edu
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 09:57:39 -0400
From: peace through reason <prop1@prop1.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Congressional email address website - quick
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: prop1@prop1.org (Unverified)

Quick way to send email to Congress:

http://www.efn.org/~dmorgan/congress.html
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 11:25:16 -0400
From: Bill Robinson <plough@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>
Organization: Project Ploughshares
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: [Fwd: PRESS COMMUNIQUE M-DPC/NPG-1(98)72]
To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org>,
        Abolition list <abolition@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>

NATO's nukes remain "essential"...

-- 
Bill Robinson, Project Ploughshares,
Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  N2L 3G6
Phone: 519 888-6541 x264  Fax: 519 885-0806
E-mail: plough@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca
http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough

Project Ploughshares is a member of the Canadian Network to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough/cnanw/cnanw.html)
Received: from cc1.kuleuven.ac.be (cc1.kuleuven.ac.be [134.58.8.32])
        by watserv1.uwaterloo.ca (8.8.8/8.8.8) with SMTP id LAA03128
        for <plough@WATSERV1.UWATERLOO.CA>; Thu, 11 Jun 1998 11:16:03 -0400 (EDT)
Received: from CC1.KULEUVEN.AC.BE by cc1.kuleuven.ac.be (IBM VM SMTP V2R2)
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To: Multiple recipients of list NATODATA <NATODATA@CC1.KULEUVEN.AC.BE>

PRESS COMMMUNIQUE M-DPC/NPG-1(98)72
For immediate release
11th June 1998

        MINISTERIAL MEETING OF THE DEFENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE
        AND THE NUCLEAR PLANNING GROUP ON 11th JUNE 1998

        FINAL COMMUNIQUE

1.      The Defence Planning Committee and the Nuclear Planning Group of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization met in Ministerial Session in
Brussels on 11th June.

2.      We attach great importance to the Alliance's enduring commitment
to the core function of collective defence and the indispensable
transatlantic link.  Defence planning, which underpins collective
defence, is a major contributor to the political cohesion and the
military effectiveness of the Alliance.  It also gives practical
effect to the commitment to ensure that our individual and collective
defence capabilities enable us to carry out the full range of the
Alliance's missions.  Our operations in Bosnia have confirmed the
value of the long-standing and close cooperation between Allies and
of our integrated military structure.

 3.     Against this background we underlined the importance of the
 Alliance's military effectiveness for security and stability
 throughout the Euro-Atlantic area.  We confirmed that our defence
 planning system continues to fulfil a central role in ensuring the
 effectiveness and coherence of our individual and collective
 military capabilities.  As part of the regular process of reviewing
 our defence plans, we approved a new set of Force Goals which are
 designed to ensure that our collective defence arrangements continue
 to provide for the full range of Alliance missions.  The Force Goals
 address requirements for collective defence and deterrence, and
 capabilities required for crisis management, including peace support
 operations.  They also address requirements for the support of
 WEU-led operations.  Within the adjusted overall forces and
 readiness levels which reflect the new strategic environment, the
 1998 Force Goals continue to emphasise the need for deployable,
 readily available assets; enhanced command and control capabilities
 to support CJTF operations; and capabilities to deal with the risks
 arising from nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and their
 means of delivery.  The development of these capabilities and the
 maintenance and enhancement of interoperability are key elements in
 the transformation of NATO's force structure and of the Alliance
 itself as it prepares to meet future challenges.  We shall continue
 to ensure that high priority is given to these planning targets in
 our national force plans.
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4.      We recognise that the forces needed in the new strategic
environment, while smaller than in the past, still require
significant funding levels.  We also recognise the importance of
common efforts and common funding, which contribute to enhanced
Alliance cohesion and emphasize solidarity.  We are committed,
therefore, to ensuring that sufficient resources are made available
to handle the risks and challenges facing the Alliance and in
particular to address NATO Force Goals and the requirements of NATO's
common funded programmes.

5.      The defence planning system has confirmed its key role in
preparing the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland for the military
responsibilities and obligations of Alliance membership.  We noted a
report describing Target Force Goals developed for the three invited
countries.  The Target Force Goals address NATO's priority military
requirements for an effective enlarged Alliance.  These include
ensuring appropriate future force contributions from the three
invited countries to the Alliance military structure.  The Target
Force Goals also address the priority areas of air defence, command
and control, doctrine and training, host nation support and some
aspects of force modernisation.  Overall these planning targets will
play a major role in guiding the development of the armed forces of
the invited countries in a number of important areas, particularly in
accelerating the interoperability of their armed forces with those of
the Alliance.  Following their accession to the Alliance, the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland will play a full role in Alliance force
planning and more comprehensive targets will be set for them in the
NATO Force Goals in 2000.

6.      We welcomed the Spanish decision for full integration into the
Alliance's military structure, which will enhance the Spanish
contribution to NATO's military tasks and strengthen overall Alliance
capabilities.  In this respect, we note that Spain is now
participating in NATO defence planning on the same basis as the other
Allies.

 7.     We received with appreciation a presentation by the U.S.
 Secretary of Defense on the status of START II and planning for
 START III.  We continue to urge the Russian government to obtain
 early ratification of START II.

8.      We welcomed the initiation of consultations between NATO and
Russia on nuclear weapons issues under the auspices of the Permanent
Joint Council and look forward to a more in-depth exchange.  We
recalled the Russian announcements from 1991 and 1992 regarding
unilateral reductions of their tactical nuclear weapons and urge
Russia to bring these to completion.   We call upon Russia to further
review its tactical nuclear weapons stockpile with a view toward
making additional significant reductions.

9.      We confirmed that NATO's nuclear forces, while much reduced in
size and readiness, continue to play a unique and essential role in
Alliance strategy.  Their fundamental purpose is  political: to
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preserve peace and prevent coercion and any kind of war.  They will
continue to fulfil an essential role by ensuring uncertainty in the
mind of any aggressor about the nature of the Allies' response to
military aggression.  They demonstrate that aggression of any kind is
not a rational option.

----------------------------------------------------------------

COMMUNIQUE DE PRESSE M-DPC/NPG-1(98)72
Pour diffusion immediate
11 juin 1998

        REUNIONS DU COMITE DES PLANS DE DEFENSE ET DU GROUPE DES PLANS
        NUCLEAIRES EN SESSION MINISTERIELLE TENUES A BRUXELLES
        LE 11 JUIN 1998

        COMMUNIQUE FINAL

1.      Le Comite des plans de defense et le Groupe des plans nucleaires
de l'Organisation du Traite de l'Atlantique Nord se sont reunis en
session ministerielle, a Bruxelles, le 11 juin.

2.      Nous attachons beaucoup d'importance a l'engagement durable de
l'Alliance a l'egard de la fonction essentielle qu'est la defense
collective et de l'indispensable lien transatlantique. La
planification de la defense, qui sous-tend la defense collective,
apporte une contribution majeure a la cohesion politique et a
l'efficacite militaire de l'Alliance. Elle traduit egalement de facon
concrete notre attachement a faire en sorte que les capacites de
defense  individuelles et collectives de nos pays nous permettent
d'accomplir toute la gamme des missions de l'Alliance. Nos operations
en Bosnie ont confirme la valeur de la cooperation etroite qui existe
depuis longtemps entre les Allies et celle de notre structure
militaire integree.

 3.     Dans ce contexte, nous soulignons l'importance que revet
 l'efficacite militaire de l'Alliance pour la securite et la
 stabilite dans l'ensemble de la region euro-atlantique. Nous
 confirmons que notre systeme d'etablissement des plans de defense
 continue de jouer un role central en garantissant l'efficacite et la
 coherence des capacites militaires individuelles et collectives de
 nos pays. Dans le cadre du processus regulier d'examen de nos plans
 de defense, nous avons approuve un nouvel ensemble d'objectifs de
 forces destines a garantir que notre dispositif de defense
 collective continue de permettre l'accomplissement de toute la gamme
 des missions de l'Alliance. Les objectifs de forces portent sur les
 besoins en rapport avec la defense collective et la dissuasion,
 ainsi que sur les capacites requises pour la gestion des crises, y
 compris les operations de soutien de la paix. Ils portent egalement
 sur les besoins relatifs au soutien d'operations dirigees par l'UEO.
 Compte tenu de l'ajustement des niveaux globaux de forces et de
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 preparation qui reflete le nouvel environnement strategique, les
 objectifs de forces pour 1998 continuent de mettre l'accent sur la
 necessite de moyens deployables et rapidement disponibles, de
 capacites de commandement et de controle renforcees pour assurer le
 soutien d'operations de GFIM, ainsi que de capacites permettant de
 faire face aux risques decoulant des armes nucleaires, biologiques
 et chimiques, et de leurs vecteurs. Le developpement de ces
 capacites ainsi que le maintien et l'amelioration de
 l'interoperabilite sont des elements cles de la transformation tant
 de la structure de forces de l'OTAN que de l'Alliance elle-meme,
 alors que celle-ci se prepare en vue des defis qui l'attendent. Nous
 continuerons de faire en sorte qu'une priorite elevee soit accordee
 a ces objectifs de planification dans nos plans de forces nationaux.

4.      Nous savons que les forces requises dans le nouvel environnement
strategique, bien que de taille plus petite que dans le passe,
necessitent toujours des ressources financieres significatives. Nous
mesurons egalement l'importance des efforts et du financement
communs, qui contribuent a renforcer la cohesion des Allies et qui
sont un signe tangible de solidarite. C'est pourquoi nous sommes
attaches a faire en sorte que des ressources suffisantes soient mises
a disposition pour permettre a l'Alliance de faire face aux risques
et aux defis auxquels elle est confrontee, et en particulier pour
atteindre les objectifs de forces de l'OTAN et satisfaire les besoins
de ses programmes finances en commun.

5.      Le systeme d'etablissement des plans de defense a confirme le
role essentiel qu'il joue dans la preparation de la Republique
tcheque, de la Hongrie et de la Pologne aux responsabilites et aux
obligations a assumer, dans le domaine militaire, en tant que membres
de l'Alliance. Nous avons pris note d'un rapport decrivant les
objectifs de forces indicatifs elabores a l'intention des trois pays
invites. Les objectifs de forces indicatifs portent sur les besoins
militaires prioritaires de l'OTAN a satisfaire pour assurer
l'efficacite d'une Alliance elargie. Ces objectifs devront notamment
permettre aux trois pays invites d'apporter a l'avenir une
contribution de forces appropriee a la structure militaire de
l'Alliance. Les objectifs de forces indicatifs sont egalement axes
sur les domaines prioritaires que sont la defense aerienne, le
commandement et le controle, la doctrine et l'entrainement, le
soutien du pays hote et certains aspects de la modernisation des
forces. Dans l'ensemble, ces objectifs de planification joueront un
role majeur s'agissant de guider le developpement des forces armees
des pays invites dans un certain nombre de domaines importants, et,
en particulier, de rendre leurs forces armees plus rapidement
interoperables avec celles des pays allies. Apres leur adhesion a
l'Alliance, la Republique tcheque, la Hongrie et la Pologne
participeront pleinement a la planification des forces de l'Alliance,
et des objectifs plus complets seront fixes a leur intention dans les
objectifs de forces de l'OTAN pour l'an 2000.

 6.     Nous nous felicitons de la decision prise par l'Espagne
 concernant son integration complete dans la structure militaire de
 l'Alliance, qui aura pour effet d'accroitre la contribution de ce
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 pays aux taches militaires de l'OTAN et de renforcer les capacites
 de l'Alliance dans leur ensemble. A cet egard, nous notons que
 l'Espagne participe maintenant a la planification de la defense de
 l'OTAN sur la meme base que les autres Allies.

7.      Nous avons entendu avec interet un expose du Secretaire d'Etat a
la defense des Etats-Unis sur la situation concernant le Traite START
II et les plans relatifs au Traite START III. Nous continuons
d'inviter instamment le gouvernement russe a obtenir la ratification
rapide du Traite START II.

8.      Nous nous felicitons de l'engagement de consultations entre
l'OTAN et la Russie sur des questions concernant les armes
nucleaires, sous les auspices du Conseil conjoint permanent, et
attendons avec interet la tenue d'echanges plus approfondis. Nous
rappelons les declarations faites par la Russie en 1991 et 1992 au
sujet de reductions unilaterales de son arsenal nucleaire tactique,
et demandons instamment a ce pays de mener le processus a son terme.
Nous appelons la Russie a revoir encore son arsenal nucleaire
tactique en vue d'operer d'autres reductions significatives.

9.      Nous confirmons que les forces nucleaires de l'OTAN, bien que
leur taille et leur etat de preparation aient ete considerablement
reduits, continuent de jouer un role unique et essentiel dans la
strategie de l'Alliance. Fondamentalement, leur finalite est
politique : preserver la paix et prevenir la coercition et toute
forme de guerre. Elles continueront de jouer un role essentiel en
maintenant, dans l'esprit d'un eventuel agresseur, une incertitude
sur la nature de la riposte des Allies a une agression militaire.
Elles demontrent qu'une agression, quelle que soit sa forme, n'est
pas une option rationnelle.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
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STATEMENT ISSUED BY THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF PAKISTAN TO THE UNITED
NATIONS IN RESPONSE TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 1172

6-6-1998

Mr. President,

1. Pakistan has kept the UN Secretary General and the Security Council fully
informed, at all stages, of the developments pertaining to the current grave
security crisis in South Asia.

2. Indeed, to some extent, it was the dereliction of its responsibilities by
theSecurity Council that emboldened India to implement its hegemonic and
aggressive designs, by crossing the nuclear threshold, threatening the use
of nuclear weapons against Pakistan, and resorting to nuclear blackmail to
impose a military solution on Kashmir.

3. We informed the Council about India's provocative actions and unambiguous
expression of intent to commit aggression against Pakistan. Unfortunately,
the Council did not pay heed to the impending breach of peace.

4. Faced with these ominous developments resulting from India's deliberate
and calculated actions to alter the strategic equation, Pakistan was left
with no choice but to exercise its nuclear option in its supreme national
interest, to restore the strategic balance and to preserve peace.

5. For almost fifty years, Pakistan repeatedly drew attention of the United
Nations to the Indian illegal occupation of Jammu and Kashmir. We demanded
the implementation of the Council's own resolutions. We sought to draw
attention of the international community to the Indian brutal campaign to
deny to the Kashmiri people their inalienable right to self-determination,
as provided for in the Council's resolutions.

6. We repeatedly drew attention of the Secretary General and his Council to
the extremely volatile situation in Kashmir, resulting from grave violations
of the Line of Control by Indian troops. We urged the Secretary General and
his Council to take cognizance of this situation and even proposed the
strengthening of the present United Nations Military Observer Group in India
and Pakistan (UNMOGIP).

7. We regret to note that the Council paid no attention, whatsoever, to
Pakistan's repeated warning and requests. Today again, the central issue
which has bedeviled relations between India and Pakistan and is at the
source of all conflicts and tensions in South Asia, is being ignored.
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8. Now that the Council is seized of the volatile situation in South Asia,
we note with regret that the approach that is being adopted is once again
devoid of realism. Non-proliferation cannot be pursued by creating or
acquiescing in situation of a security void. This has been and continues to
be a major failure on the part of all those who have sought to promote the
goal of non- proliferation. It is obviously counter-productive to bank once
again on a uni-dimensional approach to non-proliferation based on selective
sanctions, pressures and intimidation.

9. The Council has contented itself to deal with the non-proliferation
aspects. Non-proliferation is no longer an issue in South Asia. South Asia,
which we wanted to be a nuclear weapon free zone, is today nuclearized,
thanks to the encouragement and acquiescence of major powers. There is a
real danger of nuclear conflict. Proliferation, regrettably has taken place.
No amount of sermonizing and lamentations can rectify or reverse this
unfortunate development.

10. If this Council really wishes to have any role in containing the crisis
and preventing the situation from deteriorating further, it must adopt a
pragmatic and realistic approach.

11. We are convinced that a comprehensive approach to the issues of peace,
security, confidence building, conventional imbalance, and conventional an
nuclear arms control, is the only realistic way, whereby this Council and
the international community could contribute to defusing the security crisis
in South Asia which has endangered global peace and stability.

12. Mr. President, the Resolution which has emerged from the consultations
is deficient in several aspects.

13. Let me first deal with procedure. Under Article 31 of the Charter, "Any
member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council
may participate, without a vote, in the discussion of any question brought
before the Security Council, whenever the latter considers that the
interests of that Member are specially affected". We deeply regret that the
Council has disregarded this Charter provision by not giving us an
opportunity to participate in the discussions on this Resolution.

14. The attitude of the Council can, in short be described as, "My mind is
made up; please do not confuse me with facts".

15. While I would be pointing out the substantive inadequacies, let me make
a more general point.

16. I wish to state for the record and for posterity that the adoption of
this Resolution will further marginalize the role of the Security Council,
not only in dealing effectively with the security crisis in South Asia but
on global security issues as a whole.

17. The approach that the Security Council has adopted is not only again
devoid of realism but also of legality and morality.

18. I wonder whether the Security Council is not about to ignite an
extremely short fuse that will destruct the entire global security order as
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is envisioned in the UN Charter.

19. Now let me deal with salient aspects of this Resolution which I believe
fall in the following three categories:

a) Non-Proliferation;
b) The security problem in South Asia; and
c) The role of the Council

20. As far as the non-proliferation aspects of this resolution are
concerned, we cannot help but comment on the extremely short sighted
approach that the Council has chose to pursue.

21. This Resolution is not an expression of global concern about the failure
of non-proliferation and ways and means to deal with this serious issue. It
is in fact a transparent exercise in self assurance by the official
Nuclear-5 to seek legitimacy for their possession of lethal arsenals of
weapons of mass destruction.

22. The Nuclear-5 draw comfort and questionable legitimacy from the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. Pakistan had never questioned this dubious
distinction that they draw from the NPT. Today we are obliged perforce to
reconsider our position.

23. For the first time, this sacrosanct institution is being used, today, to
confer legitimacy upon the Nuclear-5. It is, therefore, not what is
contained in this Resolution, but what is implied, which needs to be seen in
its proper legal, strategic and political perspective.

24. For the first time, the Security Council is being asked to play a role
in enforcing non- proliferation. This is contrary to the letter and spirit
of the various international instruments and treaties on this subject. 

25. Nuclear non-proliferation is the obverse side of nuclear disarmament.
Nuclear non- proliferation cannot be promoted in the absence of
corresponding progress towards nuclear disarmament.

26. The Nuclear-5 have continued to use the NPT for a two-fold purpose: to
legitimize their own possession of huge nuclear arsenals and the right to
retain them in perpetuity; and as blunt instrument to curb further
proliferation.

27. It is indeed evident that the Resolution "welcomes" the commitment of
the Nuclear-5 to Article VI of the NPT. There could be no more poignant
travesty of facts. 

28. Treaty provisions cannot be enforced on non-parties. Treaty obligations
can only be assumed on a voluntary basis. Any attempt at imposition of
treaty obligations on non-parties is, by its very nature, unequal and
unsustainable. 

29. How would the Council deal with the issue so aptly raised by the
decision of IC on the illegitimacy of nuclear weapons? How would the Council
deal with the question of non- proliferation? How would the Council deal
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with the inter-linked issues of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation?
The Council has given its verdict. Nuclear disarmament is apparently in safe
hands! Nuclear non-proliferation is the only real issue.

30.The Non-Aligned Movement has consistently held that there is no
justification for the maintenance of nuclear arsenals, or for concepts of
international security based on a policy of nuclear deterrence.

31. The Non-Aligned movement has also categorically pronounced itself on the
present situation, whereby nuclear weapon states insist that nuclear weapons
provide unique security benefits, and continue to make feverish efforts to
monopolize them. The Non-Aligned Movement has said that this is a highly
discriminatory and untenable approach, and one that cannot be sustained.

32. The Non-Aligned Movement's ministerial meeting in Cartagena recently
affirmed the importance of the adoption of an action plan for the total
elimination of all nuclear weapons within a time-bound framework, as well as
the need for negotiating and implementing universal, non-discriminatory
disarmament measures, and mutually agreed confidence-building measures.

33. If the Council is, today, really concerned about non-proliferation, then
the resolution that it has adopted does less than full justice to the
predominant views of the Non-Aligned Movement, including of those who are
parties to the NPT.

34. Let me once again clarify that the issue for Pakistan is one of
security, and not of status.

35. Pakistan has demonstrated its nuclear weapon capability. We have
officially stated that the nuclear  devices tested on 28 and 30 May 1998
correspond to weapons configuration compatible with delivery systems.

36. We have already stated that South Asia has been nuclearized. We have
been compelled to join the process of nuclearization by India's decision to
weaponize and induct nuclear weapons.

37. We have been obliged to do so for our self-defence and to restore the
strategic balance in South Asia.

38. It is India that has claimed status as the sixth nuclear weapon state.
Does the Council, by its lop-sided approach, desire that we also claim
status as a nuclear weapon state, and thus contribute to shredding to bits
the myths about the legitimacy or otherwise... of nuclear weapons?

39. Moreover, the resolution does not take into account the fact that
besides India and Pakistan, there are other states, non-parties to the NPT,
which posses nuclear weapons and have so acknowledged. 

40. We do not want to complicate the issue. The issue is simple and straight
forward. It is about the security crisis in South Asia. We do not want to
dilute the focus, and enter into academic arguments about non-proliferation
and nuclear disarmament. 

41. We also do not want to link extraneous issues which only serve to
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detract from the main issue, that is the security crisis in South Asia,
which has endangered global peace and stability.

42. So, Mr. President, a highly skewed and self-defeating approach has been
taken by the Security Council in trying to handle non-proliferation, which
is strictly not within its competence.

43. The future of non-proliferation cannot be assured by setting aside its
very legal and moral basis. This is exactly what is being done today by this
Council. It is evident, therefore, that what is at stake is not the future
of non-proliferation, but the exclusive privileges and status that the
Nuclear-5 arrogate to monopolize, caring little about the wider aspects.

44. I, therefore, dread to say that the Council is about to embark on a
totally unrealistic and self- defeating course as far as the future of
non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament is concerned.

45. Mr. President, Pakistan has been subjected to double discrimination. At
the regional level, we are discriminated because of a failure by the
Security Council to make a distinction between an action and reaction,
between a provocation and a response, between a cause and its effect. 

46. Pakistan has acquired its nuclear capability only in reaction to India's
steady development of its nuclear weapons programme. We cannot be asked to
give up the right to defend our country against any external threat
emanating from conventional or weapons of mass destruction. Pakistan
reserves the right to maintain the ability to deter aggression by
conventional weapons or non-conventional means.

47. We are also suffering a discrimination at the global level by the
Nuclear-5 states, who claim for themselves the right to acquire and retain
weapons of mass destruction against each other, or against non-nuclear
weapon states, and thus threaten teh rest of the world.

48. This discrimination, at the global level, is epitomized by the
possession of over 30,000 nuclear weapons in the hands of the Nuclear-5
states, which they claim they will retain indefinitely while taking coercive
measures to prevent any other state from acquiring similar capability, even
in the legitimate exercise of the right of self-defence. 

49. This is totally unjust and unacceptable.

50. While the Security Council adopts this unsjust decision, we are
confident that the international community, the majority of the membership
of theUnited Nations General Assembly, will reject this unfair and unequal
decision, and uphold its demand for general and complete nuclear disarmament
in the shortest period of time by the Nuclear-5 states.

Mr. President,

51. The resolution before the Council presumes to deal with the security
aspects of the situation in South Asia. Here again, the Council is ensuring
that it would, in fact, have at best a disinterested spectator's role.
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52. What are the immediate issues in the context of the situation in South
Asia? We would have expected that that the Council would seek to address
earnestly and reasonably the following: 

a) Reducing the risk of a nuclear conflict.

b) Promoting nuclear restraint and stabilization measures between Pakistan
and India.

c) Defusing the volatile situation in Jammu and Kashmir, especially along
the Line of Control.

53. Unfortunately, the Security Council is once again abnegating its
responsibility under the UN Charter for the maintenance of international
peace and security by adopting a totally unpragmatic and unrealistic approach.

54. This Resolution urges India and Pakistan to exercise maximum restraint
and to avoid threatening military movements, cross-border violations or
other provocations in order to prevent an aggravation of the situation. This
Resolution also urges India and Pakistan to resume the dialogue between them
on all matters pertaining to peace and security and encourages them to find
mutually acceptable solutions to address the root cause of tension.

55. The mere mentioning of the root cause, Kashmir, is not enough. We regret
that even the important element contained in the P-5 Ministerial Communique,
of their readiness to assist India and Pakistan in promoting reconciliation
and cooperation has been omitted from this Resolution.

56. It is evident that by adopting this approach the Council is in fact
acknowledging its failure to address the critical elements of the situation.

57. In short, the Council wants Pakistan and India settle the issues
bedeviling their relations by them selves.

58. If Pakistan and India could have sorted out these problems by
themselves, today South Asia would not have been nuclearized.

59. What you, Mr. President, are asking us today, in short, amounts to an
appeal to two nuclear weapon states to settle their differences on the basis
of the de-facto situation. This de-facto situation is based on complex
factors underlying the power balance in strategic and conventional terms.

60. In fact, what you are asking us today is to remain embarked on a
disastrous course. You are asking us today to cross new thresholds in
nuclear and ballistic system escalation.

61. You are asking us today to set aside UN Charter, and international law,
and to base our conduct on the imperatives of maintaining a strategic
balance, whatever the cost.

62. You have once again ignored the fact that the direct cause of
aggravation of the security situation in South Asia was the unilateral
altering by India of the delicate strategic balance that had maintained
peace in South Asia for the past two decades.
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63. We cannot read any other message in your Resolution. You have once again
abandoned your responsibility by asking us to find mutually acceptable solution.

64. I say this more in sorrow than in anger, for the implications of this
approach would be far and wide.

65. Not only would it oblige the countries in South Asia, but also 180
member states of the United Nations, to draw their own conclusions about the
pathetic state of the UN and the global security order, which is premised to
serve the strategic interests of the official Nuclear-5.

66. Mr. President, I regret to say that Pakistan is disappointed. We had
pinned our hopes on the UN for more than 50 years. We were confident that it
would be able to usher a new era, free from the scourge of war for our
succeeding generations. What we have witnessed instead is a tale of missed
opportunities, abdication of responsibilities, and selective and
discriminatory application of the Charter. This track record does not fill
anybody with pride. Nor does it conform to the ideals of its founding
fathers, or to the principles of democracy.

67. Let me, however, hasten to add that we would still continue to base our
conduct and actions on the noble principles of the UN Charter. The vision of
the UN Charter would, I hope, one day bring the dawn of a new era. This
would come about if the nations of the world would become true adherents to
the principles and purposes of the Charter.

68. The Government and the people of Pakistan have faith in the inherent
goodness of human kind. We place great value on the collective
civilizational accomplishments of the human race, and the eventual triumph
of morality. It is in view of these sublime sentiments that we have taken
the liberty, today, to make a critical analysis of the shortcomings of the
Security Council, that have only contributed to the spread of chaos and
anarchy in various parts of the world.

Mr. President,

69. Pakistan will continue to comply with its obligations under the UN
Charter and international law.

70.We would continue to seek a just resolution of the Jammu and Kashmir
dispute, in accordance with Security Council resolutions. May I, at this
stage, remind the Council of its own resolutions on Jammu and Kashmir, which
explicitly provide for the final disposition of the State of Jammu and
Kashmir, in accordance with the will of the people expressed through the
democratic method of a free and impartial plebiscite, conducted under the
auspices of the United Nations.

71. The Prime Minister of Pakistan has already stated, as I would like to
reiterate that Pakistan is ready to enter into talks with India on all
matters of mutual concern including a Non-Aggression Pact, on the basis of a
just, equitable, and expeditious settlement of the Jammu and Kashmir dispute. 
I thank you, Mr. President.
+++
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* * * * * * *
Roger Smith
Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament
777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.687.5340  fax 1.212.687.1643
disarmtimes@igc.apc.org    http://www.peacenet.org/disarm/
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To: "Backtalk" <Outlook@washpost.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Friends:

I submit the following response to the matter of Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests.

Sincerely yours,
Howard W. Hallman

###

 Responding to Indian and Pakistani Nuclear Tests
 A Submission to Back Talk
 by Howard W. Hallman

 A message to Indian and Pakistan:  Welcome to the ranks of the insecure.  Your nuclear weapons tests, rather than 
enhancing national security, have made you vulnerable to nuclear attack as never before.
 You join a distinguished group of vulnerable nations: United States, Russia, China, United Kingdom, France, and 
their allies who live under the leaky nuclear umbrella.  For under the accepted doctrine of mutually assured destruction, 
it is the possessors who are at greatest risk to nuclear attack.
 A second message to Indian and Pakistan:  Renounce your nuclear weapons before it's too late.  Cease all research, 
development, and testing.  Never deploy.  This will make both of you much safer.
 The same message to you hypocritical nuclear weapon states, who condemn the South Asian nations for following 
your foolhardy example:  Renounce your nuclear weapons, both for deterrence and war-fighting.  Commit yourselves 
unconditionally to no use against any adversary under any circumstance.  Immediately take all your nuclear weapons off 
hear-trigger alert. Dismantle your entire nuclear arsenals with open verification and adequate safeguards.
 So it is, Indian and Pakistan, by exposing the futility of nuclear weapons, you offer the world a valuable lesson if 
we have the sense to apply it.

Howard W. Hallman (age 70) June 12, 1998
6508 Wilmett Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
Phone: 897-3668   Fax: 301 896-0013
E-mail: mupj@igc.org
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Return-Path: <btiller@psr.org>
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 13:46:56 -0400
From: Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>
Organization: Physicians for Social Responsibility
To: btiller@psr.org
Subject: Check your TV listings

Well.....interesting things are happening.  Today I was interviewed
about nuclear weapons by the Christian Broadcasting Network.  It will
probably be aired during Pat Robertson's 700 Club broadcast on
Wednesday, June 17th.  So check your local listings and set your VCR!

The interview lasted 30 minutes, but Dale Hurd, the interviewer, said
that he will do a lot of editing.  So you may only see me for a minute
or two.  He was not terribly sympathetic, but he was not hostile either.
During the get-acquainted time before taping he opined that my
organization probably supported the freeze movement and probably was not
a big fan of Mutual Assured Destruction.  I said yes, and gave some
explanation for our position.  He didn't say he (and CBN) disagreed, but
the context led to that conclusion.

The take-off point for the interview was the recently-published New
England Journal of Medicine article about removing nuclear weapons from
high-alert status.  But we ranged a long way from the article.

It will be interesting to see how it all comes out.  I knew when I
agreed to the interview that CBN might want to make our point of view
appear foolish, but I took the risk anyway.

Shalom,
Bob Tiller
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 10:41:03 -0400
From: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Disagreements/Peter Zimmerman
To: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>, peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>,
        mollivie@bshm.upmf-grenoble.fr (Marc Ollivier   CTEC ISMEA),
        johnpike@fas.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: lforrow@pop.igc.org

I learn more from people who disagree with me than
I do from people who agree.

I think that participation in the Abolition 2000 list server
should be limited to people who are committed to removing
the threat that nuclear weapons pose to humanity, not to
people who agree with the Abolition 2000 statement.

If we want to be able to respond effectively to Madeleine
Albright we need to be in active conversation with people
who see wisdom (that we perhaps don't) in her views.

If others on the list-serve disagree and think that this specific
list-serve should be for supporters of the Abolition 2000 statement
(an entirely reasonable position), then I would like to join with others
in creating a separate/parallel list-serve that might be titled
"abolition_pro-con" that would be open to broader discussion.

Lachlan Forrow, MD

The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
Dedicated to Reverence for Life in Action
A co-sponsor of ABOLITION 2000

"Nuclear weapons are against international
law and they have to be abolished...All negotiations
regarding the abolition of atomic weapons remain
without success because no international public
opinion exists which demands this abolition."
                                  --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 12:35:32 -0700 (PDT)
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Disagreements/Peter Zimmerman
To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>, Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>,
        peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>,
        mollivie@bshm.upmf-grenoble.fr (Marc Ollivier   CTEC ISMEA),
        johnpike@fas.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: mupj@pop.igc.org

I'm with you, Lachlan.  I don't agree with everything that some of the
A-2000 stalwarts  write, and they probably don't agree with all of my views.
But we should be broadly inclusively rather than purely exclusive.  Let's
keep full discussion in abolition-cause list server.

Shalom,
Howard Hallman

At 10:41 AM 6/12/98 -0400, Lachlan Forrow wrote:
>I learn more from people who disagree with me than
>I do from people who agree.
>
>I think that participation in the Abolition 2000 list server
>should be limited to people who are committed to removing
>the threat that nuclear weapons pose to humanity, not to
>people who agree with the Abolition 2000 statement.
>
>If we want to be able to respond effectively to Madeleine
>Albright we need to be in active conversation with people
>who see wisdom (that we perhaps don't) in her views.
>

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 15:02:35 -0400
From: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Madeleine Albright
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: lforrow@pop.igc.org

I don't find any HINT of an argument against abolition in Albright's speech
-- to
the contrary, she reiterates abolition as "a worthy goal" and as an Article
VI obligation.  She says, however, that "we cannot build that kind of world
alone; 
and sadly, it seems more distant today than only a month ago."

I would take her speech as an invitation to try to address her sadness
by pointing out the concrete steps available to her and President
Clinton that would bring abolition closer.  I would cut and paste
the segments of her speech that refer to the chemical weapons
and biological weapons conventions and invite her to apply those
same comments to a nuclear weapons convention.

A possibly apocryphal story about John F. Kennedy, whom she refers
to, is relevant to abolition.  When he thought about putting a man on 
the moon by the end of the decade (the 1960's), he didn't ask people
whether they thought it was possible.  Everyone would have said no.
Instead, he asked "WHAT WOULD IT TAKE to put a man on the moon
by the end of this decade?"  Responses were along the lines of 
"Well, you couldn't do that without a rocket booster 10 times more
powerful than any that exist; you couldn't do that without proving people
can live in space five times longer than...etc., etc."  I would be interested
in knowing what Madeleine Albright and others think it would take to
achieve a successful nuclear weapons convention.  (Not, one hopes,
"general and complete disarmament"...)

*********************
Excerpts from Albright's remarks to the Stimson Center:

[Strongly calling for CTBT...]

"....Of course, our strategy for reducing the nuclear danger involves far
more 
than the test ban. We are working across the board to ensure that the 
American people never again have to bear the costs and risks of a nuclear 
arms race. 

Many Americans assume our arms control relationship with Russia no longer 
matters. But it does matter; it matters a lot. For until we bring our 
nuclear arsenals and postures into line with post-Cold War realities, each 
of us will be forced to maintain larger arsenals at higher states of alert 
than would be ideal. And though we are slicing apart weapons as fast as we 
can -- with START I eliminations running two years ahead of schedule -- we 
cannot move beyond START II until that treaty is ratified. All we can do is 
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prepare the ground for START III negotiations with preliminary experts' 

meetings to frame issues. That kind of planning has begun; but planning is 
not enough. 

Unfortunately, I must report that the Duma today voted to postpone 
consideration of START II. I deeply regret that action, and I hope that the 
majority of the Russian legislature will come to understand what its 
clearest thinkers already have -- which is that, in light of the South Asia 
tests, START II ratification is now more urgent than ever. 

As President Yeltsin has said, START II is manifestly in Russia's interest, 
as well as our own. It will eliminate the deadliest weapons ever pointed our 
way, and it will set the stage for START III cuts in strategic arsenals to 
80 percent below Cold War peaks. 

That would be a remarkable achievement in its own right. It would also 
provide further evidence that we are serious about meeting our NPT 
commitment to move toward the elimination of nuclear weapons. That is a 
worthy goal, embraced by Presidents of both parties, including President 
Clinton. But we cannot build that kind of world alone; and sadly, it seems 
more distant today than only a month ago. 

START III will be more than a sequel to START II. It will mark a major 
qualitative as well as quantitative step forward. For the first time, it 
will address destruction of warheads and bombs, not just the missiles and 
planes that deliver them....

The nuclear menace has long been familiar to Americans. But other dangers, 
no less real, confront us in the form of chemical, biological and 
destabilizing conventional weapons. Against these threats, as well, our 
strategy is to employ a full-court press. 

Last year, with bipartisan support from the Senate, America joined the 
Chemical Weapons Convention as an original party. Other key countries, such 
as Russia, Iran and Pakistan, have since joined, as well. This year, we are 
asking Congress to approve legislation to implement that Convention, and 
thereby make it harder for terrorists to concoct, conceal or conspire to use 
poison gas in our own country. 

This measure is supported by US industry, and would bring us into full 
compliance with the Convention. While moving forward with it, Congress 
should not at the same time move backward by adding provisions that are not 
consistent with the Convention and would diminish its effectiveness. 
The Biological Weapons Convention, or BWC, has stigmatized the use of dread 
diseases as instruments of war. And its implementing legislation has helped 
our law enforcement officials block attempts to acquire or produce 
biological weapons. But the BWC needs enforcement teeth if we are to have 
confidence it is being respected around the world. Under President Clinton's 
leadership, we have redoubled our efforts to negotiate a compliance protocol 
in Geneva this year. 

Ideological opponents of arms control say treaties lull us into a false 
sense of security. But look at the facts. This Administration has increased 
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funding for defense against chemical weapons. And the President has 
announced a plan to inoculate our troops against biological threats. 
Global conventions are not silver bullets that can stop terrorists in their 
tracks. But they are a valuable tool, and we would be foolish not to use 
them -- for they make the terrorist's task harder and the law enforcement 
job easier. They also heighten police and public awareness, which can lead 
to tips that foil plots and save lives. This same problem-solving 
perspective informs the President's initiative to enhance our readiness 
against unconventional threats. No President has done more than Bill Clinton 
to recognize and rectify potential US vulnerabilities in this area...."
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: paprog@igc.org, disarmament@igc.org
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 13:26:38 -0700 (PDT)
From: Tracy Moavero <paintl@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Foreign Ministers contacts
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: paintl@pop.igc.org (Unverified)

Friends,

I called the national missions to the UN of the eight New Agenda countries
for their Foreign Ministers' contact information. I include at the end a
copy of Peace Action's letter to these Ministers. Feel free to adapt it for
your own use.

Cheers,
Tracy Moavero

Ireland
Mr. David Andrews
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Department of Foreign Affairs
80 St. Stephen's Green
Dublin
Ireland
+353-1-478-0593

Brazil
Mr. Luis Lampreia
Minister for External Relations
Contact via the Permanent Mission of Brazil to the United Nations
(they'll forward the letter by diplomatic pouch)
747 Third Avenue, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10017
USA
+1-212-371-5716

Sweden
Ms. Lena Hjelm-Wallen
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Box 16121 
10323 Stockholm
Sweden
Fax +46-8-723-1176(Put the fax to her attention as it is a general number)

Mexico
Mr. Rosario Green
Minister for Foreign Affairs
Ricardo Flores Magon
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Tlatelolco 06900
Mexico
Tel. +52-5-782-4657
Fax  +52-5-782-4109

Slovenia
Dr. Boric Frlec
Gregorciceva 25
Ljubljana 1000
Slovenia
Fax +386-61-178-2341

South Africa
Mr. Alfred Nzo
Private Bag X - 152
Pretoria 0001
South Africa
Fax +27-12-351-0253

Egypt
Mr. Amra Moussa
Minister for Foreign Affiars
Corniche el Nil
Maspero
Cairo
Egypt
Fax +2-02-570-8833

>From Kate Dewes' earlier message:
New Zealand
Hon Don McKinnon, Parliament Buildings, Wellington, Aotearoa/New Zealand
  Fax 64 4 471 9997  
email for his secretary is: michele.law@mx.parliament.govt.nz ( please only
use this for this particular thankyou initiative!)

Peace Action's letter (which will be sent with our Roadmap to Nuclear
Abolition):

June 11, 1998

Dear (Foreign Minister) ,

Peace Action, the largest U.S. grassroots peace organization, and the Peace
Action Education Fund congratulate your government on the release of the
June 9,1998 statement entitled Towards a Nuclear-weapon-free World: the Need
for a New Agenda. We applaud your government's leadership on the urgent
matter of nuclear weapons abolition. We concur that we cannot enter the next
century with nuclear war hanging over our heads, and that negotiations for
nuclear weapons elimination must begin now. 

Peace Action has been working for over forty years to end the menace of
nuclear war. Our members across the country have intensified their efforts
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for abolition in response to the recent nuclear tests in South Asia. While
we have condemned the tests, we see the ultimate problem being the refusal
of the nuclear weapons states to disarm. Peace Action continues to push our
government to take steps such as ratifying the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
and ending "subcritical" nuclear tests. These steps, however, cannot take
the place of disarmament, and your new initiative will bolster our abolition
efforts in the United States.

One tool which we encourage you to consider using is the Model Nuclear
Weapons Convention. Prepared by scientists and lawyers in the Abolition 2000
network, of which we are a member, this convention, an official UN document,
can provide the basis for discussion on abolition.

Non-governmental organizations like ours play a vital role in disarmament.
We encourage you to involve NGOs in your work, drawing on our expertise and
public outreach. We offer our support and cooperation.

We look forward to learning more about how your initiative will move
forward. Please feel free to call on us directly for assistance. Once again,
congratulations.

Sincerely,

Tracy Moavero
Peace Action International

Peace Action is a member of Abolition 2000: A Global Network for the
Elimination of Nuclear Weapons. Abolition 2000's 1,000+ member organizations
are working for negotiations on a convention abolishing nuclear weapons.
******************************************
Tracy Moavero
Peace Action International Office
866 UN Plaza, Room 4053
New York, NY 10017-1822
USA
Tel.:  +1-212-750-5795
Fax:   +1-212-750-5849
Email: paintl@igc.apc.org
Web:   www.webcom.com/peaceact
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 19:59:20 +0100 (BST)
From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: G-8 mtg
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host af089.du.pipex.com [193.130.245.89] claimed to be Acronym
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by igcb.igc.org id MAA28522
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org

X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by igcb.igc.org id MAB13127

To Acro list
Report on G-8 Meeting 
from Rebecca Johnson 

Intro
It must be said that from talking to the journos covering the G-8, I expect
most press coverage to concentrate on the crisis in Kosovo.  Cook noted that
the G-8 meeting was originally called to respond to the nuclear crisis in
South Asia, but that it expanded its agenda to address Kosovo because of the
sudden worsening of the situation there.  Having myself spent time there in
1993-4, when the oppression of the majority ethnic Albanian population was
all too obviously a war in waiting, I too consider this is a priority for
the international community to deal with.  How sad that for years the
Kosovan-Albanian leadership were trying so hard to maintain a nonviolent
resistance against Serb control and aggression... and their situation was
ignored by the international community.  Now that the Kosovan Liberation
Army is training and arming soldiers and using violence back, the world has
noticed.  

Since there are other newsgroups covering Kosovo I won't put up any more on
this, but expect less coverage of the India/Pakistan issue than Kosovo from
the G-8 meeting.

This report gives:
* a brief account of the meetings and excerpts from the Press Conferences
given afterwards by Robin Cook and Madeleine Albright.  
* the verbatim text of the G-8 communiqué.

G-8 on India-Pakistan nuclear tests

The G-8 of Foreign Ministers from Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Russia, United States met today at Lancaster House, London to discuss
"international action in light of the recent nuclear tests carried out by
India and Pakistan", according to the FCO Press Release.  Meeting as the
Contact Group (plus Canada and Japan and representatives from the EU
Commission), they also discussed the deteriorating situation in Kosovo.  The
Foreign Ministers of Argentina, Brazil, China, South Africa, Ukraine and the
Philippines were invited to join them for lunch to discuss (but not, I
understand, to have input into) the G-8 statement on India and Pakistan.  (I
think China and Brazil were actually represented by Ambassadors.)  
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At a later Press Conference, both Robin Cook and Madeleine Albright made
much of the importance of involving these five countries: the first four
because they had abandoned the nuclear option and the Philippines as current
Chair of ASEAN.  The purpose of having these countries alongside was to
demonstrate a common front against proliferation not "nuclear haves lining
up against have-nots" (Albright).  Cook said that "these countries, not
India and Pakistan, represent the trend in the world...[they] all say they
have more stability and security [without nuclear weapons] and their people
are comfortable with their status and respect as non-nuclear-weapon
states... their decisions were popular..."  Cook said the G-8 wanted to work
with these other countries and announced a "task-force" of senior officials
and experts, coordinated by the UK, to help bring India and Pakistan into
the non-proliferation fold. By dint of sitting at the front under their
noses this time I managed to ask each a question, mentioning the New Agenda
group's initiative for nuclear disarmament and asking whether in their
discussions the G-8 considered that P-5 steps to de-weaponise, starting with
taking all their weapons off alert, would help reinforce their message to
India and Pakistan that nuclear weapons were not necessary for security, and
if we could expect P-5 talks on nuclear disarmament issues to be re-started.
Cook dodged, saying that the UK had signed and ratified the CTBT and NPT and
India and Pakistan should do likewise and then falling back on that old saw
of saying that the possession by the NWS, who were engaged in nuclear arms
control, was no justification for India and Pakistan to test.  Who mentioned
justification?  None of us should be justifying the nuclear tests, but that
does not mean that we don't think non-proliferation through nuclear
disarmament is the only sustainable solution. Sigh.
Albright acknowledged the legitimacy of the question and enumerated what
they were currently trying to do, but said that we needed to keep the eye on
the ball: "the real issue now is to focus on the problem of India and
Pakistan."  

Both Albright and Cook emphasised that India and Pakistan had damaged their
prestige and security by testing, and told them that "we cannot and will not
reward you for the mistakes you have made... but neither will we treat you
as outcasts... If you really want to dig yourselves out of the hole you are
in, we will help".  

Summary of the Communiqué:
The Communiqué is an expanded version of the P-5 communiqué.  It has some
comprehensive and sensible suggestions for India and Pakistan (much as
before), including: not to weaponise or deploy nuclear weapons, to cease
testing, not to test delivery vehicles, avoid threatening military movements
or cross-border violations, not export equipment materials or technology to
anyone else, and of course sign up to the CTBT, NPT and join negotiations on
a fissban.  Some attention on the regional question, including explicit
mention of Kashmir, calls to discourage terrorist activity and implement and
develop the CSBM already agreed.  They called for early resumption of
Foreign Secretary-level talks (I heard these were being scheduled for June
22, in advance of the July 9 meeting, but have no confirmation), dialogue
and enhanced economic cooperation, including a 'free-trade-area' in South Asia.

Of particular note is paragraph 7 which expands the P-5's one sentence
reference to article VI into a whole paragraph which also refers to the 1995
commitment re 'determined pursuit' (I hope Alfred Nzo asked the US, in light
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of this commitment, why it had blocked  South Africa's proposals for
mechanisms in both the CD and the NPT review process for furthering this
'pursuit'), the START process etc.  It welcomed the determination of all G-8
members who have not yet ratified the CTBT to do so (so far only France,
Japan and the UK have).  

The other particularly noteworthy difference from the P-5 statement is para
10, which essentially deals with sanctions. Saying that they would not
oppose loans for basic human needs, they agreed to work for the postponement
of other international loans.  My understanding is that this is seen now as
the main lever to get India and Pakistan to sign and ratify the CTBT.
Joining the CTBT is being spoken of now as a minimum condition for lifting
those postponements.

G8 FOREIGN MINISTERS COMMUNIQUÉ 
ON INDIAN AND PAKISTANI NUCLEAR TESTS

London, 12 June 1998 

1. We, the Foreign Ministers of eight major industrialised democracies and
the Representative of the European Commission, held a special meeting in
London on 12 June 1998 to consider the serious global challenge posed by the
nuclear tests carried out by India and Pakistan. Recalling the statement
issued by our Heads of State or Government on 15 May, and emphasising the
support of all of us for the communiqué issued by the P5 in Geneva on 4 June
and United Nations Security Council Resolution 1172, we condemn the nuclear
tests carried out by India on 11 and 13 May 1998 and by Pakistan on 28 May
and 30 May. These tests have affected both countries’ relationships with
each of us, worsened rather than improved their security environment,
damaged their prospects of achieving their goals of sustainable economic
development, and run contrary to global efforts towards nuclear
non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament.

2. The negative impact of these tests on the international standing and
ambitions of both countries will be serious and lasting. They will also have
a serious negative impact on investor confidence. Both countries need to
take positive actions directed towards defusing tension in the region and
rejoining the international community’s efforts towards non-proliferation
and nuclear disarmament. Urgent action is needed both to halt an arms race
on the Sub-Continent, which would divert resources from urgent economic
priorities, and to reduce tension, build confidence and encourage peaceful
resolution of the differences between India and Pakistan, so that their
peoples may face a better future.

3. With a view to halting the nuclear and missile arms race on the
Sub-Continent, and taking note of the official statements of the Indian and
Pakistani Governments that they wish to avoid such an arms race, we consider
that India and Pakistan should immediately take the following steps, already
endorsed by the United Nations Security Council:

· stop all further nuclear tests and adhere to the Comprehensive Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty immediately and unconditionally, thereby facilitating its
early entry into force;
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· refrain from weaponisation or deployment of nuclear weapons and from the
testing or deployment of missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons, and
enter into firm commitments not to weaponise or deploy nuclear weapons or
missiles;

· refrain from any further production of fissile material for nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices and participate, in a positive
spirit and on the basis of the agreed mandate, in negotiations with other
states in the Conference on Disarmament for a Fissile Material Cut-Off
Convention with a view to reaching early agreement;

· confirm their policies not to export equipment, materials and technology
that could contribute to weapons of mass destruction or missiles capable of
delivering them, and undertake appropriate commitments in that regard.

We believe that such actions would be strongly in the interest of both
countries.

4. With a view to reducing tension, building confidence and encouraging
peaceful resolution of their differences through dialogue, India and
Pakistan should:

· undertake to avoid threatening military movements, cross-border
violations, including infiltrations or hot pursuit, or other provocative
acts and statements;

· discourage terrorist activity and any support for it;

· implement fully the confidence- and security-building measures they have
already agreed and develop further such measures;

· resume without delay a direct dialogue that addresses the root causes of
the tension, including Kashmir, through such measures as early resumption of
Foreign Secretary level talks, effective use of the hot-line between the two
leaders, and realisation of a meeting between Prime Ministers on the
occasion of the 10th SAARC Summit scheduled next month;

· allow and encourage progress towards enhanced Indo-Pakistani economic
cooperation, including through a free trade area in South Asia.

We encourage the development of a regional security dialogue.

5. We pledge actively to encourage India and Pakistan to find mutually
acceptable solutions to their problems and stand ready to assist India and
Pakistan in pursuing any of these positive actions. Such assistance might be
provided, at the request of both parties, in the development and
implementation of confidence- and security-building measures.

6. The recent nuclear tests by India and Pakistan do not change the
definition of a nuclear weapon state in the NPT, and therefore,
notwithstanding those tests, India and Pakistan do not have the status of
nuclear weapon states in accordance with the NPT. We continue to urge India
and Pakistan to adhere to the NPT as it stands, without any conditions. We
shall continue to apply firmly our respective policies to prevent the export
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of materials, equipment or technology that could in any way assist
programmes in India or Pakistan for nuclear weapons or for ballistic
missiles capable of delivering such weapons.

7. It is our firm view that the nuclear tests by India and Pakistan
reinforce the importance of maintaining and strengthening the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty as the cornerstone of the non- proliferation regime
and as the essential foundation for the pursuit of nuclear disarmament. We
all, nuclear weapon states and non-nuclear weapon states alike, reiterate
our determination to fulfil the commitments relating to nuclear disarmament
under Article VI of the NPT. These commitments were reaffirmed at the 1995
NPT Review and Extension Conference and included the determined pursuit by
the nuclear weapon states of systematic and progressive efforts to reduce
nuclear weapons globally with the ultimate goal of eliminating those
weapons. We note the progress already made in this direction and welcome the
firm intention both of the United States and of the Russian Federation to
bring START II into force, and to negotiate and conclude a START III
agreement at the earliest possible date. We also note contributions made by
other nuclear weapon states to the reductions process. We call upon all
states to sign and ratify the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty rapidly
to ensure its entry into force, and welcome the determination of the member
governments of the G8 that have not yet ratified the Treaty to do so at the
earliest possible date. We continue to look for the accession to the NPT of
the remaining countries which are not yet parties to it.

8. We call on all the member states of the Conference on Disarmament to
agree on the immediate opening of the Cut-Off negotiation at the CD.

9. Both India and Pakistan face enormous challenges in developing their
economies and building prosperity. However, the recent nuclear tests have
created an atmosphere of regional instability which will undermine the
region’s attractiveness to both foreign and domestic investment, damaging
business confidence and the prospects for economic growth. The diversion of
their resources to nuclear and other weapons programmes displaces more
productive investment and weakens their ability to pursue sound economic
policies. It calls into question the commitment of both governments to
poverty reduction and undermines the regional cooperation between SAARC
countries on social and economic issues. In line with the approach to
development set out in the Naples, Lyon, Denver and Birmingham Communiqués,
we call on both governments to reduce expenditure that undermines their
objective of promoting sound economic policies that will benefit all members
of society, especially the poorest, and to otherwise enhance cooperation in
South Asia. 

10. We believe it is important that India and Pakistan are aware of the
strength of the international community’s views on their recent tests and on
these other subjects. Several among us have, on a unilateral basis, taken
specific actions to underscore our strong concerns. All countries should act
as they see fit to demonstrate their displeasure and address their concerns
to India and Pakistan. We do not wish to punish the peoples of India or
Pakistan as a result of actions by their governments, and we will therefore
not oppose loans by international financial institutions to the two
countries to meet basic human needs. We agree, however, to work for a
postponement in consideration of other loans in the World Bank and other
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international financial institutions to India and Pakistan, and to any other
country that will conduct nuclear tests.

11. We pledge to convey the common views of our Governments on these matters
to those of India and Pakistan with a view to bringing about early and
specific progress in the areas outlined above. We plan to keep developments
under review and to continue the process of pursuing the goals on which we
are all agreed.

ends

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857
fax                (0) 171 503 9153
website http://www.gn.apc.org/acronym
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
CC: ike <ike@swva.net>, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 17:04:11 -0700
From: Andrew Lichterman <alichterman@igc.apc.org>
References: <3.0.32.19980611213711.00eadc64@pop.erols.com>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Zimmerman comments on Albright's speech
To: peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>

In evaluating the "progress" claimed by the nuclear weapons states, it
is important to consider the reduction in numbers of warheads by the
U.S. and the FSU in the context of the rubble-bouncing arsenals both
nations possessed.  Some comments by Herbert York (previously director
of
the Livermore National Laboratory and U.S. Ambassador to the CTBT
negotiations in 1979-1981) in a 1982 interview by Robert Sheer provide
some sense of proportion here:

"Throughout this period, most of our Presidents have taken the attitude
when they've become President and really seen what the situation is,
that my God, this is awful, these forces are just simply beyond belief,
beyond what is necessary; they haven't been able to cut them back for
practical political reasons but they have held them constant."

and later in the same interview:

"It's amazing to actually be really briefed on the SIOP [Single
Integrated Operational Plan] instead of just talk about it-- go to Omaha
and they tell you what it is, it's amazing.  What the plan calls for is,
not to exaggerate-- the strip-mining of the Soviet Union."
 Robert Scheer, "With Enough Shovels:  Reagan, Bush, and Nuclear War," 
New York: Random House, 1982, at 266, 269.  

 It may be difficult to tell what our real markers are for progress
towards nuclear disarmament if warhead numbers remain in the thousands
for decades, during which the nuclear weapons states both expand their
above-ground component testing and simulation capabilities and continue
to deploy refined and modernized warheads and delivery systems.  In this
regard, it is also important to recall that the NPT Article VI good
faith negotiation requirement includes negotiations to achieve
"effective
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early
date."  

 What is disturbing to many of us is the lack of real movement by the
NWS after the India-Pakistan tests have revealed the failure of their
current nonproliferation policies.  Albright's position-- which is that
of the U.S. government-- reveals an approach which is fundamentally
unchanged from prior nonproliferation doctrine-- economic and diplomatic
pressure on proliferators, efforts to control technology transfer,
claims that the NWS already are fulfilling their obligations under the
NPT, and statements about further quantitative reductions at
some unspecified point in the future with negotiations to occur in
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contexts over which the existing NWS have effective control.  At the
same time the world sees the United States deploying modified nuclear
warheads with improved military capabilities on stealthy delivery
systems, pouring billions into modernizing its nuclear weapons research,
testing, and production complex, and maintaining an "ambiguous" stance
about the circumstances in which it will use nuclear weapons while its
nuclear-capable forces remain on station enforcing U.S. foreign policy
throughout the world. 

 In 1997, the National Academy of Sciences report on "The Future of U.S.
Nuclear Weapons Policy" warned of the dangers of underestimating the
significance of real progress in NWS arms reductions in maintaining the
nonproliferation regime:

"Some downplay the importance of nuclear weapons state arms reduction
performance for nonproliferation by pointing to the many
nonproliferation accomplishments that have been achieved without deep
reductions by the nuclear weapons states, such as the termination of the
nuclear-weapon programs of Argentina and Brazil, the relinquishing of
nuclear weapons status by South Africa and three of the former Soviet
republics, and the indefinite extension of the NPT in 1995.  The
committee believes this view does not give adequate consideration to the
long-term factors affecting this[sic] issues.  Not only does it
underrate the importance of nuclear weapons states' performance for
maintaining the active commitment to the nonproliferation regime of the
large number of states that are not potential proliferants; it also
fails to appreciate that none of the indicated nonproliferation
victories is necessarily permanent, that the governments of many
threshold states contain antibomb factions whose clout is strengthened
or weakened by the actions of the nuclear weapons states, and that, most
important, the world's expectations about what constitutes acceptable
arms control performance by weapons states after the Cold War are likely
to be different than they were when the Cold War was underway."  (at
68).  

 The dangers suggested by this passage have proven all too real.  It is
time for the nuclear weapons states to acknowledge that they too are
responsible for the failure of the nonproliferation regime, and to
demonstrate to the world a new level of commitment to Article VI.  As
the ICJ pointed out, "The legal import of that obligation goes beyond
that of a mere obligation of conduct; the obligation involved here is an
obligation to achieve a precise result--nuclear disarmament in all its
aspects-- by adopting a particular course of conduct, namely, the
pursuit of negotiations on the matter in good faith."
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>,
        mollivie@bshm.upmf-grenoble.fr (Marc Ollivier   CTEC ISMEA),
        johnpike@fas.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 20:51:40 -0400
From: peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Disagreements/Peter Zimmerman
To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
X-Sender: peterz@pop.erols.com

At 10:41 AM 6/12/1998 -0400, Lachlan Forrow wrote:
>I learn more from people who disagree with me than
>I do from people who agree.
>
>I think that participation in the Abolition 2000 list server
>should be limited to people who are committed to removing
>the threat that nuclear weapons pose to humanity, not to
>people who agree with the Abolition 2000 statement.
>
>If we want to be able to respond effectively to Madeleine
>Albright we need to be in active conversation with people
>who see wisdom (that we perhaps don't) in her views.
>
>If others on the list-serve disagree and think that this specific
>list-serve should be for supporters of the Abolition 2000 statement
>(an entirely reasonable position), then I would like to join with others
>in creating a separate/parallel list-serve that might be titled
>"abolition_pro-con" that would be open to broader discussion.
>
>
>
>
>Lachlan Forrow, MD
>
>The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
>Dedicated to Reverence for Life in Action
>A co-sponsor of ABOLITION 2000
>

Dear Dr. Farrow, 

Thank you.   I too learn much from people with whom I disagree.  I also
understand the processes of government and know that one never gets
everything one would like to have, but:

As a nuclear physicist with some weapons experience I spent 3 very long and
tough years working as a consultant to ACDA shooting down every argument
made by the weapons labs and the Pentagon for continued nuclear testing at
some yield -- between 4 pounds and 500 tons.  I shot my wad and lost a good
bit of my usefulness in Washington by my continued insistence that  testing
which released nuclear energy was not a good thing.  It is shocking to me
to find that people not only will not read my views but wish to
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excommunicate me as well.

Peter Zimmerman

>"Nuclear weapons are against international
>law and they have to be abolished...All negotiations
>regarding the abolition of atomic weapons remain
>without success because no international public
>opinion exists which demands this abolition."
>                                  --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
>
>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: mollivie@bshm.upmf-grenoble.fr (Marc Ollivier   CTEC ISMEA),
        johnpike@fas.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 20:51:34 -0400
From: peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: India: two more nuclear tests conducted
To: Alice Slater <aslater@igc.apc.org>
X-Sender: peterz@pop.erols.com

At 09:08 PM 6/11/1998 -0700, Alice Slater wrote:
>Dear Peter Zimmerman, 
>Why are you writing an apologia for the NWS on the Abolition Caucus?  While
>it is an open list, it is being managed to communicate the interests of
>those committed to the negotiation of a treaty for the elimination of
>nuclear weapons by the year 2000. 

Mme Slater:

This is an open caucus.  If the list-owner wants me to leave, I will leave.
 But you personally will be the poorer for your refusal to listen to
rational, non-ideological arguments from people who sympathize with your
goals but not your means, your ends, but not your timetable.  For your
refusal to listen to people who shoulder responsibility rather than merely
carping from outside.  If you truly want to see an end to nuclear weapons,
come to Washington, get a job INSIDE government, and lift some of the
burden from the shoulders of those who carry it.

The formative event of my adolsecence was the shock I received the summer I
worked at the Nevada Test Site on that first day when I was allowed in the
forward area to see for myself the damage done by nuclear weapons.  If you
haven't been up close, and have never carried any personal responsibility,
you have no right to insult those of us who have been and do.

Every day I plow through 50 or 100 abolition caucus messages, reading most
(except for duplicates), learning from some, and replying to a few.  And I
DON"T believe in abolition.  Don't you think you should read what others
believe just as deeply as you do?

pz

>

 The recent Declaration by the New Agenda
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>Coalition of eight nations calling for immediate steps, and negotiations so
>that we don't enter the third millenium with a continued commitment to
>nuclear weapons, brings this vision that much closer to reality.  Messages
>on this caucus are to forward the action to that end.  If you want to listen
>in, go ahead. We're open. But let's not have chauvinistic statements about
>how great the P5 are for their paltry steps for disarmament in the face of
>their vertical proliferation, sub-critical testing, computer simulated
>virtual reality testing, NATO nuclear policy, and the like.  The NPT PrepCom
>collapsed in chaos at mid-night of the last night. One reason was that the
>US blocked consensus on a South African proposal merely to establish a
>subsidiary committee to discuss nuclear disarmament! (China, for your
>information, re-iterated at the PrepCom its no first use policy --which we
>refuse to institute--called for negotiations on a nuclear weapons convention
>immediately, and criticized the high tech vertical proliferation going on in
>the NWS as well as the expansion of our nuclear umbrella to new NATO
>states--see today's NATO statement that nuclear weapons "will play a unique
>and essential role in Alliance strategy.")
>
>In the NPT, we promised to make good faith efforts for total nuclear
>disarmament -- in 1970.  While we've broken a lot of treaties with the
>Indians in our time (Native American ones), we did't break any treaty with
>India because India refused to join a two-tiered pact which enshrined five
>nuclear powers, indefinitely, with only a faint restatement in 1995 of their
>1970 promise, some day, ultimately.  The way to deal with the India/Pakistan
>disastrous assault on our crumbling non-proliferation policy is to call
>India's bluff and sit down at the table to negotiate a nuclear weapons
>convention which will do for nukes what we did for biological and chemical
>weapons.  If India is unwilling to join in, then you can say I told you so.
>Till then, the ball's in our court to take India up on its barely reported
>but restated offer(on May 11, 25, and May 30th) to join in negotiations on a
>treaty to eliminate nuclear weapons and to sign the CTBT if it is understood
>to preclude sub-criticals and other hi-tech weapons development. 
>
>My real fear now is that the nuclear club (so shamelessly titled by our own
>Madeline Albright) will work something out with India/Pakistan to share our
>hi-tech computer technology as we do with France, Russia, England and China
>in order to perpetuate our addiction to the bomb.  Such a mindless move,
>would insure that other nations to whom we have supplied nuclear know-how
>and materials with our so-called atoms for peace program (which is poisoning
>our air, water, soil, people, and unborn generations) will also get the
>bomb.  There is no Star Wars that can protect us from this, despite the
>atavistic call by the know-nothings in the US Senate who have come up with
>this intellectually deficient solution to perpetuate the arms race and the
>terror.   
>Alice Slater  
>
>"We cannot solve the problems we have created with the same thinking that
>created them." Albert Einstein
> 
>
>At 08:52 PM 6/11/98 -0400, peter zimmerman wrote:
>>At 04:06 PM 6/11/1998 +0200, you wrote:
>>>To Peter Zimmerman
>>>
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>>>I deeply regret India's and Pakistan's decisions to resume nuclear tests,
>>>but I cannot stand in solidarity with the US government (neither with
>>>the French and British ones). As official "nuclear weapons states" they
>>>refuse since 1995 to launch international negociations in order to put in
>>>practice the NPT (art.6). Indian and Pakistanese tests are a direct result
>>>of this behaviour, and in fact, the hypocritical attitude is that of the
>>>NW states, and especially of the USA and France, which have the main 
>>>responsibility in opposing any further step in direction of a global and
>>>internationally controlles nuclear disarmament.
>>>
>>>Marc Ollivier
>>>
>>>
>>In the last decade the US and the FSU have cut their nuclear arsenals by
>>about 2/3.  the French and British have held steady.  China has built up
>>its stockpile considerably and added more ballistic missiles.
>>
>>India and Pakistan have made an infinite step to nuclear status from
>>ambiguity.
>>
>>So which states have acted responsibly?  The P5 have, at least 4 of them,
>>done more to implement Art. 6 in the last 5 years than any other states
>>have since 1949.
>>
>>I do not accept the premise that "the P5 have nukes; therefore other
>>nations may/should/will proliferate to their hearts' content".  It is
>>arrant nonesense.  A state goes nuclear if and only if it perceives a
>>potential gain which offsets the potential costs.  India's nuclear ambition
>>is merely a manifestation of the desire of a third world country which
>>happens to have a lot of people, but few indoor toilets, to grab a seat at
>>the head table.  Pakistan reacted in fear of India, and certainly not
>>because the P5 have nuclear weapons.  I have spoken to too many Indian
>>"nuclear hawks" to believe otherwise.
>>
>>Please read Madeleine Albright's speech of 10 June.  The NPT will not be
>>amended to suit India and Pakistan; the two nations will not be allowed to
>>test themselves into nuclear legitimacy.  And if India ever hoped for a
>>permanent seat on the UN Security Council, that hope is gone.
>>
>>India resumed nuclear testing; Pakistan began it.  Please be precise. 
>>
>>peter zimmerman 
>>
>>
>Alice Slater
>Global Resource Action Center for the Environment(GRACE)
>15 E. 26 St., New York, NY  10010
>212-726-9161 (tel)
>212-726-9160 (fax)
>aslater@igc.apc.org
>
>
>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 09:56:39 +0800
From: Graham Daniell <gdaniell@wt.com.au>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Disagreements/Peter Zimmerman
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
X-Sender: gdaniell@mail.wt.com.au

I agree with Lachlan and Howard.  Nobody owns the whole truth, and we delude
ourselves if we think that WE do.

We need to listen to those with differing points of view.

Regards,
Graham Daniell
----------------------------------------

>At 12:35 12/06/98 -0700, Howard Hallam wrote:
>>I'm with you, Lachlan.  I don't agree with everything that some of the
>>A-2000 stalwarts  write, and they probably don't agree with all of my views.
>>But we should be broadly inclusively rather than purely exclusive.  Let's
>>keep full discussion in abolition-cause list server.
>>
>>Shalom,
>>Howard Hallman
>>
>>At 10:41 AM 6/12/98 -0400, Lachlan Forrow wrote:
>>>I learn more from people who disagree with me than
>>>I do from people who agree.
>>>
>>>I think that participation in the Abolition 2000 list server
>>>should be limited to people who are committed to removing
>>>the threat that nuclear weapons pose to humanity, not to
>>>people who agree with the Abolition 2000 statement.
>>>
>>>If we want to be able to respond effectively to Madeleine
>>>Albright we need to be in active conversation with people
>>>who see wisdom (that we perhaps don't) in her views.
>>>
>>
>>Howard W. Hallman, Chair
>>Methodists United for Peace with Justice
>>1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
>>Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>>
>>Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
>>laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
>>
>>
>

Graham Daniell
Western Australia
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gdaniell@wt.com.au
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 11:08:32 +0100 (BST)
From: robwcpuk@gn.apc.org (Rob Green)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Disagreements/Peter Zimmerman
To: peter zimmerman <peterz@erols.com>
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ao117.du.pipex.com [193.130.254.117] claimed to be 
[193.130.254.117]
X-Sender: robwcpuk@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Peter,

Thank you for having the courage and commitment to stay with A2000. You
have stimulated what is now an excellent and vital debate.

For my part, I endorse Andy Lichtermann's contribution as the best yet.

Best wishes,
Rob Green
Chair, World Court Project UK

>At 10:41 AM 6/12/1998 -0400, Lachlan Forrow wrote:
>>I learn more from people who disagree with me than
>>I do from people who agree.
>>
>>I think that participation in the Abolition 2000 list server
>>should be limited to people who are committed to removing
>>the threat that nuclear weapons pose to humanity, not to
>>people who agree with the Abolition 2000 statement.
>>
>>If we want to be able to respond effectively to Madeleine
>>Albright we need to be in active conversation with people
>>who see wisdom (that we perhaps don't) in her views.
>>
>>If others on the list-serve disagree and think that this specific
>>list-serve should be for supporters of the Abolition 2000 statement
>>(an entirely reasonable position), then I would like to join with others
>>in creating a separate/parallel list-serve that might be titled
>>"abolition_pro-con" that would be open to broader discussion.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>Lachlan Forrow, MD
>>
>>The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
>>Dedicated to Reverence for Life in Action
>>A co-sponsor of ABOLITION 2000
>>
>
>Dear Dr. Farrow,
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>
>Thank you.   I too learn much from people with whom I disagree.  I also
>understand the processes of government and know that one never gets
>everything one would like to have, but:
>
>As a nuclear physicist with some weapons experience I spent 3 very long and
>tough years working as a consultant to ACDA shooting down every argument
>made by the weapons labs and the Pentagon for continued nuclear testing at
>some yield -- between 4 pounds and 500 tons.  I shot my wad and lost a good
>bit of my usefulness in Washington by my continued insistence that  testing
>which released nuclear energy was not a good thing.  It is shocking to me
>to find that people not only will not read my views but wish to
>excommunicate me as well.
>
>Peter Zimmerman
>
>
>
>
>
>
>>"Nuclear weapons are against international
>>law and they have to be abolished...All negotiations
>>regarding the abolition of atomic weapons remain
>>without success because no international public
>>opinion exists which demands this abolition."
>>                                  --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
>>
>>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 19:25:07 EDT
From: DavidMcR@aol.com
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Re: Madeleine Albright
To: lforrow@igc.apc.org, abolition-caucus@igc.org

What I think we have here is a legitimate disagreement that needs to be put in
the open. I read Albright's speech and put it in the context of a government
(including her) that has just put everything on the line to expand the
"Nuclear NATO", an utterly illogical and dangerous adventure designed to
benefit the corporations that make lots of money from selling weapons and the
politicians who have Hungary, and Polish voters in their districts. (And I'm
not taking this from some left-wing journal but from the New York Times, the
Economist, etc.).

In short, I have lots of things to do with my time, but persauding Madeline
isn't one of them. If I did persuade her, as the pacifist movement (and his
own conscience) helped to persuade Dan Ellsberg so long ago, she would leave,
as he left, and be replaced, as he was, by someone willing to do what the
government wanted.

In my view - and this is where I differ from Lachlan and where I think there
may be a fairly important division in the "movement" - I don't think we get
much from appealing to governments. We can something from organizing against
them. And NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE EVIL - rather because they are trapped.

Back in 1962 the youth movement (at that time, very early sixties, pretty
small compared to what it was a couple of years later) had a demo of several
thousand students at the White House. It was February. It snowed. I was
sitting at the "command center" in a church basement and some of the kids came
rushing in to me with the news that Kennedy had sent out a butler with coffee
and donuts to the picket line. They wanted to know if they should accept the
coffee and donuts. I said "Of course, because not to do so would be graceless,
but, more important, realize that Kennedy is sending a message - few
Presidents send out coffee to a picket line. That man is trapped by all the
military and other forces which want nuclear tests continued - his 'coffee and
donuts' is a bit like the old story of the man who opened a Chinese fortune
cookie and found the slip of paper inside had written on it 'Help! Help! I'm
trapped in a Chinese Fortune Cookie Factory'.  Kennedy is trapped - he is
asking us, perhaps, to come back with ten times as many students so he can
finally force a change in policy".

Also, during the Civil Rights movement, at once point Johnson said to King
that King had to create the pressures if he wanted Johnson to move. I
personally find Madeline a very unpleasant person - but my feelings about her
aren't the issue. Creating pressure on this government will cause a response.
Talking to her will achieve nothing at all.

Sincerely,
David McReynolds

In a message dated 98-06-12 16:12:58 EDT, lforrow@igc.apc.org writes:
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<< I don't find any HINT of an argument against abolition in Albright's speech
 -- to
 the contrary, she reiterates abolition as "a worthy goal" and as an Article
 VI obligation.  She says, however, that "we cannot build that kind of world
 alone; 
 and sadly, it seems more distant today than only a month ago."
 
 I would take her speech as an invitation to try to address her sadness
 by pointing out the concrete steps available to her and President
 Clinton that would bring abolition closer.  I would cut and paste
 the segments of her speech that refer to the chemical weapons
 and biological weapons conventions and invite her to apply those
 same comments to a nuclear weapons convention.
 
 A possibly apocryphal story about John F. Kennedy, whom she refers
 to, is relevant to abolition.  When he thought about putting a man on 
 the moon by the end of the decade (the 1960's), he didn't ask people
 whether they thought it was possible.  Everyone would have said no.
 Instead, he asked "WHAT WOULD IT TAKE to put a man on the moon
 by the end of this decade?"  Responses were along the lines of 
 "Well, you couldn't do that without a rocket booster 10 times more
 powerful than any that exist; you couldn't do that without proving people
 can live in space five times longer than...etc., etc."  I would be interested
 in knowing what Madeleine Albright and others think it would take to
 achieve a successful nuclear weapons convention.  (Not, one hopes,
 "general and complete disarmament"...)
 
  >>
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Sun, 14 Jun 1998 14:32:04 +1200
From: Kate Dewes <katie@chch.planet.org.nz>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Madeleine and her ilk
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: kate@mail.chch.planet.org.nz

Dear Friends,

While I'm loath to overload our caucus by extending this debate, I must
take issue with David McReynold's comment that '...we don't get much from
appealing to governments. We can get something from organising against them.'

Please let us remember that all governments are made up of individuals, as
are the groups which constitute the peace movement!  How do we expect to
reach a peaceful and nuclear-free world (or whatever) if we don't learn to
work with those in key decision making roles in government and those who
advise them? It is highly unlikely that a case would have gone to the World
Court on the question of the (il)legality of nuclear weapons if we had not
'appealed to governments' and in fact worked extremely closely with them.

In my personal experience, some of our greatest allies for abolition are
still working within the 'system' (often at personal cost) bridging the gap
between the citizen movement and their colleagues. At times it has been
tempting to try and put all civil servants and politicians in the same bag
without taking time to hear their arguments, consider them and offer an
alternative viewpoint. I certainly learned much from this process and at
times I have witnessed some exciting shifts by individuals in powerful
positions.

I leave you with one example from 'down under'. In 1990 Don McKinnon was
the conservative opposition party's spokesperson on Defence. When the Party
adopted the anti-nuclear policy of the Labour Party (due to public opinion)
he resigned his portfolio in protest. When he became Foreign Minister later
that year he promoted a reactivated ANZUS relationship and tried to
overturn the nuclear free legislation. From 1990-1995 he opposed the World
Court Project, but again political expediency forced his government to
argue for illegality in the World Court later that year. To the surprise of
many of us in the peace movement he led the regional peace process with
Bougainville in 1996, sent in unarmed peacekeeping troops and brought the
warring factions to Christchurch for peace talks. 

He has supported NZ's votes in the UN for the elimination of nuclear
weapons and is one of the Foreign Ministers behind the recent Irish Eight
Nation initiative. We could have chosen to sideline Don years ago because
of his earlier attitudes, but I still believe that listening, dialogue and
affirmation will get us to our goal faster than viewing all people in
government as potential opponents. 

Best wishes,

Kate
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Return-Path: <ctbt@2020vision.org>
X-Sender: ctbt.2020vision.org@mail.2020vision.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
From: ctbt@2020vision.org (Marie Rietmann)
Subject: Re: Contacts in Indiana, Kansas, and Tennessee
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 13:55:16 -0400

Hi Howard,

Thank you very much for sending me these (no, it was not too late).  I
called all of them except Candace Lautt of Wichita and Ray Conatser of
Nashville who were already on the call.  Carol Green of Tennessee said yes
and she was a great participant.  FYI, Diane Quance of Indiana said she
wasn't on the church and society board anymore and is not the peace with
justice coordinator.

If you have relationships with these folks I didn't reach, it would be
great if you could invite them to get in touch with the Ploughshares-funded
grassroots coordinator in KS and TN, or Mark Mebane in IN who Fourth
Freedom Forum hired to do CTBT work with their own money.  (All were on our
call.)

Thanks for your help.  It's great that a church community "insider" like
you is engaged in the CTBT effort.

Marie

>Dear Marie:
>
>Here are some possible contacts for your conference calls, if it's not too
>late.
>
>Indiana
>Rev. John E. Gaus, peace with justice coordinator, South Indiana United
>Methodist Conference, 2638 Dekist Street, Bloomington, IN 47408-4219. (h)
>812 333-2638; (w) 317 638-0796
>Diane Quance, peace with justice coordinator, North Indiana United Methodist
>Conference, 1734 Hudson Street, Warsaw, IN 46580. (h) 219 267-8077; (w) 219
>267-8815
>
>Kansas
>Rev. Joe Hendrixson, executive director, Kansas Ecumenical Ministries, 5833
>SW 29th Street, Topeka, KS 66614-2499.  ph: 785 272-9531;  fax: 785 272-9533
>Rev. Duane Harms, peace with justice coordinator, Kansas West United
>Methodist Conference, 2221 Bramblewood, #201, Wichita, KS 57226-1051.  (h)
>316 682-0061; (w) 316 435-6925
>Candice Lautt, Peace and Social Justice Center of South Central Kansas,
>Wichita, KS.
>ph: 316 263-5886
>
>Tennessee
>Rev. Jack Mraz, ecumenical administrator, Tennessee Association of Churches.
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>ph: 615 792-4631
>Carol Green, peace with justice coordinator, Holston United Methodist
>Conference, 411 Belle Meade Drive, Maryville, TN 37801.  (h) 423-3383-0882
>Ray Conatser, peace with justice coordinator, Tennessee United Methodist
>Conference, 405 Coventry Drive, Nashville, TN 337211  (h) 615 781-8471
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
>
>Howard W. Hallman, Chair
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice
>1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
>Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
>laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.

Marie Rietmann
CTBT Coordinator
20/20 Vision and 20/20 Vision Education Fund
'20 Minutes a Month to Help Save the Earth.'
1828 Jefferson Place, NW * Washington, D.C. 20036
202.833.2020 * fx 202.833.5307
http://www.2020vision.org
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: rdtandempn+@igc.org
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 19:09:45 -0700 (PDT)
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: US & China/important article re detargetting and no first use
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org
X-Sender: wslf@pop.igc.org

Greetings Abolitionists.  Here is an important article from yesterday's New 
York Times, which is unusually candid about US intransigence on no-first use 
and the relative meaninglessness of detargetting. It also says that 
right-wing Republican Senatators are "shocked" that China apparently has 13 
strategic nukes targetted at the US.  These are the same guys who are 
planning to maintain at least 3,500 deployed strategic nukes (and many more 
thousands of deployed tactical and reserve strategic and tactical nukes) until 
at least 2007 under START II.  I have put some paragraphs in CAPS 
for emphasis. -- Jackie Cabasso

NEW YORK TIMES
June 14, 1998

U.S. Seeks Pact With China on Targeting Missiles

By STEVEN ERLANGER

          WASHINGTON -- AS PRESIDENT CLINTON PREPARES FOR A SUMMIT MEETING 
IN BEIJING THIS MONTH, THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA ARE TRYING TO NEGOTIATE 
AN AGREEMENT TO NO LONGER TARGET NUCLEAR MISSILES AT EACH OTHER, SENIOR U.S. 
OFFICIALS SAID SATURDAY.   

          The officials also said that Washington was pressing China to 
codify its promises earlier this month to further restrict the supply of 
missile technology to Pakistan.  

          The Asia director of the National Security Council, Sandra 
Kristoff, is in Beijing trying to complete work on the substantive agenda 
for Clinton's  visit, the first by a U.S. President to China since the 
crackdown on demonstrators in Tiananmen Square nine years ago this month.   

          Clinton is to leave Washington on June 24, and the deadline of the 
visit is a great spur to the negotiations. But the Chinese, by past pattern, 
tend to make their hardest decisions at the last moment, U.S. officials say.  

          THE UNITED STATES TRIED TO GET A MUTUAL DETARGETING AGREEMENT WITH 
CHINA BEFORE PRESIDENT JIANG ZEMIN'S VISIT TO WASHINGTON LAST OCTOBER, THE 
OFFICIALS SAID. BUT THE EFFORT FOUNDERED ON CHINA'S INSISTENCE THAT 
DETARGETING BE COUPLED WITH A MUTUAL PLEDGE OF NO FIRST USE OF NUCLEAR 
WEAPONS IN ANY CRISIS. 

          BUT U.S. STRATEGIC DOCTRINE HAS ALWAYS REJECTED PLEDGES OF NO 
FIRST USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, BECAUSE THEY ARE JUDGED ESSENTIALLY 
MEANINGLESS AND UNVERIFIABLE. ALSO, DURING THE COLD WAR, THERE WAS THE REAL 
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CONCERN THAT NATO MIGHT HAVE TO USE NUCLEAR WEAPONS TO STOP A BIG INVASION 
BY WARSAW PACT CONVENTIONAL FORCES INTO WESTERN EUROPE, AND SOVIET 
SUGGESTIONS OF NO-FIRST-USE PLEDGES WERE ALWAYS REJECTED.  

          "WE'RE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR DOCTRINE IN THE CONTEXT OF CHINA," 
A SENIOR U.S. OFFICIAL SAID SATURDAY. "THERE ARE ALLIANCE REASONS IN ASIA 
NOT TO CHANGE IT, AS WELL," THE OFFICIAL SAID, REFERRING TO THE RELIANCE OF 
JAPAN AND SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS ON THE U.S. NUCLEAR UMBRELLA.   

          DETARGETING ITSELF, THOUGH CONSIDERED PART OF "CONFIDENCE 
BUILDING" BETWEEN NATIONS, IS ESSENTIALLY SYMBOLIC, SINCE MISSILES CAN BE 
RETARGETED AGAIN IN A MATTER OF MINUTES, EXPERTS IN NUCLEAR WEAPONS HAVE 
SAID.  

          IN A POST-COLD WAR SHOW OF GOOD FAITH, THE UNITED STATES AND 
RUSSIA HAVE ANNOUNCED THAT THEY NO LONGER HAVE MISSILES TARGETED AT EACH 
OTHER, BUT BOTH SIDES ADMIT THAT DETARGETING WOULD BARELY SLOW A NUCLEAR 
EXCHANGE -- UNLIKE THE SEPARATE STORAGE OF MISSILES AND WARHEADS, FOR        
   EXAMPLE, WHICH SOME NONPROLIFERATION EXPERTS NOW ADVOCATE.   

          REPUBLICANS IN CONGRESS HAVE EXPRESSED SHOCK THAT CHINA HAS ABOUT 
13 STRATEGIC MISSILES TARGETED ON THE UNITED STATES, ACCORDING TO A CIA 
ESTIMATE REPORTED IN THE WASHINGTON TIMES -- A SHOCK THAT SURPRISES 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS AND CHINESE EXPERTS, WHO SAY IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE 
THAT CHINA HAS WEAPONS TARGETED ON THE UNITED STATES, AND  THAT THE UNITED 
STATES HAS MANY TIMES MORE NUCLEAR MISSILES AIMED AT CHINA. 

          Among the key issues for the summit talks are those involving 
proliferation -- China's exports of potentially dangerous equipment, 
materials, chemicals and technology to Iran and Pakistan, which recently set 
off  nuclear-test explosions after those by India.  

          China, in the 1980s, was responsible for giving Pakistan the 
expertise, bomb design and fissile material to become a nuclear nation, and 
was sanctioned twice by the United States, in 1991 and 1993, for providing 
Pakistan with medium-range missiles, the M-11, and missile parts.   
          China then pledged not to provide any more M-11 assistance under 
the Missile Technology Control Regime. While China has agreed to abide by 
the regime, which covers missiles that can carry a 500-kilogram(1,100-pound) 
warhead 300 kilometers (about 190 miles), it has refused thus far to sign it 
and its detailed annexes of banned dual-use equipment.   

          Chinese technological assistance to Pakistan continues, but 
Pakistan's  recent Ghauri missile was produced with North Korean parts, not 
Chinese. 

          Another key issue for Clinton, arguably more important than 
detargeting,  is to get China to codify its pledge to further restrict 
assistance to Pakistan. China made that pledge during a meeting of the five 
permanent members of the U.N. Security Council -- China, the United States,  
Britain, France and Russia -- on June 4 in Geneva. At the meeting, the 
permanent members, all acknowledged nuclear powers, discussed the nuclear 
tests of India and Pakistan.  
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          In a communique, the countries all agreed, "consistent with their 
policies,"  to prevent the export of equipment, materials or technology that 
can in any way assist programs in India or Pakistan for nuclear weapons or  
ballistic missiles capable of delivering such weapons.   

          That pledge was vague, U.S. officials acknowledge, and they are 
trying to get the Chinese to codify it into their laws and regulations "in 
some more enforceable form," an official said. The Americans are also hoping 
that the pledge could stretch to include missiles with shorter ranges than 
those covered under the Missile Technology Control Regime, but expect 
Beijing to reject that interpretation. 

          In a related issue, the Americans are trying to get Beijing to 
further restrict  its chemical industry from exporting dual-use chemicals 
and equipment to Iran that could be used for chemical weapons. The Chinese 
are studying U.S. proposals for new and tighter export controls and methods. 
In May 1997, Washington sanctioned seven companies and individuals for such  
     trade, but some of it continues. 

          Given previous cases of the diversion of supercomputers and other 
high-tech exports from civilian to military uses, Washington also wants 
China to agree to outside inspections of enterprises buying these devices,  
before the shipment and afterward. The Chinese have agreed to look carefully 
at the issue, but say that their sovereignty will be violated by mandatory 
postshipment inspections. 

          The Americans are also pressing China for a breakthrough on at 
least one sector, perhaps agriculture, in accelerated negotiations on 
China's entry into the World Trade Organization. Membership would require 
significant market openings to outside goods, which would be hard for  China 
in the middle of the Asian financial crisis, and would require politically 
risky layoffs.  
   ********************************************
       WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION
           1440 Broadway, Suite 500
             Oakland, CA USA 94612
              Tel: (510)839-5877
              Fax: (510)839-5397
               wslf@igc.apc.org
   ********** Part of ABOLITION 2000 **********
   Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: WRL@igc.apc.org
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 02:46:49 EDT
From: DavidMcR@aol.com
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: War Resisters League statement on India/Pakistan Nuclear Tests (LONG)
To: office@ifor.ccmail.compuserve.com, mailbox@ipb.org, nvweb@nonviolence.org,
        warresisters@gn.apc.org, abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

The following statement was authorized by the War Resisters League Executive
Committee and was released June 15, 1998. WRL is an affiliate of War Resisters
International, the International Peace Bureau, and an endorser of Abolition
2000.

RESPONDING TO THE INDIA/PAKISTAN NUCLEAR TESTS

If the tragedy of the Indian and Pakistan nuclear tests do not blow a hole in
the U.S. complacency about the nuclear issue, then they will have served no
purpose at all. Certainly the tests have not increased the peace and security
of the Asian sub-continent.

The War Resisters League deplores and condemns the nuclear weapons tests by
both India and Pakistan. We send our support to all those in the civil society
in both countries that did not join the wave of public support. We feel a
special sense of disappointment that India, under its current conservative
Hindu nationalist party, would turn its back so decisively on the teaching of
Mohandas Gandhi, father of free India.

But we not join the self-righteous calls for a boycott of goods from India
and/or Pakistan, or the application by the U.S. of sanctions against India and
Pakistan (sanctions the U.S. has never brought against Israel, whose nuclear
weapon program poses a grave danger to stability in the Middle East).

Some have suggested that the India/Pakistan situation is different from the
Cold War confrontation between the U.S. and the former Soviet Union because
issues of religious belief are involved, that religous zeal may make these
nations less responsible and more likely to use weapons of mass destruction.
While no two situations are ever the same, to suggest that India and Pakistan
will be less "responsible" than the U.S. and the Soviet Union is to forget the
intensity with which the Cold War was fought - and the insane zeal that the
U.S. and the Soviets brought to the concept of nuclear deterrence.

If history has any lesson, it is that no existing State can be trusted with a
weapon so inherently genocidal as the nuclear bomb. The proof of this is that
the United States remains the only nation ever to use a nuclear bomb - not
once, but twice - and not to win a war but to strike the first blow in the
post-war struggle with the Soviet Union. 

Looking at the situation in South Asia, we see that India's Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee announced a 14% increase in India's military budget.
Pakistan will feel it has no choice but to follow suit. An increase of such a
huge amount can only mean less funding for medicine, housing, education,
social welfare. Two nations, already home to millions of desperately poor
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people, will further impoverish themselves.

Sadly, this pattern has already been well-established by the United States - a
nation that has spent monumental, obscene, sums on its nuclear and military
establishment since 1947 when the Cold War began. As a consequence, the
division between the very rich and the very poor has increased sharply in our
cities and small towns. Russia also knows the price, for the cost of the arms
race finally broke the back of the old Soviet Union, leaving Russia today in
far greater economic distress than in the final years of its old Communist
regime. Military spending has a social consequence, even if the weapons are
never used. The world's poor are living testimony to this tragic reality.

For these and many other reasons, we deplore that any nation has chosen to
join the nuclear club. But some analysis is needed, if we are not to be
satisfied with simply regretting and condemning the actions of India and
Pakistan.

First, the United States has led the way in the past 20 years, from the First,
Second, and Third UN Conferences on Disarmament, in blocking any and all
serious moves toward the surrender of its own nuclear arsenal. It has failed
to heed calls from China to begin a process whereby all the nuclear powers
dismantle their existing nuclear weapons. It has ignored repeated statements
from India and other non-nuclear weapons states that they could not support
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty unless
the nuclear powers began serious discussions - and actions - toward
eliminating nuclear weapons altogether.

Second, there is a reasonable resentment on the part of the Third World that
of the permanent members of the Security Council, only one - China - is non-
Western. The five "permanent" members are the U.S., Russia, China, France, and
Great Britain. Each of the five is a nuclear power. The only nuclear power
that has not been admitted to the Security Council as a permanent member is
Israel. Given the realities of the world population, how long did the United
States expect India - with a civilization older than the histories of the
U.S., Russia, France, and Great Britain added together - to accept a permanent
second-class status?

The U.S. felt nuclear disarmament could be left on a back burner
indefinitely.The whole point of the two treaties mentioned above was never to
move the world closer to disarmament; from the beginning, they were an effort
by the United States and its Western allies to limit membership in the nuclear
club. In one sense, this was reasonable - the fewer members of that club, the
less the danger of nuclear accidents. But in a deeper sense it was impossible
in a real world where other governments feel they face threats and believe
their views are taken seriously only if they possess this most terrible of
weapons. For more than fifty years it should have been clear that the world
had to move toward a "non-nuclear" status or see the uncontrollable spread of
nuclear weapons, and other weapons of mass destruction.
What happened in India and Pakistan is, in the first instance, a product of
the failure of the nuclear powers to act responsibly.

If it is argued that domestic pressures in the U.S., with a consistently
ultra-nationalist and right-wing political tide, prevent the U.S. from taking
real steps toward disarmament, why are we surprised that other countries react
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to similar domestic pressures?

Third, it was clear from the day the first nuclear weapon was used that
something quite new had entered human history. Unhappily, that reality has
never translated into a serious political shift in any country. In the world
of nuclear weapons there can be no national security for any nation unless
there is a sense of security for all nations. The old pattern of military
defense has long since lost credibility, since there is no defense against
nuclear weapons. Deterrence is at its root an anti-human strategy because of
the assumption that a nation under nuclear attack will destroy the population
of its enemy, even as it enters its own moment of death beneath the mushroom
clouds.

All sense of limited war is gone; that fact makes the possession of nuclear
weapons by any nation a crime against humanity. Nuclear weapons destroy
indiscriminately in the present, and through radioactivity they poison the
gene pool, destroying for generations to come. The nation with the largest
arsenal of these weapons poses the greatest threat of terrorism. India is not
that nation. Nor is Pakistan. It is the United States. If contemporary
barbarism has a home, it is not in a third world country, but in our midst.

The nuclear explosions in India and Pakistan require much sharper and deeper
political thinking within the West. We do not pretend to have done that
thinking, only to note its need. Some of the components of a new policy would
demand that the United States end the "special status" of Israel, an
undeclared nuclear weapons state, which has set the whole of the Middle East
on edge as one nation after another seeks to acquire nuclear weapons - or
their biological/chemical equivilent. The United States cannot impose its will
on Israel but it can and should end the special relationship which exists
under which sanctions are sought against other Middle Eastern countries
seeking weapons of mass destruction, while exempting Israel. Our policy in
that area should be to encourage a nuclear-free region.

However the real problem is our own nation. We do not feel we are being "anti-
American" to note that the United States is in a special position by virtue of
having been the first to use nuclear weapons. Nor do we feel we are being
"anti-American" to note that India and Pakistan would both have to test a
nuclear weapon a day for more than a year to begin to rival the U.S. record in
nuclear explosions.

The present treaty for a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban now before the Senate
is not strong enough, because it does not explicity ban simulated nuclear
tests. The United States has committed itself to continue these "sub-critical
tests" well into the next millenium - despite international protests that they
violate the spirit of the test ban treaty. It is foolish to think the expanded
membership in the nuclear club can be limited to India and Pakistan - other
nations will be tempted to follow the path of nuclear folly. The peace
movement within the United States must urge that the United States take steps
to begin dismantling all nuclear weapons - and open itself for the same kind
of stringent inspections we would expect for any country that has advanced
nuclear technology.

There have been two roads for the peace movement in recent years. One was what
seemed the "politically realistic" path of curbing the spread of nuclear
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weapons, of accepting the fact the nuclear powers would not disarm themselves,
and hoping to maintain some kind of stability.

The other path was the "politically unrealistic" one of urging the nuclear
powers to begin disarming themselves, and to link nuclear disarmament with
complete and comprehensive conventional disarmament. This last, let us note,
was a goal of the United Nations from its inception - a goal mocked by the
U.S. as it became the world's largest trader in conventional arms.

We now believe that some variant of the "politically unrealistic" path is all
that is left. The nuclear tests in India and Pakistan have blown a great hole
in the path of political realism. This puts us in a difficult position,
because the alternative to the "politically realistic" path places us in
direct opposition to our own government. The U.S. is determined to maintain
its nuclear arsenal, less for security (no other nation seriously threatens
us) than for the continuing nuclear strategy of "use by threat of use" - a
political calculus employed by the U.S. in Korea, Vietnam, Cuba, the Gulf War,
and elsewere. A nation does not have to launch a nuclear weapon in order to
use it - in the same way that a robber does not have to fire a gun but only
threaten its use, to secure what he wants.

Thus, for us as a movement working within the United States, we do not believe
anything less than revolutionary changes in attitude about national security,
and a revolutionary willingness to share the world's resources rather than to
insist on dominating them, will offer a safe door for the human race into the
next century.

- 30 - 

visit the WRL web site: www.nonviolence.org/wrl/
join the October 19th action in Washington D.C. "Day Without the Pentagon"
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Comments: Authenticated sender is <ialana@mail.antenna.nl>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 09:28:10 +0000
From: "Francisca van Holthoon" <ialana@antenna.nl>
Organization: antenna
Reply-To: ialana@antenna.nl
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: (Fwd) (Fwd) (Fwd) Fw: REPORT FROM ANTI NUKE CONVENTION IN DELH
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "Sharada Srinivasan" <srinivasan@iss.nl>
Organization:  Institute of Social Studies
To:            ialana@antenna.nl
Date:          Sat, 13 Jun 1998 15:19:04 GMT+0100
Subject:       (Fwd) (Fwd) Fw: REPORT FROM ANTI NUKE CONVENTION IN DELHI
Priority:      normal

Forwarded message:
From: "A.J.C. Bose (PhD Programme)" <FACULTY/BOSE>
Organization: Institute of Social Studies
To: faculty/vijay, faculty/dwivedi, faculty/srinivasan, KGabriel@iss.nl
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 14:06:17 GMT+0100
Subject: (Fwd) Fw: REPORT FROM ANTI NUKE CONVENTION IN DELHI

------- Forwarded Message Follows -------
From:          "amrita chhachhi" <amrita@bart.nl>
To:            "A.J.C. Bose (PhD Programme)" <bose@iss.nl>
Subject:       Fw: REPORT FROM ANTI NUKE CONVENTION IN DELHI
Date:          Fri, 12 Jun 1998 11:36:38 +0200

----------
Van: Harsh Kapoor <aiindex@mnet.fr>
Aan: hoodbhoy@pierre.mit.edu
CC: amrita@bart.nl; asur@MIT.EDU; ask@citechco.net;
karamat@piler.khi.sdnpk.undp.or; eahmad@isb.comsats.net.pk;
adhundale@aofhvidovre.dk; dilip@del2.vsnl.net.in; sgah@sgah.lhr-com.net;
jagdish@igc.org; ssindia@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in; banaji@bom3.vsnl.net.in;
hmarieme@mnet.fr; gsahgal@aol.com; A.Y.Samad@Bradford.ac.uk;
jeranki@hotmail.com; ram@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in; deena@tom.unv.ernet.in;
amar@sangat.org; epwl@shakti.ncst.ernet.in; lala@lhr.comsats.net.pk;
fk2@ukc.ac.uk; pattanai@eros.ccs.deakin.edu.au; waterman@iss.nl;
ramana@MIT.EDU; naim@midway.uchicago.edu; icae@web.net;
rahat@irtiqa.khi.sdpnk.undp.org; J.Malik@derby.ac.uk;
bmrrpia@cc.iitb.ernet.in; CWHOWLAND@delphi.com; HHoodfar@aol.com;
panghaal@giasdl01.vsnl.net.in; lmckean@eb.com; jaffrelo@msh-paris.fr;
sushilkhanna@hotmail.com; masud@mail.club-internet.fr;
gardezi@thunderbird.auc.laurentian.ca; kamla.bhasin@field.fao.org;
ab41@columbia.edu; bsarwar@lakshmi.lhr-com.net; eklavya@ad1.vsnl.net.in;
Zuli_Ahmad@classic.msn.com; reds@height.brain.net.pk;
b.m.kutty@cyber.net.pk; himal@himpc.mos.com.np; tnsf@imsc.ernet.in;
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kihp@info-ist.comlink.apc.org; marfua@silk.glas.apc.org; Msarin@aol.com;
ishtiaq.ahmed@statsvet.su.se; csss@bom2.vsnl.net.in; cendi@slt.lk;
106432.1724@compuserve.com; sputnik@magic.fr; googi@mindspring.com
Onderwerp: REPORT FROM ANTI NUKE CONVENTION IN DELHI
Datum: donderdag 11 juni 1998 17.47 uur

Dear Friends
Pasted below is report on the Convention Against Nuclear Weapons held a fe=
w
days ago in Delhi. Please post this widely, and  pass on urgently to all
our friends in Pakistan and to activists from the International peace
movement.
In solidarity
Harsh Kapoor
[SOUTH ASIANS AGAINST NUKES]
http://www.mnet.fr/aiindex/NoNukes.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------------=
--
---
Rajni Kothari
Kuldip Nayar
Lt. Gen.G. Mansingh
A.K.N.Reddy
D.P.Sengupta
Prabhat Patnaik
Aijaz Ahmad
Alok Rai
Hardev Singh
Bhisham Sahni
Rajendra Yadav
Sumit Sarkar
Vijay Verma
Badri Raina
Kamal Chenoy
Praful Bidwai
Prabir Purkayastha
Shashwati Mazumdar

Convention against Nuclear Weapons
New Delhi, 9th June, 1998

In a rare expression of unanimity, eminent speakers from diverse walks of
life unequivocally condemned the BJP-led Government=EDs decision to conduc=
t
nuclear tests, at a Convention organised in New Delhi on 9th June. The
Convention was organised by a Committee comprising of a large number of
eminent persons including Prof.Rajni Kothari, Shri Kuldip Nayar,
Lt.Gen.G.Mansingh, Prof.A.K.N.Reddy, Prof.D.P.Sengupta, Prof.Prabhat
Patnaik, Prof.Aijaz Ahmed, Prof.Alok Rai, Shri Hardev Singh, Shri Bhisam
Sahni, Prof.Sumit Sarkar and Shri Prabir Purkayastha. The Convention was
attended by over 400 people from all sections, representing academicians,
scientists, defence experts, journalists, lawyers, artists and leaders of
political parties.
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The Convention began with participants observing a minute=EDs silence in
memory of the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This was followed by
projection of images from Hiroshima and Nagasaki after they were devastate=
d
by atom bombs, interspersed with newspaper headlines reflecting the
jingoistic and revanchist posturings by prominent members of the BJP on th=
e
issue of nuclear weapons. The draft resolution for the Convention was
introduced by Prof.Kamal Mitra Chenoy. Almost to one man, speakers at the
Convention described the BJP Government=EDs action as a monumental blunder
that was designed to plunge the countries in the sub-continent into a
period of mutual hatred and strife.

Prof.Rajni Kothari, in his opening remarks as Chairperson of the
Convention, said that the Government had resurrected the prospect of
Armageddon. He said that the whole concept of viewing nuclear weapons as
instruments of deterrence was morally abhorrent and dangerous. He said tha=
t
the Indian Govt.=EDs action may well accelerate the global arms race. He
expressed his apprehension that it was actually the RSS which is running
the present Govt. and the explosions at Pokhran should be viewed in the
context of the RSS=EDs quest for dominance. This, he felt, made the tests
doubly dangerous, as nuclear weapons in the hands of a RSS run Government
is fraught with far greater dangerous consequences. Sri N.Ram, Editor of
Frontline, termed the tests as =ECRight Wing adventurism of the most
dangerous kind=EE which would =ECprofoundly affect the terms of the nation=
=EDs
engagement with the region and the world=EE. He said that the tests and
subsequent =ECsabre-rattling statements=EE by ministers including L.K.Adva=
ni,
which tried to link the tests to the Kashmir issue had led to the
internationalisation of the Kashmir issue. He felt that there are clear
signals that the Government=EDs position would rapidly move from one of
adventurism to appeasement and even surrender towards the interests of
Imperialist powers. He cited in this context the pressures on India now to
sign the CTBT ant to participate in the FMCT - the latter involving the
laying open of all Indian nuclear facilities to external inspection.
Contrary to the view being propagated regarding a national consensus on th=
e
tests, he pointed out that leading defence experts like Admiral Ramdas
(present at the Convention), Lt.Gen.Raghavan and M.R.Srinivasan (former
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission) have expressed grave doubts abou=
t
the Govt=EDs plans to follow the nuclear explosions with a weaponisation
programme.

In an evocative and emotional address Admiral Ramdas (former chief of Navy=
)
said that the aftermath of the Pokhran blasts, in some ways, marked a
=ECturning point in his life=EE. He described himself as a person who had =
spent
45 years of his life in uniform and one who had been an integral part of
policy formulation in defence related matters. He was deeply disturbed at
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the turn of events and said that the tests have =ECcast an evil shadow ove=
r
the sub-continent=EE. He categorically stated that no matter what the
compulsions were, there was no justification for India deciding to go
nuclear. He said that as a career defence person he could visualise how,
=ECso many things can go wrong with nuclear weapons=EE, leading to a disas=
trous
nuclear conflagration. Instead of enhancing national security, Admiral
Ramdas felt that the Government=EDs action had only enhanced the threshold
for the possibility of things going wrong. Nobody really had a clue, he
said, about the implications of a nuclear weaponisation programme, for
Command and Control systems. Who, he queried will have his fingers on the
nuclear button =F3 the Prime Minister, the Army Chief, the BJP Chief or th=
e
RSS? He dubbed the pronouncements by ministers as those of =ECbabes in the
wood who had found a new toy=EE and apprehended that a nuclear holocaust w=
as
a real possibility. As a result of an accelerated arms race, the people
would have to pay the penalty in the form of cuts in expenditure on Health=
,
Education and other Social Sectors. He said that it was imperative for
India and Pakistan to get together immediately and put a cap on their
respective nuclear programmes. He said that =ECwe are all fighters here, a=
nd
we need to fight for peace=EE, and get the public in both India and Pakist=
an
to understand about the disastrous consequences of a nuclear conflict so
that they can pressurise their respective Governments.

Shri. H.K.S.Surjeet (Gen. Secy. CPI (M)) said that the tests conducted by
the BJP Government were designed to whip up jingoistic feelings to serve
the narrow interests of a Government that was struggling to survive. Shri
Surjeet said that the Prime Minister and his Cabinet colleagues have been
deliberately trying to instigate Pakistan through their provocative
statements linking nuclear weapons to Kashmir and through overt invitation
to Pakistan to engage in a war. He said that it should have been apparent
even to the entirely naive, that these provocations would force Pakistan =F3
whose Govt. is also under pressure in its own country =F3 to conduct tests=
 of
its own. As a result the BJP Govt.=EDs action has only served to dangerous=
ly
escalate tensions in the region. But, Shri.Surjeet said, the BJP=EDs ploy =
had
actually boomeranged as is evident from its complete isolation in
Parliament when the nuclear issue was debated and its poor showing in the
recent bye elections. This shows that the people of India do not want war =
=F3
what they want from a Government is peace and development.

Shri A.B.Bardhan said that as a result of the Govt.=EDs action we now live
under the shadow of fear, under the shadow of a nuclear threat. It was
foolish, he felt, to believe that the proxy war being waged by Pakistan in
Kashmir can be countered with nuclear weapons. Pointing out the fallacy in
the argument that nuclear weapons act as a deterrence against war, he said
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that after 1945 more wars have been fought on earth that ever before in
human history. Amarjeet Kaur (All India Trade Union Congress), said that
there exists a fertile ground to take the real issues arising out of the
nuclear tests to the people. National Security, she said, cannot be
safegaurded by ignoring the real needs of the people like food and
employment. She said that it was but natural that the BJP and RSS should b=
e
engaged in war-mongering, given its past history where the founder of the
RSS, Hegdewar, had openly stated that he drew inspiration from the likes o=
f
Hitler.

Dr.Ashok Mitra said that he felt ashamed as an Indian after the tests.
Drawing a parallel with the demolition of the Babri Masjid in 1992, he sai=
d
that the tests were an attempt by the BJP to create a frenzy in order to
divert the attention of the people from their real issues and to bury thei=
r
increasing problems with their allies in the Central Government. He said
that India and Pakistan, in an accelerated arms race, can exhaust their
national incomes but would end up in merely maintaining the same levels of
relative defence preparedness. He said that by exploding the =ECswadeshi
bomb=EE the BJP Govt. had actually opened the floodgates for foreign
domination over the economy. Foreign Banks and Companies are now to be
allowed to remit their earnings unfettered to their parent companies. He
was afraid that the South East Asian syndrome =F3 where foreign speculator=
s
played havoc with domestic currencies =F3 may now extend to South Asia.

Dr.T.Jayraman (Indian Instt. of Mathematical Sciences, Madras) and
Dr.Satyajit Rath (National Institute of Immunology, Delhi) decried the
attempts to use patent falsehoods and half truths as scientific arguments,
in order to justify the =ECinevitability=EE of the nuclear tests by India.=
 They
felt that much of the debate on the issue has been ill-informed and has
failed to focus on the real effects of a nuclear war. Dr.Jayraman said tha=
t
the DAE and DRDO were party to the overturning of the national consensus
against exercising the nuclear option. He said that India=EDs scientific
capabilities have little to do with its ability to conduct nuclear
explosions. He said, for example, it takes a much higher degree of S&T
capability to maintain a satellite in geostationary orbit to augment
communication facilities, than to produce a missile with a nuclear warhead
that can accurately reach its target.

Prof.Prabhat Patnaik, in an incisive attack on the tests, termed them as a=
n
=ECastonishing act of stupidity=EE. He felt that the tests and their after=
math
will be used by the Government to accelerate the neo-liberal thrust of the
economy, where we shall see MNCs lording over the economy. He saw in the
nuclear tests another move in the direction towards =ECdisenfranchisement =
of
the poor =F3 politically and economically=EE. A typical way, he felt, of a
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fascist political formation trying to establish its hold over the country.
He said that there has been a major move by fascistic forces to manufactur=
e
a =ECpopular mood=EE in favour of the Govt.=EDs policy. It is unfortunate =
that
even some sections opposed to the Govt.=EDs nuclear policy have found it
necessary to grant concessions to this manufactured public mood, and
thereby temper their opposition. He said that the need of the hour was not
to =ECkowtow=EE to the so called popular mood but to stand in clear opposi=
tion
to the diabolic designs of the BJP Government and its cohorts.

The Convention ended with participants unanimously approving a resolution
against nuclear weapons. This was followed by the screening of two short
films =F3 one on the horrors of a nuclear explosion and the other based on
Bertold Brecht=EDs poem on the rise of fascism in Germany.

For Further information Contact:
Prabir Purkayastha, B-1, 2nd Floor, LSC, J Block, Saket, N.Delhi.-17, Indi=
a
Ph. 6534323, 6565036, 6862716 (telfax)

----------
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Request for payments
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Phil:

I plan to be out of town from June 26 to July 7.  Therefore, I would like to request two payments from Methodists 
United before I leave.

(1) I have already put in ten days work for the CTBT this month.  Therefore, I request a payment of $2,000 from the 
Ploughshares grant (10 days @ $200).

(2) I charged the cost of the NPT reception to my Visa account, which is now due.  The cost was 5,150 in Swiss francs, 
which converts to approximately $3,550.  I request reimbursement to the extent that we have received donations to 
cover this cost.  This includes $500 each from United Methodist, Episcopal, and Presbyterian churches and $1,000 from 
Pax Christi.  Pending is a wire transfer of $500 from the Christian Council of Japan.  I believe that you put most of these 
donations into the general fund, though one payment may have gone into the education fund.  Therefore, we have 
available at least $2,500 and perhaps another $500 for the reception, which can be drawn upon to reimburse me.  I'm 
trying to raise another $500 and will defer payment on the balance due me until I know whether I am successful.

Please call me if you have any questions.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: rud@wcc-coe.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Nuclear Abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Mr. Noll:

When I was in Geneva in early May attending the meeting of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) Preparatory 
Committee, I tried to see you.  Due to your travel schedule I never made a connection.  

For the PrepCom the Religious Working Group for Nuclear Abolition, of which I am a co-convener, worked with Dr. 
Konrad Raiser and Cardinal Danneels, president of Pax Christi International, to develop a statement to the delegates, 
urging strong action for nuclear disarmament.  We sponsored a reception for delegates, hosted by Dr. Raiser and 
Cardinal Danneels.  We also developed a presentation to delegates on spiritual and ethical issues, which was one of 13 
NGO statements offered to the delegates.  Dwain Epps and Sarah Speicher have copies of this material.

As follow through we are seeking fuller mobilization of the world religious community to push for nuclear abolition.  
My ideas on the direction this might take are presented below.  Among other things I suggest that religious leaders call 
upon the nuclear weapon states to unconditionally renounce nuclear weapons and proceed to dismantle their arsenals.  A 
second call would go out to "surrogate nuclear weapon states" which have forces trained to use nuclear weapons (6 
NATO members) or are under the U.S. nuclear umbrella (other NATO members, Japan, South Korea).

I note in the "Final Message" of the Second European Ecumenical Assembly that there is support for "negotiation 
leading to complete elimination of nuclear arms."  I would like to explore with you how we might make connections 
with members of the Conference of European Churches so that our efforts to mobilize the world religious community 
for nuclear abolition can tie into the European churches' desire to eliminate nuclear weapons.

I would greatly appreciate your suggestions along these lines.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
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following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.
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Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
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Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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Return-Path: <owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 15:29:53 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Cc: impress@slt.lk
Subject: pov-l: June Bulletin from Colombo, Sri Lanka
Sender: owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org

------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Colombo Peace to the City Campaign
June 1998 Bulletin

Contents 

1. Students of the University of Jaffna in a Historic Visit to the South
2. Association of Disabled Ex-service Personnel
3. Cambodian NGOs Invite Npc: Lessons from Another Killing Fields
  

STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF JAFFNA IN A HISTORIC VISIT TO
THE SOUTH

Reported by Lakshan Dias 
scmsl@.sri.lanka.net 
 
There are thousands of Sinhala and Tamil students in Sri Lanka who
have never laid eyes on each other! One might find it easier to
understand that such a phenomena might exist in deeply divided nations
such as India and Pakistan. It is however a great social tragedy that
within the confines of a small country live a whole generation of youth
whose only perception of the other is limited to what they may have read
in a book or seen in a photograph. The primary cause for this tragic
reality is the 15 year war that has divided the peoples of Sri Lanka and
the ethnic crisis that dates even beyond. For 15 long years the only
Sinhalese faces encountered by the people of Jaffna have been those
of soldiers. (95% of the Sri Lankan Army are Sinhalese) Many people in
the south of Sri Lanka also live with little or no contact with those
belonging to Tamil or Muslim ethnic backgrounds. In this context the only
contact students may have with each other will take place in urban or
estate sector schools as a result of the exodus of people due to the
prevailing war. No contact takes place in the native villages of these
people.

Therefore this visit by the students of the university of Jaffna to the
south is a special, progressive event. This visit was spearheaded and
pioneered by the Students Christian Movement of Sri Lanka (SCM) who
have worked for a number of years among students promoting equality
among different races. Due to various security concerns and the
monetary constraints, the SCM considered shortening the program. At
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this juncture the state run Sudu Nelum Movement stepped in and offered
to sponsor this visit. 

However the SCM continued to play a key role in the entire program. The
coordination of the meeting held between the students of the University
of Jaffna and the University of Colombo was undertaken by the SCM. At
this meeting a discussion took place on the Devolution Package proposed
by the Government. Various perspectives to the issue were presented
by those present. The students from Jaffna were warmly welcomed by
the students in Colombo and were given a tour of the Colombo university.
There were many friendly discussions among the students. It was a
new experience for the students of Jaffna who come from a
conservative background to witness the cultural differences to be found
in a more cosmopolitan university set up.

At the graduation, celebrations held by the students of the law faculty
gave them an opportunity to further experience the diversity of cultural
traditions. No complex debates on the ethnic issue took place between
the students. However at a fellowship meeting of the SCM our
responsibility toward the ethnic crisis was debated, discussed and
questioned at length. A point raised by the students of Jaffna was the
apparent disregard of the people in the south for those in the north. They
also commented on the fact that the people of the south condoned the
killings taking place in the north and the silence of the Christian
community. Their request was to ensure maximum student participation
to broaden the scope of debates and discussions on the ethnic issue, as
well as to foster similar programs. Among the experiences gleaned by
the student group was exposure to both traditional village life in the
south, and the Hindu Buddhist cultural ties evident in Kataragama.
(Kataragama is a southern location with a mixed religious heritage that
serves as centre of worship for Hindus and Buddhists ). The Sudu
Nelum Movement had organized sports events and the exchanging of
gifts among the students. The Vice Chancellor, the students union and
the students of the Peradeniya (Central hill country) University hosted the
students for two days.   

Further to this a tour of ancient Sri Lankan ruins in Anuradhapura and
Polonnaruwa, and viewings of royal craftmanship in Sigiriya, were
included in the agenda. In addition the students participated in some
Easter programs organized for them. On the 28th of April Young Asia
Television (a private television station) operating in Sri Lanka telecast a
special program on the student visit. Lionel Bopage, who was the former
General Secretary and second in command of the JVP (Southern
People's Liberation Front), who presently works towards ethnic unity
with Sri Lankan organizations based in Australia, exchanged thoughts
with the student group on the similarities and differences in the southern
and northern conflict, and the present reality of the north etc.

This historic visit is both a new beginning and a new step amidst similar
initiatives. The visit proved to be a valuable experience for the SCM
representatives working with the Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka who
are in the process of facilitating similar exchange programs. The work of
the SCM which is deeply committed to safe guard the rights of the Tamil
community, has been strengthened by this experience. However we still
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need support and encouragement to continue our mandate. We will
deeply appreciate support in the form of cash or kind, knowledge or
documentation. If you wish to know more about our future efforts you
are invited to contact us anytime at scmsl@.sri.lanka.net. 

ASSOCIATION OF DISABLED EX-SERVICE PERSONNEL

 L ast month, the National Peace Council held a two day workshop on
institution building with the Association of Disabled Ex-Service Personnel
(ADEP). The Association was formed in 1994, so that the victims of the
war from among the forces could collectively address the issues faced
by them. At present it has a registered membership of 3800. A further
8000 have indicated a willingness to join. The majority of members are
disabled ex-service personnel while the rest of the membership is made
up of widows and familiy members of missing service personnel. The
membership is spread around 20 districts and each district has a small
committee led by a district organiser.

The activities of ADEP so far have been to represent members in
connection with issues of salaries, pensions and compensation etc with
officials of the army, navy, air force and police, to liase with government
on issues of employment for victims and surviving family members,
admission to schools for children, obtaining of land for the land-less,
obtaining housing facilities and obtaining proper medical treatment and
care, and to obtain donations of crutches, wheel chairs, artificial limbs,
toilet fittings etc from NGOs and private companies. ADEP sought the
assistance of the National Peace Council because they felt that in order
to better serve their growing membership they needed to take a more
professional approach to their work.
  

NEWS FEATURE

THEY HAVE FINISHED THEIR FIGHTING, NOW IS THE TIME FOR THEIR
HEALING

 Former Staff Sargeant Asoka Dayaratne was in the first batch of army
commandos who were sent in hot pursuit of the band of LTTE guerillas
that had just attacked the sacred bo tree at Anuradhapura in 1985 and
massacred 150 Buddhist pilgrims. Dayaratne lost his right arm in action.
Today he is the president of the Association of Disabled Ex-Service
Personnel (ADEP).

Dayaratne has been a frequent visitor to the office of the National Peace
Council ever since he participated at the National Peace Delegates
Convention in January this year. Together with 50 other disabled
ex-servicemen and their families he had participated in the National
Peace Delegates Convention that brought together 1700 delegates from
all over the country. Dayaratne's quest has been to discover the ways
and means by which ADEP can be strengthened to better serve the
interests of their members.

With support from the National Peace Council, Dayaratne recently
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summoned a meeting of ADEP's district organisers to discuss their plans
to strengthen the organisation. Most of them had been severely
wounded in the war, many losing their limbs. What was remarkable was
the general absence of bitterness in their discussion with regard to the
Tamil people and the LTTE.

Corporal Gunasekera had lost both his legs from the waist downwards.
Constable Nishantha was normal to the appearance, but his right leg had
been splintered and he could not stand for long. But they were prepared
to dialogue about a new political structure that might lead to a negotiated
peace settlement for the country. They were prepared to work for
peace, and not for war.

At the beginning of the meeting, the participants gave a brief summary of
their main objectives in attending it. No one said they wanted to promote
the war effort. Many said that they wished to work for peace. All of
them said that they wanted to be better treated by the society for which
they had risked their lives. They said that they felt shabbily treated by the
defence establishment after their discharge from the army. Once out of
the army most of their privileges cease, and they have no articulate voice
to represent their grievances and interests.

Their problems are compounded by the hierarchical system within the
armed forces, in which commissioned officers who are wounded are
kept within the army and provided with administrative jobs, while the rank
and file soldiers are discharged from the army. The disabled veterens
who have to fend for themselves outside the army are those very ones
who are less able to protect their own interests because of their lower
socio-economic and educational position.

DISAPPOINTMENT
A few months ago, in March, ADEP organised its annual general meeting
at the prestigious Bandaranaike Memorial International Conference Hall.
As many as 2000 disabled ex-servicemen and their families came for the
meeting from far and wide. They also came at their own expense. The
reason for their enthusiasm may have been their belief that a solution
would be offered to their many and varied problems. The meeting was to
be attended by the hierarchy of the defence establishment including all
the service commanders.A petition prepared by ADEP on behalf of the
disabled soldiers was presented to the deputy defence minister, General
Anuruddha Ratwatte who was the chief guest. The petition had three
main demands. The first was to set up a ministry for the welfare and
benefit of disabled servicemen and their families. The second was to
make their pensions and and salaries dependent upon legislation rather
than ad hoc cabinet decisions. The third was to further extend the
compensation and pensions of disabled servicemen.
The deputy defence minister, General Anuruddha Ratwatte delivered a
speech that might be thought to be a masterful one. He referred to his
own physical disability that had left him dependent on a walking stick,
and his ability to overcome it with his own resources. He exhorted the
disabled soldiers to emulate him without becoming a burden on society.
But according to those present, this speech was not so well received by
his audience. They saw the differences rather than the parallels
between the minister's situation and their own.
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The disabled ex-servicemen pointed out that the minister had not become
disabled as a result of fighting in a war, but as a result of a private motor
accident. He had not required governmental financial assistance
because he came from a great landowning family that had belonged to
the feudal nobility of the country. But they, poor boys from the villages,
had lost their limbs in fighting to defend the interests of the state. They
had no sources of private wealth to support them in their time of need.

All they wanted from the state, they said, was their rights and not
charity. They wanted their salaries, pensions and insurance payments to
be paid in full and on time. They wanted to be made eligible for loans to
start self-employment projects, such as as setting up a roadside grocery
store or driving a three-wheel taxi. Dayaratne had met President
Kumaratunga and petitioned her with 17 concerns.

The President had promised to look into these matters. But some of her
promises were unrealistic. She had ordered that disabled soldiers should
be provided with free passes on public transport including private buses.
But the private buses were not prepared to grant the disabled soldiers
with this privilege. They understood this. But they complained bitterly that
even the state banks were unwilling to give them a loan of Rs 200,000 to
get started on a self-employment venture.

CONCERN
A common grievance of these veterans of the war was the lack of
adequate support given to them by the defence establishment. Some of
them faced problems in getting their salaries. Deepani, whose husband
died when a colleague accidentally shot him while cleaning his gun in an
army camp in the north had not yet received his salary. The army claims
that her husband did not die in action, and so is not entitled to the salary.
The other disabled soldiers pointed out that they were only given their
basic salary minus all the additions that come while they are on active
service. The basic salary is not even a third of what they received when
they were in service, but they require more today than they did in the
past, to take care of their injured bodies.

The disabled soldiers were acutely conscious of the state of their
bodies, and not surprisingly so. Corporal Janath's fiance had broken off
their relationship after he had lost his arm. She had said that she did not
want her children to be taunted about having a father without an arm.
The girl he eventually married had todefy her parents, who cut her off
completely. Private Gamage was unemployed and walked with the help
of a crutch, as his jaipur limb no longer fitted him.

The disabled soldiers had a fear of the future, especially the possibility of
a further deterioration of their condition. They feared that their earning
capacity was severely time bound, as their bodies would not last as long
as that of a normal intact person. Sargeant Major Dayaratne, who had
been to Israel once, was full of praise for how that country looked after
its disabled heroes. They were given various privileges, including jobs as
receptionists in government and business offices, which provided them
with a source of income while keeping the larger society reminded of the
realities of war.FIRST STEPS
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But unlike in Sri Lanka, the whole of Israel takes part in its war, with
compulsory army service not sparing the children of the highest in the
land. This may account for the prominent place given to the disabled,
who include the children from all social classes. In Sri Lanka, on the
other hand, the disabled soldiers who are being neglected are confined
largely to the poor villages of the country, where their sacrifice can be
conveniently forgotten.
 
The issues faced by those disabled by war are both physical and
psychological. Most of the war disabled are hidden away from society
and are frustrated by and marginalised from society. The effect that
disability brings to a person who until such time was leading a normal life
and playing a productive role in society can be crippling. Its effect is not
limited to the victim but spills over to his family and can result in social
problems.

While the general response has been to provide basic medical care,
including counselling in some cases, and assistance in meeting living
expenses neither the overall condition and context of the disabled
person nor the larger issue itself has been addressed at a national level.
Also to be taken into account are combatants who are disabled in the
North-East as well.

The fruit of the meeting of disabled ex-service personnel was a decision
that they needed to establish an office that could be a coordinating
centre for their country-wide membership. This office would be
dedicated to working to promote the interests of the membership, but
also to work for the larger goal of achieving a lasting peace in the
country.

As one of the first steps, they also decided on the training of twenty
mobilisers, one from each of the twenty districts from which the army
recruits, to be in charge of mobilising the disabled soldiers in
district-based and national level activities. A beautiful idea to emerge
was for the disabled veterans to try and forge links with their
counterparts in the north-east. They have finished their fighting, now is
the time for their healing.

3. CAMBODIAN NGOS INVITE NPC: LESSONS FROM ANOTHER KILLING
FIELDS
  
Positive reports of the peace work undertaken by the National Peace
Council in Sri Lanka are reaching an international audience. A group of
Cambodian NGOs invited the NPC to send a representative to share
experiences and programmes of peace work. The exchange programme
took place in June. The Cambodian NGOs were particularly impressed by
the bipartisan programmes launched by the NPC for national and
grassroots level politicians.

After the UN supervised elections in 1993, Cambodia has been making
some slow progress towards normalcy. But the tasks are enormous
because of the destruction of the country's social, economic and human
infrastructure which began in the mid 1960s with the escalation of the
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Vietnam war, and reached a peak with the seizure of power by the
Khmer Rouge in 1975.

Deep political cleavages continue to plague the country. Remnants of the
Khmer Rouge still employ violence against the state. The government is
itself divided into two armed camps with one faction having staged a
coup against the other. A peaceful resolution of the outstanding
problems in the country is crucially necessary for Cambodia at the
threshold of a new future.

 Following a two day workshop on the theme of "Strategies for peace
and non-violent actions in Cambodia", the organisations present decided
to set up a coordinating mechanism through which an action plan could
be implemented in accordance with the priorities set out at the workshop.

The Khmer Rouge which ruled Cambodia in the period 1975-79, and
made that country a land of tragedy known as the "killing fields", is today
confined to the remote extremities of the country and has split into
several factions. But despite its international pariah status, the Khmer
Rouge had a tenacity to survive in Cambodia. It has taken nearly twenty
years after being dislodged from power by the Vietnamese army for the
Khmer Rouge to lose its ability to seriously threaten the Cambodian polity.

In the first few months of last year, the Khmer Rouge lost what may
have been its last chance to be a major force in Cambodian politics. A
section of the Cambodian government led by Prince Ranariddh tried to
engage the Khmer Rouge in negotiations. Recently, some internal
documents of the Khmer Rouge fell into the hands of the Cambodian
army (cited in the Phnom Penh Post, May 22-June 4, 1998). These
documents clearly show that the Khmer Rouge did not believe that Prince
Ranariddh was sincere in his negotiations, and they did not intend to be
sincere either. The events that transpired during the attempt to negotiate
are a reminder of how difficult it is to stage successful negotiations to
solve long drawn out problems between armed parties that distrust each
other acutely.

"Ranariddh needs us, we also need him," are the words written in the
minutes of one of the meetings of the top leadership of the Khmer Rouge.
"Ranariddh's boat is sinking in the sea, but our boat is not. We have to
help him, but the way we help is to offer him a stick--not a hand, not an
embrace, not to let him cling to our boat, or we shall all die. We have to
play a trick. Ranariddh wants to use us as a water buffalo to get across
the mud, but we have to ride the buffalo."

Meanwhile the Khmer Rouge planned a way to regain power using
Prince Ranariddh. He had agreed to give local level control to the Khmer
Rouge, while his faction of the government would assert control at the
provincial level. The Khmer Rouge planned to use this opportunity to
spread throughout the country, taking over the villages, communes and
districts. But the whole plan came unstuck for both sides, due to an
internal power struggle that broke out within the Khmer Rouge.
Unfortunately for the Prince's negotiators, they landed their helicopter in
the middle of this power struggle. The Khmer Rouge faction that got first
to the helicopter were those who opposed the negotiations. The ten
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government negotiators including a provincial deputy governor who
headed the delegation, were killed.

The closest Sri Lankan parallel to this terrible "negotiation" would be
President Premadasa's abortive effort to talk peace with the LTTE in the
period 1988-89. Here too, the main purpose of the talks was tactical--to
forge an alliance that would rid the country of the Indian army which
was present under the terms of the Indo-Lanka Accord. Both sides
sought to make use of each other, not to reach a final settlement, but to
deal with a common enemy. Such tactical alliances are prone to betrayal.

Indeed, a fate similar to the ten Cambodian negotiators almost befell
Minister Hameed when he flew to Jaffna in 1990 to negotiate with the
LTTE at the outbreak of the renewed fighting. His helicopter was shot at
and only barely made it back to Colombo. There was no change of heart
on the part of the two sides regarding each other.
NO GRATITUDE
During the four year Khmer Rouge period of rule nearly two million people
are believed to have died, most in the forced migration of people from the
cities to the villages. The middle and educated classes were decimated in
the "class cleansing" that took place. Even today, the lack of an educated
class of people is noticeable in the country.

In 1979, the Vietnamese army invaded Cambodia and overthrew the
Khmer Rouge government. They set up a new Cambodian government,
but one that was dependent on the Vietnamese army for its survival.
However, Cambodians show little gratitude towards the Vietnamese for
having rid them of the Khmer Rouge. Instead they blame the Vietnamese
for the abuses that took place for the next fourteen years while the
Vietnamese army remained in Cambodia. They do not attribute any good
motives to the Vietnamese for having sent their army into Cambodia. The
parallel to Sri Lanka, where the Sri Lankan government has sent in an
army of Sinhalese soldiers to the northeast to defeat the LTTE can be
seen.

When an outside army rids a people of an oppressive internal ruling
group, the people may initially be content with the new situation. But
unless a viable process of genuine democratic rule is put into place the
initial positive feelings are likely to change to animosity. Despite having
held local government elections in January this year, at which there was
a substantial voter turnout, a similar drift can be seen in Jaffna today, for
which the government seems to have no answer except a military
censorship.

 
National Peace Council
291/50 Havelock Gardens
Colombo 6
Phone/Fax: +94-1-594378, 502522
Email: peace2@sri.lanka.net
http://peace-srilanka.org/city.htm

Colombo Peace to the City Campaign Local Coordinator:
Priyanka Mendis, impress@slt.lk
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------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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To: "Theodore B. (Ted) Taylor" <tbtaylor@princeton.edu>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Mobilizing the world religious community
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Ted:

I was glad to have the opportunity to spend time with you in Geneva at the PrepCom.  Since returning I've been busy 
responding to the Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons tests.  These tests and the continuing refusal of the established 
nuclear weapons states to commit themselves to complete nuclear disarmament heighten the need for a breakthrough in 
the quest to rid the world of nuclear weapons. 

I believe that the world religious community should mobilize and insist that all nations renounce nuclear weapons, both 
for deterrence and for war-fighting, and then proceed expeditiously to their total elimination.  My ideas are presented in 
the attached statement.

I would like very much to receive your reaction to my proposal and to have your ideas on how we can work together 
and what we should advocate.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
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· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.
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We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
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There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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To: eeregehr@watservl.uwaterloo.ca
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Mobilizing world religious community for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Ernie:

We were in touch with one another in January about the letter on nuclear disarmament by Canadian religious leaders.  
Subsequently I was involved in Geneva at the NPT Preparatory Committee as a co-convener of the Religious Working 
Group for Nuclear Abolition.  Since returning I've been busy responding to the Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons 
tests.  These tests and the continuing refusal of the established nuclear weapons states to commit themselves to complete 
nuclear disarmament heighten the need for a breakthrough in the quest to rid the world of nuclear weapons. 

I believe that the world religious community should mobilize and insist that all nations renounce nuclear weapons, both 
for deterrence and for war-fighting, and then proceed expeditiously to their total elimination.  My ideas are presented in 
the attached statement.

I would like very much to receive your reaction to my proposal, especially as to possibile application in Canada, and to 
have your ideas on how we can work together and what we should advocate.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
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continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
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considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
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There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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To: "Nancy A. Zook" <ccnd@gn.apc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Religious mobilization for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Nancy:

We were in touch in April regarding a statement by religious leaders prepared for the NPT Preparatory Committee.  I 
attended that session in Geneva and became acquainted with several from the UK Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament.  
Since returning  home I've been busy responding to the Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapons tests.  These tests and the 
continuing refusal of the established nuclear weapons states to commit themselves to complete nuclear disarmament 
heighten the need for a breakthrough in the quest to rid the world of nuclear weapons. 

I believe that the world religious community should mobilize and insist that all nations renounce nuclear weapons, both 
for deterrence and for war-fighting, and then proceed expeditiously to their total elimination.  My ideas are presented in 
the attached statement.

I would like very much to receive your reaction to my proposal, especially as they might have application in the UK,  
and to have your ideas on how we can work together and what we should advocate.

Shalom,
Howard W. Hallman

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
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continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  

This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
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considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.

A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
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There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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To: relctbt
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Specter-Biden CTBT Resolution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues:

I want to share with you David Culp's latest communication on the Specter-Biden resolution.  We need to keep pressing 
for Republican cosponsors.  Those with Mississippi contacts should also have them get in touch with Senator Lott, 
urging him to use his leadership role to bring about hearings on the CTBT.

Shalom,
Howard

>Return-Path: <DCulp@nrdc.org>
>Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 12:41:26 -0400
>From: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
>Subject: Specter-Biden CTBT Resolution
>To: DCulp@nrdc.org (David Culp)
>Content-Description: cc:Mail note part
>
>SPECTER-BIDEN CTBT RESOLUTION
>Tuesday, June 16, 1998
>
>
>Background
>----------
>Following the Indian nuclear tests, Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) began circulating
>a sense-of-the-Senate resolution urging the Foreign Relations Committee to hold 
>hearings on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and calling for a Senate 
>vote on the treaty. The resolution is cosponsored by Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.), 
>the ranking Democrat on the Foreign Relations Committee.
>
>Unfortunately Sen. Specter had to undergo heart bypass surgery two weeks ago and
>was released from the hospital yesterday (Monday). He probably will not return 
>until the Senate reconvenes from the July 4th recess on July 6.
>
>
>Possible Floor Vote
>-------------------
>Sen. Specter had planned to offer his resolution as a floor amendment to the 
>defense authorization bill. However, the Senate is likely to have completed that
>bill before Sen. Specter returns.
>
>During July there will be other opportunities for a floor vote. As a senior 
>member of the Appropriations Committee, Specter may decide to bring the 
>resolution to a vote on one of the appropriation bills.
>
>
>Cosponsors
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>----------
>There are 32 resolution cosponsors. The three Republicans are Senators Specter, 
>Jeffords (Vt.) and Gregg (N.H.).
>
>The 29 Democrats are listed below. However, at this point it is 
>counterproductive to ask Democratic Senators to cosponsor. The more the 
>cosponsorship is lopsided toward the Democrats, the harder it will be to add 
>Republican Senators.
>
>Democratic cosponsors: Biden, Bingaman, Boxer, Bumpers, Cleland, Daschle, Dodd, 
>Dorgan, Durbin, Feingold, Feinstein, Ford, Glenn, Harkin, Johnson, Kennedy, 
>Kerrey (Neb.), Kerry (Mass.), Kohl, Lautenberg, Leahy, Mikulski, Moseley-Braun, 
>Moynihan, Murray, Reid (R.I.), Sarbanes, Torricelli, and Wyden.
>
>
>David Culp
>
>
>
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Return-Path: <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 15:21:25 -0400
From: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
Subject: Payment Request
Sender: "Phillip H. Miller" <PhillipMiller@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Content-Disposition: inline

Howard,

Your records square perfectly with mine.  The Japanese contribution is
still unreceived.
All these funds are in the general fund.  I can write you a check for
$2,500 bringing the fund's balance to $900 and some dollars.

No prooblem with the $2,000 for ten days in June.  That should leave about
$3400 in the Education Fund some of which is MUPJ's.

I will write these checks as requested.

Perhaps I'll print out the Ploughshares account and enclose it with the
checks.

I will be leaving the end of the month for three weeks vacation.

Phil
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Return-Path: <Wayne_Glass@bingaman.senate.gov>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 17:42:40 -0400
From: Wayne_Glass@bingaman.senate.gov (Wayne Glass)
Subject: CTB Letter of June 15
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

Dear Howard Hallman,

    We received your letter regarding CTB today with Bishop White's article
attached.  My name is Wayne Glass, I'm Senator Bingaman's Senior Defense Policy
Advisor.  More importantly, I'm a long-time member of Dumbarton United Methodist
Church, and a major supporter of the CTB. Ergo, it was close to home to receive
your letter.

    You should know that we are co-sponsors of the Spector Biden resolution, and
have requested that Senator Thurmond hold hearings on the CTB.  We will continue
to press this issue for as long as it takes in as many places as we can. 
Senator Bingaman remains persuaded that this is something that the US and the
world needs---and he's ready to act when and where it will be helpful to move
the issue forward.  (Note that there are occasions when it might seem courageous
to step out front, but in doing so, it might damage prospects of ultimate
success.  Senator Bingaman is very thoughtful about how to achieve success. 
This is an important issue to him, and I assure you that he will choose his
efforts carefully and proceed with full conviction.

    In the meantime, I applaud you for your support on this issue.  Keep up the
good work...and make sure you talk directly with out Methodist colleagues who
happen to be Republicans. 

    Warm regards in Christ, 

        Wayne Glass
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To: Wayne_Glass@bingaman.senate.gov (Wayne Glass)
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Re: CTB Letter of June 15
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

At 05:42 PM 6/16/98 -0400, you wrote:
>Dear Howard Hallman,
>
>    We received your letter regarding CTB today with Bishop White's article
>attached.  My name is Wayne Glass, I'm Senator Bingaman's Senior Defense Policy
>Advisor.  More importantly, I'm a long-time member of Dumbarton United Methodist
>Church, and a major supporter of the CTB. Ergo, it was close to home to receive
>your letter.
>

Dear Wayne,

Thanks for your response.  We have written to all Republican United Methodists urging their support for the CTBT and 
for the Specter-Biden resolution.  Beyond that a sign-on letter from 14 religious organizations went to 35 Republicans 
who conceivably might support Specter-Biden.

We greatly appreciate Senator Bingaman's support and the work you personally are doing for the CTBT. 

Shalom,
Howard
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Return-Path: <dkimball@clw.org>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 20:33:13 -0400 (EDT)
X-Sender: dkimball@[204.245.159.2]
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: dkimball@clw.org (Daryl Kimball)
Subject: talk pts. for 6/17 St. Dept. briefing on CTBT w/Holum

June 16, 1998

TO: Coalition members attending the Holum/State meeting on June 17
FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
RE: Suggested talking points

As many of you know, the State Department has invited a number of
representatives from Coalition organizations and other organizations working
on non-proliferation and nuclear weapons issues to the State Department for
a briefing on Wednesday the 17th from 3-4pm.

The meeting can be very helpful in keeping the effort moving forward. I hope
you can attend.

Though this meeting has been initiated and planned by the State Department
as a followup to Sec. Albright's June 10 address, I think it would be wise
for Coalition groups to be prepared to respond -- in as consistent a manner
as possible -- with some suggestions of our own about useful followup on the
Administration's CTBT effort.

In that spirit, I offer the following suggested talking points. If you have
questions about the meeting or comments about the talking points, please
contact me at 546-0795 or <dkimball@clw.org>

Thanks, DK

******************

TALKING PTS. FOR HOLUM/STATE MTG. ON CTBT, JUNE 17:

* We are encouraged by the President's and Secretary's recent statements
calling for Senate approval of the CTBT now. We are happy to see the
President, the Secretary and other cabinet officials making CTBT
ratification a part of their recent public statements on South Asia and
non-proliferation. 

* The Indian and Pakistani tests have made the test ban issue more relevant,
timely, and urgent than before. These events mean that the test ban debate
has been fully engaged, even if hearings and a vote are not on the immediate
horizon. The subject is prominent in the minds of the media and much of the
public. Senators are now making up their minds about the issue. The
Specter-Biden resolution may be voted on in early-July.

* This means that the Administration and all relevant cabinet agencies must
back up the President's and the Secretary's words with concrete action. The
time to win much of our needed support is now. Failure to elevate and focus
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the Executive Branch's effort would erase the recent gains that have been
achieved and hurt the CTBT ratification effort by undermining the
credibility of the Administration's commitment to the goal.

* Despite Senator Helms and Lott's statements there is support for the CTBT
among many Republicans and, of course, among the general public. The
challenge is to get key Senators to help in this important, formative period
in the test ban debate.

* Short of SFRC hearings and a vote in 1998, our goal should be to get a
commitment from the Senate leadership before the Senate adjourns to hold
SFRC hearings and a vote on the CTBT by a date certain -- ideally no later
than March 1, 1999.

What can be done by the Executive Branch:

* In the next 2 weeks, get high-level members from key Cabinet agencies on
the Hill to meet one-on-one with key Senators, including Secretarial and NSC
Director meetings with Lott and Helms, specifically on the CTBT;
* Work with the NSC, Secretary Cohen and the DOE to get SASC to schedule
hearings on CTBT;
* Work with Senators Biden and Specter on their CTBT resolution;
* Hold Principals meeting on CTBT ratification effort;
* Regularize interagency working group meetings;
* Schedule one to two major media-oriented events supporting the CTBT effort
in the next month.

What we (the NGOs) are already doing on the CTBT includes:

* extensive grassroots public education in key states;
* soliciting support from other NGOs and prominent individuals;
* direct lobbying on the Hill with key offices;
* extensive polling (more state-specific results due later this month);
* systematic outreach to reporters on the issue;
* systematic contact with newspaper editors nationwide;
* op-ed placement;
* systematic radio talk show placement of pro-CTBT experts;
* special events such as the June 10 Stimson event;
* fax blasts.
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 21:05:55 -0700 (PDT)
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@igc.apc.org>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Fissile materials paper by Zia Mian
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org, tomatompn+@igc.org
X-Sender: wslf@pop.igc.org

Greetings friends and colleagues,

        Following is an excellent, thought-provoking piece on the 
relationship between fissile materials and nuclear disarmament, written by 
Zia Mian and distributed at the recent NPT PrepCom meeting in Geneva. -- 
Jackie Cabasso
------------------------------------------------------------------------

>
>There are three problems concerning the relationship of a ban on fissile
>material production to the process of nuclear disarmament that taken
>together suggest it is time to rethink the kinds of policies and
>priorities that need to be considered if we are to deal with fissile
>materials in a safe, sustainable and just way that will contribute
>towards creating a nuclear weapons free world. .
>
>The first problem is that the idea of a fissile material cut-off treaty
>(FMCT) is such an obvious legacy of an earlier age of disarmament, where
>proposals were made more for their non-proliferation impact than as
>unambiguously pre-figurative actions contributing to the elimination of
>nuclear weapons. The refusal of the nuclear weapons states to even
>consider a fissile material production cut-off at any time during the
>Cold War is ample testimony to this. Now, when all these states have
>large stocks, and have ceased producing such material, when they have
>stabilized their nuclear arsenals and are engaged in re-engineering and
>down-sizing their arsenals to make them "lean and mean", there is
>interest in the cut-off. Stripped of any disarmament value, the cut-off
>is now simply another non-proliferation measure, and is recognized as
>such by nuclear weapons states -  a number of whom are on record as
>saying that they see the only real benefit of an FMCT as being its role
>in curtailing the potential sizes of the nuclear weapons arsenals of
>India, Pakistan and Israel.
>
>The second problem requiring a rethink about what to do about fissile
>materials derives from this. Recognizing that the fissile material
>cut-off treaty is past its sell by date, the international community at
>the UN General Assembly, the Conference on Disarmament and at the NPT,
>wants to move beyond non-proliferation and engage directly with nuclear
>disarmament. The pressure is now to cut the nuclear Gordian knot rather
>than spend decades unraveling it while it keeps the world tied up and
>subject to the dreadful threats that are nuclear deterrence.
>
>It is easy to see what would be required for a control on fissile
>materials to be part of the disarmament process. What is needed is a
>series of steps that effectively caps nuclear arsenals at present
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>levels, removes any capability to rapidly increase nuclear arsenals, and
>creates a dynamic, albeit slow, that counters the modernization of
>nuclear arsenals that has been taking place.
>
>a) The very first step that can be immediately taken is that each NPT
>nuclear weapon state unilaterally commit to formalize its  existing
>freeze on fissile material production for nuclear weapons into a public
>commitment to never again produce such material.
>b) a ban on the production of nuclear pits.
>c) a ban on tritium production.
>d) a full and accurate accounting of the location, amount, and form of
>fissile materials in each nuclear weapons state, the production
>histories of this material and the facilities in which it was made.
>d) military production facilities to be shut down and dismantled and
>those that have been shut down already to be dismantled.
>
> The existing debate on fissile material cut-off is limited, almost
>self-consciously. It is restricted by and large to states, to stopping
>further material production for weapons, in its notion of what materials
>need to be controlled, and barely touches on what is to be done with the
>existing stocks of material. Where the limits are crossed, it is usually
>from a perspective that owes more to security and arms control than
>peace, and as such has no role for society, no respect for community or
>nature. To achieve a sustainable nuclear weapons free world, rather than
>one that teeters continuously on the other side of the nuclear brink,
>means thinking in new, unfamiliar ways that break with old ideas of what
>the problem of fissile materials is, how and when in needs to be solved,
>who decides what is an acceptable solution, and how the decision is
>made.
>
>We propose the following as a basis for thinking about a lasting
>solution to the problem of fissile materials:
>
>1) The risks of fissile material should be thought of not simply as
>arising from weapons-grade material, but extend to a broader category of
>weapons-usable material -- which includes almost all Plutonium. In other
>words it is not just the existing stocks of weapons-grade fissile
>material in weapons and in stockpiles, as well as near-weapons-grade
>material for uses other than in weapons that are the problem. There are
>also commercial facilities that enrich uranium, and can be used to
>produce weapons-grade uranium, as well as plutonium produced by
>commercial nuclear power plants. The category that should be used is
>that of weaponisable nuclear material, that is any material that can be
>used in any form to create a weapon that uses nuclear forces, either
>through inducing a fission chain reaction or through radioactive decay,
>or by nuclear fusion.
>
>2) The disposal of these materials, some of which are dangerous in
>minute amounts and for thousands of years, cannot be a decision left
>simply to states. Disposal requires that these materials be put
>somewhere, and despite official policies in many states, there is
>nowhere that is "empty." Everyplace has a value to local  communities,
>if not those in the centers of power. Most often, these are communities
>of indigenous peoples, whose claims to their land have been ignored for
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>centuries. No solution to disposing of weaponisable nuclear materials
>can be acceptable if it is based on further disempowering the already
>powerless.
>
>3) These materials are already somewhere, often at places which are
>already contaminated by the processes of producing or storing them.
>Additional communities or ecosystems should not be endangered by
>transporting and storing weaponisable nuclear materials as part of the
>process of disposal. These materials should be left where they are, and
>whatever resources are required should be spent to turn these facilities
>into heavily guarded and internationally monitored storage sites for the
>material that is already there.
>
>4) An extensive program of research should be conducted on how to render
>safe weaponisable nuclear materials. The research program should be
>concomitant with the scale of the problem, i.e. funded by the nuclear
>weapon states, and those with investments in nuclear power, with
>contributions matching their spending on creating and maintaining their
>nuclear weapons complexes and nuclear industries. Proposals for
>solutions are to be assessed by a global public debate and the decisions
>made in a way that reflects the interests of the communities most likely
>to be affected by the proposed solution.
>
>5) It may be that there is no safe way of rendering permanently safe the
>enormous amounts of weaponisable nuclear materials already in existence.
>In which case, the materials should not be buried in stable underground
>repositories, even in glass coffins, as has been proposed. They are not
>dead, and there is nothing to be gained by trying to hide the evidence
>of the collective stupidity that overtook large parts of humanity in the
>last fifty or so years. If almost all societies can poison the minds of
>generation after generation of children by  turning relics of their past
>wars into monuments, then it is worth treating the suggested storage
>sites for weaponisable nuclear material as lasting monuments to the Cold
>War and the Nuclear Age. If, as is often argued, fear of what may happen
>in a nuclear war has kept nuclear weapons from being used, then perhaps
>something that acts as a reminder of what happened when societies
>thought that war was a way of solving differences may help prevent war
>itself.
>
>
>
>
>
>
   ********************************************
       WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION
           1440 Broadway, Suite 500
             Oakland, CA USA 94612
              Tel: (510)839-5877
              Fax: (510)839-5397
               wslf@igc.apc.org
   ********** Part of ABOLITION 2000 **********
   Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons 
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Return-Path: <owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org>
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 15:33:58 +0200
From: Sara SPEICHER <ses@wcc-coe.org>
To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Cc: impress@slt.lk
Subject: pov-l: June Bulletin from Bethlehem
Sender: owner-pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org
Reply-To: pov-l@wccx.wcc-coe.org

------------------------  Start of message from list: pov-l ---->

Peace to the City Campaign -- Bethlehem, West Bank
June Bulletin

News from the region, other NGOs, and Wi'am

In the Region:

While international diplomatic efforts attempted to salvage the so-called
peace process, recent events in the region illustrate dramatically the
deterioration of relations between Israel and Palestine. In May and June,
Palestinians have continued to be subjected to the confiscation of their
land and homes, demolitions of their homes and to the hardships of the
closure. 

On May 14, hundreds of thousands of Palestinians took to the streets to
commemorate "Al-Nakba," the Castastrophe of the creation of the state
of Israel in 1948 that resulted in the uprooting of the majority of the
Palestinian population. Clashes between demonstrators and Israeli
soldiers in the West Bank and Gaza left more than 300 Palestinians
injured, and five dead. According to figures from the Palestinian Centre
for Human Rights, in Gaza alone, there were four deaths and 71 injuries,
46 of these injured by live ammunition, and 25 by rubber-coated metal
bullets. In Hebron, clashes went on for four days.

On May 20, the Israeli High Court of Justice redeclared that Israel has the
right to use torture when security requirements justify "ill-treatment" or
"moderate physical pressure." This decision comes right after the UN
Committee Against Torture reiterated its call for Israel to cease the use of
painful interrogation methods that violate the Convention Against Torture,
of which Israel is a signatory. On May 19, Israeli peace group B Tselem
held a press conference to present its report "Routine Torture:
Interrogation Methods of the General Security Service."  The press
conference included a presentation in which actors demonstrated the
various interrogation methods. B Tselem estimates that the GSS annually
interrogates between 1000-1500 Palestinians, and that 85% of them are
subject to torture. 

On May 24, Israel celebrated the reunification of Jerusalem, when it
occupied and illegally annexed the city. The following day, Jewish
settlers took over the home of Mrs. Na ila Jawdat al-Zarou in the Moslem
quarter of the Old City. They evicted her and removed her belongings to
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the street. The family has lived in the house for decades, and, as
renters, cannot be evicted according to the law (the laws states that
even if the ownership changes hands, the tenant cannot be evicted).

On June 6, Jewish settlers took over two buildings in the Arab
neighborhood of Silwan in Jerusalem. Clashes erupted between the
settlers and Palestinians. The top Palestinian official in Jerusalem, Faisal
Husseini, was hit on the head with a stone. Peace Now activists also
came to protest and were dragged away by Israeli police. On June 10,
international activists attending the LAW conference (see below), along
with Israeli and Palestinian activists, held a non-violent protest at Silwan.
When told to leave the site by Israeli soldiers, the demonstrators sat
down and refused to leave. They were then violently dragged away,
and five foreigners were arrested and fined. This incident received much
coverage in international and local press, and pictures can be seen at
LAW s website, http://www.lawsociety.org/ .

News From Other Peacemaking NGOS:

Christian Peacemaker Team continues its advocacy work with
Palestinian landowners facing eviction by the Israeli military. CPT has
been maintaining a non-violent presence in several heated situations in
and around Hebron, including the recently confiscated land of the Jabr
and Sultan families. On May 6, sixty-six dunums (16 acres) were
confiscated from these two Palestinian families in order to build a gas
station for Israeli settlers of the Givat Ha Harsina settlement. CPT also
continues to assist the Al-Atrash family, whose home was demolished
for the third time on June 11. This was the home that was rebuilt in
March by the Al-Atrash family with help from activists from CPT, Peace
Now, Rabbis for Human Rights, among others. The family plans to rebuild
once again on the property that their family has lived on since Ottoman
times. 

LAW, the Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and the
Environment, held a conference in Jerusalem from June 7-10, entitled,
"50 Years of Human Rights Violations." 750 participants from thirty
different countries attended workshops and discussions on refugees,
torture, social and economic conditions of the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
solidarity from international organizations, among many other topics. On
the last day of the conference, participants demonstrated against the
Jewish takeover of homes in an Arab neighborhood of Jerusalem (see
above), and went on tours of the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, the Negev, and
the settlements in the West Bank. 

Wi am Center Highlights:

Along with its usual heavy load of sulha conflict resolution cases, Wi am
Center has been busy with many other activities. Wi am Center has
become a popular stop along the alternative tourist groups, recently
visited by groups from Sweden and Germany and by church groups
including the Mennonites, Presbyterians and Methodists. These
international encounters have proven to be lively discussions. In addition,
Wi am continues its networking with other NGOs, and its conflict
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resolution and peace education training with international groups and
students. In this time period, Wi am staff and volunteers have also
participated in many workshops and conferences in different locations.

>From April 30 to May 3, Wi am conducted a workshop for the International
Palestinian Youth League and other youth, on leadership and
cross-cultural skills. The IPYL will hold a summer work camp in
Bethlehem in July, where Palestinians and Europeans will join together on
to work on Bethlehem 2000 projects. On May 27, Wi am conducted two
workshops with the National Democratic Institute and Civic Forum, on the
law and how it affects Palestinian non-governmental organizations.
  
Wi am helped in coordinating a speaking tour in Sweden of Palestinian
Claire Dibsy and Israeli Hadas Agnon, from May 7-14. The two young
women spoke at eight schools, in a total of twenty-three classrooms.
Dibsy commented: "One of the favorite questions we were asked was
what would happen if either of us fell in love with a Palestinian or Israeli,
and to their surprise that the only Israeli I had ever met was a soldier,
helped them realize what an unequal life we (the Palestinians) were
leading."

This summer, four representatives of Wi am Center will be participating in
an exchange between Native Americans and Palestinians, sponsored by
the Mennonite Central Committee. The Palestinians will visit reservations
in the U.S. and Canada in July, and the Native Americans will come to
Palestine in August.

================ 
Wi'am: Palestinian Conflict Resolution Center 
P.O. Box 326 
Bethlehem
Tel./Fax: +972-2-647-0513
Email: alaslah@planet.edu 
Web: www.planet.edu/~alaslah

------------------------  End of message from list: pov-l  ---->
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To: Dringler@umc-gbcs.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Reply from Sen. Bingaman's aide
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Robin:

For future reference you may be interested in the reply from Wayne Glass, Senator Bingaman's defense aide.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Return-Path: <Wayne_Glass@bingaman.senate.gov>
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 17:42:40 -0400
From: Wayne_Glass@bingaman.senate.gov (Wayne Glass)
Subject: CTB Letter of June 15
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Content-Description: cc:Mail note part

Dear Howard Hallman,

    We received your letter regarding CTB today with Bishop White's article
attached.  My name is Wayne Glass, I'm Senator Bingaman's Senior Defense Policy
Advisor.  More importantly, I'm a long-time member of Dumbarton United Methodist
Church, and a major supporter of the CTB. Ergo, it was close to home to receive
your letter.

    You should know that we are co-sponsors of the Spector Biden resolution, and
have requested that Senator Thurmond hold hearings on the CTB.  We will continue
to press this issue for as long as it takes in as many places as we can. 
Senator Bingaman remains persuaded that this is something that the US and the
world needs---and he's ready to act when and where it will be helpful to move
the issue forward.  (Note that there are occasions when it might seem courageous
to step out front, but in doing so, it might damage prospects of ultimate
success.  Senator Bingaman is very thoughtful about how to achieve success. 
This is an important issue to him, and I assure you that he will choose his
efforts carefully and proceed with full conviction.

    In the meantime, I applaud you for your support on this issue.  Keep up the
good work...and make sure you talk directly with out Methodist colleagues who
happen to be Republicans. 

    Warm regards in Christ, 

        Wayne Glass
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Return-Path: <owner-act-now-napf@lists.xmission.com>
X-Sender: napf@silcom.com
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 15:48:12 -0700
To: act-now-napf@lists.xmission.com
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Subject: (act-now-napf) Breakthrough toward Nuclear Disarmament
Sender: owner-act-now-napf@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: act-now-napf@lists.xmission.com

ACT NOW!
==========
Major Breakthrough by Eight Nations toward Nuclear Disarmament
----------------------------------------------------------------
Now we must ask other political leaders to follow their example.
==================================================================

"We therefore call on the governments of each of the nuclear-weapon states and the three nuclear-weapons-capable 
states to commit themselves unequivocally to the elimination of their respective nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons 
capability and to agree to start work immediately on the practical steps and negotiations required for its achievement."
-- New Agenda Coalition Joint Ministerial Declaration, 9 June 1998, Art. 8

ISSUE
=======
   On June 9, eight nations called for the elimination of nuclear weapons worldwide.  In a joint declaration of the New 
Agenda Coalition, the foreign ministers of Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa and 
Sweden called on the rest of the world to move towards nuclear disarmament.

- The New Agenda Coalition stated, "We can no longer remain complacent at the reluctance of the nuclear-weapon 
states and the three nuclear-weapons-capable states to take that fundamental and requisite step, namely a clear 
commitment to the speedy, final and total elimination of their nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons capability and we 
urge them to take that step now."
- They also said, "The international community must not enter the third millennium with the prospect that the 
maintenance of these weapons will be considered legitimate for the indefinite future, when the present juncture provides 
a unique opportunity to eradicate and prohibit them for all time."  

   The New Agenda Coalition echoes the goal of Abolition 2000, a global network of some 1,100 citizen action groups 
calling for a treaty by the year 2000 for the phased elimination of nuclear weapons.

BACKGROUND
============
India and Pakistan's testing of nuclear weapons has demonstrated that current policies towards nuclear weapons 
proliferation have failed.  It has become increasingly clear that there must be an unequivocal commitment by the current 
nuclear weapons states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals.  The New Agenda Coalition is a breakthrough in the move 
towards abolition of nuclear weapons.  The hope is that more nations will now come forward and express their solidarity 
with the eight that have already spoken out.  The persistent reluctance of the nuclear weapons states to honor their treaty 
obligations is now being challenged by world popular opinion as well as by governments of the New Agenda Coalition.  
As with the successful negotiations for the Landmine Treaty, citizen action can play a vital role in persuading politicians 
to make a commitment to creating a nuclear-weapons free world.

ACTION
========
We therefore suggest that you:
- Send a thank you message to the New Agenda Coalition; and
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- Ask other countries to join the New Agenda Coalition.

SEND A THANK YOU MESSAGE
==========================
- To David Andrews T.D., Foreign Minister of Ireland and congratulate him for his courage and initiative in setting up 
the New Agenda Coalition, to the 
U.S. Embassy of Ireland, 2234 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington DC 20008, Telephone: (202) 462-3939  -- or 
to the -- Department of Foreign Affairs, 80 St. Stephen's Green. Dublin 2, Ireland, Tel.: +353-1-478-0822 FAX +353-1-
478-0593 e-mail-form: http://www.irlgov.ie/iveagh/foreignaffairs/contact.html

CONTACT THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES AND 
ASK THEM TO JOIN THE NEW AGENDA COALITION
============================================

AUSTRALIA
- U.S. Embassy of Australia,1601 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington DC 20036 Telephone: (202) 797-3000, Fax: 
(202) 797-3168
- Permanent UN Mission of Australia, 885 Second Avenue, New York NY 10017, telephone: (212) 836-4100, Fax: 
(212) 836-4110, e-mail: MAILTO:australia@un.org 
- Minister of Foreign Affairs, The Hon Alexander Downer MP, Ministerial Office, Parliament House, Canberra, Tel: 02 
6277 7500, Fax: 02 6273 4112, MAILTO:minister.downer@dfat.gov.au

AUSTRIA
- U.S. Embassy of Austria, 3524 International Court, NW, Washington DC 20008-3035, Telephone: (202) 895-6700, 
Fax: (202) 895-6750
- Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Wolfgang Schüssel, e-mail: MAILTO:minister.bmaa@gov.austria-info.at

CANADA
- U.S. Embassy of Canada, 501 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington DC 20001
Telephone: (202) 682-1740, Fax: (202) 682-7726
- Permanent UN Mission of Canada, 885 Second Avenue, 14th Floor o New York, N.Y. 10017, Telephone (212) 848-
1100, Fax: (212) 848-1195

GERMANY
- U.S. Embassy of Germany, 4645 Reservoir Road, NW, Washington DC 20007-1998, Telephone: (202) 298-4000, Fax: 
(202) 298-4249 or 333-2653
- Permanent UN Mission of Germany, 600 Third Ave., 41st floor, New York, N.Y. 10016, Tel: (212) 856-6200, Fax: 
(212) 856-6280, e-mail: germany@un.org
- German Foreign Minister, Klaus Kinkel: Fax: +49 - 228 - 17-3402

JAPAN
- U.S. Embassy of Japan, 2520 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington DC 20008, Telephone: (202) 939-6700, Fax: 
+1(202) 328-2187
- UN Permanent Mission of Japan, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017, Tel: +1(212)223-4300, 
Fax:+1(212)751-1966

NORWAY
- U.S. Royal Embassy of Norway, 2720 34th Street, NW, Washington DC 20008, Telephone: (202) 333-6000
- Permanent UN Mission of Norway, 825 Third Avenue, 39th Floor, New York, NY 10022, Telephone: +1(212) 421 - 
0280 - Fax (212) 688-0554, e-mail: MAILTO:norun@undp.org

UKRAINE
- U.S. Embassy of Ukraine, 3350 M Street, NW, Suite 711, Washington DC 20007, Telephone: +1(202) 333-0606, Fax: 
+1(202) 333-0817
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For details of all other foreign embassies in the U.S., go to http://www.embassy.org/embassies/index.html

For Foreign Affairs Departments of other European nations, go to: http://europa.eu.int/en/gonline.html

Please let us know about your actions.  Send us a Cc.: to MAILTO:wagingpeace@napf.org

*********************************************************
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION
International contact for Abolition 2000
a Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons
**********************************************************
1187 Coast Village Road, Box 123
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794
Phone (805) 965-3443 * Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mailto:wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
URL http://www.napf.org/abolition2000/
**********************************************************

-  To unsubscribe to act-now-napf, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"  with "unsubscribe act-now-napf" in 
the body of the message.  For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send  "help" to the same 
address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 11:41:00 +0900
From: Hiro Umebayashi <CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp>
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: letter to ARF Ministers
To: abolition-caucus@igc.org

Dear friends,

The ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) of this year is going to be held in
Manila, Philippines on July 26, 1998. The ARF is a governmental forum
to specifically address regional security issues. The first meeting
was held in Bangkok in 1994. All nuclear weapon states are involved
directly or via EU. India became a member state 1996. The Pacific
Campaign for Disarmament Security (PCDS) sent the following letter to
Secretary-General of ASEAN and all foreign ministers of the ARF
participants states. The Bangkok-based institute "Focus on the Global
South" is going to organize a parallel conference "Alternative
Regional Security; Asia's Prospects and Dilemmas" (July 22 -- 25,
Manila). The address of the "Focus" is:

  Focus on the Global South (FOCUS)
  c/o CUSRI, Chulalongkorn University
  Bangkok 10330 THAILAND
  Tel: 662 218 7363/7364/7365
  Fax: 662 255 9976
  Web Page   http://www.focusweb.org

In peace,

Hiro

*****************************************************************
Hiro Umebayashi
International Coordinator, PCDS/Executive Director, Peace Depot
3-3-1 Minowa-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 223-0051 Japan
tel: 81-45-563-5101, fax: 81-45-563-9907,  e-mail: 
CXJ15621@niftyserve.or.jp
****************************************************************** 

*********************************************
June 18, 1998

TO: H.E. Mr. Rodolfo C. Severino, Jr., Secretary-General of ASEAN and 
Foreign Ministers of ASEAN Regional Forum Participant States

RE: NGO Participation in the ARF Process and Other Matters Related to
the 5th. Annual ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)

Dear Sirs:

We are writing to you on behalf of the Pacific Campaign for
Disarmament and Security (PCDS).  PCDS is a research, information,
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and support network that has worked  for peace in the Asia-Pacific
region for the past fourteen years.  We are sending this letter to the
Secretary-General of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and the Foreign Ministers of all states and groups of states
who will be participants in the 5th. Annual ASEAN Regional Forum
(ARF), to be held on July 26, 1998, in Manila, Philippines. As you
are aware from previous correspondence from us, PCDS
has closely followed the development of the ARF and has issued a 
number of reports on the ARF written from the perspective of a broad
regional peace network with strong community-level involvement. We
will soon be sending you by separate cover  our most recent report
which is about the 4th Annual ARF held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in
1997. In the meantime, we wish to bring the following items to your
attention.

1. NGO participation in the ARF process:  Last year, in a letter to
you (June 16, 1997), we raised the issue of the importance of  NGO
participation in international bodies such as the ARF. In a subsequent
exchange of correspondence with the ASEAN Secretariat, we pursued this
subject, but unfortunately, little progress on this issue has been
made. Although we were initially heartened by public statements of
some ASEAN nation officials last year regarding the need to provide
more effective channels for people of the region to participate in and
contribute to the development of ASEAN policies, those channels have
yet to be established and most NGOs  remain at the margins of the ARF
process. 

In reply to the suggestion made by the ASEAN Secretariat that Track 2
provides an avenue for NGO participation, we believe that the Track 2
process remains insufficiently inclusive of all levels of NGO voices,
therefore, NGO participation on the ARF process should not be limited
to Track 2 involvement.  In reply to the Secretariat's suggestion that
the ASEAN Homepage provides an adequate information source regarding
the ARF, we believe that  although the ASEAN Homepage does contain
some ARF documents, it does not include documents relevant to 
intersessional meetings, nor is it a medium that lends itself to
constructive dialogue. Again, we wish to reiterate our request that as
a first step to facilitating all levels of NGO participation in the
ARF process, all ARF documents, including intersessional papers, and
individual country statements, be made available to NGOs. We
recommend, for example, that NGOs be afforded access to the ARF
literature desk at the ARF venue in the Philippines in order to be
able to inform themselves about the work of the ARF. 

2. Other Specific Request of the 5th ARF: In order to make concrete
progress on regional security issues, we recommend  that the ARF
undertake the following actions:

A. Promote Nuclear Non-Proliferation:  The recent nuclear tests
conducted by India and Pakistan have reminded us that it is incumbent
for people, states and regional institutions, such as the ARF, to
promote and implement nuclear non-proliferation in recognition that it
is a prerequisite for regional security.  With the coming into force
of the SE Asia Nuclear-Weapons-Free Zone in March 1997,  ASEAN nations
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have become strategically placed to assert their moral authority in
regards to the subject of nuclear disarmament.  As India is an ARF
participant state, Pakistan is seeking similar status, and the five
major nuclear powers are represented at the ARF, the 5th Annual ARF in
Manila affords an opportune moment for ASEAN states to  vigourously
promote nuclear disarmament as a prerequisite for regional security.
We recommend that  the ARF take the following steps:

a) Approve Pakistan's Participation at the ARF: We are aware that the
question of new ARF participants will be revisited this year and we
recommend that the ARF pass a resolution to admit Pakistan into the
ARF. The ARF could enhance its regional security role by providing, as
one ARF participant has suggested, "an umbrella that enables countries
to get together without one or the other having to make some
concession in order to have a meeting." We are especially supportive
of the idea that all parties that are affected by the work of the ARF
be present at its meetings.  To have India present without Pakistan
may further intensify divisions between these two states. ARF, and
ASEAN nations in particular, may exert a positive influence to
discourage India and Pakistan from further steps along the nuclear
weapons path.

At the same time, ASEAN states can exert their moral authority to
pressure the five nuclear nations [United States, Russia, China, and
Britain and France (represented by the EU)] to make concrete and
demonstrable steps towards nuclear disarmament such as:

b) Assent to the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (SEANWFZ):
Regarding the Protocols of the SEANWFZ, it is our understanding that
in March of this year, ASEAN announced that the Protocols to the
SEANWFZ are "non-negotiable." We are supportive of this position and
as we requested last year, we ask that the ARF urge all the nuclear
states which are members of the ARF  to sign the Protocols of the
Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty immediately. The
nuclear states $B!& (Bcompliance with the Protocols would be a concrete
demonstration of their seriousness of intent towards  nuclear
disarmament and be a sign of "Good faith $B!& (Bto
India and Pakistan, as well as other nuclear aspirants.

c) Implement United Nations Resolution A/52/38O -- "Advisory Opinion
of the International Court of Justice on the Legality of the Threat or
Use of Nuclear Weapons," initiated by Malaysia, and supported by 116
nations, including all ASEAN nations, at the UN General Assembly on
December 1997. The Resolution, $B!& (B..Calls once again upon all states to
immediately fulfill that obligation by commencing multilateral
negotiations in 1998 leading to an early conclusion of a nuclear- 
weapons convention prohibiting the development, production, testing,
deployment, stockpiling, transfer, threat or use of nuclear weapons
and providing for their elimination."  We recommend that the ARF pass
a resolution in support of the implementation of UN Resolution
A/52/38O.

B. Reduce Conventional Arms and Military Expenditures:  As an ARF
participant noted last year, 48 percent of [global] military equipment
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is being purchased by countries in the Asia-Pacific region.  The EU
representative noted that, " ..military spending in the Asia-Pacific
[must] be stabilized, if not reversed in order to prevent a negative
effect in the region." Although the recent economic downturn in the
region has had some impact on the amount of military expenditures in
the region, the arms trade continues to thrive and appropriation of
scarce funds to the military remains high, thereby diverting scarce
resources from social programs that could better ensure regional
security.  The reduction of military expenditures is a prerequisite 
for the establishment of regional security.  We recommend that the 
critical issue of conventional arms reduction and a general reduction
of military expenditures be placed on the regional security agenda of
the ARF.

C. Adopt Human Security:  We again urge the ARF to establish a
procedure for the discussion and examination of human and political
rights violations in the region and confirm the importance of the
development of democracy as a critical element of real and sustainable
human security. We note that there is not one reference to "human
rights" in the single public document issued by the ARF at the
conclusion of its four annual meetings thus far.  We encourage the ARF
to embrace "human security" as the working  understanding of security
at the ARF.

We are grateful for your attention to our concerns.  We are hopeful
for a timely reply to our suggestion regarding NGO access to ARF
materials in Manila.  We wish you a productive and substantive fifth
session of the ASEAN Regional Forum.

In Peace,

Hiro Umebayashi, International Coordinator (Japan)
Patti Willis,  Resource Coordinator (Canada)
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The Guardian

Trident warheads to be cut by half 

Ethical policy gesture to world 

By Ian Black and Richard Norton-Taylor
Thursday June 18, 1998 

The Government will attempt next month to revive its
concept of an ethical foreign policy and give a lead to the
world by unilaterally cutting up to half of Britain's Trident
nuclear warheads. 

The initiative comes after last month's furore over India and
Pakistan's series of tit-for-tat nuclear tests, when Robin
Cook, the Foreign Secretary, promised "ambitious and
practical" plans for arms control.

A reduction in the number of warheads has long been a
Labour aspiration but has never been expressed before as
such a solid commitment and was absent from the party's
election manifesto.

The Foreign Office has been keen to promote its
disarmament agenda since the Indian and Pakistani tests
brought angry charges that the five "official" nuclear powers
- the US, Russia, China, Britain and France - had
squandered post-Cold War opportunities to make progress
on reducing their arsenals.

Mr Cook, once a staunch unilateral disarmer, has been
pushing the cuts as proof that Labour is committed to taking
a leading role in global reductions, though ministers are also
anxious to show they are not exposing Britain's defences to
unnecessary risk. Britain is already the smallest of the Big
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Five.

George Robertson, the Defence Secretary, will announce
the warhead cuts in the long-delayed Strategic Defence
Review, agreed by the MoD and the Foreign Office, the
Guardian has learned.

Other elements in the package include changes in the
Trident submarine system's alert status - Britain's
"deterrence posture" - and what Whitehall calls "greater
transparency, disclosing for the first time officially the
number of warheads or missiles, and even their explosive
power.

Each of the three submarines carries no more than 96
warheads, though a fourth Trident will be brought into
service in August.

"If the Government reduces Trident to no more than 48
warheads each, it would be a genuine and welcome act of
nuclear disarmament", Stephen Pullinger, executive director
of the International Security Information Service, said
yesterday.

The MoD is also understood to have proposed scrapping
the order for seven new Trident missiles from the United
States, a move that would save about £100 million.

A decision to disclose details about Britain's nuclear
capability would mark a significant shift in policy given past
ministerial statements that maintaining uncertainty is itself a
key element of deterrence.

But lobbyists who wanted to see a stronger commitment to
disarmament will be disappointed that the Government has
not gone further. At the moment there is always at least one
Trident on 24-hour patrol.

Rebecca Johnson, of the Acronym Arms Control Institute,
said: "The acid test of the Strategic Defence Review (SDR)
is whether Britain's actions promote a larger understanding
of international security or whether we carry on trying to
punch above our weight and continue to broadcast the Cold
War message that nuclear weapons are necessary for
security. So far it looks as if the SDR will fail this test."

But Professor Paul Rogers of Bradford University's school
of peace studies, said: 'If the Government is open about the
number of warheads it plans to deploy, it will be something
new. If it decides to mothball one of the Trident submarines,
it will be quite significant".

Labour has already completed the withdrawal - which
began under the Tories - of the RAF's free-fall nuclear
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bomb, the WE177, so Trident is the only nuclear weapons
system still deployed.

Multilateral disarmament moves are frozen because the
Russian parliament has failed to ratify the 1993 Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (Start), which would reduce US
and Russian deployed nuclear warheads from about 6,000
each to no more than 3,500 each by 2007.

Britain and France have long insisted they would cut their
arsenals only when there had been significant progress by
Washington and Moscow.

Mr Cook would have also liked to have signed up to a
no-first-use agreement, but this is not possible because of
Nato and US opposition.

-- 
Bill Robinson, Project Ploughshares,
Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  N2L 3G6
Phone: 519 888-6541 x264  Fax: 519 885-0806
E-mail: plough@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca
http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough

Project Ploughshares is a member of the Canadian Network to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough/cnanw/cnanw.html)
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The Guardian

Nuclear virtue 

But why deploy at all? 

Leading article
Thursday June 18, 1998 

Britain will make the most of its intention to cut the number
of nuclear warheads on the Trident submarines by up to
half. The decision, which will be announced (as we report
today) when the Government publishes its Strategic
Defence Review, certainly looks good on paper. The
anti-nuclear lobby in the Labour Party will be urged to
regard it as a positive step towards nuclear reduction. And
in the wider world, it will be presented to India and
Pakistan, as well as to the non-nuclear international
community, as a sign of good intent. At least one member of
the Nuclear Five, Britain will argue, is acting in the spirit of
the commitment (made in the 1995 Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty renewal) to pursue the goal of
nuclear disarmament. 

One aspect of the decision apparently now reached does
deserve non-nuclear praise: the offer of full transparency -
that is, to provide on-the-record information about warhead
numbers and fissile materials. Britain is setting a good
example here to the other nuclear weapon states: it could be
a first step towards establishing an international nuclear
arms register (which Robin Cook has supported in the
past). Unfortunately, numbers are not the essence of the
problem. The crucial issue lies with operational deployment,
where the nuclear "conservatives" seem to have won the
argument in favour of maintaining Trident on alert, at sea
and (in theory at any rate) for 24 hours a day. In this new
age, just whose surprise attack is this needed to deter? It
hardly lives up to Mr Cook's recent promise of "ambitious
and practical" plans for arms control.
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India and Pakistan have been saying to anyone who will
listen that they feel safer after their nuclear tests. Deterrence
works, OK. The Nuclear Five reject the argument - as far
as south Asia is concerned - urging both countries not to
weaponise or deploy. Yet the British decision does not just
take for granted the doctrine of deterrence: it carries it
further, with the implication that deployment on full alert is
essential too. This is the musty conventional wisdom of the
cold war decades - doubly disappointing from a Labour
government. The Foreign and Defence Secretaries should
go back and argue it out with their strategists: they are
missing a chance to show that Britain really can lead in a
new direction.

-- 
Bill Robinson, Project Ploughshares,
Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  N2L 3G6
Phone: 519 888-6541 x264  Fax: 519 885-0806
E-mail: plough@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca
http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough

Project Ploughshares is a member of the Canadian Network to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (http://watserv1.uwaterloo.ca/~plough/cnanw/cnanw.html)
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TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball
RE: Sen. Helms on CTBT (and Natl. Missile Defenses) in the WSJ, June 18

For those of you who might have thought that our old CTBT nemesis Senator
Jesse Helms (R-NC) heard Secretary Albright's June 10 CTBT speech last week
and was persuaded to call her to plan hearing on the Treaty, I'm sorry to
disappoint you but ....

More seriously, Helms statement is not at all surprising, but it underscores
the difficulties we  face on not just the CTBT effort, but our efforts to
thwart dangerous and unecessary national missile defense schemes. 

The debate on the editorial pages also underscores the importance of a
direct approach to Chairman Helms by Secretary Albright and a direct
approach  to the many Senators who are forming their opinion about the test
ban and other issues nuclear at this time.

Direct responses to the Helms WSJ op-ed are also encouraged.

DK

*******************

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 1998

"Clinton s Toothless Nonproliferation Policy"
  
  By JESSE HELMS

President Clinton, facing the collapse of his nonproliferation policy and
the emergence of India and Pakistan as declared nuclear powers, is touting
a toothless arms-control pact as a panacea. After 10 nuclear tests by India
and Pakistan, Mr. Clinton is pushing these countries to sign the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and is demanding quick Senate ratification of
the accord.

Getting India and Pakistan to sign the CTBT now would amount to nothing
more than closing the stable door after the horses have galloped away. What
earthly good is a "test ban" if nations only join the treaty after carrying
out all their planned tests? Besides, the CTBT is a dead-letter for the
foreseeable future. The treaty itself states that it cannot take effect
until 44 specific nations (including not only India and Pakistan, but North
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Korea and Iran) ratify the pact. That s not going to happen any time soon.

ABM Protocols
The administration needs to face some facts: The nuclear club is expanding;
China and Russia are recklessly proliferating dangerous technology to rogue
regimes; and some two dozen nations, many of them hostile to the U.S., are
working to develop nuclear, chemical and bio logical weapons and the
missile technology to deliver them. The threat of ballistic missile attack
on the U.S. is growing rapidly—and, incredible as it may seem, the U.S.
cannot stop a ballistic missile headed for an American city.
What is needed now is not another meaningless arms-control treaty like the
CTBT. What is needed is a credible nonproliferation policy and a national
missile defense to protect the U.S. against the growing threat of nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons attack. For more than 25 years, the
impediment to building such a defense has been the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty, in which the Soviet Union and the U.S. agreed not to defend
themselves from missile attack.

Today, with the collapse of our treaty partner, the ABM Treaty is defunct.
But instead of moving ahead with a national missile defense to protect the
American people, Mr Clinton wants to revive the ABM Treaty and its
restrictions on missile defense. He has negotiated protocols that would not
only revive the treaty, but also expand it to include new countries that
did not even exist when the original ABM Treaty was ratified. These
protocols would make missile defense for the U.S. impossible.
The Senate is poised to vote this year on Mr. Clinton s ABM Protocols—but
he is refusing to allow the vote to take place. Even as Mr. Clinton is
pushing for quick Senate action on the discredited CTBT, he is holding the
ABM Protocols hostage, refusing to submit them for the Senate s advice and
consent.

The vote on the ABM Protocols would be the first time in the 26 years since
the ABM Treaty was ratified that the Senate has had a chance to re- examine
the wisdom of that dangerous pact. The administration is desperate to
prevent such a reconsideration. The president fears that given the strong
support in Congress for national missile defense, the Senate may actually
reject the ABM Protocols—and that such a defeat would be a devastating
rejection of the ABM Treaty itself.

Mr. Clinton s fears may well be justified: I will be leading the charge to
defeat the ABM Protocols and to clear the way for national missile defense.
But the president cannot pick which treaties the Senate will consider and
which ones it will not. Submitting the ABM Protocols to the Senate is not a
matter of discretion for Mr. Clinton - it is a matter of law. And Mr.
Clinton should not expect swift action on a treaty he wants the Senate to
vote on while at the same time holding
hostage other treaties on which he does not want a Senate vote.

In addition to his constitutional obligations, on May 15, 1997, he entered
into an agreement with the Senate which requires, in explicit, legally
binding language, that he submit the ABM Protocols to the Senate. This is a
condition I required during the ratification of the Conventional Forces in
Europe flank document. After more than a year and numerous requests from
the Senate, the president has still failed to release the ABM Protocols.
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We cannot afford to wait any longer. The world has changed a great deal
since the ABM Treaty was ratified in the midst of the Cold War. The danger
posed by rogue states possessing weapons of mass destruction is growing,
and with it the need for a robust ballistic missile de fense. The time has
come for the Senate to conduct a thorough review of this antiquated treaty
and decide whether the U.S. should be bound by it in a world
of rapidly proliferating threats.

I intend to begin Foreign Relations Committee consideration of the ABM
Protocols shortly and to have a full Senate vote on them before Congress
adjourns this year. Only the continued intransigence of. the Clinton
administration could prevent such a vote. Such intransigence would have
consequences for the administration. If the White House expects cooperation
from the Senate on its priorities, then I expect to have its full
cooperation with the committee s consideration of
the ABM Protocols. It is unacceptable for the administration to hold these
agreements (as well as other accords, such as the Kyoto Protocol on Global
Climate Change) hostage. simply because it believes they might be rejected
by the Senate.

Instead of pushing a new treaty that papers over India s and Pakistan s
nuclear tests, the administration must require them to roll back their
nuclear programs and sign the existing nuclear ban—the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty—which already has 185 signatories and has been in
force since 1970.

Vote This Year
Waving around the worthless CTBT is no substitute for a competent
nonproliferation policy. It is no substitute for punishing China s
proliferation activities. And it is certainly no substitute for national
mis sile defense. Let the president make his case for reviving the ABM
Treaty. We who support deployment of national missile defense will make
ours. But the Senate must
vote on the ABM Protocols and the fate of the ABM Treaty this year.

Jesse Helms (R-NC) is chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
  

___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

RE: Coalition Issue Brief #16

Below for your information is the e-mail version of a piece that provides
information and analysis about CTBT verification capabilities in light of
the recent series of nuclear tests by India and Pakistan. Thanks to our CTBT
Working Group Chair, Tom Collina of UCS and other members of the working
groups for drafting this Issue Brief.

The full version (with graphics) of the Issue Brief is available on the
Coalition's CTBT web site <http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm>

DK

****************

COALITION TO REDUCE NUCLEAR DANGERS --  ISSUE  BRIEF

"Case for Nuclear Test Ban Verification Strong After Indian & Pakistani Blasts:
Tests Show Value of CTBT Implementation"

VOL. 2, NO. 16,  June 18, 1998

INDIA TOOK THE WORLD by surprise by announcing it had conducted a series of
nuclear test explosions in mid-May. Pakistan responded with its own test
series two weeks later. These events have raised concerns in some quarters
about the verifiability of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). In
fact, the Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests show that, although the CTBT
monitoring system --- like all monitoring systems --- has limits, it is
remarkably effective. Under the CTBT, the international community will be
able to detect the nuclear weapon test explosions of greatest concern.

No Advance Warning:
The U.S. Government had no advance warning that the Indian explosions were
imminent. While this raises questions about U.S. intelligence, it is not a
failure of the CTBT monitoring system. The treaty does not prohibit
preparations for nuclear tests or other test site activities. During the
CTBT negotiations in Geneva, the U.S. opposed a prohibition of nuclear test
preparations because, in part, it wanted to preserve the ability to conduct
subcritical nuclear weapons experiments at the Nevada Test Site.

Nevertheless, the ability of national intelligence means to detect
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preparations for nuclear tests can be used to dissuade nations from carrying
out their plans. For example, in 1995, U.S. intelligence reports indicated
that India was preparing to conduct nuclear tests. This led to a U.S.
diplomatic intervention, international scrutiny, and an Indian government
denial that any tests were planned.  

In fact, India had completed the major test site preparations that are most
visible from space in 1995 or earlier (in the case of drilling the test
shafts, years before), easing its task of concealing subsequent preparations
for its recent test series. The fault in this case lies not so much with
technical intelligence (satellite photos, etc), but unjustified complacency
in the U.S. intelligence community that India would not conduct nuclear tests.

Therefore, it should not be assumed that U.S. intelligence will no longer be
able to spot nuclear test preparations. The U.S. has the most sophisticated
national intelligence means in the world, and it serves as a powerful
deterrent to cheating under the CTBT.  To be sure, the U.S. missed an
important opportunity to prevent the Indian tests by failing to predict
them. But Indian preparations were detected in 1995, and a nation going from
no test site activity to drilling shafts will be more easily noticed than
was India's recent activity. 

Detection After the Fact:
The purpose of the CTBT verification system is to detect nuclear explosions
of militarily significant yields. On May 11, India announced it had
conducted a series of three simultaneous explosions: a 200 ton low-yield
device; a 12 kiloton fission device; and a 43 kiloton thermonuclear device
(1 kiloton = 1,000 tons of TNT). The May 11 series was detected in near-real
time by some 50 seismic stations that are part of the prototype
International Monitoring System (IMS), as called for by the CTBT. Similarly,
the Pakistani test series was quickly detected by numerous stations. On May
28, Pakistan claimed it conducted five explosions: a 30-35 kiloton device
and four low-yield devices; and on May 30 reportedly a test of a 15-18
kiloton device.

Independent seismologists estimate the total yield of the May 11 Indian
series to be in the range of 10 to 25 kilotons, and the May 28 and May 30
Pakistani tests to be from 2 to 15 kilotons and a few kilotons,
respectively. Differing estimates  about the actual yields of the explosions
should not cloud the fact that if India or Pakistan had wanted to hide its
test series from the world it would not have succeeded. This system works
and will get even better as more stations are added to the CTBT's
international monitoring system.

Subkiloton Explosions:
On May 13, India announced it had conducted a second series of two tests
with low yields equivalent to 200 to 600 tons of TNT. To date, there is no
independent confirmation that this series actually took place. If it did
occur, evidence suggests that the announced yields may be too high.  Since
the time and location of the alleged explosions are known, there should be a
corresponding seismic signal registered by regional stations of any event
over a few hundred tons or so. Yet no seismic signals have been recorded.
For comparison, non-nuclear seismic events have been detected near the
Russian test site on Novaya Zemlya with magnitudes equivalent to explosions
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as little as 10 tons of TNT. In the Indian case, the CTBT monitoring system
has played the important role of establishing an upper bound for these
explosions.

Rather than a failure of the CTBT monitoring system, the May 13 series
demonstrates the already acknowledged limitations of seismic detection. The
goal of any verification system is not to catch all possible violations, but
to be able to catch the most significant ones. For the CTBT, the lower the
nuclear yield of the explosion the harder it is to detect by seismic means,
and at very low levels (one kiloton globally and for many areas 100 tons or
less), confidence of detection drops off.  

Militarily Significant?
However, it is also the case that explosions at this level have limited
potential to prove out advanced weapons designs, such as boosted or
two-stage thermonuclear devices. Before the recent Indian nuclear explosions
the world assumed that New Delhi had a workable fission bomb. The next
important technological step is a fission device that uses a mixture of
deuterium-tritium gas to "boost" or enhance the nuclear yield of the device
by 10 to 20 times. This allows a dramatic reduction in weight for a given
yield, enabling the development of powerful warheads small enough to be
placed on ballistic missiles. And once a nation has taken this step, the
door is open to developing two-stage thermonuclear weapons. But to even
begin to experiment with boosting requires nuclear tests of a few hundred
tons and to confirm a ten-fold increase in yield would require tests in the
kiloton range, which would be detected by the IMS. Detecting such tests, and
thus preventing the development of more advanced weapons, is the central
security value of the CTBT.

Although very low yield explosions are difficult to  detect seismically,
CTBT monitoring also includes  hydroacoustic, infrasound and radionuclide
stations, as well as on-site inspections and the  national intelligence
means of member states. If a  nuclear explosion falls below the seismic
threshold, it can still be detected in other ways. For  example, Indian test
site preparations were in fact  uncovered in 1995, and surface disturbance
from  the May 13 test series may be visible from space.  A potential
violator cannot be confident that  human intelligence would not detect a test. 

Test Site Transparency:
Nevertheless, efforts  should be made to improve the ability to discover
very low yield nuclear tests.  These tests are  unlikely to be of use to the
five nuclear powers,  and are unlikely to be successful in states that have
already signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), where improved safeguards
should provide warning signs of such tests. The primary concern is with
India, Pakistan and Israel. One useful step would be for nations that
maintain nuclear test sites (the United States, Russia, China, India and
Pakistan)  to build confidence that no prohibited activities are being
conducted by making their test site activities more transparent. For India
and Pakistan, test site openness is an important confidence-building measure
that could quickly be implemented. 

U.S. Is More Secure With the CTBT Than Without:
The bottom line question is: Are we better off with the CTBT in force or
not?  Even without a test ban, the United States must and will continue to
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monitor the nuclear activities of other nations, including India and
Pakistan. But with the CTBT, the U.S. will gain access to over 200
additional monitoring stations worldwide that it would not otherwise have,
including in South Asia. The U.S. will also be able to seek on-site
inspections to clarify ambiguous events. Our ability to detect and identify
clandestine nuclear explosions will be better with the CTBT in force than
without it.  

The nuclear tests in South Asia in no way affect U.S. testing requirements.
Although the Exon-Hatfield- Mitchell law prohibiting U.S. testing after
September 1996 has been removed, the recent tests do not introduce any
security threat that calls for U.S. testing. The nuclear laboratory
directors and independent scientists have determined that further test
explosions are not needed to safely and reliably maintain our existing
nuclear arsenal. A CTBT that makes the same constraint binding on everyone
else is strongly in our interest.

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests are a wake-up call for those who
doubt the importance of the CTBT  to U.S. security.  The U.S. must take the
lead in locking-in the test ban regime before other nations follow India and
Pakistan's path. But without the advice and consent of the Senate, the
Treaty cannot go into force and the benefits of its monitoring and
verification system cannot be fully realized.

# # #

For more information, contact Tom Z. Collina at the Union of Concerned
Scientists (202-332-0900) or visit the Coalition's CTBT web site
<http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/ctbindex.htm> The Coalition is a
non-partisan alliance of 17 of the nation's leading arms control and
non-proliferation organizations working for a, step-by-step program to
reduce nuclear dangers.*The views and analysis expressed in this paper do
not necessarily reflect those of every member of the Coalition.
___________________________________
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave. NE #201
Washington  DC 20002
p: (202)546-0795;    fax: (202)546-5142
website: http://www.clw.org/pub/clw/coalition/
___________________________________
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Return-Path: <owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org>
Cc: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 13:35:31 +0100 (BST)
From: acronym@gn.apc.org (Rebecca Johnson)
Sender: owner-abolition-caucus@igc.org
Subject: Dates: Year 2000 NPT Review Conference
To: Lachlan Forrow <lforrow@igc.apc.org>
X-Authentication-Warning: mail.gn.apc.org: Host ao052.du.pipex.com [193.130.254.52] claimed to be Acronym
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org

Dear Lachlan,
The dates, as designated by the 1997 PrepCom, will be 24 April to 19 May in
New York.  This is unlikely to change now.
Rebecca

>Can anyone provide the dates?  New York City?
>Lachlan Forrow, MD
>
>The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship
>Dedicated to Reverence for Life in Action
>A co-sponsor of ABOLITION 2000
>
>"Nuclear weapons are against international
>law and they have to be abolished...All negotiations
>regarding the abolition of atomic weapons remain
>without success because no international public
>opinion exists which demands this abolition."
>                                  --Dr. Albert Schweitzer
>
>

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 171 503 8857
fax                (0) 171 503 9153
website http://www.gn.apc.org/acronym
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To: relctbt, dratcliff_gb@brethren.org, bgrieves@dfms.org, MSimmons@afsc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Future activities for nuclear abolition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Colleagues in the Religious Community:

During the past year we have developed an effective network of religious organizations working for Senate ratification 
of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) with effective ties to peace and arms control organizations working for 
the same objective.  I suggest that we now consider how we in the religious community can continue to work together 
on other issues related to the abolition of nuclear weapons.  Here I offer my ideas.  I urge you to respond and share your 
thoughts with me and others in our network.

I believe that we need to focus simultaneously on (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition as the ultimate goal and (ii) a series 
of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.

Abolition

Virtually every religious denomination and religious association now working for CTBT ratification has a commitment 
to the total elimination of nuclear weapons.  A number of other denominations not involved in the CTBT campaign 
articulate values that would support advocacy of nuclear abolition even though they don't now advocate this position 
explicitly.  On the global scene the World Council of Churches and the Holy See both have an abolitionist orientation.  
In addition, efforts are underway to make connections with other major religious faiths around the world to gain their 
support for abolitionist initiatives.

In an attached proposal, I offer some ideas on how to mobilize the world religious community for nuclear abolition.  
This includes joining together in a call to the nuclear weapon states and their allies to unconditionally renounce nuclear 
weapons, both for deterrence and for war-fighting, and to move quickly toward abolition through a set of intermediary 
steps.  Recently eight nations (Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa, and Sweden) have 
undertaken a "new agenda" initiative to push the nuclear weapon states to take concrete actions for nuclear 
disarmament.  Other nations are invited to join.  The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), soon to be under South African 
presidency, is pushing in this direction.  So is the global network of non-governmental organizations associated with 
Abolition 2000.

Religious organizations in the United States can be part of this movement and can give particular attention to U.S. 
governmental policy.  We can forcefully and unequivocally advocate total nuclear abolition.  We can engage in public 
debate and public education on nuclear issues.  We can systematically lay out the underlying moral, spiritual, and 
humanitarian reasons for nuclear abolition.  We can seek to delegitimate the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and shift the 
frame of reference for discussion about the future of nuclear weapons.  In doing so we can build upon and add to such 
statements as the 1986 document of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation, and the recent 
statement by Catholic bishops associated with Pax Christi USA.  We can support global calls for nuclear abolition.  We 
can join in advocacy of negotiations for a nuclear weapons convention.

 I believe that we in the U.S. religious community should draw these elements together in a systematic campaign 
designed to achieve wide-scale public acceptance for nuclear abolition within the United States and to make nuclear 
abolition the accepted policy of the U.S. government.

Intermediate Steps

Simultaneously we should work to achieve a series of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.  Possible steps 
include the following:
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· De-alerting (taking missiles off hair-trigger alert, separating warheads from delivery vehicles to achieve a status of 
zero alert).
· Strategic arms reduction treaties (START II, III).
· Dismantlement of nuclear weapons taken out of service.
· Termination of new weapons development.
· International control of fissile material.
· Opposition to deployment of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defense.

Of these intermediate steps, I suggest that we give top priority to de-alerting and halting new weapons development. We 
can also support START agreements as they come up, call for dismantlement of out-of-service missiles, and oppose 
ABM funding.  Fissile material control is quite technical, but as appropriate, we can support an acceptable treaty once it 
is negotiated.  But our foremost attention should be upon de-alerting and new weapons development.

De-alerting.  Achieving zero alert by all the nuclear weapon states would provide security from accidental or malicious 
launching.  Once nuclear weapons are off alert, it would be relatively difficult to return to alert status without being 
provocative.  Thus, de-alerting is a significant step toward nuclear disarmament (which is why some oppose it).

De-alerting by the nuclear weapon states is advocated as a practical step by a variety of study commissions, retired 
military officers, retired civilian officials, scientists, and other scholars.  Proposals range from taking only part of the 
nuclear arsenal off hair-trigger alert to achieving zero alert with warheads separated from delivery vehicles.   In the 
attached proposal for the global religious community I advocate achieving zero alert by December 31, 1999.  Bruce 
Blair of the Brookings Institution, the foremost civilian authority on the subject,  says that it would be possible to 
achieve a mode of zero alert in twelve months, though lack of storage facilities might mean total separation of warheads 
and delivery vehicles might take somewhat longer.

A number of arms control experts have had discussions about de-alerting with the White House and the Pentagon.  The 
latter has conducted studies on alternative methods to de-alerting but presently opposes this approach.   So far President 
Clinton hasn't been convinced to adopt a de-alerting policy.   On the Hill Senator Daschle is an advocate of de-alerting 
as are some other members of Congress, but at present the Republican majority would likely object to zero alert. 

What is needed is a major public campaign on de-alerting that would involve organizations with professional expertise, 
such as the Union of Concerned Scientists, broad-based peace organizations, such as Physicians for Social 
Responsibility (PSR) and Peace Action, and the religious community with its combination of national leadership and 
extensive grassroots network.   The CTBT campaign offers a model that could be adapted for this purpose.

Halting new weapons development.  The Clinton Administration has instituted a Stockpile Stewardship Program with 
the stated purpose of keeping the nuclear arsenal operable without nuclear testing.  The cost is $4.5 billion a year for ten 
years.  Some see this as part of a deal to gain support for the CTBT from the nuclear weapons laboratories in California 
and New Mexico and also to secure the support of Senate Republicans.  

Organizations such as Western States Legal Foundation, Los Alamos Study Group, and Alliance for Nuclear 
Accountability point out that as much as half the Stockpile Stewardship funds will be spent for capital projects and 
experiments that foster development of new nuclear weapons and weapons modernization rather than passive 
stewardship of the present nuclear arsenal.  They are campaigning actively to cut back the program severely.

I believe that the religious community should support this effort.   To do so we would need to be much better informed 
on the nature of the Stockpile Stewardship Program and the specific elements related to new weapons development and 
modernization.  For this purpose we can turn to the above-mentioned advocacy organizations.  We can use their material 
and if appropriated adapt it for education of our grassroots networks.   We can also add a concern for wasted resources 
that could be better utilized elsewhere.

Once we are adequately informed, we can follow the lead of the advocacy organizations in opposing elements of 
Stockpile Stewardship dealing with new weapons development and modernization.  This includes those mentioned 
above and also PSR and Peace Action. Together we can focus on the congressional authorization and appropriation 
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processes in order to cut back on funds for specific program elements.  This would be a multi-year endeavor. 

Ways and Means

In sum, I am suggesting that the U.S. religious community take on nuclear abolition as a major endeavor and provide 
significant, public leadership in offering moral, spiritual, and humanitarian reasons for the global elimination of nuclear 
weapons.  We should join with others in pressing for intermediate steps, such as de-alerting and halting new weapons 
development.

I realize that my proposal comes at a time when some denominational offices have cut back on personnel working on 
peace issues.  Other offices have a very heavy, multi-issue agenda on the international scene and don't necessarily have 
resources to increase their work on nuclear disarmament.

My response is twofold.  First, these offices have been working this year for CTBT ratification and the same level of 
resources could be sustained for other aspects of nuclear abolition.  Second, there is indication that two or more 
foundations have an interest in making grants to increase the level of religious organizational work for nuclear 
disarmament.   With the latter as a possibility, let me outline out some alternative approaches.

(1) One approach would be to create in the United States a completely integrated, broad-based, secular/religious 
campaign for nuclear abolition and the intermediate steps toward that goal.  I doubt that it is possible even it was 
deemed desirable.  The CTBT experience shows that there can be effective coming together for particular tasks but that 
there is too much diversity for total integration.  Moreover, peace organizations have nuclear disarmament and related 
matters as their primary mission while denominational offices have a very broad agenda and cannot devote undivided 
attention to disarmament.  So there is considerable disparity in allocated staff time. 

(2) A second approach is to continue the informal, cooperative arrangement used in the CTBT campaign. We have had 
monthly meeting of religious representatives in Washington along with advisers and co-workers from peace 
organizations.  It's been so informal that the gathering doesn't even have a name.  But as a result 20 religious 
organizations are working together in developing grassroots support for the CTBT.  Furthermore, sets of horizontal 
relationships have developed between religious organizations and peace organizations, such as 20/20 Vision. PSR, 
Peace Action, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse, resulting in joint field activities in a number of states.   In 
Washington. D.C. religious organizations have produced several sign-on letters on their own, such as the "Statement of 
American Religious Leaders" that the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) initiated and several letters to 
members of the Senate that I initiated.  Some religious organizations have also signed on to statements initiated by 
peace organizations.  

As convener and facilitator of the monthly meetings, I have sent out notices for the meetings and brief notes afterwards.  
FCNL staff and I serve as a bridge between the religious community and the Monday Lobby's Nuclear Weapons 
Working Group and the CTBT Working Group.   Sometimes I forward information from Monday Lobby organizations 
to religious representatives, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse has religious organizations on its "ctbt-organize" list 
serve.   I keep in touch with interested religious representatives who don't regularly attend the monthly meetings, and I 
have initiated outreach to religious groups not yet a part of this network.  I see my role as catalyst, but by no means as 
coordinator.

This has been a workable arrangement, but it has some drawbacks.  Attendance by some organizations has been 
irregular.  This stems not from lack of interest but rather because of the fairly modest staff time many religious 
organizations have to work on disarmament issues and the conflicting demands to attend other meetings on different 
issues.   Except for the brief notes and forwarded information I send out on e-mail, we don't have systematic 
communication within our religious network.  Except for the FCNL sign-on letter we haven't reached beyond the usual 
core of participants from Mainline Protestant denominations, peace churches, Catholics, Reform Jews, and Unitarian-
Universalists.  Missing are Baptists, Evangelicals, Black churches, Orthodox Christians, other Jewish bodies, Muslims, 
and Buddhists.  This represents less a failure than a challenge to broaden our coalition.

(3) A third approach would to build upon the experience of the CTBT campaign and bring more resources into the 
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equation.  

Our informal monthly meetings could be given a least enough structure to have a name.  For instance, we could choose 
between such terms as (a) religious or interfaith, (b) committee, coalition, working group, or task force, and (c) on 
nuclear abolition or nuclear disarmament.  But it would need to be a different name than the existing Religious Working 
Group for Nuclear Abolition of the Abolition 2000 network, which is in the process of becoming international in scope 
(I am a co-convener along with Clayton Ramey of the FOR and Dave Robinson of Pax Christi USA). 

Our U.S. group would deal with both (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition and (ii) intermediate steps leading toward that 
goal, such as de-alerting, curtailing new weapons development, START agreements, and other steps.  It would make 
connections with the Abolition 2000 network and with organizations working on intermediate steps.

The body would meet in Washington, D.C. because of the presence of so many organizations here, but it should 
constantly reach out to organizations based elsewhere with two-way communication.  It could have a chair or co-chairs, 
either "permanent" or rotating.

It would be desirable to have a secretariat with at least part-time staff to handle such tasks as arranging for meeting 
space, sending out meeting notices, writing and circulating meeting notes, facilitating e-mail, fax and regular mail 
communications, helping gain signers to sign-on letters, assisting in production of joint material.

It would also be desirable to find funds to bolster the staff of some of the participating religious organizations.  
Additional funds could also be used for production of common material, such as liturgy, sample sermons, bulletin 
inserts, religious education literature

It would be useful to have a closed list-serve or some other e-mail arrangement.  It might be desirable to have a home 
page on the worldwide web, possibly hosted by one of our organization members.

 (4) The above described working group or coalition would pull together staff from denominational offices and religious 
associations who work on this and related endeavors.  In addition, consideration might be given to creating a religious 
(or interfaith) leadership council for nuclear abolition, consisting of heads of communion or their representatives 
(bishops and the like, not denominational staff).  

It could meet two or three times a year to offer guidance on policies and joint activities being carried out by the working 
group.  Members would to provide feedback to leaders in their respective denominations.  It could issue policy 
statements and send delegations to call on public officials (perhaps joining with retired generals and admirals).  It would 
give greater visibility to the abolition campaign and reinforce interfaith solidarity on this issue.

Conclusion

These ideas I offer for your consideration.  Please give me your feedback and your own ideas and share them with 
others in our network.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Mobilizing the Religious Community for Nuclear Abolition
Ideas Offered by
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

With the spread of the nuclear arms race to South Asia and the refusal of the established nuclear weapon states to make 
significant progress toward nuclear disarmament, we in the religious community should unite and advocate a dramatic, 
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far-reaching approach to rid the world of nuclear weapons.  We should seek to remove the legitimacy of the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence and the use of nuclear weapons in war.  We should demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
renounce these instruments of mass destruction and abolish them.  We should likewise demand that allies to nuclear 
weapon states renounce nuclear weapons and cease their support for the nuclear weapons regime.  As a faith community 
we should make a commitment to work together and join with others in a global campaign for nuclear abolition.

Signs of Failure

The Indian and Pakistani nuclear weapon tests are the latest and most publicly visible sign that the still-prevailing Cold 
War approach to nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament is bankrupt.  Other signs include the 
following:

· The continued official commitment to nuclear deterrence by the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, 
China, and Israel and their stated willingness to use nuclear weapons for war-fighting.
· The modest goals of START II and a prospective START III that would leave 2,000 deployed strategic warheads in 
the United States and Russia into the second decade of the 21st century, plus thousands more held in reserve.
· The resistance of the Russian Duma and the U.S. Senate to quite limited arms control measures, such as START II and 
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
· Continued development of new nuclear weapons by nuclear weapon states, though without test explosions, and 
continued modernization of nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles.
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states to fulfill their obligation under Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
(NPT) "to pursue in good faith and bring to conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all aspects under 
strict and effective international control."
· Refusal of the nuclear weapon states even to allow multilateral discussion on nuclear disarmament by the NPT 
Preparatory Committee and the Conference on Disarmament.
· The readiness of military units in six "surrogate nuclear weapon states" to participate in nuclear war, including The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey.
· Participation in nuclear war planning and acceptance of a nuclear umbrella by allies of nuclear weapon states, 
including other NATO members, Japan, and South Korea..
· Support for nuclear weapon states by various nations around the world that allow basing of nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles on their territory.

Because of these failures of the existing nuclear non-proliferation and arms control regime to achieve significant nuclear 
disarmament, the world religious community should join together to advocate and work for a substantially different 
approach.

 A Better Way
 
The place to start in offering an alternative approach should be an unequivocal declaration on the moral depravity of 
nuclear weapons.   This idea has been expressed many times by numerous religious leaders and religious organizations.   
For instance, recently Dr. Konrad Raiser, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal 
Danneels, president of Pax Christi International addressed the 1998 session of the NPT Preparatory Committee as 
follows:

"Nuclear weapons, whether used or threatened, are grossly evil and morally wrong.  As an instrument of mass 
destruction, nuclear weapons slaughter the innocent and ravage the environment.  When used as an instrument of 
deterrence, nuclear weapons hold innocent people hostage for political and military purposes.  Therefore, the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence is morally corrupt."

There is broad acceptance of this point of view by persons of many different faiths.

Based upon this belief, we should move to the heart of the matter and demand that all possessors of nuclear weapons 
unconditionally renounce the use and threatened use of nuclear weapons and move expeditiously to achieve their total 
abolition.  
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This demand for no use in any circumstance differs from the proposal for no first use offered by the Canberra 
Commission and other bodies.  Although a no first use policy may be have some interim value, it retains the doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence, the threat of mutually assured destruction (MAD), and the possibility of retaliatory use through 
launch on warning.  We in the faith community should insist on a policy of no use whatever.

Realistically we should recognize that renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons must occur reciprocally among 
nuclear weapon adversaries.  One set is the United States (and allies United Kingdom and France), Russia, and China.  
Another set is India and Pakistan.  Renunciation by Israel might occur unilaterally because it has no nuclear-armed 
adversary, or it might happen in the context of creating a Middle East zone free of all weapons of mass destruction.

Along with renunciation we should ask the nuclear weapon states to commence dismantling nuclear weapons and 
delivery vehicles.  This process can begin through reciprocal executive initiatives without the necessity of a formal arms 
control agreement, as has occurred in several past instances.  But complete dismantlement will need to occur under a 
multilateral agreement, such as a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.

As an immediate step, we should call for all nuclear weapon states to take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  This task should be completed within twelve months, a pace that is 
considered feasible.

We should also demand that all states possessing nuclear weapons and those with nuclear weapons ambitions should 
cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and refrain from 
modernizing their existing nuclear arsenal.

We should call upon allies of nuclear weapon states that have military units ready for nuclear combat, engage in nuclear 
war planning, and provide bases for nuclear weapons to renounce nuclear weapons and sever all such connections with 
the nuclear weapon states.

We should advocate a system for control of all fissile material produced by various means with strict international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Political Action

Beyond making these demands on the nuclear weapon states and their supporters, we in the religious community should 
join together and become actively engaged in decision-making processes related to nuclear weapon policies.   We 
should place our collective demands before executive leaders and legislative bodies.  We should build grassroots 
support for the policies we recommend.  We should conduct an educational campaign on the moral depravity of nuclear 
deterrence and war-fighting and on our ideas for renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  We should engage in 
public debate on key public policy issues.

We should also ally ourselves with others who advocate nuclear abolition.  This includes retired generals, admirals, 
national security officials, and scientists, and also the global network of citizen organizations that are part of Abolition 
2000.

Working for complete nuclear abolition doesn't preclude us from working for acceptance of intermediate steps, such as 
ratification of CTBT and a future START III.  These treaties have value and help prepare the way for more far-reaching 
measures.  But we need to augment our advocacy of nuclear abolition.

Nuclear Abolition Covenants

One approach would be to write our demands into a "nuclear abolition covenant", to be signed and implemented by the 
nuclear weapons states.  There could be a second covenant for allies of the nuclear powers.  Drafts for this pair of 
covenants are offered in the Appendix.
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A public campaign focused on the nuclear abolition covenants might have the following elements.

1. Religious leaders and religious organizations from around the world could join together in issuance of "A Call for 
Renunciation and Abolition of Nuclear Weapons."  This call should incorporate ideas and beliefs from different 
religious faiths on the necessity for nuclear abolition and should advocate concrete steps toward nuclear abolition, such 
as those suggested above.

2. This call could be released by signers in a series of news conferences that would follow the sun around the globe, 
such as in United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, China (if possible), New Zealand, Australia, India, Pakistan, Israel, 
Egypt, Russia, France, United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, South Africa.

3. Religious leaders in the nuclear weapon states and allied states could call upon governmental leaders and urge them 
to sign the covenant.

4. Citizen organizations could join in the campaign to "sign the covenant".

5. Copies of the covenants could be placed in the United Nations building in New York when the General Assembly is 
in session with the request that representatives of the nuclear weapons states and allied states sign it.
   
There are other ways for the religious community to promote renunciation and abolition of nuclear weapons.  Others are 
invited to comment on this proposal and  to offer ideas of their own.

APPENDIX

Nuclear Abolition Covenant for States Possessing Nuclear Weapons

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will never use any nuclear weapon against any adversary under any circumstance.
3. We will embark upon a program to systematically dismantle all nuclear warheads and delivery vehicles as soon as 
possible with adequate safeguards and verification.
4. In the interim period when we still possess nuclear weapons, we will take all nuclear weapons off alert by separating 
warheads from delivery vehicles and other methods.  We will complete this task no later than December 1, 1999.
5. We will cease all research, development, testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons and will 
refrain from modernizing our existing nuclear arsenal.
6. We will enter into a multilateral process to develop, adopt, and carry out a nuclear weapons convention that outlaws 
and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective international control.
7. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Nuclear Weapons Covenant for Allies of Nuclear Weapon States

1. We renounce the use of nuclear weapons for deterrence and war-fighting purposes.
2. We will immediately withdraw from all agreements that allow basing of nuclear weapons within our boundaries and 
that provide for nuclear defense of our territory.
3. We will ratify and support a future nuclear weapons convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under 
strict and effective international control.
4. We will cooperate in development and implementation of a system for control of all fissile material with international 
accounting, monitoring, and safeguards.

Please offer your comments to Howard W. Hallman, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone/fax: 301 896-0013. E-mail: mupj@igc.org 
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To: "Sally Lilienthal" <sallyl@pacbell.net>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Mobilizing the religious community
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Sally:

I want to share with you a communication I have sent participants from the religious community in the CTBT campaign 
in which I offer some ideas for further action.  This is along the lines that you and I have discussed before.  I hope to 
have replies in the next several weeks and will have individual conversations.  This will help me formulate a proposal to 
you for submission before the end of July.

Shalom,
Howard

Dear Colleagues in the Religious Community:

During the past year we have developed an effective network of religious organizations working for Senate ratification 
of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) with effective ties to peace and arms control organizations working for 
the same objective.  I suggest that we now consider how we in the religious community can continue to work together 
on other issues related to the abolition of nuclear weapons.  Here I offer my ideas.  I urge you to respond and share your 
thoughts with me and others in our network.

I believe that we need to focus simultaneously on (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition as the ultimate goal and (ii) a series 
of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.

Abolition

Virtually every religious denomination and religious association now working for CTBT ratification has a commitment 
to the total elimination of nuclear weapons.  A number of other denominations not involved in the CTBT campaign 
articulate values that would support advocacy of nuclear abolition even though they don't now advocate this position 
explicitly.  On the global scene the World Council of Churches and the Holy See both have an abolitionist orientation.  
In addition, efforts are underway to make connections with other major religious faiths around the world to gain their 
support for abolitionist initiatives.

In an attached proposal, I offer some ideas on how to mobilize the world religious community for nuclear abolition.  
This includes joining together in a call to the nuclear weapon states and their allies to unconditionally renounce nuclear 
weapons, both for deterrence and for war-fighting, and to move quickly toward abolition through a set of intermediary 
steps.  Recently eight nations (Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa, and Sweden) have 
undertaken a "new agenda" initiative to push the nuclear weapon states to take concrete actions for nuclear 
disarmament.  Other nations are invited to join.  The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), soon to be under South African 
presidency, is pushing in this direction.  So is the global network of non-governmental organizations associated with 
Abolition 2000.

Religious organizations in the United States can be part of this movement and can give particular attention to U.S. 
governmental policy.  We can forcefully and unequivocally advocate total nuclear abolition.  We can engage in public 
debate and public education on nuclear issues.  We can systematically lay out the underlying moral, spiritual, and 
humanitarian reasons for nuclear abolition.  We can seek to delegitimate the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and shift the 
frame of reference for discussion about the future of nuclear weapons.  In doing so we can build upon and add to such 
statements as the 1986 document of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation, and the recent 
statement by Catholic bishops associated with Pax Christi USA.  We can support global calls for nuclear abolition.  We 
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can join in advocacy of negotiations for a nuclear weapons convention.

 I believe that we in the U.S. religious community should draw these elements together in a systematic campaign 
designed to achieve wide-scale public acceptance for nuclear abolition within the United States and to make nuclear 
abolition the accepted policy of the U.S. government.

Intermediate Steps

Simultaneously we should work to achieve a series of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.  Possible steps 
include the following:
· De-alerting (taking missiles off hair-trigger alert, separating warheads from delivery vehicles to achieve a status of 
zero alert).
· Strategic arms reduction treaties (START II, III).
· Dismantlement of nuclear weapons taken out of service.
· Termination of new weapons development.
· International control of fissile material.
· Opposition to deployment of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defense.

Of these intermediate steps, I suggest that we give top priority to de-alerting and halting new weapons development. We 
can also support START agreements as they come up, call for dismantlement of out-of-service missiles, and oppose 
ABM funding.  Fissile material control is quite technical, but as appropriate, we can support an acceptable treaty once it 
is negotiated.  But our foremost attention should be upon de-alerting and new weapons development.

De-alerting.  Achieving zero alert by all the nuclear weapon states would provide security from accidental or malicious 
launching.  Once nuclear weapons are off alert, it would be relatively difficult to return to alert status without being 
provocative.  Thus, de-alerting is a significant step toward nuclear disarmament (which is why some oppose it).

De-alerting by the nuclear weapon states is advocated as a practical step by a variety of study commissions, retired 
military officers, retired civilian officials, scientists, and other scholars.  Proposals range from taking only part of the 
nuclear arsenal off hair-trigger alert to achieving zero alert with warheads separated from delivery vehicles.   In the 
attached proposal for the global religious community I advocate achieving zero alert by December 31, 1999.  Bruce 
Blair of the Brookings Institution, the foremost civilian authority on the subject,  says that it would be possible to 
achieve a mode of zero alert in twelve months, though lack of storage facilities might mean total separation of warheads 
and delivery vehicles might take somewhat longer.

A number of arms control experts have had discussions about de-alerting with the White House and the Pentagon.  The 
latter has conducted studies on alternative methods to de-alerting but presently opposes this approach.   So far President 
Clinton hasn't been convinced to adopt a de-alerting policy.   On the Hill Senator Daschle is an advocate of de-alerting 
as are some other members of Congress, but at present the Republican majority would likely object to zero alert. 

What is needed is a major public campaign on de-alerting that would involve organizations with professional expertise, 
such as the Union of Concerned Scientists, broad-based peace organizations, such as Physicians for Social 
Responsibility (PSR) and Peace Action, and the religious community with its combination of national leadership and 
extensive grassroots network.   The CTBT campaign offers a model that could be adapted for this purpose.

Halting new weapons development.  The Clinton Administration has instituted a Stockpile Stewardship Program with 
the stated purpose of keeping the nuclear arsenal operable without nuclear testing.  The cost is $4.5 billion a year for ten 
years.  Some see this as part of a deal to gain support for the CTBT from the nuclear weapons laboratories in California 
and New Mexico and also to secure the support of Senate Republicans.  

Organizations such as Western States Legal Foundation, Los Alamos Study Group, and Alliance for Nuclear 
Accountability point out that as much as half the Stockpile Stewardship funds will be spent for capital projects and 
experiments that foster development of new nuclear weapons and weapons modernization rather than passive 
stewardship of the present nuclear arsenal.  They are campaigning actively to cut back the program severely.
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I believe that the religious community should support this effort.   To do so we would need to be much better informed 
on the nature of the Stockpile Stewardship Program and the specific elements related to new weapons development and 
modernization.  For this purpose we can turn to the above-mentioned advocacy organizations.  We can use their material 
and if appropriated adapt it for education of our grassroots networks.   We can also add a concern for wasted resources 
that could be better utilized elsewhere.

Once we are adequately informed, we can follow the lead of the advocacy organizations in opposing elements of 
Stockpile Stewardship dealing with new weapons development and modernization.  This includes those mentioned 
above and also PSR and Peace Action. Together we can focus on the congressional authorization and appropriation 
processes in order to cut back on funds for specific program elements.  This would be a multi-year endeavor. 

Ways and Means

In sum, I am suggesting that the U.S. religious community take on nuclear abolition as a major endeavor and provide 
significant, public leadership in offering moral, spiritual, and humanitarian reasons for the global elimination of nuclear 
weapons.  We should join with others in pressing for intermediate steps, such as de-alerting and halting new weapons 
development.

I realize that my proposal comes at a time when some denominational offices have cut back on personnel working on 
peace issues.  Other offices have a very heavy, multi-issue agenda on the international scene and don't necessarily have 
resources to increase their work on nuclear disarmament.

My response is twofold.  First, these offices have been working this year for CTBT ratification and the same level of 
resources could be sustained for other aspects of nuclear abolition.  Second, there is indication that two or more 
foundations have an interest in making grants to increase the level of religious organizational work for nuclear 
disarmament.   With the latter as a possibility, let me outline out some alternative approaches.

(1) One approach would be to create in the United States a completely integrated, broad-based, secular/religious 
campaign for nuclear abolition and the intermediate steps toward that goal.  I doubt that it is possible even it was 
deemed desirable.  The CTBT experience shows that there can be effective coming together for particular tasks but that 
there is too much diversity for total integration.  Moreover, peace organizations have nuclear disarmament and related 
matters as their primary mission while denominational offices have a very broad agenda and cannot devote undivided 
attention to disarmament.  So there is considerable disparity in allocated staff time. 

(2) A second approach is to continue the informal, cooperative arrangement used in the CTBT campaign. We have had 
monthly meeting of religious representatives in Washington along with advisers and co-workers from peace 
organizations.  It's been so informal that the gathering doesn't even have a name.  But as a result 20 religious 
organizations are working together in developing grassroots support for the CTBT.  Furthermore, sets of horizontal 
relationships have developed between religious organizations and peace organizations, such as 20/20 Vision. PSR, 
Peace Action, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse, resulting in joint field activities in a number of states.   In 
Washington. D.C. religious organizations have produced several sign-on letters on their own, such as the "Statement of 
American Religious Leaders" that the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) initiated and several letters to 
members of the Senate that I initiated.  Some religious organizations have also signed on to statements initiated by 
peace organizations.  

As convener and facilitator of the monthly meetings, I have sent out notices for the meetings and brief notes afterwards.  
FCNL staff and I serve as a bridge between the religious community and the Monday Lobby's Nuclear Weapons 
Working Group and the CTBT Working Group.   Sometimes I forward information from Monday Lobby organizations 
to religious representatives, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse has religious organizations on its "ctbt-organize" list 
serve.   I keep in touch with interested religious representatives who don't regularly attend the monthly meetings, and I 
have initiated outreach to religious groups not yet a part of this network.  I see my role as catalyst, but by no means as 
coordinator.
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This has been a workable arrangement, but it has some drawbacks.  Attendance by some organizations has been 
irregular.  This stems not from lack of interest but rather because of the fairly modest staff time many religious 
organizations have to work on disarmament issues and the conflicting demands to attend other meetings on different 
issues.   Except for the brief notes and forwarded information I send out on e-mail, we don't have systematic 
communication within our religious network.  Except for the FCNL sign-on letter we haven't reached beyond the usual 
core of participants from Mainline Protestant denominations, peace churches, Catholics, Reform Jews, and Unitarian-
Universalists.  Missing are Baptists, Evangelicals, Black churches, Orthodox Christians, other Jewish bodies, Muslims, 
and Buddhists.  This represents less a failure than a challenge to broaden our coalition.

(3) A third approach would to build upon the experience of the CTBT campaign and bring more resources into the 
equation.  

Our informal monthly meetings could be given a least enough structure to have a name.  For instance, we could choose 
between such terms as (a) religious or interfaith, (b) committee, coalition, working group, or task force, and (c) on 
nuclear abolition or nuclear disarmament.  But it would need to be a different name than the existing Religious Working 
Group for Nuclear Abolition of the Abolition 2000 network, which is in the process of becoming international in scope 
(I am a co-convener along with Clayton Ramey of the FOR and Dave Robinson of Pax Christi USA). 

Our U.S. group would deal with both (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition and (ii) intermediate steps leading toward that 
goal, such as de-alerting, curtailing new weapons development, START agreements, and other steps.  It would make 
connections with the Abolition 2000 network and with organizations working on intermediate steps.

The body would meet in Washington, D.C. because of the presence of so many organizations here, but it should 
constantly reach out to organizations based elsewhere with two-way communication.  It could have a chair or co-chairs, 
either "permanent" or rotating.

It would be desirable to have a secretariat with at least part-time staff to handle such tasks as arranging for meeting 
space, sending out meeting notices, writing and circulating meeting notes, facilitating e-mail, fax and regular mail 
communications, helping gain signers to sign-on letters, assisting in production of joint material.

It would also be desirable to find funds to bolster the staff of some of the participating religious organizations.  
Additional funds could also be used for production of common material, such as liturgy, sample sermons, bulletin 
inserts, religious education literature

It would be useful to have a closed list-serve or some other e-mail arrangement.  It might be desirable to have a home 
page on the worldwide web, possibly hosted by one of our organization members.

 (4) The above described working group or coalition would pull together staff from denominational offices and religious 
associations who work on this and related endeavors.  In addition, consideration might be given to creating a religious 
(or interfaith) leadership council for nuclear abolition, consisting of heads of communion or their representatives 
(bishops and the like, not denominational staff).  

It could meet two or three times a year to offer guidance on policies and joint activities being carried out by the working 
group.  Members would to provide feedback to leaders in their respective denominations.  It could issue policy 
statements and send delegations to call on public officials (perhaps joining with retired generals and admirals).  It would 
give greater visibility to the abolition campaign and reinforce interfaith solidarity on this issue.

Conclusion

These ideas I offer for your consideration.  Please give me your feedback and your own ideas and share them with 
others in our network.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: "William E. Hoehn III" <bhoehn@wajones.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: Mobibilizing the religious community
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Bill:

I want to share with you a communication I am sending to participants in the CTBT ratification campaign from the 
religious community.  I offer some ideas for further activities dealing with nuclear disarmament and ask for their replies.

After I have had some feedback from them, I would like to have a telephone conversation with you about possible 
interest of the W. Alton Jones Foundation.  I'm not thinking of a grant for myself since your board has turned us down 
twice.  (I'm hopeful I might receive further support from the Ploughshares Fund.)  Rather I would like to find out if 
something along the lines I am proposing would merit support from your foundation to other participating religious 
organizations.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Dear Colleagues in the Religious Community:

During the past year we have developed an effective network of religious organizations working for Senate ratification 
of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) with effective ties to peace and arms control organizations working for 
the same objective.  I suggest that we now consider how we in the religious community can continue to work together 
on other issues related to the abolition of nuclear weapons.  Here I offer my ideas.  I urge you to respond and share your 
thoughts with me and others in our network.

I believe that we need to focus simultaneously on (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition as the ultimate goal and (ii) a series 
of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.

Abolition

Virtually every religious denomination and religious association now working for CTBT ratification has a commitment 
to the total elimination of nuclear weapons.  A number of other denominations not involved in the CTBT campaign 
articulate values that would support advocacy of nuclear abolition even though they don't now advocate this position 
explicitly.  On the global scene the World Council of Churches and the Holy See both have an abolitionist orientation.  
In addition, efforts are underway to make connections with other major religious faiths around the world to gain their 
support for abolitionist initiatives.

In an attached proposal, I offer some ideas on how to mobilize the world religious community for nuclear abolition.  
This includes joining together in a call to the nuclear weapon states and their allies to unconditionally renounce nuclear 
weapons, both for deterrence and for war-fighting, and to move quickly toward abolition through a set of intermediary 
steps.  Recently eight nations (Brazil, Egypt, Ireland, Mexico, New Zealand, Slovenia, South Africa, and Sweden) have 
undertaken a "new agenda" initiative to push the nuclear weapon states to take concrete actions for nuclear 
disarmament.  Other nations are invited to join.  The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), soon to be under South African 
presidency, is pushing in this direction.  So is the global network of non-governmental organizations associated with 
Abolition 2000.

Religious organizations in the United States can be part of this movement and can give particular attention to U.S. 
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governmental policy.  We can forcefully and unequivocally advocate total nuclear abolition.  We can engage in public 
debate and public education on nuclear issues.  We can systematically lay out the underlying moral, spiritual, and 
humanitarian reasons for nuclear abolition.  We can seek to delegitimate the doctrine of nuclear deterrence and shift the 
frame of reference for discussion about the future of nuclear weapons.  In doing so we can build upon and add to such 
statements as the 1986 document of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of Creation, and the recent 
statement by Catholic bishops associated with Pax Christi USA.  We can support global calls for nuclear abolition.  We 
can join in advocacy of negotiations for a nuclear weapons convention.

 I believe that we in the U.S. religious community should draw these elements together in a systematic campaign 
designed to achieve wide-scale public acceptance for nuclear abolition within the United States and to make nuclear 
abolition the accepted policy of the U.S. government.

Intermediate Steps

Simultaneously we should work to achieve a series of intermediate steps that lead to nuclear abolition.  Possible steps 
include the following:
· De-alerting (taking missiles off hair-trigger alert, separating warheads from delivery vehicles to achieve a status of 
zero alert).
· Strategic arms reduction treaties (START II, III).
· Dismantlement of nuclear weapons taken out of service.
· Termination of new weapons development.
· International control of fissile material.
· Opposition to deployment of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defense.

Of these intermediate steps, I suggest that we give top priority to de-alerting and halting new weapons development. We 
can also support START agreements as they come up, call for dismantlement of out-of-service missiles, and oppose 
ABM funding.  Fissile material control is quite technical, but as appropriate, we can support an acceptable treaty once it 
is negotiated.  But our foremost attention should be upon de-alerting and new weapons development.

De-alerting.  Achieving zero alert by all the nuclear weapon states would provide security from accidental or malicious 
launching.  Once nuclear weapons are off alert, it would be relatively difficult to return to alert status without being 
provocative.  Thus, de-alerting is a significant step toward nuclear disarmament (which is why some oppose it).

De-alerting by the nuclear weapon states is advocated as a practical step by a variety of study commissions, retired 
military officers, retired civilian officials, scientists, and other scholars.  Proposals range from taking only part of the 
nuclear arsenal off hair-trigger alert to achieving zero alert with warheads separated from delivery vehicles.   In the 
attached proposal for the global religious community I advocate achieving zero alert by December 31, 1999.  Bruce 
Blair of the Brookings Institution, the foremost civilian authority on the subject,  says that it would be possible to 
achieve a mode of zero alert in twelve months, though lack of storage facilities might mean total separation of warheads 
and delivery vehicles might take somewhat longer.

A number of arms control experts have had discussions about de-alerting with the White House and the Pentagon.  The 
latter has conducted studies on alternative methods to de-alerting but presently opposes this approach.   So far President 
Clinton hasn't been convinced to adopt a de-alerting policy.   On the Hill Senator Daschle is an advocate of de-alerting 
as are some other members of Congress, but at present the Republican majority would likely object to zero alert. 

What is needed is a major public campaign on de-alerting that would involve organizations with professional expertise, 
such as the Union of Concerned Scientists, broad-based peace organizations, such as Physicians for Social 
Responsibility (PSR) and Peace Action, and the religious community with its combination of national leadership and 
extensive grassroots network.   The CTBT campaign offers a model that could be adapted for this purpose.

Halting new weapons development.  The Clinton Administration has instituted a Stockpile Stewardship Program with 
the stated purpose of keeping the nuclear arsenal operable without nuclear testing.  The cost is $4.5 billion a year for ten 
years.  Some see this as part of a deal to gain support for the CTBT from the nuclear weapons laboratories in California 
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and New Mexico and also to secure the support of Senate Republicans.  

Organizations such as Western States Legal Foundation, Los Alamos Study Group, and Alliance for Nuclear 
Accountability point out that as much as half the Stockpile Stewardship funds will be spent for capital projects and 
experiments that foster development of new nuclear weapons and weapons modernization rather than passive 
stewardship of the present nuclear arsenal.  They are campaigning actively to cut back the program severely.

I believe that the religious community should support this effort.   To do so we would need to be much better informed 
on the nature of the Stockpile Stewardship Program and the specific elements related to new weapons development and 
modernization.  For this purpose we can turn to the above-mentioned advocacy organizations.  We can use their material 
and if appropriated adapt it for education of our grassroots networks.   We can also add a concern for wasted resources 
that could be better utilized elsewhere.

Once we are adequately informed, we can follow the lead of the advocacy organizations in opposing elements of 
Stockpile Stewardship dealing with new weapons development and modernization.  This includes those mentioned 
above and also PSR and Peace Action. Together we can focus on the congressional authorization and appropriation 
processes in order to cut back on funds for specific program elements.  This would be a multi-year endeavor. 

Ways and Means

In sum, I am suggesting that the U.S. religious community take on nuclear abolition as a major endeavor and provide 
significant, public leadership in offering moral, spiritual, and humanitarian reasons for the global elimination of nuclear 
weapons.  We should join with others in pressing for intermediate steps, such as de-alerting and halting new weapons 
development.

I realize that my proposal comes at a time when some denominational offices have cut back on personnel working on 
peace issues.  Other offices have a very heavy, multi-issue agenda on the international scene and don't necessarily have 
resources to increase their work on nuclear disarmament.

My response is twofold.  First, these offices have been working this year for CTBT ratification and the same level of 
resources could be sustained for other aspects of nuclear abolition.  Second, there is indication that two or more 
foundations have an interest in making grants to increase the level of religious organizational work for nuclear 
disarmament.   With the latter as a possibility, let me outline out some alternative approaches.

(1) One approach would be to create in the United States a completely integrated, broad-based, secular/religious 
campaign for nuclear abolition and the intermediate steps toward that goal.  I doubt that it is possible even it was 
deemed desirable.  The CTBT experience shows that there can be effective coming together for particular tasks but that 
there is too much diversity for total integration.  Moreover, peace organizations have nuclear disarmament and related 
matters as their primary mission while denominational offices have a very broad agenda and cannot devote undivided 
attention to disarmament.  So there is considerable disparity in allocated staff time. 

(2) A second approach is to continue the informal, cooperative arrangement used in the CTBT campaign. We have had 
monthly meeting of religious representatives in Washington along with advisers and co-workers from peace 
organizations.  It's been so informal that the gathering doesn't even have a name.  But as a result 20 religious 
organizations are working together in developing grassroots support for the CTBT.  Furthermore, sets of horizontal 
relationships have developed between religious organizations and peace organizations, such as 20/20 Vision. PSR, 
Peace Action, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse, resulting in joint field activities in a number of states.   In 
Washington. D.C. religious organizations have produced several sign-on letters on their own, such as the "Statement of 
American Religious Leaders" that the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) initiated and several letters to 
members of the Senate that I initiated.  Some religious organizations have also signed on to statements initiated by 
peace organizations.  

As convener and facilitator of the monthly meetings, I have sent out notices for the meetings and brief notes afterwards.  
FCNL staff and I serve as a bridge between the religious community and the Monday Lobby's Nuclear Weapons 
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Working Group and the CTBT Working Group.   Sometimes I forward information from Monday Lobby organizations 
to religious representatives, and the Disarmament Clearinghouse has religious organizations on its "ctbt-organize" list 
serve.   I keep in touch with interested religious representatives who don't regularly attend the monthly meetings, and I 
have initiated outreach to religious groups not yet a part of this network.  I see my role as catalyst, but by no means as 
coordinator.

This has been a workable arrangement, but it has some drawbacks.  Attendance by some organizations has been 
irregular.  This stems not from lack of interest but rather because of the fairly modest staff time many religious 
organizations have to work on disarmament issues and the conflicting demands to attend other meetings on different 
issues.   Except for the brief notes and forwarded information I send out on e-mail, we don't have systematic 
communication within our religious network.  Except for the FCNL sign-on letter we haven't reached beyond the usual 
core of participants from Mainline Protestant denominations, peace churches, Catholics, Reform Jews, and Unitarian-
Universalists.  Missing are Baptists, Evangelicals, Black churches, Orthodox Christians, other Jewish bodies, Muslims, 
and Buddhists.  This represents less a failure than a challenge to broaden our coalition.

(3) A third approach would to build upon the experience of the CTBT campaign and bring more resources into the 
equation.  

Our informal monthly meetings could be given a least enough structure to have a name.  For instance, we could choose 
between such terms as (a) religious or interfaith, (b) committee, coalition, working group, or task force, and (c) on 
nuclear abolition or nuclear disarmament.  But it would need to be a different name than the existing Religious Working 
Group for Nuclear Abolition of the Abolition 2000 network, which is in the process of becoming international in scope 
(I am a co-convener along with Clayton Ramey of the FOR and Dave Robinson of Pax Christi USA). 

Our U.S. group would deal with both (i) advocacy of nuclear abolition and (ii) intermediate steps leading toward that 
goal, such as de-alerting, curtailing new weapons development, START agreements, and other steps.  It would make 
connections with the Abolition 2000 network and with organizations working on intermediate steps.

The body would meet in Washington, D.C. because of the presence of so many organizations here, but it should 
constantly reach out to organizations based elsewhere with two-way communication.  It could have a chair or co-chairs, 
either "permanent" or rotating.

It would be desirable to have a secretariat with at least part-time staff to handle such tasks as arranging for meeting 
space, sending out meeting notices, writing and circulating meeting notes, facilitating e-mail, fax and regular mail 
communications, helping gain signers to sign-on letters, assisting in production of joint material.

It would also be desirable to find funds to bolster the staff of some of the participating religious organizations.  
Additional funds could also be used for production of common material, such as liturgy, sample sermons, bulletin 
inserts, religious education literature

It would be useful to have a closed list-serve or some other e-mail arrangement.  It might be desirable to have a home 
page on the worldwide web, possibly hosted by one of our organization members.

 (4) The above described working group or coalition would pull together staff from denominational offices and religious 
associations who work on this and related endeavors.  In addition, consideration might be given to creating a religious 
(or interfaith) leadership council for nuclear abolition, consisting of heads of communion or their representatives 
(bishops and the like, not denominational staff).  

It could meet two or three times a year to offer guidance on policies and joint activities being carried out by the working 
group.  Members would to provide feedback to leaders in their respective denominations.  It could issue policy 
statements and send delegations to call on public officials (perhaps joining with retired generals and admirals).  It would 
give greater visibility to the abolition campaign and reinforce interfaith solidarity on this issue.

Conclusion
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These ideas I offer for your consideration.  Please give me your feedback and your own ideas and share them with 
others in our network.

Shalom,
Howard
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Return-Path: <nde>
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 14:04:41 -0700 (PDT)
From: Nevada Desert Experience <nde@igc.apc.org>
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Greetings!

Dear Howard,    June 22, 1998
It was recommended to me back in 1996 by someone at MPN (now ANA) to contact
you about our work at the Nevada Desert Experience (NDE).  Have you heard of
us?  We have been leading people of faith to the Nevada Test Site since 1982.
Our largest gatherings in the '90s were in 1991 (600 folks came for the 10th
anniversary of NDE protests; 1995 (500 came to commemorate the 50th anniversary
of Hiroshima & Nagasaki) and 1997 (325 came to honor the 100th birthday of
Dorothy Day-co founder of the Catholic Worker movement).  Each year we host
smaller gatherings during Lent and the Hiroshima & Nagasaki August anniversaries
in Las Vegas and at the Nevada Test Site.  Our next large event is scheduled
for December 28, 1999 to January 1, 2000 in Las Vegas and the Nevada TEst Site.
It is our hope to enlist the AB2000 network to help promote this event, at least, as one of the AB2000 events planned for 
that time.  We are open to a smaller
or larger gathering, depending on interest.  Would you be interested in helping
to get the word out?  Have you ever been out here before?  Keep up the good
work.  We have had much Methodist representation here over the years--Bishop
C. Dale White, Bishop Leotine Kelly and others.
 Blessings,  David Buer, OFM 
    NDE Interim Director
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